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 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 1: CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION IN 
AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY SECTOR 
 
LECTURE 1.1: ACHIEVING A 60 PERCENT REDUCTION IN 
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS BY 2050   
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s  
Energy Sector 
 
Lecture 1.1: Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions by 20505   
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to provide an overview of the challenges and exciting opportunities facing 
Australia’s energy future. A clear understanding of these opportunities and risks will assist 
understanding of the range of interacting drivers for change within Australia’s energy sector. This 
lecture also provides an overview of energy efficiency and low carbon technology opportunities for 
Australia (to be covered in more detail throughout the three modules). This lecture will highlight that 
collectively the technologies and design strategies currently available can help Australia to achieve 
significant reductions in the emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Smith, M, Hargroves, K. Desha, C. Stasinopoulos, P (2009) Lecture 1.1: Risks and 
Vulnerabilities from Climate Change in Australia in Smith, M., Hargroves, K., Desha, 
C., and Stasinopoulos, P. (2009) Water Transformed: Sustainable Water Solutions 
for Climate Change Adaptation, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Griffith University, 
and Australian National University, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Sustainable_Water_Solutions_Portfolio.aspx#WaterTran
sformedLecture1_1. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
  pp 4-7 
2. Hargroves, K., and Smith, M.H. (eds) (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: 
Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance in the 21st Century, Earthscan, 
London: Chapter 17: ‘Profitable Greenhouse Solutions’, (9 pgs). Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/NAON1Chapter17.1.3.aspx. Accessed 8 October 2012.  
 
 
pp 326-
337 
3. Smith, M., and Hargroves, K., (2006) ‘The First Cuts Must Be the Deepest’, CSIRO 
ECOS, Issue 128, Australia. Available at 
www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=Ec128p8.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
4. Smith, M. Hargroves, K.  Desha, C. (2010) Chapter 6 – Responding to the 
Complexity   of Climate in Cents and Sustainability: Securing Our Common Future by 
Decoupling Economic Growth from Environmental Pressures, Routledge, London. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/CentsandSustainability-
Chapter6.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
3 pages 
 
 
Pp 177-
185 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT, and Molly Olsen and Phillip Toyne – EcoFutures Pty Ltd. 
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Learning Points   
The mission of [CSIRO’s] Energy Transformed is... to develop low emission energy 
technologies and systems delivering cost competitive energy services that meet the 
economic, social and environmental needs of Australians. 
John Wright, Director CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship 
1. Energy is a key input into our personal and business activity. Energy, in some form, is involved in 
most household activities, such as heating, cooling, cooking, lighting, transport or simply 
enjoying products and services that require energy. Greenhouse gas emissions from energy 
used in the home amounts to 20 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions. Companies 
use energy in most of their activities, whether it is processing and manufacturing materials, 
transportation, heating and cooling premises, providing telecommunication services, or powering 
computers.  
2. The energy industry itself is also big business. As the CSIRO Energy Futures Forum stated, 
‘Australia’s energy sector directly employs some 120,000 Australians through the production and 
supply of stationary energy (such as electricity and gas), transport energy (mainly petroleum-
based fuels) and energy for export. Australians spend about $50 billion on energy each year, 
with energy-related sectors, such as electricity, mining and transport, accounting for some 11 per 
cent of Australian Gross Domestic.’6 
3. There are significant drivers for change affecting Australia’s energy industry, such as:   
- Opportunities to Improve Energy Infrastructure: Most of Australia’s infrastructure either needs 
maintenance, retrofitting or will roll over in the next 30-40 years, including many of Australia’s 
coal fired power stations - this presents a ‘once in a generation opportunity’ to upgrade the 
energy generation infrastructure with low carbon technologies. 
- Risks of High Oil Prices: Modern economies’ transportation needs are remarkably dependant 
on oil and yet oil production has now peaked in over 60 countries (oil in the USA peaked in 
1972).7 High oil prices and concerns over greenhouse gas emissions from the transport 
sector have combined to create significant political, technical and societal interest in the 
alternatives.  
- Climate Change: The biggest overall driver for change for the energy sector is the risk posed 
by human induced climate change.  
4. Currently, most of the energy used in Australia produces greenhouse gas emissions. The IPCC 
has been warning since 1988 that to avoid dangerous climate change, greenhouse gas 
reductions of 60 percent by 2050 is needed. The latest climate change science represented in 
the 2007 IPCC 4th assessment8 is calling on nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50-
85 percent by 2050 to avoid dangerous climate change.  
5. The CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program is focused on this challenge. As 
                                                 
6Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
7 US Department of Defence (2003) A Strategy: Moving America Away From Oil: Technology Fuel Efficiency, Office of Net Assessment, 
Office of the Secretary of Defence. 
8 IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment Report. WG2: Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation & Vulnerability, IPCC. Available at 
http://www.ipcc.ch/SPM6avr07.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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CSIRO states, 9  
The goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and implementation of 
stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, double the 
efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy.  
6. Numerous technical and economic studies show that reductions of 40-60 percent of greenhouse 
gas emissions by 2050 are achievable for OECD nations through a combination of demand 
management, energy efficiency, and low carbon technologies such as renewable energy and 
carbon capture and storage (see Optional Reading).   
7. One of the reasons that such deep cuts can be achieved in Australia is because there are still 
energy efficiency gains of up to 30 percent yet to be realised, with a four year or less pay back 
period, and up to 70 percent energy efficiency gains with an eight year or less pay back period in 
the Australian economy. This is the finding of an important government study co-ordinated by 
State and the Federal governments which led to the formation of the National Framework for 
Energy Efficiency (NFEE).10 
8. Many governments around the world are aware of such studies and have now committed to 60 
percent reductions or better by 2050. This includes nations such a UK, France, Germany, and 
Sweden. The California government in the USA has gone further and adopted a target of 80 
percent by 2050, and New Zealand and Norway recently have committed to becoming climate 
neutral. In Australia, the Federal Labour Party has committed to 60 percent reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, as have the South Australian, Victorian and New South 
Wales Governments.11 
 
                                                 
9 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, Energy Futures Forum, Parts 1, 2, 3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
10 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and 
Challenges Discussion Paper, National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE). Available at 
http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
11 NSW Government (2006) NSW Renewable Energy target: Explanation Paper, NSW Government, Australia Available at 
http://www.deus.nsw.gov.au/Publications/NRET%20Explanatory%20Paper%20FINAL.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
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Brief Background Information  
Energy, in some form, is involved in most household, business and government activities. There are 
significant drivers for change affecting Australia’s energy industry, such as risks from climate change 
peaking of Australian oil production, threats of sabotage to centralised energy supply systems, aging 
energy infrastructure, and technological and design innovations. But the biggest driver for change for 
the energy sector is the risk posed by human induced climate change. Currently, most of the energy 
used in Australia produces greenhouse gas emissions. There is now widespread recognition that 
Australia needs to significantly improve the efficiency with which we use energy and decarbonise the 
energy sector as a whole. The CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program is focused 
on this challenge. As CSIRO states, 12  
The goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and implementation of 
stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, double the 
efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy.  
Since mid 2006 there has been a huge shift in attitude and understanding in the business, 
government and broader community concerning these issues. In fact, it could be argued that the 
launch of Al Gore’s film An Inconvenient Truth,13 the recent IPCC reports, and the Stern Review,14 
may be seen by future generations as an historic tipping point; when Australians finally understood 
the seriousness of the risks of human induced climate change. Events like ‘Cyclone Larry’ (which hit 
Innisfail), crops failing, the worsening drought, the early start to and intensity of the 2006–2007 
bushfire season leading to rolling black-outs in Victoria, and the bleaching of the coral of the Great 
Barrier Reef, are already giving Australians a tangible sense of what it will be like trying to adapt to 
climate change over the coming decades.  
This recent shift in attitude has been followed by the launch in 2007 of the 4th Assessment by the 
International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This latest Assessment by the IPCC has effectively 
ended debate concerning key aspects of the science of climate change, providing an ‘unequivocal’ 
link between climate change and current human activities, especially burning fossil fuels, 
deforestation and land clearing, the use of synthetic greenhouse gases, and decomposition of 
wastes from landfill.  
The IPCC’s report for Australia, published on 6 April 2007 warned that if no action was taken, climate 
change would cause the following to occur: 15 
- As a result of reduced precipitation and increased evaporation, water security problems are 
projected to intensify by 2030 in southern and eastern Australia and in New Zealand, in 
Northland and some eastern regions.  
- Significant loss of biodiversity is projected to occur by 2020 in some ecologically-rich sites 
including the Great Barrier Reef and Queensland Wet Tropics. Other sites at risk include Kakadu 
wetlands, south-west Australia, sub-Antarctic islands and the alpine areas of both countries. 
                                                 
12 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
13 Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2007) ‘The Gore Factor: Reviewing the impact of An Inconvenient Truth’, CSIRO ECOS, Australia. 
Available at www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC134p16.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
14 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Available at 
www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/sternreview_index.cfm. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
15 IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment Report. WG2: Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation & Vulnerability, IPCC, Unit 11. Available at  
http://www.ipcc.ch/SPM6avr07.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
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- Ongoing coastal development and population growth in areas such as Cairns and Southeast 
Queensland (Australia) and Northland to Bay of Plenty (New Zealand), are projected to 
exacerbate risks from sea-level rise and increases in the severity and frequency of storms and 
coastal flooding by 2050.  
- Production from agriculture and forestry by 2030 is projected to decline over much of southern 
and eastern Australia, and over parts of eastern New Zealand, due to increased drought and fire. 
However, in New Zealand, initial benefits to agriculture and forestry are projected in western and 
southern areas and close to major rivers due to a longer growing season, less frost and 
increased rainfall.  
- The region has substantial adaptive capacity due to well developed economies and scientific and 
technical capabilities, but there are considerable constraints to implementation and major 
challenges from changes in extreme events. Natural systems have limited adaptive capacity.  
The IPCC 4th Assessment is a significant call for action, and its findings for Australia have been 
backed up by the CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology in a report titled, Climate change in Australia,16 
launched in October 2007. The report found that ‘by 2030, temperatures will rise by about 1 ºC over 
Australia – a little less in coastal areas, and a little more inland - later in the century, warming 
depends on the extent of greenhouse gas emissions. If emissions are low, warming of between 1 ºC 
and 2.5 ºC is likely by around 2070, with a best estimate of 1.8 ºC. Under a high emission scenario, 
the best estimate warming is 3.4 ºC, with a range of 2.2 ºC to 5 ºC. Further, the report indicates there 
will be changes in temperature extremes, with fewer frosts and substantially more days over 35 ºC.’  
The CSIRO report also predicts that decreases in annual average rainfall are likely in southern 
Australia, and by 2030, there will be little annual rainfall change in the far north. Other findings 
include:17 
- ‘droughts are likely to become more frequent, particularly in the south-west, 
- evaporation rates are likely to increase, particularly in the north and east, 
- high-fire-danger weather is likely to increase in the south-east, 
- tropical cyclones are likely to become more intense, and 
- sea levels will continue to rise.’ 
In 1988, the IPCC called for 60 percent reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 but in 
2007, the IPCC launched its 4th Assessment calling for even higher reductions by 2050. This time 
the IPCC has called for 60-85 percent reductions by 2050. James Hansen from NASA, one of the 
world’s leading scientists and members of the IPCC stated that, ‘The question is, what is the level of 
global warming that would constitute dangerous climate change? We wrote an article in about the 
year 2000 in which we argued that 1 degree Celsius additional warming might be OK, but 2 or 3 
degrees is not. But what's now become clear is that maybe 1 degree Celsius [additional to 2000] is 
dangerous, because already we're seeing on West Antarctica a net loss of ice and the ocean is 
warming and it is beginning to melt the ice shelves. The other change that has occurred, as many 
                                                 
16 CSIRO and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (2007) Climate change in Australia: technical report, CSIRO, p 148. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/resources/ps3j6.html Accessed 5 October 2007. 
17 Ibid. 
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people predicted, is that China and India, the developing world, have increased their emissions at a 
significant rate in the last decade. So it really is becoming more urgent.’18 
The IPCC 4th assessment for the first time also provided economic modelling that showed that 
achieving a target of 85 percent would result in negligible negative effects on global economic 
growth. As Liz Minchin reported in The Age newspaper on the 5th of May 2007,19   
[The latest IPCC report outlines that]… the world has less than eight years to arrest global 
warming or risk what many scientists warn could be catastrophic changes to the planet… Its 
conclusion that global emission cuts of between 50 to 85 per cent would be needed to stop 
the temperature rising beyond two degrees. It found that slashing greenhouse emissions by 
up to 85 percent could cost only 0.12 per cent of global gross domestic product a year to 
2050.  
A range of studies now show that achieving reductions of 40-60 percent in greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2050 is technically and economically achievable for Australia. Eight studies from the 
UK, USA, Canada and Australia have been undertaken and show how to achieve 40-60 percent cuts 
to greenhouse gas emissions cost effectively by 2050.20 Recent studies have been undertaken that 
show how to achieve 60 percent reductions or better for Australia,21 with specific recommendations 
for the states of Victoria, NSW, Queensland and Western Australia. 22  
                                                 
18 Sheppard, K. (2007) ‘Clarion Caller: An interview with renowned climate scientist James Hansen’, Grist Environmental News and 
Commentary. Available at http://www.grist.org/news/maindish/2007/05/15/hansen/. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
19 Minchin, L. (2007) ‘A Climate of Change’, The Age, Australia. Available at http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/a-climate-of-
change/2007/05/04/1177788398904.html?page=fullpage#contentSwap1. Accessed 5 May 2007.  
20 The relevant Australian deep cut studies to date are: Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change (2006) The business case for 
early action, ABRCC. Available at www.businessroundtable.com.au. Accessed 20 April 2007; Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. 
(2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, WWF, Canberra.  Available at 
http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 20 April 2007; Prime Minister’s Science, Engineering and 
Innovation Council (2002) Beyond Kyoto - Innovation and Adaptation, Department of Education, Science and Training, Australia. Available  
at www.dest.gov.au/sectors/science_innovation/publications_resources/profiles/beyond_kyoto_innovation_and_adaptation.htm.  Accessed 
20 April 2007; Turton, H., Ma, J., Saddler, H. and Hamilton, C. (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: a pilot study of how 
Australia can achieve deep cuts in emissions, Australia Institute Paper No 48. Available at 
http://www.tai.org.au/WhatsNew_Files/WhatsNew/DP48sum.pdf. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
21 Ibid.  
22 Saddler. H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Energy Strategies Pty Ltd for 
the Clean Energy Future Group, WWF, Canberra  Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 20 
April 2007.   
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Table 1.1.1. Summary of climate change impacts on Australia across selected areas 
 
Source: CSIRO Marine & Atmospheric Research (2006)23 
                                                 
23 Preston, B.L. and Jones, R.N. (2006) Climate Change Impacts on Australia and the Benefits of Early Action to Reduce Global 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, CSIRO. Available at http://www.csiro.au/files/files/p6fy.pdf. Accessed 3 January 2007. 
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A number of costed studies24 show that OECD nations can reduce their greenhouse gas emissions 
by 40-60 percent by 2050 through combining advanced energy efficiency approaches with low 
carbon technologies - again while maintaining strong economic growth rates. These studies are 
freely available and show how large greenhouse gas reductions can be achieved. Each of the 
studies regard energy efficiency important, but all find energy efficiency alone is insufficient for large 
reductions. They also show there is a need to reduce the carbon emissions from energy production 
as well as through alternative fuels in the transport sector. These studies provide significant 
evidence that the goal of the Energy Transformed Flagship, ‘to halve greenhouse gas emissions’, is 
economically and technically achievable.  
A summary of some of the key results from these studies is presented in Table 1.1.2. One of the 
reasons that such deep cuts can be achieved in Australia is because there are still energy efficiency 
gains of up to 30 percent yet to be realised, with a four year or less pay back period, and up to 70 
percent energy efficiency gains, with an eight year or less pay back period in the Australian 
economy. This is the finding of an important government report co-ordinated by state and the 
Federal governments which led to the formation of the National Framework for Energy Efficiency 
(NFEE).25 Many governments around the world are aware of such studies and have now committed 
to 60 percent reductions or better in CO2 by 2050. This includes nations such a UK, France, 
Germany, and Sweden. The Californian government in the USA has gone even further and adopted 
a target of 80 percent by 2050, and New Zealand and Norway have recently committed to becoming 
climate neutral. In Australia, the Federal Labour Party has committed to 60 percent reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, as have the South Australian, Victorian and New South Wales 
Governments.26 Already some businesses have committed and are making progress to significantly 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions using engineering strategies outlined in the table below.27 
                                                 
24 1) Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change (2006) The Business Case for Early Action, Australian Business Roundtable on 
Climate Change; 2) Bailie, A., Bernow, S., Castelli, B., O’Connor, P. and Romm, J. (2003) The Path to Carbon Dioxide-Free Power: 
Switching to Clean Energy in the Utility Sector, A study by Tellus Institute and Center for Energy and Climate Solutions for WWF, USA.  
Available at http://assets.panda.org/downloads/wwf_powerswitch_scenario_usa.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007;  3) Saddler, H., Diesendorf, 
M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Energy Strategies Pty Ltd for the Clean Energy Future 
Group, WWF Australia.  Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 3 March 2007; 4)  
Interlaboratory Working Group (2000) Scenarios for a Clean Energy Future, Oak Ridge National Lab, Berkeley, CA. Available at 
www.nrel.gov/docs/fy01osti/29379.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007;  5) Mintzer, I., Leonard, J. A. and Schwartz, P. (2003) US Energy 
Scenarios for the 21st Century, Pew Center on Global Climate Change. Available at http://www.pewclimate.org/global-warming-in-
depth/all_reports/energy_scenarios/index.cfm or http://www.pewclimate.org/docUploads/EnergyScenarios.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007; 6) 
Torrie, R., Parfett, R. and Steenhof, P. (2002) Kyoto and Beyond: the low emission path to innovation and efficiency, Report for David 
Suzuki Foundation and Canadian Climate Action Network, Canada. Available at http://www.davidsuzuki.org/files/Kyoto_Beyond_LR.pdf. 
Accessed 3 March 2007; 7) Turton, H., Ma, J., Saddler, H. and Hamilton, C. (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: a pilot study 
of how Australia can achieve deep cuts in emissions, Australia Institute Paper No 48. Available a 
http://www.tai.org.au/WhatsNew_Files/WhatsNew/DP48sum.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007; 8) UK Department of Trade and Industry (2003) 
Our Energy Future – Creating a Low Carbon Economy, Energy White Paper, UK Department of Trade and Industry, Version 1. Available 
at http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/energy-policy/energy-white-paper/page21223.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.   
25 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and 
Challenges Discussion Paper, NFEE. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
26 NSW Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability (2006) NSW Renewable Energy Target: Explanatory Paper, NSW Government. 
Available at http://www.deus.nsw.gov.au/Publications/NRET%20Explanatory%20Paper%20FINAL.pdf. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
27 Smith, M. Hargroves, K. (2007) ‘The Gore Factor: Reviewing the impact of An Inconvenient Truth’, CSIRO ECOS, Australia. Available at 
www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC134p16.pdf. Accessed 20 April 2007.   
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Table 1.1.2. A Selection of Strategies to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions28 
Sample of Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technology Opportunities  Average GHG 
Reductions 
End-Use Energy Efficiency 
Hybrid cars and 
trucks 
In the US, Europe and Japan hybrid cars cost only marginally 
more than the standard models, use ~50% less fuel, and are 
selling well.  
At least 50% 
Electric motors The Australian Greenhouse Office has created the ’motor 
solutions’ online resource. They write that: ‘Selecting the right 
motor results in large and cost-effective savings and 
whole-system-design and management can achieve even greater 
savings’. The use of variable speed drive (VSD) (up to 50%),29 
high-efficiency motors (28-50%)30 and improved system 
management (48-55% for pumping systems,31 and 30-57% for 
ventilation systems) are expected to deliver an average increase 
in electric motor system efficiency of 85% by 2050.32 
Up to ~60%  
Buildings The energy efficiency of the structure of commercial buildings 
(excluding equipment) can be improved by, on average, 45% 
through improvements in design and construction.33 The 
Thurgoona campus of Charles Sturt University (Albury, Australia) 
consumes less than half the energy of the comparable building it 
replaced.34 
45% on 
average. 
Lighting systems Using efficient compact fluorescent lights and installing movement 
sensors can improve the energy efficiency of lighting.35  
70% using a 
range of 
measures.36 
Light emitting diodes 
(LED) 
Lighting in Britain and other developed nations accounts for about 
20% of all electricity used. In poorer countries the figure rises to 
40%.37 The US Department of Energy has estimated that light 
emitting diode (LED) lighting could cut national energy 
consumption for lighting by 29% by 2025. The total savings on US 
household electric bills would be $125 billion.  
Up to 75% in 
10 to 15 years. 
Residential sector Shifting to a 5-star rating system for new homes delivers, on 
average, a 55% improvement in energy efficiency (from the 
current average in Australia of 1.5 stars).38 In the case of Victoria, 
Australia, wall insulation is mandatory, yielding projected savings 
of 45% for new homes39 Installing energy-efficient equipment in 
the house will further reduce energy usage. 
55% based on 
uptake of 
moderate 
performance 
improvements 
                                                 
28 A detailed overview of the deep cut strategies for greenhouse emissions are covered in Saddler. H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. 
(2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Energy Strategies Pty Ltd for the Clean Energy Future Group, WWF, 
Canberra.  Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 20 April 2007.   
29 Turton, H., Ma, J., Saddler, H. and Hamilton, C. (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: a pilot study of how Australia can 
achieve deep cuts in emissions, Australia Institute Paper No 48, The Australia Institute. Available at 
http://www.tai.org.au/documents/dp_fulltext/DP48.pdf.  Accessed 14 April 2007. 
30 CADDET (1995) Saving Energy with Electric Motor and Drive, CADDET Energy Efficiency.  
31 Benders, R. and Biesiot, W. (1996) Electricity Conservation in OECD Europe, in Proceedings of the International Conference on Energy 
Technologies to Reduce CO2. 
32 Hamilton, C., Turton, H., Saddler, H. and Jinlong, M. (2002) Long Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: A pilot study of how Australia can 
achieve deep cuts in emissions, Discussion Paper #48, The Australia Institute.  
33 Tuluca, A. (1997) Energy Efficiency Design and Construction for Commercial Buildings, MacGraw-Hill, New York.  
34 CSIRO Built Environment (2000) ‘Green Campus design savings 60% on energy’, Innovation Online, Number 13.  
35 Sathaye, J. and Moyers. S. (1995) Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Assessment: A Guidebook, Kluwer Academic Publishers.  
36 Watts, R.G. (1997) Engineering Response to Global Climate Change, Lewis Publishers, New York.  
37,See ExressIndia.com - UK scientist's bright idea to fight global warming at 
www.expressindia.com/fullstory.php?newsid=45912#compstory. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
38 US Department of Energy (2002) Annual Energy Outlook 2002, US Department of Energy, Washington DC. 
39 Australian Greenhouse Office (2000) Impact of Minimum Energy Performance Requirements for Class I Buildings in Victoria, Australian 
Greenhouse Office, Canberra.   
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Turning off domestic 
appliances 
In Australia, 10% of household electricity is used by keeping 
appliances like TVs and video players on standby. 
10% 
Smart metering California has embraced digital metering technology, coupled with 
modern telecommunications, to allow consumers to manage their 
own power use during peak hours. For two years now, consumers 
have voluntarily moved to a scheme in which they pay lower rates 
during off-peak times, such as after dinner. The vast majority of 
householders now receive lower bills on the new rates, and 90% 
of participants support it. It is now being rolled-out to all 10 million 
households. 
12-35% 
Signalling peak 
energy demand to 
consumers 
In California, Country Energy can signal a special peak price to 
customers (about double the normal peak price) up to 12 times a 
year. This coincides with exceptionally high electricity demand - 
usually on very hot or very cold days. In response to the first of 
these special peaks, customers voluntarily took actions that 
reduced overall demand by 15-30%. 
12-35% 
Energy-efficient street 
and traffic lighting 
Street lighting and traffic signals can use a significant amount of 
energy, and many cities have found that by replacing traditional 
light fixtures with super-efficient LED bulbs, they are reaping 
energy and cost savings. 
Up to 50% 
Dimming and turning 
off unnecessary city 
lighting after 12am 
In Italy, many of the Italian regional and municipal administrations 
have already taken strong measures to contain light pollution and, 
consequently, to save energy. This includes automatically turning 
off lights of government buildings after 12am. 
Up to 10% 
Reducing GHGs in Fossil Fuel Electric Power and Steam Generation 
Co-generation Co-generation - also known as combined heat and power (CHP) - 
and total energy, is an efficient, clean and reliable approach to 
generating power and thermal energy from a single fuel source. 
That is, co-generation uses heat that is otherwise discarded from 
conventional power generation to produce thermal energy. By 
recycling this waste heat, co-generation systems achieve typical 
effective electric efficiencies of 50% to 70% - a dramatic 
improvement over the average 33% efficiency of conventional 
fossil-fuelled power plants. Co-generation now produces almost 
10% of our nation's electricity, saves its customers up to 40% on 
their energy expenses, and reduces greenhouse gas emissions.  
~25% 
Tri-generation  A tri-generation plant, defined in non-engineering terminology, is 
most often described as a co-generation plant that has added 
absorption chillers which take the ‘waste heat’ a co-generation 
plant would have ‘wasted’, and converts this ‘free energy’ into 
useful energy in the form of chilled water.  
~50% 
New Types of Power Stations 
Integrated 
Gasification 
Combined Cycle 
(IGCC)  
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is rapidly 
emerging as one of the most promising technologies in power 
generation that utilises low-quality solid and liquid fuels and is 
able to meet the most stringent emissions requirements. IGCC 
systems are extremely clean and are much more efficient than 
traditional coal-fired systems. IGCC uses a combined cycle 
format with a gas turbine driven by the combusted syngas from 
the gasifier, while the exhaust gases are heat exchanged with 
water/steam to generate steam to drive the steam turbine. 
~50% 
Carbon Sequestration 
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Below ground storage 
of carbon dioxide 
A demonstration of carbon sequestration exists in the form of a 
six-year project at the Sleipner Field in the Norwegian North Sea. 
Approximately one million tons of carbon dioxide has been 
sequestered each year over the last five years.  
Up to 100% 
Coal gasification and 
carbon sequestration 
Coal gasification,40 that is part of the IGCC, also offers a realistic 
way to separate CO2 and thus allows carbon sequestration, and 
in turn potentially creates the world’s first climate neutral coal 
powered station. This is the basis of the US FutureGen project.41 
The FutureGen Project is an effort to advance carbon capture and 
storage technology as a way to reduce greenhouse emissions. 
The project is a US$1 billion, public-private effort to construct the 
world's first fossil fuel, low-pollution power plant. If oxygen is used 
in a coal gasifier instead of air, CO2 is emitted as a concentrated 
gas stream. In this form, it can be captured more easily and at 
lower costs for ultimate disposition in sequestration.  
Up to 100% 
Improving Conversion Efficiency 
Pulsed combustion CSIRO’s combustion team have developed the revolutionary 
pulsed combustion technologies that promise to double thermal 
energy conversion rates for numerous domestic, industrial and 
commercial processes.42 
Up to 70% 
Super-cables instead 
of traditional power 
cables. 
Being almost immune to resistance, superconducting power 
cables lose only about a 0.5% of power during transmission, 
compared to 5-8% lost by traditional power cables. These cables 
also deliver more power - about three to five times more than 
traditional power cables.43 As the rapid growth of urban areas 
increases demand for electricity while limiting the space for 
overhead and underground cable installations, the ability of these 
cables to transmit more power - with less energy losses and using 
the same amount of space as traditional cable - will be 
increasingly important.  
Up to 97% 
Decarbonising Electricity Generation – Renewables 
Renewables Costs are consistently falling for renewable energy sources, such 
as mini-hydro, biomass, geo-thermal, tidal and solar power. 
Significant innovations are also occurring in harnessing energy 
from ocean waves44 and ocean currents.45 Wind Power in areas 
of high average wind is already cost competitive with coal-fired 
power stations.46 Pacific Hydro Ltd (PHY) is one of the leading 
renewable energy companies in Australia, the South East Asian 
and Pacific area.  
Up to 100% 
Source: (Compiled by Smith, M from Smith, M, Pears, A. 200547) 
                                                 
40 See Cogeneration Technologies – Coal Gasification at www.cogeneration.net/Coal-Gasification.htm. Accessed 20 April 2007. 
41 Read more about FutureGen at www.fe.doe.gov/programs/powersystems/futuregen/. Accessed 20 April 2007. 
42 McAlpine, G. and Mitchell, C. (1999) CSIRO Solutions for Greenhouse: Based on an overview prepared for the Australian Greenhouse 
Office, AGO, Australia. 
43 See Oak Ridge National Laboratory - ‘High Temperature Superconductors: The World's First Industrial Field Test of a High-Temperature 
Superconducting Cable System’ at http://www.ornl.gov/sci/htsc/documents/releases/swfieldtest.htm. Accessed 20 April 2007.  
44 Wavegen Ltd, UK are a world leader in wave energy and have developed and operated the world’s first commercial-scale wave energy 
device that generates power for the grid. 
45 Marine Current Turbines’ Ltd technology represents a novel method for generating electricity from a huge energy resource in the sea. 
Although the relentless energy of marine currents has been obvious from the earliest days of seafaring, it is only now that the development 
of modern offshore engineering capabilities coinciding with the need to find large new renewable energy resources makes this a 
technically feasible and economically viable possibility. 
46 Jacobson, M.Z. and Gilbert M.M. (2001) ‘Wind is Competitive with Coal’, Science, no. 1438.  
47 Smith, M. Pears, A. (2005) Chapter 17 Profitable Greenhouse Solutions in Hargroves, K. Smith, M. (eds) The Natural Advantage of 
Nations. Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance in the 21st Century. Routledge. London.  
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Energy Transformed Flagship.  
 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 1: CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION IN 
AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY SECTOR 
 
LECTURE 1.2: CARBON DOWN, PROFITS UP – MULTIPLE 
BENEFITS FOR AUSTRALIA OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; „the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society‟s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia‟s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) „World Energy Outlook 2005‟, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s  
Energy Sector 
 
Lecture 1.2: Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia 
of Energy Efficiency5 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to demonstrate the business and economic case for action on climate 
change. Engineers and designers often need to convince business managers of the cost benefits of 
developing and implementing strategies to reduce energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions. It 
is important to be aware of the competitive advantage benefits to their organisation of taking a pro-
active stance on climate change. Business, government and other organisations are now committing 
to achieve significant greenhouse gas reductions like never before. This lecture will show that 
through energy efficiency, low carbon technology strategies, and carbon offsets, many companies 
and governments have achieved significant greenhouse gas reductions and cost savings. This 
lecture provides a contextual overview of the benefits of pursuing the strategies to be outlined in this 
portfolio - namely energy efficiency (Module A and B), low carbon technologies (Module C) and 
carbon offsets (Lecture 9.3). To highlight the critical relevance of this material to current practicing 
engineers this lecture highlights the wide range of business, government and civil society 
organisations now committing to becoming climate neutral. This lecture asks whether or not 
becoming climate neutral is now the new best practice standard, and overviews key economic 
studies which show that action on climate change will cost significantly less than inaction.  
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Smith, M. Hargroves, K (2007) „Climate Leaders: The New Corporate Standards‟, 
CSIRO ECOS, Issue 136, Australia. Available at 
www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC136p27.pdf. Accessed 8 October 
2012. 
pp 27-29 
2. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – The Business Case and Beyond, 
DRET at http://eex.gov.au/energy-management/the-business-case-and-beyond/. 
Accessed 8 October 2012. 
pp 8-11 
3. The Climate Group (2007) Profits Up, Carbon Down (3rd ed.), The Climate Group. 
Available at www.theclimategroup.org/what-we-do/publications/Carbon-Down-
Profits-Up-New-Edition/. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
pp 1-15 
4. Hatfield-Dodds, S. (2007) „The economic impacts of deep cuts to Australia's 
greenhouse emissions‟, CSIRO ECOS, Issue 134, Australia. Available at 
www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC134p12.pdf. Accessed 8 October 
2012. 
pp 12-15  
                                                 
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT, and Molly Olsen and Phillip Toyne – EcoFutures Pty Ltd. 
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Learning Points 
As many companies have already learned, acting on this issue is simply good business. 
Reducing our use of energy reduces costs… Inviting our employees to be active on this issue 
helps us recruit and retain the world's best. For us, as a media company - this is a chance to 
deepen our relationships with our viewers, readers, and web users. The debate is shifting 
from whether climate change is really happening to how to solve it. And when so many of the 
solutions make sense for us as a business, it is clear that we should take action not only as a 
matter of public responsibility, but because we stand to benefit. 
Rupert Murdoch, Founder of News Corporation, 20076  
1. There is growing demand for engineers, designers and other technicians with skills in helping 
companies, governments, schools, universities and other organisations to dramatically reduce 
the emissions of greenhouse gases in Australia and around the world. This training program 
provides the understanding required for organisations to become a climate leader in your sector. 
If organisations do not rapidly commit to developing and implementing a strategy to significantly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions they will not only be left behind, but will eventually be forced 
to follow.  
2. Numerous corporations have now committed to the goal of becoming ‟Climate Neutral‟, meaning 
that overall their operations do not contribute greenhouse gases into the atmosphere resulting in 
climate change. High profile corporations which have committed to becoming climate neutral 
include News Limited, Australian Football League (AFL), Price Waterhouse Coopers, Westpac, 
Insurance Australia Group, Swiss Re, Bunnings Warehouse, KPMG Australia, ANZ Bank Group, 
and Channel Seven‟s Sunrise Breakfast TV Program. 
3. In government, the climate leaders in Australia are Newcastle City Council - which has already 
reduced emissions by over 50 percent throughout its operations since the mid 1990s, and the 
City of Melbourne - which is working hard to achieve its goal of being climate neutral by 2020.7 
Other local governments who have committed to becoming climate neutral include: Moreland 
City Council,8 Maribyrnong City Council,9 and the Yarra Ranges Shire Council.10 Councils such 
as Townsville City Council are focused on practical programs such as the national Solar Cities 
program to assist constituents to reduce energy demand and shift to renewable options. 
4. There is a strong business case for a shift towards renewable options. Westpac‟s journey 
provides a good summary of why so many businesses are now making the commitment to 
become climate neutral. Westpac has already achieved a 45 percent reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions on 1996 levels.  
 
 
                                                 
6 Murdoch R, (2007) „Rupert Murdoch‟s speech on Climate Neutrality‟, The Australian. Available at 
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,21705121-601,00.html. Accessed 12 May 2007.   
7 The Climate Group (2007) Low Carbon Leader: Cities, The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/low_carbon_leader_cities.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
8 Moreland City Council (2007) „No Longer Business as Usual on Climate Change‟, Media Release, Moreland City Council. Available at 
http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/news/mr170407.htm. Accessed 2 May 2007.  
9 Maribyrnong City Council (2007) „Maribyrnong Council commits to become carbon neutral by 2020‟, Media Release, Maribyrnong City 
Council. Available at http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/files/Maribyrnong-carbon-neutral.pdf. Accessed 2 May 2007.  
10 Yarra Ranges Shire Council (2007) „Climate Change: What the Shire of Yarra Ranges is Doing About it!‟, Council‟s Response to Climate 
Change, Yarra Ranges Shire Council. Available at http://www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Page/Page.asp?Page_Id=2797. Accessed 2 May 
2007.  
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In 2007, The Climate Group, reporting on Westpac, stated that,11   
Since 1996 reductions in travel, paper and electricity use have cut the company’s GHG 
emissions by 45% on 1996 levels. In 2005-06, Westpac realized a 12% reduction by 
purchasing green power and integrating energy, water and emission performance indicators 
into facility managers’ contracts. Westpac is striving towards an ultimate goal of zero net 
emissions. Since 1993, Westpac has saved over US$7 million in energy costs and recently 
invested in a new headquarters designed to achieve optimal energy efficiency and minimal 
GHG emissions. As well as reducing its own carbon footprint, Westpac helps its customers 
reduce theirs – for example, through its green mortgage scheme. Its environmental 
credentials are also attracting new business and employees – 50% of graduates chose 
Westpac over other Australian banks explicitly because of its CSR approach.  
5. This shift is not just occurring in Australia, it is global. Numerous corporations overseas are 
taking their contributions to global atmospheric pollution very seriously.12 Globally, companies 
that proactively commit to reducing greenhouse gas emissions find that not only does this cut 
their costs, but it can also increase the productivity of the business and create new sources of 
cost savings, as well as helping these businesses improve their competitive advantage and 
reduce risk.  
6. This has been shown in The Climate Group‟s 2006 report Carbon Down, Profits Up.13 This report 
showed that 43 companies had significantly reduced their greenhouse gas emissions and saved 
a total of AUD$15 billion.14 The Climate Group also published a report on the leading cities 
around the world that are making similar savings to both costs and greenhouse gas emissions.15  
7. Many corporations are committing to achieving deep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions as part 
of their corporate strategy. There is now evidence that those companies that ignore these 
business opportunities risk losing significant market share. In 2005, Standards and Poors 
downgraded GM and Ford in the US market to junk-bond status while Toyota‟s profits reached 
over US$14 billion more than GM or Ford due to a focus on energy efficient cars like the Hybrid 
Prius and the Toyota Corolla.16 GM17 and Ford18 ignored the hybrid car market in the 1990s and 
banked on people wanting to continue buying SUVs. GM and Ford now have hybrid cars 
available.  
8. There are also significant government programs in most OECD countries working with hundreds 
to thousands of companies to assist them to meet their greenhouse gas reduction targets ahead 
of schedule and make money. Around the world there are practical government energy efficiency 
programs working with small to medium sized businesses and large energy users to help them 
achieve significant reductions in energy usage, such as the Queensland EPA Sustainable 
Industries Division EcoBiz Program.  
                                                 
11 The Climate Group (2007) Profits Up, Carbon Down (3rd ed.), The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/cdpu_newedition.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
12Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2007) „Climate Leaders: The New Corporate Standards‟, CSIRO ECOS, Issue 136, Australia, pp. 27-29. 
Available at www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC136p27.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
13 The Climate Group (2007) Profits Up, Carbon Down (3rd ed.), The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/cdpu_newedition.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
14 Ibid.  
15The Climate Group (2007) Low Carbon Leader: Cities, The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/low_carbon_leader_cities.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
16 Business Week (2005) „GM, Ford Fall on Ratings Downgrade to Junk‟, Business Week Online. Available at 
http://www.businessweek.com/investor/content/may2005/pi2005055_1209_pi004.htm. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
17 GM (2005) General Motors Sustainability Report, GM. Available at 
http://www.gm.com/company/gmability/sustainability/reports/05/600_environment/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
18 Ford Motor Co. (2006) Ford Motor Co. Sustainability Report  2005-06, Ford. Available at 
www.ford.com/NR/rdonlyres/5syl5bb33xlhoaxv4z7yc3yty6sdi25makivgg/2005-06_sustainability_report.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
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9. ‘Such government programs are valuable because fields like energy efficiency are moving so 
fast that if firms have not checked what is best practice within six months they will probably be 
out of date. Most small businesses do not have the time or resources to source the best 
information, let alone the funds. It makes sense then for governments to address these 
information and market failures to help them implement resource productivity programmes 
wisely.’19   
10. The Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change have published reports which further 
outline additional benefits for early action on climate change.20 These reports, published in April 
2006, found that early action on climate change - to achieve a 60 percent reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 - can still achieve strong economic growth. Formed in 2005, 
the Business Roundtable is made up of CEOs from BP, Insurance Australia Group, Origin 
Energy, Swiss Re, Visy Industries, and Westpac, with The Australian Conservation Foundation. 
They found that early action on climate change is far better for business than delaying it.  
 
                                                 
19 Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance in the 21st 
Century, Earthscan, London, chap 9.   
20 Ibid 
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Brief Background Information 
There is rapidly growing demand from business and government for expertise across a number of 
fields in methods and practices to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Numerous corporations have 
committed to becoming climate neutral, including high profile organisations like News Limited, 
Australian Football League (AFL), Price Waterhouse Coopers, Westpac, Insurance Australia Group, 
Swiss Re, Bunnings Warehouse, KPMG Australia, ANZ Bank Group, and Channel Seven‟s Sunrise 
Breakfast TV Program. Virgin Airlines in Australia has launched a carbon offset option through which 
customers can choose to offset their emissions.21 Europcar Australia has partnered with Greenfleet 
to offset the carbon emissions of every new vehicle that is added to its fleet. Companies like BP, 
ACTEW/AGL, Origin Energy, and Virgin Airlines have already got low carbon/climate neutral 
products accredited with the Australian Greenhouse Office‟s (AGO) „Greenhouse Friendly‟ 
accreditation scheme.22 Fuji Xerox Australia recently announced that it will soon run its company 
sites on 100 percent green power from renewable energy sources, and over the next four years the 
company will be increasing its use of renewable energy-based power by 25 percent annually, aiming 
to purchase 100 percent green electricity by the year 2010.  
With the increased severity of drought, likely due to climate change, organisations across the water 
services sector are also examining climate neutrality. Melbourne‟s water authorities are leading the 
way by working towards becoming climate neutral such as City West Water through a public 
commitment in March, 2007 that it will become carbon-neutral.  Other water authorities such as 
Melbourne Water, Yarra Valley Water and South East Water are also working towards carbon-
neutrality, but are yet to set a target. A recent survey by Yarra Valley Water showed 74 percent of its 
customers supported efforts to go carbon neutral, even if it meant water bills would cost more.  
In government, the Climate Leaders are Newcastle City Council - which has already reduced 
emissions by over 50 percent throughout its operations since the mid 1990s, and the City of 
Melbourne - which is working hard to achieve its goal of being climate neutral by 2020.23 Other local 
governments to commit to becoming climate neutral include Moreland City Council,24 Maribyrnong 
City Council25 and the Yarra Ranges Shire Council.26 Councils such as Townsville City Council are 
also focused on practical programs such as the national Solar Cities program to assist constituents 
to reduce energy demand and shift to renewable options. This level of will for action on climate 
change has only grown further since Al Gore led a global concert, „Live Earth‟, lasting 24 hours, with 
some of the biggest stars in the entertainment industry on seven continents on the 7th of July 2007 
(07.07.07). 
The demand for engineers, planners, designers and other technicians with skills in helping 
companies, governments, schools, universities and other organisations rapidly reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and seek to become climate neutral in Australia and around the world is likely to grow 
rapidly in the near future. Companies that adopt such goals find that not only does a commitment to 
behave in more sustainable ways cut their costs, but it can also increase the productivity of the 
business and create new sources of cost savings. This has been shown in The Climate Group‟s 
                                                 
21 See Virgin Airlines - Offsets – Frequently Asked Questions at www.virginblue.com.au/carbonoffset/faq/.  Accessed 14 April 2007.  
22 See Australian Greenhouse Office  - Greenhouse Friendly Accreditation at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/greenhousefriendly/products/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
23 The Climate Group (2007) Low Carbon Leader: Cities, The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/low_carbon_leader_cities.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
24 Moreland City Council (2007) „NO Longer Business as Usual on Climate Change‟, Media Release, Moreland City Council. Available at 
http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/news/mr170407.htm. Accessed 2 May 2007.  
25 Maribyrnong City Council (2007) „Maribyrnong Council commits to become carbon neutral by 2020‟, Media Release, Maribyrnong City 
Council. Available at http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/files/Maribyrnong-carbon-neutral.pdf. Accessed 2 May 2007.  
26 Yarra Ranges Shire Council (2007) Climate Change: What the Shire of Yarra Ranges is Doing about it!‟, Yarra Ranges Shire Council. 
Available at http://www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Page/Page.asp?Page_Id=2797. Accessed 2 May 2007.  
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2006 report Carbon Down: Profits Up.27 This report showed that 43 companies had significantly 
reduced their greenhouse gas emissions and saved a total of AUD$15 billion.28 The Climate Group 
also published a report on the leading cities around the world that are making similar savings to both 
costs and greenhouse gas emissions.29 Using energy more efficiently offers an economic bonanza 
because saving fossil fuel is a lot cheaper than buying it. Since the early 1990s, The Climate Group‟s 
reports30 have shown that six major firms – Dupont, IBM, British Telecom, Alcan, NorskeCanada and 
Bayer – have collectively saved over US$4 billion while reducing their carbon emissions by more 
than 60 percent. DuPont was able to achieve such significant overall reductions in GHG emissions 
largely by a focus on reducing and replacing the non CO2 GHGs, such as HFCs, PFCs, CH4 (shown 
in Figure 1.2.1 as the middle line) and NO2 (the top line in Figure 1.2.1).  
 
Figure 1.2.1. Global GHG emissions for DuPont (1990 – 2004) 
Source: DuPont Inc. 
The Climate Group‟s report also showed that STMicroelectronics (ST) have pledged to zero net CO2 
emissions with a 40-fold increase in production over its 1990 levels, and set a 2010 goal of 50 
percent reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. This includes a mix of 15 percent from renewable 
energy, 55 percent from co-generation and 30 percent from conventional sources. By the time ST is 
climate neutral, it will have saved US$900 million. Perhaps more important, ST‟s commitment to this 
goal has driven the company‟s innovation, taking the company from being the number twelve 
chipmaker in the world to the number six. In 2007 ST have stated on their website that they believe 
that a focus on what they are calling “Sustainable excellence' reflects the, „belief we have in our 
ability to evolve, to improve and to respond to the expectations of our stakeholders, which will make 
our company 'sustainable' and enable us to contribute to sustainable development at a global level”. 
                                                 
27 See The Climate Group‟s 2004 and 2005 Carbon Down Profits Up reports at www.theclimategroup.org/index.php?pid=732. Accessed 
14 April 2007.  
28 Ibid.  
29 The Climate Group (2007) Low Carbon Leader: Cities, The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/low_carbon_leader_cities.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
30 See The Climate Group‟s 2004 and 2005 Carbon Down Profits Up reports at www.theclimategroup.org/index.php?pid=732. Accessed 
14 April 2007.  
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Barclays Bank,31 Marks & Spencer and BSkyB are all a part of forty top British companies who, in 
early April 2007, launched an unprecedented campaign to shrink Britain's carbon footprint, by cutting 
their own energy use and trying to turn ‘green consumerism into a mass movement’. The initiative - 
launched by Tony Blair - aims to counter a widespread feeling of helplessness among people who 
want to act to combat climate change, but fear that any contribution they make will be too small to 
make any difference. It is being spearheaded by some of the country's best-known brands, including 
Tesco, Marks & Spencer, BSkyB, HSBC, the BBC, B&Q and 02, working with the Prime Minister's 
office, the National Consumer Council and the Church of England. Top businessmen - Sir Terry 
Leahy, chief executive of Tesco, and James Murdoch, chief executive of BSkyB - are intimately 
involved. The companies at the heart of the plans have all promised to clean up their own operations 
as a precondition of the campaign. ‘Our philosophy is that we will not ask customers to do something 
that we have not done’, said one. BSkyB, for example, has cut greenhouse-gas emissions from its 
sites by 47 percent, buys all its electricity from renewable sources and has announced its intention to 
go carbon neutral.32 
Improving Competitive Advantage  
As Philip Stephens wrote this year in the UK Financial Times,33 
Business is about to discover that the shift towards a low-carbon economy is irreversible. 
Going green is about staying competitive. The steady trickle of companies signing up to do 
their bit to reduce carbon emissions is turning into a sizeable river.  
Many leading companies are showing that action on climate change can help improve bottom line 
competitiveness while providing benefits to the company‟s brand and reputation. Leading 
companies, like Toyota and Westpac, are implementing sustainable business practices as part of 
their corporate strategy in the light of growing calls for corporate social responsibility, and are now 
basing a significant part of their marketing on their corporate sustainability performance. There is 
now evidence that those companies that ignore these business opportunities risk losing significant 
market share:  
- In May 2005, General Electric, announced „Ecomagination‟, a major new business driver 
expected to more than double revenues from cleaner technologies to US$20 billion by 2010 
(from US$6.2 billion in 2004). In May 2006, the company has already reported revenues of 
US$10.1 billion from its energy efficient34 and environmentally advanced products and services. 
- Wal-Mart announced in 2006 a US$500 million climate change commitment, including initiatives 
to increase truck fleet fuel efficiency by 25 percent in three years and double it in ten.35 They 
projected that such efficiency improvements will reap significant bottom line benefits for Wal-
Mart, making it even tougher for their competitors to compete. In addition Wal-Mart has 
developed a strategy to influence its 60,000 suppliers to produce lower carbon products.36  
                                                 
31Bond, S. (2007) „Barclays bank goes carbon neutral in UK‟, edie newsroom, Faversham House Group Ltd. Available at 
http://www.edie.net/news/news_story.asp?id=12751. Accessed 12 April 2007.  
32 Lean, G. (2007) „Green giants join forces to fight carbon emissions‟, The Independent  (UK). Available at 
http://environment.independent.co.uk/climate_change/article2390843.ece. Accessed 12 April 2007.  
33 Stephens, P. (2007) „Bend or Bust for Big Business‟, UK Financial Times. Available at 
http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/opinion.aspx?ID=BD4A363984. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
34 Ibid.  
35Climate Change Corp.Com (2006) Wal Mart – An Environmental Epiphany? Climate Change Corp.Com. Available at 
http://www.climatechangecorp.com/content.asp?ContentID=4009&ContTypeID=8. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
36The Climate Group (2007) Profits Up, Carbon Down (3rd ed), The Climate Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/cdpu_newedition.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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UK Business and Government Leadership Improves Competitive Advantage  
There are now significant government programs in most OECD countries working with hundreds to 
thousands of companies who are meeting their greenhouse gas reduction targets ahead of schedule 
and making money. The UK was one of the first countries to implement a national emissions trading 
scheme and a carbon tax, and they did it in such a way that it has helped business competitiveness 
overall rather than harming it. In the UK, heavy energy using companies can apply to sign a Climate 
Change Agreement (CCA) Program37 whereby a company agrees to commit to achieving a certain 
carbon reduction target or improving their energy efficiency, and in return receives exemption from 
80 percent of the carbon tax. Over 12,000 large energy using UK companies have performed far 
better than expected in cutting emissions of carbon dioxide.38 In 2002, thousands of companies 
achieved cuts totalling nearly three times above the agreed targets, and the CCAs have been very 
successful in improving energy efficiency in the existing sectors. In aggregate the UK companies 
have beaten their targets by the equivalent of 1 million tons of carbon (MtC) a year in the first target 
period (to 2002) and by 1.4 MtC a year in the second target period (to 2004).39 Through this process 
these businesses are saving over US$650 million from reducing greenhouse gas emissions.40 
Economic modelling by the UK Treasury department has found that the UK‟s approach to addressing 
climate change, which has encouraged business to become more energy efficient, has helped 
economic growth rather than harmed it.  
Similar results are being achieved in the USA. Nearly 100 case studies charted by the Center for 
Energy & Climate Solutions for the Cool Companies Project demonstrate how one business after 
another is earning the equivalent of 40 to 50 percent returns on energy saving investments.41 
Savings bring not only lower costs, but also measurable, documented productivity gains through 
improved product quality and employee morale. The US Pew Center on Global Climate Change42 
partner companies are also meeting targets ahead of schedule and making money, as are the 
companies involved in the US EPA‟s Climate Leaders program.  
In Australia companies in the Australian Greenhouse Office‟s Greenhouse Challenge, and 
Department of Industry Tourism Resource‟s Energy Efficiency Best Practice, and now the Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities program43 have exceeded expectations. This program builds on from work 
by the department with businesses between 1999-2004, which showed that 30-70 percent energy 
efficiency savings are possible in most industry sectors in Australia. There are now several 
government and private sector schemes around the world working with thousands of companies that 
are meeting their greenhouse gas reduction targets ahead of schedule, as well as reducing costs 
and increasing profits.  
                                                 
37 House of Commons Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee (2004–2005) Climate Change: looking forward, Ninth Report of 
Session, House of Commons, UK. Available at www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200405/cmselect/cmenvfru/130/130i.pdf. Accessed 
14 April 2007.  
38 Kirby, A. (n.d.) „UK Industry Succeeding: UK Beats Greenhouse Gas Targets‟, BBC News Online. Available at 
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/ccl/pdf/cca_aug04.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
39 UK Government (2006) Explanatory Memorandum to the Climate Change Agreements (eligible facilities) (amendment) Regulations, UK 
Government. Available at http://www.opsi.gov.uk/SI/em2006/uksiem_20061931_en.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007.   
40 Kirby, A. (n.d.) „UK Industry Succeeding: UK Beats Greenhouse Gas Targets‟, BBC News Online. Available at 
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/ccl/pdf/cca_aug04.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
41 See Centre for Energy & Climate Solutions at www.cool-companies.org,  www.cap-e.com, www.energyandclimate.org. Accessed 12 
April 2007.  
42 See Pew Center on Global Climate Centre at www.pewclimate.org/companies_leading_the_way_belc/targets/. Accessed 20 April 2007. 
43See Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources - Energy Efficiency Opportunities at 
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
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It is time for a more sophisticated approach in Australia towards competitive advantage for business 
and climate change issues. Professor Michael Porter from the Harvard Business School, and author 
of many books on business competitiveness, has written that, 44   
Our central message is that the environment-competitiveness debate has been framed 
incorrectly. The notion of inevitable struggle between ecology and the economy grows out 
of a static view of environment regulation, in which technology, products, processes, and 
customer needs are all fixed. In this static world, where firms have already made their cost-
minimizing choices, environmental regulation inevitably raises costs and will tend to reduce 
the market share of domestic companies on global markets. Managers must start to 
recognize environmental improvement as an economic and competitive opportunity, not as 
an annoying cost or an inevitable threat. Environmental progress demands that companies 
innovate to raise resource productivity - precisely the new challenge of global competition. 
It is time to build on the underlying economic logic that links the environment, resource 
productivity, innovation, and competitiveness.  
Managing Risk and Liability  
Most leading corporations around the world are taking action on climate change and positioning 
themselves for the booming markets in greenhouse friendly products. Companies that do not act 
now will be left behind and eventually forced to follow in one way or another. Hence, more than ever, 
competent greenhouse gas management is becoming a proxy for competent corporate governance. 
By taking a leadership position in dealing responsibly with climate change businesses will be 
positioning themselves for new emerging markets and also ahead of likely changes to regulations 
and government incentives. Post the UK Stern Review45 it is clear that significant action on climate 
change from governments nationally and globally is warranted to correct what Stern described as, 
‘the biggest market failure ever – climate change’. 
A pro-active position on climate change also assists to address other risks for business. In a world 
that overwhelmingly recognises climate change as a serious threat, behaviour that ignores it is 
coming to be seen as irresponsible. In 2003 the Columbia Journal of Environmental Law published 
an article46 demonstrating the legal feasibility of lawsuits holding companies accountable for climate 
change. The effects of such have already started, with Friends of the Earth (FoE), in conjunction with 
Greenpeace and several western cities, filing one of the first climate change lawsuits in 2006. The 
suit charges two US government agencies with failing to comply with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) requirements to assess the environmental impact of projects they financed over 
the past decade. The states of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Maine have also filed a climate 
change lawsuit against another US government bureau, the Environmental Protection Agency, for 
failing to regulate carbon dioxide emissions under the Clean Air Act. 
In 2003, the Wall Street Journal reported that, „with all the talk of potential shareholder lawsuits 
against industrial emitters of greenhouse gases, the second largest re-insurance firm, Swiss Re, has 
announced that it is considering denying coverage, starting with director’s and officer’s liability 
                                                 
44 Porter, M. and van der Linde, C. (1995) „Green and Competitive: Ending the Stalemate‟, Harvard Business Review, September–
October, pp 121–134; Porter, M. and van der Linde, C. (1995) „Toward a New Conception of the Environment–Competitiveness 
Relationship‟, Journal of Economic Perspectives, vol IX-4, Fall, pp 97–118. 
45 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Available at 
www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/sternreview_index.cfm. Accessed 14 April 2007 
46 Grossman, D. (2003) „Warming Up to a Not-So-Radical Idea: Tort-Based Climate Change Litigation‟, Columbia Journal of Environmental 
Law, vol 28.  
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policies, to companies it decides aren’t doing enough to reduce their output of greenhouse gases.‟47 
In the United States, the new Sarbanes-Oxley Act48 makes it a criminal offence for a company board 
of directors to fail to disclose environmental liabilities (including greenhouse gas emissions) that 
could alter a reasonable investor‟s view of the organisation. In France, The Netherlands, Germany49 
and Norway, companies are required by law to publicly report their greenhouse gas emissions. 
In an era of instant global communication, corporations and organisations can have their activities 
broadcast to an audience of millions, and risk swiftly losing their reputation. A 2004 survey of some 
of the world‟s leading CEOs, undertaken by the World Economic Forum at Davos, found that the 
responding leaders felt that corporate reputation is now a more important measure of success than 
stock market performance, profitability, and return on investment. Only the quality of products and 
services edged out reputation as the leading measure of corporate success. Fifty-nine percent of the 
respondents estimated that corporate brand or reputation represents more than 40 percent of a 
company‟s market capitalisation.50   
The Business Case for Early Action on Climate Change 
The Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change have published reports which further 
outline additional benefits for business or early action on climate change.51 These reports, published 
in April 2006, found that early action on climate change, to achieve a 60 percent reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, can still achieve strong economic growth. Formed in 2005, the 
Business Roundtable is made up of CEOs from BP, Insurance Australia Group, Origin Energy, Swiss 
Re, Visy Industries and Westpac with The Australian Conservation Foundation. They found that 
early action on climate change is far better for business than delaying it. Specifically, the economic 
modelling they commissioned found that:52  
- GDP still continues to grow 2.1 percent pa and by 2050 will increase from AUD$0.8 trillion in 
2005 to AUD$2 trillion in 2050. This occurs while Australia reduces emissions by 60 percent. 
Australian Bureau of Agriculture and Resource Economics‟ (ABARE) modelling shows GDP 
continuing to grow by around 2.1-2.2 percent pa with a 15-40 percent reduction in emissions.  
- Real income per person is more than AUD$15,000 higher than it was in 2005. Put another way, 
in 1984 Australian GDP per person was AUD$22,000 and it is now AUD$44,000. Even if we 
reduce emissions by nearly two thirds this would double again to AUD$88,000 by 2050.  
- Employment would grow by 38.7 percent over the period of 2050, leading to the creation of 3.5 
million jobs by 2050. 
- Electricity costs would be lower as business invests earlier in low and zero emission 
technologies, when compared to taking delayed action. Future electricity price rises would be 
three times higher in the delayed action scenario in comparison with the early action scenario. 
Conversely if action on climate change is delayed in Australia then the costs of adoption will be far 
greater to business and governments at all levels, leading to a major disruptive shock to the 
                                                 
47 Ball, J. (2003) „Insurers Weigh Moves to Cut Liability for Global Warming Directors, Officers Could Face the Denial Of Coverage After 
Rules Are Implemented‟, Wall Street Journal. Available at  
http://www.heatisonline.org/contentserver/objecthandlers/index.cfm?id=4277&method=full. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
48 Lyons, F.X. (2003) Sarbanes-Oxley and the Changing Face of Environmental Liability Disclosure Obligations, Gardner Carton & 
Douglas LLP. Available at  www.gcd.com/db30/cgi-bin/pubs/Sarbanes2.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
49 In Germany, only ‟heavy‟ industry is required to report greenhouse gas emissions. 
50 Sosnowchik, K. (2004) „Between Blue and Yellow: What's In a Name?‟, Green@work. Available at 
http://www.greenatworkmag.com/magazine/between/04mayjun.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
51 Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change (2006) The business case for early action, ABRCC. Available at 
http://www.businessroundtable.com.au/html/recommendations.html. Accessed 14 April 2007 
52 Ibid 
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Australian economy. The Australian Business Roundtable found that GDP growth would be limited to 
an average of 1.9 percent pa to 2050, or AUD$1.84 trillion, and employment growth would only be 
36.2 percent (250,000 fewer jobs created) in the delayed action scenario.  
The UK Stern Review’s conclusions on the effect of climate change on economic growth align well 
with the findings of the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change. The key message from 
the UK Stern Review, as with the Roundtable, is that climate change poses a significant risk to the 
world economy and it will be cheaper to proactively address the problem than to deal with the 
consequences of inaction. Specifically the Stern Review concludes that 1 percent of global gross 
domestic product (GDP) per annum is required to be invested in order to avoid the worst effects of 
climate change, and that if we do not act, this could risk global GDP being up to twenty percent lower 
than it otherwise might be.53 
The Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change found that delayed action on climate 
change would also put significant sectors of the Australian economy at risk, wreaking havoc with 
major tourist destinations, and hitting agriculture and forestry sectors hard with increasing risks of 
regular bush fires, and a decrease in water flows. This result has been corroborated by the IPCC‟s 
recent national assessment of Australia.54    
The work of the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change has been supported formally by 
respected groups such as The Wentworth Group55 and other business forums such as the National 
Business Leaders Forum for Sustainable Development (NBLFSD). In May 2007, NBLFSD, which is 
regularly attended by more than 100 CEOs, politicians and top executives, launched a Climate 
Change Framework56 developed by Alan Tate and Ian Dunlop, supported by an Executive Report 
and Executive Summary, developed by The Natural Edge Project,57 which outlined how greenhouse 
gas reduction targets of 20 percent by 2020 and 60 percent by 2050 could be achieved, and outlined 
principles upon which a national greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme could be based.  
The work of the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change has not only received 
significant support from business leaders but also from over 200 University economists who signed a 
statement in May 2007 supporting the Roundtables‟ economic claims. The University Economists on 
Climate Change stated that,58   
Global climate change carries with it serious environmental, economic and social risks and 
preventive steps are urgently needed. Policy measures are available that would greatly 
reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases at modest economic cost. 
Credible estimates suggest that a 50% emissions reduction is achievable for less than one 
year’s economic growth. A major change in our emissions-related activities can be 
achieved over an extended period of transition. Australia has shown over the last two 
decades that it can manage significant change without major negative consequences for 
                                                 
53 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Executive Summary, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, p 
10. Available at. http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/8AC/F7/Executive_Summary.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007 
54 IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment Report. WG2: Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation & Vulnerability, IPCC. Available at 
http://www.ipcc.ch/SPM6avr07.pdf. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
55 Cosier, P (2007) Will Climate Change Cost us the Earth, 2006 Green Capital Conference, Sofitel Wentworth, Sydney. Available at 
www.wentworthgroup.org/docs/Will_climate_change_cost_us_the_Earth2.pdf. Accessed 14 August 2007. 
56 Tate, A. and Dunlop, I. (2007) A Climate Change Framework for Australia, National Business Leaders Forum on Sustainable 
Development, Australia. Available at http://www.nblf.com.au/. Accessed 14 August 2007. 
57 Smith, M., and Hargroves, K. (2007) Executive Report: Action on climate change can help business competitiveness and economic 
growth, (Submitted as a call for leadership from the participants of the '8th National Business Leaders Forum on Sustainable 
Development'), The Natural Edge Project (TNEP). Available At http://www.nblf.com.au/framework.php. Accessed 14 August 2007.  
58 The Australia Institute (2007) Statement by University Economists on Climate Change, The Australia Institute Available at 
http://www.tai.org.au/documents/downloads/WP101.pdf. Accessed 14 August 2007. 
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incomes or employment and, in fact, with change being a stimulus to improving innovation 
in the longer term. 
This provides further evidence that the goal of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship of reaching 
60 percent greenhouse gas reductions by 2050 is not only technically achievable, but also 
economically achievable.  
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UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; „the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society‟s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia‟s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) „World Energy Outlook 2005‟, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s  
Energy Sector 
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low 
Carbon Technologies5 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to overview the benefits of implementing energy efficiency strategies to 
business and the Australian economy (which is the focus of Modules A and B of this portfolio). This 
lecture outlines how applying a Whole System Design (WSD) approach to identifying energy 
efficiency opportunities can help to realise larger energy efficiency savings than has been achieved 
in the past. A WSD approach can help to achieve 80 percent (Factor 5) or greater energy-efficiency 
savings in new designs. This lecture emphasises the value of engineering, architect and design 
teams working together to undertake integrated front-loaded design to identify energy efficiency 
opportunities for new designs at the start of the project. This lecture also explains that it is only 
through a combination of demand management, energy efficiency and low carbon technologies that 
a 60 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions can be achieved by 2050. This lecture outlines 
a range of state and federal government initiatives and regulatory changes encouraging integrated 
approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon technologies, as well as outlining the rationale for 
Module C, which will focus on integrated approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon 
technologies.   
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Lovins, A. (2004) „Energy Efficiency, Taxonomic Overview for Earth‟s Energy 
Balance‟, in Cleveland, C.J. (ed.) Encyclopaedia of Energy, Volume 1, Elsevier. 
Available at www.rmi.org/Knowledge-Center/Library/E04-
02_EnergyEfficiencyTaxonomicOverview. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 1-13 
2. Lovins, A. Lovins, L (1997) Climate: Making Money, Making Sense, Rocky 
Mountain Institute, Colorado. Available at 
www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Climate/C97-13_ClimateMSMM.pdf.  Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
pp 16-25 
3. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M. Hargroves, K. and Desha. C. (2007) Engineering 
Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles Portolio, Whole Systems 
Design, The Natural Edge Project, Australia, Unit 1. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
pp 1-25 
4. Lovins, A., Datta, K., Feiler, T., Rábago, K., Swisher, J., Lehmann, A. and 
Wicker, K. (2002) Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making 
Electrical Resources the Right Size, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado. 
Available at www.smallisprofitable.org. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 1-15  
                                                          
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT, and Molly Olsen and Phillip Toyne – EcoFutures Pty Ltd.   
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Learning Points 
In the mid 1970s, the engineering-economics debate centred on whether cost effective energy 
savings = 10-30%. In the mid 1980s, the range of the debate had shifted to 50-80%. In the 
1990s, some of the best practitioners were achieving 90-99% in some situations. 
von Weizsäcker, E., Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (1998)6   
1. Energy efficiency opportunities are the quickest, easiest and cheapest way to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. The National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) has shown 
that energy efficiency opportunities of 30-50 percent still exist for many, if not all, industry sectors 
in Australia, with four to eight year pay back periods.7 A key part of the business case for action 
on climate change comes from the fact that there is still a surprising amount of opportunities in 
most industries for energy efficiency to significantly help reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
reduce business costs and increase productivity.   
2. Some energy efficiency improvements may primarily be aimed at one goal, but also generally 
include beneficial impacts on other aspects of a production process. Additional benefits of 
energy efficiency initiatives can include lowering capital costs, increasing yields, and reductions 
in other resource use such as water. Any energy efficient industrial technology improvement will 
incorporate one or more of these improvements. Also, improvements in end-use energy 
efficiency on a large enough scale can also reduce infrastructure costs by delaying and even 
reducing the need for new energy supply infrastructure, thus helping to keep electricity costs 
down. 
3. The Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group of the NFEE has highlighted a range of 
barriers to the uptake of energy efficiency. One of the barriers identified is the need for greater 
capacity building among business and technical professionals concerning energy efficiency 
opportunities.8 These Modules seek to address this barrier to the uptake of energy efficiency 
opportunities.  
4. In addition to the lack of capacity building, there are also a wide range of market, informational 
and institutional failures, such as a range of incentives that can actually create disincentives to 
the implementation of energy efficiency opportunities. It is vital that this is understood so that 
business and government in Australia can work with the NFEE to address these barriers 
constructively over the coming years.  
5. There are now examples from all over the world of businesses and governments who have 
turned these barriers into opportunities. Amory and Hunter Lovins in their seminal 1997 paper 
Climate: Making Money, Making Sense,9 have summarised examples of where such barriers to 
the uptake of energy efficiency opportunities have been overcome. 
6. Other barriers to the uptake of energy efficiency include common misconceptions that energy 
efficiency opportunities are small, costly and take too long to realise. On the contrary, research 
and empirical evidence shows that energy efficiency opportunities are often large, and are the 
most cost effective and fastest to realise. In reality, investing in long payback energy efficiency 
                                                          
6 von Weizsäcker, E., Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (1998)  Factor 4: Doubling Wealth and Halving Resource Use, Routledge Publications, 
London, p xxvii. 
7 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and Challenges 
Discussion Paper, Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. 
Accessed 12 April 2007.  
8 Ibid, p 7. 
9 Lovins, A. and Lovins, L (1997) Climate: Making Money, Making Sense, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Climate/C97-13_ClimateMSMM.pdf.  Accessed 3 September 2007.   
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measures is actually cheaper per ton of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) avoided than most other options 
for emission reduction.   
7. Another important reason why some have, in the past, seen potential energy efficiency savings 
as being small, arises from the fact that often energy efficiency projects deal with only some 
elements of an energy-consuming system, not the whole system. Over the last twenty years 
using a Whole System Design (WSD) approach to identifying energy efficiency opportunities10 
engineers, industrial designers and architects have found they can achieve larger efficiency 
improvements with reasonable rates of return on investment. Such large energy efficiency 
opportunities exist because in the past many engineered systems did not take into account the 
multiple benefits that can be achieved by considering the whole system.  
8. Taking a WSD approach to energy efficiency opportunities in existing systems can lead to large 
overall savings, as often small savings in a number of areas of an industrial plant or process 
compound, and often these compounding benefits of such individual small savings have been 
ignored in the past. The benefit of a whole system approach is its ability to find a series of energy 
efficiency savings that together amount to a significant amount and therefore make it easier to 
develop a sound economic strategy to present to a CEO or board.  
9. Applying a WSD approach to the design of new infrastructure, industry, built environment, 
transportation vehicles and new appliances/products can help to identify and achieve large 
energy efficiency savings. Such WSD approaches can help to achieve 80 percent (Factor 5) or 
greater energy efficiency savings in new designs. As stated in Natural Capitalism, this is 
because, „by the time the design for most human artefacts is completed but before they have 
actually been built, about 80-90 percent of their life-cycle economic and ecological costs have 
already been made inevitable’.11 
10. The design life of new infrastructure and buildings, transport vehicles and new appliances can be 
decades long, hence decisions made by designers today can impact the ecological footprint of 
humanity for this and the next generation. It is now widely acknowledged that all designers - 
engineers, architects, industrial designers and urban planners - need to become more educated 
and skilled in how to implement WSD approaches to sustainable design. Many project managers 
are finding that extra time spent in an integrated front-loaded design process can reduce the 
overall costs of a design project and maximise the sustainable design outcomes.  
11. As mentioned, discussion papers, developed as part of the NFEE, show that energy efficiency 
opportunities of 30-50 percent still exist for all industry, commercial and residential sectors in 
Australia. This is an important finding as it helps to open up the potential to integrate energy 
efficiency with low carbon technologies to make a transition to truly sustainable energy systems 
significantly less expensive. Integrated approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon 
technologies are required, as studies show that it will not be possible to achieve the 60 percent 
reduction target of GHGs by 2050 by energy efficiency alone. Low carbon technologies are also 
needed to help decarbonise energy supply. (Module C provides an overview to engineers of 
what is possible now and what the emerging trends are).  
                                                          
10 Hargroves, K., Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M. and Paten, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portfolio, Whole Systems Design, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. 
11 Hawken, P., Lovins, A. and Lovins, H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Routledge, London, Chp 6: 
Tunnelling Through the Cost Barrier. Available at http://www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter6.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007.  
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12. The combination of innovations in energy efficiency and low carbon decentralised technologies 
plus a growing array of regulatory changes is driving a new wave of innovation in the energy 
sector globally. As Small is Profitable states, ”In 1976, the concept of largely ‘distributed’ or 
decentralized electricity production was heretical; in the 1990s, it became important; by 2000, it 
was the subject of cover stories in such leading publications as The Wall Street Journal, The 
Economist, and The New York Times; and by 2002, it was emerging as the marketplace 
winner.”12  
13. Engineers and designers need to be able to communicate these business opportunities to their 
employers and clients effectively, as it is imperative that businesses position themselves for new 
and emerging markets, such as decentralised sources of electricity. It is important to realise the 
scale of this change and the opportunity it presents. In 2002 the relatively new technologies of 
co-generation (the combined production of electricity and heat, typically from natural gas) and 
renewable energy generation (such as solar and wind power) surpassed nuclear power in global 
generating capacity.  
 
                                                          
12 Lovins, A. et al (2002) Small is Profitable, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado. 
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Brief Background Information 
A key part of the business case for early action on climate change comes from the fact that there still 
is a surprising amount of opportunities in most industries for energy efficiency to help significantly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and business costs. Discussion papers, developed as part of the 
National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) show that energy efficiency opportunities of 30-50 
percent still exist for all industry sectors in Australia:13 A preliminary assessment of demand-side 
energy efficiency improvement potential and costs was undertaken [In Australia]. The analysis 
indicated significant energy efficiency improvement potential available to be exploited across all 
sectors of the economy [see Figure below] under both a low (4 year or less pay back) and a high (8 
year or less pay back) energy efficiency improvement scenario.  
 
Figure 1.3.1. Percentage of energy efficiency potential with a four year or less pay back (low) or a 
eight year or less payback (high) across different sectors  
Source: DITR (2003)14 
Energy efficiency opportunities are the quickest, easiest and cheapest way to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. Achieving greater levels of efficiency will be vital to ensuring long term sustainable 
prosperity for the Australian economy, especially when coupled with design and process 
improvements.  
Economic Benefits of Investments in Energy Efficiency  
The economic benefits to Australia are remarkable of even just a 50 percent penetration of the 
energy efficiency opportunities with a four year or less pay back period. The economic modelling for 
this National Framework for Energy Efficiency has shown that such a scenario would increase real 
GDP by AUD$1.8 billion and create 9000 new jobs, in addition to the environmental benefits.15 
Additional benefits from energy efficiency can come in a wide variety of ways often not captured by 
such economic modelling. Additional benefits of energy efficiency initiatives can include lowering 
capital costs, increasing yields, and reductions in other resource use such as water. Any energy 
efficient industrial technology improvement will incorporate one or more of these improvements. 
Some energy efficiency improvements may primarily be aimed at one goal, but also generally 
include beneficial impacts on other aspects of a production process. For instance, certain designs or 
technologies that are identified as being „energy efficient‟ because they reduce the use of energy will 
                                                          
13 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and 
Challenges Discussion Paper, Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group, p 6. Available at 
http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. Accessed 12 April 2007.  
14 Ibid, p 7. 
15 Ibid. 
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bring a number of additional enhancements to the production process. These improvements include 
lower maintenance costs, increased production yield, safer working conditions, and many other 
„productivity benefits‟ or „non-energy benefits‟, because in addition to reducing energy, they all 
increase the productivity of the firm. Several authors have studied the relationship between 
productivity and energy efficiency and found a direct relationship using different methodologies and 
datasets.16  
Investments in Energy Efficiency Can Delay and even Avoid the Need for New Infrastructure 
Improvements in end-use energy efficiency on a large enough scale can also reduce infrastructure 
costs from delaying and even reducing the need for new energy supply infrastructure, thus helping to 
keep electricity costs down. As the authors of Natural Capitalism wrote,17 From the power plant to an 
industrial pipe, inefficiencies along the way whittle the energy input of the fuel - set at 100 arbitrary 
units in this example - by more than 90%, leaving only 9.5 units of energy delivered to the end use. 
Small increases in end-use efficiency can reverse these compounding losses. For instance, saving 
one unit of output energy will cut the needed fuel input by 10 units, slashing cost and pollution at the 
power plant.   
 
Figure 1.3.2. From the power plant to an industrial pipe, inefficiencies along the way whittle the 
energy input of the fuel - set at 100 arbitrary units in this example - by more than 90 percent, leaving 
only 9.5 units of energy delivered to the end use. 
Source: RMI (2005)18 
Hence focusing on end use efficiency can create a cascade of savings all the way back to the power 
plant. This is why a focus on achieving end-use energy efficiency gains in such engineered systems 
as motors, HVAC systems, commercial buildings, appliances and office equipment can help 
Australia reduce greenhouse gases significantly. Module A, Lectures 2.1-2.3 and 3.1-3.3 will address 
such end-use energy efficiency opportunities by technology. Module B, Lectures 5.1-5.3 and 6.1-6.3 
                                                          
16 Boyd, G.A. and Pang, J.X. (2000) ‟Estimating the linkage between energy efficiency and productivity‟. Energy Policy, vol 28, no. 5, pp 
289–296; Kelly, H.C., Blair, P.D. and Gibbons, J.H. (1989) „Energy use and productivity: current trends and policy implications‟, Ann. Rev. 
Energy, vol 14, pp 321–352;  US Department of Energy (1997)The interrelationship between environmental goals, productivity 
improvement, and increased energy efficiency in integrated paper and steel plants, US Department of Energy, Office of Policy and 
International Affairs and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, DOE/PO-0055, Washington, DC. 
17 Hawken, P. et al (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Routledge Publishing, London, Chp 6: Tunnelling 
Through the Cost Barrier. 
18 Lovins, A.B. (2005) „More Profit with Less Carbon‟, Scientific American, Sept. 2005/ See extended bibliography at 
www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid173.php#C05-05. Accessed 23 January 2007.  
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address such end-use energy efficiency opportunities by industry sector. There is significant 
potential in Australia for end-use energy efficiency to reduce peak and base load electricity and this 
can delay the need for more energy infrastructure. This is covered in Module B, Lectures 4.1-4.4 in 
more detail. Currently Australia‟s base load electricity is 70 percent of Australia‟s peak load 
electricity. In other countries like the UK, their baseload is 40 percent of the peak. This provides a 
sense of how much Australia‟s baseload electricity generation could potentially be reduced thus 
allowing expensive investment in energy supply infrastructure to be delayed.  
What are the Barriers to the Uptake of Energy Efficiency Opportunities?  
The DITR Discussion paper on a National Framework for Energy Efficiency19  highlights a range of 
barriers to the uptake of energy efficiency, outlining for instance the need for greater capacity 
building among business and technical professionals concerning energy efficiency opportunities. 
These Modules are an attempt to address this key barrier, as an update to the energy efficiency 
opportunities identified in the National Framework for Energy Efficiency report. In the UK 
government, the UK Carbon Trust20 is developing education and training on energy efficiency 
opportunities by technology21 and by sector.22 These modules do the same for Australia.  
There are other market, informational and institutional barriers to the uptake of energy efficiency 
opportunities which also need to be addressed if Australia is to realise the billions of dollars of 
potential economic savings possible from energy efficiency. Market failures, such as split incentives 
can lead to energy efficiency opportunities being ignored. A split incentive occurs when there are two 
parties involved such as builder/tenant or manufacturer/customer. In the case of the builder/tenant 
relationship - many apartment blocks are not designed as energy efficiently as they could be to save 
the builder money. There are additional up front costs in Australia for double glazed windows and 
extra insulation in the roof and walls, and the developer does not have to live in the building and pay 
the electricity bill. Hence the builder is not affected by the decision not to optimise the energy 
efficiency of the building. Rather this cost is externalised to the tenant who has to pay for the 
ongoing electricity costs. The financial incentives for the builder and tenant are not aligned (split 
incentives) and often builders choose not to design buildings as energy efficiently as they could be.   
Another common split incentive failure is shown by the fact that most appliances involved with 
heating or cooling – kettles, microwaves, fridges, dishwashers – are not as well insulated as they 
could be. If they were better insulated they would help reduce electricity costs to billions of people 
globally who use these appliances everyday. This occurs because better insulating appliances adds 
up front costs to the manufacturing of these products while the manufacturer does not benefit 
financially from the cheaper running costs.  
There have been a number of barriers like these to the uptake of energy efficiency opportunities, but 
around the world there are examples where governments, business and professional organisations 
have addressed and overcome such perverse barriers. Amory and Hunter Lovins summarised 
examples of where such barriers have been overcome to the implementation of energy efficiency 
opportunities in their seminal 1997 paper Climate: Making Money, Making Sense.23  
                                                          
19 Ibid, p 7. 
20 See UK Carbon Trust website at www.carbontrust.co.uk.  Accessed 3 September 2007.The UK Carbon Trust is the pre-eminent energy 
and climate change education and training organization in the UK.   
21 UK Carbon Trust (2007) Savings by Technology , UK Carbon Trust. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/technology.htm. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
22 UK Carbon Trust (2007) Energy Efficiency Savings Opportunities: by Sector, UK Carbon Trust. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/sector.htm. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
23 Lovins, A. and Lovins, L (1997) Climate: Making Money, Making Sense, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado, pp 16-25. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Climate/C97-13_ClimateMSMM.pdf Accessed 3 September 2007.   
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The Benefits of a Whole System Approach to Identifying Energy Efficiency Opportunities24  
Most energy efficiency projects deal with only some elements of an energy consuming system, not 
the whole system. This is another reason why these projects fail to capture the full energy efficiency 
savings potential. Over the last twenty years engineers using a whole system approach to identifying 
energy efficiency opportunities have achieved large efficiency improvements with good rates of 
return on investment. Such large energy efficiency opportunities exist because in the past many 
engineered systems did not take into account the multiple benefits that can be achieved by 
considering the whole system. Whole System Design is a process through which the inter-
connections between sub-systems and systems are actively considered, and solutions are sought to 
address multiple problems via individual solutions. It is highly relevant because most energy-using 
technologies are designed sub-optimally in the following three ways (which are so pervasive they 
often go unnoticed):  
1. Components are optimised in isolation (thus „pessimising‟ the systems of which they are a part). 
2. Optimisation typically considers single rather than multiple benefits.  
3. The right steps have not been taken at the right time and in the right sequence. 
Whole System Design approaches to identifying energy efficiency opportunities of existing systems 
can lead to large savings, as small savings in a number of areas - of a industrial plant or process, 
appliances or building – compound, and often these individually small savings have been ignored in 
the past. The benefit of a whole system approach is its ability to find a series of energy efficiency 
savings that together amount to a significant amount and therefore make it easier to convince the 
CEO of a business or organisation to invest in such energy efficiency opportunities. Books such as 
Factor 4,25 Natural Capitalism26 and TNEP‟s The Natural Advantage of Nations27 provide supporting 
evidence to demonstrate the multiple benefits to business of pursuing energy efficiency opportunities 
through a whole system approach. As Amory Lovins, Hunter Lovins and Paul Hawken wrote in 
Natural Capitalism:28 
At the heart of this chapter, and, for that matter, the entire book, is the thesis that 90–95 per 
cent reductions in material and energy are possible in developed nations without diminishing 
the quantity or quality of the services that people want. Sometimes such a large saving can 
come from a single conceptual or technological leap, like Schilham’s pumps at Interface in 
Shanghai, or a state-of-the-art building. More often, however, it comes from systematically 
combining a series of successive savings. Often the savings come in different parts of the 
value chain that stretches from the extraction of a raw resource, through every intermediate 
step of processing and transportation, to the final delivery of the service (and even beyond to 
the ultimate recovery of leftover energy and materials). The secret to achieving large savings 
in such a chain of successive steps is to multiply the savings together, capturing the magic of 
compounding arithmetic. For example, if a process has ten steps, and you can save 20 per 
cent in each step without interfering with the others, then you will be left using only 11 per 
cent of what you started with – an 89 per cent saving overall. 
                                                          
24 Hargroves, K., Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M. and Paten, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portolio, The Natural Edge Project, Australia, Whole Systems Design. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 15 October 2012.  
25 von Weizsäcker, E., Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (1997)  Factor 4: Doubling Wealth, Halving Resource Use, Routledge, London.  
26 Hawken, P. et al (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Routledge, London, Chp 6: Tunnelling through the 
Cost Barrier. 
27 Hargroves, K. and Smith. M. (2006) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance for the 21st 
Century, Routledge, London, pp 53-55. 
28
 Hawken, P. et al (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Routledge, London. 
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This was also one of the conclusions of the Australian Federal Government's five year Energy 
Efficiency Best Practice (EEBP) program29 run by the Department of Resources, Energy and 
Tourism (DRET). Take for instance motor systems that are used in almost every industry. The EEBP 
found that a WSD approach to optimising industrial motor driven applications, when coupled with 
best practice motor management, can deliver energy savings of between 30-60 percent. This 
program clearly emphasises the importance of a whole system approach, stating that,  
International surveys estimate that a whole-of-system approach to optimising industrial motor 
driven applications, when coupled with best practice motor management, can deliver savings 
of between 30 and 60 per cent. A whole-of-system approach ensures that machines operate 
only when necessary and efficiently deliver what is required. 
A WSD approach to energy efficiency opportunities can also assist to identify significant energy 
efficiency opportunities in the design of new infrastructure, buildings, transportation vehicles and 
appliances/products. Whole System Design approaches to design can help to achieve 80 percent 
(Factor 5) or greater energy efficiency savings in new designs, and, as stated in Natural Capitalism, 
this is because, „by the time the design for most human artefacts is completed but before they have 
actually been built, about 80-90 percent of their life-cycle economic and ecological costs have 
already been made inevitable’.30  
 
Figure 1.3.3. Comparison of the incurred costs and committed costs for each phase of system 
development 
Source: Adapted from Andersen, D.M. (2006)31 
                                                          
29 See Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism - Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program Online Resources at 
http://www.industry.gov.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectID=69A09DCD-03EE-4BD0-A4468F7C59A56A13. Accessed 3 
September 2007.  
30 Hawken, P. Lovins, A. and Lovins, H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Routledge, London, Chp 6: 
Tunnelling Through the Cost Barrier. Available at http://www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter6.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007.  
31 Ibid. 
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The design life of new infrastructure and buildings, transport vehicles and new appliances can be 
decades long, hence decisions made by designers today can impact the ecological footprint of 
humanity for this and the next generation. It is now widely acknowledged that designers - engineers, 
architects, industrial designers and urban planners - need to become more educated and skilled in 
how to apply WSD approaches. Many project managers are now finding that extra time spent in an 
integrated front-loaded design process can reduce the overall costs of design projects and maximise 
the sustainable design outcomes. 
 
 
Figure 1.3.4. The value of front-end design in reducing costs and risks 
Source: Honour, E.C. (2002)32 
Such energy efficiency opportunities still exist both in existing systems and the design of new 
systems because responsibilities for different elements of the system are allocated to different 
groups and thus the front-loaded system design perspective is rarely applied. So, in the past, the 
savings captured are smaller than what is theoretically possible if the team of designers had worked 
together to take a front-loaded WSD approach.  
Through funding from the Australian Federal Government, The Natural Edge Project has led the 
development of an open source set of curriculum on this issue, the Whole System Design Suite,33 to 
help engineers, architects, designers and technicians understand how to undertake effective front-
loaded whole system approaches to sustainable design. The Whole System Design Suite provides 
an in-depth outline of how to take a WSD approach to sustainable design. Hence such a detailed 
discussion of the fundamentals of how to undertake a WSD approach to sustainable design are not 
covered here in this course (refer to this package which can be freely downloaded from The Natural 
Edge Project‟s website34).    
It is very important to gain an understanding of the basics of a whole system approach to identifying 
and implementing energy efficiency opportunities here, as Module A, Lectures 2.1-2.3 and 3.1-3.3, 
and Module B, Lectures 5.1-5.3 and 6.1-6.3 will use insights from advanced whole system 
approaches to identify energy efficiency opportunities for commonly used technologies and most 
industry sectors.  
                                                          
32 Ibid.  
33 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M. Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portfolio, Whole Systems Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Australia, Unit 1. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx.  Accessed 4 September 2007. 
34 Ibid.  
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Opportunities for Integrated Approaches of Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Modules A and B will demonstrate that at least 30-50 percent energy efficiency savings are possible 
throughout many sectors of the Australian economy. This is an important finding as it helps to open 
up the potential to integrate energy efficiency with low carbon technologies to make a transition to 
sustainable energy systems significantly less expensive. Module C also considers integrated 
approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon technologies, because studies show that it will not 
be possible to achieve the 60 percent reduction target of GHGs by 2050 by energy efficiency alone. 
Low carbon technologies are also needed to help decarbonise energy supply. Module C provides an 
overview to engineers of what is possible now and what the emerging trends are. Module C will also 
help engineers communicate the business opportunities to their employers effectively. It will outline 
how businesses competitive advantage also depends on positioning for new and emerging markets. 
Decentralised sources of electricity – co-generation (the combined production of electricity and heat, 
typically from natural gas) and renewables (such as solar and wind power) - surpassed nuclear 
power in global generating capacity in 2002. Solar, biofuels, geothermal, tidal and hydropower now 
represent a global market of AUD$74 billion, which is forecast to grow fourfold by 2015.  
Energy efficiency properly applied can lead to large reductions in electricity demand. It is relatively 
easy for business, government, organisations and households through accredited schemes35 to 
afford purchasing at least a percentage of their electricity from sustainable renewable energy 
sources. This is driving these rapidly expanding global markets.  
Regulatory Shifts  
In addition, the Federal and State Governments in Australia have committed to significant renewable 
energy targets. The Federal Government has committed to a target of 15 percent of Australia‟s 
electricity coming from low carbon technologies by 2050. The South Australian strategic plan has a 
target of 20 percent of South Australia's energy consumption to be sourced from green power by the 
year 2014. The NSW renewable energy target levels are 10 percent of NSW end-use consumption 
by 2010 and 15 percent by 2020.36 The Victorian Government has committed to 10 percent of all 
electricity coming from renewables by 2016.37 The Western Australian Government has committed 
to purchasing 20 percent renewable energy by 2010.38 In addition to these renewable energy targets 
in Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia, other state government 
initiatives to encourage reduced greenhouse gas emissions include:  
 A mandatory gas energy target in Queensland. 
 Feed-in tariffs in South Australia and Victoria. 
 Legislated greenhouse gas emission targets in Victoria and South Australia. 
 Minimum building efficiency schemes in each state. 
 Energy savings and demand management incentive programs in Victoria, South Australia and 
New South Wales. 
                                                          
35 See Green Power - Accredited Schemes in Australia at http://www.greenpower.gov.au/pages/. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
36 See NSW Renewable Energy Targets at http://www.deus.nsw.gov.au/Publications/NRET%20Explanatory%20Paper%20FINAL.pdf. 
Accessed 14 April 2007.  
37 See Victoria‟s Renewable Energy Targets at http://www.envict.org.au/inform.php?menu=4&submenu=20&item=1211. Accessed 14 April 
2007.   
38  See WA Governments Renewable Energy Targets at 
http://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/media/media.nsf/9dbd10dc05971ee348256a76000cc002/3ebfa997263f4435c825727900050a50?
OpenDocument. Accessed 14 April 2007.  
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The Australian Federal Government has also announced a range of initiatives in the last three years 
to promote the uptake of integrated approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon technologies. 
These include:  
 Comprehensive “Clean Energy Plan”, which put a price on carbon of AU$23 per tonne of carbon 
for 3 years before moving to an emissions trading scheme.39   
 Committed to a 20% Minimum Renewable Energy Target by 2020.   
 The World‟s first commitment to phasing out inefficient lighting in Australia over the next four 
years.40 The European Union and California are looking at doing the same. This will have 
significant flow-on effects by driving a change among manufacturers in China to focus on more 
energy efficient lighting. 
 A national „Solar Cities Program‟ involving five leading cities, selected by competitive tender, 
working with local authorities, energy utilities, research institutions and community groups.41 
 The Department of Industry Tourism and Resources‟ Energy Efficiency Opportunities program, 
involving 250 of the biggest companies in Australia.42   
 A focus on „Energy Transformed‟ adopted by CSIRO, the premier science and industry research 
organisation (from which this portfolio is funded). 
The Australian Government is also working through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) 
to establish and facilitate:  
 The National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) to add AUD$1 Billion to Australia‟s GDP 
through energy efficiency;43 and   
 The „Australian Minimum Energy Performance Standards44 for Appliances‟ which have helped to 
encourage the refrigeration industry to achieve over 50 percent energy efficiency improvements 
in the last 25 years.   
The Context That Connects – A New Wave of Innovation in the Energy Sector  
The combination of innovations in energy efficiency and low carbon technologies plus regulatory 
changes is driving a new wave of innovation in the energy sector globally. This is the subject of the 
prize winning publication by the Rocky Mountain Institute, Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic 
Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size.45 Just as the critical mass of enabling 
technologies in IT led to a remarkable shift over the last 30 years in how we communicate, over the 
next 30 years we could see another similar wave of innovation in how OECD countries like Australia 
will meet our energy needs. Small is Profitable shows there is now a critical mass of enabling 
innovations making integrated approaches to sustainable development in the energy sector 
economically viable. Small is Profitable shows that advances in energy efficiency improvement, 
demand management, renewable energy, co-generation, fuel cells, and new fuels like hydrogen are 
                                                          
39 Clean Energy Plan at http://www.cleanenergyfuture.gov.au/clean-energy-future/our-plan/  
40 See Department of Environment and Water Resources - Media Release at  
http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/env/2007/pubs/mr20feb07.pdf.   Accessed 3 September 2007. 
41 See Department of Environment and Water Resources - Solar Cities Program at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities/. Accessed 3 
September 2007.  
42 See Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism - Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program at  
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/. Accessed 3 September 2007. 
43 See National Framework for Energy Efficiency at  http://www.nfee.gov.au/home.jsp?xcid=48. Accessed 3 September 2007. 
44 See Energy Rating - Minimum Energy Performance Standards at http://www.energyrating.gov.au/meps1.html. Accessed 3 September 
2007. 
45 Lovins, A. et al. (2002) Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size, Rocky 
Mountain Institute, Colorado. 
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not simply a list of interesting options but ‘a web of innovations that all reinforce each other.’ It states, 
‘These developments form not simply a list of separate items, rather their effect is thus both 
individually important and collectively profound.’46  
Small is Profitable describes 207 ways in which the size of „electrical sources‟ (devices that make, 
save, or store electricity) affects their economic value. This portfolio provides an overview of just 
some of these new integrated opportunities that advances in energy efficiency, smart technologies, 
distributed energy systems and the hydrogen economy are providing, with a comprehensive array of 
further reading and online resources for those who want more detail. By referring to award wining 
publications such as Small is Profitable, and the deep cut studies to date, this program shows that it 
is, in principle, technically possible to meet not just peak load but also forecast increases in base 
load electricity demand through a combination of demand management and renewable low carbon 
technologies, such as geothermal, biomass (such as bagasse), hydroelectricity, and distributed 
energy sources combined with local energy storage options. Such approaches - when combined with 
the geo-sequestration of Australia‟s coal plants - provides Australia with a comprehensive approach 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the electricity supply sector this century.  
 
 
Figure 1.3.5. Critical mass of innovations meeting real market needs creates new waves of 
innovations  
Source: Adapted from Hargroves, K. and Smith, M.(eds) (2005)47  
                                                          
46 Ibid, p 6. 
47 Hargroves, K. and Smith, M.H. (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance in the 
21st Century, Routledge, London, Chapter 1: The Need for a New Paradigm, Figure 1.2, p 19. The publication‟s online companion is 
available at www.naturaladvantage.info . Accessed 3 March 2007.   
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Figure 1.3.6. A critical mass of enabling technologies and methods to achieve end-use efficiency is 
creating a new wave of innovation in the energy sector  
Source: Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (eds) (2005)48 
                                                          
48  Ibid, Figure 1.1, p 17.  
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Optional Reading  
1. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange at www.eex.gov.au. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
2. Pears, A. (2004) Energy Efficiency - Its Potential: Some Perspectives and Experiences, 
Background paper for International Energy Agency Energy Efficiency Workshop, Paris. Available 
at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/IEAENEFFICbackgroundpaperPearsFinal.pdf. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
3. Smith, M. Hargroves, K.  Desha, C. (2010) Chapter 6 – Responding to the Complexity of Climate  
in Cents and Sustainability: Securing Our Common Future by Decoupling Economic Growth from 
Environmental Pressures, Routledge, London. 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/CentsandSustainability-Chapter6.pdf. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
4. Smith, M. Pears, A. Chapter 17 Profitable Greenhouse Solutions in Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. 
(eds) (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and 
Governance in the 21st Century, Routledge Publications, London. Available at 
www.thenaturaladvantage.info. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
5. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M. Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable 
Solutions Program: Design Principles Portfolio, Whole Systems Design, The Natural Edge 
Project, Australia. Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_ Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
6. Hawken, P. Lovins, A. and Lovins, H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial 
Revolution, Routledge, London, Chapter 6: Tunnelling Through the Cost Barrier. Available at 
www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter6.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
7. Lovins, A., Datta, K., Feiler, T., Rábago, K., Swisher, J., Lehmann, A. and Wicker, K. (2002) 
Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right 
Size, Rocky Mountain Institute Publications, Colorado. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
8. US Department of Energy (DoE) Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy website at 
www.eere.energy.gov/  (for a variety of resources and case studies). Accessed 15 October 2012.   
9. American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy website at www.aceee.org/. Accessed 15 
October 2012.  
10. International Energy Agency (IEA) website at www.iea.org. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
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 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve 80 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 1: CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION IN 
AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY SECTOR 
 
LECTURE 1.4: A WHOLE SYSTEMS APPROACH TO ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY IN NEW AND EXISTING SYSTEMS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s  
Energy Sector 
 
Lecture 1.4: A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New 
and Existing Systems5 
 
You’re going to see energy efficiency becoming a way of life. It will have to become a core 
value of all corporations; it won't be optional, it won't be a program, it will be enduring. 
Kevin Ball, Director of Low Carbon Business Policy, BP International6 
Educational Aim 
The most cost effective way to help Australia rapidly progress to the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change’s (IPCC) recommended greenhouse gas reduction targets is to identify and 
implement energy efficiency savings. This lecture provides business, industry and other 
organisations with a clear step by step process on identifying and implementing energy efficiency 
opportunities in existing and new systems, and there are now a wide range of online resources freely 
available to help achieve this. Such online resources to help business, government, the community 
and households identify and implement energy efficiency savings are outlined in the Essential and 
Optional Reading for this lecture.  
The aim of this lecture is to train more engineers and technicians in the process of undertaking an 
energy efficiency opportunity assessment. The lecture is based on and is complemented by a 
thorough handbook developed by Helen Lewis and Alan Pears of RMIT and Geoff Andrews of 
GenesisAuto (the steps listed in the first nine learning points are quoted from this report with 
permission). The lecture also discusses TNEP’s Whole System Design Suite Education and Training 
Program,7 examining its clear step by step process to identify and implement energy efficiency 
opportunities in the design of new systems. When engineers, architects and designers get a chance 
to design and build something new, whether it be a new industrial plant or a new home, they need to 
realise that there are significant energy efficiency opportunities available. Often 80 percent (Factor 5) 
or greater energy efficiency savings are possible in the early design phase of projects. The final goal 
of this lecture is to ensure that designers become more educated and skilled in identifying and 
implementing energy efficiency opportunities in both the upgrade of existing, and the design of new, 
systems.  
                                                          
5 Peer reviewer by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT, and Geoff Andrews – Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd. 
6 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2007) An Important message for and from CEOs, Boards and senior 
managers on energy efficiency, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/assets/documents/energyefficiencyopps/Transcript%20of%20CEO%20DVD20070205142200%
2Epdf. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
7 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portfolio, Whole Systems Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Australia, Units 3-5. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 
Australia. Available at 
www.ret.gov.au/energy/Documents/energyefficiencyopps/PDF/EEO%20handb
ook%20V4_Apr09(web)pdf.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2012.     
pp 1-120 
2. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – The Business Case and Beyond, 
DRET at http://eex.gov.au/energy-management/the-business-case-and-
beyond/. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
pp 1-8 
3. Clean Energy Regulator (2012) Greenhouse and energy audit framework - at 
www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/National-Greenhouse-and-Energy-
Reporting/Auditors/Greenhouse-and-Energy-Audit-
Framework/Pages/default.aspx. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
pp 1-5 
4. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha. C. (2007) Engineering 
Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles Portfolio, Whole Systems 
Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 8 
October 2012. 
pp 1-24 
 
Learning Points 
1. In most industry sectors in Australia current energy efficiency performance is significantly below 
best practice, let alone what is theoretically possible. This is partly because at most sites (from 
homes to large industrial plants) there is very limited measurement and monitoring of energy use 
at the process level. There are also few properly specified benchmarks against which 
performance can be evaluated.  
2. The Federal Government’s Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR) Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities Program now requires the 250 biggest energy using companies in 
Australia to undertake an energy efficiency opportunity assessment and publicly report on 
energy efficiency opportunities of existing systems which have a four year or less rate of return 
on investment. This program has published a seminal handbook on how to identify and 
implement the energy efficiency opportunities of existing systems.8 As the DITR handbook 
states, ‘The benefit of undertaking an energy assessment is that understanding your energy use 
and where it is both used and wasted gives you another lens through which to look at optimising 
the whole production process or activity. You can maximise the benefits from an assessment by 
considering energy use across your whole system rather than looking at components in 
isolation.’9 The seven steps10 outlined in the report have been shown to yield substantial benefits 
                                                          
8 Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources, Australia. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook. Accessed 12 May 2007.   
9 Ibid  p 16.  
10 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2007) Industry Case Examples Implementing the 7 Steps of Energy Efficiency 
Assessment, DITR, Commonwealth of Australia.  Available at 
www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/assets/documents/energyefficiencyopps/case%5Fexamples%5Fjul0620060725145531%2Epdf. 
Accessed 12 May 2007.  
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for companies, helping companies to realise significant energy efficiency savings on existing 
systems. The following steps are taken from the Department of Industry, Tourism and 
Resource’s Report Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook:11 
3. Step 1 – Develop a Project Plan  
‘A project plan outlines the actions required, who is involved, who is responsible, when 
actions are undertaken, and the financial and technical resources that are needed. This stage 
also involves a critical review of the company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats that need to be considered when developing and implementing the plan. The 
outcome of this step is an internally approved plan that has been signed off by all key 
stakeholders within the organization.’  
4. Step 2 - Communication Plan  
‘Communication is an essential part of an energy efficiency assessment and is used at every 
stage in the process. While closely linked to the project plan, the communication plan 
involves an analysis of stakeholders (internal and external) and their role and importance for 
the assessment and implementation of energy efficiency projects. It outlines the individuals, 
groups or organisations that need to be involved in the assessment and how they will be 
effectively involved.’  
5. Step 3 – Undertake an Energy Audit to Gather Background Energy and Business Data  
Undertake preliminary analysis of current energy usage patterns. At most sites (from homes to 
large industrial plants), there is very limited measurement and monitoring of energy use at the 
process level. Further, rarely are there properly specified benchmarks against which 
performance can be evaluated. So rarely do the plant operators know what is possible or where 
energy is currently being wasted. Also it is important to collect relevant performance data relating 
to process inputs and outputs, so the energy use per unit of useful service or product from each 
element of the system can be calculated. This step helps to develop an understanding of energy 
use and consequently improve the energy efficiency. 
6. Step 4 - Identify Potential Opportunities  
The information gathered in the previous stage provides a good basis for understanding the use 
of energy in the business, government (or other organisation) and identifying potential 
opportunities for energy efficiency. It is important that a broad range of people from the company, 
(and potentially) external expertise (such as equipment suppliers, contractors, consultants, 
researchers, etc) and stakeholders are involved in identifying potential opportunities. Site visits, 
data analysis, workshops and meetings can be used to:  
- discuss energy and the way it relates to the production system;  
- review existing energy and production data;  
- brainstorm potential opportunities; and  
- further explore opportunities and approaches for more detailed investigation. 
 
7. Step 5 – Detailed Analysis 
                                                          
11 Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources, Australia. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook. Accessed 12 May 2007.   
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‘During Stage 5, a plan is developed and approved, and investigation commenced on 
potential opportunities to determine whether implementation is feasible. Detailed investigation 
might involve: 
- additional energy tracking or data analysis; 
- workshops or meetings that bring together relevant expertise; 
- trial or piloting activities; 
- advice from expert consultants or internal staff; and 
- estimates from equipment suppliers or service providers. 
The resources required for investigation depend on the size and scope of each opportunity 
and internal investment protocols, including the level of detail required to make decisions and 
obtain funding for project implementation. The key outcome of this phase is to define 
costs/benefits and the business case for each opportunity.’ 
8. Step 6 - Business Decisions and Implementation 
‘Business decisions and implementation may commence after initial scoping of opportunities 
if they fall within the discretionary powers of an individual manager or operator. Other 
decisions for further investigation or implementation that require significant capital 
expenditure may need to be approved at division, corporate or board level.’ 
9. Step 7 - Tracking and Communication 
‘Energy use, identified opportunities, business decisions and energy savings are documented 
for tracking and communication purposes, because decisions made at the operational level 
ultimately need to be reported at senior management and board levels. Outcomes of the 
assessment also need to be communicated to those involved in the assessment. A summary 
of opportunities and business decisions must be reported publicly and appropriate records 
kept for verification. Ongoing effective project management and communication of 
assessment outcomes.’ 
10. Governments, the community and households also need to identify and implement energy 
efficiency opportunities, and there is now a comprehensive range of online resources to help 
government, the community and households to do this (see Optional Reading). 
11. New systems: new buildings, new cars, new homes - what are the steps to identify and 
implement energy efficiency opportunities in new designs and new engineering and arhitectural 
projects? The Natural Edge Project has developed the open source Whole System Design 
Suite12 to provide a step by step guide on identifying and implementing energy efficiency 
opportunities for new designs. 
12.  When engineers, architects and designers get a chance to design and build something new 
there can be significant energy efficiency opportunities available. Hence it is now widely 
acknowledged that all designers - engineers, architects, industrial designers and urban planners 
- need to become more educated and skilled in how to implement a Whole System Design 
approach.  
                                                          
12 Stasinopoulos, P. Smith, M. Hargroves, K. and Desha. C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portfolio, Whole Systems Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Australia, Units 3-5. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
Getting Started - Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Industrial/ Commercial 
In most industry sectors in Australia current energy efficiency performance is significantly below best 
practice globally, let alone what is theoretically possible. This has been the finding of the Department 
of Industry, Tourism and Resources Energy Efficiency Best Practice program13 which worked with a 
wide range of industry sectors from 1998-2003. For instance, they found that best practice was 80 
percent more energy efficient than worst practice among Dairy Processes in Australia. Government 
programs like this one have found that, even where a company already has an energy efficiency 
program, there are still significant energy efficiency opportunities to be found.  
This is partly because at most sites (from homes to large industrial plants), there is very limited 
measurement and monitoring of energy use at the process level. Further, rarely are there properly 
specified benchmarks against which performance can be evaluated. So rarely do the plant operators 
know what is possible. Numerous experiences demonstrate that designers and engineers generally 
assume equipment is working properly when often this is not the case. Lack of measurement, 
monitoring and benchmarking means that problems can remain undiagnosed for long periods, while 
wasting energy and money. This can contribute towards risk of failures and increased maintenance 
costs. Underlying causes of such problems include over-sizing of equipment, installation faults, poor 
commissioning, inadequate maintenance and inappropriate modification or adjustment of settings.  
The Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR) has created the new Energy Efficiency 
Opportunities program to work with business and industry to address these issues. The Department 
of Industry, Tourism and Resources Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program now requires the 250 
biggest energy using companies in Australia to undertake an energy efficiency opportunity 
assessment and publicly report on the energy efficiency opportunities of existing systems which 
have a four year or less rate of return on investment. This program has published a seminal 
handbook14 on how to undertake an energy assessment to identify and implement energy efficiency 
opportunities of existing systems. The seven steps15 outlined in the report have been shown to yield 
substantial benefits for companies which implement them, helping companies to realise significant 
energy efficiency savings on existing systems. The following steps are taken from the Department of 
Industry, Tourism and Resource’s Report Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook.16  
Seven Steps of Energy Efficiency Assessment 
Step 1 – Develop a Project Plan  
In developing a project plan a valuable step is to identify and learn from industry sector leaders. In 
every sector of the economy companies are publishing sustainability reports which communicate 
their steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The Climate Group’s reports17 also list global 
industry sector leaders and their achievements regarding energy efficiency and greenhouse gas 
                                                          
13 See Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources - Energy Efficiency Best Practice program at 
http://www.industry.gov.au/content/sitemap.cfm?objectID=48A4C9EF-20E0-68D8-EDA2980EC4ACA15C. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
14 Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources, Australia. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook  
15 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2007) Industry Case Examples Implementing the 7 Steps of Energy Efficiency 
Assessment, Commonwealth of Australia.  Available at 
www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/assets/documents/energyefficiencyopps/case%5Fexamples%5Fjul0620060725145531%2Epdf. 
Accessed 12 May 2007.  
16 Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources, Australia. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook. Accessed 12 May 2007.   
17The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
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reductions. Government energy efficiency programs also publish numerous reports to assist 
business and any organisation achieve greater energy efficiency.18 Step 1 involves identifying who 
within the company is responsible for the plan - a landmark report by CERES19 on corporate 
governance and climate change demonstrates that the companies which are achieving progress on 
climate change have assigned responsibility for the plan to top managers within the company’s 
hierarchy. This sends a strong signal to the rest of the staff that the company is serious about 
reducing energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions. It also ensures effective communication at 
the board level on these issues.   
Step 2 - Communication Plan  
Energy saving opportunities often cross cultural boundaries within and between organisations, 
across industry sectors, market intermediaries and customers, so it is not surprising that many of 
these opportunities are not realised. Good communication is essential for capturing energy efficiency 
opportunities, as well as an internally approved communication plan and demonstration of senior 
level support.  
Step 3 – Undertake an Energy Audit  
An energy audit will gather background energy and business data, and preliminary analysis of 
current energy usage patterns should also be undertaken at this stage. There are now a wide range 
of online materials20 to assist any company or organisation to perform an energy audit. AS/NZS 
3598 provides an indicative list of the information that should be collected before an audit is carried 
out. An effective audit relies upon adequate quality information. 
To demonstrate the value of undertaking energy audits consider the following common examples 
from the commercial and industrial sector. In office buildings in Australia, energy consumption often 
far exceeds the levels expected on the basis of computer simulation. Thorough inspection and 
benchmarking usually leads to identification of the reasons for this, and the problems can be 
rectified. Often the problems are related to relatively minor issues such as inappropriately operating 
controls, excessive reheat, excessive air leakage into the building, and so on. Two examples 
demonstrate the value of energy auditing to identify where energy is being wasted: 
Case Study 1 - Melbourne Central Office Building: A large office building constructed in the early 
1990s. The in-house engineer considered this building to be quite energy efficient, and was very 
disappointed when an assessment of its energy usage by the NSW Sustainable Energy 
Development Authority for its Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme rated it at only 2-stars, 
instead of the expected 3.5 to 4-stars. Two independent audits failed to identify significant problems. 
However, analysis of the electricity demand profile of the building showed it was using surprisingly 
large amounts of energy outside working hours, while the engineering investigations had been 
conducted during working hours. Investigations outside working hours found controls malfunctioning, 
as well as some diversion of the central chilled water system for use in cooling computer centres 
(see Figure 1.4.1). Such patterns are common. Government programs are finding that weekend and 
after-hour energy usage of commercial buildings can be reduced by as much as 70 percent just by 
making sure the appropriate systems are switched off.   
                                                          
18Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook. Accessed 12 May 2007.    
19 Cogan, D.G. (2003) Corporate Governance and Climate Change: Making the Connection, a CERES Sustainable Governance Project 
Report prepared by the Investor Responsibility Research Center.   
20Australian Greenhouse Office - Energy Audit Tools at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/members/energyaudittools.html 
Accessed 3 March 2007. 
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Figure 1.4.1. Daily load profiles for Melbourne Central, a large office building – note that weekend 
energy consumption is almost half of weekday daytime demand, even though most of the building is 
unoccupied 
Source: Ostoja, A. (2003)21 
Case Study 2 - Genesis Auto: Genesis Auto were contracted to find out why a Commonwealth 
Government leased building, which had been designed to be 5-star, was only operating at 2-3 star. 
To work out why the building was not performing to standard the building’s engineers asked Genesis 
Auto to meter and monitor the main areas of energy usage - Lighting, Plug Loads (PCs, Printers, 
Photocopiers), and the Server Room. They developed targets for each of these areas of energy 
usage to ensure that the building achieved a 5-star rating. Metering and monitoring of these three 
areas concluded that the building was using more energy simply because the Plug Loads were far 
higher than anticipated. PCs, Printers and Photocopiers were being left on all night instead of being 
turned off. Once this was addressed the building performed at a 5-star level.  
Case Study 3 - The Importance of Energy Assessment and Auditing in Industry: An example of a 
situation where monitoring and benchmarking at the industry process level could save large amounts 
of energy was a situation in an oil refinery, studied as part of the Energy Efficiency Best Practice 
program. Two pumps were installed in parallel to circulate fluid through a pipe system. In theory, the 
pumps were identical, although one motor was a high efficiency model while the other was a 
standard model. During plant operation, the two pumps would normally be alternated so that each 
runs for half of the time. When energy consumption was measured, it was found that the pump with 
the less efficient motor used 84 percent more energy than the other while doing the same task. The 
difference in motor efficiency could account for less than a third of this difference in energy use, so 
other factors were responsible for the bulk of the difference. It was not possible within the project to 
stop the equipment and inspect it to find the actual reason(s) for the difference, but this may be 
accounted for by factors such as: a damaged or worn pump impellor; obstructions in the pipe work 
around the pump, such as a poorly fitted gasket or surface roughness; poor motor shaft alignment; 
and so on.  
                                                          
21 Ostoja, A. (2003) Existing Buildings: 360 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Second National Case 
Study Seminar, Sustainable Energy Development Authority, Sydney.  
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While ideally the problem should be rectified (with an overall savings potential of over 40 percent 
because the inefficient motor/pump is used for half of the operating time), most of these savings 
could be captured simply by running the efficient motor/pump most of the time, and using the 
inefficient one as an emergency back-up.  
Step 4 - Identify Potential Opportunities  
Energy consuming systems are often not simple. Ideally, they should be modelled under a range of 
realistic operating conditions, so that appropriate priorities for savings measures can be set and 
reasonable estimates of energy savings from each measure can be made. But it is also important 
not to overlook the obvious. In most systems, from household appliances to office buildings to 
industrial sites, the nature of energy use can be characterised as shown in Figure 1.4.2.  In an ideal 
process, no energy is used when the system is not doing anything useful. The gradient of the graph 
should reflect the ideal amount of energy used to run the process. In practice, most plant and 
equipment has surprisingly high fixed energy overheads (which could be described as standby 
energy use). The gradient of the typical process is steeper than the ideal graph, reflecting the 
inefficiencies within the process.  
 
 
Figure 1.4.2. Energy use of a typical production system compared with one with zero energy 
overheads and the ideal process  
Source: Pears, A. and Versluis, P. (1993)22 
Experience with systems ranging from large industrial plants to retail stores to homes shows similar 
characteristics. An effective strategy looks at both the fixed energy overheads and the system’s 
marginal efficiency. Often only one or the other is addressed.  
                                                          
22. Pears, A. (2004) Energy Efficiency - Its Potential: Some Perspectives and Experiences, Background paper for International Energy 
Agency Energy Efficiency Workshop, Paris April 2004. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/IEAENEFFICbackgroundpaperPearsFinal.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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Taking a Broad Internal Multi-Stakeholder Approach to identify Opportunities  
Often many energy saving opportunities cross cultural boundaries within and between organisations, 
across industry sectors, market intermediaries and customers, so it is not surprising that many of 
these opportunities are not realised. It is important that a broad range of people from the company 
are involved in identifying potential opportunities. Many opportunities for energy saving arise 
because of established cultural norms in an organisation. The Department of Industry Tourism and 
Resources (DITR) Energy Efficiency Best Practice program showed that such multi-stakeholder 
engagement within a company was highly valuable. Often consumers of energy services (e.g. 
production managers and staff) have quite different perceptions of energy issues than providers 
(such as boiler house managers and refrigeration engineers). Cross-cultural communication is 
important to explore these differences, as they often highlight unexpected opportunities for energy 
savings. Consider the case of Murray Goulburn, where boiler house staff saw their job as providing 
all the steam that production staff called for instantly, which meant they kept a number of boilers on 
standby all the time. When in fact the production staff were quite happy to provide some warning 
when they wanted steam, to allow better management of the boilers. The outcome was that several 
boilers were able to be shut down most of the time, saving over AUD$250,000 pa.  
Key strategies used in this program to improve communication and involve multiple stakeholders in 
identifying energy efficiency opportunities include: 
- Use of cross-cultural teams facilitated by independent people. 
- Engagement of senior management by highlighting the potential to address issues of broad 
organisational value beyond just reducing their energy bills, such as improved organisational 
culture through empowerment and communication. 
Step 5 – Detailed Analysis 
In this computerised age, most people are overwhelmed with data. But it is often the wrong data, and 
it is often not in a useful form. It can help to communicate the results of detailed analysis in visual 
form to help communication to senior management. Some aspects of what is needed in detailed 
analysis is as follows: 
- Benchmarking against the ideal, against other similar systems, against different times of the day, 
and against different levels of activity.  
- Visually linking changes in energy use levels to the activities that cause them. 
- Comparing costs and energy use, lifecycle costs, etc. 
- Monitoring performance at a system and process level, so operators and engineers have the 
data they need to understand what is really happening and manage it. Some engineers design 
for full load and do not ask themselves the question, what if most of the time this technology or 
product is not going to be operating at full load? Some products and technologies have been 
designed without thought of what will be the most common conditions of operation. For instance, 
most air-conditioners have been optimised to run for extremely hot days to ensure they work well 
in such conditions. Technology and products need to be optimised for the conditions under which 
they will run most of the time but also be reliable in extreme conditions as well. 
- Identifying parts of a site or specific process where large energy losses are occurring. A common 
mistake made by energy auditors when making recommendations of where energy efficiency 
opportunities may lie is that they can ignore the main industrial processes, where over 50 
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percent of energy is consumed, because they assume that it will be too hard to change the main 
parts of industry. When reviewing where there may be energy efficiency opportunities such areas 
of the plant should not be ignored. Innovations may have been developed that can dramatically 
reduce energy consumption. 
Investigation may involve some iteration, as new information informs analysis and identifies the need 
for further information. Sometimes it is beneficial to undertake a detailed mass balance approach, in 
order to: 
- ‘identify where energy is being lost from processes, distribution systems or conversion 
systems, converted into forms that cannot be used, or where energy may potentially be 
available for other uses; 
- identify opportunity areas for further investigation and areas where more detailed tracking 
and measurement is likely to be necessary or useful to underpin estimation of costs and 
benefits of opportunities; 
- calculate performance indicators at process level; 
- benchmark performance at process level; 
- model whole-of-system changes and impacts; and 
- determine the accuracy and completeness of data across the site.’23 
Utilising External Expertise  
This DITR program highlighted the value of bringing in outside expertise who can take a fresh look at 
these issues within companies. This program captured large savings beyond those that had been 
captured by in-house staff, because it redefined the boundaries of the problems and opportunities. It 
also challenged assumptions accepted by the staff. The program highlighted a tendency by staff to 
assume systems worked as designed, instead of confirming it by measurement and monitoring.  
The sorts of energy efficiency opportunities discovered included: 
- Large boiler feed water tanks that were uninsulated but sitting in the open air at 75°C. Why? Staff 
had noted that when the plant wasn’t running, the temperature of the water in these tanks fell 
quite slowly: it was therefore inferred that heat loss was not great. In reality this outcome was 
due to the very high thermal capacity of a large volume of water, and actual heat losses were 
hundreds of watts per square metre of surface area, and even more when it was windy or 
raining. 
- At a plant that had a boiler designed for the co-firing of timber waste and natural gas, analysis 
showed that during co-firing the consumption of gas hardly changed and nor did the output of the 
boiler; inefficiencies created by the way the timber waste was loaded seemed to offset a 
significant proportion of the extra energy input. 
- Kilometres of steam pipe in a large plant were uninsulated. Part of the problem was that the 
maintenance manager saw insulating the pipes as a cost to his department, but the benefit 
accrued to another department. And since the site ran a co-generation system, it was also 
argued that reducing the steam load would reduce electricity output and cause the plant to have 
to import electricity from the grid, at what was believed to be a higher cost. It was suggested they 
                                                          
23 Lewis, H., Andrews, G. and Pears, A. (2006) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Assessment Handbook, Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources, Australia, p 16. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/handbook Accessed4 September 2007. 
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should integrate their pipe insulation program with an electricity efficiency program, to maintain 
the load balance. And the maintenance and boiler house teams were asked to negotiate a cost 
and benefit sharing arrangement. 
- An operator of a refrigeration plant underestimated the impact of higher condenser temperatures 
on the efficiency of the plant: an external refrigeration specialist was able to clarify the issues.  
- Many plants that operated for 50-80 hours per week had large boiler systems or refrigeration 
systems that could not be shut down and restarted reliably or quickly, so there was massive 
standby energy waste because they ran continuously (168 hours/week). 
- Some facilities, for example wineries, had large amounts of high capital cost equipment that was 
fully utilised for very short periods of time - load management strategies offer both capital and 
energy savings. 
- Often motors and other equipment are over-sized to allow a margin for error or expansion. The 
inefficiencies from over-sizing, as well as the extra capital costs, can lead to substantial costs. 
Careful design, thorough commissioning and real-time monitoring can avoid this waste. For 
example, real-time monitoring can identify an increase in the load on a motor beyond its rated 
capacity, and investigation may identify faults in the equipment the motor is driving that can be 
remedied as preventive maintenance. This can avoid loss of production through an unscheduled 
failure. 
- Thermal bridging and air leakage were often major contributors to energy losses. For example, a 
bakery oven evaluated based on actual standby energy consumption had an effective average 
thermal resistance of R0.22. This compares with a typical insulation value in a house ceiling of 
R3. The unnecessary 8 kW of heat loss from this oven was a major contributor to the discomfort 
of staff in the kitchen. In turn, the uncomfortable working conditions have become a key factor 
affecting the difficulty of attracting staff to the industry. The business is actually paying for the 
energy that undermines its ability to employ good people.  
Step 6: Business Decisions and Implementation 
Most people choose not to invest in energy efficiency measures with a payback period of more than 
a few years. Yet this is economically and environmentally irrational behaviour. Table 1.4.1 shows 
that, in reality, investing in very long payback energy efficiency measures is actually cheaper per ton 
of CO2 avoided than most other options for emission reduction. In fact, investing in energy efficiency 
measures with simple payback periods of 12-15 years is equivalent to paying AUD$30 per ton for 
CO2 avoidance. Any organisation or individual that invests in carbon abatement measures that cost 
money before investing in options for cheaper energy efficiency is failing to capture its best 
opportunities. 
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Table 1.4.1. Relative costs of actions to meet emission reduction targets for a business that normally 
achieves 15 percent per annum rate of return on investment 
ACTION 
COST/TON OF CO2 
AVOIDED OR 
STORED 
COMMENTS 
Buy ‘credits’ from tree 
plantations 
$5-$30 Cost depends on many factors 
Buy permits on market $7-$50 
Economic modelling shows a wide range of 
costs, depending on assumptions in the 
modelling 
Buy Green Power or other 
zero emission renewable 
power at 3 c/ kWh premium 
$30 to $40/tonne (Aust 
mainland ave - $22/t if it 
replaces Victorian 
average electricity, 
which gives a bigger 
CO2 saving per kWh) 
Use of energy involving capture of methane 
that would otherwise have been released 
into the atmosphere may have a lower 
cost/tonne of CO2 equiv avoided, as the 
benefits of removing very greenhouse-active 
methane from the atmosphere may be 
counted 
Buy low emission electricity at 
1 c/kWh extra cost – eg 
hypothetical small scale 
cogeneration 
$10 to $15 
Assumes electricity at 1.0 kg CO2/kWh 
replaced by electricity from cogeneration or 
combined cycle gas at 0.25 to 0.33 kg 
CO2/kWh. If low emission energy purchased 
at same cost as BAU energy, cost/t CO2 
avoided is zero 
Buy low emission electricity at 
0.5c/kWh less – eg 
cogeneration 
-$3 to -$$5 As for above 
Invest in energy efficiency 
measure with 1 year payback  
-$32 (yes, a negative 
cost!) 
Assumes 10 year life of measure, 8 c/kWh 
and 1.0 kg CO2/kWh for BAU electricity, and 
15% pa discount rate to reflect 15% IRR 
threshold  
Invest in energy efficiency 
measure with 5 year payback 
-$4.50 
Assumes 15 year life, 8 c/kWh and 1.0 kg 
CO2/kWh for BAU electricity, and 15% pa 
discount rate to reflect 15% IRR threshold  
Invest in energy efficiency 
measure with 7 year payback 
$6.15 As above 
Source: Pears, A. (2004)24 
The cost of energy efficiency improvement declines over time due to factors that include: 
- Decisions made by participants in the supply chain regarding the profit margins they apply - 
typically where a feature is seen to be of high value, or only likely to appeal to a small niche 
market, margins will be high. This is partly to reflect higher costs, but also reflects the aim of 
making more profit from premium product. As energy efficiency becomes more widely 
recognised, this premium reduces.  
                                                          
24 Pears, A. (2004) Energy Efficiency - Its Potential: Some Perspectives and Experiences, Background paper for International Energy 
Agency Energy Efficiency Workshop, Paris April 2004. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/IEAENEFFICbackgroundpaperPearsFinal.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.    
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- Many efficiency features ‘piggy back’ other seemingly unrelated developments such as sensors, 
computers, power electronics and improved materials. For example, the same sensor can be 
used for security systems and for energy efficient lighting, so synergies and economies of scale 
can be captured for energy efficiency.  
- The economics of scale mean that typically the cost of new products declines by 20-30 percent 
for each cumulative doubling in the number produced: this is a powerful factor early in the 
evolution of new products, and we have seen it recently with LCD monitors. 
- There is a ‘normality’ effect, so that when a product becomes the standard choice, the number 
and complexity of transactions associated with its use decline, and the supply chain costs fall 
dramatically. Since supply chain costs and margins are typically around three-quarters of the 
retail price of a product, this can have a very powerful effect on price. For example, it is 
commonly noted that double glazed windows are cheaper in some regions than single glazed 
ones, even though there is a slightly higher material cost. The reason for this is that once double 
glazed windows become standard, making a single glazed unit is a ‘special task’ that requires 
non-standard activities that add to costs. 
Step 7 - Tracking and Communication  
Energy use, identified opportunities, business decisions and energy savings are documented for 
tracking and communication purposes, because decisions made at the operational level ultimately 
need to be reported at senior management and board levels. Outcomes of the assessment also 
need to be communicated to those involved in the assessment. A summary of opportunities and 
business decisions must be reported publicly and appropriate records kept for verification, as well as 
ongoing effective project management and communication of assessment outcomes. 
Getting Started - Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Government Operations, the Community 
and Households 
Governments, the community and households also need to get started and identify and implement 
energy efficiency opportunities. There are now a comprehensive range of online resources to help 
government, the community and households do this (see Optional Reading). The Federal 
Government has provided resources to help government operations improve energy efficiency. The 
ICLEI Cities for Climate Protection is a global network of local government and municiple authorities 
working together to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Their web site provides local government 
with numerous resources. The Australian Greenhouse Office’s Community and Home Program 
provides links into extensive energy efficieny databases such as the Your Home Techical Manual. All 
State and Territory Governments now also provide home energy auditing services for a small fee 
such as the ACT Home Energy Advisory Service. The Optional Reading lists web sites which have 
relevant information to assist government, the community and households to get started on 
achieving energy efficiency savings.  
Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities in New Systems/New Projects  
So far this lecture has discussed energy efficiency opportunities in existing systems but what about 
new systems? New buildings, new cars, new homes? What about energy efficiency opportunities in 
new designs and new engineering and arhitectural projects? The Natural Edge Project has 
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developed the open source Whole System Design Suite25 to provide a step by step guide on 
identifying and implementing energy efficiency opportunities for new designs. When engineers, 
architects and designers get a chance to design and build something new there can be significant 
energy efficiency opportunities available. And, as Natural Capitalism states, this is because ‘by the 
time the design for most human artifacts is completed but before they have actually been built, about 
80-90 percent of their life-cycle economic and ecological costs have already been made inevitable.’26 
Newly designed buildings and technologies often have long design lives hence it is critical that all 
designers ensure that new designs are as energy efficient as possible.  
Elements of a Whole System Approach to Sustainable Design27 
There will be cases where some steps of the general whole system approach to design will not be 
relevant. There are, however, ten key operational elements that leverage the greatest benefits. The 
ten key operational elements that are outlined below are integrated from lessons learned by 
experienced designers, including Amory Lovins,28 Hunter Lovins, Ernst von Weizsäcker, Bill 
McDonough, John Todd, Janis Birkeland,29 and Alan Pears.30 These ten key elements are widely 
seen as effective operational elements – many of them are consistent with operational principles and 
guidelines for engineering design developed by French31 and The International Council on Systems 
Engineering.32 
1. Ask the Right Questions  
What is the required service? How can the service be provided optimally? Are there other possible 
approaches? For example, consumers want hygienic, comfortable containers out of which to drink. It 
makes no difference to consumers whether the container is made of glass or aluminium and if it is 
made of recycled material or not. It does, however, make a significant difference to the planet’s 
ecosystems. This example demonstrates the potential impacts of decisions on the interpretation of 
the required service and the corresponding technologies and resource use. A service-based 
perspective assists in preventing arbitrary constraints, particularly on resource use. 
2. Benchmark Against the Optimal System  
It is often useful to develop a simple functional model of the system, which assists the designer in 
thinking about the interacting components and to evaluate potential improvements to existing 
systems. The model is used to benchmark against both the theoretically and practically optimal 
systems. Benchmarking against ‘best practice’ is a dangerous strategy as existing best practice is 
actually ‘best of a bad lot practice’ because the reference cases typically were designed decades 
                                                          
25 Stasinopoulos, P. Smith, M. Hargroves, K. and Desha. C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Design Principles 
Portfolio, Whole Systems Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP), Australia, Units 3-5. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
26  Hawken, P., Lovins, A. and Lovins, H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, Earthscan, London, Chp 6: 
Tunnelling Through the Cost Barrier. Available at http://www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter6.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
27 The following is an excerpt from Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions 
Program: Technical Design Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. (TNEP) 
28 RMI (1997) Cover Story: ‘Tunnelling through the Cost Barrier’, RMI Newsletter, Summer, Colorado. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Newsletter/NLRMIsum97.pdf. Accessed 5 January 2007. 
29 Birkeland, J. (2005) Design for Ecosystem Services: A New Paradigm for Ecodesign, presentation to SB05 Tokyo ‘Action for 
Sustainability: The World Sustainable Building Conference’.  
30 Pears, A. (2005) Design for Energy Efficiency, Presentation to Young Engineers Tasmania; Pears, A. (2004) Energy Efficiency – Its 
Potential: Some Perspectives and Experiences, Background paper for International Energy Agency Energy Efficiency Workshop, Paris. 
31 French, M.J. (1985) cited in Dieter, G.E. (2000) Engineering design: a materials and processing approach, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill, 
Singapore, p 228. 
32 International Council on Systems Engineering (1993) An identification of pragmatic principles: final report, International Council on 
Systems Engineering. Available at http://www.incose.org/ProductsPubs/pdf/techdata/PITC/PrinciplesPragmaticDefoe_1993-
0123_PrinWG.pdf. Accessed 11 July 2007. 
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ago and the cost-effectiveness criteria for resource efficiency was likely to have been very stringent 
(less than a three year payback period is a typical threshold). Today, it is possible to do much better. 
3. Design and Optimise the Whole System  
In order to develop a system that meets the need definition of the design with optimal resource use 
(energy, material and water inputs and outputs) and biological impact, it is important to consider all 
subsystems and their synergies, rather than single subsystems in isolation.  
4. Account for all Measurable Impacts  
Modifications at the subsystem level can influence behaviour at the system level and achieve 
multiple benefits for single expenditures.  
5. Design and Optimise Subsystems at the Right Time and in the Right Sequence  
Large improvements in resource use are, in many cases, a process of multiplying small savings in 
the right sequence. There is an optimal sequence for designing and optimising the components of a 
system. The steps that yield the greatest impacts on the whole system should be performed first. For 
example, consider solar power for home energy supply. Solar cells are costly and provide perhaps 
one-half or one-third of the electricity consumed by a big heat pump striving to maintain indoor 
comfort in a building, despite an inefficient building envelope, glazing, lights, and appliances. 
Suppose that the building was instead first made thermally insulated so it didn't need as big a heat 
pump (there are several much simpler ways to handle summer humidity). Then, suppose the lights 
and appliances were then made extremely efficient with the latest technologies that reduce the 
house's total electric load. Now, the home’s heating and cooling needs would be very small, its 
electrical needs could be met by only a few square meters of solar cells, and it would all work better 
and at less cost.  
6. Design and Optimise Subsystems in a Downstream to Upstream Sequence  
Life cycle analysis shows that end-use resource efficiency is the most cost effective way to achieve 
large improvements in resource use because less resource demand at the end-use creates 
opportunities to reduce resource demand throughout the whole supply chain. 
7. Review the System for Potential Improvements  
It is important to identify potential resource use improvements and eliminate true waste (un-
recovered resources) in each subsystem and at each stage of the life cycle. For example, at most 
sites (from homes to large industrial plants) there is very limited measurement and monitoring of 
resource consumption at the process level, and rarely are there properly specified benchmarks. 
Thus plant operators rarely know where the potential for resource efficiency improvements lie. 
Monitoring and measurement help identify the system’s performance inadequacies, which, when 
improved, can substantially improve performance and reduce costs. The integrated nature of 
systems provides a platform for the impact of individual improvements to compound and thus to 
generate an overall improvement greater than the sum of the individual impacts. 
8. Model the System  
Mathematical, computer and physical models are valuable for addressing relatively complex 
engineering systems. For example, CSIRO has used computer modelling to make significant 
breakthroughs in fluid dynamics. Modelling of fluid dynamics by CSIRO is presenting opportunities 
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for substantial efficiency improvements. A better understanding of liquid and gas flow has also 
assisted CSIRO designers to improve the efficiency and performance of processing technologies in 
a wide range of applications. From such modelling, CSIRO has developed the Rotated Arc Mixer 
(RAM), which consumes five times less energy than conventional industrial mixers. The RAM is also 
able to mix a range of fluids that were previously not mixable by other technologies.  
9. Track Technology Innovation  
A key reason why there are still significant resource use improvements available through a whole 
system approach is that the rate of innovation in basic sciences and technologies has increased 
dramatically in the last few decades. Innovations in materials science, such as insulation, lighting, 
super-windows, ultra-light metals and distributed energy options, are creating new ways to re-
optimise the design of old technologies. Innovation is so rapid that six months is now a long time in 
the world of technology. For example, consider the average refrigerator, for which most of the energy 
losses relate to heat transfer. The latest innovations in materials science in Europe have created a 
new insulation material that will allow refrigerators to consume 50 percent less energy. Other 
examples include innovations in composite fibres that make it possible to design substantially lighter 
cars, and innovations in light metals, which can now be used in all forms of transportation, from 
aircraft to trains to cars, and allow resource efficiency improvements throughout the whole system.  
10. Design to Create Future Options33  
A basic tenet of sustainability is that future generations should have the same level of life quality, 
environmental amenities and range of options as ‘developed’ societies enjoy today. It is also 
important to consider going beyond best practice and help create more options for future 
generations. It is crucial for designers to be aware of how new systems affect the options of future 
generations. For example, China is currently developing new coal fired power stations at a rate of at 
least one per week. However, it is vital that new coal fired power stations can be used for geo-
sequestration when the technology becomes commercially available. There are significant concerns 
that many coal fired power stations in development are not correctly sited nor designed to make geo-
sequestration of CO2 emissions possible in the future.  
 
                                                          
33 Birkeland, J. (2005) ‘Design for Ecosystem Services: A New Paradigm for Ecodesign’, presentation to SB05 Tokyo: Action for 
Sustainability: The World Sustainable Building Conference.  
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Optional Reading  
1. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – The Strategic Case For Energy Efficiency at 
http://eex.gov.au/energy-management/the-strategic-case-for-energy-efficiency/. Accessed 8 
October 2012. 
2. Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2005) Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Program, DITR. Available at www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/. Accessed 8 October 
2012. 
3. Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange - Energy 
Efficiency Best Practice Resources, DITR. Available at www.eex.gov.au. Accessed 8 October 
2012. 
4. Victorian Government - Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit at  
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/EGM_Toolkit.pdf. Accessed 8 October 
2012. 
5. NSW Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability – Sustainability and Energy Efficiency 
Information for business at www.environment.nsw.gov.au/sustainbus/index.htm. Accessed 8 
October 2012. 
6. Energy Rating (2012) Commercial and Industry Equipment (Energy Efficiency Of) at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/products-themes/. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
7. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – Business Sectors at http://eex.gov.au/industry-
sectors/. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
8. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – Technologies at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/. 
Accessed 8 October 2012. 
9. ICLEI - Cities for Climate Protection at www.iclei.org/index.php?id=2291. Accessed 8 
October 2012. 
10. Commonwealth Government – Living Greener - Energy Efficiency in the Community and 
Home at www.livinggreener.gov.au/energy. Accessed 8 October 2012. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4
 
 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Commercial Users 
 
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design 
Process5
 
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to demonstrate that built environment design teams that adopt an integrated, 
front-loaded approach to design can create superior, more sustainable built environments. In 
particular, this lecture will assess the current demand for commercial green building design, and will 
explore the challenge this presents to practicing design professionals. This lecture will present case 
studies where the front-loaded design of commercial buildings has provided quantifiable benefits, 
including a reduction in energy consumption, resulting in reduced greenhouse gas emissions, 
reduced water consumption, improved comfort levels, and cost saving benefits. 
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Rocky Mountain Institute website – Why Build Green at   
http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/BuildingsLand/D02-14_WhyBuildGreen.pdf. 
Accessed 8 August 2007. 
pp 1-4 
2. Romm, J., Browning, W. and The Rocky Mountain Institute (1998) Greening the 
Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing Productivity Through Energy-Efficient 
Design, RMI, Colorado. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/BuildingsLand/D94-27_GBBL.pdf. Accessed 8 
August 2007. 
pp 1-3 
and 
p 13 
3. Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: 
Office and Public Buildings, ed 3, DEWR, Australia.  Available at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-
design/pubs/esd-design-guide.pdf .Accessed 9 August 2007. 
pp 1-32 
4.   Hawken, P., Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating 
the Next Industrial Revolution, Earthscan, London, Chapter 5: Building Blocks. 
Available at http://www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter5.pdf .Accessed 20 
August 2007.  
 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd, Victoria Hart - Bassett Consulting Engineers with additional review from 
Francis Barram – Bond University, and Dr Dominique Hes - Lecturer Sustainable Architecture, Faculty of Architecture, Building & Planning, 
University of Melbourne.   
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Learning Points 
1. Commercial buildings create 8.8 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions – equivalent to 
approximately one-fifth of the total emissions created by Australia’s built environments.6 New, 5- 
and 6-Green Star rated commercial buildings in Australia have shown greenhouse gas emission 
reductions in the realm of 50 to 85 percent compared to conventional buildings.7
2. Eighty percent of the energy consumption of a building is operational and already a foregone 
conclusion when a building is handed over to the client after construction. Embodied energy of a 
commercial office building accounts for approximately 20 percent. When designing a green 
commercial building, the energy demand of the building’s  ongoing operations is therefore one of 
the primary considerations. Though electricity consumption within a commercial building accounts 
for approximately 65 percent of the building’s energy needs (with the remaining energy needs 
being provided by gas, petroleum), it is the source of approximately 89 percent of the building’s 
greenhouse gas emissions.
 
8
3. Designing a sustainable commercial building requires consideration of key issues other than 
energy, including ongoing management, thermal comfort,  water consumption reduction and re-
use, waste water management, solid waste management, material selection, biodiversity, and 
transport. Achieving integrated design across all of these areas is a veritable challenge to design 
teams, requiring dedicated group collaboration. 
 
4. To respond to the challenge of designing sustainable commercial buildings, design professionals 
must stay informed of or have ready access to knowledge in the area of current leading practice 
and best available technology. 
5. Adoption of a new form of design process is also greatly needed – a process that facilitates a high 
level of team collaboration, especially in the early stages of design, such as the 
concept/schematic design phase, that is conducive to the formation of integrated, efficient design 
solutions. A design process such as this is referred to as a ‘front-loaded’ design process. Highly 
integrated design solutions can be realised by a front-loaded design process because early team-
based design work facilitates the production of ‘Whole System Design’ solutions. As discussed in 
Lectures 1.3 and 1.4, a Whole System Design process is one by which a system (e.g. a building) 
is designed with a holistic ‘picture’ of the system in mind, aiming to design the system and its 
components in such a way that the whole equals more than the sum of all parts. 
6. A Whole System Design intensive, otherwise known as a sustainable design charrette or 
workshop, is a key mechanism that encourages a Whole System Design approach utilising front-
loaded design. A sustainable design charrette is an intense period of early stage design activity 
that occurs at the beginning of a project, involving all designers and stakeholders, It assists in 
developing a collaborative approach in which all involved explore, evaluate and agree upon 
planning and design decisions that will enhance the energy and environmental outcomes of a  
project.  
7. A sustainable design charrette is beneficial for several reasons: it provides a dedicated ‘space’ to 
interrogate integrative design opportunities; it builds owner, user, stakeholder and design team 
                                                 
6 See Green Building Council Australia – The Answers to Climate Change? (Speaking notes for Tony Arnel, Chair of Green Building Council 
of Australia). Available at http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=5&docid=1334. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
7 Madew, R. (2006) Dollars and Sense of Green Buildings, Green Building Council of Australia, pp 21, 28, 45. Available at 
http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=15&docid=1002. Accessed 20 November 2007; See Sustainability Victoria – Sustainable 
Buildings at http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/CBEII_EOI-Web.pdf. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
8 Australian Greenhouse Office (1999) Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990-2010, AGO. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/buildings/publications/pubs/commbuild.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
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support and understanding for the project and allows the design team and stakeholders to 
recognise and capture opportunities across various design elements; it facilitates the identification 
of cost effective integrated design options; it can result in design solutions that reduce project risk; 
it allows the team to develop a clear design direction for the remainder of the process; and it 
results in a design that is inventive and unique, giving the project a marketing edge. 
8. Exemplary green commercial building projects have demonstrated the environmental and 
financial benefits of integrated design solutions. It is now achievable for new commercial buildings 
to reap substantial annual savings on running costs.9 Green building designs also result in 
significant increases in worker productivity and decreases in absenteeism,10
 
 which gives 
companies located in green buildings an advantage over others.  
                                                 
9 Kats, G. (2003) ‘The Costs and Financial Benefits of Green Buildings, Capital E Spotlight, p 84. Available at http://www.cap-
e.com/spotlight/index.cfm?Page=1&NewsID=25770. Accessed 20 November 2007; Madew, R. (2006) Dollars and Sense of Green 
Buildings, Green Building Council of Australia, pp 41-45. Available at http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=15&docid=1002. Accessed 
20 November 2007. 
10 Heschong Mahone Group (1999) Daylighting in Schools - An Investigation into the Relationship Between Daylighting and Human 
Performance, Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Available at 
http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/daylight/di_pubs/SchoolDetailed820App.PDF. Accessed 20 November 2007; 
Kats, G. (2003) The Costs and Financial Benefits of Green Buildings, Capital E Spotlight, p 56, 58-68, 70. Available at http://www.cap-
e.com/spotlight/index.cfm?Page=1&NewsID=25770. Accessed 20 November 2007; Madew, R. (2006) Dollars and Sense of Green 
Buildings, Green Building Council of Australia, pp 55-56. Available at http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=15&docid=1002. Accessed 
20 November 2007; Romm, J.J. and Browning, W.D. (2004) Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing Productivity Through 
Energy-Efficient Design, Rocky Mountatin Institute, Snowmass, Colorado. Available at: 
http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/BuildingsLand/D94-27_GBBL.pdf. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
Commercial Buildings and the Sustainable Design Challenge 
Achieving improved design outcomes for commercial buildings may greatly assist Australia to reduce 
its greenhouse gas emissions. It is estimated that the built environment contributes around 25-40 
percent of energy consumption in OECD countries.11 In Australia, commercial buildings produce 8.8 
percent12 (2001 estimate) of a total of 550 Mt of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions (2003 
estimate).13 Exemplary green building projects in Australia such as ‘30 The Bond’ and ‘Council House 
2’ have demonstrated that an integrated design approach early in the design process can result in 
solutions that can reduce the energy consumption of commercial buildings from 50 to 8514
Commercial buildings rely on energy (and thereby create greenhouse gas emissions) in two key 
areas: a) energy is required to create the building (e.g. the building materials, and transport of 
materials); and b) energy is required for the building to operate over its lifetime. Approximately 8-10 
percent of a standard commercial building’s greenhouse gas emissions are attributed to the 
embodied energy of the building’s materials, while the remaining 90-92 percent is attributed to the 
running energy needs of the building.
 percent. 
Thus, there is significant scope for the improvement of commercial building design in Australia. 
15 Planning an efficiently functioning building that is reliant on 
minimal levels of mains electricity power can have great long term benefits in the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions as well as electricity costs. Designing for energy efficiency has emerged 
as one of the most prominent design aims when creating sustainable commercial buildings designs. 
Though a commercial building typically uses electricity for approximately 65 percent of its energy 
needs, electricity creates more than its share of a building’s greenhouse gas emissions – 
approximately 89 percent (see Figure 2.1.1 below). 
 
  Graph A)                  Graph B) 
Figure 2.1.1. Commercial Building Figures from 1990 (ABARE 1997): Graph A) Energy Source 
Composition, Graph B) Greenhouse Gas Emission Sources Categorised by Energy Source. 
Source: Australian Greenhouse Office (1999)16
                                                 
11 Organisation for Economic Co-Operation And Development (2003) Environmentally Sustainable Buildings: Challenges And Policies, 
Organisation For Economic Co-Operation And Development, Paris, France, p 20,. 
 
12 Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2001) cited in Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD 
Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, 3rd edition, Commonwealth of Australia, p 4. Available at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-design/index.html. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
13 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006) 1301.0 – Year book Australia, 2006, Commonwealth of Australia, Chapter 24: Australia’s 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Available at 
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/dc057c1016e548b4ca256c470025ff88/66588A4421E24BD9CA2570DE001AA461?opendocumen
t. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
14 Madew, R. (2006) Dollars and Sense of Green Buildings, Green Building Council of Australia, pp 21, 28, 45. Available at 
http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=15&docid=1002. Accessed 20 November 2007; See Sustainability Victoria – Sustainable 
Buildings at http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/CBEII_EOI-Web.pdf. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
15 Australian Greenhouse Office (1999) Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990-2010, AGO. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/buildings/publications/pubs/commbuild.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
16 Ibid. 
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Unsustainable electricity consumption and greenhouse gas production have not been the only issues 
targeted when designing for ‘green’ buildings. Other primary issues that offer the potential for 
designers to re-think traditional ‘unsustainable’ design solutions include issues of mains water 
consumption, waste water management, solid waste management, material selection, biodiversity, 
and sense of community. Below is a table demonstrating emerging opportunities for commercial 
buildings to address these issues. 
Table 2.1.1: Commercial Building Design Opportunities 
Issue Potential ‘Sustainable Solutions’ 
M
an
ag
em
en
t a
nd
 O
pe
ra
tio
n 
- Include in the design team at least one representative who is a Green Star Accredited 
Professional (in Australia) and at least one representative who is responsible for the 
management and maintenance of the building. 
- Include clauses in the contract that require comprehensive pre-commissioning, 
commissioning and quality monitoring. 
- Perform commissioning and building tuning for at least 12 months, undertaken by an 
independent commissioning agent. 
- Produce a simple building users’ guide for building users, occupants and tenants. 
- Require that contractors implement an Environmental Management Plan and have 
Environmental Management System (ISO 14001) accreditation. 
- Require that contractors implement a comprehensive Waste Management Plan, and 
reuse and/or recycle construction wastes. 
E
ne
rg
y 
- Enhance the ingress of natural daylight and reduce artificial lighting requirements 
through the appropriate use of glazing, light shades and daylight; and dimming of 
artificial lighting. 
- Reduce HVAC energy consumption through optimisation of the building fabric and form 
(orientation, glazing, shading, insulation); opportunities for natural ventilation and HVAC 
plant selection, such as underfloor air distribution systems and chilled beams; 
appropriate placement of thermal mass; and optimisation of the HVAC plant for running 
hours, zoning and control . 
- Integration of solar panels, wind turbines, micro-turbines and other renewable energy 
technologies to create renewable energy for the building and possibly feed excess 
energy into the grid. 
- Installation of energy efficient lighting, and zoning and control systems. 
- Integration of a building management system. 
- Purchasing polices to include energy efficient equipment. 
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W
at
er
 
- Installation of water efficient fittings, fixtures and equipment,  including waterless urinals, 
and water efficient taps and shower heads (WELS rating17
- Collection and treatment of waste water from showers, hand basins, etc. for non-potable 
reuse, such as toilet flushing and irrigation. 
 of 4 stars or higher). 
- Harvesting of stormwater for non-potable use, including irrigation. 
- Mining of sewer main-line to harvest black water for filtration and non-potable use to 
reduce mains water consumption, where cost effective with respect to energy 
consumption. 
M
at
er
ia
ls
 a
nd
 W
as
te
 
- Purchasing polices to include recycled paper and recyclable office consumables for 
printing. 
- Allocation of appropriate internal and external areas for separation, collection and 
recycling  of (at least) paper, glass, plastics, metals and organic materials. 
- Design of structure, roof and façades for disassembly and reuse. 
- Reuse and/or recycling of demolition and/or construction wastes.  
- Use of materials with reduced life cycle environmental impact for flooring, ceiling, walls, 
partitions, joinery and furniture. 
- Replacement of PVC for pipes, conduits and cables with alternative materials. 
- Incorporation of reused materials into the building façades and structure. 
- Use of concrete and steel that contain recycled material. 
- Use of timber that is either reused timber, FSC certified timber18
- Local materials should be preferred over imported materials to minimise transport 
related emissions and to support the local manufacturing industry. 
 or harvested 
sustainable timber under Regional Forest Agreements (RFA). 
B
io
di
ve
rs
ity
 
- Local native plants selected for use indoors, on rooftop gardens and on facades to 
reduce irrigation water consumption. 
- Existing natural site features include tree specimens surveyed and retained where 
environmentally significant. 
- Revegetation and habitat creation where able. 
- No exotic weed species used in outdoor planting areas to minimise risk of damage to 
local ecosystem. 
                                                 
17 See Australian Government – WELS Products at http://www.waterrating.gov.au/products/index.html. Accessed 21 November 2007. 
18 See Forest Stewardship Council Australia – Find a FSC Certified Product at http://www.fscaustralia.org/fsc-in-australia/find-a-fsc-certified-
product/. Accessed 21 November 2007. 
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C
om
m
un
ity
 
- Creation of a commitment to ensure the project will result in an asset that is culturally 
sensitive and will be of relevance and of value to the community. 
- Design includes an element of community involvement, achieved through public 
participation events such as a facilitated public forum designed to assess the needs and 
concerns of the community. 
- The design provides spaces that allow for safe social interaction, such as park areas, or 
shaded seating hubs. 
- The design aims to enhance the local sense of place by using plants, materials, and 
architectural elements that contribute to the local identity of the place. 
Source: Compiled by The Natural Edge Project (2007) 
 
The Need for a Different Design Approach 
The built environment design industry is currently undergoing significant adjustment to respond to the 
global challenge of sustainable development. Whereas once a designer’s prerogative was to create 
long-lasting, aesthetically pleasing, and financially viable designs, architects and engineers are now 
additionally expected to produce designs that are highly efficient, environmentally responsive, socially 
beneficial, and financially profitable. Built environment professionals are finding they must up-grade 
their knowledge in the area of current leading practice and best available technology.  
Complimentary to the need for designers to up-skill in the area of sustainable technology and design 
solutions, is the pressing requirement for designers to also adopt a new form of design process that 
enables the creation of sustainable designs. The need to investigate new ways to design comes from 
an acknowledgement that the traditional design process does not lend itself to the creation of 
integrated, optimised, whole system (and therefore sustainable) designs.  
This is firstly because the traditional design process features a siloed (non-integrated) design team 
structure, which makes it difficult to achieve integrated designs. Secondly, during a traditional design 
process, a design team invests most of their efforts into the design development and construction 
documentation phases of the project, when the design work becomes increasingly detailed and 
complex.  Because the design team are encouraged to invest most of their inquiry and design efforts 
into the later stages of the design process, many of the opportunities for the integration and 
optimisation of design opportunities that are available at the beginning of the design process are lost. 
The notion of a front-loaded design process has emerged from this recognition of the short-comings 
of the traditional design process 
Introduction to Front-Loaded Design  
A front-loaded design process describes a process of design where the focus of design team effort 
and inquiry occurs at the very beginning of a project (see Figure 2.1.2). A key facet of the front-loaded 
design approach is the involvement of all of the design team members and key stakeholders at the 
onset of the project. Cohesive team effort at the beginning of the design process allows for the 
creation of design solutions that consider the interrelation of system components and their 
interactions across the design disciplines (termed ‘Whole System Design’ or WSD). As each design 
team member gives input into the initial design conception, highly integrated design solutions emerge, 
ultimately resulting in an elegant, optimised, and efficient built product. This kind of design approach 
can result in highly optimised design solutions. A quote by the efficiency expert Joseph Romm 
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demonstrates why a front-loaded design approach is essential for achieving optimised design 
solutions:  
Although up-front building and design costs may represent only a fraction of the building’s life-
cycle costs, when just 1 percent of a project’s up-front costs are spent, up to 70 percent of its 
life-cycle costs may already be committed. When 7 percent of project costs are spent, up to 85 
percent of life-cycle costs have been committed.19
It is essential that opportunities for integrated design solutions are considered at the very onset of a 
project, so the design team members can develop their own scope of work in concert with the other 
design team members and the overall project vision. A siloed and reductionist, scope-specific 
approach to design does not accommodate integrated design solutions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1.2. Front-loaded design as a benefit of a Whole System Design approach. 
Source: Stephens, R., Paten, C. and Hargroves, K. (2007)20
One key tool that has emerged to assist design teams to achieve sustainable designs based on a 
front-loaded process is the sustainable design charrette. A design charrette is an intense period of 
design activity that occurs at the beginning of a project and involves all designers and stakeholders 
that are required in order to effectively explore and agree upon planning and design decisions that will 
enhance the sustainability of a project. Once these decisions are made the design team can focus on 
their relevant contributions while maintaining high levels of interactivity with the other members of the 
design team.  
  
                                                 
19 Romm, J. (1994) cited in Hawken, P., Lovins, A. and Lovins, H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution, 
Earthscan, London, Chp 6: Tunnelling Through the Cost Barrier.  
20 Stephens, R., Desha, C. and Hargroves, K. (2007) ‘The Philosophy and Practice of Water Sensitive Urban Design – Is it Consistent with a 
Whole System Approach?’, Environmental Design Guide, August 2007, Vol 1, GEN 14. 
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Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process that features a Sustainable Design Charrette 
A sustainable design charrette is a particularly useful way of promoting a front-loaded design process 
for a project, the benefits of which include: 
1. Dedicated time to build trust and team cohesion: The charrette experience allows the designers 
and stakeholders to cohere as a team, making it much more likely that they will continue to work 
collaboratively throughout the remainder of the design process.  
2. Dedicated design space for integrated design: A sustainable design charrette provides a 
dedicated space where each designer can concentrate their efforts on achieving an intelligently 
integrated design based on a whole systems approach. This includes consideration of a range of 
sustainable design options and challenges to identify options suited to the particular design. 
3. Facilitated front-loaded design: Because the charrette occurs at the beginning of the design 
process the project can experience benefits, including gains in efficiency and reduced project risk. 
The intense charrette at the beginning of the project can dramatically increase the efficiency with 
which the design team produce design solutions and output. Because a significant amount of 
design effort is invested during the charrette to produce an integrated and efficient design, the 
charrette can also result in a more efficiently performing built environment. The charrette 
performed early on in the design process is also a useful mechanism for reducing the project’s 
cost and therefore risk by avoiding a design process which leads to cost blow-outs due to lengthy 
design iterations. Risk is also avoided by involving the key stakeholders in the decision making 
process such as local Councillors, development application assessors, neighbours, or the future 
occupiers of the site. This collective approach to design results in solutions that are unanimously 
agreeable and are compliant with legislative requirements. 
4. Graphic interpretation to provide clear direction: The charrette process is greatly assisted by the 
prolific production of graphic output material in the forms of concept plans, sections, and 
diagrams. The quickly-produced drawings vitally assist the designers in communicating and 
developing their design ideas and serve as important reference documents for further design 
development.  It is recommended that a proficient drawer is present throughout the charrette, so 
that the ideas of the design team are graphically interpreted successfully. 
5. Marketing niche: Finally, it is likely that a Sustainable Design Charrette process will result in a 
totally unique and inventive design outcome that will have a positive point of difference from a 
marketing perspective.  
Front-Loaded Design for Commercial Buildings 
The field of commercial building design in Australia and beyond has recently produced some of the 
most innovative and forward-thinking sustainable built environment design solutions yet. Perhaps this 
is due to the significant budgets available, the visual prominence and marketability of these buildings, 
and the advancement in technologies suitable for these kinds of applications. Whatever the case, 
green commercial building design has become ‘big business’ in Australia and internationally. Bottom-
line assessments of exemplary commercial green buildings show that sustainable designs reap 
significant monetary benefits (see Table 2.1.2 below).  
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Table 2.1.2: Financial Benefit of Sustainability Features in Commercial Buildings  
Project Name Accreditation Estimated annual savings (AUD) 
from sustainability measures  
Council House 2  
(Melbourne, Australia)  
6 star Green Star Rating 
(Australia) 
$1.2 million21
 
 
Adobe Towers Retrofit 
(San Jose, California, United 
States) 
LEED Platinum Rating 
(US) 
Score of 69/85 (West 
Tower)22
 
 
$1.15 million 
(US $1 million23 - approx. 83% of 
total project cost) 
WiPro Technologies 
Development Centre 
(Gurgaon, India) 
LEED Platinum Rating (US) 
Score of 57/6924
$360 000 
 
25
(approx. 3.8% of total project cost) 
  
Toyota Motor Sales USA 
Complex (Torrance, California) 
LEED Gold Rating (US)  
Score of 39/6926
$1.73 million from energy savings 
 (US $1.5 million) 
$25 400 from water savings27
(US $22 000) 
 
 
A significant financial benefit of a commercial green building is the associated improvement in the 
quality of the work environment, and the consequential increase in worker productivity and reduction 
in absenteeism. A report by The Rocky Mountain Institute, Greening the Building and the Bottom 
Line,28 showcases a variety of case studies that demonstrate the financial benefits of a high quality 
work environment. One company that upgraded the workspace lighting system reported energy 
savings of 69 percent, a 13 percent increase in worker productivity, and a 25 percent decrease in 
absenteeism. The combined financial benefits of these outcomes are significant, particularly when the 
benefits are considered over the life of the building.29
                                                 
21 City of Melbourne – CH2 in Facts and Figures at 
 
http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/rsrc/PDFs/CH2/CH2FactSheet.pdf. Accessed 12 April 
2007.  
22 See US Green Building Council – Certified Project List at 
http://www.usgbc.org/LEED/Project/CertifiedProjectList.aspx?CMSPageID=244&CategoryID=19&. Accessed 11 October 2007. 
23 Adobe Systems (2007) ‘Adobe's Green Office Space’, C/Net News. Available at http://www.news.com/2300-11746_3-
6157708.html?tag=nefd.gallery. Accessed 12 April 2007.  
24 See US Green Building Council – Certified Project List at 
http://www.usgbc.org/LEED/Project/CertifiedProjectList.aspx?CMSPageID=244&CategoryID=19&. Accessed 11 October 2007. 
25 Chibber, N. (2006) ‘WiPro and the green buildings’, rediff News. Available at http://www.rediff.com/money/2006/jan/14wipro.htm. 
Accessed 12 April 2007. 
26 See US Green Building Council – Certified Project List  at 
http://www.usgbc.org/LEED/Project/CertifiedProjectList.aspx?CMSPageID=244&CategoryID=19&. Accessed 11 October 2007. 
27 Henderson, H. (2006) ‘Wanted for lease: 6 star office’, CSIRO ECOS Magazine, June-July 2006. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC131p8.pdf. Accessed 18 September 2007. 
28 Romm, J., Browning, W. and The Rocky Mountain Institute (1998) Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing Productivity 
Through Energy-Efficient Design, RMI. Available at http://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/BuildingsLand/D94-27_GBBL.pdf. Accessed 9 August 
2007. 
29 Fordred, C. (2007) ‘Tenant Productivity at 500 Collins Street through the Roof‘, EcoLibrium, November. Available at 
http://www.airah.org.au/downloads/2007-11-F01.pdf. Accessed 3 December 2007; See also Benefits of Going Green - The Proof is in the 
Productivity at   http://propertycouncil.gravitymax.com.au/cre/page.asp?622=286760&E_Page=17720. Accessed 3 December 2007.  
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Commercial Green Building Examples 
The remainder of the lecture presents three Australian case studies of exemplary commercial green 
building design. The projects demonstrate the value of a front-loaded, integrated design process, and 
the beneficial outcomes that can result.   
Case Study: Council House 2 (New Building) 
The integrative design process for the Council House 2 (CH2) building began in January 2002 when 
the design team converged in a two-week intensive charrette led by Mick Pearce to develop a 
workable schematic design.30 The collaborative design process for CH2 enabled innovative decisions 
to be bolstered by an acceptable level of certainty regarding constructability and cost.31 To achieve 
high levels of energy efficiency, the design team were charged with the task of ensuring that CH2 
achieved at least a 5 star energy level.32
 
 The results of the high level investment into up-front 
planning and design resulted in a highly energy efficient building.   
Figure 2.1.3. CH2 Building Early Concept Sketch (left) and Built Result (right) 
Source: Original CH2 Charrette Workbook, December 2002 to January 200333 (left) and Architecture 
Australia34 (right)
                                                 
30 Malin, N. (2004) ‘Integrated Design’, Environmental Building News, vol.13, no.11. Available at 
  
www.integrativedesign.net/resources/pdfs/Environmental%20Building%20News,%20Integrated%20Design,%20Nov%202004.pdf. 
Accessed 7 August 2007. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Cheung, C.K. (n.d.) CH2 Energy Harvesting Systems: Economic Use and Efficiency, Built Environment Research Group, Deakin 
University, Australia. Available at http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/rsrc/PDFs/CH2/Study6TechnicalPaper_updated.DOC. Accessed 9 
August 2007. 
33 CH2 Charrette Workbook, Book 1, Dec 2002 to January 2003, provided by Mick Pearce, lead designer of CH2 Project. 
34 See Architecture Australia – CH2 at http://www.architectureaustralia.com/aa/aaissue.php?issueid=200701&article=14&typeon=2. 
Accessed 17 September 2007. 
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Table 2.1.3: CH2 Building Design Features 
Source: Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007)35
 
 
                                                 
35 Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, ed 3, DEWR, Australia.  
Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-design/pubs/esd-design-guide.pdf. Accessed 9 
August 2007. 
Energy Efficient Features of CH2: 
- No air conditioning units are used in the building: chilled ceiling panels, shower towers, and 
phase change materials comprise the air-conditioning system. The five shower towers on the 
exterior of the building evaporatively cool the water which is used to remove heat from the 
phase change material, and is then used to cool the water that travels through the chilled 
beams and panels. 
- Vertical gardens on the northern façade of the building reduce glare and naturally increase 
occupant comfort levels. 
- The high thermal mass of the building, along with shading mechanisms on the sun-exposed 
sides of the building effectively prevent heat from penetrating the building during the day, 
reducing reliance on air-conditioning.  
- Windows on the north and south façade are opened at night to purge the building with fresh, 
cool air. 
- Photovoltaic cells on the ceiling generate sufficient energy to power the wooden louvers on the 
western façade of the building that are used to control the amount of light and heat that enter 
the building. 
- A micro-turbine co-generation system creates additional sustainable energy. 
- Light shelves inside and outside of the building shell reflect light onto the ceiling, providing 
diffused natural light. 
- Artificial light levels are kept at a minimum to conserve energy, and high frequency T5 ballasts 
are used within the building while task lighting is located at work areas. 
- Highly energy efficient electrical goods are used throughout the building. (The heat loading of 
these electrical goods were accounted for in the heat loading calculations for the building, 
which were used to determine the air conditioning needs of the building). 
Other High Quality Design Initiatives: 
- 100 000 litres of water is mined from the city’s sewer line each day and filtered for application 
as a non-potable water source, and to use in the evaporative cooling system. 
- 100% fresh air is provided to occupants. 
- 80% of construction waste was recycled. 
Results: 
- 6 Star Green Star rating. 
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Case Study: 60 Leicester Street (Retrofit) 
The integrative design process for the 60L building was achieved by a series of design charrettes that 
occurred over four months, led by Ros Magee from Spowers Architects.36 Unlike standard design 
charrettes of the time, the 60L charrettes featured the significant involvement of the Clients - the 
Green Building Partnership and the Australian Conservation Foundation, who were to become the 
principal tenants.37 The successful sustainable outcomes of the design process may be attributed to 
the involvement of all critical players, as well as the provision of a prescriptive green specification 
document that was provided by the developers. 38
 
  
Figure 2.1.4. 60 Leicester Street Water Saving Features 
Source: Naiad (2007)39
 
  
                                                 
36 Personal communication with Alistair Mailer, Green Building Partnership’s Project Manager for the 60L, 11 October 2007. 
37 Ibid. 
38  See City of Melbourne AusIndustry Research Papers – Study 8:The Building Structure and the Process of Building at 
http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/rsrc/PDFs/CH2/Study8TechnicalPaper_updated.DOC. Accessed 11 October 2007. 
39 See Naiad - 60 Leicester Street, Melbourne, VIC at http://www.naiad.net.au/?q=node/23. Accessed 17 September 2007. 
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Table 2.1.4: 60 Leicester Street Design Features 
Source: Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007)40
                                                 
40 Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, ed 3, DEWR, Australia.  
Available at 
 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-design/pubs/esd-design-guide.pdf. Accessed 9 
August 2007. 
Energy Efficient Initiatives:  
- Solar panels supplement mains energy supply. 
- Purchased mains power supply is sourced from green power. 
- Tenants are required to sign a ‘green lease’ agreement which informs the tenants of how to 
‘work’ the building to ensure its sustainability features are maximised. The building manager 
provides additional information to tenants, such as information required to source efficient 
appliances. 
- A central atrium and six light wells draw in natural daylight, also providing ventilation to the 
building. 
- Occupants can adjust windows and some of the louvers to increase user comfort, reducing 
reliance on airconditioning. 
- Light shelves and light coloured ceilings assist the reflection and diffusion of natural light into 
the building exterior. 
- Highly efficient lighting fixtures reduce the installed lighting load from 20W/m2 to only 7W/m2. 
Lights in the common lighting areas are turned off automatically after 10 minutes. 
Other High Quality Design Initiatives: 
- Water is recycled to produce useable non-potable water. The excess recycled water is used in 
a water feature located in the atrium. 
- Water efficient fixtures are used throughout the building. Rainwater is the principal source of 
water used in the building. 
Results: 
- The building uses only 30% of the energy used by an ordinary office building of its size. 
- The building achieves an 80% reduction in energy used for lighting compared with a typical 
commercial building of its size. 
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Case Study: 30 The Bond, Sydney (New Building) 
The design process for ‘30 The Bond’ green building is an unusual case. At the beginning of the 
design process the company’s employees were asked what they wanted their new work building to be 
like. Public forums were also held at the very beginning of the project to obtain views and information 
from the community. The involvement of future users and neighbours of the building produced good 
results. The final design featured a building restrained in height that included open-plan floors, an on-
site childcare facility, a roof garden, cafes, sunrooms and ground floor retail space.41
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1.5. 30 The Bond Building 
Source: Chapa, J. (2007)42
 
 
                                                 
41 Author unkown (2004) ‘Sustaining Sydney Spaces’, Architecture Week, Page D1.1. Available at 
http://www.architectureweek.com/2004/0714/design_1-2.html. Accessed 9 August 2007.  
42 See Inhabitat - 30 The Bond: Sydney’s Greenest Building at http://www.inhabitat.com/2007/03/19/30-the-bond-sydneys-greenest-
building/. Accessed 17 September 2007. 
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Table 2.1.5: The Bond, Sydney
 
 Design Features 
Source: Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007)43
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
43 Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, ed 3,DEWR, Australia.  
Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-design/pubs/esd-design-guide.pdf. Accessed 9 
August 2007. 
Energy Efficient Initiatives: 
- The building was the first in Australia to use the chilled beam technology, which is responsible 
for the building’s excellent energy efficiency performance. The warm air created by people and 
equipment is cooled by the chilled ceiling panels which contain water passing through cooling 
elements similar to a radiator in a car. This causes the cooled air to fall, creating a natural 
convection process.  
- Before staff moved in they were given training on how the building works and how they can 
help maintain the sustainability of the building. 
- Occupants of the building control their comfort levels by manually adjusting shade devices 
located on the façade of the building. This is a low-energy way of creating a comfortable 
temperature. 
- Narrow floor plates (i.e. floor slabs/areas) allow for good access to views and high levels of 
natural daylight, reducing reliance on artificial lighting. 
- Energy efficient T5 fluorescent lights are used throughout the building, reducing the energy 
consumption. 
- Bike racks, lockers and showers are provided for staff to encourage green modes of transport. 
Other High Quality Design Initiatives: 
- Fresh air is continually drawn into the building, which significantly increases the air quality. 
- Plants are used as a natural air filtration system. 
- Bamboo flooring and products have been used extensively within the building. 
Results: 
- Post occupancy studies reveal that 84% of occupants feel more comfortable, while 51% say 
they are more productive. 
- The building releases 30% less greenhouse gas emissions than a typical office building. 
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Optional Reading  
1 .  ASHRAE Technical Committees 1.10 Energy Resources and 2.8 Building Environmental 
Impacts and Sustainability (2006) ASHRAE GreenGuide: The Design, Construction, and 
Operation of Sustainable Buildings, 2nd edition, ASHRAE. 
2 .  Austin Energy – Commercial Green Building Program: for Developers, Architect, Engineers, 
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 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 2: ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMERCIAL USERS 
 
LECTURE 2.2: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN 
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Commercial Users 
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial 
Buildings5 
Educational Aims  
This lecture aims to review the energy efficiency opportunities in commercial buildings and covers 
key components of design, selection and operation of various resources and systems. In 2001 the 
Federal Government estimated that Australian commercial buildings produced 8.8 percent of the 
national greenhouse emissions.6 This lecture focuses on energy efficiency opportunities in lighting 
and embodied energy. Energy efficiency opportunities for HVAC systems are covered next in 
Lecture 2.3, and energy efficiency opportunities in office equipment are covered in detail in Lecture 
5.3 on the IT Sector. A clear understanding of energy efficiency opportunities will assist engineers 
and other students of these modules to realise potential energy efficiency improvements in their 
commercial buildings. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building 
Technical Manual, Public Technology Inc. Available at 
www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
- Chapter 9: Abraham, L.E. (1996) Daylighting. 
- Chapter 10: Burke, W. (1996) Building Envelope. 
pp 
IV7-
IV26 
2. UK Carbon Trust website - Energy Savings for Commercial Buildings – By Technology 
Open Source Publications (See the following topics- Air-Conditioning, Building 
Controls, Building Fabric, Combined Heat and Power, Heating, Heat Recovery, 
Lighting, Office Equipment, Ventilation) at 
www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/technology.htm. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
 
3. Your Building (2007) ‘Energy and Sustainable Commercial Buildings’, Your Building. 
Available at www.yourbuilding.org/Article/NewsDetail.aspx?p=83&id=1647. Accessed 
13 October 2012.  
 
4. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering 
Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design Portfolio, Whole System Design 
Suite, Unit 9: Worked Example 4 – Temperature Control of Buildings, The Natural Edge 
Project, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit9.  
pp1-25 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd, Victoria Hart - Bassett Consulting Engineers with additional review from 
Francis Barram – Bond University, and Dr Dominique Hes - Lecturer Sustainable Architecture, Faculty of Architecture, Building & Planning, 
University of Melbourne.     
6 Australia State of the Environment Committee (2001) State of the Environment 2001. Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra. Available at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2001/index.html. Accessed 22 November 2007. 
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5. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Lighting’ 
developed by Dr Michael Smith and Geoff Andrews. DRET EEX. Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/technologies/lighting/. Accessed 16 October 2012. 
 
Learning Points   
1. Buildings contribute significantly to the negative impact on our environment, consuming 32 
percent of the world’s resources, including 12 percent of the world’s fresh water and up to 40 
percent of its energy. Buildings also produce 40 percent of waste going to landfill and 40 percent 
of air emissions.7 Buildings in the United States contribute to 42 percent of total energy 
consumption, 40 percent of total atmospheric emissions (which are mostly due to energy 
consumption) and 30 percent of raw materials consumption (which can have high embodied 
energy).8 In Australia, commercial buildings produce 8.8 percent of the national greenhouse 
emissions.9 The use of electricity is responsible for 89 percent of commercial buildings’ 
greenhouse gas emissions. Lighting and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) 
account for 84 percent of greenhouse gas emissions from this sector.10. 
2. Certain sets of energy reduction features in a building compound back through the system to 
create a total energy reduction greater than the sum of the individual reductions. There are also 
sets of features that have an origin at the building but extend to processes beyond the building 
into the materials processing, transport and energy sectors. 
3. Building construction, orientation, fabric and form: The local, year-round climate conditions 
(temperature, humidity, wind, sun exposure and rain conditions) will influence the building 
orientation, fabric, form and services in different ways on each façade. Several features of 
building orientation, fabric and form can also be used to take advantage of opportunities for 
passive lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation, most of which are low-cost options if integrated 
in the earliest stages of design.11  
4. Daylighting: The practice of bringing natural light into a building and distributing it to provide 
illumination is known as daylighting.12 It reduces the reliance on artificial lighting and thus 
reduces energy consumption and energy costs. But daylighting can also increase undesired 
solar gain and undesired glare. There are a series of daylighting guides and technologies that 
assist in optimising daylight illumination, solar gain and glare. In addition to reducing energy 
consumption and energy costs, daylighting has also been shown to improve personnel 
productivity, reduce errors, reduce absenteeism and increase retail sales.13 
5. Windows: Window areas and glazing performance can have a substantial impact on energy 
consumption and occupants’ thermal comfort. Spectrally selective windows and films reject up to 
98 percent of infra red wavelengths and 99 percent of ultraviolet wavelengths, while transmitting 
up to 70 percent of visible wavelengths. These technologies have been described in the 
                                                 
7 OECD (2003) Environmentally Sustainable Buildings: Challenges and Policies, OECD, Paris. 
8 Levin, H. (1997) cited in Whole Building Design Guide (2007) Sustainable, National Institute of Building Sciences. Available at 
http://www.wbdg.org/design/sustainable.php. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
9 Australia State of the Environment Committee (2001) State of the Environment 2001. Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra. Available at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2001/index.html. Accessed 22 November 2007. 
10 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Executive Report: Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990-2010. 
AGO. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/buildings/publications/pubs/commbuild.pdf. Accessed September 2007.  
11 Burke, W. (1996) ‘Building Envelope’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.21-iv.26. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
12 Abraham, L.E. (1996) ‘Daylighting’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.7-iv.20. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
13 Romm, J.J. and Browning, W.D. (1998) Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing Productivity Through Energy-Efficient 
Design, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Co. Available at http://www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid174.php. Accessed 28 August 2007. 
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technical appendices to the book Natural Capitalism as ‘probably the single most important 
technology for making possible very energy-efficient, cost-effective, and delightful buildings.’14 
There are several emerging window technologies that can assist to further optimise energy 
consumption, including photochromic glass, thermochromic glass, electrochromic glass and liquid 
crystal film.15 
6. Artificial lighting: Artificial lighting contributes to about 50 percent of electricity consumption in a 
typical commercial building.16 Lamp retrofits, with energy efficient lamps, are one of the most 
cost-effective activities to reduce energy consumption, improve energy efficiency and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in existing buildings. Many types of energy efficient lamps are 
available. Matching lighting levels to its application, rather than over-lighting, will assist in 
maximising energy efficiency. There are also several technological control solutions, including: 
rewiring, key lock switches, time switched (push-button or time delay switches, lighting 
controllers), voltage reduction technology, and occupancy sensors (passive infra-red, ultrasonic, 
microwave, photo).17 
7. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT): The majority of information and 
communication technologies (ICT) in commercial buildings are office equipment and data 
centres. In Australia, office equipment consumes at least 5 percent of all electricity, and directly 
and indirectly generates 9-11 million tons of CO2 each year.18 For a typical piece of equipment, 
about 85 percent of total life-cycle energy is consumed during operation mode and active 
standby mode.19 There are three factors to consider in reducing the energy consumption of office 
equipment: a) select the appropriate office equipment, b) select energy efficient equipment, and 
c) use power management strategies. In Australia, data centres typically contribute 15-40 
percent of an office building’s energy consumption, which equates to 0.11-0.48 percent of total 
greenhouse gas emissions.20 About half of the energy consumed in data centres is for IT 
equipment,21 while the rest is primarily for air-conditioning and lighting. There are several 
opportunities to reduce energy consumption and costs in data centres at the IT equipment-, air 
conditioning- and room-levels. (For further detail see Lecture 5.3)  
8. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
(HVAC) systems assist in controlling the climate and keeping occupants comfortable by 
regulating the indoor temperature and air flow. There are substantial opportunities for reducing 
energy consumption and costs in HVAC systems while improving indoor comfort and indoor 
                                                 
14 Naturalcapitalism.org (n.d.) Appendix 5C: Superwindows: ten benefits from one expenditure, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, CO. 
Available at http://www.natcap.org/sitepages/pid27.php. Accessed 21 August 2007. 
15 Abraham, L.E. (1996) ‘Daylighting’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.7-iv.20. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
16 Sustainability Victoria (2007) Energy Efficiency Lighting FactSheet, State Government of Victoria. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=34. Accessed 3 March 2007; Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Lighting (Indoor + Outdoor), 
Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol1.pdf. Accessed 20 
August 2007. 
17 Ibid; Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Lighting Control, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol2.pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
18 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, p 29. 
19 Ibid, p 29. 
20 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. 
Sydney, p 6. 
21 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design recommendations for high-performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, p 15; Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (2007) cited in US EPA Energy Star Program 
(2007) Handout – Load Density, US Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 7. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency_study. Accessed 8 October 2007; US EPA Energy Star 
Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US Environmental 
Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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environmental quality. (For further detail see Lecture 2.3)  
9. Embodied energy of construction materials and materials reuse and recycling: The average 
commercial building contains tens of thousands of gigajoules of energy embodied in its 
construction materials. There are databases available that can assist in selecting materials with 
low embodied energies (and low life cycle cost), such as the EcoSpecifier.22 Reusing and 
recycling buildings materials, especially façade and structure materials, at the end of their useful 
lives reduces embodied energy and can also reduce capital costs for new buildings.  
10. Building Management Systems: Building Management Systems incorporate smart metering and 
energy monitoring. Smart meters are interfaced with appropriate communication and analysis 
systems to provide building owners and occupants with accurate instantaneous feedback on 
energy consumption and energy costs. This feedback can encourage owners and occupants to 
turn off unused equipment and invest in energy efficiency.23 The feedback can also encourage 
owners and occupants to manage energy demand by re-scheduling high energy consuming 
activities during off-peak periods when energy is cheaper.24 Spreading energy consumption over 
peak and off-peak periods will reduce peak load and hence defer construction of new power 
plants and improve security of energy supply. Energy monitoring using metering systems, even 
without the energy cost feedback, can assist in identifying overlooked opportunities for reducing 
energy consumption, and intelligent energy monitoring systems can assist in optimising energy 
consumption without affecting occupant satisfaction.  
11. There are a range of tools that are available to assist in benchmarking the performance of 
Australian commercial buildings, specifically the Australia Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme 
(ABGR), NABERS and Green Star.25 
 
                                                 
22 Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) Materials EcoSpecifier, RMIT. Available at www.ecospecifier.org. Accessed 20 August 
2007. EcoSpecifier has assessed over 3000 environmentally preferable products, materials, technologies and resources. There are now 
many databases and software products available to help with Green Building Life Cycle calculations, such as energy and building tools, 
whole building assessment tools, and embodied energy and input output databases. See Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) 
- Greening the Building Life Cycle at http://buildlca.rmit.edu.au/links.html. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
23 Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (2007) Smart Metering: Introduction of, Department for Business, 
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. Available at http://www.berr.gov.uk/energy/environment/efficiency/smart-metering/index.html. 
Accessed 30 August 2007. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, 3rd edition, 
Commonwealth of Australia, pp 6-9. Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-
design/index.html. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
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Brief Background Information  
Buildings contribute to a large portion of our environmental impact on the planet. Figure 2.2.1 shows 
that the foremost impact of buildings in the United States is energy consumption, followed closely by 
atmospheric emissions (which are mostly due to energy consumption) and raw materials 
consumption (which can have high embodied energy). Thus reducing energy consumption in 
buildings is an important agenda for environmentally sustainable development. 
 
Figure 2.2.1. Environmental impact as a percentage of total of buildings in the United States 
Source: Levin, H. (1997)26 
In Australia, commercial buildings produce 8.8 percent of the national greenhouse emissions,27 And 
the use of electricity is responsible for 89 percent of commercial buildings’ greenhouse gas 
emissions.28 Greenhouse gas emissions (mainly from electricity consumption) in the commercial 
sector is dominated by lighting, heating, cooling, ventilation and refrigeration (see Figure 2.2.2). 
While refrigeration is usually application dependent; lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation is 
heavily influenced by building design. 
 
Figure 2.2.2. Greenhouse gas emissions in the Australian commercial sector in 1999 
Source: Wilkenfeld and EES (2002)29 
                                                 
26 Levin, H. (1997) cited in Whole Building Design Guide (2007) Sustainable, National Institute of Building Sciences. Available at 
http://www.wbdg.org/design/sustainable.php. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
27 Australia State of the Environment Committee (2001) State of the Environment 2001. Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra. Available 
at http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2001/index.html. Accessed 22 November 2007. 
28 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Executive Report: Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990-2010. 
AGO. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/buildings/publications/pubs/commbuild.pdf Accessed 22 November 2007. 
29 Wilkenfeld and EES (2002) cited in Pears, A. (2004) ‘Commercial Sector Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Reduction Opportunities’, in 
The Allen Consulting Group (2004) Greenhouse Challenge for Energy: Appendices, The Allen Consulting Group, p 149. 
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Whole System Design Approach 
The remainder of this lecture discusses the common opportunities for reducing direct and indirect 
energy consumption in various components of typical commercial buildings. It is important to note 
that certain sets of energy reduction features in a building compound back through the system to 
create a total energy reduction greater than the sum of the individual reductions. In the case of a 
typical commercial building: 
- One set of features arises from reducing lighting energy demand, through: 1) building orientation, 
fabric and form; then 2) daylighting; then 3) windows, and finally from improving the energy 
efficiency of 4) artificial lighting. 
- Another set of features arises from better managing external solar heat gain (and hence peak 
cooling load energy demand), through: 1) building construction, orientation and form; then 2) 
windows, then though reducing internal heat gains by improving the energy efficiency of 
equipment, such as; 3a) artificial lighting; and 3b) information and communication technologies; 
and managing 3c) occupancy, and finally from improving the energy efficiency of 4) HVAC 
systems. 
- Some sets of features have an origin at the building but extend to external components. These 
sets arise from: a) using low embodied energy construction materials and recycled materials, 
which reduces the energy demand in the materials processing sector; b) providing facilities to 
encourage sustainable urban transport, which can reduce the energy consumption associated 
with low-occupancy automotive transport; and c) using Building Management Systems, which 
reduce energy demand in the energy sectors.  
The Natural Edge Project’s Whole Systems Design Suite includes a Worked Example that considers 
the first two sets of features identified above.30 In the Worked Example, a Whole System Approach 
to the redesign of a simple house focuses on: 1) optimising the building orientation, 2) optimising 
glazing and shading, 3) using more energy efficient electrical appliances and lamps, and 4) selecting 
a right-sized HVAC system. While the redesigned house has a AUD$3000 greater capital cost than 
the original house, it has a 29 percent lower cooling load which will reduce energy costs by 
AUD$15,000 over 30 years. 
Many of the above features are discussed in this lecture. The other features are discussed in other 
lectures of the Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio. Electrical and electronic office equipment are 
discussed in Lecture 5.3 Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Information Technology Sector and 
HVAC systems are discussed in Lecture 2.3 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC).  
Building Construction, Orientation, Fabric and Form 
Climate 
Optimising the building form and orientation requires a reliable estimate of the local, year-round 
climate conditions, such as temperature, humidity, wind, sun exposure and rain conditions. Only 
through understanding these conditions can the building’s passive features be optimised. 
 
 
                                                 
30 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design 
Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, Unit 9: Worked Example 4 – Temperature Control of Buildings, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. 
Available at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit9. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
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Passive Design 
Several features of building orientation, fabric and form can be used to take advantage of 
opportunities for passive (no-energy consumption) lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation, most of 
which are low-cost options if integrated in the earliest stages of design:31 
- Buildings with length along the east-west axis and the majority of glazing area on the north and 
south façades encourage milder daylighting throughout the day, rather than more intense early 
and late sun. The shallower depth along the north-south axis improves the relative penetration of 
daylight (see Daylighting). The optimal orientation can control daylighting and solar gains such 
that the building’s energy consumption is relatively low, especially if the demand for HVAC is 
reduced or eliminated. 
- Solar gain can be controlled to suit the season using fixed horizontal shading on the sun-facing 
façade (northern in Australia) and adjustable vertical shading devices for east and west façades; 
or deciduous plants over windows and other openings. Deciduous plants, however, can also 
reduce desired solar gain in the winter by 20 percent. 
- In all but the mildest climates, performance glazed (low ‘U’ value, low SHGC) windows are 
usually optimal on façades susceptible to high solar gain (see Windows). 
- It is important to optimise opportunities for natural ventilation while ensuring that noise, security 
and dust issues are addressed. Figure 2.2.3 shows a room that incorporates both passive and 
active HVAC ventilation. 
 
Figure 2.2.3. Passive and active ventilation in a room 
Source: Your Building32 
- Undesired air infiltration and exfiltration can be prevented by weatherstriping doors, using sealing 
gaskets and latches on operable windows, and filling holes in sills, studs, and joists. 
- Heat transfer across the window and building framing can be minimised by minimising thermal 
bridges, such as metal beams and studs, which are good thermal conductors. 
- Heat transfer across exterior surfaces in a limited number of commercial buildings can be 
minimised using earth berms and green (sod) rooves, which ‘bury’ part of a wall or roof in soil or 
plants (high thermal mass materials), shield it from direct sunlight and eliminate sources of air 
infiltration. 
                                                 
31 Burke, W. (1996) ‘Building Envelope’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.21-iv.26. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
32 Your Building (2007) Opportunities for Improving Energy Performance in Commercial Buildings, Your Building. Available at 
http://www.yourbuilding.org/display/yb/Opportunities+for+improving+energy+performance+in+commercial+buildings. Accessed 30 August 
2007. 
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- In hot climates, heat transfer through the roof can be minimised by painting the roof a light colour 
(reflectivity greater than 0.65), preferably white, or by painting the roof with heat reflective paint. 
Heat gain through any external building surface is directly proportional to the temperature 
difference across that surface.33 In the case of a roof on a commercial building, the temperature 
difference ranges from 10°C for light coloured rooves to up to 45°C for dark coloured rooves34. 
Unpainted galvanised rooves, while good reflectors of visible light wavelengths, are also good 
absorbers of the infra-red (heat-containing) wavelengths and are thus not a good option for large 
rooves. In addition to reducing the cooling load, light coloured rooves and exterior walls also 
reduce the temperature of the surroundings, which is more pleasant for pedestrians and local 
wildlife. 
- In hot climates, heat in the immediate surroundings can be minimised by minimising paved and 
concreted ground areas and thus minimising the ’heat island effect’. Where paving and 
concreting is used, high reflectivity finishes will absorb less heat. However, note that some high 
reflectance ground covers also produce undesirable glare. 
- The degree of active lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation required in a building zone can be 
substantially reduced and sometimes eliminated by passively optimising the environment for the 
anticipated tasks.35 
Daylighting 
Daylighting36 is the practice of bringing natural light into a building and distributing it to provide 
illumination. It reduces the reliance on artificial lighting and thus reduces energy consumption and 
energy costs, but can also increase undesired solar gain and undesired glare. Table 2.2.1 provides 
recommended maintained illumination levels for various zones and tasks in buildings. 
                                                 
33 ASHRAE (1997) ASHRAE Handbook: Fundamentals, ASHRAE, Atlanta, p. 27.5. 
34 Merritt, F.S. and Ricketts, J.T. (2001) Building Design and Construction Handbook, 6th ed. McGraw-Hill, pp 13.38. 
35 Naturalcapitalism.org (2006) Appendix 5F: Optimal sequence for lighting and cooling improvements, Rocky Mountain Institute, 
Snowmass, CO. Available at 
http://www.natcap.org/sitepages/art60.php?pageName=Additional%20Book%20Material&article_refresh=%2Fsitepages%2Fpid27.php%3
FpageId%3D27. Accessed 11 September 2007. 
36 Abraham, L.E. (1996) ‘Daylighting’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.7-iv.20. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
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Table 2.2.1: Recommended maintained illumination levels for various zones and tasks in buildings 
Class of Task Recommended 
Illumination 
Levels (lx) 
Zone/Task Characteristics Examples 
Movement and orientation  40 
Interiors rarely visited with visual tasks 
limited to movement and orientation. 
Corridors; cable tunnels; indoor storage 
tanks; walkways. 
Rough intermittent  80 
Interiors requiring intermittent use with 
visual tasks limited to movement, 
orientation and coarse detail. 
Staff change rooms; live storage of bulky 
materials; dead storage of materials 
needing care; locker rooms; loading 
bays. 
Normal 
range of 
tasks and 
work 
places  
Simple 160 
Any continuously occupied interior 
where there are no tasks requiring 
perception of other than coarse detail. 
Occasional reading of clearly printed 
documents for short periods. 
Waiting rooms; staff canteens; rough 
checking of stock; rough bench and 
machine work; entrance halls; general 
fabrication of structural steel; casting 
concrete; automated process monitoring; 
turbine halls. 
Ordinary or 
moderately 
easy  
240 
Continuously occupied interiors with 
moderately easy visual tasks with high 
contrasts or large detail (>10 min arc). 
School chalkboards and charts; medium 
woodworking; food preparation; counters 
for transactions. 
Moderately 
difficult  
320 
Areas where visual tasks are 
moderately difficult with moderate 
detail (5-10 min arc or tolerances to 
125μm) or with low contrasts. 
 
Routine office tasks, e.g. reading, writing, 
typing, enquiry desks. 
400 
Inspection of medium work; fine 
woodwork; car assembly. 
Difficult  600 
Areas where visual tasks are difficult 
with small detail (3-5 min arc or 
tolerances to 25μm) or with low 
contrast. 
Drawing boards; most inspection tasks; 
proofreading; fine machine work; fine 
painting and finishing; colour matching. 
Very difficult  800 
Areas where visual tasks are very 
difficult with very small detail (2-3 min 
arc) or with very low contrast. 
Fine inspection; paint retouching; fine 
manufacture; grading of dark materials; 
colour matching of dyes. 
Extremely difficult  1200 
Areas where visual tasks are extremely 
difficult with extremely small detail (1-2 
min arc or tolerances below 25μm) or 
of low contrast. Visual aids may assist. 
Graphic arts inspection; hand tailoring; 
fine die sinking; inspection of dark goods; 
extra-fine bench work. 
Exceptionally difficult 1600 
Areas where visual tasks are 
exceptionally difficult with exceptionally 
small detail (<1 min arc) or with very 
low contrasts. Visual aids will be of 
advantage. 
Finished fabric inspection; assembly of 
minute mechanisms, jewellery and 
watchmaking. 
Source: Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand (2006), p 1937 
                                                 
37 Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand (2006) AS/NZS 1680.1:2006 – Interior and Working Lighting, Part 1: General 
Principles and Recommendations, Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, p 19. 
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There are a series of daylighting guidelines and technologies that assist in optimising daylight 
illumination, solar gain and glare: 
General Daylighting Guides 
- Avoid direct sunlight on critical tasks and excessive brightness: Direct sunlight can cause 
unacceptable contrast ratios, disability glare, or veiled reflection. However, direct sunlight can be 
pleasant and stress-relieving to occupants in non-task zones. 
- Bring the daylight in at a high location: Bringing daylight into the building core can be achieved 
using top-mounted apertures such as clerestories, skylights and roof monitors (see Figure 2.2.5). 
Windows not fitted with light shelves or venetian blinds can be a source of unacceptable 
brightness levels and excessive contrast ratios of background to foreground. 
- Filter the daylight: Daylight can be diffused and distributed and its intensity reduced using trees, 
plants, draperies, screens, translucent shades, and light-scattering glazing. 
- Bounce daylight off of surrounding surfaces: Daylight can be reflected and distributed throughout 
the building interior using light shelves, louvers, blinds, and vertical baffles. In general, softer light 
sources reduce eye strain while scattered light reduces shadows. 
- Integrate daylight with other building systems: Daylighting systems are most effective when their 
operation is integrated with that of other systems, such as HVAC, natural ventilation, passive 
heating and cooling, acoustic control systems, electrical lighting systems incorporating 
occupancy sensors, photocells and dimmable electronic ballasts, and building energy 
management systems. 
Sidelighting 
- Building footprint: The building footprint affects the potential for daylighting; the wider a corridor 
or deeper a room, the less likely it is that daylight will penetrate from a window. Figure 2.2.4 
shows the illumination in the building at a given distance from a window. 
 
Note: ‘Daylight Factor’ is the percentage of available horizontal daylight available indoors. 
Figure 2.2.4. Illumination at a given distance from a window 
Source: Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand (2006), p 7738 
                                                 
38 Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand (2006) AS/NZS 1680.1:2006 – Interior and Working Lighting, Part 1: General 
Principles and Recommendations, Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, p 77. 
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- Surface reflectivity: This determines the quantity of light that is reflected. Higher surface 
reflectivity, especially off back walls, leads to a more even balance of front and back lighting and 
hence contrast ratios in a room. Table 2.2.2 shows the recommended surface reflectance for 
various surfaces. 
Table 2.2.2: Recommended surface reflectance for various building surfaces 
Surface Recommended range of surface reflectance 
Ceiling 0.8+ 
Walls 0.3-0.7 
Floor 0.2-0.3 
Large furniture and equipment 0.2-0.5 
Source: Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand (2006), pp 35-3639 
- Overhangs: These are used to prevent daylight and solar gain from penetrating into the building; 
with the quantity of each dependant on the time of year (see Figure 2.2.5(a)). This effect is 
beneficial during hot periods but detrimental during cold periods so it is important to analyse the 
year-round effect. 
- Light shelves: The light shelves are horizontal surfaces at or above eye level that reflect daylight 
up onto the ceiling and then deeper into the building (see Figure 2.2.5(b)). A shelf’s top surface 
finish can be such that it provides either direct or diffuse light into the building, as desired.40 Light 
shelves also reduce direct solar gain immediately adjacent to the window, where illumination 
levels are usually too great to work comfortably, and hence create a more even balance of 
lighting. 
- Clerestories: These are usually positioned higher than windows and thus allow daylight to 
penetrate deeper into the building (see Figure 2.2.5(c)). 
 
               
                       (a)                    (b)               (c) 
Figure 2.2.5. (a) Overhang; (b) Light shelf; (c) Clerestory 
Source: (a) Adapted from Northeast Sustainable Energy Association (2000);41 (b) and (c) 
Abraham, L.E. (1996) pp iv.7-iv.2042 
                                                 
39 Ibid,  p 35-36. 
40 See Sustainability Victoria – Daylighting: Light Shelves at http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/VSII_Sheets_-
_light_shelves.pdf. Accessed 23 November 2007. 
41 Adapted from Northeast Sustainable Energy Association (2000) Solar Energy for Homes: Passive Solar Design, Northeast Sustainable 
Energy Association, Greenfield, MA. Available at http://www.nesea.org/buildings/passive.html. Accessed 1 September 2007. 
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- Light guiding shades: Light guiding shades are externally-mounted units that redirect daylight by 
specular reflection deep into the building or onto the ceiling.  
- Optical Venetian blinds: The optical Venetian blinds are similar to standard Venetian blinds but 
also include diffraction gratings or micro-fresnel lens surfaces and individual slats that are 
shaped like collapsed prisms. There are now technologies to automatically adjust the angle of 
Venetian blinds to optimise daylighting. 
- Advanced light shelves: These shelves use similar advanced glazing technologies as solar 
shading systems in arrangements similar to standard light shelves but allow daylight to penetrate 
up to 10m into the building (standard light shelves allow daylight to penetrate up to 2.5m into the 
building). There are now technologies to automatically adjust the angle of the components of the 
advanced light shelves to optimise daylighting. 
Toplighting 
- Sawtooth rooves: These rooves use a series of clerestories to allow daylight to penetrate 
uniformly into a large zone of the building (see Figure 2.2.6(a)). Sun-facing (north in Australia) 
clerestories also allow solar gain to penetrate, which is of benefit in cold climates, but may 
require overhangs, diffuse glazing, baffles, louvers, blinds and shade to prevent glare, high 
contrasts and veiling reflections. Non-sun-facing clerestories allow diffuse and uniform daylight to 
penetrate throughout most of the year and can admit direct late-afternoon sun during summer.  
- Roof monitors: The roof monitors are a type of clerestory that involves a stepped roof, allowing 
light to enter from multiple directions at once (see Figure 2.2.6(b)). Extending the roof to the 
building interior can enhance illumination while reducing direct sunlight penetration. 
- Skylights: These are horizontal glazings in a roof and are the most common means of daylighting 
in single-storey buildings. They are also generally the most efficient means of daylighting due to 
the flat orientation with respect to the sky. The optimal spacing between multiple skylights is 
about 1.5 times the distance between the floor and ceiling. The optimal total skylight area is 
about 5-10 percent of the floor area, depending on: the glass transmittance, the skylight 
efficiency, the required illumination, the ceiling height, internal reflectance, and the air-
conditioning system. Skylights can also be a source of rapid heat transfer. 
 
                      
(a)                (b) 
Figure 2.2.6. (a) Sawtooth roof, and (b) Monitor 
Source: Abraham, L.E. (1996) pp iv.7-iv.2043 
                                                                                                                                                                     
42 Abraham, L.E. (1996) ‘Daylighting’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.7-iv.20. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
43 Ibid, pp iv.7-iv.20. 
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Light Distribution with Ceilings 
- Sloping a ceiling down from the high point at a window or skylight can improve light distribution 
marginally, while curving a ceiling can improve light distribution dramatically. Concave ceilings 
allow the light to be focused and convex ceilings allow additional diffusion,, provided that the light 
is first reflected or diffused onto the ceiling. 
Core Daylighting  
- Light pipes: Light pipes are used in buildings with very deep cores or underground zones. Its 
efficiency is about 50 percent from light source to delivered illumination. In light pipes, light is first 
collected and concentrated in a device called a heliostat, then transferred down a reflective 
channel and finally dispersed by a device called a diffuser.44 
Productivity 
In addition to reducing energy consumption and energy costs, daylighting has also been shown to 
improve personnel productivity, reduce errors, reduce absenteeism and increase retail sales.45 
Estimates across a variety of commercial buildings indicate that while operating and maintenance 
costs (about half of which are energy costs) contribute to 2 percent of total annual operating costs, 
personnel costs contribute to 78-89 percent.46 Thus, a 1 percent increase in personnel productivity 
can almost offset the entire energy budget. 
Windows 
Window area and glazing performance can have a substantial impact on energy consumption and 
occupants’ thermal comfort. Single glazed windows can transfer a large portion of incident infra-red 
(heat-containing) light wavelengths, which is usually undesirable, and heat transfer increases with 
window area. However, there are window technologies that allow large-area windows to transfer 
relatively little heat. For example, double and triple glazed windows with gas (usually air, argon or 
krypton) gaps reduce heat (and noise) transfer because the gas has a lower thermal conductivity 
(and acoustic transmittance) than the glass. An alternative or addition to multiple glazed windows are 
spectrally selective windows and films, which reject up to 98 percent of infra red wavelengths and 99 
percent of ultraviolet wavelengths, while transmitting up to 70 percent of visible wavelengths. These 
technologies have been described as ‘probably the single most important technology for making 
possible very energy-efficient, cost-effective, and delightful buildings’47 because of the following 
benefits: 
                                                 
44 See Sustainability Victoria – Daylighting: Light Pipes at http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/VSII_Sheets_-
_light_pipes.pdf. Accessed 23 November 2007. 
45 Heschong Mahone Group (1999) Daylighting in Schools - An Investigation into the Relationship Between Daylighting and Human 
Performance, Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Available at 
http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/daylight/di_pubs/SchoolDetailed820App.PDF. Accessed 20 November 2007; 
Kats, G. (2003) ‘The Costs and Financial Benefits of Green Buildings: A Report to California’s Sustainable Building Task Force’, Capital E, 
p 64. Available at http://www.cap-e.com/spotlight/index.cfm?Page=1&NewsID=25770. Accessed 20 November 2007; Madew, R. (2006) 
Dollars and Sense of Green Buildings, Green Building Council of Australia, pp 55-56. Available at 
http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=15&docid=1002. Accessed 20 November 2007; Romm, J.J. and Browning, W.D. (1998) 
Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing Productivity Through Energy-Efficient Design, Rocky Mountain Institute, 
Snowmass, Co. Available at http://www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid174.php. Accessed 28 August 2007. 
46 Center for Building Performance and Diagnostics, Carnegie Mellon University cited in Office of Governmentwide Policy and Office or 
Real Property (n.d.) The Integrated Workplace: A Comprehensive Approach to Developing Workspace, US General Service 
Administration, p 32. Available at 
http://www.gsa.gov/gsa/cm_attachments/GSA_DOCUMENT/integrated_workplace_rpt_pdf_R2OD26_0Z5RDZ-i34K-pR.pdf. Accessed 31 
August 2007; Whole Building Design Guide Productive Committee (2007) Productive, National Institute of Building Sciences. Available at 
http://www.wbdg.org/design/productive.php. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
47 Naturalcapitalism.org (2006) Appendix 5C: Superwindows: ten benefits from one expenditure, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, 
CO. Available at 
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- They reduce heating and cooling load and hence HVAC plant size, operating energy 
consumption and operating costs.  
- They transmit ample visible light for daylighting applications. Consequently, artificial lighting can 
be reduced if appropriately controlled, which reduces energy consumption and costs, and further 
reduces cooling load. 
- They control radiant temperature. Consequently, perimeter zone heating can be reduced or even 
eliminated, which reduces energy consumption and costs, and makes more floor space 
available. 
- Windows of various transmissibilities can be combined to ‘tune’ the effect on different zones of 
the building facade, and the use of control systems can be reduced or eliminated, which reduces 
energy consumption, maintenance and costs. 
- They reject ultraviolet wavelengths, which reduces fading of furnishings, finishes, and art.  
- The inner glass pane stays warm and dry, reducing the risk of condensation that could damage 
the sash and surrounding plasterboard.  
There are also several emerging window technologies that can assist to further optimise energy 
consumption:48 
- Photochromic glass is light-sensitive and darkens at a predetermined light intensity. 
- Thermochromic glass is heat-sensitive and becomes translucent at a predetermined 
temperature. 
- Electrochromic glass has electrically variable coatings that darken with the application of current. 
- Liquid crystal film is electrically variable and becomes clear with the application of current and is 
translucent otherwise. Tinting the film can provide greater solar-control. 
Artificial Lighting 
Artificial lighting contributes to about 50 percent of electricity consumption in a typical commercial 
building.49 Lamp retrofits with energy efficient lamps are one of the most cost-effective activities to 
reduce energy consumption, improve energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions in 
existing buildings. Payback periods for lamp retrofits are usually 1-3 years.50 Table 2.2.3 summarises 
the performance of the most common types of lamp.  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                     
http://www.natcap.org/sitepages/art57.php?pageName=Additional%20Book%20Material&article_refresh=%2Fsitepages%2Fpid27.php%3
FpageId%3D27. Accessed 21 August 2007. 
48 Abraham, L.E. (1996) ‘Daylighting’, in Public Technology Inc. and US Green Building Council (1996) Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual, Public Technology Inc., pp iv.7-iv.20. Available at http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/pdf/sbt.pdf. Accessed 29 August 2007. 
49 See Sustainability Victoria - Energy Efficiency Lighting: FactSheet at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=34. Accessed 3 March 2007; Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Lighting (Indoor + Outdoor), 
Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol1.pdf. Accessed 20 
August 2007. 
50 See Sustainability Victoria - Energy Efficiency Lighting: FactSheet at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=34. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
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Table 2.2.3: Summary of the performance of the most common types of lamp 
 
General Lighting 
Service 
Incandescent 
Lamps 
Tungsten Halogen (Quartz 
Iodine) Lamps Hot Cathode  
(Fluorescent) 
Lamps 
Metal Halide 
Discharge 
Lamps 
Colour 
Improved 
High Pressure 
Sodium 
240 V 6 – 12 V 
Capital Cost/ 
Lamp 
Very cheap and 
easy to replace. 
Low Low/Medium Low/Medium High High 
Relative 
operating Cost 
High High Medium Low Very Low Medium 
Wattage  15-1,500 50-2,000 10-75 8-125 35-3,500 35-50 
Luminous 
Efficacy 
(lumens/watt) 
10-20 22 20 Up to 110 60-115 40-44 
Average life 
(hours) 
1,000 2,000 2,000 8,000-24,000 6,000-8,000 12,000-15,000 
Depreciation 
(Lumen 
Maintenance) 
Light output falls 
15% throughout life. 
Very little 
depreciation 
Very little 
depreciation 
~ 15-20% 45% ~ 15% 
Colour Rendition  Good Excellent Excellent 
Good based upon 
lamp choice. 
Good for clear 
lamp excellent 
for phosphor 
coated. 
Good 
Source: Sustainability Victoria (2007)51 
Other types of lamps are also available. New generation triphosphor fluorescent lamps are 25 
percent more efficient than the traditional 36 Watt monophosphor fluorescent tubes.52 Light Emitting 
Diodes (LEDs) are solid state light emitters, and are currently cost-effective in specific applications 
where there is a requirement for long lifetime, high durability, very low profile and highly directional 
output.53 
Matching the lighting levels to its application, rather than over-lighting, will assist in maximising 
energy efficiency. The simple method to reduce energy consumption is to avoid having lights on 
when there is ample daylight or in unoccupied zones. There are also several more sophisticated 
technological control solutions, including: rewiring, key lock switches, time switched (push-button or 
time delay switches, lighting controllers), voltage reduction technology, and occupancy sensors 
(passive infra-red, ultrasonic, microwave, photo).54 One of the latest research innovations in 
improving lighting energy efficiency is spectrally enhanced lighting, which focuses on increasing the 
                                                 
51 Sustainability Victoria (2007) Energy Efficiency Lighting Calculation Sheet, State Government of Victoria. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resources/4/calc_table1.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
52 Pears, A. (2004) ‘Appendix G: Technology Assessment of Demand Side Energy Efficiency’, in The Allen Consulting Group, Greenhouse 
Challenge for Energy: Appendices, p 152. 
53 Gauna, K. and Page, E. (2005) Lighting Research Program: Project 2.1 Hybrid Outdoor Lighting Systems – Final Report, California 
Lighting Technology Centre, pp. 3-4. Available at www.archenergy.com/lrp/final-reports/LRP-FR-Attachments/A2-deliverable_2.1.12_LED-
FINAL-RPT.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007. 
54 See Sustainability Victoria - Energy Efficiency Lighting: FactSheet at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=34. Accessed 3 March 2007; Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Lighting Control, Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol2.pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
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correlated colour temperature of a lamp, and makes the light appear brighter for the same lighting 
intensity.55  
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
Of Australia’s 522.2 million tons of total annual carbon dioxide emissions in 2005,56 7.94 million tons 
arose from the use of information and communication technology (ICT) by Australian businesses, 
which is near that of the civil aviation and the metal production industries.57 The primary uses of ICTs 
in commercial buildings are as office equipment and in data centres, and there are substantial 
opportunities for reducing energy consumption in both of these uses. See Lecture 5.3 Information 
Technology Industry for details about these opportunities. 
Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning 
Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems assist in controlling the climate and 
keeping occupants comfortable by regulating the indoor temperature and air flow. While HVAC 
usually contributes to more than half of a building’s energy consumption,58 there are substantial 
opportunities for reducing energy consumption and costs in HVAC systems while improving indoor 
comfort and environmental quality. See Lecture 2.3 Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning for 
details about these opportunities. 
Embodied Energy of Construction Materials 
The average commercial building contains tens of thousands of gigajoules of energy embodied in its 
construction materials. There are databases available that can assist in selecting materials with low 
embodied energies (and low life cycle cost), such as RMIT’s EcoSpecifier.59 Table 2.2.4 summarises 
the embodied energy of some common building materials. There are better options for many of the 
major building materials, including cement, steel and timber.  
Table 2.2.4: Embodied energy of common building materials 
Material Embodied energy (MJ/kg) Material 
Embodied energy 
(MJ/kg) 
Air dried sawn hardwood 0.5 Mild steel 34.0 
Kiln dried sawn hardwood 2.0 Galvanised mild steel 38.0 
Kiln dried sawn softwood 3.4 Zinc 51.0 
Particleboard 8.0 Acrylic Paint 61.5 
Plywood 10.4 PVC 80.0 
Glued-laminated timber 11.0 Plastics (general) 90.0 
Laminated veneer timber 11.0 Copper 100.0 
                                                 
55 Gordon, K.L. et al (2006) Spectrally Enhanced Lighting Program Implementation for Energy Savings: Field Evaluation, Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/info/documents/pdfs/selpies_field_eval_083006.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007. 
56 National Greenhouse Gas Inventory (2005) cited in Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for 
Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at 
http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 October 2007. 
57 Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a 
Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 October 
2007. 
58 Wilkenfeld and EES (2002) cited in Pears, A. (2004) ‘Commercial Sector Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Reduction Opportunities’, in 
The Allen Consulting Group (2004) Greenhouse Challenge for Energy: Appendices, The Allen Consulting Group, p 149. 
59 Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) Materials EcoSpecifier, RMIT. Available at www.ecospecifier.org. Accessed 20 August 
2007. EcoSpecifier has assessed over 3000 environmentally preferable products, materials, technologies and resources. There are now 
many databases and software products available to help with Green Building Life Cycle calculations, such as energy and building tools, 
whole building assessment tools, and embodied energy and input output databases. See Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) 
- Greening the Building Life Cycle at http://buildlca.rmit.edu.au/links.html. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
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Medium Density Fibreboard 
(MDF) 
11.3 Aluminium 170.0 
Glass 12.7   
Source: Lawson, B. (1996)60 
Cement 
Substantial reductions in energy consumption within cement production can be achieved by:61 
- Burning alternative fuels. 
- Extending cement with supplementary materials. 
- Using low grade, low energy cements where possible. 
- CO2 stripping from gas stacks. 
- Developing CO2 neutral and geo-polymer type cement systems. 
- Promoting carbonation of cementations materials. 
Further reductions in energy consumption can be achieved by: 
- Using cement that contains supplementary cementitious materials, such as flyash. 
- Using recycled aggregate. 
Modern materials such as magnesium based cements62, geo-polymers63 and cements made from 
waste products64 are examples of low energy cements. 
                                                 
60  Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2006) ‘Wood – Another Low Carbon Solution’, CSIRO ECOS Magazine, Issue 129, Feb-Mar 06. Available 
at http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC129p12.pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
61  See World Business Council for Sustainable Development - Cement Program 2006 at http://www.wbcsdcement.org/about_cement.asp. 
Accessed 20 August 2007. 
62  See TecEco Cement - Discussion for Engineers on Magnesium Cements at http://www.tececo.com/simple.engineers.php. Accessed 20 
August 2007. 
63  See The GeoPolymer Institute -GeoPolymer Institute Webpage at http://www.geopolymer.org. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
64 Japan Society of Civil Engineers Concrete Committee (2007) ‘Ecocement: New Recycling Resources Reborn for an Affluent Future’, 
Japan Society of Civil Engineers Concrete Committee Newsletter, no 8. Available at 
http://www.jsce.or.jp/committee/concrete/e/newsletter/newsletter08/Ecocement.pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
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Steel 
Energy consumption in the production of steel can be reduced by about 60 percent to 12 GJ/t.65 
Table 2.2.5 presents some opportunities to reduce energy consumption. 
Table 2.2.5: Opportunities to reduce energy consumption in the steel sector 
Heat and Gas Recovery Options 
Co-generation  In the steel industry, most cogeneration operations incorporate conventional systems such as steam 
boilers and steam turbines. However, there are now specially adapted turbines can burn low-calorific-
value off-gases such as coke oven gas, blast furnace gas, and basic oxygen furnace gas, which are 
produced in significant quantities in integrated steel plants. 
Advanced and high 
efficiency electricity 
generation technology  
A Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) can be use to self generate some of the electricity used in 
steel and iron industries.  
Coke Dry Quenching To recover the heat losses in coke-making to generate electricity.  
Pulverised coal  injection 
(PCI) in Blast Furnaces 
Since the late 1980s this technology has become more and more widely used. It allows the coke to be 
directly injected into the blast furnace, reducing the amount of coal used for steel production by a ratio 
of 1.4:1. This has the potential to reduce a large percentage of GHG emissions.  
Top gas recovery turbines 
(TRT) 
To recover the top gas from blast furnaces to generate electricity. 
Basic Oxygen Furnace 
(BOF) Gas/ Stream 
Recovery Systems. 
To recover the gas and steam from BOF and to realise a net negative energy use in BOF steel making 
processes.  
Emerging Enabling Production Technologies 
Smelting Reduction Iron 
Making 
The smelting reduction process no longer requires the coke oven or the sinter plant and can even run 
on cheap non-coking coals. These innovations reduce both the operational and up front capital costs of 
making iron. 
Direct Reduction Iron-
Making Processes 
Directly reduced iron (DRI) production involves directly reducing iron ores to metallic iron without the 
need for smelting of raw materials in a blast furnace (which is the most energy intensive process in iron 
production). In this process, reformed natural gas is used to convert iron ore into partially metallised 
iron granules.  
Thin Slab and Strip Casting  These forms of casting replace the conventional hot rolling mill, thereby bypassing the reheating and 
roughing steps in a normal hot rolling mill production sequence. This produces a thin slab at lower cost 
with maximal use of the thermal energy of molten iron, while also minimising additional fuel and 
electricity use downstream. 
Source: Compiled by TNEP from a range of Department of Energy (DOE) reports66 
                                                 
65  International Iron and Steel Institute (1998) Energy Use in the Steel Industry, International Iron and Steel Institute; Hamilton, C., Turton, 
H., Saddler, H., and Jinlong, M. (2002) Long Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: A Pilot study of Australian can Achieve Deep Cuts in 
Emissions, Discussion Paper 48, The Australia Institute, Canberra.  
66 Energy Information Administration (2000) Technologies and Equipment: Steel Industry Analysis Brief, USA Government. Available at 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/mecs/iab/steel/page4a.html. Accessed 3 October 2007; Turton, H., Ma, J., Saddler, H. and Hamilton, C. 
(2002) Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios: A Pilot Study of How Australia Can Achieve Deep Cuts in Emissions, Australia Institute 
Paper No 48, The Australia Institute. Available at http://www.tai.org.au/documents/dp_fulltext/DP48.pdf . Accessed 14 April 2007 
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Timber from Sustainably Managed Plantations  
Timber has relatively low life cycle CO2 emissions because the CO2 released when timber is burned 
or biodegraded is equivalent to the CO2 absorbed while the tree was alive. The major CO2 emissions 
arise from transport and harvesting. Life Cycle Assessment studies show that timber sourced from 
sustainably managed plantations has the lowest environmental impact of all typical construction 
materials.67 Wood products can replace concrete, metal or plastic in many applications, including 
parts of the building structure, furniture, flooring materials and window frames. It is preferable to use 
timber from sustainably managed plantations such as FSC certified timber68 or timber harvested 
under Regional Forest Agreements (RFA).  
Materials Reuse and Recycling  
In Australia, construction and demolition waste accounts for 30-40 percent of the total waste 
stream.69 Figure 2.2.7 shows the relative mass of materials (thicker lines equate to more mass) and 
the life cycle of various building components (after which they usually become waste). Figure 2.2.7 
highlights the point that designers can afford to spend more embodied energy on those components 
that need to be robust and last.  
 
Figure 2.2.7. Relative mass of materials (thicker lines equate to more mass) and the life cycle of 
various building components 
Source: Adapted from Donald Ryan in Brand (1994) p1370 
                                                 
67  Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2006) ‘Wood – Another Low Carbon Solution’, CSIRO ECOS Magazine, Issue 129, Feb-Mar 06. Available 
at http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC129p12.pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
68 See Forest Stewardship Council Australia – Find a FSC Certified Product at http://www.fscaustralia.org/fsc-in-australia/find-a-fsc-
certified-product/. Accessed 21 November 2007. 
69  EcoRecycle Victoria (1998) Designing in Waste Minimisation, Building Designers Association of Victoria Incorporated, p 5. Available at 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Designing_in_Waste_Minimisation_(1998).pdf. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
70 Adapted from Donald Ryan in Brand (1994) cited in Your Building (n.d.) Products and Materials and Sustainable Commercial Buildings, 
Your Building. Available at http://www.yourbuilding.org/display/yb/Products+and+materials+and+sustainable+commercial+buildings. 
Accessed 30 August 2007. 
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Reusing and recycling buildings at the end of their useful lives reduces the embodied energy in the 
new buildings by displacing virgin materials and can also reduce capital costs for new buildings. It is 
common practice for about 60 percent of construction and demolition waste materials to be reused, 
recycled or salvaged. For example, Southern California Gas Company, reduced the construction 
cost of its new Energy Resource Centre from US$11.1 million to US$7.9 million by building the 
Centre on the site of an old gas company facility and reusing land, utility infrastructure and 80 
percent of the building materials.71 More recently, the AUD$291.3 million Millennium Arts project at 
Brisbane’s South Bank recycled or reused 80 percent of the site’s construction waste.72 Other 
Australian examples include projects at Red Cliffs Powers Station73 and Colliers Jardine.74 Table 
1.6.6 shows the opportunities for reusing and recycling building materials. 
Table 2.2.6: Opportunities for reusing and recycling building materials 
Material 
Reuse and Recycling Opportunities 
On-site Off-site 
Structural Elements 
Concrete 
Retain existing 
driveways, paths, 
footings, slabs 
 
Un-set concrete can be ‘washed’ out at the plant to remove cement 
Sand and stone can be re-used 
Set concrete can be crushed and recycled as aggregate for new 
concrete or road and path base and fill 
Steel 
Recycling reduces 
embodied energy by 
72%  
 
Electric arc furnaces produce reinforcing bar, mesh and sections from 
100 percent steel scrap 
Conventional blast furnaces can incorporate up to 30% steel scrap 
Aluminium 
Recycling reduces 
embodied energy by 
95%  
 
100 percent recyclable 
 
Bricks 
Retain existing walls, 
buildings, fences 
Reuse 
Crush for backfill, 
aggregate and gravel 
Reuse 
Crush for backfill, aggregate and gravel 
Tiles 
Retain existing tiles 
Crush for backfill, 
aggregate and gravel 
Reuse 
Crush for backfill aggregate and gravel 
Timber 
Reuse 
Recycle as horticultural 
mulch 
Reuse 
Recycle as horticultural mulch 
Gypsum Plasterboard  Recycle plasterboard 
Doors, windows, glass Reuse Reuse 
                                                 
71 See Smart Communities Network - Success stories: Energy Resource Centre at 
http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/success/energy_resource_center.shtml. Accessed 20 August 2007; See California Integrated 
Waste Management Board - Gas Company Recycles Itself and Pilots Energy-Efficient, Recycled Products Showcase at 
www.ciwmb.ca.gov. Accessed 20 August 2007; Hawken, P., Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (1999) Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next 
Industrial Revolution, Earthscan, London, Chapter 5: Building Blocks. Available at http://www.natcap.org/images/other/NCchapter5.pdf. 
Accessed 20 August 2007. 
72 Queensland Government Environmental Protection Agency Sustainable Industries Division (2007) The Compass, issue 31. 
73 See EcoRecycle Victoria - Sinclair Knight Merz and Able Demolitions at 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Case_Study_Red_Cliffs_Powerstation_(2000).pdf. Accessed 23 August 2007. 
74 See EcoRecycle Victoria - Lightning Property Services at 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Case_Study_Lightning_Property_Services.pdf. Accessed 23 August 2007. 
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Recycle 
Glass 
Recycling reduces 
embodied energy by 
20%  
Cut and reuse 
Recycle as aggregate 
Recycle as aggregate, most glass can be recycled 
 
Fit-Out 
Synthetic and recycled 
rubber (carpet, flooring) 
Reuse Reuse 
Carpet Reuse 
Reuse 
Recycle into secondary carpets, use as a  weed barrier or a covering 
and food for worm farms. However carpets can be selected to that are 
highly recyclable back into carpet products. 
Fixed partitions 
(plaster, timber) 
Some potential for re-
using 
Separate and recycle 
Plastics  
The following plastics can be granulated and re-used in new plastic 
products: 
- High Density Poly Ethylene (HDP): rubbish bins, buckets and 
traffic cones 
- Low Density Poly Ethylene (LDP): shrink wrap and bubble wrap 
- Polystyrene: containers, insulation, UPVC pipes, fittings and 
flooring 
Landscaping 
Significant trees 
Design into new 
landscaping 
Remove 
Recycle as horticultural mulch 
Process into timber or paper products 
Green waste 
Recycle as horticultural 
mulch 
Recycle as horticultural mulch 
Overburden Avoid excess excavations 
Source: Adapted from Lake Macquarie City Council (2004)75 Australian Greenhouse Office76 
Building Management Systems 
Building Management Systems incorporate smart metering and energy monitoring. Smart meters are 
interfaced with appropriate communication and analysis systems to provide energy consumers with 
accurate instantaneous and profile feedback on building owners and occupants and energy costs. 
This feedback can encourage owners and occupants to turn off equipment and invest in energy 
efficiency.77 In Florida, electricity suppliers Georgia Power and Gulf Power used smart meters to 
reduce the electricity consumption of large customers by 20-30 percent and 41 percent, 
respectively.78 The feedback provided by smart meters can also encourage owners and occupants to 
manage energy demand by re-scheduling high energy consuming activities during off-peak periods 
                                                 
75 Adapted from Lake Macquarie City Council (2004) cited in Your Building (n.d.) Waste and Sustainable Commercial Buildings, Your 
Building. Available at http://www.yourbuilding.org/display/yb/Waste+and+sustainable+commercial+buildings. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
76 See Australian Greenhouse Office -Your Home Consumer and Technical Guide – Materials Directory at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/technical/fs30.htm. Accessed 20 August 2007. 
77 Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (2007) Smart Metering: Introduction of, Department for Business, 
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. Available at http://www.berr.gov.uk/energy/environment/efficiency/smart-metering/index.html. 
Accessed 30 August 2007. 
78 Smith, M.H. and Hargroves K. (2007) ‘Smart Approaches to Energy Use’, CSIRO ECOS MAgazine, no. 135, p 13. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC135p12.pdf. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
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when energy is cheaper.79 Spreading energy consumption over peak and off-peak periods will 
reduce peak load and hence defer construction of new power plants and improve security of energy 
supply. 
Energy monitoring using metering systems, even without the energy cost feedback, can assist in 
identifying overlooked opportunities for reducing energy consumption. For example, Melbourne 
Central office building,80 a large office building constructed in the early 1990s, was considered by the 
building’s engineer to be relatively energy efficient at rating of 3.5 to 4 stars. However, an energy 
assessment by the NSW Sustainable Energy Development Authority for its Australian Building 
Greenhouse Rating Scheme rated it at only 2 stars. While two independent audits conducted during 
working hours failed to identify significant problems, an analysis of the building’s electricity demand 
showed its energy consumption out of working hours was abnormally high. Engineering 
investigations out of working hours revealed that some controls were malfunctioning and some water 
from the central chilled water system that was intended to cool computer centres was being diverted 
elsewhere. Subsequent repairs have reduced the building’s energy consumption, lifted its rating to 
that expected and reduced operating costs. 
Intelligent energy monitoring systems can assist in optimising energy consumption without affecting 
occupant satisfaction. For example, prior to 1997, Ayers Rock Resort’s81 electricity costs were about 
AUD$1.2 million per annum and expected to rise with increasing numbers of visitors. In 1997, the 
Resort invested AUD$20,000 into the installation of the FIDELIO Preventative Maintenance 
Computer System. The Resort’s goal was to maintain energy consumption at year 2000 levels 
despite the increasing number of visitors. FIDELIO monitors the energy consumption of processes 
and equipment, and schedules maintenance and auditing activities. It assisted in identifying several 
opportunities for reducing energy consumption and costs (see Table 2.2.7), which reduced the 
Resort’s greenhouse gas emissions by 12.8 percent. 
                                                 
79 Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (2007) Smart Metering: Introduction of, Department for Business, 
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform. Available at http://www.berr.gov.uk/energy/environment/efficiency/smart-metering/index.html. 
Accessed 30 August 2007. 
80 Pears, A. (2004) Energy Efficiency – Its Potential: Some Perspectives and Experiences, Background paper for International Energy 
Agency Energy Efficiency Workshop, Paris, p 10. Available at http://www.iea.org/Textbase/work/2004/eewp/pears_paper.pdf. Accessed 1 
September 2007. 
81 Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2001) Cleaner Production - Energy Monitoring System: Ayers Rock Resort, 
DEWR, Australia. Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/industry/corporate/eecp/case-studies/ayers.html. Accessed 1 
September 2007. 
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Table 2.2.7: An account of the incurred costs and saved costs after implementing the FIDELIO 
Preventative Maintenance Computer System at Ayers Rock Resort 
Measure Capital Cost 
(AUD) 
Annual Cost 
Reduction 
FIDELIO Preventative Maintenance Computer System. $20,000  
Motion sensors integrated with lights in the Resort’s camping ground 
ablution blocks. Previously, lights were left on all night and attracted many 
insects, making the building difficult to clean. Night-time lights also 
disrupted campers’ experience of natural desert darkness. 
$840 Electricity: 
$122,660 
Motion sensors integrated with lights near the stairway. $2,400 Electricity: 
$10,220 
11W compact fluorescent lamps replaced 40-50W incandescent lamps. $4,800 Electricity: 
$151,200 (70% 
lamps) 
Additional switch installed in staff canteen $7 Electricity: 
$336 
Number of equipment breakdowns were reduced by half. Fewer 
breakdowns deferred capital expenditure, improved productivity and 
reduced the inconvenience to guests. 
 Labour: 
$126,060 
Total $28,047 $410,476 
Source: Adapted from Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2001)82 
The types of metering systems and components vary between industries and applications. In 
general, it is recommended that: separate meters are installed on electricity-consuming end-uses of 
capacity 50 kW or greater; at least one meter is installed for gas-consuming end uses; and 
switchboards with twice the required capacity are installed to accommodate future upgrades. 
Installing metering systems during the construction of a building is much cheaper and easier than 
installing them when the building is occupied.83  
                                                 
82 Ibid. 
83 Andrews, G. (2007) Report on Built Form ESD Opportunities at Dandenong Logis for VicUrban, Ark Resources, pp 11-12. 
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Rating Tools  
There are tools that are available to assist in benchmarking the performance of Australian 
commercial buildings, specifically ABGR, NABERS and Green Star:84 
- The Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Scheme (ABGR)85 is administered nationally by a 
group of sustainable energy agencies (SEDO, SV, EPA and DEUS).  
- Green Star86 has been developed by the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) with 
support from industry and some government agencies.  
- NABERS87 was developed by the Australian Government in consultation with industry and 
stakeholders. It is a national initiative managed by the NSW Government Department of Energy, 
Utilities and Sustainability (DEUS) and provides ratings for office buildings, office tenancies and 
homes. 
 
                                                 
84 Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, 3rd edition, 
Commonwealth of Australia, pp 6-9. Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-
design/index.html. Accessed 20 November 2007. 
85 See Australian Building Greenhouse Rating – Homepage at www.abgr.com.au. Accessed 13 October 2007. 
86 See Green Building Council Australia – Rating Tools at www.gbcaus.org.  Accessed 13 October 2007. 
87 See NABER – Homepage at http://www.nabers.com.au/home.aspx. Accessed 13 October 2007. 
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1. Romm, J.J. and Browning, W.D. (1998) Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increasing 
Productivity Through Energy-Efficient Design, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, CO.  
2. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Lighting’ developed by Dr 
Michael Smith and Geoff Andrews. DRET EEX. Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/technologies/lighting/ . Accessed 16 October 2012. 
3. Naturalcapitalism.org (n.d.) Appendix 5C: Superwindows: Ten Benefits from One Expenditure, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, CO.  
4. Your Building website at http://www.yourbuilding.org. Accessed 30 August 2007. 
5. Office of Government wide Policy and Office or Real Property (n.d.) The Integrated Workplace: A 
Comprehensive Approach to Developing Workspace, US General Service Administration. 
Available at http://www.gsa.gov/gsa/cm_attachments/GSA_DOCUMENT/ 
integrated_workplace_rpt_pdf_R2OD26_0Z5RDZ-i34K-pR.pdf. Accessed 31 August 2007. 
6. Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency 
Program: A Study of Office Equipment Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of 
Australia. 
7. ASHRAE Technical Committees 1.10 Energy Resources and 2.8 Building Environmental Impacts 
and Sustainability (2006) ASHRAE GreenGuide: The Design, Construction, and Operation of 
Sustainable Buildings, 2nd edition, ASHRAE. 
8. BuildingGreen Inc. (2001) Greening Federal Facilities – An Energy, Environmental, and 
Economic Resource Guide for Federal Facility Managers and Designers,  2nd edition, United 
States Department of Energy. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/29267.pdf. 
Accessed 21 November 2007. 
9. The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (2004-2007) CIBSE Guides, CIBSE, 
UK, specifically, Guide A: Environmental Design (2006), Guide F: Energy Efficiency (2004), and 
Guide L: Sustainability (2007). Available At 
http://www.cibse.org/index.cfm?go=page.view&item=164 Accessed 26.11.07 
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This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
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climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Commercial Users 
 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC 
Systems5 
Educational Aims  
The Australian Greenhouse Office states that ‘Air-conditioning accounts for around half the total 
energy use of your buildings.’6 While it is possible to design commercial buildings that reduce or 
eliminate the need for traditional mechanical HVAC systems (as shown in Lecture 2.1), most 
commercial buildings in Australia have mechanical HVAC systems. Hence this lecture reviews the 
energy efficiency opportunities in HVAC systems. In addition, many engineers and architects are 
expected to design HVAC systems into new buildings to meet specified requirements. This lecture 
addresses the question of how can more efficient HVAC systems be designed? This lecture also 
looks at seven ways to reduce the overall load required from HVAC systems. A clear understanding 
of energy efficiency opportunities will assist engineers and other students of these modules to realise 
potential energy efficiency improvements in HVAC systems. Since the study of HVAC systems is a 
large field, this lecture builds on and refers to significant existing online training resources (see 
Essential Reading).  
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy 
without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer and Controller of HMSO. Available at 
www.carbontrust.com/media/7403/ctv046_heating_ventilation_and_air_conditioning.pdf
. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
pp 1-
20 
2. Lecamwasam, L., Wilson, J. and Chokolich, D. (2012) Guide to Best Practice 
Maintenance & Operation of HVAC Systems for Energy Efficiency, Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at www.climatechange.gov.au/en/publications/hvac-hess/best-
practice-guide.aspx. Accessed 16 October 2012.   
 
3. Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small 
Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources. Available at 
www.energydesignresources.com/media/1747/EDR_DesignBriefs_hvac.pdf?tracked=tr
ue. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
pp 1-2, 
6-22 
4. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning’ developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU) and Geoff 
Andrews. DRET EEX. Available at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/heating-ventilation-
and-air-conditioning/. 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd, Victoria Hart - Bassett Consulting Engineers with additional review from 
Francis Barram – Bond University, and Dr Dominique Hes - Lecturer Sustainable Architecture, Faculty of Architecture, Building & Planning, 
University of Melbourne. 
6 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/index.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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Learning Points   
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning can account for the majority of money spent by an 
organisation on energy. Making even small adjustments to systems can significantly improve 
the working environment and at the same time, save money. 
UK Carbon Trust, 20067  
1. While it is possible to design commercial buildings that do not need traditional mechanical 
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems, as shown in Lecture 2.1, most new 
commercial office buildings being built in Australia are built with new mechanical HVAC systems. 
In addition, most existing commercial buildings in Australia have mechanical HVAC systems. The 
shape and use of modern office buildings tends to dictate the need for air-conditioning for a 
number of reasons:  
 Risk management in case of failure of passive systems. 
 Urban noise and pollution may dictate the need for sealed buildings. 
 The buildings are deep-plan, with substantial internal partitioning, meaning that the centre 
zone of the building has to be supplied with fresh air mechanically in order to meet Australian 
Standards.  
 The buildings traditionally resemble glass boxes, which maximises external heat loads on 
facades. 
 High internal heat gains due to lighting, office equipment and people produces a lot of heat, 
which needs to be offset in order to maintain comfortable temperature conditions.  
2. Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) is commonly used to provide climate control 
services for interior building spaces. There are many types of HVAC systems. An introduction to 
each of these types of HVAC systems and their components is provided online in the listed 
references. These types of HVAC systems can be classified into broadly three main types of 
HVAC systems:  
a) Centralised Ducted Air Systems,8 which include Dual Duct systems, Constant or Variable Air 
Volume Systems.  
b) Centralised Fluid Based Systems,9 which include Fan-coil systems, Hydronic systems, 
Variable Refrigerant Volume systems (VRV). 
c) Decentralised Systems,10 which include split systems and evaporative coolers.  
3. HVAC systems vary widely in terms of the individual components that make them up and how 
they are set up within a building. According to the UK Carbon Trust, ‘Most systems contain some 
                                                 
7 Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer 
and Controller of HMSO. Available at http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV003. Accessed 8 October 
2007. 
8 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) - Centrally Ducted Air 
Systems, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training4.html. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
9 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) - Centralised Fluid 
Based Systems, AGO, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training5.html.. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
10 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) - Decentralised 
Systems, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training6.html. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
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common basic components [see Figure 2.3.1] Boilers11 (1) produce hot water (or sometimes 
steam) to distribute to the working space. This is done either by heating coils (2) which heat air 
as part of the ventilation system, or through hot water pipes to radiators. (3)Cooling equipment 
(4) chills water for pumping to cooling coils. (5) Treated air is then blown over the chilled water 
coils into the space to be cooled (6) through the ventilation system. As part of the refrigeration 
cycle in the chiller, heat must also be rejected from the system via a cooling tower or condenser. 
(7) Pumps are used throughout the system to circulate the chilled and hot water to the required 
areas throughout the building. Stale air is extracted, usually using a fan, via separate ducts and 
expelled outside. (8) Controls are used to make components work together efficiently. They turn 
equipment on or off and adjust chillers and boilers, air and water flow rates, temperatures and 
pressures…’ 
4. Step 1: Load Management: The first step in identifying energy efficiency opportunities, whether it 
is a new or existing building, is to ask how much heating and cooling load is needed from the 
HVAC system? There are seven factors that affect the load of an HVAC system, all of which can 
usually be reduced yielding big savings:   
a) The design, layout and operation of the building affect how the external environment impacts 
on internal temperatures. (See Lecture 2.1)   
b) The heat generated internally by lighting, equipment and people — all of these have an 
impact on how warm or cool your building is. (See Lecture 2.2)  
c) The required indoor air temperature and air quality — it is possible to save as much as 10 
percent a year on heating and cooling costs by simply turning the thermostat back 10-15 
percent.  
d) Natural ventilation reduces energy consumption by utilising passive cooling and/or using high 
efficiency fans and motors only when required.12 
e) Distribution systems - clean fans, filters and air ducts to improve efficiency by up to 60 
percent.13 Blockages in distribution systems are common and increase load requirements. 
f) The location14 and efficiency of the HVAC plant (using separate units for different parts of the 
building15 that have different occupancy, operational hours, or temperature requirements) –
provides heat, cooling and humidity control exactly when and where it is needed in the 
building. 
g) The operating times of the HVAC equipment and ability of the controls – these limit operation 
to exactly when it is needed. Control systems that are adequately commissioned and 
programmed reduce HVAC energy consumption by ensuring that the right amount of air-
conditioning is provided when it is required.  
5. Step 2: New HVAC unit selection: If upgrading the HVAC system, or needing to choose a new 
HVAC system as part of the design of a new building, the next step is to select the right type and 
                                                 
11 Technically most ‘boilers’ used in air-conditioning systems should be referred to as water heaters.  
12 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp. 37, 59-60. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
13 Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer 
and Controller of HMSO. Available at http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV003. Accessed 8 October 
2007. 
14 ACCA (1990) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p. 19. 
Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
15 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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size of HVAC system. The Australian Greenhouse Office16 provides a succinct online training 
program outlining the different options for off-the-shelf HVAC systems and where they generally 
work best. Selecting the right type and design for a HVAC system depends on the size and 
design of the building, the interior heating and cooling requirements, and the exterior climate. 
These factors determine the calculated sensible and latent HVAC loads and supply air flow-rate. 
It is vital then to do all that is possible first to reduce the load requirement for the HVAC system 
as outlined in Step 1. 
6. When selecting the HVAC systems it is important to choose the most energy efficient type within 
budgetary constraints. Energy efficient HVAC units are up to 30 percent more efficient than 
standard efficiency units and are available in most size ranges.17 Energy efficient units differ from 
standard efficiency units in several ways: they typically incorporate larger condenser and 
evaporator coils, efficient compressors, and enhanced insulation.18 Thermostatic expansion 
valves make units more tolerant to variations in refrigerant charge.19 Some units also use 
electronic ignition devices rather than gas-burning pilot equipment.20 Amory Lovins21 has outlined 
a range of new insights that, when brought together, can transform HVAC design, leading to 
significant energy efficiency savings for the HVAC system itself based on insights from Professor 
Luxton and Eng Lock Lee.  
7. Step 3: Commissioning: Commissioning and adequate staff training are vital to ensure that 
building services and fabric operate as intended by the design team. Commissioning is a quality 
assurance process that ensures HVAC systems operate as energy efficiently as intended. 
Commissioning is integrated into the entire development process – design, construction, testing, 
post-occupancy and handover.22 The post-occupancy commissioning phase provides an 
opportunity to test and adjust the HVAC system over a range of operating loads, especially the 
most common load for the building. 
8. Step 4: Maintenance: Once the building has been built and the HVAC system has been installed 
and properly commissioned, ongoing monitoring and maintenance are key steps to further fine 
turning energy savings and ensuring that the system is running as well as possible. Thorough 
maintenance procedures assist in maintaining HVAC system energy efficiency, maintaining 
occupant comfort, maximising equipment life and minimising component failure.  
 
                                                 
16 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/index.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
17 Ibid, p. 33. 
18 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p. 8. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
19 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p. 38. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
20 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
21 See Naturalcapitalism.org  – Appendix 5G: Large Air-Conditioning Systems at 
http://www.natcap.org/sitepages/art61.php?pageName=Additional%20Book%20Material&article_refresh=%2Fsitepages%2Fpid27.php%3
FpageId%3D27. Accessed September 2007. 
22 Penny, J. (2004) ‘Commissioning controls for energy efficiency’, EcoLibruim, July 2004, pp 21-24. Available at 
http://www.airah.org.au/downloads/2004-07-02.pdf. Accessed 30 June 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
These lecture notes complement and build on from other key sources which highlight the energy 
efficiency opportunities for HVAC systems. It complements the UK Carbon Trusts’ publication23 by 
presenting data and energy efficiency opportunities for HVAC systems in Australia. It also 
complements and builds on from the Australian Greenhouse Office’s training program24 by providing 
additional perspectives and online resources on energy efficiency opportunities in HVAC systems. 
Types of HVAC Systems  
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) is commonly used to provide climate control 
services for interior building spaces. There are many types of HVAC systems. An introduction to 
each of these types of HVAC systems and their components is provided online in the listed 
references. These types of HVAC systems can be classified broadly into three main types of HVAC 
systems:  
1. Centralised Ducted Air Systems,25 in which the primary movement of heat around the building is 
via heated and cooled air. These systems are the most common in large office buildings. 
2. Centralised Fluid Based Systems,26 in which a fluid - typically water but possibly refrigerant - is 
used to move heat around the building. These systems are fairly common in office buildings. 
3. Decentralised Systems,27 in which heating and cooling is conducted locally, with little or no bulk 
movement of heat around the building. These systems are relatively common in small offices. 
Decentralised systems include split systems and evaporative coolers.  
Common Components of HVAC Systems  
HVAC systems vary widely in terms of the individual components that make them up and how they 
are set up within a building. Most systems contain some common basic components (see Figure 
2.3.1):28 1) Boilers produce hot water (or sometimes steam) to distribute to the working space. This 
is done either by 2) heating coils which heat air as part of the ventilation system, or through hot 
water pipes to 3) radiators. 4) Cooling equipment chills water for pumping to 5) cooling coils. Treated 
air is then blown over the chilled water coils into the 6) space to be cooled through the ventilation 
system. As part of the refrigeration cycle in the chiller, heat must also be 7) rejected from the system 
via a cooling tower or condenser. Pumps are used throughout the system to circulate the chilled and 
hot water to the required areas throughout the building. Stale air is 8) extracted, usually using a fan, 
via separate ducts and expelled outside. 9) Controls are used to make components work together 
efficiently. They turn equipment on or off and adjust chillers and boilers, air and water flow rates, 
temperatures and pressures. A controller incorporating one or more temperature sensors inside the 
                                                 
23 Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer 
and Controller of HMSO. Available at http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV003. Accessed 8 October 
2007. 
24 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC), Commonwealth of 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/index.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
25 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), Centrally Ducted Air 
Systems, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training4.html. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
26 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) - Centralised Fluid 
Based Systems, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training5.html. 
Accessed 8 October 2007. 
27 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Working Energy Program: Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) - Decentralised 
Systems, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/hvac/training/training6.html. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
28 Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer 
and Controller of HMSO, p 4. Available at http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV003. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
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workspace sends a signal to the heating or cooling coils to activate. If there is a demand for heating 
or cooling then the controls may also send a signal to the chiller and boiler to operate as required. 
There are often other control panels on the chiller or boiler too, allowing users to have greater 
control. Through the control system, the boiler, chiller and fan operation is managed by the 
controller, which receives information about the air conditions using sensors. 
 
 
Figure 2.3.1. Functional diagram of a typical HVAC system 
Source: Carbon Trust (2006) p 529 
                                                 
29 Carbon Trust (2006) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC): Saving Energy without Compromising Comfort, Queen’s Printer 
and Controller of HMSO, p 5. Available at http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV003. Accessed 8 
October 2007. 
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Whole System Approach to HVAC Systems  
A whole system approach can help to identify all potential energy efficiency opportunities in existing 
and new HVAC systems. The first step in identifying energy efficiency opportunities, whether it is a 
new or existing building and HVAC system, is to ask what will be the heating and cooling load 
required? There are a range of factors that influence the heating and cooling load of a HVAC 
system. Reducing the load from any of these factors will reduce the size of the HVAC system 
required and thus the energy used. The rest of this lecture outlines what can be done to minimise the 
heating and cooling load throughout the whole system of a building to reduce the size and energy 
requirements of a HVAC system. Taking this whole system approach ensures that the size of the 
HVAC system can be reduced making more energy efficient HVAC systems affordable within tight 
budgets.    
Step 1: Load Management 
Whether it is a new or existing HVAC system, the first step in identifying energy efficiency 
opportunities is to ask what the required heating and cooling load is for the HVAC system. There are 
broadly seven major factors that influence the HVAC system’s cooling and heating load and thus the 
energy consumption of a HVAC system. Since a number of these factors provide opportunities to 
minimise HVAC load passively, it is best to address them first before designing and choosing the 
HVAC system. The size (and thus energy required for HVAC system) can be reduced significantly if 
these seven factors are addressed:  
a. Design, Layout and Operation of the Building 
Factors such as the buildings orientation, thermal mass, daylighting, and insulation affects how the 
external environment impacts on internal temperatures and thus has a significant effect on heating 
and cooling loads and associated energy consumption of the building (see Lecture 2.1 and Lecture 
2.2). 
b. Heat Generated Internally by Lighting, Equipment and People 
These factors significantly increase the required cooling load of a building (see Lecture 2.2). It is vital 
to understand people issues — the way occupants use a building and its HVAC systems plays a big 
role in how a building performs.  
c. Indoor Temperature Levels 
Internal temperatures in a fully air-conditioned office building are usually set to 23ºC ±1ºC to 
maintain thermal comfort for building occupants. This set-point range can be relaxed, especially if 
incorporating natural ventilation. The maximum temperature recommended for heating is 19ºC. The 
temperature in an area can be comfortably above 19ºC but a system should not be providing heat at 
this time. Similarly most air-conditioned areas need not be cooler than 24ºC (except for specific 
processes). Controls should be set to give a wide gap between the temperatures at which they cut 
in. A gap between 19-24ºC should be set to create a comfortable ‘dead band’ where no heating or 
cooling is operating. It is important to ensure that these settings don’t reduce indoor environment 
quality – especially indoor air quality and thermal comfort – to below acceptable levels. However 
these factors can be improved by simpler passive means, such as enabling occupants to manually 
open windows and dressing appropriately. In computer rooms, check that the thermostat and 
humidistat is set to the computer supplier’s requirements; these settings are usually much less 
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stringent than is assumed by air-conditioning designers and maintainers. This will help to keep 
occupants happy and reduce costs. Applying the right thermostat and humidistat setting prevents 
both heating and cooling systems from operating simultaneously and thus wasting energy and 
money. 
d. Control Systems 
Control systems that are adequately commissioned and programmed reduce HVAC energy 
consumption by ensuring that the right amount of air-conditioning is provided when and where it is 
required. Favourable control systems are those that can completely shut down part of the distribution 
circuit, can be adjusted to prevent simultaneous operation of heating and cooling systems, and have 
default settings that are suitable for the building.30 There are a number of ways that control systems 
can reduce the time and level of operation of HVAC units to reduce the energy required to run them. 
For instance, HVAC units operating time can be reduced by at least 10 percent with negligible 
impact of comfort because the building thermal mass can maintain a relatively similar air 
temperature for a period of time.31 Units can be turned off a few hours while only the circulation fans 
are on. Turning off units during peak times reduces HVAC operating costs more that turning off units 
during off-peak times. Units with ‘economy cycle cooling’ automatically use 100 percent outside air 
rather than conditioned air, when there is a demand for cooling and when the outside air is cooler 
than the return air. There are several types of control systems available for HVAC systems: 
 Time-switches32 are a simple, low-cost technology for activating and deactivating HVAC systems 
at specific times, such as activating an hour before a shift starts and deactivating an hour before 
a shift ends. Intelligent time-switches also learn the operating period and adjust activation and 
deactivation times accordingly (known as ‘optimal start’), and this can reduce operating time by 
5-10 percent. Time-switches should also incorporate: 
 Holiday programming, so that all holidays for a year can be programmed at the start of the 
year. Not running the plant on public holidays will reduce running time by about 4 percent. 
 Timed override, which allows the occupant to extend air-conditioning operating time for an 
after-hours meeting, but which automatically turns off after (e.g. 2 hours). This avoids the 
need to turn the time control to ’bypass’ or ‘manual’, which often results in air-conditioning 
being left running continuously. 
 Thermostats33 are a popular control technology for HVAC systems. Since they usually control 
both the HVAC unit and ventilation fans, it is important to program thermostats such that they 
cycle unit operation while maintaining fan operation during occupied periods in commercial 
buildings. Note that in residential buildings, it is usually preferable to cycle the operation of both 
the unit and the fans. Two-stage thermostats can reduce energy consumption by activating 
various components of the HVAC system as the demand for its services arises. In the first stage, 
when HVAC load is smaller, the thermostat activates the first component alone. In the second 
stage, when HVAC load is higher, the thermostat activates the second component. This strategy 
can be applied to HVAC systems that incorporate economisers or heat pumps (three-stage), to 
                                                 
30 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
31 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46). Accessed 2 June 2007. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 63. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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two HVAC systems serving a single space,34 and to HVAC systems that incorporate a two-speed 
motor.35 
Thermostat location is also an important consideration because poorly located thermostats can 
increase energy consumption substantially.36 Thermostats provide accurate readings when 
located on an interior wall (which is nearer to the average space temperature than exterior walls), 
or near a return duct (where flow is constant and unrestricted). Thermostats will provide 
inaccurate readings when located in direct sunlight, near artificial heat sources such as office 
and refrigeration equipment, or when isolated behind doors or curtains. Locating multiple 
thermostats in the same space with conflicting air-conditioning set-points will make HVAC 
systems work against each other and thus increase energy consumption.37 
 Energy management systems,38 as part of the Building Automation System, are popular in retail, 
food service and other regularly occupied buildings. They allow advanced control, monitoring and 
alarm of several HVAC system components. Control options include unit operation for either 
heating or cooling, fan operation and scheduling, and economiser control. Monitoring options 
include supply and return air temperature information. Alarm options include fan failure, dirty 
filters, compressor high- or low-pressure lockout, and economy cooling status. 
Energy consumption can be further reduced by adjusting controls for seasonal variations in 
ambient climate.39 For example, thermostats can be set to 25°C for cooling in summer and 18°C 
for heating in winter, rather than the typical below 25°C in summer and above 18°C in winter. 
Each 1°C forward increase in set-point will increase energy consumption by about 15 percent in 
winter and 10 percent in summer. 
e. Ventilation Systems 
Adequate ventilation assists in improving energy efficiency and improving indoor air quality. 
Ventilation energy consumption is reduced by: using high efficiency fans and motors; operating fans 
continuously during occupied hours; using demand-controlled ventilation;40 and isolating fan motors 
and other heat-generating components from the supply air stream.41 There are several 
considerations in selecting components and operating a ventilation system:42 
 High efficiency fans and motors are significant sources of energy reduction in HVAC systems 
because fans are usually operated continuously during occupied periods. Fan energy 
consumption can approach HVAC unit energy consumption.43 Furthermore, in mild climates, 
HVAC systems may rely heavily on ventilation-only operation wherein input fan speed is about 
                                                 
34 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p. 63. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
38 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p. 17. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
39 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
40 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 37, 59-60. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
41 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
42 Ibid, pp 37, 59-60. 
43 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, pp 10-
13. Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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four fold faster than for heating- or cooling-only operation.44 High efficiency fans and motors are 
cost effective in all climates.  
 Efficient drive systems. Use direct drive fans rather than belt-drive, or for existing systems 
evaluate toothed belt (‘synchronous belt drives’) rather than V-belts. 
 Variable Air Volume (VAV). Maximum air volume flow rate is only required to deliver maximum 
cooling. At all other times, air flow rate can be reduced without compromising air quality or 
thermal comfort.  
 Demand-controlled ventilation adjusts outdoor air intake to maintain an optimal range of indoor 
carbon dioxide concentration; a typical indicator of indoor air quality. Preventing over-ventilation 
minimises undesirable heat transfer and humidity. Demand-controlled ventilation is most 
effective in spaces with highly variable occupancies such as auditoriums and meeting rooms, to 
prevent over-ventilation.45 
 Isolated fan motors46 and other heat-generating components are prevented from transferring 
undesirable heat to the supply air stream and thus can reduce energy consumption in cooling 
operations. Large motors reject up to 1.25 kW of heat for each kilowatt of rated output. Thus the 
average 50kW motor rejects up to 62 kW of heat into the supply air stream and consequently 
adds about 91 kW to the cooling load. Components can be isolated using thermal insulation, but 
a better method is to not have them in the air stream at all. Having the fan motor outside the fan 
chamber will avoid adding heat to the air-stream (about one third of the rated output).  
f. Distribution Systems 
Distribution systems are the downstream-most component of HVAC systems and thus present the 
most cost effective opportunities for energy efficiency improvement. There is often pressure to 
minimise distribution system capital cost because the installed cost can approach the HVAC unit 
cost,47 but failing to optimise the distribution system performance efficiency usually results in higher 
long term costs and poor indoor comfort. Poor distribution system design can reduce supply flow-
rate, which can contribute to coil icing and reduced comfort, and can reduce air-conditioning 
efficiency by about 10 percent.48 Distribution system energy losses can be minimised by reducing 
resistance to air movement, and hence pressure drop and energy consumption, through good 
ductwork design. Reducing resistance in ductwork involves minimising pressure drop by: creating 
low air velocities; using low loss fittings; designing central plant air filters to balance filtration 
efficiency and pressure drop; maintaining central plant air filters; and minimising duct lengths by 
carefully positioning the plant room and HVAC units. There are several considerations in selecting 
and integrating distribution system components:49 
 Design methods provide a guide for producing balanced distribution systems. There are two 
popular design methods. The equal friction method produces distribution systems that are not 
                                                 
44 Energy Design Resources (1998) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy 
Commission. Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
45 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 15. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
46 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46.  Accessed 2 June 2007. 
47 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p. 10. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
48 Ibid, p. 11. 
49 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 49-54, 57. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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self-balancing. It aims to maintain uniform pressure loss per unit of duct length (friction rate) 
throughout the distribution system.50 The modified equal friction method produces distribution 
systems that are closer in balance.51 It aims to make the pressure loss in each duct branch the 
same by increasing the friction rates of duct branches with low pressure loss. Pressure losses 
arise from: inner wall surface friction; components such as elbows, takeoffs, and registers; 
diffusers; and flow transitions in entering and leaving the HVAC unit (the system effect). Fan 
speed is selected to provide the desired supply flow-rate plus overcome pressure losses. 
Balancing dampers are installed in duct lengths with low pressure loss to balance the distribution 
system. 
 Duct size is usually selected using a slide rule or ductulator. Given the air flow-rate and friction 
loss per metre of duct, the slide rule suggests a suitable interior duct size of a smooth duct and 
the corresponding section air velocity, which indicates the potential for noise. Sizes are adjusted 
if lined ducts with higher friction rates are used instead of smooth ducts. Typical duct friction 
rates in commercial buildings are 1.0Pa/m. Increasing the duct size by 15 percent will increase 
the duct cost by 15 percent but will also reduce the friction rate by 50 percent, reduce pressure 
drop contributed by ducts by 50 percent, reduce overall pressure drop in the distribution system 
to the order of 40 percent when diffuser losses are included, and reduce fan energy consumption 
to the order of 15-20 percent. 
 Duct layout and fittings have a significant impact on pressure loss and cost, which can be 
minimised by:52  
 Favouring straight ducts, which have lower pressure losses and lower cost than duct turns 
and fittings. 
 Using round spiral ducts, which have lower pressure loss and lower cost, and are easier to 
install than ducts with longitudinal joints. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3.2. Comparing pressure drop across various square elbow designs 
Source: Architectural Energy Corporation53 
 Using radius or section elbows for all turns greater than 45 degrees, which have similar 
pressure loss and lower cost than square elbows with turning vanes (square elbows with 
turning vanes are used where radius elbows will not fit). Single thickness turning vanes have 
lower pressure loss than airfoil. Figure 2.3.2 compares the relative pressure loss of square 
elbows with turning vanes against other square elbows designs. 
                                                 
50 ACCA (1990) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 49. 
Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
51 Ibid, pp 49-50. 
52 CEE (2001) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 50-51. 
Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
53 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 13. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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 Using smooth wye (‘Y’) branch fittings, which have lower entrance pressure losses than right 
angle fittings. 
 Avoiding turns immediately before a supply or return air register - which reduces pressure 
loss and improves diffuser performance. 
 Having at least half a metre of straight duct between the unit and the first turn, to allow a 
streamline flow. This helps to minimise noise and improve performance. 
 Favouring metal ducts over flex ducts (which have a pressure drop more than 60 percent). 
 Keeping flex duct runs to a maximum length of 2m to maintain an acceptable pressure drop. 
 Keeping long flex duct runs fully extended using supports at least 5cm wide at 1.5m intervals. 
Reduced flex duct extension increases pressure loss, as in Figure 2.3.3 (c).  
 Using flex duct bend radii at least equal to the duct diameter, which avoids kinking, as in 
Figure 2.3.3 (a). 
 
           
(a)      (b)                (c) 
Figure 2.3.3. (a) Appropriate flex duct bend configuration; (b) Kinked flex duct bend; (c) Relationship 
between duct extension and pressure loss 
Source: ADC (1996);54 ASHRAE (2001)55 
 
 Duct sealing prevents supply air being lost upstream of the end-use, which reduces energy 
consumption by reducing the required ventilation capacity, reducing the required unit capacity 
and preventing undesirable heat transfer. The maximum acceptable leakage rate for the entire 
distribution system is 6 percent at an air pressure of 25Pa.56 
 Duct insulation prevents undesirable heat transfer, which reduces energy consumption by 
reducing the required unit capacity. Most existing air distribution systems use 2.5 cm, R-0.75 
insulation. Increasing the insulation to 5cm, R1.5 is cost effective for ducts outside of the air-
                                                 
54 ADC (1996) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 52. 
Available at www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
55 ASHRAE (2001) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 53. 
Available at www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
56 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 12. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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conditioned space, such as attics and outdoors,57 and is required as a minimum for combined 
refrigeration, heating and cooling systems under the Building Code of Australia (Section J). Duct 
wrap insulation is applied to the outer surface of the duct and is preferable to lined duct, which 
insulates the inner surface but also increases friction. 
g. HVAC Unit Location 
The location of a HVAC unit can affect its operating efficiency, reliability and serviceability. Optimal 
location minimises duct lengths, hides the unit from view, allows sufficient air flow around the unit, 
avoids excessively high temperatures around the unit, provides service access for removing panels 
and doors without interference, avoids having air taken in from the system outlet,58 and avoids 
acoustic and vibration disturbance in occupied spaces.59 
 Separate units for different occupancy regions: Many commercial buildings, including hospitals, 
schools and factories, have separate regions that require air-conditioning for either 8 hours or 24 
hours per day;  5, 6 or 7 days per week. Separate HVAC systems can be used for each area so 
that it can be turned off after hours. 
 Substitute technologies for local air conditioning: Radiant heaters can be used for localised ‘spot’ 
heating. Radiant heaters typically consume about 50 percent of the energy consumed by forced 
convection technologies, such as HVAC, because they do not heat the air. Care is required in 
operating radiant heaters as the can be a fire hazard. Heat pumps can be used to collect heat for 
heating or in reverse operation to remove heat for cooling. They can reduce electricity 
consumption for heating by up to 80 percent. 
Step 2: HVAC Sizing and Selection 
New HVAC unit sizing and selection: If upgrading the HVAC system, or needing to choose a new 
HVAC system as part of a design of a new building, the next step is to select the right type and size 
of HVAC system. The Australian Greenhouse Office provides a succinct training program outlining 
the different options for HVAC systems and where they generally work best. Selecting the right type 
and design for an HVAC system depends on the size and design of the building, the heating and 
cooling requirements, and the climate exterior to the building. These factors determine the calculated 
sensible and latent HVAC loads and supply air flow-rate. 
a. HVAC Unit Sizing 
Many HVAC systems are oversized and hence inefficient because designers have failed to consider 
all the factors outlined in Steps 1 and 2. Figure 2.3.4 compares a right-sized system that runs at 60 
percent duty cycle with an oversized system that runs at 30 percent duty cycle. Every time any 
system is turned on, there is a fixed start-up period during which the system is consuming maximum 
energy but providing sub-maximal heating or cooling.60  
 
                                                 
57 PG&E (2003) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 57. 
Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
58 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 19. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
59 ACCA (1990) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 58. 
Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
60 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 31-32. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Figure 2.3.4. Comparing start-up periods and duty cycles of right-sized (top) and oversized 
(bottom) HVAC systems 
Source: Jacobs, P. (2003)61 
Oversized systems also have reduced reliability due to the need to frequently turn them on and off, 
and their poor humidity control, oversized distribution systems, and excessive capital cost.62 There 
are multiple methods of calculating HVAC loads for commercial buildings, including simple ‘rule of 
thumb’ methods based on floor area, manual calculation methods, and computer calculation 
methods,63 all of which make assumptions. Energy efficient HVAC systems are right-sized using 
reasonable assumptions, including:64 
 Energy efficiency measures can be applied throughout the HVAC system and its management, 
and throughout the building. Most building-level energy efficiency measures (see Lecture 2.2) 
reduce HVAC load, thus it is reasonable to assume that the HVAC load is reduced subject to 
specific energy efficiency measures. 
 Plug loads are from equipment such as computers, copiers and printers. Typically, these items of 
equipment are operating at a fraction of the nameplate (maximum) load and are not in operation 
simultaneously. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the plug load is about 20 percent of the 
maximum plug load, or measure the actual running power using a plug-in power meter.  
 Ventilation air is required for good air quality in all occupied spaces, but can be a source of 
undesirable heat transfer. Occupants themselves also introduce heat and thus contribute to the 
cooling load. Typically, these spaces have occupancy substantially lower than maximal or than 
suggested in building codes. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the ventilation air volume is 
that which is suitable for the anticipated occupancy and consistent with Standards. 
 Diversity Factor. Consider whether all areas served by the HVAC system will experience 
maximum load at the same time.  
                                                 
61 Ibid, p. 31. 
62 Ibid, p. 27. 
63 Ibid, p. 27. 
64 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, pp 7-8. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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 Conservative assumptions are used in the sizing methods so an additional safety factor is 
usually redundant. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the right-sized system is the first size 
above the calculated load. 
b. HVAC Selection 
Once the HVAC load has been calculated, the appropriate HVAC unit can be selected. There are 
several considerations in selecting a HVAC unit:65 
 Matching the unit capacity with the calculated sensible (dry) and latent (humid) HVAC loads are 
the main consideration. Energy efficient units usually have lower latent capacity than standard 
efficiency units, and energy efficient buildings usually have lower sensible loads than standard 
buildings.  
 Supply air flow-rate of a unit is proportional to its sensible air-conditioning capacity. Most units 
have a nominal supply flow-rate of 18 l/s per kW(R), which is suitable in relatively moderate to 
very humid climates. In drier climates, where latent loads are usually lower, units that have a 
higher flow rate, and hence higher sensible cooling capacity is preferable. These units can also 
be smaller because they do not need to provide as much latent air-conditioning capacity. 
 Energy efficient units are usually more cost effective in the long term. There are, however, some 
cases where the standard efficiency models are also cost competitive. An example is where a 
standard efficiency unit is optimised for efficient part-load operation and environmental conditions 
vary, as in a temperate climate. Energy efficient HVAC units are up to 30 percent more efficient 
than standard efficiency units and are available in most size ranges.66 Energy efficient units differ 
from standard efficiency units in several ways: they typically incorporate larger condenser and 
evaporator coils, efficient compressors, enhanced insulation, and thermostatic expansion 
valves.67 Thermostatic expansion valves make units more tolerant to variations in refrigerant 
charge.68 Some units also use electronic ignition devices rather than gas-burning pilot 
equipment.69  
Case Study: Energy Efficient Air-Conditioning 
Professor Luxton, from the University of Adelaide, has developed a more energy efficient HVAC 
system that is 30 percent more efficient than traditional HVAC systems. Luxton’s new HVAC system 
changes one of the fundamental design aspects of HVAC systems. As Amory Lovins writes, ‘One 
might suppose that these air-conditioning systems' design has been pretty well perfected over the 
past 70-odd years. Well, not exactly. In fact, one of their most basic design assumptions turned out 
to be fallacious. In the 1980s, Professor Sam Luxton, a mechanical engineer at the University of 
Adelaide in South Australia, and his colleagues became curious about how air actually gets cooled 
and dried by being blown through a cooling coil. The traditional cooling coil consists of many closely 
spaced sheets of copper, penetrated by tubes that weave back and forth carrying chilled water. 
Textbooks following 1921 laboratory findings by air-conditioning's inventor, Willis Carrier, say that 
                                                 
65 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 34-36. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
66 Ibid, p 33. 
67 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 8. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
68 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p. 38. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
69 Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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the airflow is turbulent, full of puffs and eddies, and that as the air cools, the water condenses in a 
thin film. Luxton's group built a special wind tunnel to check. Actually the airflow was almost 
completely smooth (laminar).’ 
Lovins continues, (using this result) ―Luxton realized that it would make more sense to turn the coil 
around sideways: to make it shallow instead of deep, space the plates widely instead of closely, and 
above all, move the air through it slowly and the coolant quickly, rather than the other way around. 
Why? First, because it takes hundreds of times less energy to move water (per unit of heat 
transferred) than to move air. Second, because slow airflow leaves the little droplets to bulge out 
from the plates, extending the surface area over which heat transfer can occur. Blow too fast and 
you smear out the droplets into a film. Blow harder and you blow them away, eliminating their 
advantage he pressure drop from forcing air through the redesigned coil drops by 95%. This 
decreases fan size, capital cost, and noise. Dehumidification per unit of cooling improves by nearly 
one-third. The coil costs the same, but the smaller fan costs less, so total capital cost goes 
down…This redesign into a ‘low-face-velocity/high-coolant-velocity’ coil sounds simple and obvious 
enough, but its effect is profound.”  
Professor Sam Luxton and former PhD student Vladimir Petrovic, have commercialised their insights 
in HVAC systems. Their company, Dadanco Pty Ltd,70 has installed air-conditioning equipment 
throughout Australia and in the UK, the US, Singapore, Sri Lanka, India and New Zealand. These 
systems are able to cut power bills by 30 percent while at the same time reducing noise levels.71  
Their story is a good case study of the evolution of more efficient air-conditioning systems over the 
last two decades.  
This new cooling-coil design from Professor Luxton and Dr Petrovic is an important innovation that 
has enabled Eng Lock Lee, an energy efficiency expert from Singapore, to bring together further 
innovations to reduce by 70 percent or more the energy needed to air-condition big buildings and 
electronics factories in Singapore. Together, these innovations let him air-condition big buildings and 
electronics factories in some of the world's muggiest climates – Singapore has 84 percent relative 
humidity year-round, using about one-half the normal amount of air-conditioning energy: 0.17 kW of 
electricity per kW of cooling for the entire system compared to the local norm of about 0.33, i.e. 
overall coefficient of performance (COP) increased from 3 to 6. 
Step 3: Commissioning 
Commissioning72 is a quality assurance process for the operation of the HVAC system (and the 
entire building). Commissioning ensures HVAC systems operate as energy efficiently as intended, 
but is often not performed thoroughly due to a dilution of skills within the controls industry, a degree 
of complacency within the construction industry, and the perception that energy efficiency is too 
costly to implement. The consequences of inadequate commissioning includes substantially 
increased energy consumption, substantially increased operating costs, reduced HVAC system life, 
and increased component failures. 
Commissioning is integrated into the entire development process – design, construction, testing, 
post-occupancy and handover. The post-occupancy commissioning phase is usually performed over 
                                                 
70 See Dadanco - Company Profile at http://www.dadanco.com.au/comp_overview.html. Accessed 25 September 2007.  
71 Dadanco (2000) ‘Small Changes Mean Big Gains’, Press Release, Dadanco. Available at 
http://www.dadanco.com.au/press/press1.html. Accessed 25 September 2007.     
72 Penny, J. (2004) ‘Commissioning controls for energy efficiency’, EcoLibruim, July 2004, pp 21-24. Available at 
http://www.airah.org.au/downloads/2004-07-02.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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a 12-month period and provides an opportunity to test and adjust the HVAC system over a range of 
operating loads, especially the most common load for building. 
Step 4: Ongoing Maintenance 
Thorough maintenance procedures assist in maintaining HVAC system energy efficiency, 
maintaining occupant comfort, maximising equipment life and minimising component failures. Table 
2.3.1 indicates some important components of maintenance procedures. 
Table 2.3.1: Important maintenance procedure for HVAC systems 
HVAC component to inspect 
Potential 
issue 
Corrective 
action 
Result of good maintenance 
Refrigerant 
Incorrect 
charge 
Adjust 
Maintains accurate supply 
temperature 
Heat transfer surfaces: heating 
elements, controls, fans, heat 
exchanger surfaces, condenser coils 
Fouling 
and dirt 
Damage 
Clean 
 
Repair 
Maximises desirable heat transfer 
Economy cooling dampers 
Do not fully 
close 
Adjust 
Prevents undesirable heat transfer 
and humidity 
Fan belts 
Incorrect 
tension 
Wear 
Adjust 
 
Replace 
Maximises transmission efficiency, 
prevents imbalances that can 
increase wear and friction in 
bearings 
Fan blades Dirt Clean 
Prevents imbalances that can 
increase wear and friction in 
bearings 
Filters: air filters Dirt 
Clean or 
replace 
Maximises the filter efficiency, 
prevents pressure loss 
Fluid channels: duct runs, duct joints, 
pipes, flexible connections, filter 
sections 
Leaks and 
damage 
Repair or 
replace 
Prevents pressure loss, prevents 
undesirable heat transfer, prevents 
internal dirt 
Thermal insulation: duct wrap, lined 
ducts, wall insulation 
Damage or 
moisture 
Repair or 
replace 
Prevents undesirable heat transfer 
Acoustic wall insulation 
Damage or 
moisture 
Repair or 
replace 
Prevents undesirable noise 
transmission 
Control, electronic and pneumatic 
devices: thermostats, damper controls, 
static pressure sensors, enthalpy 
sensors, fan-coil unit control valves 
Inaccuracy Recalibrate 
Maintains correct set-points, 
prevents unusual HVAC system 
behaviour 
Electrical wiring and connections Damage 
Repair or 
replace 
Maintains electrical communication, 
prevents unusual HVAC system 
behaviour 
Electrical components: motors, controls, 
sensors 
Incorrect 
voltage 
Adjust or 
recalibrate 
Maximises operation at peak 
efficiency, prevents damage 
Source: Jacobs, P. (2003) and Sustainability Victoria (2006)73 
                                                 
73 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 73-74. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007; Sustainability Victoria (2006) HVAC Tips 
(Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Sustainability Victoria. Available at 
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An essential element in maintenance is to have a maintenance specification, to detail the tasks, 
observations, measurements and recordings that the maintenance contractor is required to perform. 
Otherwise, there is a tendency to only look in the plant room, and not to look at essential 
components in the air-conditioned space, such as thermostats. Without a specification, there is no 
way of tendering maintenance services and comparing responses.  A schedule of measurements 
and observations helps the superintending engineer to assess the condition and efficiency of the air-
conditioning system.  
 Noise. Noise in a distribution system is a sign that there is inefficiency. Noise from a HVAC 
system is mainly from turbulent air in the distribution system and from the HVAC unit. Excessive 
noise can reduce occupant productivity.74 Noise can be minimised by: reducing the pressure 
drop in the distribution system; reducing fan speed (see Distribution Systems); reducing the duct 
friction rates; using spiral round ducts to reduce the ‘drum effect’ from duct vibration; avoiding 
directly straight ducts between the HVAC unit and the diffuser; using diffusers that meet noise 
requirements for the space served; providing sufficient straight duct run before the diffusers; 
avoiding line-of-sight location of diffusers serving different spaces to prevent noise transmission 
between the spaces (‘cross talk’); and locating the HVAC unit away from occupied spaces or 
using acoustic insulation and vibration isolation on the walls of the unit room.75 
 Metering and Monitoring. Metering and monitoring is essential in order to ensure that the benefits 
of good design intentions and retrofits are not whittled away. Systems are now available which 
automatically record and communicate energy consumption, e.g. through the building automation 
system, or systems such as www.eco-tracker.com. Monitoring of maintenance contractor 
observations and recording (see above) will also help to safeguard energy efficiency and 
equipment.  
Conclusion  
There are substantial opportunities for reducing energy consumption and costs in HVAC systems 
while improving indoor comfort and environmental quality. A study by the California Energy 
Commission76 reviewed the operation of 75 buildings and 215 roof top HVAC units in California, 
which has a temperate climate. The review identified several issues with HVAC systems that 
increase energy consumption, including: improper refrigerant charge; low airflow; fans that cycle on 
and off rather than providing continuous ventilation air; fans running during unoccupied periods; 
simultaneous heating and cooling; and inadequate ventilation air (see Figure 2.3.5).  
Another study by Proctor et al77 reviewed 350 small commercial HVAC systems in Sacramento, 
California. The review revealed that the distribution systems of 85 percent of the HVAC systems 
leaked an average of more than 35 percent of the total air volume. The additional energy 
consumption required to re-supply the leaked air is almost 20 percent of cooling energy. Hence by 
using the insights outlined in this lecture significant energy efficiency savings will be possible in most 
existing buildings and all new buildings currently on the designers’ drawing boards.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                     
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=46. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
74 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 13. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
75 ACCA (1990) cited in Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, pp 57-
58. Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
76 Architectural Energy Corporation (n.d.) Design Brief: Integrated Design for Small Commercial HVAC, Energy Design Resources, p 2. 
Available at http://www.energydesignresources.com/docs/db-03-hvac.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
77 Ibid, p 12.  
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Figure 2.3.5. Frequency of issues with HVAC units that increase energy consumption and 
corresponding impact on annual energy 
Source: Jacobs, P. (2003)78 
                                                 
78 Jacobs, P. (2003) Small HVAC System Design Guide: Design Guidelines, California Energy Commission, p 7. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-11-17_500-03-082_A-12.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 3: ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL USERS 
 
LECTURE 3.1: OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY 
OF MOTOR SYSTEMS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Industrial Users 
 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor 
Systems5 
The key to making motor systems more efficient and economical is to take advantage of 
high-performance technologies and the synergism among the various system components.  
Nadel, S. et al, 20026 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to review the energy efficiency opportunities in motors systems. Lecture 3.1 
covers key components of design, operation and maintenance. A clear understanding of energy 
efficiency opportunities will assist engineers and other students of these modules to realise potential 
energy efficiency improvements in their motor and similar systems. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page   10 pp 
1. Xenergy Inc. (2002) United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market 
Opportunities Assessment, US Department of Energy, USA. Available at 
www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/tech_deployment/pdfs/mtrmkt.pdf. 
Accessed 13 October 2012. 
pp 7-8, 
57-71 
2. UK Carbon Trust (2007) Motors and Drives. Available At. 
www.pwtag.org/Motors%20and%20drives%20Carbon%20Trust.pdf. Accessed 
13 October 2012. 
 
3. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Motors 
and Motor Systems’. Developed by Geoff Andrews and Dr Michael Smith 
(ANU). DRET EEX. Available at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/motors/. 
Accessed 16 October 2012. 
 
4. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Pumps 
and Fans’. Developed by Geoff Andrews and Dr Michael Smith (ANU).DRET 
EEX. Available at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/pumps-and-fans-2/. Accessed 
16 October 2012. 
 
5. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – 
Compressed Air’. Developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU).DRET EEX. Available 
at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/compressed-air-2/. Accessed 16 October 
2012. 
 
 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd and Glenn Platt – CSIRO. 
6 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Learning Points 
1. Estimates indicate that, in many processes, electric motor system energy efficiency can 
potentially be improved by 30-60 percent.7 Energy transfer through the component systems are 
in series upstream to downstream. That is, energy is transferred from the electricity source in the 
following order: 1) to the electrical power transmission system, 2) to the power control system, 3) 
to the electric motor, 4) to the mechanical power transmission system, 5) to the driven system, 6) 
to the fluid distribution system, and finally 7) to the end use. 
2. Load management: Motor system energy efficiency can be improved by implementing a load 
management strategy for bringing online and taking offline the right-sized motor systems to 
match loads. Control technologies assist good load management. 
3. Premium efficiency motors are 2-10 percent more efficient than standard efficiency motors8 and 
have a 10–30 percent higher capital cost.9 The results indicate that it is generally cost-effective to 
invest in premium efficiency motors rather than standard efficiency motors. Since the operating 
energy cost for an average electric motor is 50-100 times the capital cost over 10-25 years,10 
premium efficiency motors are far more economical than standard efficiency motors over the 
long term. 
4. Electric motor design: Premium efficiency motors are designed to minimise power transmission 
losses from electrical input to mechanical output. The three types of losses that occur in electric 
motor are fixed losses, load losses and stray losses.11 
5. Load matching: Motor operating efficiency is improved by matching the motor size and speed to 
the load. Given that motors have a high operating energy cost, it is important to investigate 
options for using right-sized motors that operate near peak efficiency. Motor energy consumption 
increases with the cube of operating speed.12 Thus, energy consumption can be minimised by 
using motors that provide the correct speed for the application. 
6. Control systems: In practice, motor system loads are not constant. The consequences of not 
matching the motor system to the load include inefficient operation, reduced service life and 
poorer quality service delivery. Control systems efficiently adjust the motor speed and torque to 
match the load. The most popular control systems are variable speed drives (AC drives) for AC 
motors and DC drives for DC motors. 
7. Driven systems: Typical driven systems include pumps, fans, compressors and conveyors. 
Driven system operating efficiency varies widely in a range lower than that for electric motors.13 
Simply load-matching a driven system can improve its operating efficiency by up to 50 percent.14 
                                                          
7 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
8 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
9 Ibid; Sustainability Victoria (2006) High Efficient AC Motors FactSheet, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=45. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
10 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Introduction: setting the scene, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007; 
11 Sustainability Victoria (2006) High Efficient AC Motors FactSheet, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=45. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
12 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
13 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System., AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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8. Power transmission: The two main power transmissions in a motor system are by wire from the 
electricity supply to the motor and by mechanical coupling from the motor to the driven system. 
Larger wires provide less electrical resistance and hence are more efficient. Mechanical coupling 
is usually by belts, gears and chains. Where cost effective, direct drive, or gears and chains, 
which mesh with near 100 percent efficiency, are favourable over belts which couple with smooth 
pulleys.15 
9. Fluid distribution systems: Fluid distribution systems either pipe, plumbing or duct systems, are 
typically undersized and over-complicated. Large, short, straight channels improve distribution 
efficiency. Repairing leaks is one of the most cost-effective maintenance tasks because energy 
reductions in the distribution system compound with efficiencies of upstream systems. 
10. Other strategies to help ensure motor systems run efficiently include: 
- Commissioning: Comprehensive motor system commissioning16 has several benefits 
including prolonged service life, reduced downtime, reduced maintenance costs, reduced 
operating costs, and improved safety. 
- Maintenance: Comprehensive motor system maintenance has several benefits including 
improved operating efficiency, improved reliability, prolonged service life, reduced operating 
and replacement costs17 and reduced breakdowns and downtime.18  
- Repair and replacement: Failed or failing electric motors can be either repaired or replaced. 
Many motors are repaired several times before being replaced.19 The decision on whether to 
repair or replace is mainly based on the lifecycle cost of either option. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
14 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
15 Ibid 
16 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Commissioning, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r3.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
17 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Motor and system maintenance and operation, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r4.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
18 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Maintenance management systems: plant inventory and records, AGO, 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r7.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
19 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
Electric motors convert electrical power into mechanical rotational power. In most industrial 
applications, electric motors are used to move fluid by driving a pump, fan, or compressor, or to drive 
a conveyor. A motor system incorporates an electric motor, a power control system, a driven system, 
power transmission system and, where fluid is moved, a fluid distribution system. The energy 
efficiency of the motor system is determined by the efficiency of these components plus the design 
quality, the installation quality and the maintenance quality.20 
High quality electric motors can operate at 90 percent energy efficiency non-stop for decades if well 
maintained. This efficiency and reliability is a major reason for using them to provide more than 80 
percent of non-vehicular rotational power in the United States.21 In Australia, electric motors 
contribute a significant percentage of electricity consumption by industry.22 This consumption 
equates to almost AU$3 billion annually and 37 million tons of carbon dioxide.  
Estimates indicate that, in many processes, motor system energy efficiency can potentially be 
improved by 30-60 percent.23 This estimate is consistent with findings of a 2002 United States 
program, the United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market Opportunities Assessment,24 
that has improved motor system efficiency by an average of 33 percent and as much as 59 percent. 
Some 62 percent of these reductions were from improving pumps, fans, and air compressors. 
Additional estimates indicate that electric motor efficiency can be improved 10-25 percent by using 
right-sized premium motors and incorporating motor management,25 and that maintenance can 
contribute a further 10-15 percent to motor system efficiency improvement.26  
In Australia, every one percent improvement in motor system efficiency prevents the use of about 
400,000MWh of electricity and the release of 400,000 tons of greenhouse gas emissions – the 
equivalent of taking 9000 cars off the road.27 Table 3.1.1 itemises the efficiency measures that were 
applied to typical motor-pump, fan and compressor systems in the US to achieve a 15 percent 
efficiency improvement. These efficiency measures are also relevant to Australian industry. 
                                                          
20 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available atwww.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
21 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
22 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Motor Selector Software, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/motorselector/m2.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
23 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
24 Xenergy, Inc. (2002) United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market Opportunities Assessment, US Department of Energy, USA. 
pp. 7-8. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/pdfs/mtrmkt.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007 
25 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Introduction: setting the scene, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
26 Electrical Power Research Institute cited in Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Motor and system maintenance 
and operation, AGO, Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r4.html. Accessed 14 April 2007 
27 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Introduction: setting the scene, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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Table 3.1.1: Itemised summary of potential efficiency improvements (US Figures)  
Energy efficiency measure  
Efficiency improvement 
(GWh/Year) 
Midrange efficiency 
improvement (GWh % of) 
Low Midrange High 
Motor 
System 
Specific 
system 
Premium efficiency motors      
Upgrade all integral AC motors to 
EPAct Levels 
- 13,043 - 2.3% - 
Upgrade all integral AC motors to 
CEE Levels  
- 6,756 - 1.2% - 
Improve Rewind Practices  - 4,778 - 0.8% - 
Premium efficiency motors total - 24,577 - 4.3% - 
Load matching/ efficient systems       
Correct motor oversizing  6,786 6,786 6,786 1.2%  
Pump Systems:      
System Efficiency Improvements  8,975 13,698 19,106 2.4% 9.6% 
Speed Controls  6,421 14,982 19,263 2.6% 10.5% 
Subtotal  15,396 28,681 38,369 5.0% 20.1% 
Fan Systems:      
System Efficiency Improvements  1,378 2,755 3,897 0.5% 3.5% 
Speed Controls  787 1,575 2,362 0.3% 2.0% 
Subtotal 2,165 4,330 6,259 0.8% 5.5% 
Compressed Air Systems:      
System Efficiency Improvements  8,559 13,248 16,343 2.3% 14.6% 
Speed Controls  1,366 2,276 3,642 0.4% 2.5% 
Subtotal 9,924 15,524 19,985 2.7% 17.1% 
Specialized Systems:      
Subtotal  2,630 5,259 7,889 0.9% 2.0% 
Load matching/ efficient systems total 36,901 60,579 79,288 10.5%  
Total Potential Savings (GWh/Year) 61,478 85,157 103,865 14.8%  
Source: Xenergy (2002)28 
                                                          
28 Xenergy, Inc. (2002) United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market Opportunities Assessment, US Department of Energy, USA, 
p 56. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/pdfs/mtrmkt.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Motor system efficiency programs, such as the United States program mentioned above, have 
demonstrated good improvements. Nadel et al describe how these programs can be made even 
more effective:29 
...the programs for increasing drivepower [motor system] efficiency need to be broader in 
scope. Most drivepower efficiency programs have focused only on efficient motors instead of 
on the entire motor-decision process. A good program would address repair versus replace 
decisions, the implementation of life-cycle analysis of new motor purchase decisions, and the 
importance of demanding quality motor repairs. 
Improved motor repair practices have long been identified as significant opportunities for 
energy efficiency. Unfortunately, we have only begun to see the first, tentative steps toward 
implementing programs to realize these savings... 
A number of programs were motivated by the opportunity created by ASDs [adjustable speed 
drives or variable speed drives], and have attempted to focus on motor-driven systems, 
particularly fan, pump, and compressed air systems... the largest opportunities for cost-
effective saving are in improved optimization of these systems... 
...most programs have ignored other efficiency-related topics, such as motor sizing, 
rewinding, and controls other than ASDs. Few programs that we know of have addressed the 
savings available from electrical tune-ups, better selection and maintenance of drivetrains 
and bearings, better system monitoring, and the upsizing of distribution wires in new 
installations. While the savings from these measures may appear incremental, they are 
frequently among the most cost-effective, and they also offer significant non-energy benefits 
in the form of improved reliability and productivity. 
Taking a ‘Whole System Design’ Approach 
The remainder of this lecture describes potential energy efficiency improvements for the component 
systems of a motor system. It is important to note that all efficiency improvements in a system amass 
to an improvement greater than the sum of the individual improvements. In the case of a motor 
system, energy transfer through the component systems are in series, upstream to downstream. 
That is, energy is transferred from the electricity source to 1) the electrical power transmission 
system, 2) the power control system, 3) the electric motor, 4) the mechanical power transmission 
system, 5) the driven system, 6) the fluid distribution system, and finally 7) to the end-use. Reducing 
end-use load by 5 percent will also reduce the load on every component system upstream (the 
whole motor system) by 5 percent. Also, improving the efficiency of the fluid distribution system by 5 
percent will not affect the downstream end-use load, but will reduce the load on every component 
system upstream by a further 5 percent. Continuing efficiency improvements upstream, each 
increment compounds with the previous increments. The result is that instead of consuming 95 
percent of the energy that a standard motor system would consume, the efficient motor system (with 
six efficient component subsystems in series) consumes only 74 percent (=0.956) of the energy. For 
systems with component subsystems in series, a downstream to upstream sequence is optimal for 
enabling efficiency improvements. (Note that, in this lecture, component systems are presented in an 
upstream to downstream sequence.) 
 
                                                          
29 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Load Management 
Every industrial site has many electric motor; often hundreds. Since motors consume large quantities 
of energy, eliminating even a few can have a substantial impact on consumption. Onsite applications 
for motors can vary as often as daily and there is temptation to assign every motor to an application 
just so that investments are not sitting idle. However, having fewer motors operating at higher loads 
is generally more energy efficient than having all motors operating at lower loads. A load 
management strategy for bringing online and taking offline the appropriate motors to match the loads 
can greatly increase energy efficiency. Informed motor selection is assisted by a comprehensive 
inventory of available motors, their performance specifications and their performance history.30 
Control technologies31 assist good load management by taking motors offline when their services are 
not required. Control technologies are usually cost-effective and include: 
- calendar time switches, which prevent motors from starting up on public holidays and RDO’s 
- level float switches, which control pumps that would otherwise be running continuously 
- thermostats, which allow chilled water pumps to operate only in warm weather 
Premium Efficiency Electric Motors 
The operating energy cost for an average electric motor has been estimated at 50-100 times the 
capital cost over 10-25 years32 (see Figure 3.1.1) and can be as high as ten times the capital cost 
annually.33 Thus, there is clear value in considering operating energy costs when selecting motors 
for purchase or for a particular application. 
 
Figure 3.1.1. Comparing electric motor capital costs with operating energy costs. 
Source: Australian Greenhouse Office (2003)34 
                                                          
30 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Motor repair and replacement, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r5.html. Accessed 14 April 2007., 
31 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Auto, p 46. 
32 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Introduction: setting the scene, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
33 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/motorselector/m2.html. Accessed 14 April 2007; Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor 
Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, 
USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
34 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Introduction: setting the scene, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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Premium efficiency motors are 2-10 percent more efficient than standard efficiency motors, with 
smaller motors at the high end of this range and larger motors at the low end.35 Premium efficiency 
motors have capital cost of 10–30 percent more mainly due to higher quality materials36 and higher 
tolerance manufacturing (see Electric Motor Design). Table 3.1.2 compares the ten-year life cycle 
cost of a AUD$1000 standard efficiency motor with that of the equivalent worst and best case (based 
on efficiency and capital cost ranges) premium efficiency motors. The results indicate that it is 
generally cost-effective to invest in premium efficiency motors rather than standard efficiency motors.  
Table 3.1.2: Comparing the ten-year life cycle cost of a AUD$1000 standard efficiency motor with 
that of the equivalent worst and best case premium efficiency motors 
 Standard 
Efficiency Motor 
Premium Efficiency 
Motor (worst) 
Premium Efficiency 
Motor (best) 
Capital cost $1000 $1300 (+30%) $1100 (+10%) 
Operating cost $50,000 $49,000 (-2%) $45,000 (-10%) 
Total Cost over Life $51,000 $50,300 $46,100 
Payback Period – 3 years 73 days 
Source: Compiled by The Natural Edge Project (TNEP) 
While simple analysis was used to create Table 3.1.2, it is noted that life cycle costs of motors are 
better determined by incorporating the ’time value of money’, which has significant influence over ten 
years.37 Additional benefits of premium efficiency motors over standard efficiency motors are that 
they are more reliable, have a longer service life and are less sensitive to voltage and load 
fluctuations.38 
Electric Motor Design 
Premium efficiency motors are designed to minimise power transmission losses from electrical input 
to mechanical output. The three types of losses that occur in electric motors are fixed losses, load 
losses and stray losses.39 
Fixed Losses 
Fixed losses include: ‘core loss’ – which contributes to about 25 percent of the total losses; and 
‘windage and friction loss’ – which contributes to about five percent of the total losses. Core loss is 
comprised of hysteresis and eddy current loss due to the magnetic materials. Hysteresis is reduced 
by using high quality steel laminations and eddy current loss is reduced by using thinner laminations. 
Core loss is reduced by lengthening the core to reduce the required flux density.  
                                                          
35 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
36Ibid. 
37 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/motorselector/m2.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
38 Sustainability Victoria (2006) High Efficient AC Motors FactSheet, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=45. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
39 Ibid. 
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Windage and friction loss is from bearing and air friction loss when the rotor is rotating, and can be 
reduced by improved bearing and airflow designs and by reducing other losses so that a smaller fan 
can be used. 
Load Losses 
Load losses include: ‘stator copper loss’ - which contributes to about 35 percent of the total losses; 
and ‘rotor copper loss’ - which contributes to about 25 percent of the total losses. Stator copper loss 
is reduced by increasing stator slots and using larger cross-section conductors. Rotor copper loss is 
reduced by increasing the cross-section of rotor bars and end rings and by improving the quality of 
the joint between the bars and end rings.  
Stray Losses 
Stray load losses, which contribute to about 10 percent of the total losses, are from load-current-
induced leakage flux and increase with the square of the load. Stray load losses are difficult to 
measure and reduce, but most premium motors incorporate higher quality and thinner steel 
laminations in the stator, more copper in the windings, a smaller air gap, reduced fan losses and 
closer machining tolerances. 
Load Matching 
Motor operating efficiency is improved by matching the motor size and speed to the load. Motors are 
oversized in most applications. However, oversized motors operate at part load and hence low 
efficiency. Most motors40 have peak efficiency somewhere between 75 and 100 percent of load. 
Efficiency is near-constant between full load and 50 percent load and then decreases dramatically 
below 50 percent. Given that motors have a high operating energy cost, it is important to investigate 
options for using right-sized motors that operate near peak efficiency. Table 3.1.3 indicates how the 
main motor size concerns that lead to using oversized motors can be alleviated so that right-sized 
motors can be used. The additional capital costs of an oversized motor can instead contribute to the 
additional capital costs of a premium efficiency motor and power control system.  
                                                          
40 Ibid. 
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Table 3.1.3: Alleviating concerns about motor size to use right-sized motors 
Reason for oversized 
motors 
Remedy using right-sized motors 
Insurance against 
motor failure in critical 
processes 
Premium efficiency motors are very reliable and have a long service life. 
Accommodate higher 
start-up loads 
Motors that accommodate short-term overloads are available. These motors have 
service factors of over 1.0 and operate satisfactorily at that load and near peak 
efficiency. A motor with a load factor of 1.15 can operate at 115% load. 
Control systems such as variable speed drives and soft starters assist motors to 
accommodate high start-up loads. 
Accommodate higher 
future loads 
In many applications, the reduced cost of operating a right-sized motor will 
surpass the additional cost of an oversized motor before a higher load needs to be 
accommodated. It is thus more cost effective to purchase a new, larger motor 
if/when required (and perhaps sell the smaller motor). 
Accommodate 
unexpected load 
fluctuations 
Premium efficiency motors are less sensitive to voltage and load fluctuations. 
Motors that accommodate short-term overloads are available. 
Accommodate voltage 
imbalance 
Premium efficiency motors are less sensitive to voltage and load fluctuations. 
Source: Sustainability Victoria (2006)41 
Motor energy consumption increases with the cube of operating speed (i.e. X times X times X).42 
Thus, energy consumption can be minimised by using motors that provide the correct speed for the 
application. The Australian Government has a freely available software program called Motor 
Selector.43 Motor Selector provides a simple way of analysing the complex factors that determine 
whether a motor will provide long-term cost benefits. These factors include purchase price, load 
profile, life cycle costs, plant data, efficiency, financial risk, noise, warranty, tariff and carbon dioxide 
emissions. Motor Selector draws on a database of nearly 1000 motors currently available in 
Australia. 
Control Systems 
In practice, motor system loads are not constant. Start-up and shut-down loads are substantially 
different to nominal loads and operating loads vary with end-use behaviour and transients. The 
consequences of not matching the motor system to the load include inefficient operation, reduced 
service life and poorer quality service delivery. 
...fan-, compressor-, and pump-driven systems moving gaseous or liquid loads may require 
frequent changes in the rate of flow. This is the case for fans and chillers for ventilation and 
cooling of commercial buildings, pumps for hydronic heating and/or cooling systems, fans 
                                                          
41 Ibid. 
42 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007 
43 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Motor Selector Software, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/motorselector/index.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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and feed water pumps for industrial and power plant boilers, and municipal water and 
wastewater pumps.44 
Some motor systems control fluid flow using mechanical restricting devices such as inlet vanes, 
outlet dampers and throttling valves in the driven system or fluid distribution system while the motor 
operates a full load against the restriction.45 It is more energy efficient to use control systems that 
adjust the motor speed and torque to match the load. 
The most popular AC control system is the variable speed drive, an electrical device that controls 
power to the motor thereby reducing energy consumption. Variable speed drive energy consumption 
has been measured46 in industrial applications to be proportional to 2.6 (where  is rotational 
speed), so halving the speed of a given motor and load system will reduce the energy consumption 
to 16 percent (=0.52.6) of the full speed energy consumption. Variable speed drives act as soft 
starters, which prevents overloading and avoids the cost of other starter controllers.47 There are also 
alternative technologies that are better suited to some applications. As Nadal et al. write,48 
Other technologies include microprocessor-based controllers that monitor system variables 
and adjust motor load accordingly, and power-factor controllers that can trim the energy use 
of small motors driving grinders, drills, and other devices that idle at nearly zero loading most 
of the time. There are also application-specific controls such as those that sequence the 
operation of multiple compressors in a compressed air system. 
Other developments enlarge the range of control applications. For instance, advanced 
sensors are allowing ASDs [adjustable speed drives or variable speed drives (VSDs)]  to be 
used in applications (lumber drying kilns, for example) where they previously would not work 
due to limitations in sensing or in matching the response time required by a control loop. 
Electronic advances also are allowing lumber (timber) mills to control cuts better and to mill 
more product from raw stock without increasing energy use. These developments and others 
in the controls area represent the largest slice of the drivepower [motor system] savings pie... 
Driven Systems 
Typical driven systems include pumps, fans, compressors and conveyors. Driven system operating 
efficiency varies widely in a range lower than that for electric motors.49 Simply load-matching a driven 
system can improve its operating efficiency by up to 50 percent.50 There are also several specific 
efficiency measures that can be applied to pump systems, fan systems and compressed air systems, 
as in Table 3.1.4, Table 3.1.5, and Table 3.1.6, respectively. 
                                                          
44 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
45 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007; Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, 
Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and 
Summary. Available at http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
46 Private communication, Genesis Now, 11 Oct 2007 
47 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Automation, p 48. 
48 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
49 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) The Motor System, AGO, Australia. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-
studies/cs_system.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
50 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Table 3.1.4: Energy efficiency opportunities in pump systems. 
Energy efficiency measure for pump systems Improvement Percentage    
(% of motor system) 
Reduce Overall System Requirements   
Equalize flow over production cycle using holding tanks.  10-20% 
Eliminate bypass loops and other unnecessary flows.  10-20% 
Increase piping diameter to reduce friction.  5-20% 
Reduce ’safety margins’ in design system capacity.  5-10% 
Match Pump Size to Load   
Install parallel systems for highly variable loads.  10-50% 
Reduce pump size to better fit load.  15-25% 
Reduce or control pump speed   
Reduce speed for fixed loads: trim impeller, lower gear ratios.  Up to 75% 
Replace throttling valves with speed controls to meet variable loads.  30-80+% 
Improve Pump Components   
Replace typical pump with the most efficient model, or one with an efficient 
operating point better suited to the process flows.  
2-5% plus 10-25% for 
degrading, most likely 2-10% 
Replace belt drives with direct coupling.  Up to 30%51 
Operation and Maintenance   
Replace worn impellers, especially in caustic or semi-solid applications. 
Inspect and repair bearings, lip seals, packings and other mechanical seals. 
1-6% 
Source: Xenergy (2002)52 
 
                                                          
51 Private communication, Genesis Now, 11 Oct 2007 
52 Xenergy, Inc. (2002) United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market Opportunities Assessment, US Department of Energy, USA 
pp 57-58. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/pdfs/mtrmkt.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
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Table 3.1.5: Energy efficiency opportunities in fan systems. 
Energy efficiency measure for FAN systems Improvement(% of motor 
system) 
Reduce Overall System Requirements  
Reduce ‘system effect’ through better inlet and outlet design.  25% 
Reduce fan over-sizing.  1-5% 
Reduce or control fan speed   
Replace inlet or outlet dampers and variable inlet vane with electronic speed 
controls to meet variable loads.  
14-49% 
Improve Fan Components   
Replace Standard V-Belt with Cogged V-Belt.  Up to 8% 
Replace fan with more efficient model.   
Operation and Maintenance   
Improve O&M practices: tighten belts, clean fans, change filters regularly. 2-5% 
Source: Adapted from Xenergy (2002)53 
 
                                                          
53 Ibid. 
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Table 3.1.6: Energy efficiency opportunities in compressed air systems 
Energy efficiency measure for COMPRESSED AIR systems Improvement (% of motor 
system) 
Reduce Overall System Requirements  
Reduce overall system pressure through better system design and better 
ancillary components (filters and dryers).  
4-6% 
Reduce system demand by eliminating poor applications of compressed air.  Up to 20% 
Segment system and provide satellite or booster compressors or storage when 
remote locations have special requirements such as higher pressures, cleaner 
air, or short term high volumes.  
5% 
Improve supply conditions; use outside air.  4-6% 
Match Compressor Size to Load   
Size compressors for efficient trimming.  5% 
Compressor Control   
Install standard part load controls which include automation and storage. 3-7% 
Install microprocessor controls on compressor system.  2-4% 
Use parallel compressors and install multi-unit controls to reduce compressor 
part loading. 
3-33%, most likely 10-16% 
Install VSDs for rotary compressors.  About 10% 
Improve Compressor Components   
Replace older single stage reciprocating compressors and symmetrical screw 
compressors with more efficient model. 
10-20% 
Operation and Maintenance   
Reduce leaks by instituting an ongoing program of system maintenance on 
regulators, quick connect fittings, tubing, pipes and other points of connection.  
2.7-59%, most likely 15-25% 
Improve maintenance on compressor: e.g., valves for reciprocating 
compressors and intercoolers for centrifugal compressors.  
2-5% 
Change compressor filters and point of use filters regularly to reduce pressure 
drops. 
1-6% 
Source: Adapted from Xenergy (2002)54 
                                                          
54 Ibid, pp 59-60.  
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Power Transmission 
High efficiency power transmission is equally as important to a motor system as a premium motor or 
a high efficient driven system. The two main power transmissions in a motor system are from the 
electricity supply to the motor and from the motor to the driven system. Power transmission from 
electricity supply to the motor is by wires. Wires55 are usually sized to code, which is mainly 
concerned with safety issues. Larger wires provide less electrical resistance and hence, are more 
efficient, but also cost more. While wire size must be optimised against both efficiency and cost, 
most current systems would benefit from larger wires. Power transmission from the motor to the 
driven system, when not directly coupled, is by belts, gears or chains. Typically, belts, gears and 
chains56 receive limited installation and maintenance attention and hence can substantially reduce 
the efficiency of the motor system and increase downtime. Where cost effective, gears and chains, 
which mesh with near 100 percent efficiency, are favourable over belts, which couple with smooth 
pulleys. Belts are also more sensitive to tension variations. Loose, worn belts can slip and reduce 
transmission efficiency from 90 percent to 60 percent,57 and tight belts can overload bearings and 
reduce service life. 
Fluid Distribution Systems 
Fluid-moving motor systems have fluid distribution systems; either pipe, plumbing or duct systems. 
Distribution system channels are typically undersized and over-complicated. Small channel 
diameters result in unnecessarily high energy consumption. A major energy loss in distribution 
systems is from wall friction, which decreases with the 5th power of diameter for circular channels 
and proportionally with pipe length. Another major energy loss is from variations in channel cross-
sectional profile, such as contractions, bends, valves and other components. Thus, large, short, 
straight channels improve distribution efficiency. The higher cost of larger channels is offset by 
reduced length and components. While channel size must be optimised against both efficiency and 
cost, most current systems would benefit from larger channels. Additional energy losses in 
distribution systems are from fluid leaks. Fluid leaks are most common at channel section joints and 
around valves and other components. Repairing leaks is one of the most cost-effective maintenance 
tasks because energy reductions in the distribution system improve in a compounding manner with 
efficiencies of upstream systems.  
Other Strategies 
Other actions needed to ensure motor systems are running as efficiently as possible are 
commissioning, good maintenance and repairs/replacement: 
- Comprehensive motor system commissioning58 has several benefits including prolonged service 
life, reduced downtime, reduced maintenance costs, reduced operating costs, and improved 
safety. The Australian Greenhouse Office’s (AGO) Motor Systems web page59 covers the steps 
to complete a comprehensive motor system commission and also provides a checklist that 
anyone can use.  
                                                          
55 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Auto, p 48. 
58 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Commissioning, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r3.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
59 Ibid.  
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- Comprehensive motor system maintenance has several benefits, including improved operating 
efficiency, improved reliability, prolonged service life, reduced operating and replacement costs,60 
reduced breakdowns and downtime, opportunities to log patterns in motor system performance 
to identify potential improvements and predict future expenditures, and opportunities for 
continuous improvement.61 Comprehensive maintenance is comprised of several tasks that are 
outlined on the AGO’s motor systems web page.62 
- Failed or failing electric motors can be either repaired or replaced. Many motors are repaired 
several times before being replaced.63 The decision on whether to repair or replace is mainly 
based on the lifecycle cost of either option. Repairs, which involve rewinding the coil, cost 60-80 
percent of the capital cost of an equivalent new standard efficiency motor64 and may reduce the 
motor efficiency by up to 3 percent.65 
 
                                                          
60 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Motor and system maintenance and operation, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r4.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
61 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Maintenance management systems: plant inventory and records, AGO, 
Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r7.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
62 Australian Greenhouse Office (2003) Reference Manual – Motor and system maintenance and operation, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/reference/r4.html. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
63 Nadel, S. et al (2002) Energy-Efficient Motor Systems: A Handbook on Technology, Program, and Policy Opportunities, (2nd Ed), 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, USA, Chapter 1: Overview and Summary. Available at 
http://www.aceee.org/motors/ch1.pdf. Accessed 18 April 2007. 
64 Sustainability Victoria (2006) High Efficient AC Motors FactSheet, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&r
esourceid=45. Accessed 16 April 2007.. 
65 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Auto, p 47. 
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Optional Reading 
1. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Motors and Motor Systems 
Energy Efficiency Opportunities’. Developed by Geoff Andrews and Dr Michael Smith (ANU). 
DRET EEX. Available at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/motors/opportunities/ Accessed 16 
October 2012. 
2. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Pumps and Fans Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities’’. Developed by Geoff Andrews and Dr Michael Smith (ANU).DRET EEX. 
Available at http://eex.gov.au/technologies/pumps-and-fans-2/opportunities/ Accessed 16 
October 2012. 
3. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Compressed Air Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities’’. Developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU).DRET EEX. Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/technologies/compressed-air-2/opportunities/ Accessed 16 October 2012. 
4. Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (undated) Electric motors: Your Guide to 
Electric Motors Best Practice.  DCCEE Available at http://www.climatechange.gov.au/what-you-
need-to-know/appliances-and-equipment/electric-motors.aspx Accessed 16 October 2012. 
5. US Department of Energy (2007) Best Practice Motors Energy. US DOE Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy Program. Available At  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/motors.html  Accessed 16 October 2012. 
6. Canadian Office of Energy Efficiency (2007) Industry – Electric Motors Available At. 
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/equipment/motors/links.cfm?attr=24  Accessed 16 October 2012. 
7. UK Carbon Trust (2007) Motors and Drives: Introducing Energy Saving Opportunities for 
Business. UK Carbon Trust Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/pages/home.aspx Accessed 16 October 2012. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Industrial Users 
 
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and 
Steam Distribution Systems5 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to cover the key components of design, operation and maintenance for 
boiler and steam distribution systems. A clear understanding of energy efficiency opportunities will 
assist engineers and other students of these modules to realise potential energy efficiency 
improvements in their boiler and similar systems. 
 
Essential Reading 
Reference 
1. Pacific Gas and Electricity Company (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance 
Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA. Available at 
www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/about/edusafety/training/pec/inforesource/gasboilr.pdf. 
Accessed 13 October 2012. 
2. Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, 
Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resources/4/calc
_graph2.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
3. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Process Heat, Boilers 
and Steam Systems’. Developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU). DRET EEX. Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/technologies/process-heating-and-steam-systems/. Accessed 16 October 
2012. 
 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd and Glenn Platt – CSIRO. 
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Learning Points 
1. The basic function in any boiler is to burn fuel and use the heat to boil water and make steam. On 
an average industrial site, boilers can account for 20-60 percent of energy costs6 and represents 
about 35 percent of all potential energy efficiency improvements.7 Without comprehensive 
operations and maintenance management, energy consumption in a boiler can increase by 10-20 
percent.8 
2. Energy transfer through the boiler system is both in series and in closed-loops. That is, energy is 
transferred in series: 1) from the fuel, 2) to the boiler, 3) to the distribution system to the end use; 
and also in closed-loops from both 4) the boiler stack, and 5) the distribution system back to the 
boiler input. 
3. Load management: Boiler energy efficiency can be improved by providing steam only where 
lower temperature water is not suitable,9 and by implementing a load management strategy for 
bringing online and taking offline the right-sized boilers to match loads.10 Control technologies 
assist effective load management.11  
4. Key areas where energy efficiency opportunties exist include:  
- Steam pressure: In designing the boiler, multiple combinations of pipe cost, pipe losses, 
latent heat, fuel requirement and stack losses must be tested to determine the optimal pipe 
size. Typically, the optimal delivered steam pressure is the lowest pressure that meets the 
highest pressure demand.12 
- Fuel selection: Some boilers can operate on a variety of fuels. Favouring fuels such as 
natural gas, waste fuels and biomass can reduce greenhouse gas emissions while improving 
the overall energy efficiency of the plant.  
- Combustion efficiency: Combustion efficiency is maximised by optimising excess air and 
developing combustion uniformity. Both too little13 and too much14 excess air affects boiler 
energy efficiency and levels of pollution emissions. Complete and uniform combustion15 
requires a uniform fuel-air mixture and, in multi-burner boilers, having all burners functioning 
effectively. Analysers and ’oxygen trim’ control systems assist in optimising excess air and 
developing a uniform fuel-air mixture. 
- Tube fouling: Fire-side fouling occurs when soot accumulates on the fire side of the tubes. 
Water-side fouling occurs when chemical compounds in the water accumulate on the water 
                                                          
6 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
7 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
8 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 1. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
9 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
10 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, pp 2-
3. Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
11 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed June 2007. 
12 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA. p8. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
13 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
14 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p6. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
15 Ibid, p 8. 
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side of the tubes (called scaling).16 Accumulated solids act as insulation and prevent heat 
transfer between the fire and water. Soot is removed relatively easily by simple brushing 
using a low- or high-pressure soot blower17 and vacuum cleaner.18 Removing scale is more 
difficult and is usually by mechanical means, acid cleaning or water treatment.19 
- Standby losses: Standby losses are heat losses to the surroundings that occur whenever the 
boiler is online. When the boiler skin temperature is at steady state, standby losses are about 
1.5-2 percent of the rated boiler capacity20 regardless of the load. The effect of standby 
losses can be minimised through load management and good insulation. Insulation prevents 
heat loss to the surroundings hence improving energy efficiency. The first 2.5 cm of insulation 
reduces heat loss by about 90 percent.21 Typically, insulating all surfaces – boiler, process 
vessels, distribution pipes, valves, flanges, fittings and steam traps – that are above 50˚C is 
cost effective.22 
- Leaks: Heat losses occur rapidly through air leaks. Air leaks also interfere with combustion 
analyser readings and control system calculations, and hence may encourage inappropriate 
corrective action that can reduce energy efficiency. Air leaks in the boiler are identified using 
smoke sticks, butane flames or ultrasonic probes.23 Steam leaks occur through faulty valves, 
joints, steam traps,24 pipes and flexible hoses25 and can result in substantial reduction in 
energy efficiency and increase in cost. 
5. Distribution system design: A modular pipe circuit with upstream valves can reduce pipe losses 
by taking offline sections that are not required to distribute steam. Heat loss through pipes is 
proportional to pipe length and can hence be reduced by using short straight pipes. The 
distribution system energy efficiency can also be increased by using energy efficient motor-pump 
systems. 
6. Condensate recovery: Heat transfer from steam forms condensate, which inhibits further heat 
transfer from the steam where required. Steam traps26 are used to remove condensate and 
incondensable gases, such as air, from the distribution system whilst allowing dry steam to pass. 
Condensate return systems27 reduce energy, water and chemical consumption by redirecting 
condensate collected by steam traps to the boiler input. 
 
                                                          
16 Ibid, p 6. 
17 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
18 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p4. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
19 Ibid, p 5. 
20 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
21 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p5. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
22 Ibid, p 5. 
23 Ibid, p 3. 
24 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
25 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2  June 2007. 
26 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
27 Ibid.  
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7. Heat recovery:28 Heat loss from stack gas, equivalent to 15-20 percent of the fuel energy, usually 
represents the largest source of inefficiency. Stack gas can be redirected into either an 
economiser, which transfers heat to boiler input water, or a pre-heater, which transfers heat into 
the boiler input air. Blowdown effluent, usually four to eight percent of total steam volume 
produced, can be redirected into heat exchangers that transfer the heat to boiler input water. End 
use fluid heat can be redirected into a shell and tube heat recovery unit, which can transfer heat 
to boiler input water with up to 80-90 percent efficiency. 
                                                          
28 Ibid.  
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Brief Background Information 
Boilers are used to produce steam. The basic function in any boiler is to burn fuel and use the heat to 
boil water and make steam. On an average industrial site, boilers can account for 20-60 percent of 
energy costs.29 The main benefits of supplying heat through steam are that: a) steam stores a 
relatively high amount of heat, and b) steam transfers heat at a constant temperature for a given 
pressure. On an average industrial site, steam can account for about 35 percent of all potential 
energy efficiency improvements.30 Boilers are designed to produce steam at either low pressure 
(700–1400 kPa) or high pressure (>4200 kPa).31 Low pressure steam is used for heating and as a 
heat exchange fluid. High pressure steam is used to drive mechanical equipment such as turbines 
and reciprocating engines. There are two conventional types of boilers:32 Water Tube boilers and 
Fire Tube boilers.  
    
(a)       (b) 
Figure 3.2.1. (a) Water Tube Boiler; (b) Fire Tube Boiler. 
Source: HowStuffWorks33 
Water Tube boilers, where water circulates through tubes and is heated by surrounding combustion, 
are usually used in large heat energy applications. Fire Tube boilers, where combustion occurs in 
tubes while water is circulated around the tubes, are generally smaller and more common and are 
usually used in lower energy applications. An increasingly popular type of modern boiler is the 
condensing boiler. Condensing boilers function similarly to water tube boilers and fire tube boilers, 
and incorporate an additional heat exchanger so that the hot exhaust gases lose much of their 
energy to pre-heat the water in the boiler system (see Heat Recovery).34 Condensing boilers 
demonstrate energy efficiencies of up to 95 percent. Without comprehensive operations and 
maintenance management, energy consumption in a boiler can increase by 10-20 percent.35 
                                                          
29 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
30 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 HowStuffWorks - How Steam Engines Work at http://travel.howstuffworks.com/steam2.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
34 National Energy Foundation (2007) Modern Central Heating Boilers –Benefits of Condensing Boilers, NEF, United Kingdom. Available at 
http://www.nef.org.uk/energyadvice/boilers.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
35 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 1. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Whole System Design (WSD) Approach – Compounding Benefits 
The remainder of this lecture describes potential energy efficiency improvements for the component 
systems of a boiler system, which incorporates both a boiler and its distribution system. It is 
important to note that efficiency improvements in a system amass to an improvement greater than 
the arithmetic sum of the individual improvements. In the case of a boiler system, energy transfer 
through the component systems is both in series and in closed-loops. That is, energy is transferred in 
series: 1) from the fuel, 2) to the boiler, 3) to the distribution system to the end use; and also in 
closed-loops from both 4) the boiler stack 5) and distribution system back to the boiler input. 
Reducing end use load by 10 percent will also reduce the load on every component system 
upstream (the whole boiler system) by 10 percent. Improving also the efficiency of the distribution 
system by 10 percent will not affect the downstream end use load, but will reduce the load on every 
component system upstream by a further 10 percent. Continuing efficiency improvements upstream, 
each increment compounds with the previous increments. The result is that instead of consuming 90 
percent of the energy that a typical boiler system would consume, the efficient boiler system (with 
three efficient component subsystems in series) consumes only 73 percent of the energy, a saving of 
17 percent.  
For systems with component subsystems in series, a downstream to upstream sequence is optimal 
for enabling efficiency improvements, which is opposite to the sequence that component systems are 
presented in here. In addition to the series improvements, returning 10 percent of the energy from 
the distribution system to the boiler input (equivalent function to fuel) will reduce the demand for fuel 
by 10 percent. Returning also 10 percent of the energy from the boiler stack to the boiler input will 
reduce the demand for fuel by a further 10 percent. The new result is that the efficient boiler 
consumes only 59 percent (i.e. 0.95) of the energy that a typical boiler system would consume. For 
systems with closed-loop energy transfers, an iterative downstream to upstream sequence 
(measured from the source) is optimal for enabling each closed-loop efficiency improvement. 
Load Management 
Not all heating and high pressure applications require steam. Replacing steam with hot water where 
suitable will reduce energy consumption by reducing the required boiler water output temperature.36 
The required steam loads on a site can vary as often as every few hours. On sites with several loads 
and boilers, fewer boilers operating at higher loads is generally more energy efficient than all boilers 
operating at lower loads. A load management strategy for bringing online and taking offline the right-
sized boilers to match the required loads can greatly increase energy efficiency. Most boilers have 
peak efficiency somewhere between 60 and 90 percent of load.37 Boilers with large standby losses 
(see Standby Losses), for reasons such as insufficient insulation (see Insulation), will lose about the 
same amount of heat regardless of load and thus are more efficient at high loads. Boilers with small 
radiation heat losses are more efficient at lower loads. Favouring the most efficient boilers assists in 
maximising energy efficiency, and control technologies assist effective load management.38 
Intelligent control technologies can be used to automatically select the boiler and adjust the fuel feed 
                                                          
36 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
37 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
38 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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to match the load. Simpler technologies such as shutdown timers can be used to take offline the 
boilers that become unloaded. 
Steam Pressure 
The optimal delivered steam pressure is determined by considering several factors. Increasing the 
steam pressure reduces pipe sizes and subsequent heat losses but also reduces the available latent 
heat,39 increases the fuel requirement, and increases subsequent heat losses through the stack 
(chimney).40 In designing the boiler, multiple combinations of pipe cost, pipe losses, latent heat, fuel 
requirement and stack losses must be tested to determine the optimal pipe size. Typically, the 
optimal delivered steam pressure is the lowest pressure that meets the highest pressure demand.41 
Fuel Selection 
Some boilers can operate on a variety of fuels. Favouring fuels such natural gas, waste fuels and 
biomass can reduce greenhouse gas emissions while improving overall energy efficiency of the 
plant. 
Combustion Efficiency 
Stable combustion requires fuel, oxygen and an ignition source. Fuels that become the ignition 
source themselves reduce energy consumption by allowing the original ignition source to be shut 
down.42 Complete combustion forms carbon dioxide (CO2), water, oxides of sulphur (SOX) and 
oxides of nitrogen (NOX). Combustion efficiency is maximised by optimising excess air and 
developing combustion uniformity. The theoretical quantity of oxygen required for complete 
combustion of a fuel is called the stoichiometric (theoretical) air.43 In practice, combustion conditions 
are never ideal and additional oxygen, called excess air, is required.44 Both too little and too much 
excess air affects boiler energy efficiency and pollution emissions. Thus it is important to optimise the 
excess air input to the boiler. Figure 3.2.2 shows the effect of air input volume into the boiler on stack 
gas composition. Too little excess air45 results in incomplete combustion and is better avoided. 
During incomplete combustion, un-combusted fuel, soot, smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) escape 
through the boiler stack and cause: fire-side fouling (see Fire-Side Fouling), pollution, a decrease in 
combustion efficiency, the flame to blow out, and can create the potential for an explosion. In 
addition, CO formation releases only about one-third of the heat that CO2 formation releases. 
 
                                                          
39 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
40 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 8. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
41 Ibid, p 8. 
42 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Figure 3.2.2. The effect of air volume input into the boiler on stack gas composition 
Source: PG&E (1997)46 
Additional excess air provides insurance against the effects of incomplete combustion, against 
variations in fuel composition47 and against variations in local environmental conditions (such as 
ambient air pressure and relative humidity). However, too much excess air increases the volume of 
unused hot gas exhaust through the stack – both nitrogen (N2) and excess oxygen (O2) travel 
through the boiler without contributing to the combustion process, but still remove heat. Analysers 
and control systems can automatically adjust the air-fuel ratio based on continuous measurement of 
the O2 in the exhaust gases. The accuracy of excess air input is better in control systems that use 
variable speed fans rather than fixed speed fans.48 Inaccurate analyser readings and control system 
behaviour are usually due to: fresh air leaking (see Leaks) into the system near the analyser; 
infrequent or incorrect analyser calibration; too little excess air at full load; and/or locating the 
analysers at a non-representative location.49  
Complete and uniform combustion50 requires a uniform fuel-air mixture and, in multi-burner boilers, it 
also requires all burners to function effectively. A complete assessment of combustion uniformity 
usually involves monitoring O2, CO2 and NOX emissions concentrations. A less thorough but usually 
sufficient assessment involves monitoring O2 concentration near the stack exhaust or economiser 
exit. A single malfunctioning burner can greatly reduce energy efficiency.  
For optimum boiler operation, the stack temperature is generally less than 65˚C above the steam 
temperature at the boiler pressure.51 Every 22˚C increase in stack temperature will decrease energy 
efficiency by about 1 percent.52 
                                                          
46 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 6. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
47 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at 
www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&resourc
eid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
48 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
49 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, pp 7-
8. Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
50 Ibid, p 8. 
51 Ibid, p 9. 
52 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Fire-Side Fouling 
Fire-side fouling occurs when soot, a soft black solid, accumulates on the fire side of the tubes. Fire-
side fouling is unlikely to occur when the fuel is natural gas and combustion efficiency is high. It is 
likely to occur when the fuel is oil, especially lower grade oil that contains large quantities of alkaline 
sulphates and vanadium pentoxide, which are compounds that have low fusion temperatures and 
hence easily slag and deposit on the tubes.53 Fire-side fouling is also likely to occur when the fuel is 
solid such as coal and wood, which produce ash-based slag and soot.54 If left for too long, the high 
temperatures can then melt the ash and form an enamel. Accumulated solids act as insulation and 
prevent heat transfer between the fire and water. The heat instead escapes through the stack and 
decreases boiler energy efficiency. 
To illustrate the cost of fire-side fouling, consider a typical boiler rated at 8 MW, operating at an 
average load of 4 MW, year round. If the boiler efficiency is 85 percent and the natural gas cost is 
$4/GJ the annual cost would be $2.35 million. However, a 0.8mm layer of soot reduces boiler 
efficiency an estimated 2.5 percent, a 3 mm layer an estimated 8.5 percent.55 Therefore, a 1.6 mm 
layer of soot resulting in 4.5 percent efficiency loss will add $131,500 to annual costs.  
Fire-side fouling is relatively easy to clean. Common cleaning procedures include simple brushing, 
using a low- or high-pressure soot blower56 and using a vacuum cleaner.57 Table 3.2.1 summarises 
tube cleaning frequency, which is determined by the fuel used. 
 
Table 3.2.1: Tube cleaning frequency for fuel types 
Fuel Cleaning frequency 
Natural gas Annually and more often for problematic boilers 
Oil Monthly 
Solid Weekly or daily 
Low quality Up to every shift 
Source: PG&E (1997)58 and Sustainability Victoria (2006)59 
                                                          
53 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
56 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
57 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
58 Ibid, p 4. 
59 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Water-Side Fouling 
Water-side fouling occurs when chemical compounds in the water accumulate on the water side of 
the tubes, otherwise known as scaling. Like soot, scaling acts as insulation, only twice as effective,60 
that decreases boiler energy efficiency. In addition, the insulating effect of scaling causes the tube 
material to overheat, which reduces its operating life.61 Scaling can be prevented by demineralising 
the water,62 pre-treating the water with water softeners and chemicals, and by performing 
blowdown.63 Table 3.2.2 shows concentration limits of common chemical compounds in water that 
are unlikely to cause scaling. 
Table 3.2.2: Maximum chemical compound concentration limits to prevent scaling 
Boiler pressure range 
(kPa gauge) 
Total solids 
(ppm) 
Total alkalinity 
(ppm) 
Suspended solids 
(ppm) 
Silica 
(ppm) 
0-2000 3,500 700 300 125 
2000-3100 3,000 600 250 90 
3100-4100 2,500 500 150 50 
4100-5200 2,000 400 100 35 
5200-6200 1,500 300 60 20 
6200-7000 1,250 250 40 8 
7000-10,300 1,000 200 20 2.5 
Source: PG&E (1997)64 
There are two types of blowdown65 that are used to remove solids from the water. Skimming 
blowdown removes light, dissolved solids and is best used as a continuous process. Bottom 
blowdown, or mud blowdown, removes heavy, settled solids and is best used intermittently.66 The 
volume and frequency of blowdown must be optimised against the heat lost through drained hot 
water, and is best scheduled automatically based on water quality. 
Care is required in removing scale by mechanical means, acid cleaning or water treatment.67 
Mechanical and acid cleaning can damage tubes. Water treatment can liberate large pieces of scale 
that may restrict water flow and subsequently cause localised overheating and possible catastrophic 
failure.    
 
                                                          
60 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed June 2007. 
61 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007; Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and 
Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. Available at 
http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
62 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed June 2007; Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and 
Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 4. Available at 
http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
63 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 5. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
64 Ibid, p 5. 
65 Ibid, p 8. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid, p 5. 
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Standby Losses 
Standby losses68 are heat losses to the surroundings that occur whenever the boiler is online. When 
the boiler skin temperature is at steady state, standby losses are about 1.5-2 percent of the rated 
boiler capacity regardless of the load. 
...imagine a boiler rated at 10 GJ/hr fuel input, but operating at a 2 GJ/hr level. The standby 
loss of 2% of 10 GJ/hr is 200 megajoules per hour. 
The effect of standby losses can be minimised through effective load management (see Load 
Management). 
Leaks 
Typical leaks in boilers and distribution systems are air leaks and steam leaks. Heat losses occur 
rapidly through air leaks. Air leaks also interfere with combustion analyser readings and control 
system calculations, and hence may encourage inappropriate corrective action that can reduce 
energy efficiency. Air leaks in the input line, boiler chamber and stack will change the oxygen (O2) 
concentration and temperature readings. 
High oxygen readings caused by air leaks can lead operators to reduce the [excess air], 
resulting in unburned combustibles (i.e., wasted fuel) in the stack.69 
Air leaks in the boiler are identified using smoke sticks, butane flames or ultrasonic probes.70 Steam 
leaks occur through faulty valves, joints, steam traps, pipes and flexible hoses and can result in 
substantial reduction in energy efficiency and increase in cost. 
...a 1 mm diameter hole on a steam line at 700 kPa will result in an annual energy loss 
equivalent to... 166 GJ [about [AU]$700]... of natural gas per year.71 
Monthly inspection targeting of steam leaks is usually sufficient unless abnormal performance is 
observed.72 Steam leaks in the boiler are identified using ultrasonic probes.73 Steam leaks in the 
distribution pipes are usually identified by visual inspection. 
Distribution System Design 
Boilers, especially centralised boilers, may not require steam to be delivered to all locations at all 
times. A modular pipe circuit with upstream valves, perhaps in addition to downstream valves, can 
reduce pipe losses by taking sections offline that are not required to distribute steam. Modular pipe 
circuits can better provide functional and thermal isolation between sections so energy efficiency can 
be maintained despite varying load locations and online circuit configurations.74 Heat loss through 
pipes is proportional to pipe length and can hence be reduced by using short straight pipes. Figure 
                                                          
68 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
69 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 3. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
70 Ibid, p 3.  
71 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
72 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
73 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, p 3. 
Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
74 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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3.2.3 estimates heat losses through 1m lengths of uninsulated pipe of varying internal diameters for 
different pipe temperatures. 
 
Figure 3.2.3. Estimated heat losses through 1 m lengths of uninsulated pipe of varying internal 
diameters as a function of temperature. 
Source: Sustainability Victoria (2006)75 
The distribution system energy efficiency can be increased by using energy efficient motor-pump 
systems (see Lecture 3.1: Motor Systems). 
Insulation 
Since boilers and distribution systems operate at high temperatures, heat loss to the surroundings 
through uninsulated surfaces is high. Insulation76 prevents heat loss and hence improves energy 
efficiency. The first 25mm of typical insulation reduces heat loss by about 90 percent. Insulating all 
surfaces – boiler, process vessels, distribution pipes, valves, flanges, fittings and steam traps – that 
are above 50˚C is usually cost effective. The amount of additional insulation must be optimised 
against the insulation cost and heat loss. Wet insulation performs poorly and is best replaced. 
Causes of wet insulation include leaking valves, external piping leaks, tube leaks or leakage from 
adjacent equipment. Many distribution system components have deceptively high surface areas and 
thus are sources of substantial heat loss.  
In terms of potential heat loss, a flange is equivalent to a 600mm pipe onto which it is fit and a globe 
valve is equivalent to a 5m pipe onto which it is fit.77 A 15cm gate valve may have a surface area of 
                                                          
75 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resources/4/calc_graph2.pdf. Accessed 2 
June 2007. 
76 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, pp 5-
6. Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
77 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&re
sourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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more than 0.5m2.78 These components are best insulated despite the need to access them 
regularly.79 Flexible and removable insulation is available to improve access. 
Condensate Recovery 
Condensate recovery is by steam traps and condensate return systems.80 Heat transfer from steam 
forms condensate, which inhibits further heat transfer from the steam where required. Steam traps 
are used to remove condensate and incondensable gases, such as air, from the distribution system 
while allowing dry steam to pass. Steam traps collect condensate and incondensable gases for either 
discharge or reuse through a condensate return system. The function by which steam traps 
distinguish between steam and other fluid components is either mechanical, thermostatic, 
thermodynamic or some other function. Each type of steam trap has its advantages and 
disadvantages so selection is determined by the specific application. Condensate return systems 
reduce energy, water and chemical consumption by redirecting condensate collected by steam traps 
to the boiler input. Condensate contains up to 12 percent of the heat and is already pre-treated with 
water softeners and chemicals. Every 5˚C increase in boiler water input temperature will reduce fuel 
consumption by 0.7 percent.81 
Heat Recovery 
The major opportunities for heat recovery are the stack gases, blowdown effluent and after end 
use.82 Heat loss from stack gas, equivalent to 15-20 percent of the fuel energy, usually represents 
the largest source of inefficiency. Stack gas can be redirected into two types of heat exchangers – 
economisers, which transfer heat to boiler input water, and pre-heaters, which transfer heat into the 
boiler input air. Both technologies reduce the required fuel input. Economiser or pre-heater 
installations can have a simple payback of 1-2 years, depending on the type of boiler.83 
...a boiler operating at 1035 kPa saturated steam and generating 9100 kg/hr could typically 
save [up to] 2.4 GJ/hr using an economiser to reduce its flue gas temperature from 288°C to 
150°C.84 
Blowdown effluent volume is usually 4-8 percent of total steam produced but can be as high as 10 
percent if input water has a high concentration of solids. Blowdown effluent can be redirected into 
heat exchangers that transfer the heat to boiler input water. 
...if a 1000 kPag [gauge] generates 4550 kg/hr of steam and has a blowdown rate of 10%, the 
heat recovery potential is ~0.22 gigagjoules per hour. At a fuel cost of $4/GJ, and 80% 
combustion efficiency, an annual saving of about $8400 could be achieved.85 
                                                          
78 Pacific Gas and Electricity (1997) Energy Efficient Operations and Maintenance Strategies for Industrial Gas Boilers, PG&E, USA, pp 5-
6. Available at http://www.pge.com/003_save_energy/003c_edu_train/pec/info_resource/pdf/GASBOILR.PDF. Accessed June 2007. 
79 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2&re
sourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
80 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
81 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) Energy Audit Tool: Boilers, AGO, Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/publications/pubs/energyaudit-vol4.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
82 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Fact Sheets and Calculation Fact Sheets: Boiler Optimisation, Victorian State Government, Australia. 
Available at www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_ 
resource&resourcetype=2&resourceid=20. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
83 For example, four-pass boilers extract more heat from the flue gases before they leave the boiler - they effectively have an economiser 
built in.  
84 Ibid. 
85 Ibid. 
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In some applications, it may be economical to recover heat after end use, whether in steam or some 
other fluid. End use fluid heat can be redirected into a shell and tube heat recovery unit, which can 
transfer heat to boiler input water with up to 80-90 percent efficiency. In applications where both high 
pressure and low pressure steam is required, heat from the high pressure end use may be useful for 
the low pressure end use. 
...high-pressure superheated steam is used to drive a turbine for the generation of electricity, 
and the turbine exhaust steam is used for heat transfer applications. In these systems the 
condensate is generally returned to the boiler for re-use, and the overall efficiency is almost 
80%.86 
 
                                                          
86 Ibid. 
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Optional Reading 
1. Sustainability Victoria (2009) Energy Efficiency Best Practice Guide: Steam, Hot Water and 
Process Heating Systems available at http://www.resourcesmart.vic.gov.au/documents/07-
0_Steam_Hot_Water_and_Process_Heating_Systems.pdf   an updated document based on this 
guide is available from http://www.eeca.govt.nz/sites/all/files/process-heat-best-practice-guide-
jan-2011.pdf Accessed  21 November 2012 
2. US DoE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and Industrial Heating Equipment 
Association, (2007) Improved Process Heating System Performance: a sourcebook for industry 
Second Edition   http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/files/industrial-
energy/active/0/PH%20Sourcebook.pdf Accessed  21 November 2012 
3. Natural Resources Canada (undated) Boilers – An Introduction. Canadian Government. at 
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/equipment/boilers/index.cfm?attr=9 Accessed  21 November 
2012  
4. Carbon Trust (2007) Steam and high temperature hot water boilers technology overview 
(CTV018) available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/pages/publicationdetail.aspx?id=CTV018 Accessed  21 
November 2012  
5. Carbon Trust (2008) Process heating technology overview (CTV031) available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/pages/publicationdetail.aspx?id=CTV031 Accessed  21 
November 2012  
6. Dairy Australia (2004) Fact sheet 4: Boiler optimisation. Dairy Australia http://dmsc.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2011/03/Ecofact04.pdf Accessed  21 November 2012 
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MODULE A 
UNDERSTANDING, IDENTIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL 
USERS – BY TECHNOLOGY 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 3: ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
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LECTURE 3.3: ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS AVAILABLE 
THROUGH CO-GENERATION 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities for  
Industrial Users 
 
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through           
Co-Generation5 
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to introduce key technological components and provide a high-level 
procedure for designing an efficient cogeneration system. A clear understanding of co-generation 
and technological components will assist engineers and other students of these modules to realise 
potential energy efficiency improvements in their facilities. 
 
Essential Reading 
References 
1. Educogen (2001) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium. Available at www.energymanagertraining.com/CHPMaterial/12-V-
EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf.  Accessed 13 October 2012. 
2. Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power 
Technologies, US Department of Energy, USA. Available at www.distributed-
generation.com/Library/CHP.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
3. Sustainability Victoria (2010) Cogeneration – Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), Victorian 
State Government, Australia. Available at 
www.resourcesmart.vic.gov.au/for_businesses/energy_4513.html. Accessed 16 October 
2012. 
 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd and Glenn Platt – CSIRO. 
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Learning Points 
1. Cogeneration, also called combined heat and power (CHP), is a technological system that 
produces electrical or mechanical power and useful heat from a single fuel. Cogeneration 
converts 60-90 percent of fuel energy to useful power and heat, whereas conventional 
centralised electricity generation usually converts 25-50 percent of fuel energy to electricity.6 
2. Cogeneration is a type of distributed energy generation. Distributed generation has several 
benefits over centralised generation.7 
- Deferring new transmission and distribution infrastructure. 
- Reducing electrical losses in transmission and distribution. 
- Alleviating peak power demand and the potential for overload. 
- Providing security to local consumers by being a source of emergency or standby power. 
- Providing competition in generation by increasing generation diversity. 
- Providing opportunities to use diverse, local and favourable fuels. 
3. Energy transfer through the component systems are in series, upstream to downstream. Energy 
is transferred from the fuel, to the prime mover and, simultaneously, to the power end-use and 
heat recovery system. From the heat recovery system, it is transferred to the heat end-use. 
Cogeneration, located close to the point of use, displaces electricity transfer between a large 
electricity generator and the facility, and displaces heat transfer between dedicated heating 
equipment and the end-use. 
4. Load management: Where cost-effective, end-use demand is reduced and end-use efficiency is 
improved for both power and heat applications. Cost-effectiveness is primarily measured against 
direct reductions in end-use operating cost and resource consumption, plus reductions in 
operating and capital costs from using a smaller prime mover and other components. 
5. Power and heat load profiles: Power and heat load requirements are determined by assessing 
and defining the power and heat load profiles. Profiles8 indicate base load plus hourly, daily, 
weekly and seasonal variations and incorporate the potential load reductions from currently non-
cost-effective end-use management activities. 
                                                          
6 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, 
Belgium p 8. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; Gans, W., 
Shipley, A.M. and Elliot, R.N. (2007) Survey of Emissions Models for Combined Heat and Power Systems, ACEEE, USA, p 1. Available at 
http://aceee.org/pubs/ie071.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed April 2007; Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) 
Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, USA, p 4. Available at 
http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; Sustainability Victoria (2006) Cogeneration, Victorian State 
Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.seav.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2
&resourceid=23. Accessed 17 April 2007; United Nations Environment Programme (n.d.) Energy Technology Fact Sheet: Cogeneration, 
UNEP Division of Technology, Industry and Economics - Energy and OzonAction Unit, France. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Publications/Fact_Sheet_CHP.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
7 Ibid; Oak Ridge National Laboratory (2000) ‘Energy Efficiency Improvements Through the Use of CHP in Buildings’, Federal Energy 
Management Program, US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/chp_tf.pdf. Accessed 17 April 
2007. 
8 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 35. Available from 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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6. Cogeneration systems usually operate in one of four modes: 1) electricity-match mode, 2) heat-
match mode, 3) mixed-match mode, and 4) stand-alone mode.9 The optimal operating mode 
depends on several factors.10 
7. Prime mover technologies: These technologies are available over a wide range of sizes and 
operate on an increasing variety of fuels. Commercially available technologies include steam 
turbines, gas turbines, combined cycle systems and reciprocating internal combustion engines. 
Emerging technologies include micro turbines, fuel cells and Stirling engines. 
8. Favourable fuels: Cogeneration systems can be designed to use any type of fuel. However, 
some fuels have benefits beyond the scope of the cogeneration system. Favourable fuels11 
include organic scraps from crops (cotton, bagasse) and processing (tallow, sawdust, fabric, 
packaging), and biogases (methane) from manure, vegetable scrap digestion and landfill 
emissions. Where organic scraps and biogases are not available cost-effectively, natural gas is 
favourable over other fossil fuels, such as coal and oil. 
9. Heat recovery technologies: Heat generated by the prime mover is used to produce steam, hot 
water and hot air. These heat sources are used for industrial processes, space heating, space 
cooling, and laundry and appliance hot water.12 There are several commercially available heat 
recovery technologies suitable for cogeneration including heat exchangers, absorption chillers 
and desiccant dehumidifiers.13 
10. Sizing and selecting a prime mover: There are several considerations in selecting the size and 
type of prime mover, including the power and heat load profiles,14 plans for end-use changes, 
ability to integrate with existing electrical and heat systems,15 access to services including 
electrical, heating and fuel supplies, noise emissions, exhaust emissions, ventilation and air 
quality requirements, delivery, access and positioning, and maintenance requirements.16 
 
                                                          
9 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed,  The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium, p 135. Available from http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 
2007. 
10 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, pp 30-31. 
Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
11 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Auto, pp 77-78.  
12 Gans, W., Shipley, A.M. and Elliot, R.N. (2007) Survey of Emissions Models for Combined Heat and Power Systems, ACEEE, USA, p 1. 
Available at http://aceee.org/pubs/ie071.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
13 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (2000) Energy Efficiency Improvements Through the Use of CHP in Buildings, US Department of 
Energy, USA, p 3. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/chp_tf.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
14 Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, Report prepared for California Energy 
Commission grant funds from the US Department of Energy (USDOE), Office of Industrial Technologies (OIT), pp 28-29, 31. Available at 
http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
15 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed., The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium, p 128. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
16 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 35. Available 
from http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Brief Background Information  
Cogeneration, also called combined heat and power (CHP), is a technological system that produces 
electrical or mechanical power and useful heat from a single fuel. Cogeneration systems typically 
involve a fuel source, a prime mover to produce electricity or shaft power and heat, an electricity 
generator to convert shaft power to electricity, a heat recovery system to recover the heat for heating 
applications, absorption chillers to recover the heat for cooling applications and a control system.17 
Generally, cogeneration is applicable for servicing facilities that:18 
- have a relatively consistent power requirement to heat requirement ratio; 
- have a continuous and extended demand for power and heat; 
- need a reliable supply and consume more than 750 MWh of electricity per year; 
- have a maximum electricity demand of more than 100 kW at any one time; 
- have a boiler online for more than 3000-4500 hours per year (8-12 hours per day); and 
- consume more than 2000-5000 GJ of fuel per year. 
Cogeneration systems usually have capacities of 2-200+ MW.19 Facilities that use cogeneration 
include heavy industry, oil refineries, pulp and paper manufacturing plants, food manufacturing 
plants, textiles manufacturing plants, hotels, hospitals, universities, swimming complexes, large 
commercial developments and medium/high density residential complexes.20 Figure 3.3.1 shows a 
Cogeneration plant in Toowoomba, Queensland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3.1. DDCES Cogeneration Plant in Toowoomba, Queensland. 
Source: Images provide by DDCES Energy Services Pty Ltd 
                                                          
17 Ibid; Sustainability Victoria (2006) Cogeneration, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.seav.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2
&resourceid=23. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
18 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Cogeneration, Victorian State Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.seav.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2
&resourceid=23. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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Energy Efficiency Improvement  
Conventional centralised electricity generation usually converts 25-45 percent of fuel energy to 
electricity.21 Conventional heating by boilers and cooling by chillers usually converts 60-80 percent of 
fuel energy. When combined, the average conversion efficiency of the two systems acting separately 
is typically 40-60 percent, depending on the demand for electricity compared to heat, as in Figure 
3.3.2. Cogeneration systems use similar technologies to generate electricity and thus also convert 
25-35 percent of fuel energy to electricity. However, instead of relying on another system to generate 
heat, the heat from electricity generation is recovered. Consequently, the overall conversion 
efficiency is 60-90 percent 22, as in Figure 3.3.2. 
 
Figure 3.3.2. Energy conversion efficiency comparison between separate production of electricity 
and heat, and a cogeneration system 
Source: Elliott, R. and Spurr, M. (1999)23 
The improved energy conversion efficiency of cogeneration systems result in lower operating costs 
and payback periods of three to five years.24 Cogeneration systems are usually located near the 
end-use facility so electrical transmission losses are relatively small compared to those for 
centralised electricity generation. There is also an opportunity to sell surplus electricity to the 
electricity grid. Heat transmission losses are larger than electrical transmission losses so at least the 
heating component of the cogeneration system must be located near the end-use facility. 
                                                          
21 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed, The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium, p 8. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; 
Gans, W., Shipley, A.M. and Elliot, R.N. (2007) Survey of Emissions Models for Combined Heat and Power Systems, ACEEE, USA, p 1. 
Available at http://aceee.org/pubs/ie071.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 17 April 2007; Onsite SYCOM Energy 
Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; Sustainability Victoria (2006) Cogeneration, Victorian State 
Government, Australia. Available at 
http://www.seav.sustainability.vic.gov.au/manufacturing/sustainable_manufacturing/resource.asp?action=show_resource&resourcetype=2
&resourceid=23. Accessed 17 April 2007; United Nations Environment Programme (n.d.) Energy Technology Fact Sheet: Cogeneration, 
UNEP Division of Technology, Industry and Economics - Energy and OzonAction Unit, France. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Publications/Fact_Sheet_CHP.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Elliott, R. and Spurr, M. (1999) Combined Heat and Power: Capturing Wasted Energy, American Council for an Energy Efficient 
Economy, USA, p 1. Available at http://www.aceee.org/pubs/ie983.htm. Accessed 20 February 2007. 
24 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 4. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Whole System Design (WSD) Approach 
The remainder of this lecture introduces key elements in designing (at a high level) an energy 
efficient cogeneration system for the benefit of the facility and the wider electrical power system. It is 
important to note that efficiency improvements in a system amass to an improvement greater than 
the arithmetic sum of the individual improvements. In the case of cogeneration, energy transfer 
through the component systems are in series, upstream to downstream. Energy is transferred from 
the fuel, to the prime mover and, simultaneously, to the power end-use and heat recovery system. 
Cogeneration also displaces electricity transfer between a large electricity generator and the facility, 
and displaces heat transfer between dedicated heating equipment and the end-use. 
Load Management 
End-use power and heat applications are the furthest downstream components in the cogeneration 
system, and thus have great potential influence on energy consumption. Where cost-effective, end-
use demand is reduced and end-use efficiency is improved for both power and heat applications. 
Cost-effectiveness is primarily measured against direct reductions in end-use operating cost and 
resource consumption, plus reductions in operating and capital costs from using a smaller prime 
mover and other components. Reducing prime mover capital cost is a significant activity because 
prime mover capital cost is about 40-60 percent of total capital cost.25 
Power and Heat Load Profiles 
Power and heat load requirements are determined by assessing and defining the power and heat 
load profiles. Profiles26 indicate base load plus hourly, daily, weekly and season variations and 
incorporate the potential load reductions from currently non-cost-effective end-use management 
activities. Electrical load profiles are relatively easy to determine using a portable load monitor. Heat 
loads are more difficult to determine. Where loads are difficult to determine it is more important to 
profile base load rather than peak load. Current boiler capacity is not necessarily a good measure of 
heat load. 
Operation Modes 
Cogeneration systems usually operate in one of four modes:27 
1. Electricity-match mode: Cogeneration varies electricity production to ‘match’ the electrical load. 
Supplementary heat is produced by auxiliary systems, usually a boiler, and excess heat is 
rejected to the environment through coolers or the output gases when not required. 
2. Heat-match mode: Cogeneration varies heat production to ‘match’ the heat load. Supplementary 
electricity is purchased from the grid and excess electricity is input to the grid. 
3. Mixed-match mode: During certain periods cogeneration is in electricity-match mode and during 
other periods it is in heat-match mode. The preferred mode is usually based on considerations 
such as the load levels, the fuel price and the electricity tariff at during the period. 
4. Stand-alone mode: Cogeneration simultaneously produces electricity to meet the electrical load 
and heat to meet the heat load. Instead of connection to the grid, there is reserve electrical and 
heat capacity. This mode usually has the highest capital cost. 
                                                          
25 Ibid, pp 38-39. 
26 Ibid, p 35. 
27 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed, The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium, p 135. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007 
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The optimal operating mode depends on:28 
- electricity purchase and export tariffs; 
- cost of fuel; 
- availability of off-site heat customers; 
- efficiency of auxiliary heating systems; 
- maintenance costs; and 
- operational costs. 
Prime Mover Technologies 
There are several prime mover technologies suitable for cogeneration, each with advantages and 
disadvantages. The technologies are available over a wide range of sizes and operate on an 
increasing variety of fuels. Commercially available technologies include steam turbines, gas turbines, 
combined cycle systems, reciprocating internal combustion engines and microturbines. Emerging 
technologies include fuel cells and Stirling engines. Table 3.3.1, Table 3.3.2 and Table 3.3.3 
summarise the performance characteristics of each technology. 
 
 
                                                          
28 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, pp 30-31. 
Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Table 3.3.1: Energy conversion efficiency and heat generating capacity of prime mover technologies 
Prime mover technology Size (MW) 
Conversion efficiency (%) Useable 
Temp 
(°C) 
Heat quality Heat recovery 
applications 
Typical overall 
efficiency 
(%) 
Power to 
heat ratio Wide 
range 
@ 100% 
load 
@ 50% 
load Steam grade 
Water 
temperature 
Steam Turbine  0.5-500+ 7-42 14-35  12-28  n/a    
LP-HP steam, district 
heating 60-85 0.1-0.5 
Pass out 1-100 10-20    ≥ 2x input pressure   Up to 80 0.1-0.3 
Back pressure  0.5-500 7-20    ≥ 2x input pressure   Up to 80 0.1-0.3 
Gas Turbine  0.1-100+  25–42   260-590    
hot water, LP-HP steam, 
district heating 65–87  
Open cycle 0.1-100  25-42 25-40  18-30   High High  60-87 0.2-0.8 
Closed cycle 0.5-100  30-35 30-35  30-35      60-80  0.5-0.8 
Combined cycle  3-300+  35-55       73-90  
Joule-Rankine 4-100+ 25-45  35-45  25-35      70-88 0.6-2.0 
Gas 3-300+ 35-60    Medium High  73 - 90 0.3-1.0 
Reciprocating ICE  0.003-50  25–50 27-45  25-43 80-480 Low Medium 
hot water, LP steam, 
district heating 60-92 0.3-2.4 
Diesel 0.2-20 35-50    Low Low-medium  65-90 0.3-2.0 
Otto (natural gas) 0.05-5 25–42   150-260  Low Medium    
Microturbine 0.025-0.25 15-30   200-340   
direct heat, hot water, LP 
steam 60-85  
Fuel cell 0.003-50  37-70 37-45  37-45  60-370   hot water, LP-HP steam 85-90 0.8-1.0 
Proton exchange 
membrane (PEMFC) 
0.003-
0.25 25-40    Low Low-medium hot water   
Phosphoric acid (PAFC) 0.1-0.2  36-42    Low Low-medium hot water   
Molten carbonate (MCFC) 0.25-10 45-55    High High hot water, LP-HP steam   
Solid oxide (SOFC) fuel 
cells 0.1-10 45-60    High High hot water, LP-HP steam   
Stirling engine 0.003-1.5  34-50 35-50  34-49      60-85 1.2-1.7 
Source: California Energy Commission (2003); Educogen (2001a); Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999); UNEP (n.d.)29 
                                                          
29 California Energy Commission (2003) Distributed Energy Resource Guide: Fuel Cells, State of California Government, USA. Available at 
www.energy.ca.gov/distgen/equipment/fuel_cells/fuel_cells.html. Accessed April 2007; Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed., The European Association for the 
Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 47. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) 
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Table 3.3.2: Cost, availability and footprint of prime mover technologies 
Technology 
Average cost 
Start-up time Average Availability (%) Time between overhauls (hr) Footprint (m2/kW) 
Capital ($/kWe) Maintenance ($/kWh) 
Steam Turbine  800-1800  0.0027-0.004 1 hr-1 day  90-95 >50,000  <0.0093 
Gas Turbine  400-900  0.002-0.009 10 min-1 hr 90-98 30,000-50,000 0.0019-0.0567 
Open cycle    90-95    
Closed cycle    90-95    
Combined cycle  400-850  0.004-0.009     
Joule-Rankine    77-85   
Reciprocating ICE 300-1500  0.007-0.014 10 sec 80-95 25,000-30,000 0.0204 
Diesel 800-1500  0.005-0.008  90-95   
Otto (natural gas) 800-1500 0.007-0.015 10 sec 92-97 24,000-60,000 0.0204-0.0288 
Microturbine 500-1300  0.002-0.01 60 sec 90-98 5,000-40,000 0.0134-0.1394  
Fuel cell >3000 0.003-0.015 3 hrs-2 days 90-95+  10,000-40,000 0.0557-0.3716 
Stirling engine    85-90 (expected)   
Source: Educogen (2001a); Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999); UNEP (n.d.)30 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, p 5. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed April 2007; United Nations Environment 
Programme (n.d.) Energy Technology Fact Sheet: Cogeneration, UNEP Division of Technology, Industry and Economics - Energy and OzonAction Unit, France. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Publications/Fact_Sheet_CHP.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
30 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed., The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 47. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007; Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US 
Department of Energy, p 5. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed April 2007; United Nations Environment Programme (n.d.) Energy Technology Fact Sheet: 
Cogeneration, UNEP Division of Technology, Industry and Economics - Energy and OzonAction Unit, France. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Publications/Fact_Sheet_CHP.pdf. 
Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Table 3.3.3: Fuel, emissions and noise of prime mover technologies 
Technology 
Fuel Specific emissions (g/kWhe) Noise 
Type Pressure (kPa) CO2 CO NOX HC SOX Particulates Level Enclosure 
Steam Turbine  Any n/a       Moderate-high Required 
 Coal  1406.40 0.26 4.53 0.07 7.75 0.65   
 Fuel oil  1100.00 ≈ 0 1.94 0.07 5.18 0.65   
 Natural gas  808.16 ≈ 0 1.29 0.26 0.46 0.07   
Gas Turbine  Gaseous and liquid: natural gas, biogas, propane, distillate oil, gasoil, HFO, LFO, LPG, naphtha 830-3450       Moderate Supplied 
 Natural gas  808.16 0.13 2.14 0.10 ≈ 0 0.07   
 Diesel 0.2% Sulphur  1033.41 0.05 4.35 0.10 0.91 0.18   
Low NOX Natural gas  577.26 0.30 0.50 0.05 ≈ 0 0.05   
Reciprocating ICE Gaseous and liquid: Gas, biogas, propane, LHO, naphtha, petroleum, diesel <35       
Moderate-
high Required 
Compress ignition Gas, biogas, gasoil, HFO, LHO, naphtha, diesel, residual oil          
 Diesel 0.2% Sulphur  738.15 4.08 15.56 0.46 0.91 0.32   
 Dual: 90%natural gas, 10% diesel oil  593.35 3.81 11.30 3.95 0.09 0.04   
Otto (natural gas) Natural gas 7-310 577.26 2.80 1.90 1.00 ≈ 0 ≈ 0 Moderate-high Required 
Microturbine Gaseous and liquid: natural gas, biogas, propane, distillate oil 280-690   0.18-1.0    Moderate Supplied 
Fuel cell Gaseous and liquid: hydrogen, natural gas, propane 3-310       Low None 
Phosphoric acid 
(PAFC) Natural gas  505.10 0.03 0.03 0.05 ≈ 0 ≈ 0   
Stirling engine Gaseous and liquid          
Source: Educogen (2001a,b); Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999); UNEP (n.d.)31 
                                                          
31 Ibid; Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, p 14. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007.  
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Steam Turbines:32 are the most common technology for electricity generation in power stations. They 
produce mechanical shaft power which may then be converted to electricity using an electricity 
generator, if required. Steam turbines operate using the Rankine thermodynamic cycle. Water is 
converted to high pressure steam, usually by a boiler, and then flows through a series of turbine 
blades to rotate the turbine shaft. The output steam is condensed and returned to the boiler. 
Centralised power generation usually use condensing steam turbines, which maximises the heat 
extracted from the steam and outputs steam at sub-atmospheric pressures. Cogeneration is usually 
better-suited to back pressure steam turbines (also called non-condensing turbines) and pass out 
turbines (also called extraction turbines). Back pressure turbines produce steam at atmospheric-and-
above pressure and is suitable in process steam applications. Back pressure turbines are less 
energy efficient than condensing turbines but also cost less and do not require a surface condenser. 
Pass out turbines release steam, in some locations, prior to the output to meet demands of varying 
pressures. Process applications for steam turbines include driving boiler feedwater pumps, process 
pumps, air compressors and refrigeration chillers. 
Gas turbines:33 are becoming an increasingly popular technology for power generation, now 
accounting for about 40 percent of new power stations. They produce mechanical shaft power, which 
may then be converted to electricity using an electricity generator, if required. Most gas turbines 
operate using the Brayton thermodynamic cycle. Air at atmospheric pressure is introduced into the 
turbine and is compressed. High pressure gas fuel is then introduced, mixed with air and ignited. The 
combustion gasses expand and rotate the turbine shaft. Gas output is oxygen rich, so it can be 
reused in combustion applications. A fuel booster compressor is usually required to increase the fuel 
pressure.34 Several types of gas turbine are suitable for cogeneration. Aeroderivative gas turbines, 
which are adapted from jet engine turbines, are usually used in stationary power applications. They 
have low mass, are thermally efficient, are available in sizes up to 40 MW, and operate with 
compression ratios up to 30:1. Industrial or frame gas turbines are usually used in continuous base 
load applications. Importantly, aeroderivative turbines are designed to operate intermittently and are 
suitable in applications such as airline operations; whereas industrial turbines may be completely 
unsuitable to intermittent operation, since even 8 hour runs may result in unacceptable maintenance 
costs. Compared to aeroderivative turbines, industrial turbines are more rugged, can operate longer 
between overhauls, are less efficient, have higher mass, are available in sizes up to 250MW, and 
operate with compression ratios up to 16:1. Small industrial gas turbines are usually used for onsite 
power generation and for driving compressors. They are available in sizes up to 10MW. Gas turbines 
are cost effective in cogeneration applications where the end-use demand is greater than 5 MW.  
Combined cycle systems:35 are one of the least commonly used prime movers for cogeneration. 
They usually incorporate two different turbine technologies in series. The most common system 
involves using a gas turbine to produce power, then using the output gases to produce steam in a 
boiler, and finally using the steam in a steam turbine to produce more power. Combined cycle 
turbines are mainly used in large base load applications. An emerging combined cycle system 
involves using a high temperature fuel cell to produce electricity, then using the hot output gasses for 
combustion in a gas turbine. A recuperator is used to recover the heat in the turbine output gas, 
which is then channelled back into the fuel cell and turbine. 
                                                          
32 Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, pp 12-13. 
Available from http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed April 2007 
33 Ibid, pp 15-20. 
34 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, pp 26-27. Available 
at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
35 Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy , USA,  pp 
14-16, 18-19, 27. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed April 2007.. 
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Reciprocating internal combustion engines:36 are one of the most widely used prime movers for 
cogeneration. They produce mechanical shaft power which may then be converted to electricity 
using an electricity generator, if required. Reciprocating internal combustion engines operate using 
either the Otto or diesel four-stroke thermodynamic cycle. In both cycles, fuel and air are first drawn 
into a cylindrical combustion chamber. A piston, which is connected to a crankshaft at the other end, 
then compresses the chamber volume. Next, the fuel is combusted, re-expanding in the chamber. 
The re-expanding chamber moves the piston, which rotates the crankshaft. Finally, the output gas is 
released. Most engines use multiple cylinders to rotate a single crankshaft. The main difference 
between the Otto and diesel cycle is the way the fuel is combusted. In the Otto cycle, a spark ignites 
the fuel whereas in the diesel cycle, the fuel is compressed until it reaches its ignition temperature. 
Reciprocating internal combustion engines are often used in load matching applications where prime 
mover output is regulated to match the electricity load. Heat energy recovery is mainly from the 
coolant and output gas and requires a heat exchanger or ’jacket’ on the exhaust. Heat in the coolant 
accounts for up to 30 percent of the input fuel energy and can have temperature up to 90°C or 130°C 
in engines with high pressure or ebullient cooling systems. Heat in the output gas accounts for 10-30 
percent of the input fuel energy and can have temperatures of 450-650°C. 
Microturbines:37 are small, compact gas turbines that produce mechanical shaft power which may 
then be converted to electricity using an electricity generator, if required. There are two 
configurations. The more common configuration is the single shaft design which incorporates a 
compressor, a turbine and a permanent-magnet generator all mounted on a single shaft supported 
on air bearings. Single shaft microturbines operate at speeds of up to 120,000 rpm. The other 
configuration is the dual shaft design which incorporates a power turbine, a gear and power 
electronics for assisting electricity production. Dual shaft microturbines operate at speeds of up to 
40,000 rpm. The main difference between the operation of microturbines and gas turbines is that 
most microturbines incorporate a recuperator to recover the heat in the output gas and use it to 
preheat the input combustion air. In addition, multiple microturbines can be integrated to increase the 
output capacity of the system and improving reliability. Microturbines cost less to maintain than gas 
turbines. Single shaft microturbines do not require lubrication and dual shaft microturbines require 
less-frequent oil changes because the oil is isolated from combustion outputs.38 Microturbines are 
also more reliable than gas turbines because they usually have only one to two moving parts. 
Microturbines are cost effective when manufactured in volume.39 
Fuel cells systems:40 convert hydrogen-rich fuels into electricity and heat through an electrochemical 
process. Fuel cell systems incorporate a fuel reformer, a fuel cell stack and a power conditioner. In 
the fuel reformer, hydrogen-rich gas is generated by freeing hydrogen from the fuel and removing 
contaminants that can poison the catalytic electrodes in the fuel cell stack. The fuel is then used in 
the fuel cell stack to generate electricity as direct current (DC). Each layer of the fuel cell stack 
incorporates two electrodes, a cathode and an anode, that transfer ions in an electrolyte to generate 
DC electricity and heat. The electricity then flows to the power converter where it is converted from 
DC to alternating current (AC). Five main types of fuel cells have been developed. The primary 
difference between the various fuel cells is the type of electrolyte used. Alkaline fuel cells are very 
efficient but require pure hydrogen that is expensive to produce, thus alkaline is not the best option 
                                                          
36 Ibid, pp 6-11. 
37 Ibid, pp 20-22.  
38 Ibid, pp 20-22.  
39 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium, pp 26-27. Available 
at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
40 Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, USA, pp 23-
27. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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for stationary power generation. Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have high power 
densities, quick start-up and an ability to vary output so are a good option for electric vehicles. 
Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) are currently the most-mature, commercially-available type. 
Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) operate at high temperature and produce high temperature 
output so are a good option for cogeneration. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) operate at high 
temperature, produce high temperature output and have reliable, all-solid ceramic construction so 
are probably the best option for stationary power generation in many cases. The high temperature 
output of MCFC and SOFC make them suitable in combined cycle applications. 
Stirling engines:41 can achieve the highest conversion efficiency of any heat engine. They produce 
mechanical shaft power which may then be converted to electricity using an electricity generator, if 
required. Stirling engines operate using the Stirling thermodynamic cycle, a closed cycle, wherein the 
working fluid - usually air, hydrogen or helium - is permanently enclosed in the engine chamber. The 
chamber has a hot-side (which is usually heated by active means), and a cold-side (which is usually 
cooled passively through a heat sink on the engine jacket). The volume of each side varies cyclically 
by action of pistons that are attached to the same crankshaft. Initially, the working fluid is in the hot-
side. As the gas temperature increases, the volume increases, forcing the hot-side piston out. The 
crankshaft then forces the hot-side piston to compress the hot-side, transferring the working fluid to 
the cold-side and forcing out the cold-side piston. The heat in the fluid is transferred to the 
surroundings, decreasing the cold-side volume. The crankshaft then forces the cold-side piston to 
compress the cold-side, finally transferring the working fluid back to the hot side. Engine power is 
proportional to the temperature difference between the hot-side and cold-side. Heat energy recovery 
is mainly from the cold-side, where heat in the fluid is transferred to the surroundings.42 
Favourable Fuels 
Table 3.3.3 shows that cogeneration systems can be designed to use any type of fuel. However, 
some fuels have benefits beyond the scope of the cogeneration system. Favourable fuels43 include 
organic scraps from crops (cotton, bagasse) and processing (tallow, sawdust, fabric, packaging), 
biogases (methane) from manure and vegetable scrap digestion, and landfill emissions. These fuels 
displace fossil fuels and thereby reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, using organic scraps 
reduces the quantity of organic materials in landfill - which, for example, makes up on average 60-70 
percent of landfill in Brisbane44 - thereby reducing methane emissions and disposal costs. Using 
biogases converts methane to carbon dioxide, thereby further reducing the greenhouse impact, as 
methane has 21 times the global warming potential of CO2. Where organic scraps and biogases are 
not available cost-effectively, natural gas is favourable over other fossil fuels, such as coal and oil. 
Natural gas produces fewer greenhouse gas emissions per unit energy than fossil fuels. 
                                                          
41 Wikipedia - Stirling engine at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling_engine. Accessed 21 June 2007. 
42 Wikipedia - Stirling engine at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling_engine. Accessed 21 June 2007. 
43 Genesis Automation (2005) Energy Audit and Energy Management Training Notes, Genesis Auto, pp 77-78.  
44 Brisbane City Council (2005) Draft Solid Waste Management Strategy 2003-2005, Brisbane City Council, Australia. Available at 
http://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/BCCWR/environment/documents/SOLID_WASTE_DRAFT_STRATEGY.PDF?xml=/BCC:PDFHITXML:790
654468:svDocNum=1. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Heat Recovery Technologies 
Heat generated by the prime mover is used to produce steam, hot water and hot air. These heat 
sources are used for industrial processes, space heating, space cooling, and laundry and appliance 
hot water.45 The configuration where the prime mover provides power, heating and cooling is also 
called trigeneration.46 There are several commercially available heat recovery technologies suitable 
for cogeneration and trigeneration including heat exchangers, absorption chillers and desiccant 
dehumidifiers.47 
Heat exchangers: are used to some extent in all heating or cooling technologies. In cogeneration, 
heat exchangers transfer heat from the prime mover (usually in air, steam or water) to the fluid in the 
heating application. The two fluids can be either separated by a thermally conductive wall (chambers 
or tubes) or directly contacted. Heat exchangers are available in several configurations and in a 
range of sizes. 
Absorption chillers: cool fluids using the absorption cycle. Absorption chillers incorporate a 
condenser, an evaporator and a thermal fluid compressor (absorber, generator and small fluid 
pump). In the absorption cycle, a refrigerant (water in this case) is first sprayed into the evaporator. 
The evaporator operates under a vacuum, which reduces the boiling temperature of the refrigerant 
and thus increases its potential to attract heat. At the same time, the end use water (to be chilled) 
flows through tubes in the evaporator. Heat transfers from the end use water to the refrigerant, 
chilling the end use water. Next, the refrigerant flows to the absorber where it is absorbed into an 
absorbent (concentrated solution of lithium bromide in this case). The refrigerant/absorbent solution 
is then pumped to the generator where the heat from the prime mover vaporises the refrigerant from 
the absorbent. The absorbent then returns to the absorber, whilst the refrigerant enters the 
condenser where it is liquefied and finally re-sprayed into the evaporator. In addition to being used 
for space cooling, chilled water can also be used to increase the output capacity of a combustion 
turbine. The heat from the turbine can be used in absorption chillers and the resulting chilled water 
can cool the turbine input air. The combustion turbine output capacity increases 10-18 percent for 
every 11°C reduction in input air temperature. 
Desiccant dehumidifiers: remove moisture from gases (usually air) prior to the gas being used in a 
cooling technology such as an air conditioner. In a dehumidifier, a desiccant material removes 
moisture from the input gas to a degree proportional to the humidity of the gas. The heat originally in 
the moisture is released and gas temperature increases. The desiccant is then dried, or regenerated, 
through heating with the heat from the prime mover and reused. 
Sizing and Selecting a Prime Mover 
There are several considerations in selecting the size and type of prime mover: 
- Power and heat load profiles:48 Profile shape and the difference between minimum and maximum 
load is very influential. Turbines are usually best for relatively constant electrical load profiles 
because cycling and part-load operation is infrequent. Constant electrical loads are typical in 
                                                          
45 Gans, W., Shipley, A.M. and Elliot, R.N. (2007) Survey of Emissions Models for Combined Heat and Power Systems, ACEEE, USA, p 1. 
Available at http://aceee.org/pubs/ie071.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
46 United Nations Environment Programme (n.d.) Energy Technology Fact Sheet: Cogeneration, UNEP Division of Technology, Industry 
and Economics - Energy and OzonAction Unit, France. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Publications/Fact_Sheet_CHP.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
47 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (2000) Energy Efficiency Improvements Through the Use of CHP in Buildings, US Department of Energy, 
USA, p 3. Available at http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/chp_tf.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
48 Onsite SYCOM Energy Corporation (1999) Review of Combined Heat and Power Technologies, US Department of Energy, USA, pp 28-
29, 31. Available at http://www.eere.energy.gov/de/pdfs/chp_review.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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large industrial applications. Reciprocating internal combustion engines are best for varying 
electrical load profile because they have effective part-load operation. Varying electrical loads 
are typical in commercial and institutional applications. Micro-turbines, PEMFCs and PAFCs are 
also good for commercial and institutional applications because they are compact and relatively 
non-obtrusive. The uses of recovered heat for each prime mover are identified in Table 3.3.1. 
- Other load factors:49 Including plans for end-use changes and the ability to integrate with existing 
electrical and heat systems. 
- Location:50 Including: access to services, electrical, heating and fuel supplies; noise emissions; 
exhaust emissions; ventilation and air quality requirements; delivery, access and positioning; and 
maintenance requirements. 
 
                                                          
49 Educogen (2001a) The European Education Tool on Cogeneration, 2nd ed., The European Association for the Promotion of 
Cogeneration, Belgium, p 128. Available at http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Tool.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007 
50 Educogen (2001b) A Guide to Cogeneration, The European Association for the Promotion of Cogeneration, Belgium. Available at 
http://www.cogen.org/Downloadables/Projects/EDUCOGEN_Cogen_Guide.pdf. Accessed 17 April 2007. 
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Optional Further Reading 
1. Oland, C. (2004) Guide to Combined Heat and Power.  Prepared for the U.S. Department of 
Energy. Industrial Technologies Program. Prepared by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  At 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/tech_deployment/pdfs/guide_chp_boiler.pdf 
Accessed 21 November 2012   
2. US DOE (undated) Combined Heat and Power Guidebooks at 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/distributedenergy/guidebooks.html Accessed 21 
November 2012    
3. UK Carbon Trust (2008) Introducing Combined Heat and Power Technology. UK Carbon Trust at 
http://www.carbontrust.com/media/19529/ctv044_introducing_combined_heat_and_power.pdf 
Accessed 21 November 2012     
4. US EPA (undated) Catalogue of Combined Heat and Power (Cogeneration) Technologies at 
http://www.epa.gov/chp/basic/catalog.html Accessed 21 November 2012    
5. US DOE (undated) The Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Application tool. 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/tech_deployment/software_chp.html Accessed 21 
November 2012   
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
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LECTURE 4.1: WHAT FACTORS ARE CAUSING RISING PEAK AND 
BASE LOAD ELECTRICITY DEMAND IN AUSTRALIA? 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity 
 
Lecture 2.1: What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load 
Electricity Demand in Australia?5 
Educational Aim 
In the past many engineers have simply been asked to ensure that our societies can meet rising 
electricity and energy demand through building more supply infrastructure. Often decision makers 
have failed to ask the right questions, such as; why is electricity demand increasing so significantly? 
And can it be better managed? This lecture seeks to provide a base understanding of the related 
issues, through a consideration of the range of factors driving rising base and peak load electricity 
demand. Lectures 4.2-4.4 will explore a range of options to strategically respond to such factors of 
growth and deliver an effective combination of demand management and energy generation.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Hargroves, K., and Smith. M (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business 
Opportunities, Innovation and Governance for the 21st Century, Earthscan, 
London. Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/NAON1Chapter3.6.aspx. 
Accessed 10 October 2012.   
pp 53-55 
2. EMET Consultants Pty Limited (2004) The Impact of Commercial and Residential 
Sectors’ Energy Efficiency Initiatives on Electricity Demand, Sustainable Energy 
Authority of Victoria, Australia. Available at 
www.ret.gov.au/documents/mce/energy-eff/nfee/_documents/consreport_07_.pdf. 
Accessed 10 October 2012 
pp 6-21 
3. Wilkenfeld, G. (2007) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-
Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and Equipment Energy 
Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office.  Available at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/wp-
content/uploads/Energy_Rating_Documents/Library/Cooling/Air_Conditioners/200
422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
pp 1-8  
4. Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly 
Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTER
NATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
pp 4-9 
 
                                           
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, and Dr Mike Dennis - Australian National University. 
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Learning Points   
Intuitively, one would assume factors such as increasing population, increased use of electrical 
appliances and equipment and a growing economy would dictate energy use in society and be 
driving increased energy production. But the main driver to build new power stations in 
Australia currently, typically comes from the increasing seasonal peak energy demands for 
cooling and heating poorly insulated and designed commercial and residential buildings. 
Effectively the entire system is designed to ensure it meets these demand for air-conditioning 
on those stinking hot 40 degree summer days in Australia. Then the electricity supply sector in 
Australia carries a redundancy during the predominant non-peak periods… Once these new 
power stations were built to meet peak energy demand, they made more money for the more 
energy they sold. Hence there was little incentive for governments to encourage passive 
cooling design, demand management and energy efficiency About 10 per cent ‘spare’ capacity 
is required to meet the peak demand generated over 1 per cent of the year.6 …an effective way 
to reduce electricity consumption is to focus on reducing daily and seasonal peak electricity 
demand.  
Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (2007)7 
1. In Australia, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) has 
projected that demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 Clearly striving to meet such large 
projected demand will make it very hard to also achieve the required reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions to the order of 60 percent or better by 2050.  
2. The forecasted increases in electricity demand pose a dilemma for the electricity industry; on the 
one hand they need to deliver a profitable operation, and on the other they are faced with 
requirements over the coming decade to ‘Cap and Reduce’ greenhouse gas emissions under an 
emissions trading scheme. Hence it is important to ask: what is driving rising electricity demand 
in Australia? And can electricity services be provided to society through a combination of better 
demand management and low carbon electricity generation infrastructure upgrades?   
3. The challenge of meeting Australia’s summer peak period electricity demand is increasingly the 
major factor driving the need to invest in new power stations. Over the last decade in Australia 
the summer peak periods of electricity demand have eclipsed the winter peak demand periods. A 
number of studies show that emissions from air-conditioning (heating and cooling) and lighting 
from commercial and residential buildings make up the bulk of the summer peak period electricity 
load. Typically about 30-40 percent of commercial sector demand and 40-50 percent of 
residential sector demand on system during peak periods in summer is due to air-conditioning.8  
4. The use of air-conditioners is growing rapidly in homes and small businesses, and could 
conceivably double within 10 years. This rate of growth in air-conditioning use in both new and 
old houses is increasing rapidly, according to Australian residential energy efficiency expert, 
George Wilkenfeld.9 In addition householders are moving away from less energy intensive 
evaporative units and towards reverse cycle air-conditioning units that operate during peak 
                                           
6 IPART (Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of New South Wales) (1999) Regulation of network service providers: discussion 
paper DP-34, IPART, Sydney; IPART (2002) Inquiry into the role of demand management and other options in the provision of energy 
services: interim report, review report no. 02-1, IPART, Sydney. 
7 Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (2006) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance for the 21st 
Century, Earthscan, London, pp 53-55. Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/NAON1Chapter3.6.aspx.  Accessed 2 June 2007.  
8 Wilkenfeld, G. (2004) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office.  Available at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
9 Ibid.   
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demand periods. In order to meet the demand in peak periods, which only accounts for a small 
percentage of annual demand, new electricity supply infrastructure is projected to be needed 
across the country. Put into perspective, about 10 percent ‘spare’ capacity is required to meet the 
peak demand generated over only 1 percent of the year.10 This 10 percent of energy supply 
capacity is then redundant during the predominant non-peak periods. Under current regulatory 
frameworks the utilities are rewarded for finding ways to use this 10 percent and increase 
consumption of electricity; the more energy they sell the more money the make.  
5. In 2004, the Energy Supply Association of Australia estimated that in order to continue to supply 
electricity to metropolitan Sydney this would require AUD$3.5 billion in network investment over 
the next five years, and around 80 percent of that investment is needed to meet the peak load 
demand. Therefore, another problem (both physical and financial) that rising electricity demand 
from air-conditioning creates is the need for peak grid network augmentation and upgrades.  
6. A study in Western Australia11 concluded that, ‘The cost of electricity infrastructure to meet the 
peak demand from air-conditioners is significant and much larger than the price consumers pay 
for the air-conditioners themselves... [this cost] is not recovered in the amounts consumers pay 
for the electricity used by air-conditioners.’ Due to this alone, a household without an air-
conditioner is in effect cross subsidising an air-conditioned house by approximately AUD$75/yr.12 
Other studies concluded that for every AUD$1000 a homeowner spends on an air-conditioner in 
Sydney, AUD$6000 must be spent on upgrading the network, and a further AUD$600 on 
additional peak generation. The air-conditioner only consumes AUD$120 of electricity per year 
but as this adds to demand during the peak period it has far greater impact on the electricity 
generation costs.13 In economic terms this amounts to a serious negative externality.  
7. Since in the past there has been relatively little encouragement to reduce electricity consumption 
through activities like legislated passive heating and cooling design of buildings, improved 
insulation, demand management and energy efficiency options, this has created a ‘vicious cycle’. 
The vicious cycle begins with demand rising and pressure to build new costly infrastructure to 
meet this demand. All state governments in Australia are planning to build additional electricity 
supply infrastructure to meet projected rising peak period electricity demand. However, as we 
have pointed out, this will lead to large excesses in supply during non-peak periods, again 
reducing political will from the supply industry for governments to invest in energy efficiency 
programs.  
8. This vicious cycle will be exacerbated by the fact that climate change will lead to more days per 
annum above 35°C in Australia and thus greater demand for air-conditioners. A recent CSIRO 
study estimated that a temperature rise of 1 degree (relative to 1990) from climate change would 
increase the number of days above 35°C by 18 percent in South Australia and 25 percent in the 
Northern Territory.14 The report indicated that an average temperature increase of just 1 degree 
will also increase peak electricity demand in Adelaide and Brisbane by between 2-5 percent. An 
average temperature increase of 2-3 degrees could increase peak electricity demand by 3-15 
                                           
10 IPART (Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of New South Wales) (1999) Regulation of network service providers, Discussion 
Paper DP-34, IPART, Sydney; IPART (2002) Inquiry into the role of demand management and other options in the provision of energy 
services, Interim Report, review report no. 02-1, IPART, Sydney. 
11 Office of Energy (2004) Information Paper: The Impact of Residential Air-Conditioning on the Western Australian Electricity System, 
Office of Energy, WA. Available at http://www.energy.wa.gov.au/cproot/603/2759/Air%20conditioning%20paper.pdf. Accessed 4 
September 2007.  
12 Ibid.  
13 Energy Retailers Association of Australia (2004) Submission to Productivity Commission Inquiry ‘Energy Efficiency’, Energy Retailers 
Association of Australia. 
14 Preston, B. and Jones, R. (2006) Climate change impacts on Australia and benefits of early action to reduce global greenhouse gas 
emissions, written for the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change. Available at http://www.csiro.au/resources/pfbg.html. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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percent in Adelaide, Brisbane and Melbourne. An increase of 4 or more degrees, at the upper 
end of forecast IPCC projections, would increase peak electricity demand by up to 25 percent in 
Adelaide, Brisbane and Melbourne.15 
9. Clearly it is vital that we understand in detail what contributes to rising peak load electricity 
demand in Australia. Studies show that the residential and commercial sectors contribute to 
summer peak periods not just simply through air-conditioning but also through other aspects 
such as lighting, cooking, hot water heating, and refrigeration (see Figures 4.1.4, 4.1.6, and 
4.1.7). Professor Alan Pears from RMIT University points out that, ‘Figure [4.1.7] shows that as 
well as air-conditioning, refrigeration is a major summer peak demand issue. The Figure shows 
that by early evening, even cooking and lighting are beginning to contribute significantly to 
demand. Even pool pumping shows up as a contribution. So a combination of appliance and 
equipment energy efficiency improvement, fuel switching away from electricity for cooking and 
hot water, and load management of pool pumps, hot water services and other equipment 
(including computers, standby power, etc) can help reduce peak load and address electricity 
infrastructure costs.’16  
10. Behind the steady rise in peak load is also a consistent rise in the base load electricity demand in 
Australia. Every 20 years Australia’s overall electricity usage tends to double. Figure 4.1.10 
shows that industry, the commercial and residential sectors, as well as overnight lighting (public 
street lighting), are the most significant users of base load electricity. Over the next 20 years 
demand for base load energy could also rise from increased demand in Australia for desalination 
plants and for plug-in hybrid vehicles that may be recharged over night in peoples homes.  
 
                                           
15 Preston, B.L. and Jones, R.N. (2006) Climate Change Impacts on Australia and the Benefits of Early Action to Reduce Global 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, A consultancy report for the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change, CSIRO, ACT. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/files/files/p6fy.pdf.  Accessed 3 March 2007.  
16 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Attachment B 
Megawatts or Negawatts – Distributed and Demand-Side Alternatives to New Generation Requirements A Strategic Review. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
The International Energy Agency forecasts that, ‘if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is projected to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030’.17 CSIRO has projected that 
energy demand will double in Australia by 2020. Clearly striving to meet such large projected 
demand will make it very hard to also achieve the required reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 
Therefore it is important to ask the following question.  
What is Driving Rising Peak Electricity Demand in Australia?  
This question was asked in The Natural Edge Project publication The Natural Advantage of Nations: 
Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance for the 21st Century, where it stated:18   
Intuitively, one would assume factors such as increasing population, increased use of 
electrical appliances and equipment and a growing economy would dictate energy use in 
society and be driving increased energy production. But the main driver to build new power 
stations in Australia currently typically comes from the increasing seasonal peak energy 
demands for cooling and heating poorly insulated and designed commercial and residential 
buildings. Effectively the entire system is designed to ensure it meets these peak periods of 
demand mid afternoon for air-conditioning on those stinking hot 40 degree summer days in 
Australia19 (and in the morning and evenings on cold days in the winter).  
Typically about 30-40 percent of commercial sector demand and 40-50 percent of residential sector 
demand on system peak during summer is now due to air-conditioning, and the two loads are of 
similar magnitude.20 Air-conditioning use is growing rapidly in homes and small businesses, and 
could conceivably double within 10 years in Australia. This has created a ‘vicious cycle’ for 
governments from which they, to-date, have not been able to extricate themselves. All state 
governments are planning to build additional electricity supply infrastructure to meet projected rising 
peak load electricity demand, but this will lead to large excesses in supply during non-peak periods, 
again reducing political will from the supply industry for governments to invest in energy efficiency 
programs.  
The ‘vicious cycle’ has become an expensive exercise for both governments and taxpayers around 
Australia. Much of our electricity supply infrastructure is built to meet daily and seasonal peak loads, 
which only account for a small percentage of annual demand. About 10 percent ‘spare’ capacity is 
required to meet the peak demand generated over only 1 percent of the year.21 The latest period-
based demand duration curve for South Australia (representing the total electricity energy delivered 
annually to the main transmission system) is shown in Figure 4.1.1. This means extra infrastructure 
costs for governments and tax payers.  
                                           
17 International Energy Agency (2005) World Energy Outlook 2005: Middle East and North Africa Insights, IEA. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/publications/free_new_Desc.asp?PUBS_ID=1540. Accessed 23 April 2007.  
18 Hargroves, K. and Smith. M. (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance for the 21st 
Century, Earthscan, London, pp 53-55. 
19Since the 1990s the summer peak load electricity demand has exceeded the winter peak load demand even in states like Victoria due to 
the steady increase in the percentage of homes using air-conditioning.  
20 Wilkenfeld, G. (2007) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office.  Available at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
21 IPART (Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of New South Wales) (1999) Regulation of network service providers, Discussion 
Paper DP-34, IPART, Sydney; IPART (2002) Inquiry into the role of demand management and other options in the provision of energy 
services, Interim Report, review report no. 02-1, IPART, Sydney. 
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Figure 4.1.1. South Australian annual electricity load duration curve  
Source: Tothill, K. (2001)22 
Air-Conditioning Usage is Rising Rapidly 
Even in the colder states like Victoria and Tasmania the summer peak load is larger than the winter 
peak. From the mid 1990’s, rapid increases in the penetration of air-conditioners (see Figure 4.1.2), 
particularly in the residential sector, has resulted in Victorian peak electricity demands consistently 
occurring during summer.  
 
Figure 4.1.2. Penetration of residential air-conditioners – Victoria 1966-2015  
Source: Tothill, K. (2001)23 
                                           
22 Tothill, K. (2001) SA Government Task Force Electricity Demand Side Management and Supporting Measures, ElectraNet SA. Available 
at www.sustainable.energy.sa.gov.au/pdfserve/programs/dsm/elec_dsm/submissions/pdf/21_ElectraNet.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
23 Ibid.  
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Prior to the increase in the use of air-conditioners in summer the highest peak demand consistently 
occurred in the winter season in Victoria. A 2004 report investigating Electrical Peak Load Analysis 
for Victoria 1999 – 200324 found that, ‘summer system peaks invariably coincide with severe weather 
conditions (high temperatures). The ten highest peak demand days between 1999 and 2003 all had 
maximum daytime temperatures of 35°C or more. While other factors may be playing a part, it seems 
apparent that these peaks in electricity demand are being driven largely by the use of space 
conditioning equipment (principally refrigerative air-conditioners in the case of Victoria).’  
 
 
Figure 4.1.3. Summer electricity load pattern – proportion of major components  
Source: EMET Consultants (2004)25 
 
In a study commissioned by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Victoria (now Sustainability Victoria) 
in 2004 by EMET Consultants similar results for NSW were found.26 This study showed that air-
conditioning in the commercial and residential sector contributes disproportionately to the summer 
peak load. Figure 4.1.3 shows the electricity demand patterns derived by EMET for the New South 
Wales electricity grid system for the days of peak demand in the 2003 summer. 27 Each of these has 
been indexed to represent a generic pattern of consumption for these peak days.  
The EMET study also provides one of the few breakdowns of residential and commercial building 
contributions to the summer peak load. Figures 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 both show the remarkable 
contribution to summer afternoon peak load that air-conditioning makes in both the NSW residential 
and commercial sectors.   
                                           
24 Energy Efficient Strategies (2004) Electrical Peak Load Analysis Victoria 1999 – 2003: Executive Summary of Report, VENCORP and 
the Australian Greenhouse Office, p 1. Available at  http://www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/2005-ac-peakloadexecsumm.pdf. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
25 Ibid, p 7. 
26 EMET Consultants Pty Ltd (2004) The Impact of Commercial and Residential Sectors: Energy Efficiency Initiatives on Electricity 
Demand, Sustainable Energy Authority of Victoria. Available at www.nfee.gov.au/public/download.jsp?id=193. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
27 Ibid, p 7. 
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Figure 4.1.4. NSW residential sector, 2003 – breakdown of peak summer demand pattern by 
application  
Source: EMET Consultants (2004)28 
 
 
Figure 4.1.5. NSW commercial sector, 2003 – breakdown of peak summer demand pattern by 
application  
Source: EMET Consultants (2004)29 
                                           
28 Ibid, p 16. 
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These results are consistent with findings in overseas markets which have similar climates to 
Australia, such as California in the USA, as seen in Figure 4.1.6. Again the contribution of air-
conditioning to the California summer peak load is remarkable.  
 
 
Figure 4.1.6. End-use structure of 1999 California summer-peak-day state wide load (LHS) with 
1999 California summer peak residential end use structure (RHS)  
Source: Brown, R.E. et al (2002)30 
                                                                                                                                               
29 Ibid, p 10. 
30 Brown, R.E. and Koomey, J.G. (2002) ‘Electricity Use in California: Past Trends and Present Usage Patterns,’ Energy Policy, LBL-
47992, cited in Lovins, A. et al (2002) Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size, 
Rocky Mountain Institute Publications, Colorado. Note that all but the bottom two segments are commercial and residential building loads, 
plus a breakdown of the 1999 California summer peak residential sector load. ‘Miscellaneous’ includes lights, pools, spas, waterbeds, and 
small appliances.  
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The rate of growth in air-conditioning use in both new and old houses is growing rapidly, and 
according to Australian residential energy efficiency expert, George Wilkenfeld, this is due to the 
following factors: 31   
- ‘A decline in costs of air conditioners due to the rapid growth of manufacture in China and 
other Asian countries; 
- Rising disposable income; 
- A masking of the real costs of domestic air conditioner operation through tariff cross 
subsidies; 
- The long-term promotion (including by financing and concessional tariffs) of air-conditioning 
by some electricity suppliers through the 1990s; 
- The increase in the type of housing forms, site densities and urban environmental factors that 
make reliance on natural ventilation more difficult; 
- The lack of significant improvement in building shell efficiency in recent years; and  
- Air conditioners were formerly installed some time after construction of new dwellings, but are 
now being installed in a rising proportion of dwellings at the time of construction.’  
Residential air-conditioning energy peak loads and overall consumption during summer could 
potentially grow further, because of increasing average dwelling size, the tendency to cool the entire 
house rather than just one or two rooms, and more frequent days of extreme high temperature due to 
climate change. A recent CSIRO study32 outlined how the IPCC forecasted temperature rises caused 
by human induced climate change will further exacerbate the number of hot days within each 
summer in Australia, further increasing air-conditioning loads and peak electricity demand. The study 
estimated that a temperature rise of 1 degree (relative to 1990) from climate change would increase 
the number of days above 35°C by 18 percent in South Australia and 25 percent in the Northern 
Territory.33 The report indicated that an average temperature increase of just 1 degree will also 
increase peak electricity demand in Adelaide and Brisbane by between 2-5 percent. An average 
temperature increase of 2-3 degrees could increase peak electricity demand by 3-15 percent in 
Adelaide, Brisbane and Melbourne. An increase of 4 or more degrees, at the upper end of forecast 
IPCC projections, would increase peak electricity demand by up to 25 percent in Adelaide, Brisbane 
and Melbourne.34 
Wilkenfeld warns that, ‘Given the combination of high growth rates in ownership and increasing use 
per air conditioner, it is conceivable that the energy consumption and peak demand of air-
conditioning in the residential sector could double in the next 10 years.’35  
There is no doubt that air-conditioning is a large and rapidly growing component contributing to 
demand in peak periods, but it is not the only component. As Professor Alan Pears from RMIT 
University points out; ‘Figure [4.1.7] shows that as well as air-conditioning, refrigeration is a major 
summer peak demand issue. The Figure shows that by early evening, even cooking and lighting are 
                                           
31 Wilkenfeld, G. (2004) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office. Available at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
32 Preston, B.L. and Jones, R.N. (2006) Climate Change Impacts on Australia and the Benefits of Early Action to Reduce Global 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, A consultancy report for the Australian Business Roundtable on Climate Change, CSIRO, Canberra, ACT. 
Available at http://www.csiro.au/files/files/p6fy.pdf.  Accessed 3 March 2007.  
33 Ibid.  
34 Ibid.  
35 Wilkenfeld, G. (2004) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office.  Available at 
www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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beginning to contribute significantly to demand. Even pool pumping shows up as a contribution. So a 
combination of appliance and equipment energy efficiency improvement, fuel switching away from 
electricity for cooking and hot water, and load management of pool pumps, hot water services and 
other equipment (including computers, standby power, etc) can help reduce peak load and address 
electricity infrastructure costs.’36 Figures 2.1.4 to 2.1.6 also showed that these factors contribute to 
peak load electricity demand.  
 
Figure 4.1.7. 1994 NSW residential electricity demand on peak summer day at four times 
compared with average annual demand 
Source: Pears, A. (2005)37 
It is worth noting that as well as significantly contributing to the electricity demand during peak 
periods in summer, the residential sector also contributes significantly to the morning and evening 
peak periods in winter through mainly heating loads.  
                                           
36 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Attachment B 
Megawatts or Negawatts – Distributed and Demand-Side Alternatives to New Generation Requirements A Strategic Review. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
37 Ibid, p 29. 
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Figure 4.1.8. 2003 NSW winter electricity load pattern - proportion of major components  
Source: EMET38 
 
 
Figure 4.1.9. NSW residential sector – breakdown of peak winter demand pattern by application  
Source: EMET39 
                                           
38 EMET Consultants Pty Ltd (2004) The Impact of Commercial and Residential Sectors: Energy Efficiency Initiatives on Electricity 
Demand, Sustainable Energy Authority of Victoria. Available at www.nfee.gov.au/public/download.jsp?id=193. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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What Contributes to Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Base load electricity demand refers to the amount of electricity used overall by an economy 24 hours 
a day. Over the last century, base load electricity demand has doubled every 20 years or so. Building 
more supply to meet this trend involves investing large amounts of capital in generation and network 
assets. To date there has been no study published that provides a detailed analysis of what 
contributes to base load electricity demand for the whole of Australia. On a state level, Professor 
Alan Pears analysed Victorian base load electricity demand and the results are shown in Figure 
4.1.10, which provides a breakdown of Victorian electricity consumption by end-use sector since 
1973.40 The study shows that base load in Victoria is dominated by the residential sector, metal 
products industry (mainly aluminium), and the commercial sector. It also shows that electricity use by 
the electricity generation industry itself is also substantial. 
 
Figure 4.1.10. Trends in Victorian electricity usage by end-use sector in Gigawatt-hours per year 
(GWh), 1973-74 to 2000-01  
Source: Pears, A. (2005) with data from ABARE (2004)41 
Many experts assume that the residential and commercial sectors contribute little to base load 
demand as their demand patterns are thought to come is spikes, however a substantial proportion of 
commercial and residential sector demand is, in fact, base load.42 A study of NSW commercial sector 
electricity demand in 1996 found that commercial sector electricity base load demand was more than 
half of its annual average demand.43  
 
                                                                                                                                               
39 Ibid, p 16. 
40 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
41 ABARE (2004) Energy Data, ABARE. Available at www.abare.gov.au. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
42 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
43 NSW Department of Energy (1996) Energy Use in the NSW Commercial Sector, NSW Department of Energy, Sydney. 
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Optional Reading   
1. APEC Conference – Air-conditioning & energy performance - the next 5 years. This conference 
was held at the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre on 9 June, 2004 with workshops 
running on 7 & 8 June. Available at www.energyrating.com.au/pubs/2004apec-comminiques.pdf. 
Assessed10 October 2012. 
2. Brown, R. E. and Koomey, J. G. (2002) ‘Electricity Use in California: Past Trends and Present 
Usage Patterns,’ Energy Policy. 
3. Energy Efficient Strategies (2004) Electrical Peak Load Analysis Victoria 1999 – 2003: Executive 
Summary of Report, VENCORP and the Australian Greenhouse Office, p 1. Available at 
www.energyrating.com.au/library/pubs/2005-ac-peakload.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
4. Office of Energy (2004) Information Paper: The Impact of Residential Air-Conditioning on the 
Western Australian Electricity System, Office of Energy, WA. Available at 
www.docstoc.com/docs/24750932/INFORMATION-PAPER. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
5. Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy 
Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1
a.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
6. Tothill, K. (2001) SA Government Task Force Electricity Demand Side Management and 
Supporting Measures, ElectraNet SA. Available at 
http://s3.amazonaws.com/zanran_storage/energy.sa.gov.au/ContentPages/17154375.pdf. 
Assessed 10 October 2012. 
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Peak Load, Peak Electricity Demand, Energy Efficient Air-Conditioning, Energy Efficiency in the 
Home, Green Building tips, Green Building Council.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4
 
 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity 
 
Lecture 4.2: Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak 
Load’ Electricity Demand5
 
 
Educational Aim 
Pursuing energy efficiency opportunities in the residential and commercial sectors is a strong strategy 
for Australia to reduce peak load electricity demands and the need for new energy supply and 
infrastructure while improving the quality of life for the majority of working Australians and their 
families (given that most Australians spend the majority of their lives in residential and commercial 
buildings). Lecture 4.1 showed that a rapid increase of electricity used for air-conditioning and heating 
plus lighting and refrigeration in the commercial and residential sector is what is driving rising peak 
electricity demand. Lecture 4.2 now addresses what can actually be done to reduce peak electricity 
demand.   
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2007) ‘Smart Ways to Flatten Electricity’, CSIRO 
ECOS Magazine, March-April. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/ECOSSmartApproachesToElectricityUse
.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
pp12-13 
2. Australian Greenhouse Office website - Your Home Directory 4.0 Energy Use at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/technical/fs40.htm. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
3. Australian Greenhouse Office website - At Home: Tips for Reducing Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions at www.greenhouse.gov.au/education/tips/home.html. Accessed 2 
June 2007.   
6 pages 
4. Contact Energy Pty Ltd website - Energy Saving Tips (No Cost, Low Cost, Some 
Cost) at 
www.contactenergy.co.nz/web/view?page=/contentiw/pages/energyefficiency/forh
ome&vert=ee&onlineMode=oh. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
6 pages 
5. Department of Environment and Heritage and RMIT (2005) ESD design guide for 
Australian Government buildings, (2nd ed.) DEH and RMIT, Centre for Design, 
Sustainable Built Environments. Available at 
www.deh.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-design/pubs/esd-
edition2.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
pp17-24 
                                          
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, and Dr Mike Dennis, Australian National University.    
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Learning Points   
1. One of the most effective ways to influence behaviour is to provide better information. In relation 
to electricity consumption and peak period demands the use of ‘Smart Meters’, in combination 
with reforms to tariffs to differ electricity prices based on time of use, provides households with 
real time pricing information on the costs of their electricity use during peak periods. Currently in 
many countries around the word, including Australia, electricity customers in residential homes 
are not aware of the extra costs of electricity during peak periods, as they pay an average fixed 
rate.   
2. In states around the world where they have implemented smart metering and tariff reform to 
provide lower rates during off-peak periods, significant reductions in peak electricity loads have 
occurred. In Florida, electricity suppliers Georgia Power and Gulf Power have implemented smart 
meters and real time pricing with remarkable results. For Georgia Power, large customers 
reduced electricity demand by 20-30 percent during peak periods. For Gulf Power, a 41 percent 
reduction in load during peak times was achieved.   
3. Extensive roll outs of smart metering are underway in numerous countries. In Victoria, Australia 
there are plans to replace all old meters with smart meters over the next 4-5 years. In New South 
Wales over 160,000 manually read interval meters have been installed to date and a further 
250,000 meters are to be installed over the next four years as part of an extensive trial.6 Trials of 
smart metering are also an intrinsic part of the Federal Government’s Solar Cities program.7
4. There are also a number of equity issues as the people most affected by high peak prices will be 
low income families at home on hot summer afternoons in houses with poor thermal performance 
and inefficient air conditioners.  
 The 
Coalition of Australian Governments in February 2007 committed to a national roll out of smart 
metering starting in 2008. A successful roll out of smart meters needs to be combined with a 
comprehensive education campaign for what people can do in their homes and workplaces to 
reduce electricity demand especially during peak demand periods. In California, strong 
education/information campaigns at the time of the recent energy supply crisis in 2000-2001 
achieved substantial reductions in peak demand and energy use – and some of the actions taken 
have continued to reduce demand. 
5. Module A, Lectures 2.1-2.3 covered energy efficiency opportunities in the commercial building 
sector. Many of the same concepts apply to residential buildings as well. There are many simple 
energy efficiency opportunities exist for new buildings8
− Blocking air leaks in the building envelope, i.e. at windowpanes, attics, basements and doors. 
 and for retrofits of older buildings with 
short returns on investment to reduce residential peak load demand (< 4 year), such as:  
− Improving Insulation.  
− Installation of energy-efficient lighting, e.g. compact fluorescent or LED light bulbs, as 
incandescent lighting emits large amounts of heat.  
− Replace inefficient appliances with the most efficient appliances especially air-conditioners.   
− Passive solar heating, cooling, and lighting, where possible.  
                                          
6 NEMMCO (2006) Metering and Retail Market Development 2006 Annual Report, NEMMCO. Available at 
http://www.nemmco.com.au/meteringandretail/610-0112.htm. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
7 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Solar Cities Program at www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities. Accessed 23 April 2007.  
8 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Your Home Consumer and Technical Guide – Energy at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/technical/fs40.htm#efficient. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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− Ensuring that lights, air-conditioning, plug-in appliances are only turned on when absolutely 
needed for use and are not left on standby.  
− Investing in solar PV electricity for commercial and residential buildings.  
6. A growing number of architects, engineers and designers are designing buildings that minimise 
the need for temperature control by design and many now do not even need a traditional air-
conditioning system, a good example is the Melbourne City Council CH2 building (See Module A, 
Lecture 2.2: Commercial Buildings). But given that many homes and commercial buildings already 
have air-conditioning systems it is important that government, industry work together to improve 
the efficiency of the Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) equipment on the market.  
7. Adjunct Professor Alan Pears from RMIT University writes that, ‘The selection of cooling 
technology is critical to summer peak demand. The use of evaporative cooling instead of 
refrigerative cooling can make a big difference to electricity demand in climates where wet bulb 
temperatures are not too high. But if refrigerative cooling is used, a number of factors can impact 
on efficiency such as the equipment efficiency (often called Coefficient of Performance or COP), 
but also cycling and other losses. There is scope to improve the efficiency of new air conditioners, 
and programs such as energy labelling and Minimum Energy Performance Standards can do this. 
Indeed, the Japanese Top Runner program is driving COPs upwards from today’s 2-2.5 units of 
cooling per unit of electricity. Evaluation of the fundamentals of thermodynamics suggests that 
there is scope to deliver 4-5 units of cooling from each unit of electricity.’9
9. In addition to reducing the consumption of electricity a focus on energy efficiency in the residential 
and commercial sector is the most cost effective way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This 
will prove to be a significant emissions reduction area as greenhouse gas emissions from 
commercial and residential buildings account for approximately 38 percent of Australia’s 
greenhouse gas emissions (including embodied energy from materials). The discussion paper for 
a National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) highlighted that the commercial and 
residential sector has the largest potential of cost effective energy efficiency opportunities with 4-8 
years or less rates of return.
    
10
10. Energy efficiency expert Alan Pears’s research also shows that currently a mere 7.5 percent of 
Australian households are using 20 percent of total electricity used by the sector. Hence clearly 
targeting the top 7.5 percent electricity using customers in the residential sector could help 
achieve significant greenhouse gas reductions. Also around 10 percent of office buildings use 
more than twice the average amount of electricity per square metre of floor area, and these are an 
obvious target for government energy efficiency programs. This also shows the potential 
opportunity for employment of energy auditors in Australia to help address this problem and 
identify cost effective strategies to reduce consumption.   
  
11. Pursuing energy efficiency opportunities in the residential and commercial sectors is a strong 
strategy for Australia to reduce peak load electricity demands and the need for new energy supply 
and infrastructure while improving the quality of life for the majority of working Australians and 
their families (given that most Australians spend the majority of their lives in residential and 
commercial buildings). 
                                          
9 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, Victorian Government Decision. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf.  Accessed 2 June 2007 
10 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and Challenges 
Discussion Paper, Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group, p 6. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. 
Accessed 12 April 2007 
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Brief Background Information 
Addressing Perverse Incentives through Smart Meters and time of use Tariff Reform 
Currently in many countries around the world, including Australia, electricity customers in residential 
homes are not aware of the extra costs of supplying electricity during peak periods, as they pay an 
average fixed rate. Most people do not realise that the demand and price of electricity changes during 
the day, reaching a peak between 2-6pm on most days in Australia. Hence, most do not realise the 
difference they can make through changing day-to-day behaviour in their homes and workplaces to 
avoid this peak time and through investing in efficiency measures. The difference is two-fold, firstly it 
will reduce the homeowners electricity bill but it will also reduce the need for the electricity generators 
and supply systems to cater for a spike in demand during peak times. Instead, fixed rates for peak 
and off-peak electricity for residential energy usage are currently measured using basic meters, which 
accumulate the total electricity used over a period of time such as three months, whereupon 
customers receive a quarterly bill from their electricity provider.  
This leads to households without air-conditioning subsidising those with air-conditioning who 
consequently use more electricity at the peak. As residential energy efficiency expert Dr George 
WiIlkenfeld writes,11
Taking the ‘Integral Energy’ and ‘Energy Australia’ figures as a guide, the total cross-subsidy 
from the 4.1 million non-air conditioning (AC) households in the national electricity market 
area to the 2.7 million AC owning households could be in the range $300-500 M annually. 
Apart from the equity implications, this underpricing of the costs of supply to ACs is a serious 
distortion in the economics of the National Electricity Market (NEM). In the commercial sector, 
these businesses pay closer to real time electricity costs using time-of-use metering which 
means that commercial sector consumers with higher air conditioning demand make a greater 
contribution to the total system cost. In the residential sector however time of use metering is 
virtually absent, so the costs of meeting the peak represent a major cross-subsidy from non-
AC users to users.  
   
Wilkenfeld’s12 most recent study, showed that under current regulation some 5-star McMansion-style 
homes are using as much as 30 percent more energy than new buildings built before 5-star regulation 
was instituted in Australia. This is mainly due to the extra size of new homes (not covered by 5-star 
rating systems) leading to large air-conditioning loads and also the installation of inefficient lighting. 
Dr Wilkenfeld has recommended that any new measures should look at establishing an energy cap 
for homes. That would mean that bigger houses would have to put in place more energy saving 
measures; ‘I think we should start adding new elements which penalise energy use depending on the 
size of the home. So that, for example, you can be free to make your house larger, but then you have 
to invest more and more and more in making it more energy efficient so that it performs within a total 
cap.’ The Victorian government adopted these recommendations in May 2007 and will incorporate 
them into a new rating system to be implemented in 2009.13
                                          
11 Wilkenfeld, G. (2007) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, Prepared for the National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The Australian Greenhouse Office. Available at 
 The NSW BASIX planning requirements 
have already set tougher standards for large buildings. 
www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
12 Fang, G. (2007) ‘Bigger homes bad for the environment’, The World Today, Monday 21 May 2007, ABC. Available at 
www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2007/s1928475.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
13 Ibid. 
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Bringing real time metering to the residential sector through rolling out smart meters and tariff reform 
would address this unfair cross subsidy and help to reduce peak load demand in Australia. The 
empirical evidence and literature to date demonstrates that clear feedback is a necessary element in 
influencing patterns of electricity use over a long period of time. The literature shows that 
instantaneous direct feedback in combination with frequent, accurate billing (a form of indirect 
feedback) is needed as a basis for sustained electricity demand reduction by households and 
business. Smart Meter’s can have screen displays listing the appliances in the home and the amount 
of energy each one is currently using. It can also show the cost of the electricity or the amount of 
carbon emissions. 
 
Figure 4.2.1. Smart Meter display 1  
Source:  BBC News (2006)14
Also with smart meters it is possible to review the pattern of electricity consumption over time (the 
Blue Graph in Figure 4.2.2) and compare it with the amount of electricity that is currently being used 
(Red Bar in Figure 4.2.2). 
  
 
Figure 4.2.2. Smart Meter display 2  
Source: BBC News (2006)15
                                          
14 Kinver, M. (2006) ‘Bringing meters out of the closet’, BBC News, BBC UK. Available at 
 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4754109.stm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Smart Metering is being rolled out in a number of countries and states globally to help reduce peak 
electricity demand.16 Extensive roll outs are underway in countries like Italy, Sweden, and in states 
like Victoria in Australia, and California and Pennsylvania in the USA. Victoria, Australia is planning 
on replacing all old meters with smart meters over the next 4-5 years. In New South Wales, Australia 
over 160,000 manually read interval meters have been installed to date and a further 250,000 meters 
are to be installed over the next four years as part of an extensive trial.17 Trials of smart metering are 
also an intrinsic part of the Federal Government’s Solar Cities program.18
Most cost benefit analysis suggests that investment in smart meters is justified. For instance, in 
California, where they have embraced smart metering technology, the results have beaten even the 
optimists' hopes, with energy demand during peak periods lowered by 12-35 percent. The vast 
majority of householders now receive lower bills on the new rates, and 90 percent of participants 
support the use of smart meters and dynamic rates throughout the state. There is also a great deal of 
international experience; in Italy they are in the process of rolling out smart meters to 30 million 
customers, and Sweden is now embarking on a national roll out of smart meters. In the USA, 
Pennsylvania Power and Light (PPL) have installed 1.35 million smart meters. The Council of 
Australian Government’s Meeting in February 2007 committed to a national roll out of smart meters, 
and the overseas initiatives and trials in Australia and globally will provide further information on how 
best to implement smart metering roll outs in Australia.  
  
One of the major concerns about smart meters is the risk of an increase of cost to citizens from a 
variable tariff with potentially some households paying double for their electricity if they use much of 
their electricity during peak periods. This needs to be put into perspective, as the Climate Institute in 
Australia stated,  
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, in 2004 Australians, on average spend 2% to 
4% of household expenditure. This is equivalent to one fifth of the spending on recreation and 
about the same as the amount spent on beer and wine. Previous economic modelling by 
ABARE, CSIRO and Monash University shows that focusing on price overstates forecast 
impacts, as the share of wages or household income spent on energy is projected to fall 
significantly even with carbon pricing. This is because the increases in electricity prices are 
smaller than increases in real wages or income. For example, CSIRO and ABARE show that 
while electricity prices may increase by 7-20% by 2050, real income increases by 100%. 
Therefore the share of average full time wages spent on electricity declines from 1% today to 
between 0.5-0.7% by 2050.19
It is important to note that despite this, smart meters will disproportionately impact on low income 
households (the unemployed, pensioners, the disabled) who are the most likely to be home in the mid 
afternoon of hot days in thermally poor homes with old, inefficient air-conditioners.  So there is a case 
for governments to compliment a national roll out of smart metering with measures such as the SA 
remote air-conditioning cycling approach, as well as upgrades of housing occupied by low income 
 
                                                                                                                                             
15Ibid.   
16Siderius, H.P. and Dijkstra, A. (2006) Smart Metering for Households: Cost and Benefits for the Netherlands, SenterNovem. Available at  
http://mail.mtprog.com/CD_Layout/Day_2_22.06.06/0900 1045/ID57_Siderius_final.pdf. Accessed 23 April 2007; Darby, S. (2006) The 
Effectiveness of Feedback on Energy Consumption: A Review for DEFRA of the Literature on Metering, Billing and Direct Displays, 
Environmental Change Institute, Oxford. Available at www.defra.gov.uk/environment/energy/research/pdf/energyconsump-feedback.pdf. 
Accessed 23 April 2007.      
17 NEMMCO (2006) Metering and Retail Market Development, 2006 Annual Report, NEMMCO. Available at 
http://www.nemmco.com.au/meteringandretail/610-0112.htm. Accessed 23 April 2007.  
18 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Solar Cities Program at www.greenhouse.gov.au/solarcities. Accessed 23 April 2007.  
19 The Climate Institute (2007) The Big Switch, The Climate Institute, Appendix 1. Available At 
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/cia1/downloads/280507%20Making%20The%20Switch.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007 
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households, including insulation, shading, as well as possibly replacement of old inefficient air-
conditioners with high efficiency models. 
Also a successful roll out of smart meters needs to be combined with a comprehensive education 
campaign for what people can do in their homes and workplaces to reduce electricity demand 
especially during peak demand periods. Module A, Lectures 2.1-2.3 covered energy efficiency 
opportunities in the commercial building sector in detail. Here now we cover succinctly 10 key energy 
efficiency opportunities for residential and commercial sectors to help reduce peak load electricity 
demand. 
10 Steps to Reduce the Residential and Commercial Sector’s contribution to Peak Load 
Demand20
There are a wide range of opportunities to improve energy efficiency, especially when designing new 
buildings (see Lecture 2.1-2.3 for a listing of such options along with numerous online resources, also 
see Optional Reading). Existing buildings, however, will need to be retrofitted to reduce peak load 
demand, and consumption patterns will need to be altered. The following 10 steps are all critical in 
commercial and residential buildings to ensure an effective retrofit strategy to reduce summer peak 
load electricity demand.  
 
Step 1) Passive Cooling 
In the southern half of Australia in the summer the minimum average summer temperature is typically 
between 12-17 degrees first thing in the morning. This applies to the capital cities: Hobart, Melbourne, 
Adelaide, Perth and Canberra - according to the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. In these parts of 
Australia it is possible most summer mornings to significantly cool a residential/commercial building 
simply by opening the windows and doors to let the fresh cool morning air push out and replace the 
hot air in the house. This process is also valuable as it allows the cool morning air to also cool the 
thermal mass of the building. Melbourne City Council’s CH2 building21 or Australian Ethical 
Investments green building22
Step 2) Block Air Leaks 
 in Canberra are examples of new buildings that have an automated 
night flushing process. In these buildings sensors detect when the air outside is significantly cooler 
than the air inside, whereupon windows (usually louvers) are automatically opened to allow the cool 
air into the building. However, it must be noted that climate change is increasing overnight 
temperatures, and during the hottest periods overnight temperatures may not, for instance, fall below 
25°C in Melbourne. 
To ensure that the early morning cool air stays in the building and the heat of the day is kept out, 
there are many options to block air leaks in the building envelope, i.e. at windowpanes, attics, 
basements and doors. An unsealed ceiling exhaust fan, alone, can increase cooling load by several 
kilowatts on a hot windy day by allowing large amounts of outdoor air to enter the building. Subtle 
factors such as this can undermine an overall well implemented energy efficiency program. 
 
                                          
20 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. Available 
at  www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf.  Accessed 2 June 2007. 
21 See Melbourne City Council - CH2 at  http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/info.cfm?top=171&pg=1933. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
22 See Australian Ethical Investments - Green Building at 
www.austethical.com.au/company_information/about_us/offices_trevor_pearcey_house/australian_ethicals_green_office_building. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Step 3) Improve Insulation and Thermal Efficiency of the Building Envelope 
Once the building is appropriately sealed the next step is to review the heat being transferred through 
the roof, walls and structure. By improving insulation of the building envelope and installing double 
glazed windows/winter windows, external shading of windows, and improved curtains and pelmets (or 
other methods of creating an air seal), significant reductions in heat transfer can be achieved and 
thus the need for air-conditioning and space heating is reduced dramatically. In countries in extreme 
climates such as Sweden such measures are common place.  
Step 4) Install Energy Efficient Lighting 
Installation of energy efficient lighting, e.g. compact fluorescent or LED light bulbs can deliver a 
double benefit: 1) they help to reduce the air-conditioning load because incandescent lighting 
produces heat, and 2) they use significantly less electricity. Recent advancements in compact 
fluorescents and light emitting diodes have delivered high performing options with a range of light 
colours and tones. 
Step 5) Upgrade Ductwork 
Ductwork in ceilings for heating/cooling systems is notorious for energy waste. Pumping cold air 
through poorly insulated, leaky ducts in a hot ceiling is a recipe for energy waste of 2 kW or more, 
roughly 5 percent of daily electricity use. Upgrading ductwork by improving its air-tightness and 
insulation can be a significant energy saver. In California, buildings with ductwork inside the 
conditioned space instead of in the roof receive a bonus in energy ratings. 
Step 6) Use the Most Efficient Air-Conditioners (if needed) 
In the tropics, or sub-tropics of Australia, steps (1-4) are not sufficient to negate the need for air-
conditioning of some sort. In this case it is vital to use the most efficient form of air-conditioning 
possible. Professor Alan Pears writes that,  
The selection of cooling technology is critical to summer peak demand. Obviously, use of 
evaporative cooling instead of refrigerative cooling can make a big difference to electricity 
demand in climates where wet bulb temperatures are not too high. But if refrigerative cooling 
is used, a number of factors can impact on efficiency such as the equipment efficiency (often 
called Coefficient of Performance or COP), but also cycling and other losses. There is scope 
to improve the efficiency of new air conditioners, and programs such as energy labelling and 
Minimum Energy Performance Standards can do this. The best small air-conditioners on the 
Australian market now have COPs of over 5, while large chillers are achieving much higher 
COPs of over 10. To put this into context, it seems feasible to air-condition a thermally-
efficient house using 1 kilowatt of electricity, or a bedroom at night using the same amount of 
electricity as is now used by a ceiling fan. Existing and new air-conditioning equipment can 
also have its efficiency improved by add-on measures, for example an evaporative pre-cooler 
can improve COP.23
 
  
 
                                          
23 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. Available 
at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Step 7) Reduce the Space that Needs to be Air-Conditioned  
Examine what size air-conditioner is needed for the residential or commercial building. Design or 
retrofit the house so a couple of rooms can be air-conditioned to stay cool rather than needing to air-
condition the whole house. 
Step 8) Use Efficient Appliances 
Replace inefficient appliances with the most efficient appliances, especially air-conditioners,24
Step 9) Invest in Appropriate Solar Renewable Energy Systems 
 
refrigeration and TVs. Use laptop computers instead of desktop computers as they use up to 80 
percent less energy to run. Ensure that lights, air-conditioning, and plug-in appliances are only turned 
on when needed for use. Also, ensure that appliances are not left on standby as this can contribute to 
10 percent of the household electricity consumption and is often the major energy use in commercial 
buildings overnight.   
There are a range of solar energy technologies which can be used in homes to help reduce their peak 
energy demands such as solar thermal hot water systems25 and Solar PV systems.26 Solar energy’s 
load profile matches the peak load of commercial building/household electricity demand, especially if 
it is oriented slightly west of north, i.e. the best times for sunlight overlap with the peak demand period 
is from 2-6pm. Therefore during the best solar times of the day, that are also the peak demand 
periods, the solar panels can provide electricity to supplement the peak demand without needing to 
build new infrastructure. PV Solar panels can be installed in Australia creating a 1kW system for 
~AUD$6000 with the current Federal Governments rebate of AUD$8000.27 On this basis, there is 
potential to consider application of distributed PV systems as a summer peak demand management 
tool, and to place significant value on their role of avoiding capital investment in centralised supply 
(power plants) and distribution networks (the poles and wires). The exciting opportunity is that a 
thermally-efficient building with high efficiency air-conditioning and photovoltaic cells could actually 
become a net supplier of electricity to the grid at times of summer peak demand.28
Most active cooling currently is provided by mechanically driven vapour compression heat pumps but 
there are a number of possible technical ways to drive cooling systems directly with heat inputted 
straight into the unit. This then opens up the possibility to provide the heat input from a solar thermal 
collector, which has obvious merit for air-conditioning applications where the need for cooling strongly 
correlates with the availability of solar radiation. The CH2 Building in Melbourne
 Other 
technological options may be available soon.  
29 now uses latent 
heat stores to reduce solar cooling plant size and avoid peak energy tariffs. A solar assisted 
evaporative cooler is under development by the University of South Australia in partnership with the 
University of Kassel in Germany.30
                                          
24 APEC Conference (2004) Air-conditioning and energy performance - the next 5 years, APEC. Available at 
 In this approach a strong hygroscopic salt solution dehumidifies 
http://www.energyrating.gov.au/2004-06apecmeeting.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
25 ANU (2006) Solar Energy at the ANU: Solar Water Heating Systems, Australian National University, Australia. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/consumer/SHW.php. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
26 ANU (2006) Solar Energy at the ANU: PV Systems, Australian National University, Australia. Available at http://solar.anu.edu.au/. 
Accessed 5 July 2007. 
27 See The Solar Shop at http://www.solarshop.com.au/. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
28 Ibid.  
29 Aye, L. and Fuller, R. (2005) ‘The proposed heating and cooling system in the CH2 building and its impact on occupant productivity’, The 
Australian Journal of Construction Economics and Building, vol 5, no. 2. 
30 Krause, M., Saman, W. and Vajen, K. (2005) ‘Open cycle liquid dessicant air conditioning systems’, Annual conference of the Australian 
& New Zealand Solar Energy Society. 
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building air which can later use evaporative cooling to provide the cooling effect. The dilute salt 
solution is regenerated using a solar regenerator.  
As well as the University of South Australia, the ANU31 is carrying out development of an enhanced 
solar air heater/cooler in conjunction with their commercial partner T3 Energy. According to ANU’s Dr 
Dennis, the system is designed to produce solar heated/cooled air, solar hot water and photovoltaic 
electricity all from the one array. The same solar thermal collector can provide year round water 
heating, winter space heating and summer cooling at costs much less than solar PV. This work is in 
proof-of-concept stage in Australia.32 Residential solar thermal collectors will cost around 
AUD$0.70/W compared to up to AUD$10/W for PV and produce energy at less than AUD5c/kWh33
Step 10) Use Trees for Natural Shade 
 
(levelised energy cost).  
Plant trees to provide shade for the building/house in summer.  
Refer to ‘Case Study 4 - Buildings Temperature Control’ of the TNEP Whole Systems Design Suite 
for a detailed design calculation example of using a whole systems approach to green buildings so 
that indoor comfort can be maintained with little or no active heating or cooling, using passive cooling 
techniques that remove the need for air conditioning equipment. See 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#CS4.  
Quantifying the Energy Efficiency Potential for Australia’s Commercial and Residential 
Sectors 
As discussed in Lecture 1.2, The Climate Institute commissioned modelling which showed that 
Australia could achieve an 80 percent cut to greenhouse gas emissions below 1990 levels by 2050 
assuming a rate of energy efficiency improvement of 0.7 percent. This is a significant result because 
a rate of energy efficient improvement of 0.7 percent is easy to achieve. An average technical energy 
efficiency improvement of 0.7 percent per annum by 2015 (up from 0.3 percent improvement today) is 
the average for the OECD.  
To demonstrate how achievable the 0.7 percent per annum target is for the residential and 
commercial building sector, The Climate Institute asked Dr Hugh Saddler to undertake research into 
what would be required to achieve a 1.4 percent per annum rate.34
According to the Climate Institute the steps for the residential sector of Australia include:
 To put this into context the 
following list would enable almost a 20 percent reduction in electricity demand by 2020 from the 
residential and commercial building sector. Since the residential and commercial sector contributes 
most of the peak load demand in Australia, the following initiatives would significantly help to reduce 
peak load demand by 2020. Achieving the identified efficiency improvements will require targeted, 
well funded programs that roll out the identified measures on a wide scale across Australia.   
35
− Building Design Standards and Retrofitting: Existing building stock can be upgraded with 
measures including external shading of windows, improved insulation of hot water pipes and 
heating/cooling system ductwork, improved curtains and pelmets, and upgraded heating systems. 
 
                                          
31 Garzoli, K. (2007) Solar air heater with phase change material thermal storage, ANU Solar Thermal Energy Research, Australia. 
Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/low_temp/air_heaters/index.php. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
32 Dennis, M. (2007) ‘Solar Assisted Reverse Cycle Air Conditioning Australian National University’, Canberra ANZSES Conference, ANU. 
33 Ibid.  
34 The Climate Institute (2007) The Big Switch, The Climate Institute, Appendix 1. Available at 
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/cia1/downloads/280507%20Making%20The%20Switch.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
35Ibid. 
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Because most of these features are not covered by the current state and territory government 
regulation of minimum energy performance for new houses, additional regulations will be needed, 
as well as more rigorous enforcement of existing regulations. 
− Insulation: Progressively installing ceiling and cavity wall insulation in houses that do not have 
insulation and ensure all new homes are insulated. 
− Solar Hot Water: Progressively phasing out electric water heaters and replace them with either 
solar hot water or efficient gas systems. South Australia already has this requirement for new 
houses and major renovations, but it is essential that it is extended nationally and covers 
replacements of existing electric water heaters.   
− Solar Electricity: Solar PV and other distributed generation systems is progressively installed in 15 
percent of exiting housing stock from 2020 onward and in 15 percent of new dwellings in every 
year from 2015 onward. The number of new installations required each year is about 20 times the 
number that will be supported under the current program, but as the price of electricity goes up, 
and the cost of photovoltaic systems comes down, the amount of government financial assistance 
needed for each installation will fall dramatically.  
According to the Climate Institute the steps for the commercial sector of Australia to reduce electricity 
demand by approximately 20 percent by 2020 include:36
− Building design standards and retrofitting: At the time of major refurbishments, upgrade buildings 
so that all existing buildings achieve energy consumption corresponding to 4.5-star on the 
Australian Building Greenhouse Rating (ABGR) scale. At present, all new buildings are required 
to meet an energy standard that is somewhat below this level. There are no requirements on 
refurbishments, other than those undertaken on a voluntary basis by a minority of building owners 
and tenants, including the Australian Government. 
 
− Co-generation and other distributed forms of generation: Over the next 12 years, increase total 
distributed small scale generation infrastructure in new buildings to around 10 percent of current 
electricity consumption. The market incentive provided by a relatively modest price on emissions 
is likely to be sufficient to achieve at least this level of penetration. 
− Air-Conditioning: Introduce a comprehensive strategy for improving the lifetime performance of 
non-residential air-conditioning systems, through improved system specification, installation, 
commissioning, operation and maintenance.  
− Commercial and public lighting: Over 12 years, introduce a retrofit and installation program to 
save 30 percent of current electricity use for lighting in commercial buildings, street lighting, new 
buildings and public lighting.37
Additional Reasons to Focus on Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Residential and 
Commercial Sectors  
 
There are other reasons for focusing on energy efficiency opportunities in the residential and 
commercial sectors in addition to reducing peak electricity demand and infrastructure costs: it is also 
a key area of potential greenhouse gas emission reduction. Greenhouse gas emissions from 
commercial and residential buildings account for 52 percent of Australia’s GHGs. The rapid growth of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the commercial building sector is covered in Lecture 2.2. Greenhouse 
                                          
36 Ibid  
37 Ibid  
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gas emissions are rising almost as fast in the residential sector, which consumes 27 percent of total 
electricity sales (2000-01),38 and rose from 51.2 Mt in 1990 to 62.8 Mt in 1999.39
As pointed out in Lecture 1.3, discussion papers developed as part of the National Framework for 
Energy Efficiency, show that energy efficiency opportunities of 30-50 percent still exist for all industry 
sectors in Australia. As the Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group stated,
  
40
A preliminary assessment of demand-side energy efficiency improvement potential and costs 
was undertaken [in Australia]. The analysis indicated significant energy efficiency 
improvement potential available to be exploited across all sectors of the economy [see Figure 
below] under both a low (4 year or less pay back) and a high (8 year or less pay back) energy 
efficiency improvement scenario.  
   
 
Figure 4.2.3. Percentage of energy efficiency potential with a four year or less pay back (low) or an 
eight year or less payback (high) across different sectors.  
Source: Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003)41
                                          
38 Wilkenfeld G. & Associates and Energy Strategies (2002) Australia’s National Greenhouse Gas Inventory 1990, 1995 and 1999 end use 
allocations of emissions, Vol 1 Report to Australian Greenhouse Office, Canberra. 
 
39  Ibid  
40 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and Challenges 
Discussion Paper, Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group, p 6. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64. 
Accessed 12 April 2007.  
41 Ibid. 
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Optional Reading   
1. 2004 APEC Conference website - Air-conditioning & energy performance - the next 5 years at 
http://www.energyrating.gov.au/2004-06apecmeeting.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. This 
conference was held at the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre on 9 June, 2004 with 
workshops running on 7 & 8 June.  
2. Carbon Cops (2007) ‘View Fact Sheets by Episode’, Carbon Cops, Australian Broadcasting 
Commission, Australia. Available at http://abc.net.au/tv/carboncops/facts.htm. Accessed 9 July 
2007. 
3. COAG (2007) Decision 2.2 on Smart Metering, COAG. Available at 
(www.coag.gov.au/meetings/100206/attachment_b_ncp_review.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
4. Contact Energy Pty Ltd website - Energy Saving Tips (No Cost, Low Cost, Some Cost) at 
www.contactenergy.co.nz/web/view?page=/contentiw/pages/energyefficiency/forhome&vert=ee&o
nlineMode=oh. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
5. Darby, S. (2006) The effectiveness of feedback on energy consumption: a review for DEFRA of 
the literature on metering, billing and direct displays, Environmental Change Institute, University of 
Oxford. Available at www.defra.gov.uk/environment/energy/research/pdf/energyconsump-
feedback.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
6. Energy Efficient Appliances website at www.energyrating.gov.au/productmenu.html. Accessed 2 
June 2007.    
7. Home Energy Advice Team (HEAT) website at http://www.heat.net.au/topics.html Accessed 9 
July 2007.  
[HEAT is funded by the ACT government to provide free, independent, expert advice on how to 
improve the energy efficiency of homes. They provide numerous factsheets to help households 
reduce wasteful energy usage.] 
8. Rocky Mountain Institute website - Home Energy Briefs at www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid119.php. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.    
9. Siderius, H.P. and Dijkstra, A. (2006) Smart metering for households: cost and benefits for the 
Netherlands, SenterNovem. Available at 
http://mail.mtprog.com/CD_Layout/Day_2_22.06.06/0900-1045/ID57_Siderius_final.pdf. Accessed 
2 June 2007.  
10. Wilkenfeld, G. (2007) A National Demand Management Strategy for Small Air-Conditioners, 
Prepared for the National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Committee and The 
Australian Greenhouse Office. Available at www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/200422-ac-
demandmanagement.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
 
Key Words for Searching Online 
Peak Load, Peak Electricity Demand, Energy Efficient Air-Conditioning, Energy Efficiency in the 
Home, Green Building tips, Green Building Council, Smart Meters.  
 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 4: RESPONDING TO INCREASING 
DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY 
 
LECTURE 4.3: DEMAND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO REDUCE 
RISING ‘BASE LOAD’ ELECTRICITY DEMAND 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity 
 
Lecture 4.3: Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base 
Load’ Electricity Demand5 
 
Educational Aim 
In Lecture 4.1 the question of what was driving increasing base load electricity demand was 
addressed. Over the last century in Australia electricity demand has doubled almost every 20 years. It 
will be impossible to achieve 60 percent reductions in greenhouse gas emissions if base load 
electricity demand continues like this. To achieve a 60 percent reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions, base load electricity demand, as well as peak electricity demand, needs to be reduced. 
The aim of this lecture is to communicate how best to do this. This lecture is heavily based on the 
research and papers of Adjunct Professor Alan Pears (with permission).  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. DRET Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a 
National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and Challenges, Section 3 
Discussion Paper. Available at www.ret.gov.au/documents/mce/energy-
eff/nfee/_documents/nfee_discussio.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 7-10 
2. Turton, H., Ma, J., Saddler, H. and Hamilton, C. (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse 
Gas Scenarios: a pilot study of how Australia can achieve deep cuts in emissions, 
Australia Institute Paper No 48, The Australia Institute. Available at 
www.tai.org.au/documents/dp_fulltext/DP48.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 55-
60, 70-
77 
3. DRET (2012) Energy Efficiency Exchange – Industry Case Studies (featuring 
industries which contribute to base load electricity demand). Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/search/~/?post_type=eex_case_study . Accessed 15 Oct 2012.  
 
4. Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly 
Energy Efficiency Victorian Government Submission, RMIT University. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERN
ATIVESfinal1a.pdf.  Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 9-20 
 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, and Dr Mike Dennis - Australian National University.     
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Learning Points 
After twenty years as an energy efficiency consultant, our experiences have led us to conclude 
that roughly 50% of the base load electricity usage we find should not be there. Of course, it 
varies. It can be much higher. A part of the trap is that many facilities at first appear to be 24 
hour 7 days a week such as a hospital. Hospitals run 24 hrs, 7 days a week so it might be 
reasonable to expect a flat load profile. But then you ask about the areas in a hospital which 
aren't 24 hrs 7 days a week (consulting rooms, admin, laundry, kitchen, x-ray, central sterilising, 
maintenance, pathology) and more often than not there is still a flat load profile. Similarly, it is 
easy to assume that there are factories which run 24 hours 7 days a week, but most factories 
don't and most of the ones which do, run a reduced production or maintenance shift. Also I am 
still amazed at the portion of base load contributed by storage based electric water heaters both 
for commercial and residential buildings. A huge portion of the buildings we see have electric 
water heaters inconspicuously losing heat supplied with electricity from coal. 
Geoff Andrews, Energy Efficiency Consultant 
1. Base load electricity demand refers to the amount of electricity used overall by an economy 24 
hours a day. In Australia base load electricity use is as high as 70 percent of Australia’s peak 
load6 yet in the UK it is as low as 40 percent.7 This shows that in Australia, throughout the night, 
every night of the year, Australian business, commercial buildings and homes collectively are still 
using 70 percent of the total peak load consumed during the day. Research by Genesis Auto8 
shows that in NSW and Victoria there is very little variation between electricity base load between 
weekdays (when one would expect the highest base load) and between 10pm-5am or on 
weekends (when one would expect the lowest base load electricity demand). There are significant 
energy efficiency opportunities overnight and on weekends in the Australian economy. If 
implemented these energy efficiency initiatives can help the economy significantly, as shown by 
analysis undertaken by McLennan, Magasanik Associates (MMA).9  
2. Clearly there are legitimate energy requirements during the night:  
- Residential homes - refrigeration, heaters/fans, humidifiers, radio/TV etc.  
- Retail stores - commercial refrigeration, service stations, general stores.  
- Industries that need to run through the night due to the nature of the industrial process - 
aluminium, steel, paper manufacturing, coal fired power stations.  
- Essential services - street lighting, the buildings and lighting for police ambulance, and fire 
stations.  
- Entertainment industry  - nightclubs etc.  
But collectively this does not add up to 70 percent of Australia’s peak electricity demand. All of 
these legitimate services needed during the night can be made more efficient, a good example of 
this is street lighting.  
                                                          
6 Private Communication with Geoff Andrews, Director of Genesis Auto. The 70 percent figure is based on analysis of NEMMCO data by 
Genesis Auto.  
7 Caten, T. (2006) ‘Science Chief Seeks Nuclear Power Increase’, Financial Times. The UK Chief Scientist Professor King has stated 
publicly that he would like the UK to adopt nuclear power to provide all of the UK’s base load power which he states is 40 percent of the 
total peak load.    
8 Private Communication with Geoff Andrews, Director of Genesis Auto. 
9 McLennan, Magasanik Associates (2004) National Energy Efficiency target Modelling for the National Energy Efficiency Framework., 
MMA. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/default.jsp?xcid=41. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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3. Street lighting contributes to 40-70 percent of local government’s electricity bill. Energy 
consumption and running costs of public street lighting can at least be halved by a combination of: 
- more efficient lamps - metal halide and compact / tubular fluorescent; 
- more efficient lanterns - reflector design, less light loss in the diffuser, and more accurate light 
distribution without a refractor bowl; 
- more efficient ballasts - especially electronic ballasts; and 
- more accurate control of lighting times - electronic photo-switch rather than the existing 
cadmium sulphide cells, to reduce the burning time by at least an hour per day (9 percent).  
5. There are three main reasons why Australia’s base load electricity use overnight and on 
weekends is so much higher than needed:   
a. Australia’s overnight off-peak electricity is so cheap that many commercial buildings, 
industry and residential homes leave lights, heating/air-conditioning systems, and industry 
and office equipment on overnight and over weekends unnecessarily, as there is no 
meaningful penalty in doing so. Further, many years of active promotion of cheap off-peak 
electric hot water and heating have meant that many households and businesses have 
installed off-peak equipment that is actually very inefficient. However, recent trends have 
meant off-peak electricity prices have increased significantly, so now they are not so 
financially attractive. 
b. Cheap off-peak electricity leads to industry, commercial buildings and residential homes 
having no real incentives to ensure they use the most efficient technologies and have the 
best systems to minimise energy usage overnight and over weekends. 
c. In many cases there is limited awareness that systems are in fact being left on overnight 
and on weekends.  
All three reasons mean that the potential for energy efficiency improvement to reduce base load is 
very large. 
6. Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Residential Sector: Even when most Australians have 
switched off everything, many appliances, TVs and video recorders etc. stay on standby mode 
overnight – which contributes to base load. Residential homes contribute to 20 percent of 
Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions, and approximately 10 percent of those emissions come 
from energy used by appliances, TVs and video recorders simply being left on standby at home. If 
our off-peak electric hot water was switched off, which, in over half of Australia's homes is heating 
water in the middle of the night, then this would eliminate the need for at least four base load 
power stations. Off-peak electric hot water is also a major overnight load as around half of 
Australian homes are using 2.4 to 4.8 kW in the middle of the night to heat water – and few of 
them are showering at that time.  
7. Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Commercial Buildings: Government energy efficiency programs 
have found that implementing automated systems to turn lighting, office equipment, computers 
and air-conditioning off in commercial buildings after-hours can reduce electricity usage during 
after hours periods by even as much as 70 percent. And on weeknights, high cost electricity is 
used for up to half of out-of-hours time, so the financial savings from improved management can 
be larger than many assume. 
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8. Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Industry Sector: Reviews undertaken by Energetics outline the 
potential for energy efficiency improvement across many parts of the industrial sector. Energetics 
estimates that 18 percent electricity savings could be achieved across Australia’s industrial sector 
with an average four year payback on investment. It is also critically important to recognise that 
much of the potential for reduction in energy use in industry comes from measures beyond the 
plants themselves; through improving efficiency of material usage, switching to less energy 
intensive materials, and recovery and recycling of materials. Industries in Australia like aluminium, 
steel, paper manufacturing, and coal plants are investing in co-generation which converts wasted 
heat into significant onsite energy thus reducing these industries’ dependency on base load 
electricity from the grid as well as reducing their exposure to cost risks as emissions trading is 
introduced.  
9. Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Service Industries: Energy efficiency can reduce electricity 
demand by up to 70 percent in the service sector. The services sector generates over two thirds 
of Australia's economic output and uses less than a quarter of its electricity. But it is a sector with 
enormous energy efficiency saving potential. As energy efficiency expert Alan Pears points out, 
‘based on experience to date in Australia, we could cut through energy efficiency energy demand 
in the services sector by two thirds easily.’10 
 
                                                          
10 Pears, A. (2007) ‘Difference of Opinion’, ABC. Available at http://www.abc.net.au/tv/differenceofopinion/content/2007/s1869268.htm. 
Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
As pointed out in lecture 4.1, base load electricity demand refers to the level of electricity demand for 
an economy 24 hours a day. Over the last century, base load electricity demand has doubled every 
20 years or so. Building more supply to meet this trend involves investing large amounts of capital in 
generation and distribution network assets. Typically, base load plant tends to have higher capital 
cost, lower fuel cost, and less flexibility than peak or intermediate load plant. Hence energy efficiency 
initiatives or demand side management can reduce base load electricity demand significantly and 
thus delay or avoid the need to invest in new capacity. This can help the economy, as shown in 
analysis undertaken by McLennan Magasanik Associates (MMA) (under business-as-usual 
assumptions):11  
1,000 MW of new capacity per annum is required across the electricity supply sector from 
about 2009/10 onwards. Although not all of this capacity will be base load, about 500 MW to 
700 MW is likely to be required for high load duty. Energy efficiency initiatives, which target 
base load sources, will delay the need to invest in this new capacity... Benefits were estimated 
to range from $2.4 billion to $6.6 billion. Energy efficiency initiatives that both reduce running 
costs to business and delaying the need to invest in new capacity can provide between $2.54 
and $6 Billion in benefits to Australia.  
Such large economic gains are possible because as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) in 2007 stated, ‘It is often more cost-effective to invest in end-use energy efficiency 
improvement than in increasing energy supply to satisfy demand for energy services. Efficiency 
improvement has a positive effect on energy security, local and regional air pollution abatement, and 
employment.’12 Market benefits from implementing and achieving the energy efficiency program are 
detailed in Table 4.3.1. In Australia base load electricity use is as high as 70 percent of Australia’s 
peak load, yet in the UK it is as low as 40 percent. Research by Genesis Auto shows that in NSW and 
Victoria there is very little variation between electricity base load between weekdays (when one would 
expect the highest base load) and between 10pm-5am on weekends (when one would expect the 
lowest base load electricity demand).  
                                                          
11 McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004) National energy efficiency target Modelling for the National Energy Efficiency Framework, MMA. 
Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/default.jsp?xcid=41. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
12 IPCC (2007) ‘Mitigation of Climate Change’, Working Group III contribution to the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report Climate Change, IPCC, Geneva. 
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Table 4.3.1. Net present value of national savings from different energy efficiency targets 
 
                 Source: McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004)13 
Clearly then there are potentially significant energy efficiency opportunities overnight and on 
weekends that are currently being missed in the Australian economy. While there are legitimate 
energy requirements during the night to maintain key industries, services, certain retail stores, the 
entertainment industry and key services in residential homes collectively this does not add up to 70 
percent of Australia’s peak electricity demand.  
 
Figure 4.3.1. Victoria’s summer electricity demand (GW) Saturday 22 January 2005 to Friday 28 
January 2005.  Includes Australia Day public holiday showing much higher load than the Saturday 
and Sunday  
Source: Genesis Auto14 
                                                          
13 McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004) National energy efficiency target Modelling for the National Energy Efficiency Framework, MMA. 
Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/default.jsp?xcid=41. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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In Lecture 4.1 we showed that base load in Victoria is dominated by the industrial, commercial and 
residential sectors. Most assume that the commercial and residential sector would not contribute 
significantly to the base load demand compared to industry, hence it is worth discussing further how 
is this the case. Government energy efficiency programs have found that implementing automated 
systems to turn lighting, office equipment, computers and air-conditioning off in commercial buildings 
after-hours can reduce electricity usage during after-hours periods by over 70 percent.  
These programs have found that there can be a range of reasons why commercial buildings leave, for 
instance, computers on overnight. Since IT services have been increasingly outsourced, some IT 
companies which service the computers through an off-site network connection are the only ones that 
automatically turn off all the computers. They often refuse to do this citing security reasons. IT 
companies scan and protect computers from viruses overnight and some seem to believe they need 
to have computers left on every night of the week to do this. When in fact it would be possible to 
assign one night a week to do this adequately and automatically turn the computers off after a certain 
time on the other nights of the week. Issues such as this are leading to commercial buildings using far 
more electricity than they need to around the clock, leading to a significant base load. Figure 4.3.2 is 
an example of a large Melbourne office building with a high proportion of base load.  
 
Figure 4.3.2. Daily load profiles for Melbourne Central  
Source: Ostoja, A. (2003)15 
In the case shown in Figure 4.3.2, the base load consumption of over 600 kW per hour all week (168 
hours) comprises around two-thirds of the total consumption, as most of the additional daytime 
demand occurs for only 55 hours per week. Also note that weekend energy consumption is almost 
half of weekday daytime demand, even though most of the building is unoccupied.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
14 Private Communication from Geoff Andrews Director of Genesis Auto who has analysed these daily electricity demand profiles using 
NEMMCO date. See NEMMCO website at www.nemmco.com.au/. Accessed 3 March 2007 
15 Ostoja, A. (2003) Existing Buildings: 360 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, Australian Building Greenhouse Rating Second National Case 
Study Seminar, Sustainable Energy Development Authority, Sydney. 
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Through analysing load duration curves, Professor Alan Pears provides further proof that commercial 
and residential buildings currently use significantly large quantities of base load.  
[Figure 4.3.3] shows load-duration curves for Victoria in recent years. While such curves are 
usually used to highlight the peakiness of demand, they can also tell us a lot about other 
aspects of demand. For example, from ABARE data it is possible to estimate the average 
demand for all agriculture, mining and industry at 2180 MW and average demand for the 
electricity supply industry is 980 MW for 2001. So, if it is assumed that all industrial activity 
and electricity industry usage were pure base load (an extremely conservative scenario), 
these sectors would comprise 3,160 MW of base load demand. It can then be inferred that 
more than two-thirds of average commercial and residential annual load of 2420 MW, that is 
over 1,600 MW, exists for more than 80% of the time, and could be described as base load. It 
is likely that, in reality, at least 200 MW of industrial load is peak-intermediate, so that 
commercial-residential base load is at least 1,800 MW.16 
 
Figure 4.3.3. Victorian electricity load-duration curve relative to base load generation capacity, not 
including the Hazelwood plant  
Source: McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004)17  
Energy efficiency measures and switching to either solar or gas heating and hot water in both the 
residential and commercial sectors offer substantial potential for reducing base load electricity 
demand, in addition to the substantial potential that also exists in industry, agriculture and mining. 
The potential to reduce base load electricity in industry and the commercial and residential sectors is 
overviewed in Lecture 4.2. In this lecture, we focus on opportunities in the commercial, residential, 
and industrial sectors that relate to reducing base load electricity demand.  
                                                          
16Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, RMIT University. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdfEnergy. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
17 McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004) National energy efficiency target, MMA. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/default.jsp?xcid=41.  
Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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The potential for energy efficiency improvement in the commercial sector is very large. For example, 
the average Melbourne office building consumes around 275 kilowatt-hours per square metre per 
year, compared with 77 kWh/sqm for the 60L Green Building in Carlton18 which could be further 
reduced quite easily.19 The potential for improving the efficiency of lighting in the commercial sector is 
very large, with cost-effective savings of up to 85 percent being achievable using high efficiency 
lamps and fittings, as well as movement and daylight sensors. Potential reductions in electricity use of 
20-30 percent of total sector consumption are feasible from lighting alone. There are a number of off-
peak lighting loads with significant energy efficiency opportunities, including:  
- Street and outdoor lighting (street lighting uses around 230 GWh pa, of which half can be saved).  
- Aesthetic lighting of buildings, which could be switched off at say midnight or, in many cases, 
eliminated.  
- Security lighting, which can be reduced by using movement sensors to switch on lighting for short 
periods when movement is sensed, rather than widespread continuous lighting that effectively 
provides sufficient light for potential intruders to operate.  
- Safety lighting in buildings, such as ‘Exit’ signs: these commonly use 12-17 watts but can be 
replaced by units using less than 3 watts.  
- Overnight lighting in shops and offices.  
Italy has brought in laws that require all lighting of commercial buildings to be turned off automatically 
after 12am at night. This NASA photo of the Earth at night highlights the potential to reduce overnight 
usage of lighting around the world.  
 
Figure 4.3.4. The Earth at night  
Source: NASA20 
                                                          
18 Pears, A. (2000) Saving Energy in Commercial Buildings: How Much Scope is There?, Proceedings of the Annual Conference, of the 
Sustainable Energy Industry Association, Melbourne. 
19 Mailer, A. (2004) personal communication, Project Manager 60L Green Building, Carlton. 
20 See NASA - The Earth at Night at http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/image/earth_night.jpg. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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WWF’s Earth hour campaign to turn off the lights of Sydney demonstrated the potential to save 
significant amounts of energy simply by turning off the lights at work and in the home overnight.  
More than 2 million Sydney residents joined Earth Hour on Saturday March 31 between 7.30 
and 8.30 by flicking the switch, turning appliances off stand-by and enjoying an hour of quiet 
darkness, according to a poll conducted by AMR Interactive. Residents and businesses 
across the city showed their support for Earth Hour resulting in an impressive 10.2% drop in 
energy usage across the usually glittering CBD, according to Energy Australia.21  
Even when most Australians have switched off everything, many appliances, TVs and video 
recorders etc. are still left on standby mode overnight – which contributes to base load. Residential 
homes contribute to 20 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions, 10 percent of which come 
from energy used by appliances, TVs and video recorders simply being left on standby at home. This 
is pure base load. Most of this could be eliminated by appropriate product design.  
After addessing the standby power issue, a focus on hot water can yield even greater savings if the 
residential sector shifted to use gas or solar, as well as adding insulation to the tanks and nearby 
pipes. Hot water systems with automated controls which switched them off from say 1am to 5am 
would eliminate the need for about four base load power stations. In Victoria, residential off-peak 
electricity use, mainly for hot water, comprises around 1,400 GWh per year, 30 percent which is heat 
loss from storage tanks.22 Professor Alan Pears writes that,23 
Around three-quarters of Victorian electricity used for hot water could be replaced by gas, 
solar or heat pump electric Hot Water System units. Minimum Energy Performance Standards 
MEPS requirements for improved insulation of electric storage tanks will reduce total water 
heating electricity requirements by around 10% - but this will be reduced to the extent that 
other energy sources replace electricity. Refrigeration is a significant load, and is largely a 
base load. Recent work by the Moreland Energy Foundation has found that a significant 
proportion of refrigerators are wasting energy due to undiagnosed faults. New Zealand 
research by BRANZ24 has indicated that 18% of all NZ refrigerators are using 50-100% more 
power than they should, due to faults. Identification and replacement of faulty refrigeration 
appliances therefore offers potential for substantial electricity savings. Further, since modern 
refrigerators use 70% less electricity than properly operating refrigerators of the mid-1980s,25 
so replacement of old refrigerators, including faulty units, could cut household electricity usage 
by 5-10%. 
Household refrigeration is another base load activity that will soon decline as high efficiency MEPS 
compliant refrigerators replace old inefficient models. A typical existing refrigerator uses around 1000, 
kWh pa. While its demand overnight (in cooler conditions and without door openings) is around 80 
watts, which adds up to approximately 800 MW around Australia. New refrigerators are cutting this by 
about two-thirds 
                                                          
21 Sydney Morning Herald/WWF (2007) ‘Earth Hour: What is Earth Hour?’, Sydney Morning Herald. Available at 
http://earthhour.smh.com.au/what-is-earth-hour.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
22 Wilkenfeld, G. and Associates and Energy Strategies (2002) Australia’s National Greenhouse Gas Inventory 1990, 1995 and 1999 end 
use allocations of emissions, vol 1, Report to Australian Greenhouse Office, Canberra. 
23 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, RMIT University. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
24 Isaacs, N. (2004) Supply Requires Demand: Where does all New Zealand's energy go? BRANZ Conference Paper 110. Presented at the 
Royal Society of New Zealand Conference 2004, Christchurch. 
25 Marker, A. (2004) Minimum Energy Performance Standards Presentation, on behalf of Australian Greenhouse Office at ACRE Energy 
Efficiency Workshop, UNSW. 
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Residential lighting contributes significantly to the late afternoon-evening peak, and is a significant 
part of evening electricity usage. Recent trends in the installation of large numbers of low voltage 
halogen lamps has increased lighting energy use. A range of strategies can be applied, ranging from 
replacing 50 watt lamps with 35 and 20 watt units (for existing installations), to replacing these lamps 
with energy efficient lighting such as micro- and compact fluorescent lamps. In the short term, 50 
percent savings are achievable, while long term savings of 80 percent are feasible. Almost a third of 
Victorian household electricity usage is by miscellaneous equipment, including home computers, TV, 
VCRs, stereos, swimming pool pumps and chlorinators, and other equipment. Very little attention has 
been paid to the development of programs that address these areas of electricity usage, and virtually 
no information on energy efficient options is publicly available. Yet the savings potential is large. The 
most efficient 68 cm TVs on the market use less than half as much electricity as some other models, 
and consume less than some 34 cm TVs,26 and high efficiency pumps and motors could halve energy 
use for pool filtration.27 
In Lectures 5.1-5.3 energy efficiency opportunities for major industry sectors will be discussed which 
can help reduce base load electricity demand. The lectures will discuss how industries in Australia 
like aluminium, steel, paper manufacturing, and coal plants are investing in co-generation which 
converts wasted heat into significant onsite energy thus reducing the industry’s dependency on base 
load electricity from the grid. In Western Australia, for instance the alumina refineries are now 
spending hundreds of millions of dollars on co-generation. If off-peak electricity overnight was not so 
cheap then this would have provided greater incentive for such an industry to invest in more co-
generation decades ago in Australia. It is also critically important to recognise that much of the 
potential for reduction in energy use in industry comes from measures beyond the plants themselves, 
through improving efficiency of material usage, switching to less energy intensive materials, and 
recovery and recycling of materials. In almost every case, simply switching from existing average 
plant to best available new plant delivers substantial improvements in energy efficiency. For example, 
at the 2003 SEAV/BCSE Energy Efficiency Conference, the CEO of the Plastics and Chemical 
Industries Association (PACIA) commented that new plastics manufacturing equipment was 40 
percent more efficient than the plant/equipment commonly used in Australia. The evidence in the 
marketplace is that industry using new, more efficient equipment is competitive with existing industry, 
so presumably the higher cost of new plant is offset by higher productivity, lower running costs and 
maintenance costs, including reduced labour.  
An important question to ask, therefore, is why does Australian industry have so much old 
equipment? Part of the explanation for this seems to be the structure of the Australian taxation 
system. A presentation by Johnson and Mangion28 at the recent SEAV/BCSE Energy Efficiency 
conference highlighted the tax structures that work against investment in efficient new equipment. 
Australia’s depreciation rules were changed in September 1999, so that much industrial plant that had 
previously been eligible for accelerated depreciation (that is, higher rates of tax deduction in the early 
years of ownership) was reclassified. The way in which this change is now interpreted by the Taxation 
Office is that the cost to upgrade pre-1999 equipment is still eligible for accelerated depreciation. But 
if new equipment is purchased, it is not eligible for accelerated depreciation. In summary, from the 
perspective of the Finance section of a business, the best thing to do from a cash flow perspective is 
                                                          
26 Sustainable Solutions (2003) A Study of Home Entertainment Equipment Operational Energy Issues Report for National Appliance and 
Equipment Energy Efficiency Program, Australian Greenhouse Office, Canberra.  
27 Pears, A. (1998) Strategic Study of Household Energy and Greenhouse Issues, Report for Environment Australia (now Australian 
Greenhouse Office), Canberra. Available at www.energyrating.gov.au. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
28 Johnson, B. and Mangion, M. (2003) Financial Incentives and Barriers to Energy Efficiency: Use of Taxation Policy Measures to Benefit 
Energy Efficiency Investment The Business of Energy Efficiency Conference, Sustainable Energy Authority of Victoria and Business Council 
for Sustainable Energy, Melbourne. 
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to repair old plant. The second best thing to do is to upgrade pre-1999 plant. The most costly thing to 
do is buy new plant. So the structure of taxation applied to industrial plant and equipment creates a 
significant disincentive to adopt the most energy-efficient new technologies, particularly for managers 
and businesses that wish to look good to superiors and/or shareholders in the short term. This 
discussion is summarised in the following table.  
Table 4.3.2. Estimates of cost-effective potential electricity efficiency improvement for Victoria 
 
Source: Pears, A. (2005)29 
The services sector generates over two thirds of Australia's economic output and uses less than a 
quarter of its electricity. But it is a sector with enormous energy efficiency saving potential, possibly 
up to 70 percent. As energy efficiency expert Alan Pears points out: ‘based on experience to date in 
Australia, we could cut through energy efficiency energy demand in the services sector by two thirds 
easily.’30 The retail sector is a very large electricity user, comprising 36 percent of commercial sector 
electricity consumption, yet there have been no significant programs targeting energy savings to date. 
This means the opportunities are enormous. A pilot project by the Commonwealth Government’s 
Energy Efficiency Best Practice (EEBP) program was able to cut energy use by 32 percent and 
greenhouse gas emissions by 48 percent in a hot bread shop,31 and the scope for additional savings 
was only limited by the lack of availability of high efficiency equipment.  
                                                          
29Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Victorian Government Submission. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdfEnergy. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
30 Pears, A. (2007) ‘Difference of Opinion’, ABC. Available at http://www.abc.net.au/tv/differenceofopinion/content/2007/s1869268.htm 
Accessed June 2007. 
31 Department of Industry Tourism and Resources (2003) Case Study: Achieving Results in the Bread Baking Sector Energy Efficiency Best 
Practice Case Study, Department of Industry Tourism and Resources, Canberra. 
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EEBP has also worked with a supermarket chain to improve energy efficiency, and a new proposed 
supermarket in Gisborne is expected to achieve substantial electricity savings through a range of 
strategies. The EEBP program found that for a supermarket, off-peak electricity usage is comparable 
to that during peak periods throughout the year, thus around 80 percent of total electricity usage is 
base load. This reflects the high refrigeration load and long opening hours. So efficiency 
improvements, particularly in refrigeration systems, offer the potential for substantial base load 
energy savings. One US study32 has shown that simply adding glass doors to open refrigerators 
reduces electricity consumption by 70 percent - but this would probably need to be mandated via 
Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS), as open cabinets are seen as a key marketing 
strategy by retailers.  
Other Opportunities to Reduce Base Load Electricity Demand – Public Street Lighting  
This lecture has shown that there is a significant percentage of current base load overnight energy 
usage that can be reduced simply through better management to switch off what does not need to be 
left ’on’ overnight. Clearly there are legitimate energy requirements during the night, but it can be 
shown that even here, essential overnight energy services can be made significantly more efficient. 
Consider the example of street lighting. Studies show that it is possible to improve the energy 
efficiency of street and public lighting by at least 50 per cent .33  
ICLEI, through their Cities for Climate Protection program, provides numerous resources to assist 
councils assess, audit and implement more energy efficient public lighting.34 ICLEI Australia/New 
Zealand runs a major program on public street lighting which provides information on what councils 
are doing all around the country in this area,35 as well as a comprehensive overview of the 
technological options and where these have been trialled around Australia.36 Many councils in 
Australia have already done trials on the following activities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Details about each are provided on the referenced web sites.  
1) Replacing existing globes on main roads with energy efficient lights such as metal halides37 and 
high pressure sodium lamps.38 
2) Replacing globes on residential streets with T5 Fluorescent s39 or high pressure sodium lamps.  
3) Replacing globes for parks and car parks with LEDs,40 metal halides or T5 Fluorescents.  
4) Replacing traffic lights with LEDs.41  
5) Removing unnecessary lights. 
                                                          
32 Faramarzi, R. (1999) Efficient Display Case Refrigeration, ASHRAE Practical Guide – Refrigeration, USA. 
33 Genesis Automation and Lablight International (1999) Report on Energy Saving Opportunities in Streetlighting. Available At 
http://www.iclei.org/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/ANZ/CCP/CCP-AU/EnergyToolbox/1999NSWVICStreetLightingFullReport.pdf.  
Accessed 4 September 2007.  
34 See ICLEI Sustainable Public Lighting Program website at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=publiclighting. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
35 See ICLEI Sustainable Public Lighting Program - State and Local Information at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6471. Accessed 4 
September 2007.  
36 See ICLEI Sustainable Public Lighting Program - Technologies at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6666#c23763 Accessed 4 September 
2007. 
37 See ICLEI Public Street Lighting - Technologies and Trials Metal Halides at  http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6666 Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
38 See ICLEI Public Street Lighting - Technologies and Trials High Pressure Sodium at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6664 Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
39 See ICLEI Public Street Lighting - Technologies and Trials. T5 Fluorescent at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6667   Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
40 See ICLEI Public Street Lighting - Technologies and Trials. Light Emitting Diodes at http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=6665  Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
41 Ibid. 
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Optional Reading 
1. Australian Greenhouse Office - At Home: Tips for Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/education/tips/home.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
2. Australian Greenhouse Office website - Your Home Directory 4.0 Energy Use at  
www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/technical/fs40.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
3. Canada's Office of Energy Efficiency website - Energy Efficiency Opportunities – By Sector at 
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/publications/infosource/home/index.cfm?act=category&category=07&PrintV
iew=N&Text=N. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
4. Contact Energy Pty Ltd website - Energy Saving Tips (No Cost, Low Cost, Some Cost) at 
www.contactenergy.co.nz/web/view?page=/contentiw/pages/energyefficiency/forhome&vert=ee&o
nlineMode=oh. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
5. Department of Environment and Heritage and RMIT (2005) ESD design guide for Australian 
Government buildings (2nd ed.) DEH and RMIT - Centre for Design, Sustainable Built 
Environments. Available at www.deh.gov.au/settlements/publications/government/esd-
design/pubs/esd-edition2.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
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change mitigation efforts globally.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4
 
 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
 
Lecture 4.4: Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for 
Customers and the Utility: Decoupling Energy Utility Profits from 
Electricity Sales5
Educational Aim 
 
The aim of this lecture is to introduce a deeper understanding of a key barrier to the uptake of energy 
efficiency; namely that Australian electricity utilities in all states and territories other than Qld and 
NSW are financially worse off if they help their customers become more energy efficient. This lecture 
seeks to outline how this is a driving force for increasing greenhouse gas emissions and escalating 
costs of electricity that undermines efforts in energy efficiency, demand management and low carbon 
technologies. This lecture shows that California and other states in the USA have proven that it is 
possible to create incentives to reward electricity utilities for helping their customers to use less 
electricity. This lecture shows that such regulatory changes can lead to dramatic changes in demand 
for electricity and thus significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions when initiated in conjunction 
with energy efficiency initiatives and peak and base load management. Finally, the lecture also 
provides a succinct overview of efforts to address this issue in Australia.   
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Crossley, DJ, and N. Gordon, (1993) Pricing Regulation To Promote Energy 
Efficiency In Australia, presented at Electricity Supply Association of Australia 
Seminar on Demand Management, Sydney, Available at 
http://www.efa.com.au/Library/PricingRegEE.pdf  Accessed 20 September 2007 
pp 1-12 
2. Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A 
Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance Incentives, American 
Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE). Available at 
www.aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 
7 June 2007. 
pp1-25 
3. US Dept of Energy (DOE) (1996) The Jobs Connection: Energy Use and Local 
Economics Development, DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy, US. Available at 
http://www.localenergy.org/pdfs/Document%20Library/The%20Jobs%20Connectio
n.pdf. Accessed 7 June 2007. 
pp 1, 5 
4. Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW (2002) Inquiry into the Role 
of Demand Management and Other Options in the Provision of Energy Services, 
IPART. Available at  
http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/electricity/documents/InquiryintoRoleofDemandManag
ementandOtherOptions-FinalReport.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.   
pp 1-29 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, Dr Mike Dennis, Australian National University, Dr Chris Dunstan - Clean Energy 
Council, and Professor Mark Diesendorf - UNSW. 
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Learning Points 
The most profoundly important regulatory change to support distributed generation and efficient 
end-use is also the simplest: decouple utility revenue requirements and profits from kWh sold. 
This decoupling of revenues from sales… fundamentally changes the incentives and hence the 
culture of regulated utilities. Regulated utilities should be rewarded not for selling more kWh, but 
for helping customers get desired end-use services at least cost. Utility shareholders should 
share in the savings if overall revenue requirements are reduced. This can be done by a 
performance-based approach to providing utility incentives. 
Amory Lovins et al, 20026
1. Energy consumption is growing at an insatiable rate around the world. This is resulting in 
increases in fossil fuel combustion and the associated greenhouse gas emissions, along with 
increasing the need for costly new generation and infrastructure. Empirical evidence shows that a 
comprehensive approach is needed to address this, involving:  
 
- Identifying and implementing end-use efficiency opportunities in existing and new systems 
(Lectures 1.4, 2.1-2.3, 3.1-3.3, 5.1-5.3, and 6.1-6.3).  
- Implementing effective peak and base load management (Lectures 4.1-4.3).  
- Increasing the capacity of distributed generation (Lectures 7.2-7.4, and 9.1-9.2). 
- Making a transition to sustainable transport (Lectures 8.1-8.3).    
2. The implementation of end-use efficiency and load management has the potential to yield 
significant economic benefits, and this is still poorly appreciated by many decision makers. Energy 
efficiency initiatives and effective peak and base load management can significantly reduce 
demand and delay the need to invest in new electricity generation capacity and maintenance of 
costly centralised distribution networks,7 which can help the economy significantly.8
3. There is considerable evidence from overseas that where electricity utilities have encouraged 
energy efficiency in the community it has helped to boost the local economy and thus improve the 
bottom line of the electricity utility as well, examples include the now classic cases of Osage, Iowa 
or Sacramento, California (see Brief Background Information). Yet under current regulatory 
approaches of the electricity supply sector in many parts of the world there is little encouragement 
for such an approach for electricity providers. 
 
4. ‘Utility experts have recognised for a long time that under current regulatory structures utilities do 
not have an economic incentive to provide programs to help their customers be more energy-
efficient. In fact, they typically have a disincentive because reduced energy sales reduce utility 
revenues and earnings. The financial incentives are very much tilted in favour of increased 
electricity sales and expanding supply side systems.’9
                                                          
6 Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size, Rocky 
Mountain Institute, Colorado, pp 333-334. Available at 
 Hence, most experts argue that this market 
failure needs to be addressed to ensure the overall success of a comprehensive demand 
management program.  
www.smallisprofitable.org. Accessed 23 February 2007 
7 Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW (2002) Inquiry into the Role of Demand Management and Other Options in the 
Provision of Energy Services, IPART. Available at  
http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/electricity/documents/InquiryintoRoleofDemandManagementandOtherOptions-FinalReport.pdf. Accessed 4 
September 2007.   
8 Ibid.  
9 Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance 
Incentives, p 5.  Available at http://aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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5. Governments can and have improved the existing regulatory frameworks to reward electricity 
utilities for helping their customers to use electricity more efficiently, thereby creating true win-win 
solutions. Such measures have helped to encourage energy utilities to work with their customers 
to reduce base load electricity demand. As the US EPA states, ‘A number of states (USA) are 
working to address this disincentive and/or provide performance-based incentives through a 
variety of mechanisms, including:  decoupling sales from profits, adjusting for lost revenue,  
incentive approaches - sharing in the savings (may include performance-based, return on equity, 
or other mechanisms).’10
6. Decoupling: Typically, when profits are decoupled from sales, the utility is entitled to revenues 
needed to cover its fixed costs, including profits. If sales exceed projected levels, the revenue in 
excess of the allowed revenue is returned to customers by adjustments to the next year’s rates. 
Similarly, if sales are below anticipated levels, the customers make up for lost revenues in the 
next year’s rates. The cost of fuel and purchased power are generally treated separately and are 
passed on to customers through increases or decreases in prices. California brought in 
decoupling regulation in the late 1980s as part of a broad array of demand management 
strategies. California has achieved remarkable results with electricity demand rising significantly 
slower than for the rest of the USA (see Figure 4.4.1).   
  
7. Recovery of Costs/Lost revenue adjustments: The lost-base revenue simply calculates how many 
dollars a utility has lost due to its customer Demand Side Management (DSM) programs and 
increases revenues by that amount. For example, suppose a utility has a program to replace 
existing electric motors with more efficient ones, and it estimates that, as a result, its electricity 
sales are 100 million kWh lower as a result. Assuming 4 cents per kWh, then the utility would lose 
$4 million in net revenue to this program which would be recovered under a lost-base revenue 
adjustment. This illustrates the central distinction between the two approaches. The lost-base 
revenue approach limits itself to the estimated results of specific DSM measures. On the other 
hand, the decoupling approach is applied to all changes in utility sales. That is, it decouples the 
utility's revenue and profit from its sales level. 
8. Providing shareholder ′performance incentives’: Performance incentives can take several forms:  
- A financial reward for meeting or exceeding an agreed target for a demand 
management/energy efficiency program.11
- Providing utilities with an increased rate of return for their investments in energy efficiency.
 
12
- Allowing the utility to share in a percentage of the overall savings their customers make from 
energy efficiency investments/demand management programs. 
  
9. Experience to date shows that decoupling (with a more sophisticated approach to revenue 
recovery built into it) and performance incentives approaches are the two best approaches. The 
reasons for this are outlined in Brief Background Information.  
                                                          
10 US EPA (2005) State EE/RE Technical Forum Call #8: Decoupling and Other Mechanisms to Address Utility Disincentives for 
Implementing Energy Efficiency, US EPA. Available at http://www.epa.gov/cleanrgy/pdf/keystone/Background_Decoupling_5-19-
05_PQA_final.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
11 Ibid, p 15. 
12 Ibid, p 15. 
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10. In Australia, NSW and Queensland lead the other states in starting to address these issues. NSW 
has led Australia in developing mechanisms to facilitate electricity distributors investing in cost-
effective energy efficiency and demand management solutions since 1994. Two of Australia’s 
experts on these issues, Chris Dunston, from the Business Council of Sustainable Energy and 
Stephen White from CSIRO summarise NSW’s new mechanisms: 
i) The NSW regulator, the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) has 
replaced the  previous revenue cap with a price cap.  
ii) IPART has also introduced a ’D Factor’ (Decoupling Factor) to enable distributors to raise 
prices to compensate for electricity sales revenue foregone as a consequence of energy 
efficiency and demand management initiatives. However, the distributors can only recover 
these costs two years later following formal assessment and approval by the regulator. 
This mechanism does not provide any guarantee about carrying over such benefits from 
one regulatory period to the next.  
iii) Finally, IPART has helped establish in NSW a Demand Management Code of Practice At 
first glance, these four mechanisms appear to remove the short term financial 
disincentives to the utilities and distribution network businesses undertaking energy 
efficiency and demand management. However, as noted above, some significant risks and 
barriers remain, particularly in relation to the longer term incentives regarding prudence 
review and carrying over the benefits of demand management from one regulatory period 
to the next.  Nevertheless, the NSW system has a significantly better system of incentives 
than the simple price cap regulation that exists in most other states in Australia.13
 
  
                                                          
13 Dunston, C. and White, S. (2007) Making the Missing Market: Enhancing Electricity Network Productivity through Demand Management, 
Regulatory Reform and Marginal Cost Analysis, In Press. 
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Brief Background Information 
Empirical evidence around the world shows that to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
rapidly a range of approaches is needed involving:  
1. End-use energy efficiency (Lectures 2.1-2.3, 3.1-3.3, 5.1-5.3, and 6.1-6.3).  
2. Peak and base load management (Lectures 4.1-4.3).  
3. Decoupling: Devising regulatory frameworks which reward electricity utilities/distributors for 
helping their customers to use less electricity through energy efficiency (covered here in this 
lecture).   
4. Distributed generation: defined as electricity generation that is connected within an electricity grid 
network (known as embedded generation) rather than within the transmission network. Embedded 
generators are usually located close to electricity loads (solar hot water, domestic solar PV, fuel 
cells in buildings, etc.) and may be linked to industrial processes (for example, co-generation) 
(Lectures 7.2-7.4, 9.1-9.2).   
Nations or states that have tried to implement areas 1, 2 and 4 without also addressing area 3 have 
found this seriously undermines efforts in addressing those areas. But also nations and regional 
governments who have thought that implementing regulatory frameworks for rewarding electricity 
utilities for helping their customers become more energy efficient would be enough on its own, have 
been shown to be wrong also. All the evidence to date shows that, to achieve meaningful reductions 
in greenhouse gas emissions across the whole economy, a comprehensive demand management 
approach is needed that includes all four demand management strategies listed above. This lecture 
now focuses on strategy 3 and how it compliments the other three strategies (see Figure 4.4.1).  
 
Figure 4.4.1. Elements of a comprehensive sustainable energy approach 
Source: IPART (2002)14
                                                          
14 Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW (2002) Inquiry into the Role of Demand Management and Other Options in the 
Provision of Energy Services, IPART. Available at  
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The Economic Benefits of Energy Efficiency and Demand Management  
There are many potential beneficiaries of a greater uptake of energy efficiency and peak and base 
load management in Australia: retailers can gain financially through lower exposure to peak price 
risks for wholesale energy; business and consumers through lower energy bills and better energy 
services; and the community generally through better utilisation of resources and fewer environmental 
costs. Demand management is a proven least-cost approach to meeting customers’ needs for 
electricity services. By reducing the demand for electricity not only does this reduce the cost to 
business and the consumer but it reduces the requirement to maintain and build new electricity 
generation infrastructure, especially the additional infrastructure required to meet peak period 
demands that is then redundant for the rest of the time. As the NSW Independent Pricing and 
Regulatory Tribunal Inquiry found in 2002,15
This is the situation NSW is increasingly facing. If no action is taken on the demand side of the 
market, additional capital expenditure of $1.5 billion to $3 billion may be required over the next 
10 years. This is in addition to foreshadowed network capital expenditure of $5 billion, a 
significant proportion of which may be required to meet growth in demand. 
 
The NSW Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal summed up the seriousness of this issue  
when it stated,  
The Tribunal is very concerned about the potential for substantial increases in capital 
expenditure and worsening asset utilisation, with adverse consequences for costs faced by 
end-users. Already, 10 per cent of network capacity is required for less than 1 per cent of the 
year. This will worsen if demand continues to get peakier and networks have to invest in new 
network capacity to meet this demand. Potentially massive increases in network expenditure 
to meet demand growth highlight the importance of getting demand management right.16
The National Framework for Energy Efficiency (NFEE) has commissioned a wide range of modelling 
that has revealed major economic benefits to Australia from significantly reducing electricity demand 
and thereby delaying the need for new infrastructure and networks.
 
17 This can help the economy, as 
shown in the analysis undertaken by McLennan Magasanik Associates18
[About] 1,000 MW of new capacity per annum is required across the electricity supply sector 
from about 2009/10 onwards. Although not all of this capacity will be base load, about 500 
MW to 700 MW is likely to be required for high load duty. Energy efficiency initiatives, which 
target base load sources, will delay the need to invest in this new capacity... Benefits were 
estimated to range from $2.4 billion to $6.6 billion. Energy efficiency initiatives that both 
reduce running costs to business and delaying the need to invest in new capacity can provide 
between $2.54 and $6 Billion in benefits to Australia.
 (under business-as-usual 
assumptions):  
19
There are also commercial benefits to electricity utilities to delaying the need to build new plants 
because it reduces the risks of potential economic losses if:  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/electricity/documents/InquiryintoRoleofDemandManagementandOtherOptions-FinalReport.pdf. Accessed 4 
September 2007.   
15 Ibid, pp i.  
16 Ibid. 
17National Framework for Energy Efficiency (2007) Commissioned Modelling Studies for Australia, NFEE. Available at 
http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=65. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
18 McLennan Magasanik Associates (2004) National energy efficiency target Modelling for the National Energy Efficiency Framework, MMA. 
Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/default.jsp?xcid=41. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
19 Ibid.  
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- forecast demand fails to meet projections, or  
- if the construction of plants runs over schedule, or  
- if there are sudden changes to energy and climate policy that makes different supply options more 
economical. 
There is considerable evidence from overseas that where electricity utilities have encouraged energy 
efficiency in the community it has helped to boost the local economy and thus improve the bottom line 
of the electricity utility as well.  
Take the now classic case of the town of Osage, Iowa, where the city Municipal Utilities Department 
successfully implemented an energy efficiency program as far back as 1975. The principal beneficiary 
of the program has been the town’s economy. Osage Municipal Utilities has been able to reduce 
electricity rates by 19 percent during the last eight years and natural gas rates by 5 percent during the 
last five years.20 In addition the program reduced unemployment to half that of the national average 
as the lower electricity rates has attracted more factories and companies to town, while reducing the 
emissions and costs of the utility itself.21
And several Osage businesses, such as Fox River Mills (now one of the area’s largest employers), 
are experiencing exemplary growth after participating in the town’s energy efficiency program. Fox 
River Mills has reduced the energy cost of producing a pair of socks, their primary product, by 29 
percent since 1984. The plant, which employed 110 workers in 1984, employs 310 people today. As 
John Lessard, president of Fox River Mills states, ‘Energy efficiency improvements have helped to 
reduce our production costs and have led to business growth. This, in turn, is good for our local 
economic and employment picture.’
  
22 And, says Pam Schaefer-Smith, president of the Osage 
Chamber of Commerce, ‘Our community and business environment has benefited from energy 
efficiency improvements in terms of local economic health.’23 ‘One of the most effective things we did 
was to take an infrared scanner into many local buildings,’ says Wes Birdsall the CEO of the Osage 
electricity utility. ‘When we showed people on the scanner how much energy they were losing, they 
usually were on the phone to a contractor before we could get out the door.’24 In doing so, the OMU’s 
Demand-Side Management Program,25
Despite this evidence most electricity utilities use their business to ‘sell more electricity’ rather than 
help their customers to ‘save electricity through energy efficiency’ and effectively reduce the burden 
to the environment and the economy of the energy services they enjoy. Unfortunately this is more 
than just a misconception, rather currently in most nations around the world electricity utilities’ profits 
are aligned with selling more electricity rather than selling less. 
 saved its customers in this small rural town US$1.2 million 
annually, which is almost US$200 a year in energy bills per household. ‘I don't see any difference 
between a dollar brought in by a new business and a dollar that's saved due to energy conservation,’ 
says Birdsall.  
                                                          
20 See Smart Communities Network - Green Buildings Success Stories at 
http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/success/osage_muni.shtml. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
21 National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1996) The Jobs Connection: Energy Use and Local Economic Development, produced for the 
US Department of Energy (DOE). The document was produced by the Technical Information Program, under the DOE Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Available at http://www.flasolar.com/pdf/energy_jobs.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
22 Ibid, p 1. 
23 Ibid, p 1. 
24 US Department of Energy (2007) Smart Communities Initiative: Featured Case Study Osage, US Department of Energy. Available at 
http://www.smartcommunities.ncat.org/success/osage_muni.shtml. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
25Ibid..  
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Why is there a Disincentive for Utilities to Encourage Efficiency?  
Under current rate-setting practice in most jurisdictions around the world and in Australia, energy 
efficiency investments by a utility cause a loss of profits. This is the case because current rate-setting 
is premised entirely upon the expectation that profits are earned through sales. The regulatory 
mechanisms which give rise to this expectation are that a utility's revenue requirement, as determined 
at the end of a rate case, is divided by its units of expected sales to set rates. It is through sales that 
revenues are collected. The more sales, the more revenues and conversely fewer sales means fewer 
revenues.  
In general, every kWh sold adds to profits (or reduces losses) no matter what the utility charges 
customers for the power or what the utility has to pay to get the power. Conversely, every kWh lost to 
energy efficiency reduces profits, regardless of how cheap the energy efficiency is. The high cost of 
adding new power plants or transmission infrastructure as a result of a lack of investment in energy 
efficiency has no effect on utility profits so long as future regulators allow the utility to recover those 
costs later. Many pricing improvements, such as time-of-use pricing (TOU), may give consumers 
better price signals, but when viewed from the perspective of utility accountants, the opposite is true. 
High on-peak prices generally have a high margin and low off-peak prices have a very low margin. To 
a utility, this means on-peak prices are very profitable and off-peak prices are not. As customers shift 
use from on-peak to off-peak, utilities lose money. Any associated cost savings due to lower fuel and 
purchased power costs will benefit consumers later through lower deferred cost balances, but these 
savings have no effect on the utilities’ profits. Hence in the past, electric utilities have often opposed 
and lobbied against energy efficiency type initiatives such as a utility run customer energy efficiency 
program. 
Electric utility experts have recognised for a long time that under traditional regulatory 
structures (e.g. traditional rate-of-return regulation, rate caps etc) utilities do not have an 
economic incentive to provide programs to help their customers be more energy-efficient. In 
fact, they typically have a dis-incentive because reduced energy sales reduce utility revenues 
and earnings. The financial incentives are very much tilted in favour of increased electricity 
sales and expanding supply side systems.26
Breaking the Vicious Cycle: Decoupling Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales  
   
Energy consumption is growing at an insatiable rate around the world. This is resulting in increases in 
fossil fuel combustion and the associated greenhouse gas emissions along with increasing the need 
for costly generation and distribution infrastructure. The inevitable cost of providing electricity to 
customers during peak demand periods is a significant driver for utilities to start to seriously consider 
ways to assist customers to reduce consumption during such periods. Together with reducing 
consumption in peak periods if customers are able to reduce their usual consumption, particularly at 
night, these savings could be shared between the utility and the customers. Instead, currently utilities 
only have incentives to sell more electricity. 
The fundamental conflict is created by the utility rate policy... This structure directly links 
electricity sales to an investor owned utility’s revenues. Said another way, these utilities make 
more money by selling more electricity and they make less money by helping their customers 
use less energy. Consequently, this disincentive impairs their willingness and ability to 
                                                          
26 Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance 
Incentives, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE). Available at 
www.aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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promote energy efficiency, despite its benefits to consumers' bills, electrical reliability, national 
security and the environment. The single best solution to remove the disincentive is called 
‘decoupling,’ which means implementing a regulatory rate policy that breaks the link between 
electricity sales, on the one hand, and utility profits and fixed-cost recovery, on the other hand, 
in order to encourage utility investments in energy efficiency… While decoupling is a 
necessary precursor to improving utility rate design, it cannot stand alone. It must be 
accompanied by a reasonable cost-recovery mechanism to provide funding for utilities’ energy 
efficiency programs and other clean power initiatives such as distributed generation. 
Finally, the utilities should be able to receive a performance reward for their measured and 
verified clean energy successes. For example, ‘shared savings mechanisms’ align utility and 
customer interests by providing utilities with larger rewards when the programs provide larger 
savings for customers. By bringing together these three approaches (remove disincentives, 
recover utility costs and establish performance rewards), state regulators can create an 
energy market where all major and minor stakeholders are on the same side. The battles over 
energy efficiency among customers, environmental groups, consumer groups, utilities, 
legislators and public service commissions could become a thing of the past. 
Stephen Heins, Vice President of Corporate Communications, Orion Energy Systems27
A wide range of reports over the last 20 years (see Essential and Optional Reading) all support the 
conclusion that there are three key steps to help break this vicious cycle and ensure that energy 
efficiency is a win-win opportunity for electricity utilities and consumers alike. This is also the finding 
of Dr Martin Kushler, Director of the Utilities Program for the American Council for an Energy Efficient 
Economy (ACEEE), in his 2006 report, Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A 
Review of Recent Efforts at Decoupling and Performance Incentives,
 
28
In the USA alone, 25 states have brought in serious utility backed ratepayer-funded energy efficiency 
programs all with very positive results. For instance, The retention of 15 percent of the savings in the 
early 1990s in California by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), the US's largest private utility, led to a 
halt to building or planning any new conventional power plants. For any new power generation 
projects PG&E proposed to instead invest in renewables. This market based mechanism was made 
possible by disconnecting the utility’s profits from the amount of kilowatt hours produced and sold; in 
other words, ensuring that the energy utility is no longer rewarded for selling more energy nor 
penalised for selling less. This sensible program was cancelled when the ‘deregulation’ mania swept 
California, and set the state down the path to exporting billions of dollars to Enron and other Texas 
energy companies. But in the wake of the 2001 California Energy Crisis, it has come back into 
fashion. Today, PG&E now runs an extensive Customer Energy Management Program that provides 
customers with access to energy efficiency experts in order to address demand-side energy efficiency 
and conservation.
 in which Kuslher stated, 
‘Decoupling would be a tremendous improvement because energy efficiency can save electricity at 
less than half the cost of building, fueling and operating a new power plant.’  
29
Let’s consider now how these three steps: specifically decoupling, lost revenue recovery and 
performance rewards can work together to overhaul current incentives to create a robust framework 
   
                                                          
27  Heins, S. (2006) ‘Divorcing Electricity Sales from Profits Creates Win-Win for Utilities and Customers’, Energy Pulse. Available at 
http://www.energypulse.net/centers/article/article_display.cfm?a_id=1342. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
28 Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance 
Incentives, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE).  Available at 
www.aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
29 Pacific Gas & Electric (2007) Championing Energy Efficiency, PG&E. Available at 
http://www.pge.com/about_us/environment/features/energy_efficiency.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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to make energy efficiency profitable for electricity utilities. There is a great deal of experience in this 
area in the USA. Hence this lecture first considers the US experience and then concludes with a brief 
summary of the Australian experience to date with reference to a number of significant Australian 
online reports on these issues.   
Decoupling Sales from Profits  
Typically, when profits are decoupled from sales, the utility is entitled to revenues needed to cover its 
fixed costs, including agreed profits. If sales exceed projected levels, the revenue in excess of the 
allowed revenue is returned to customers by adjustments to the next year’s rates. Similarly, if sales 
are below anticipated levels, the customers make up for lost revenues in the next year’s rates. The 
cost of fuel and purchased power are generally treated separately and are passed on to customers 
through increases or decreases in prices. California brought in decoupling regulation in the late 
1980s, and now sets electric utility rates on the basis of required revenues, and utilities periodically 
compensate or charge ratepayers for any losses or gains relative to the pre-set rates.30 Oregon has 
allowed a utility to implement a similar decoupling policy for natural gas,31
Recovery of Costs/Lost Revenue Adjustments   
 and Washington State has 
an active docket for a rule that would decouple utility profits from sales volume. 
A lost-base revenue adjustment simply calculates how many dollars a utility has lost due to the 
reduction in total consumption of its customers through efficiency activities and is allowed to increase 
revenues by that amount through increases in rates to customers. In this approach those customers 
that achieve above average energy efficiency reductions will pay lower rates than before. For 
example, suppose a utility has a program to replace existing electric motors with more efficient ones, 
and that it estimates that, as a result, its electricity sales are 100 million kwh lower as a result. 
Assuming 4 cents per kWh, then the utility would lose $4 million in net revenue to this program which 
would be recovered under a lost-base revenue adjustment. This illustrates the central distinction 
between the two approaches. The lost-base revenue approach limits itself to the estimated results of 
specific DSM measures. On the other hand, the decoupling approach is applied to all changes in 
utility sales. That is, it decouples the utility's revenue and profit from its sales level. In principle, both 
approaches address the existing disincentive to utility DSM.  
Shareholder Incentives  
Providing shareholder ‘performance incentives’ for achieving energy efficiency program objectives 
can take several forms, such as:  
a) A financial reward for meeting or exceeding an agreed target for a demand management/energy 
efficiency program, such as a percentage of program costs – used in Arizona, Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode Island.32
b) Providing Utilities with an increased rate of return for their investments in energy efficiency – 
seen in Wisconsin and Nervada.
 
33
                                                          
30 US EPA (2005) State EE/RE Technical Forum Call #8: Decoupling and Other Mechanisms to Address Utility Disincentives for 
Implementing Energy Efficiency, US EPA. Available at 
  
http://www.epa.gov/cleanrgy/pdf/keystone/Background_Decoupling_5-19-
05_PQA_final.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
31 American Gas Association (AGA) (2003) Stipulation Adopting Northwest Natural Gas Company Application for 
Public Purpose Funding and Distribution Margin Normalization, AGA, Oregon PUC Order No. 02-634; Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility 
Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance Incentives, American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE).  Available at www.aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 2 June 
2007. 
32 Ibid, p 15. 
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c) Allowing the utility to share in a percentage of the overall savings from energy efficiency 
investments/demand management programs - used currently in Conneticut, Nevada, New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, Minnosota and was used in California.34
Texas, and Illinois have, or are developing, requirements for utilities to include energy efficiency as 
part of their resource portfolio, funded in some cases by a system benefits charge.
 California is in the 
process of reinstituting such incentives again after a period of deregulation. 
35 And 
Pennsylvania is developing a trading system for renewable energy certificates that will include energy 
efficiency projects among eligible source categories.36
Can Decoupling Regulation and Performance Incentives Really Make a Difference?  
  
California has required utilities to promote cost effective energy efficiency options for decades, with 
the minor exception of the period of 1996-2001. Nevertheless the results of a regulated decoupling 
approach and strong proactive encouragement of energy efficiency from the Californian government 
are there for all to see.37 Demand for electricity has barely increased in California in the last three 
decades while it has steadily increased in most of the rest of the USA.  
 
Figure 4.4.2. Total electricity usage in California, per capita, 1960-2001  
Source: Shirley, W. (2006)38
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
33 Ibid, p 15. 
 
34 Kushler, M. (2006) Aligning Utility Interests with Energy Efficiency Objectives: A Recent Review of Efforts at Decoupling and Performance 
Incentives, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE).  Available at 
www.aceee.org/pubs/u061.pdf?CFID=1902973&CFTOKEN=31285910. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
35 The Keystone Center (2005) EERE Forum: Call on Energy Efficiency Resource Standards, The Keystone Center. Available at 
http://keystone.org/Public_Policy/Energy_Program/State_EE_RE_Forum/EE_Resource_Standards/Summa ry_Apr_14_Call.doc. Accessed 
2 June 2007.  
36 Ibid.  
37 UK Carbon Group (2007) California :Low Carbon Leader: Business and Job Growth Opportunities, UK Carbon Group. Available at 
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/california_low_carbon_leader_business_and_job_growth_opportunities.pdf. Accessed 25 
September 2007.  
38 Shirley, W. (2006) Decoupling Utility Profits From Sales, Prepared for Arizona Decoupling Stakeholder Meeting, Regulatory Assistance 
Project (RAP). Available at http://www.raponline.org/Slides/Wayne_Shirley_AZ_Decoupling.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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As Amory Lovins et al explain,39
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Californian utilities were allowed to keep as extra profit part 
of any savings they achieved for their customers, so they were rewarded for cutting 
customers’ bills rather than for selling more energy. This alignment of shareholders’ with 
customers’ interests emulated efficient market outcomes so everyone chose the best buys 
first. It gave California such enviable demand-side success that the state’s two largest private 
and two largest public utilities envisaged by the early 1990s getting most or all of their future 
service needs without building any new generating capacity. In 1996 The Californian 
Legislature undid this, and returned to rewards for greater sales, in an ill-advised rate freeze 
voted in 1996 with effect from 1998. This was one of the factors in the two power shortages in 
2000 and 2001.  
  
Not surprisingly then, the Californian Legislature reauthorised the original sensible incentive system in 
April 2001. Remarkable results have been achieved in California with these decoupling incentives 
because they have been implemented in combination with a comprehensive approach to energy 
efficiency throughout the state.40
Case Study: Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
  
Sacramento, California is another now classic case in point. This ground breaking story, told across 
the world by sustainability expert Hunter Lovins, started when the Sacramento Municipal Utility 
District (SMUD) had to replace half its capacity in 1989, some 900 megawatts, as they were forced to 
close the nuclear plant by public vote following a strong campaign from the California Greens and 
multiple referendums. Faced with a massive generation capacity drop the conventional wisdom would 
have been to swiftly build a number of new power plants to meet the supply.  
Instead SMUD took a long term approach and actually began to respond to the crisis by investing in 
energy efficiency to reduce the required demand before designing ways to meet it, spending US$59 
million locally on measures to help customers use less electricity through aggressive demand side 
management. In 1992, SMUD adopted a policy to reduce demand for electricity by as much as 650 
megawatts by its customers by the year 2000. This, they found, was the lowest cost way for the utility 
to meet the customer’s needs for energy services. They then invested in a diversity of small-scale, 
distributed supply, most of it renewable, such as wind, solar, co-generation fuel cells, to meet the 
remaining demand and projected growth in demand.  
                                                          
39 Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size, Rocky 
Mountain Institute, Colorado, pp 333-334. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org/. Accessed 23 February 2007. 
40 See The Climate Group website at http://www.theclimategroup.org/reducing_emissions/case_study/california/. Accessed 25 September 
2007.  
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Figure 4.4.3. Rancho Seco, Sacramento 
Source: Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD)41
The results after more than ten years include a regional income increase by an estimated US$124 
million and achieving an economic multiplier
  
42 of 2.11. The program is credited for creating 880 
direct-effect jobs, 250 of which were SMUD jobs, avoided spending US$45 million to purchase power 
from other regions and added US$22 million to the area’s wage-earning households.43
 
  
Figure 4.4.4. Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) installing solar water heating systems 
Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1996)44
                                                          
41 See SMUD website at 
 
www.smud.org. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
42 An economic multiplier is a measure of how much economic activity can be generated in a community by different combinations of 
purchasing and investment. 
43 National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1996) The Jobs Connection: Energy Use and Local Economic Development, produced for the 
US Department of Energy (DOE). The document was produced by the Technical Information Program, under the DOE Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Available at http://www.flasolar.com/pdf/energy_jobs.pdf.Accessed 12 May 2007. 
44 National Renewable Energy Laboratory (1996) The Jobs Connection: Energy Use and Local Economic Development, produced for the 
US Department of Energy (DOE). The document was produced by the Technical Information Program, under the DOE Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Available at http://www.flasolar.com/pdf/energy_jobs.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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What has been Learned from the Last 20 Years?  
Over the last 20 years it has been shown that it is best to use the decoupling approach with 
shareholder incentives rather than simply the lost revenue approach.45
- Removal of Sales Incentives: Decoupling effectively separates a utility's profitability from sales 
volume and, consequently, removes both the disincentives to energy efficiency and the incentive 
to increase sales. On the other hand, lost revenue adjustments seek to restore only a utility's lost 
specific revenues associated with identified utility energy efficiency programs. Lost revenue 
adjustments are not capable of removing the existing incentives to increase sales. 
 This is primarily because, 
unlike the lost-base revenue approach, decoupling removes the utilities' incentive to promote new 
sales and, unlike lost-base revenue, decoupling does not provide utilities with an incentive to adopt 
ineffective DSM programs. Other benefits of the decoupling approach include:  
- Scope of Activities: A key difference between decoupling and lost revenue adjustments is the 
scope of activities that are easily covered by the two approaches. Because decoupling separates 
profits from fluctuating sales levels regardless of the cause of the changed sales volumes, it 
addresses efficiency impacts resulting from effects including: (1) rate and tariff design, (2) utility-
sponsored demand side management activities, (3) energy efficiency achieved through standards 
and other means, and (4) energy efficiency measures undertaken by consumers directly, without 
any utility involvement. None of these activities are covered by lost revenue adjustments.  
- Rate Design: Getting prices ‘right’ is clearly an important element of demand side management 
least-cost planning. Unfortunately, the right prices are often opposed by utilities, due to the impact 
of those prices on the utility’s cost recovery and earnings stability. Inverted block rates and time-
of-use rates may provide better price signals to consumers than declining block or flat rates. But 
these price structures are opposed by utilities because of the risk that the customer response to 
the price signals will significantly reduce utility revenues and earnings. With time-of-use rates, for 
example, customers respond to high ‘on peak’ rates by investing more heavily in energy efficiency 
or shifting electricity use from on peak to off-peak periods. These responses to better price signals 
result in substantially diminished utility earnings. Decoupling insulates utilities from revenue 
losses resulting from consumer response to better information on prices and as a result aids in 
the effort to improve pricing as a market signal. Lost revenue adjustments, on the other hand, do 
not address revenue losses associated with the implementation of rate design changes. 
- Measurement and Evaluation Issues: Verifying the performance of energy efficiency investments 
is an important responsibility of regulators, just as is the current responsibility of verifying power 
plant performance. Measurement and program evaluation techniques for DSM activities have 
been steadily improving, but it is a developing field and there are many uncertainties. At present 
only the direct costs associated with the demand side management program, such as the costs of 
running the program and energy efficiency investments are at stake with the decoupling 
approach. If lost-base revenues are added to demand side management program costs, the total 
dollars at risk in measurement at least double and could quadruple or more. Compare two-cent 
program costs with five cents of lost revenues. Lost revenue adjustments rely heavily on 
accurately measuring the savings actually produced by DSM measures.  
- In order to estimate lost revenues, one must first determine how many kilowatt-hours of energy 
and kilowatts of peak demand were actually saved. While these saving estimates are typically 
                                                          
45 Moskovitz, D., Harrington, C. and Austin, T. (1992) Decoupling vs. Lost Revenues Regulatory Considerations, Regulatory Assistance 
Project (RAP). Available at  www.raponline.org/Pubs/General//decoupling.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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made as part of the ongoing evaluation of DSM programs, a Lost Revenue Adjustment greatly 
increases the burden placed on measurement. Under a lost revenue adjustments (LRA) regime, 
DSM savings must be separately determined for practically every different rate a utility charges. 
At a minimum, kWh and kW savings must be separately established for each customer class 
which participates. In addition, depending on the utility's rate structure, separate measurement 
must be made for time of use periods, seasons of the year, and/or voltage levels at which 
customers take service. In other words, at the very least, measurement must be expanded 
dramatically from what is required for DSM program purposes alone. Moskovitz et al write that,  
Other questions also arise. For example: How does one determine the effect of lost revenues 
resulting from an industrial energy efficiency program which achieves the desired level of energy 
efficiency improvement but is more than offset by increased levels of industrial production made 
possible by the increased competitiveness of the industrial consumer? How much revenue is lost 
to a DSM program when sales exceed forecasted sales due to weather or other factors? How 
does one treat gained revenues from off-system sales of power that may have been made 
possible by DSM? Decoupling does not rely upon measurement of DSM program effectiveness. 
An effective DSM program will not result in a loss of revenues under decoupling and, the more 
cost-effective the DSM is, the more the program will contribute to the utilities' bottom line under 
decoupling.46
- Avoiding New Perverse Incentives: While the lost revenue adjustments (LRA) approach increases 
the reliance on measurement, it presents the utility with a new set of perverse incentives. After all, 
utility profits will increase, under an LRA, in direct proportion to the measured or estimated 
demand side management savings, so its goal will be to maximise the measured savings. But 
revenues are lost only to the extent savings actually occur. For the utility, then, the way to play the 
LRA game is to maximise measured savings but not to actually save anything at all. In principle, 
such abuse can be policed.  
 
- Revenue Volatility: Under traditional regulation, a utility's revenue fluctuates in rough proportion to 
its sales. Anything which reduces sales, for example weather, economic cycles, appliance 
efficiency standards, or DSM programs, will simultaneously reduce revenue. An LRA approach 
will, if it works well, eliminate volatility resulting from those DSM programs it addresses. A 
decoupling approach, because it is more comprehensive, reduces the volatility in utility revenues 
more dramatically. Energy utilities revenue is vulnerable to changes due to weather, market 
demand, and customer needs. Decoupling rewards utilities for helping their customers use less 
electricity. It helps to build customer loyalty and allows utilities to plan more effectively because of 
a closer working relationship with their customers.    
Utilities and regulators are thus moving away from a simple lost revenue approach to both a 
decoupling and/or performance incentives approaches.  
A Snapshot of the Australian Experience to Date  
The barriers to energy efficiency and demand management created by traditional regulation of energy 
supply and network businesses have been recognised in Australia for over two decades.47
                                                          
46 Ibid. 
  Often the 
terminology used was ’Integrated Least-Cost Energy Planning’ (ILCEP) and Integrated Resource 
Planning rather than decoupling but the intention was the same. As Crossly and Gordon wrote in 
47 Crossley, DJ, and N. Gordon, (1993) Pricing Regulation To Promote Energy Efficiency In Australia, Electricity Supply Association of 
Australia Seminar on Demand Management, Sydney. Available at http://www.efa.com.au/Library/PricingRegEE.pdf. Accessed 28 Sept 
ember 2007. 
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1993, ‘Under the pricing regulation system currently applied, sales reductions also reduce utility profit 
margins. Therefore, most energy saving opportunities are not cost effective from the utility’s point of 
view. This presents the major barrier to utility involvement in customer energy efficiency 
improvement.’48
As far back as 1993 Crossly and Gordon’s paper
 
49 reviewed some alternative approaches to pricing 
regulation which were already applied in various countries around the world. In 1993, their paper 
demonstrated that an alternative pricing regulation system could be devised for application in 
Australia which would preserve the financial positions of utilities while allowing utility encouragement 
of customer energy efficiency. There was significant hope at this time that Australia would adopt such 
sophisticated approaches to electricity market reform. In the late 1980s and early 1990s for instance 
the Victoria Government consulted Amory Lovins (See Optional Reading) on these and other issues. 
Initially in the early 1990s, early steps towards electricity market reform included clear recognition of 
environmental issues through a number of government responses. However, as the electricity market 
form process continued in the 1990s in Australia, the market framework and associated regulations, 
standards and mechanisms failed to reflect this initial intent and a significant opportunity in the 1990s 
was lost.50
Integrated least cost energy planning (ILCEP) also known as ‘integrated resource planning’, 
determines the least-cost way of providing an energy service. Usually this involves a 
combination of efficient energy use and one or more forms of energy supply. For instance, in 
many regions of Australia the least-cost way of providing hot showers is with water-efficient 
showerheads and solar hot water with electrical boosting. In mainland Australia, where 
about 90 per cent of electricity is generated from burning coal, gas boosted solar hot water 
has muchlower CO2 emissions than electrically boosted, but gas boosted is more 
expensive. Least cost planning addresses this problem by requiring that the full costs – 
including environmental and health costs – be taken into account in calculating the least 
cost. For most calculations that include these ‘external’ costs, gas boosted solar hot water, 
together with water efficient showerheads, becomes the least cost system for providing the 
energy service for hot showers. In practice, in Australia, the externality, or external costs, of 
coal fired electricity are not included in its price and the ILCEP has not been implemented. 
Instead, energy supply markets, such as the National Electricity Market (NEM) have been 
created (The NEM was created in the 1990s). As they stand, these markets have the stated 
goal of minimising the price of energy supply. They do not include external costs in energy 
prices and they do not treat efficient energy use on an equal basis with energy supply.
 As Professor Diesendorf writes,  
51
NSW
 
52 and Queensland53
                                                          
48 Ibid.  
 are the first states in Australia, to bring in a number of demand 
management reforms to at least encourage electricity utilities, aggregators and distributors to: (a) 
consider demand management options as part of any network investment decision, and (b) 
encourage the decoupling of profits from electricity sales. Let’s consider the NSW reforms as an 
example. The following is a summary based on a paper by two of Australia’s leading experts Chris 
49 Ibid.  
50 Pears, A. (2007) Energy Market Reform and the Environment, In Press. Private Communication. 
51 Diesendorf, M. (2007) Greenhouse Solutions with Sustainable Energy, UNSW Press, pp 91-92. 
52 Dunston, C. and White, S. (2007) Making the Missing Market: Enhancing Electricity Network Productivity through Demand Management, 
Regulatory Reform and Marginal Cost Analysis, In Press.  
53 Queensland’s experience will be covered in a soon to be released (but currently embargoed) report by Chris Duncan from the Business 
Council of Sustainable Energy. This will be added to this lecture as soon as it becomes publicly available within the next two months.   
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Dunston and Stephen White54
In NSW, a number of mechanisms have been applied since 1994 to facilitate electricity distributors to 
invest in cost-effective energy efficiency and demand management solutions. These include the 
following:  
 with permission.  
i) The NSW regulator, the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) has replaced the 
previous revenue cap with a price cap.  
ii) IPART has also introduced a ‘D Factor’ (Decoupling Factor) to enable distributors to increase 
prices to compensate for electricity sales revenue foregone as a consequence of energy 
efficiency and demand management initiatives. The ‘D Factor’ allows the distributors to recover, 
through network charges, the direct cost of the energy efficiency and demand management 
measures up to a maximum value of the avoided network infrastructure costs deferred or 
avoided. However, the distributors can only recover these costs two years later, following formal 
assessment and approval by the regulator. 
iii) IPART has also brought in a mechanism to address regulatory barriers, in NSW this allows the 
distributors to retain both the capital and operating expenditure that, in the absence of the 
demand management solution, would have been incurred on traditional network assets for the 
remainder of the regulatory period. However, while the explicit recognition by the regulator of 
these savings may offer some reassurance to the distributors, this mechanism does not provide 
any guarantee about carrying over such benefits from one regulatory period to the next.  
iv) Finally, as Dunston and White outline, IPART has helped establish in NSW a Demand 
Management Code of Practice that requires electricity distributors to undertake the following 
steps: 
- ‘Publish information that makes transparent the underlying assumptions and decision-
making process relating to investments that expand their distribution networks; 
- Inform the market about the current and future state of the electricity supply system by 
publishing appropriate detailed information in a way that enables interested parties to 
identify likely locations of forthcoming constraints; 
- Consult customers and other interested parties in relation to specific forecast constraints; 
- Specify forthcoming constraints and proposals for network expansion in their network; 
- Adopt a transparent process to determine whether demand management investigations 
are warranted for identified emerging constraints; 
- Test the market by calling for proposals for demand management network support in 
constrained areas; 
- Evaluate demand management and network expansion options on an equal basis and 
publish the results; 
- Implement demand management options where they are determined to be cost-effective; 
and 
- Publish reports on these activities annually.’55
                                                          
54 Dunston, C. and White, S. (2007) Making the Missing Market: Enhancing Electricity Network Productivity through Demand Management, 
Regulatory Reform and Marginal Cost Analysis, In Press. 
 
55 Ibid. 
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The Demand Management Code requires higher levels of transparency by distributors in developing 
their networks. For distributors, the Code also serves to codify clearly the regulatory requirements for 
their investment planning decision making processes. This will assist to provide greater certainty over 
the recovery of investment from demand management initiatives. There is now significantly higher 
levels of public reporting by distributors which are available on their web sites.56
Also since the Demand Management Code of Practice came in, electricity distributors have issued 
dozens of ‘requests for proposals’ asking for energy efficiency and demand management proposals 
which will help them to defer needing to further invest in the electricity network. There has been a 
strong response to these requests for proposals and already a number of these have been 
implemented.  
   
The first project to be implemented under this framework was in the Castle Hill area57 in the 
northwestern suburbs of Sydney between 2003 and 2005.58
A level of market transformation is also beginning to occur, with a number of energy service 
providers (or ‘aggregators’) emerging. These providers are aiming to aggregate potential DM 
capacity from a range of consumers and package it for distributors in response to network 
constraint RFPs. Given the low engagement of consumers in the electricity industry, the 
emergence of these aggregators is seen as essential.  The distributors also appear to prefer 
outsourcing the collection and aggregation of Demand Management capacity through this 
process rather than gather it for themselves.
 This was a typical Australian 
residential/commercial area with a large shopping centre, adding significantly to the demand for 
electricity especially on hot summer afternoons. Since Castle Hill, several more projects have been 
initiated, including in Blacktown, Liverpool and Campbelltown in western Sydney and in Binda and 
Bigga in rural NSW.  These projects all share the same goal of seeking to achieve a reduction in peak 
demand of less than 10 megawatts. Dunston and White also note that,  
59
At first glance the NSW mechanisms look promising to remove the short term financial disincentives 
to the utilities and distribution network businesses undertaking energy efficiency and demand 
management. Dunston and White argue that the NSW system is a significantly better system of 
incentives than the simple price cap regulation that exists in most other states in Australia. However, 
they also note that some significant risks and barriers remain, particularly in relation to the longer 
term incentives regarding prudence review and carrying over the benefits of demand management 
from one regulatory period to the next. Dunston and White also note a number of other unresolved 
problems for the development of the demand management/energy efficiency market in NSW. A 
selection of the full list from Dunston and White is summarised below:   
 
‘Concerns for demand management for energy aggregators: 
- Performance guarantees.   
- Limited influence over outcomes.   
                                                          
56 Jamison, M.A. (2005) Price Cap and Revenue Cap Regulation, University of Florida, US. Available at 
www.cba.ufl.edu/purc/purcdocs/papers/0527_Jamison_Regulation_Price_Cap.pdf. Accessed 18 October 2007.  
57 Bye J., Fewster E. and Stening F. (2005) Demand Management Solutions to our Energy Problems, AIRAH Energy Sustainability & Power 
Conference, Perth, Australia. Available at http://www.airah.org.au/downloads/esp2005-bye.pdf. Accessed 18 October 2007.  
58 SKM (2003) Reducing Regulatory Barriers to Demand Management. Avoided Distribution Costs and Congestion 
Pricing for Distribution Networks in NSW, Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) NSW. Available at 
http://www.efa.com.au/Library/SKMDM&PricingRptforIPART.pdf. Accessed 18 October 2007.  
59 Dunston, C. and White, S. (2007) Making the Missing Market: Enhancing Electricity Network Productivity through Demand Management, 
Regulatory Reform and Marginal Cost Analysis, In Press. 
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- Sharing rewards. Aggregators must provide incentives to consumers to offer demand 
management capacity. This dilutes the value stream between the aggregator and the 
consumers. 
- Cost and complexity. Educating consumers is costly and measurement and verification 
adds cost and complexity.   
- Captivity. The aggregator can only sell their aggregated demand management capacity to 
the incumbent network owner. This limits their ability to trade in a competitive market. 
Concerns for distributors include: 
- Firmness. In the absence of performance guarantees, it is difficult for networks to rely on 
demand management measures being active when required 
- Control over performance. Ownership of demand management capacity resides with the 
consumer rather than the distributor. This makes it difficult for the distributor to exercise 
control over maintenance and other performance related decisions. 
- Transaction cost. The cost of dealing with numerous small providers and the complexity of 
measurement and verification are disincentives relative to traditional large, single project 
network augmentation.’60
It is still relatively early days for the NSW demand management reforms. There are promising 
success stories like Castle Hill, however, there is potential to achieve still greater outcomes through 
further reform to address the above list of issues and concerns. 
 
 
                                                          
60 Ibid. 
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5. Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical 
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7. Moskovitz, D., Harrington, C. and Austin, T. (1992) Decoupling vs. Lost Revenues Regulatory 
Considerations, Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP). Available at 
www.raponline.org/Pubs/General//decoupling.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
8. Harrington, P. (2003)  The Power to Choose The Power to Choose - Enhancing Demand 
Response Enhancing Demand Response in Liberalised Electricity in Liberalised Electricity 
Markets, International Energy Agency, France. Available at 
www.iea.org/textbase/speech/2003/phbilling.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.      
9. Shirley, W. (2006) Decoupling Utility Profits From Sales, Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), 
Prepared for Arizona Decoupling Stakeholder Meeting. Available at 
http://www.raponline.org/Slides/Wayne_Shirley_AZ_Decoupling.pdf.  Accessed 2 June 2007. 
10. The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a non-profit organization, formed in 1992 by 
experienced utility regulators, that provides research, analysis, and educational assistance to 
public officials on electric utility regulation. See Papers and Presentations on Decoupling/Financial 
Incentives at http://www.raponline.org/Feature.asp?select=78&Submit1=Submit. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
11. US Department of Energy (2003) Benefits of Demand Response and Recommendations of How 
to Achieve Them, a Report to Congress, US Department of Energy. Available at 
www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/congress_1252d.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.      
12. US EPA (2005) State EE/RE Technical Forum Call #8: Decoupling and Other Mechanisms to 
Address Utility Disincentives for Implementing Energy Efficiency, US EPA. Available at 
http://www.epa.gov/cleanrgy/pdf/keystone/Background_Decoupling_5-19-05_PQA_final.pdf. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 5: ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES 
IN LARGE ENERGY USING INDUSTRY SECTORS 
 
LECTURE 5.1: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
ALUMINIUM, STEEL AND CEMENT SECTORS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation‟s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy‟.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising „Peak Load‟ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising „Base Load‟ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy 
Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, 
Steel and Cement Sectors5   
Educational Aim 
The Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors are significant contributors to greenhouse gas emissions. 
Hence the educational aim for this lecture is to provide an overview of the energy efficiency 
opportunities in the aluminium, steel and cement sectors, and to provide access to the best online 
resources, outlining in detail the energy efficiency opportunities for each sector.  
Essential Reading  
Reference Page 
1. Bernstein, L., J. Roy, K. C. Delhotal, J. Harnisch, R. Matsuhashi, L. Price, K. 
Tanaka, E. Worrell, F. Yamba, Z. Fengqi, 2007: Industry. In Climate Change 
2007: Mitigation. Contribution of Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment 
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [B. Metz, et al (eds)], 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, 
USA. Available At: www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg3/en/contents.html. 
Accessed 13 October 2012. 
pp 460-
465 
2. Hannagan Bushnell, Redding Energy Management, ACIL Consulting and 
Alumination Consulting (2000) Energy Efficiency Best Practice in the Australian 
Aluminium Industry - Sector Study Report for Energy Efficiency Best Practice 
Program, DRET. Available at www.ret.gov.au/energy/Documents/best-practice-
guides/energy_efficiency_industry_review_aluminiumsector.pdf. Accessed 13 
October 2012. 
pp 1-21 
3. Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the US Steel Industry, US DOE, Washington 
DC. Available at  
www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/industries_technologies/steel/pdfs/steel_en
ergy_use.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012.  
pp 1-34 
4. Martin, N. Worrell, E. Price, L (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide 
Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the US Iron and Steel Sector Environmental 
Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Available at www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/41724.pdf. Accessed 13 
October 2012.  
pp 1-31 
5. Martin, N., Worrell, E. and Price, L (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide 
Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the US Cement Industry, Environmental 
Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Available at http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/44182.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012.  
pp 1-37 
                                           
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT. 
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Learning Points   
1. The aluminium, steel and cement sectors are three of the highest energy using and greenhouse 
gas producing sectors in Australia, and hence there are opportunities to achieve significant 
energy efficiency reductions. For instance, the aluminium sector contributes 16 percent of the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the electricity sector and 6.5 percent of Australia’s greenhouse 
gas emissions in total.  
2. The aluminium industry is comprised of several quite different sub-industries – bauxite mining, 
the alumina refining industry and the aluminium smelting industry. Greenhouse gas emissions the 
aluminium industry is dominated by the smelting process rather than the bauxite mining and 
alumina refining. While Australian bauxite mining and alumina refining are similar in greenhouse 
gas intensity (the ratio of greenhouse gas emissions to economic output) when compared to 
world’s leading practice, our smelting emissions are well above world average due to the high 
greenhouse intensity of the electricity used, indeed, Australian smelters rate well globally on their 
on-site emissions.  
3. In Australia, bauxite is mined exclusively using the open-cut method. After removing the top-soil 
and overburden, ore breaking is undertaken by the drill-and-blast method, or ripping. Ore is then 
excavated using front-end loaders or hydraulic excavators and hauled by trucks. Crushing of the 
ore usually takes place at the mine-site. The energy efficiency opportunities for this sector are as 
follows:  
a. Design and gradients of haul routes.  
b. Logistical planning of mine face activity to minimise haul distances. 
c. Optimisation of blasting and ripping techniques in terms of reducing the milling requirement 
by increasing the use of cost-effective solar applications. 
d. Fuel recording and maintenance practices (condition monitoring) that optimise the fuel 
efficiency of haul trucks, including: 
- Low-cost engine upgrades and comparison between different truck types. Use of hybrid 
electric trucks offers potential emissions and operating cost reductions. 
- Recording of fuel use to provide information which is used to determine when particular 
trucks should be sent for dynamometer testing and servicing to restore fuel efficiency to 
design levels. 
- Driver performance in relation to fuel efficiency.  
- Recording and monitoring of research and development (R&D) support to help truck 
manufacturers to develop larger, lighter, more fuel-efficient vehicles. 
4. Bauxite is refined into alumina using the Bayer Process. Major improvements in the energy 
efficiency of bauxite refining can be achieved by:  
- Improving thermal efficiency, including reduction of heat losses from pipes and calciners.  
- Improving the compressed air systems.  
- Replacing the rotary kilns with gas suspension calciners.  
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- Optimal use of cogeneration (in WA, Alcoa and Alinta have partnered in a sophisticated 
cogeneration project, so that the refineries are net exporters of very low greenhouse impact 
electricity to the grid) 
- There is also potential for use of gas engine driven grinders, with the waste heat being used 
in the process  
5. Primary aluminium is produced by the Hall-Heroult process; the electrolysis of alumina dissolved 
in a molten cryolite-based electrolyte. Electric current is used to separate the alumina into 
aluminium and oxygen. Within smelters, a number of developments offer significant potential for 
energy efficiency savings, including: 
- Improved smelter fume systems and heat recovery.  
- Improved compressed air systems.  
- Inert anodes to replace carbon anodes.  
- Drained cathodes can cut electricity use by up to 20 percent.6  
- Heat recovery; since pot lines run at close to 1,000C, there is a large amount of heat 
available to be recovered through co-generation.   
6. The basic process of making steel has several phases to it. The Steel University7 has created an 
online technical manual outlining these processes in detail, and at each stage of the process 
there are energy efficiency opportunities. Martin8 et al9 and Stubbles,10 covered these 
opportunities in detail in their papers on the iron and steel sectors (see Essential and Optional 
Further Reading). In the steel industry there are a range of energy efficiency and recycling 
opportunities to significantly reduce the carbon footprint of this sector. Significant opportunities 
exist through co-generation, advanced and high efficiency electricity generation technology, 
advanced electric furnace design like hismelt, and steam and gas recovery systems 
7. Cement is now responsible for 6 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions; an 8 fold increase 
globally since the mid 60s.11 Large quantities of CO2 are emitted during the production of lime, 
the key ingredient in cement. Lime, or calcium oxide (CaO), is created by heating calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) in large furnaces called kilns, and calcium carbonate is derived from 
limestone, chalk, and other calcium-rich materials. The process of heating calcium carbonate to 
yield lime is called calcination or calcining and is written chemically as: CaCO3 + Heat -> CaO + 
CO2. 0.534 tons of CO2 per ton of cement is produced by this chemical process, in addition to the 
emissions from fossil fuel used to drive it. Lime combines with other minerals in the hot kiln to 
                                           
6 See CSIRO Light Metals Flagship - Drained cathode cells to cut energy consumption in aluminium production – Available At 
http://www.tft.csiro.au/science/DrainedCathodeCell.html Accessed 28 October 2007 
7 See The Steel University - Online Course at http://steeluniversity.org/content/html/eng/default.asp?catid=&pageid=1016899460. 
Accessed 4 September 2007.  
8 Martin, N., Worrell, E. and Price, L. (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the U.S. Iron and 
Steel Sector Environmental Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/41724.pdf.  Accessed 4 September 2007.  
9 See Industrial Energy Analysis – Iron and Steel Related Publications at http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/node/326. Accessed 4 September 
2007.  
10 Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the US Steel Industry, US Department of Energy, Washington DC. Available at  
http://www.eere.energy.gov/industry/steel/pdfs/steel_energy_use.pdf.  Accessed 4 September 2007. 
11 Marland, G. et al (1989) Estimates of CO2 Emissions from Fossil Fuel Burning and Cement Manufacturing, Based on the United Nations 
Energy Statistics and the US Bureau of Mines Cement Manufacturing Data,  Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge.  
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form cement’s active ingredients. There are a wide range of energy efficiency opportunities in this 
sector outlined in papers by Worrell et al12 and summarised in Table 5.1.2.   
8. In Australia, the Cement Industry Federation stated that in 2004, „30 percent of the cost of 
manufacture of cement is fuel and electricity. Since 1990 energy consumption in the cement 
industry has reduced by 16 percent in power and 27 percent for fuel per tonne of production of 
cement. Should the scope broaden to include cementitious material (fly ash and slag) sold by the 
industry, energy consumption has reduced by 18 percent for power and 28 percent for fuel.‟13 The 
main areas of improvement to date in the Australian cement industry have been:  
- Investment in dry precalciner kilns, which require more than 30 percent less energy to 
operate than a wet kiln, per ton of product. 
- Utilising ‘waste’ products (waste tyres, demolition timbers, waste oil, carbon anode dust, 
aluminium spent cell liners, solvent based fuels etc.) as a source of fuel for the kilns instead 
of coal or gas. It is important to note that, where these waste products are made from fossil 
fuel feedstocks and would have otherwise remained inert in landfills, then the amount of CO2 
released by using them is not reduced relative to direct use of fossil fuels – indeed it can be 
increased. 
- Smaller technological improvements that can and have been made during the shut down 
periods that usually occur annually. These improvements include upgrades to fans, 
installation of high efficiency classifiers on grinding mills, improved burner technology, use of 
electronic surveillance and control of the entire manufacturing process.  
- Investment in cement grinding to reduce electrical energy consumption. 
9. Another way to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions is to use blast furnace slag and fly 
ash to replace a proportion of Portland cement. This approach reduces the embodied energy as 
they are cementitious and involve much less energy to produce. They reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions both through reduced energy use and reduction in the quantity of process CO2 from 
calcination per ton of final product.  
10. Since there are limits to which CO2 can be reduced from this traditional approach to making 
cement scientists and engineers are now researching new ways to make cements. One very 
promising alternative to traditional cements is geo-polymers. Geopolymeric cements set quickly, 
are at least as strong as traditionally made cements, last longer, and are more resistant to fires.14 
They can be cheaply made based on several types of clay and industrial waste and a few 
common sedimentary rocks. Geopolymeric cements can be formed at much lower temperatures 
than Portland cement (and the chemical process does not require CO2 to be produced, thus 
resulting in a 80-90 percent decrease in CO2 produced during its fabrication.15 According to 
CSIRO, geopolymers can be used for every major purpose for which Portland cement is currently 
used.16    
                                           
12 See Industrial Energy Analysis – Cement Related Publications at http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/node/327. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
13 Australian Cement Industry Federation (2004) Submission to Productivity Commission‟s  Energy Efficiency Inquiry, Australian Cement 
Industry Federation. Available at http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiry/energy/subs/sub039.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007 
14 Zongrin, Li., Ding, Z. and Shang, Y. (2004) ‘Development of Sustainable Cementitious Materials’, in Proceedings of the International 
Workshop on Sustainable Development and Concrete Technologies, Beijing, China, pp 55-76. Available at 
http://cptechcenter.org/publications/sustainable/lisustainable.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
15 McLeod, R.S. (2005) ‘Ordinary Portland Cement’, Building of the Future, Autumn 2005. Avalable at 
www.buildingforafuture.co.uk/autumn05/ordinary_portland_cement.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007; See Geopolymer Institute - 
Cements, Concretes, Toxic Wastes, Global Warming at http://www.geopolymer.org/science/cements-concretes-toxic-wastes-global-
warming. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
16 See CSIRO - Geopolymers: Building Blocks of the Future at http://www.csiro.au/science/ps19e.html. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
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11. Magnesium cements are still in a relatively early development phase but deserve further 
investigation. Through a blend of magnesium oxide and conventional cement, Australian inventor 
John Harrison of TecEco Pty Ltd. developed ‘eco-cement’. This new blend of cement 
incorporates magnesium oxide (magnesia) and wastes to make it environmentally sustainable. 
Eco-Cement uses a lower heating temperature during manufacturing, so less fossil fuels are 
used. Wastes such as fly and slags etc. can be included, without incurring problems such as 
delayed reactions. Eco-Cement absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere to set and harden and can be 
recycled.17 
 
                                           
17 Australian Broadcasting Company - The New Inventors: Eco-Cement by John Harrison at 
http://www.abc.net.au/newinventors/txt/s1296184.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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Brief Background Reading  
The Global Aluminium Industry Voluntary Sustainable Development Program 
The International Aluminum Institute publishes a survey of global energy consumption every year, 
which has, over the years, recorded a considerable reduction in energy consumption per ton of 
aluminium produced. In the 1990s, smelters used a third less electricity per ton than the equivalent 
plant in the 1950s, and that trend of improving energy efficiency is continuing. In 2003, the Future 
Generations Sustainable Development Program was launched by the International Aluminum 
Institute18 (IAI) in partnership with the regional and national aluminium associations. The program is 
a voluntary global undertaking by the members of the IAI, involving 26 CEOs, whose companies 
represent over 75 percent of the world’s aluminium production. The International Aluminum Institute’s 
program outlined eight voluntary objectives and twenty-two performance indicators, which were 
designed to encourage a continual improvement in performance by the industry.19 The following 
outlines the objectives and indicators related to the greenhouse gas reduction goals:  
1. Voluntary Objective 1: An 80 percent reduction in perfluorocarbon (PFC) greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2010, from 1990 levels, for the industry as a whole per ton of aluminium produced. 
[Between 1990-2003 PFC specific emissions (per ton of aluminium produced) were reduced by 
73 percent globally. In Australia some aluminium companies have reduced PFC emissions by 90 
percent.20]  
2. Voluntary Objective 3: A 10 percent reduction in smelting energy usage by 2010, from 1990 
levels, for the industry as a whole per ton of aluminum produced. [Since 1990 the average 
electric energy used for electrolysis has been cut by 6 percent.]  
3. Voluntary Objective 7: A reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from road, rail and sea 
transport through the industry’s annual monitoring of aluminium shipments. Also the industry will 
track aluminium’s contribution through light-weighting of products and consequent savings in 
transport fuel for owners of aluminium products. [Between 2002-2003 aluminium shipments to the 
automotive and light truck industry increased by 5.5 percent.]  
In addition to this, the Asia Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and Climate (AP6) involving 
Australia, US, China, Japan, South Korea and India, has initiated an Aluminium Taskforce to share 
knowledge on how to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in this sector.21 There is significant 
international attention on these issues from which the Australian Aluminium industry can benefit.  
The Australian Aluminium Industry 
The aluminium industry is the single largest industry sector consumer of electricity in Australia, 
accounting for about 15 percent of industrial consumption. It is also a large consumer of natural gas, 
fuel oil, coal and distillate in alumina refining and bauxite mining. The aluminium industry is 
comprised of several quite different sub-industries – bauxite mining, the alumina refining industry and 
the aluminium smelting industry. Currently, energy consumption per ton of alumina in Australia is 
                                           
18 The International Aluminum Institute (2004) Aluminum For Future Generations: Sustainability Update 2004, The International Aluminum 
Institute . Available at http://www.world-aluminium.org/?pg=/Resources/Publications/Full%20Publication&path=266. Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
19 See International Aluminium Institute - The Aluminium Industry‟s Sustainability Report at http://www.world-
aluminium.org/iai/publications/sustainable.html Accessed 4 September 2007. 
20 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Greenhouse Challenge Australian Aluminium Sector at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/members/aac.html. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
21 See Asia Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and Climate Aluminium Taskforce website at 
www.ap6.gov.au/index.cfm?event=object.showContent&objectid=0EAE85B6-E3CA-EB3A-4F07F124E59BED8B. Accessed 4 September 
2007.  
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12,269 MJ/t, compared to world’s best practice of 9,000 MJ/t achieved by the German company 
AOS38.22 In the late 1990s, alumina sales generated slightly more export income than aluminium 
sales.23 Although in 2003 export value was similar for the two products.24 ABARE has recently 
reported that “Australia‟s alumina export earnings in 2006-07 are estimated at $6.3 billion, 20 per 
cent higher than in 2005-06, reflecting high export prices and volumes. In 2006-07, Australian export 
earnings from aluminium are estimated to have increased by around 20 per cent to $5.7 billion.”25  
Alumina refining is generally located near bauxite deposits, and requires mostly heat, and a small 
amount of electricity.           
Bauxite Mining  
In Australia, bauxite is mined exclusively using the open-cut method. After removing the top-soil and 
overburden, ore breaking is undertaken by the drill-and-blast method, or ripping. Ore is then 
excavated using front-end loaders or hydraulic excavators and hauled by trucks. Crushing of the ore 
usually takes place at the mine-site. Total energy used in bauxite mining in Australia in 1998 was 
2PJ, costing the industry AUD$20 million. Energy cost per ton of bauxite as mined is AUD$0.50. If all 
mining sites operated at the energy efficiency of the lowest energy using bauxite mine (40MJ/ton), a 
reduction of about 11 percent, representing AUD$2 million a year, might be achieved. Opportunities 
that for energy efficiency improvement in bauxite mining include: 
- Design and gradients of haul routes.  
- Logistical planning of mine face activity to minimise haul distances. 
- Optimisation of blasting and ripping techniques in terms of reducing the milling requirement by 
increasing the use of cost-effective solar applications. 
- Fuel recording and maintenance practices (condition monitoring) that optimise the fuel efficiency 
of haul trucks, including: 
a. Low-cost engine upgrades and comparison between different truck types. 
b. Recording of fuel use to provide information to determine when particular trucks should be 
sent for dynamometer testing and servicing to restore fuel efficiency to design levels. 
c. Driver performance in relation to fuel efficiency. 
d. Recording and monitoring of research and development (R&D) support to help truck 
manufacturers to develop larger, lighter, more fuel-efficient vehicles. 
e. A shift to hybrid electric trucks. 
Aluminium Refining  
Bauxite is refined into alumina using the Bayer Process. First the bauxite is ground and dissolved in 
sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) at high pressure and temperature in a process called digestion; a 
solution of sodium aluminate and undissolved bauxite residues. The residue or ‘red mud’ sinks 
gradually to the bottom of the tank and is removed (clarification). The sodium aluminate solution is 
                                           
22 Hannagan Bushnell, Redding Energy Management, ACIL Consulting and Alumination Consulting (2000) Energy Efficiency Best Practice 
in the Australian Aluminium Industry - Sector Study Report for Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program, Department of Industry Tourism 
and Resources. Available at www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/aluminiumsummaryreport20040206151753.pdf. Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
23 Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (2000) Australian Commodity Statistics 2000, ABARE Canberra. 
24 Ibid. 
25 See ABARE Australian Commodities June 2007 Outlook – Aluminium and Alumina at 
www.abareconomics.com/interactive/ac_june07/htm/aluminium.htm Accessed 29 October 2007  
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then pumped into a tank called a precipitator. Fine particles of alumina are added to seed the 
precipitation of alumina particles as the liquor cools (precipitation). The particles sink to the bottom of 
the tank and are removed, filtered and washed. This process typically uses low temperatures which 
can, for instance, be supplied by waste heat from a cogeneration plant. A high temperature calciner 
is then used to drive off moisture and chemically combined water (calcination). The result is a white 
powder called alumina. 
It takes about two tons of alumina to produce one ton of aluminium. Over 90 percent of the world’s 
alumina is used for making aluminium. The balance is used in the chemical, refractory and abrasives 
industries. The majority of energy consumed in alumina refineries is in the form of steam used in the 
main refining process. In Australia this steam is produced by burning either gas, coal or fuel oil. 
Significant fuel switching to gas has now occurred and/or is occurring within the Australian alumina 
sector towards gas. The theoretical energy requirements of alumina refining are significantly lower 
than the energy now used. The theoretical energy requirement for calcination is 1.7 GJ/ton,26 while 
world’s best practice is around 3 GJ and the Australian average is 3.9 GJ. Major improvements in 
energy efficiency can be achieved by: 
- Improving thermal efficiency: Large amounts of low temperature heat is used in the digestion 
process (before calcination), and heat recovery, cogeneration and solar thermal offer the 
potential to reduce overall energy use in this part of the process. Thermal energy efficiency 
improvements are possible in individual processes such as heat exchange into slurries, the 
digester process, alumina calcination, and evaporation, as well as through reduction of other 
losses through, for example, improved pipe and tank insulation and protection of hot equipment 
from wind and rain. Energy efficiency can also be improved by the development of advanced 
optimisation strategies to improve the balancing of energy usage against other factors. When 
useful heat is required, replacing some large electric motors with gas engine drives with heat 
recovery can offer benefits. 
- Improving compressed air systems: The production and generation of compressed air is widely 
recognised as an area where there are opportunities for improvement in a wide range of 
industries including the aluminium industry.  
- Replacing rotary kilns with gas suspension calciners: This technology has the potential to 
improve energy efficiency, i.e. by recovering heat (co-generation) for use in other processes.  
A key opportunity in this industry is cogeneration.  Most of the energy required for alumina refining is 
heat, and much of this energy could be provided by cogeneration. Previously, electricity utility 
policies have discouraged alumina refineries from optimising the balance of energy supply, because 
this would require them to export substantial amounts of excess electricity. With energy market 
reform, this situation is changing. Alcoa’s WA refineries, for example, have negotiated an 
arrangement with Alinta to supply excess electricity from cogeneration to the grid. This electricity has 
low greenhouse intensity compared with conventional power generation, so its economics improve 
when a price is levied on CO2 emissions. 
Alumina production is also well-suited to use renewable energy, through options such as solar reform 
of natural gas, biogas, biomass and solar thermal. In the medium term, efficiency improvements and 
increased cogeneration offer substantial opportunity to cut primary energy use in the alumina 
industry by at least 30 percent. In the longer term, much more aggressive efforts to minimise heat 
                                           
26 Hudson, L.K. (1987) ‘Alumina Production’ in Burkin, A.R. (ed) Production of Aluminium and Alumina: Critical Reports on Applied 
Chemistry, Vol 20, Society of Chemical Industry, John Wiley & Sons. 
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loss, heat recovery techniques and renewable energy sources will be important for ongoing 
improvement. 
Aluminium Smelting  
Primary aluminium is produced by the Hall-Heroult process; the electrolysis of alumina dissolved in a 
molten cryolite-based electrolyte. Electric current is used to separate the alumina into aluminium and 
oxygen. Alumina itself is produced from bauxite ore feedstock in a thermal digestion process. Scrap 
pre-treating and melting to produce secondary aluminium takes place in fuel-fired (or occasionally 
electric) furnaces.  
Aluminium smelting can be located anywhere there is cheap, reliable electricity and a suitable port. It 
uses mostly electricity, although it also requires some heat. Electricity intensity of electrolysis at 
present in Australia is 13-15 MWh/t of aluminium, which is over twice the absolute theoretical limit of 
6.34 MWh/t. A realistic eco-technical potential is 10-11 MWh/t, which will require the use of new 
materials and improved pot design.27 
Studies28 undertaken of the Australian aluminium industry report a variation between Australian 
plants of 30 percent. These studies showed there were large fixed ‘energy overheads’ while the 
basic process was fairly efficient. Strategies such as optimisation of plant layout, pipe and tank 
insulation, heat recovery, improved grinding efficiency, efficient anode baking or switching to inert 
anodes and so on offer potential for efficiency improvement over the long term.  
Within smelters, a number of developments offer significant potential for energy savings, including: 
- Improved smelter fume systems: The power requirement for the fume treatment is determined 
largely by the choice of technology and factors such as the filter bag area and the pressure drop 
across the bags as well as fan and motor efficiency and flow resistance. There are likely to be 
opportunities at some smelters to retrofit high energy efficiency drive systems to fans and to 
optimise the design of fume transport and control equipment. For instance, Tomago fitted high 
efficiency fan drives under the NSW GGAS scheme. 
- Improved compressed air systems: Opportunities to improve energy efficiency exist in the 
smelting sub-sector in the same way they do in the refining sub-sector.  
- Inert anodes to replace carbon anodes: Inert anodes reduce the significant amount of energy 
used to bake carbon anodes and may offer some process control benefits.  
- Heat recovery: Since pot lines run at close to 1,000°C, there is a large amount of heat available, 
and the US Department of Energy has provided funding for Alcoa to develop heat exchangers 
that can cope with the fumes in the waste heat stream. Currently plants are not designed for 
effective heat recovery, which could provide heat for co-located industries and/or a cogeneration 
plant (which could sell power into the local grid more profitably than providing it for use within the 
plant, where it competes with low-priced electricity). Similarly, selling waste heat to co-located 
industries may be more profitable than using it on-site as it can be sold for a higher price than 
could be saved through offsetting any internal use. 
                                           
27 Hannagan Bushnell, Redding Energy Management, ACIL Consulting and Alumination Consulting (2000) Energy Efficiency Best Practice 
in the Australian Aluminium Industry - Sector Study Report for Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program, Department of Industry Tourism 
and Resources. Available at www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/aluminiumsummaryreport20040206151753.pdf.   Accessed 
4 September 2007. 
28 Ibid. 
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- Other miscellaneous improvements to fans, lighting, control systems: Overall, savings of 30-40 
percent seem feasible over a period of time within smelters, but dematerialisation, recycling and 
switching to lower energy materials at the point of consumption will drive much larger savings in 
the long term. 
Semi-Fabrication  
This part of the industry uses relatively little energy. Opportunities for energy efficiency improvement 
identified in the semi-fabrication sub-sector include: 
- Die oven management (extrusion only). 
- Heat treatment - improvements in heat recovery and process optimisation. 
- Automated process control. 
- Variable speed drives - an opportunity may exist for the use of variable speed drives for presses 
and in rolling mills. 
- Compressed air and lighting - similar opportunities exist in the semi-fabrication sub-sector for 
improving compressed air lighting systems as in the refining and smelting sub-sectors. 
- Ingot heating. 
Capture of Downstream Energy Savings through Weight Reduction and Enhancing Recovery 
and Recyclability  
The CSIRO Light Metals Flagship is undertaking research to address the barriers to uptake of 
increasing aluminium content of car bodies to reduce their weight, and consequently reduce fuel 
consumption and greenhouse emissions. Vehicle weight reduction is one of the main approaches in 
the bid to reduce fuel consumption and greenhouse emissions. According to CSIRO, “A weight 
reduction of ten per cent can increase fuel economy by six to eight per cent. Substituting aluminium 
for steel in a car body can reduce its weight by 50 per cent and allow savings of approximately 3 000 
litres of fuel and 20 kg of CO2 over the lifetime of an average car.”29  
Another way to significantly reduce greenhouse emissions is by recycling levels. Progress is being 
made in Australia on this but more could be done. John Marlay, Australian CEO of Alumina stated 
that, ‘In 2007 the world will consume about 36 million tonnes of aluminium. One-third of that 
consumption is actually from recycled aluminium requiring 95 per cent less energy than the first time 
that it was manufactured as primary metal. Over 60 per cent of the aluminium ever produced in the 
world over the last 80 years is still in use. In construction materials you are getting close to 100 per 
cent recycling. In the automotive sector, it is 90 per cent recycling, and in packaging, depending on 
the particular economy, it is between 50 and 60 per cent.‟  
The Steel Industry 
Since the end of World War II, the steel industry has reduced its energy intensity (energy use per 
shipped ton) by 60 percent, resulting from several key technological innovations. There is a 
significant list of emerging opportunities30 that will allow the steel industry to achieve even further 
                                           
29 See CSIRO Light Metal Flagship - Increasing Aluminium in Car Bodies at http://www.csiro.au/science/ps1jb.html Accessed 30 October 
2007  
30 Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the US Steel Industry, US Department of Energy, Washington DC. Available at  
http://www.eere.energy.gov/industry/steel/pdfs/steel_energy_use.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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greenhouse gas emission reductions in the coming decades (see Table 5.1.1), and international 
collaborations, like the Asia Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate, are working 
hard on reducing greenhouse gas emissions in this sector. The International Steel Industry Institute 
study suggests the future may bring energy consumption figures of 12 GJ/t of steel, a saving of a 
further 60 percent from current values.  
Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
The basic process of making steel has several phases to it. The Steel University31 has created an 
online technical manual outlining these processes in detail, and at each stage of the process there 
are energy efficiency opportunities. These are also covered in detail by Martin32 et al33 and 
Stubbles,34 in their papers on this sector. Such a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this project 
hence readers are referred to these two authors papers for a detailed overview of the wide range of 
energy efficient opportunities in the steel making sector.   
                                                                                                                                               
Martin, N. Worrell, E. Price, L (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the US Iron and Steel 
Sector Environmental Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/41724.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
31 See The Steel University - Online Course at http://steeluniversity.org/content/html/eng/default.asp?catid=&pageid=1016899460. 
Accessed 4 September 2007. 
32 Martin, N., Worrell, E. and Price, L. (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the U.S. Iron and 
Steel Sector Environmental Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/41724.pdf.  Accessed 4 September 2007.  
33 See Industrial Energy Analysis – Iron and Steel Related Publications at http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/node/326. Accessed 4 September 
2007.  
34 Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the US Steel Industry, US Department of Energy, Washington DC. Available at  
http://www.eere.energy.gov/industry/steel/pdfs/steel_energy_use.pdf.  Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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Table 5.1.1: Overview of a Selection of Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Steel Sector35  
Current Production Technologies 
Co-generation  In the steel industry, most cogeneration operations 
incorporate conventional systems such as steam boilers 
and steam turbines. However, there are now specially 
adapted turbines which can burn low-calorific-value off-
gases such as coke oven gas, blast furnace gas, and basic 
oxygen furnace gas, which are produced in significant 
quantities in integrated steel plants. 
While electric arc furnaces (EAF) typically use mostly 
electricity, co-location of an EAF with other industries that 
require heat means a shared cogeneration facility can be 
used. 
Advanced and high 
efficiency electricity 
generation technology  
Combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) can be used to self-
generate some of the electricity used in the steel and iron 
industries.  
Coke dry quenching  To recover the heat losses in coke-making to generate 
electricity.  
Pulverized coal injection 
(PCI) in blast furnaces 
Since the late 1980s this technology has become more and 
more widely used. It allows the coke to be directly injected 
into the blast furnace, thereby reducing the amount of coal 
used for steel production by a ratio of 1.4:1.  
Top gas recovery turbines 
(TRT) 
To recover the top gas from blast furnaces to generate 
electricity. 
Basic oxygen furnace 
(BOF) gas/ stream recovery 
systems 
To recover the gas and steam from BOFs and to realise a 
net negative energy use in BOF steel making processes.  
                                           
35 Additional information on these emerging methods at: Department of Energy (DOE) (1996) Effects of Energy Technology on Global CO2 
Emissions, US Department of Energy, Washington DC; DOE (2002) Annual Energy Outlook 2002, Department of Energy, Washington DC; 
International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) (1996) Statistics on Energy in the Steel Industry, IISI, Brussels; IISI (1998) Energy Use in the 
Steel Industry, ISSI, Brussels; Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the U.S. Steel Industry, US DOE, Washington DC. Available at 
http://www.getf.org/file/toolmanager/O16F21874.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
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Emerging Enabling Production Technologies 
Smelting reduction iron 
making 
The smelting reduction process no longer requires the coke 
oven or the sinter plant, and can even run on cheap non-
coking coals. These innovations reduce both the 
operational and up-front capital costs of iron production. 
Direct reduction iron –
making process 
Directly Reduced Iron (DRI) production involves directly 
reducing iron ores to metallic iron without the need for 
smelting of raw materials in a blast furnace (which is the 
most energy intensive process in iron production). In this 
process, reformed natural gas is used to convert iron ore 
into partially metallised iron granules.  
Thin slab and strip casting  Continuous casting in the integrated steelmaking process 
provides not only improved yields, but also significant 
savings in energy. It also involves the casting of molten 
steel directly into slabs, blooms or billets, eliminating the 
need for ingot manufacture. Continuous casting replaces 
three far less efficient process operations. These forms of 
casting replace the conventional hot rolling mill, thereby 
bypassing the reheating and roughing steps in normal hot 
rolling mill production sequences. This produces a thin slab 
at lower cost with maximal use of the thermal energy of 
molten iron, while also minimising additional fuel and 
electricity use downstream. 
Source: Stubbles, J. (2001) and Hamilton et al (2002)36 
The energy efficiency of the steel industry could increase by 35 percent through adoption of these 
new technologies,37 with the potential for a further 70 percent of overall efficiency improvements 
using emerging technologies over the coming decades.38  
Changing production technologies are influencing both the mix and quantity of energy used for steel 
production. For example, the HiSmelt process developed by Rio Tinto and CSIRO is around 20 
percent more efficient than conventional steel blast furnaces and can use iron ore fines that were 
previously considered to be waste.  Electric arc furnaces use mainly electricity for steel production: a 
typical mid 1990s energy requirement was 550 kWh per ton of product, but best practice is now 
considered to be around 300 kWh (see Figure 5.1.1), with ‘ideal’ performance around 150 kWh.   
There is opportunity for the Australian steel industry to make greater use of cogeneration or, 
alternatively, an electric arc furnace could be co-located with other industry that requires heat, so 
they could share a cogeneration facility.  
 
                                           
36 Stubbles, J. (2000) Energy Use in the U.S. Steel Industry, US DOE, Washington DC; Hamilton, C. et al (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse 
Gas Scenarios A pilot study of how Australia can achieve deep cuts in emissions, The Australia Institute, Discussion Paper Number 48.  
37 US Department of Energy (DOE) (1998) Annual Energy Outlook 2002, US Department of Energy, Washington DC; International Iron and 
Steel Institute (IISI) (1998) Energy Use in the Steel Industry, IISI, Brussels.  
38 Hamilton, C. et al (2002) Long-Term Greenhouse Gas Scenarios A pilot study of how Australia can achieve deep cuts in emissions, The 
Australia Institute, Discussion Paper Number 48. 
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Figure 5.1.1. Energy improvements in electric arc furnace technologies from 1964-1995 
Source: Worrell, E. (2004)39 
Reducing Waste to Landfill  
There is also significant potential to reduce waste to landfill and thus reduce further greenhouse gas 
emissions. The Qld EPA and the Foundry Industry Environmental Working Group published the 
Cleaner Production Manual for the Queensland Foundry Industry40 to help facilitate the increased 
practice of beneficial reuse in the industry. This has already helped to reduce the quantity of foundry 
waste that is sent to landfill and is reducing the cost to industry for disposing of this material. The 
foundry sector in Australia generates over 50,000 tons of foundry by-products, predominantly sand, 
each year. Around 85 percent of this material is currently sent to landfill. Beneficial reuse could be 
increase to around 70 percent over the next five years. This would reduce the quantity of material 
going to landfill by 25,000 tons per annum with a potential annual saving of $500,000. The industry 
has realised that, beyond the potential benefits of beneficial reuse, there is a significant opportunity 
to reduce waste and improve resource efficiency at source. These practices can reduce waste 
disposal costs but also offer benefits such as reduced purchasing costs, improved casting quality, 
increased productivity from improved work conditions. 
Finally, the increased recycling of steel and iron can offer further efficiency gains. For example, it 
takes at least 60 percent less energy to produce steel from scrap than it does from iron ore. 
                                           
39 Worrell, E. (2004a) ‘Industrial Energy Use – Past Developments and Future Potential’, presentation at 
EEWP Expert Workshop International Energy Agency, Paris April 26-27. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/work/2004/eewp/worrell.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
40 Pagan, B. Pullar, S. Lake, M. (2007) Cleaner Production Manual for the Queensland Foundry Industry. The UNEP Working Group 
Centre for Cleaner Production. Technology Management Centre, University of Queensland. Available At 
http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/toolkits/toolkits.htm#A_Cleaner_Production_Manual_for_the_Foundry_Industry Accessed October 30 
2007 
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Furthermore, waste disposal problems are lessened because used steel can be recycled over and 
over.  
Opportunities for the Australian Steel Industry 
Steel is struggling to maintain market share in many sectors: 
- In the car industry, competition from plastics, composites, aluminium and magnesium is replacing 
steel and cast iron, and forcing steel suppliers to offer ultra-light steel alloys and other products 
that have higher value but use less steel and energy to produce. 
- In packaging, steel has struggled against aluminium and plastics. 
- In buildings and infrastructure, recycled steel is increasing its market share, and there are 
pressures to reduce the amount of steel used - through stronger steel products, replacement of 
steel reinforcing by fibre reinforced concrete, and improved computerised structural design 
techniques. 
-  At the same time, strong investment in infrastructure development, in China and India especially, 
and recapture of market share through technology improvement in steel product development 
has helped to generate unprecedented demand for steel globally. 
There is a significant trend towards value-added steel products. For example, stainless steel 
comprises only about 2 percent of world steel production, but generates 10 percent of the industry’s 
income from value adding. Australian steel producers are increasing profitability by manufacturing 
specialised products such as coated and pre-painted steel (Colourbond etc.) which capture much 
more value than the sale of basic steel as a commodity. Stainless steel is well-suited to production 
from recycled material, and its use avoids the need for further energy-intensive processes such as 
galvanising or plating. 
 In addition, there are a number of exciting original Australian innovations that will help the sector to 
reduce its carbon footprint and make a difference globally.  
Consider for instance, Veena Sahajwalla, a researcher with the University of New South Wales, who 
won the Eureka Prize for Scientific Research in 2005 for demonstrating a method to use waste 
plastic to make steel. Her work has shown that certain types of plastic can replace up to 30 percent 
of coal as a source of carbon in the steel-making process. According to Sahajwalla, ‘Up to 30% of 
the coal in these (steel) furnaces can be replaced with recycled plastic and we are aiming for more. 
Not only does the plastic replace coal as a carbon source, it also acts as a fuel, reducing the power 
requirements for the furnace, and the extreme temperatures of steelmaking eliminate pollutants like 
dioxins. In Australia, we consume more than one million metric tons of plastic each year. Eighty 
percent is incinerated or becomes landfill. So plastic waste remains a major environmental concern,’ 
she says. ‘We are currently testing mixtures of waste plastics, and we hope to implement our 
technology in the steel industry in Australia and the United States within the next two years.‟41  
                                           
41 See University of NSW School of Materials Science and Engineering - Veena Sahajwalla at 
http://www.materials.unsw.edu.au/profiles/acadstaff/veena.html. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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The Cement Industry 
The Australian cement industry has an annual turnover of more than AUD$1 billion and 2000 
employees across regional Australia. The Cement Industry Federation (CIF) represents Australia's 
major cement companies, which account for 100 percent of integrated clinker and cement supplies in 
Australia. Greenhouse issues remain a high priority for the cement industry, as the industry produces 
globally 1.6 billion tons of cement annually - a 'glue' which holds together much of our modern global 
infrastructure. The cement industry employs about 850,000 workers in facilities in 150 countries, and 
in 2000 had an estimated global annual revenue of US$97 billion and has grown by nearly 4 percent 
annually over the last decade.    
 
Figure 5.1.2. Cement industry greenhouse gas emissions 
Source: Batelle Memorial Institute (2002)42 
Cement production is energy-intensive and, as a result, the industry is responsible for 3 to 5 percent 
of global CO2 emissions. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development has identified the 
cement sector as one of the six industries on which to focus independent research and stakeholder 
consultations in order to align the industry’s practices and policies with the requirements of 
sustainability.43  The Asia Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and Climate is also working on 
this sector and has set up a Cement Taskforce.44  
Cement Production and Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
Cement production inherently consumes large amounts of materials and energy, and innovations 
that could radically reduce the amount of resources used are hampered by existing standards and 
specifications. The largest portion of GHG emissions from production of cement worldwide 
(approximately 50 percent) originates from the process reaction that converts limestone to calcium 
oxide; the primary precursor to cement (CaCO3 to CaO+CO2, as discussed earlier). Other cement 
related GHG emissions come from: fossil fuel combustion at cement manufacturing operations 
(about 40 percent of the industry’s emission); transport of raw materials (about 5 percent); and 
combustion of the fossil fuel required to produce the electricity consumed by cement manufacturing 
operations (about 5 percent).   
 
                                           
42 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2002) Toward a Sustainable Cement Industry, World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, p 218. 
43 See WBCSD - Cement Sustainability Initiative at http://www.wbcsdcement.org/. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
44 See the Asia Pacific Partnership for Clean Development and Climate - Cement Taskforce at 
http://www.asiapacificpartnership.org/CementTF.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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In cement plants, direct CO2 emissions result from the following sources:  
- calcination of limestone in the raw materials, 
- conventional fossil kiln fuels, 
- alternative fossil-based kiln fuels, 
- biomass kiln fuel and 
- non-kiln fuels. 
Over 90 percent of in-house energy is used to fire kilns to heat limestone in the calcination process. 
The remaining energy is in the form of electricity to operate kilns, clinker grinding plants and other 
equipment.  However, since electricity is usually much more expensive than fuel for heat, electricity 
can comprise a significant component of energy cost, making it an important target for energy 
efficiency improvement. 
Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Since the early 1980s, there has been a steady trend away from other sources of energy and 
towards a heavier reliance on coal and coke in the global cement industry. Shifting to lower 
greenhouse intense energy sources would cut associated greenhouse gas emissions. One of the 
best, technically proven approaches for reducing process emissions lies in reducing the amount of 
clinker in cement. Substituting cement extenders, pozzolanic materials, such as blast furnace slag, 
fly ash and natural pozzolans for clinker substantially reduces process-related CO2 emissions. In 
addition, the dry process is up to two times more efficient than wet cement production.   
Further energy efficiency options include: 
1. conversion from direct to indirect firing, 
2. improved recovery from coolers, and 
3. installation of roller presses, vertical mills and high efficiency separators. 
4. shifting from electric motors to gas engines (with heat recovered for process use) for grinding.  
Large energy efficiency savings are possible through using new approaches to making cement. Two 
promising options include Geopolymers and Magnesium Cements.  
Geo-Polymeric Cements 
Geopolymeric cements set quickly, are at least as strong as Portland cements, last longer and are 
more resistant to fires.45 They can be cheaply made, based on several types of clay and industrial 
waste and a few common sedimentary rocks, and they can be formed at much lower temperatures 
than Portland cement (750 degrees C). The chemical process does not require CO2 to be produced 
and hence fabrication of geopolymeric cement produces between 80 and 90 percent less CO2 than 
                                           
45 Zongrin, Li., Ding, Z. and Shang, Y. (2004) ‘Development of Sustainable Cementitious Materials’, in Proceedings of the International 
Workshop on Sustainable Development and Concrete Technologies, Beijing, China, pp 55-76. Available at 
http://cptechcenter.org/publications/sustainable/lisustainable.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007  
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Portland Cement.46 According to CSIRO, geopolymers can be used for every major purpose for 
which Portland cement is currently used.47  
Through a blend of magnesium oxide and conventional cement, Australian inventor John Harrison of 
TecEco Pty Ltd. developed ‘eco-cement.’ This new blend of cement incorporates magnesium oxide 
(magnesia) and wastes to make it environmentally sustainable. Eco-Cement uses a lower heating 
temperature during manufacturing, so less fossil fuels are used. Wastes such as fly and slags etc. 
can be included, without incurring problems such as delayed reactions. Eco-Cement also absorbs 
CO2 from the atmosphere to set and harden and can be recycled.48 To summarise Table 5.1.2 lists 
the full range of energy efficient opportunities for the cement industry which are discussed in full in 
Martin, Worrell and Price’s 1999 paper.49 
Table 5.1.2: Energy efficient practices and technologies in cement production  
Raw Materials Preparation 
- Efficient transport system 
- Raw meal blending systems (dry process) 
- Conversion to closed circuit wash mill 
- High-efficiency roller mills (dry cement) 
- High-efficiency classifiers (dry cement) 
Clinker Production (Wet) Clinker Production (Dry) 
- Kiln combustion system improvements 
- Kiln shell heat loss reduction 
- Use of waste fuels 
- Conversion to modern grate cooler 
- Optimise grate coolers 
- Conversion to pre-heater, pre-calciner kilns 
- Conversion to semi-wet kilns 
- Kiln combustion system improvements  
- Kiln shell heat loss reduction 
- Use of waste fuels 
- Conversion to modern grate cooler 
- Heat recovery for power generation 
- Low pressure drop cyclones for suspension pre-
heaters 
- Long dry kiln conversion to multi-stage pre-heater 
kiln 
- Optimise grate coolers 
- Long dry kiln conversion to multi-stage pre-heater, 
pre-calciner kiln 
- Addition of pre-calciner to pre-heater 
Finish Grinding (applies to wet and dry cement production) 
- Improved grinding media (ball mills) 
                                           
46 McLeod, R.S. (2005) ‘Ordinary Portland Cement’, Building of the Future, Autumn 2005. Avalable at 
www.buildingforafuture.co.uk/autumn05/ordinary_portland_cement.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007; See Geopolymer Institute - 
Cements, Concretes, Toxic Wastes, Global Warming at http://www.geopolymer.org/science/cements-concretes-toxic-wastes-global-
warming. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
47 See CSIRO - Geopolymers: Building Blocks of the Future at http://www.csiro.au/science/ps19e.html. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
48 See Australian Broadcasting Company - The New Inventors: Eco-Cement by John Harrison at 
http://www.abc.net.au/newinventors/txt/s1296184.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
49 Martin, N., Worrell, E. and Price, L. (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction Opportunities in the U.S. Cement 
Industry. Environmental Energy Technologies, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.  
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- High-pressure roller press 
- High-efficiency classifiers 
- Improve mill internals 
- Use of gas engines to replace electric motors 
General Measures 
- Preventative maintenance (insulation, compressed air losses, maintenance) 
- Reduced kiln dust wasting 
- Energy management and process control 
- High-efficiency motors and appropriate motor sizing 
- Efficient fans with variable speed drivers 
- Improved aerodynamic design of air flow paths 
Product Changes 
- Blended cements 
- Reducing fineness of cement for selected uses 
- Geopolymers  
- Magnesium based cements  
Source: Martin et al (1999)50 with some additions by the authors 
Australian Cement Industry: Achievements to Date 
Since 1995, when CIF joined Greenhouse Challenge Plus,51 1.5 million tons in CO2-e emissions has 
been saved, i.e. 14.4 percent of total emissions.  Energy usage and reduction is monitored by the 
sector using a Greenhouse Energy Management System (GEMS) for each cement company. The 
establishment of GEMS allows companies to address greenhouse issues by evaluating their position 
and offering practical solutions to reduce their emissions at both industry and company levels. The 
major areas where the industry has already made progress are:  
1. Investing in dry process technology: The dry process eliminates the use of water in the raw feed 
to the kiln, halving the amount of energy required to convert limestone to clinker ('cooking')  (see 
Figure 5.1.3).  
2. Using alternative fuels: Since the cement manufacturing process is run at high temperature 
(1450°C) the kilns have the capacity to utilise ‘waste’ products (waste tyres, demolition timbers, 
waste oil, carbon anode dust, aluminium spent cell liners, solvent based fuels etc.) as a source of 
fuel for the kilns instead of coal or gas. According to the Cement Industry Federation (CIF), 
‘Traditionally in Australia landfill is seen as the cheap and convenient option for disposal. In 
Europe cement kilns are viewed as an excellent recycling opportunity for waste otherwise 
disposed of to landfill. Europe‟s use of alternative fuels is in the vicinity of 28% substitution for 
fossil fuels, some plants utilising over 80% of their needs with waste. Australia can also meet this 
goal with a change of attitude to the use of landfill sites. The current level of use of alternative 
fuel use in Australia is around 6% and the cement companies are working toward increasing the 
                                           
50 Ibid. 
51 See Australian Greenhouse Office – Cement Industry Federation: Savings Cemented in Concrete at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/members/cif.html. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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usage to 18% over the next decade.‟52 (see Figure 5.1.4)  it is important to note that this may not 
reduce (and may increase) greenhouse gas emissions as material that would have remained 
inert in landfill releases its CO2, and the CO2 intensity of some waste fuels is higher per unit of 
energy than the fuel that is displaced. 
 
Figure 5.1.3. Australian clinker capacity by kiln type 
Source: CIF Annual Survey (2004)53 
 
 
Figure 5.1.4 Australia Cement Industry, fuel Substitution rates 
Source: CIF Annual Survey (2004)54 
3. Investing in smaller technological improvements: These can and have been made during the shut 
down periods that usually occur annually. These improvements include upgrades to fans, 
installation of high efficiency classifiers on grinding mills, improved burner technology, use of 
electronic surveillance, and control of the entire manufacturing process. 
4. Investing in new methods of cement production: Methods such as geo-polymers and magnesium 
cements.  
                                           
52 Ibid, p 5.  
53 Cement Industry Federation (2004) Submission to Productivity Commission Energy Efficiency Inquiry, CIF. Available at 
http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiry/energy/subs/sub039.pdf.  Accessed 4 September 2007.   
54 Ibid, p 6.  
Precalciner kilns 
Suspension preheater kilns 
Long wet/semi wet kiln 
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5. Increasing the percentage of cement extenders (blast furnace slag and fly ash. Another way to 
significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions is to use blast furnace slag and fly ash to replace 
a proportion of Portland cement. This approach reduces the embodied energy as they are 
cementitious and involve much less energy to produce. They reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
both through reduced energy use and reduction in the quantity of process CO2 from calcination 
per ton of final product. Cement extenders are used to some extent by the mainstream cement 
industry, with an average extender content close to 20 percent being used in Australia in 2005. 
However, much higher proportions of extenders can be used, up to 60 percent or even 85 
percent.55 
 
                                           
55 See Australian Slag Association at http://www.asa-inc.org.au/home.html Accessed 29 October 2007  
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LBNL at http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/node/96 Accessed 21 November 2012 
Aluminium Sector 
2. Commonwealth Department of Industry, Science and Resources (DISR) (2002) Energy 
efficiency best practice in the Australian aluminium industry, DISR at 
http://www.ret.gov.au/energy/Documents/best-practice-
guides/energy_efficiency_industry_review_aluminiumsector.pdf Accessed 21 November 2012  
3. Australian Aluminium Council (2010) Sustainability Report 2010 – Energy Efficiency, AAC at 
http://aluminium.org.au/sustainability-report Accessed 21 November 2012   
4. US Department of Energy (DOE) (2007) U.S. Energy Requirements for Aluminum Production. 
Historical Perspective, Theoretical Limits and Current Practices. Industrial Technologies 
Program Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy U.S. DOE 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/aluminum/pdfs/al_theoretical.pdf Accessed 21 
November 2012  
5. US DOE (2007) Efficient Process Heating in the Aluminum Industry. US DOE at 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/aluminum/pdfs/process_heating.pdf Accessed 21 
November 2012  
6. LBNL (2004) Improving Industrial Process Heating Sourcebook. LBNL at http://industrial-
energy.lbl.gov/files/industrial-energy/active/0/PH%20Sourcebook.pdf Accessed 21 November 
2012  
7. US DOE (2008) Waste Heat Recovery: Technology and Opportunities in U.S. Industry. US 
DOE at 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/intensiveprocesses/pdfs/waste_heat_recovery.pdf 
Accessed 21 November 2012   
8. US DOE and Commonwealth DISR (2001) Alumina Technology Roadmap. US DOE, 
Commonwealth DISR and Alumina Industry Council at 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/aluminum/pdfs/alumina.pdf Accessed 21 November 
2012  
9. Aluminium Association of Canada and Canada's Office of Energy Efficiency (2004) Guide to 
Energy Efficiency in Aluminium Smelters, Aluminium Association of Canada and Canada's 
Office of Energy Efficiency. Available at http://www.oee.nrcan.gc.ca/infosource/PDFs/M27-01-
1115E.PDF  Accessed 21 November 2012 
Steel Sector 
10. Worrell, E., et al (2010) Energy Efficiency Improvement and Cost Saving Opportunities for the 
U.S. Iron and Steel Industry An ENERGY STAR® Guide for Energy and Plant Managers. 
Energy Analysis Department Environmental Energy Technologies Division Ernest Orlando 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory University of California. Sponsored by US EPA. 
http://ies.lbl.gov/drupal.files/ies.lbl.gov.sandbox/4779E.pdf  Accessed 21 November 2012 
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Emissions from the Iron and Steel Industry. US EPA at 
http://www.epa.gov/nsr/ghgdocs/ironsteel.pdf Accessed 21 November 2012 
12. Energetics, Inc. (2005). Steel Industry Marginal Opportunity Study, prepared for the U.S. 
Department of Energy, 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/steel/pdfs/steelmarginalopportunity.pdf  Accessed 21 
November 2012 
13. US Department of Energy (2001) Steel Industry – Technology Roadmap. US DOE at 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/steel/roadmap.html Accessed 21 November 2012 
Cement Sector 
14. Martin, N., Worrell, E. and Price, L. (1999) Energy Efficiency and Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
Reduction Opportunities in the U.S. Cement Industry. Environmental Energy Technologies, 
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
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MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
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LECTURE 5.2: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy 
Using Industry Sectors 
 
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing 
Industries5 
Educational Aim 
Globally, the manufacturing sector contributes more than any other industry sector to global 
greenhouse gas emissions. Most studies suggest that China, which has the largest manufacturing 
sector in the world, either has already surpassed, or will surpass soon, the US as the largest 
greenhouse gas emitter.6 The three largest uses of energy in Australia are electricity generation 
(30.8 percent), transport (24.3 percent) and manufacturing processes (22.6 percent), which together 
account for some 75 percent of Australia’s energy consumption.7 Research by the National 
Framework for Energy Efficiency have found that for the Australian manufacturing sector there are, 
on average, 23 percent of energy efficiency opportunities with a four year or less pay back period, 
and up to 45 percent energy efficiency opportunities with an eight year or less pay back period. The 
aim of this lecture is to provide an overview of these opportunities and also provide detailed online 
energy efficiency opportunity resources for each part of the Australian manufacturing sector.  
Essential Reading  
Reference Page 
1. Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2006) ‘How Does Australian Business Reconcile 
Environmental Obligations with Competitive Advantage?’, Australia Industry 
Group  Environmental Management Handbook 2006, Australia Industry Group. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/envhandbk06_web.pdf. 
Accessed 13 October 2012.  
pp 1-3 
2. Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Environmental Energy 
Technologies Division website – Sector Assessments: see Vehicle Assembly, 
Pulp and Paper, Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals, and Glass at http://industrial-
energy.lbl.gov/node/96. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
 
3. UK Carbon Trust website - Guides, see ‘Ceramics, Glass, Cement’, ‘Chemicals & 
Chemical Products’, ‘Metals and Metal Products’, and ‘Plastics & Rubber’ at 
www.carbontrust.com/resources/guides/sector-based-advice/sector-specific-
publications. Accessed 16 October 2012.  
 
4. Energy Efficiency Opportunities (2011) Energy Efficiency Opportunities: 
Assessment Handbook, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
www.ret.gov.au/energy/Documents/energyefficiencyopps/PDF/AssessmentHandb
ook.pdf.  Accessed 13 October 2012. 
 
                                           
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT. 
6 See Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency at  http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2007/06/21/1957361.htm. Accessed 27 
October 2007.  
7 Shultz, B. (2007) Unlocking Energy Efficiency Opportunities, Australian Manufacturing Technology. Available at  
http://www.amtil.com.au/UserFiles/File/Sept07%20p4-6.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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Learning Points   
There is solid evidence that even those businesses that keep costs to a minimum can find 
significant cost savings and improve their productivity if they undertake a real and regular 
assessment of energy saving options. Looking at energy use in a whole-of-system way can 
provide the trigger for achieving cost reductions right across a business. 
Ian Macfarlane, Australian Industry, Tourism & Resources Minister.  
1. A key driver for change in the manufacturing sector globally has been the shifting of world 
manufacturing to China. Manufacturing in nations other than China needs to find niche markets 
and one area that provides this is through manufacturing more energy efficient products. It is 
clear that the energy efficient, low carbon product market is going to be worth trillions globally as 
humanity now seeks to act quickly to mitigate climate change.  
2. Positioning the Australian manufacturing sector for a low carbon future also will help position the 
sector to address other risks such as rising electricity costs due to the drought,8 and rising oil and 
petroleum prices. Electricity prices in late 2007 have already doubled in Australia compared to 
early 2006 prices due to the effects of the drought.9  
3. Also the Australian manufacturing sector is highly dependant on trucking currently for 
transportation of goods domestically and thus vulnerable to rising oil prices. Australia’s domestic 
oil reserves are forecast to run out by 2030 at the latest, if no new reserves are found. This will 
also leave the Australian chemical and plastics manufacturing sector dependant on the prices of 
imports of overseas chemical feed-stocks. (See Lectures 8.1-8.3 for more details on Integrated 
Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport).  
4. Reducing electricity and petrol usage through energy and fuel efficiency strategies is now widely 
seen as part of sound business management to address the big risks of the 21st Century. Most 
leading manufacturers globally have extensive energy and fuel efficiency programs. Since the 
early 1990s, The Climate Group’s reports10 have shown that major manufacturers like Dupont, 
IBM, Alcan, and Bayer have collectively saved billions of dollars while reducing their carbon 
emissions by more than 60 percent.  
5. Large Australian manufacturing companies now have to measure and report their energy 
efficiency opportunities either under state or Federal regulation. Corporations that used more 
than 0.5 petajoules during 2005-2006 had to join the Federal government’s Energy Efficiency 
Opportunities Program by 31 March 2007. Large manufacturing companies are required to 
publicly report energy efficiency opportunities of four years or less. DITR has published an 
extensive handbook on how to implement a proper energy assessment. This handbook will assist 
manufacturing companies to implement an energy efficiency assessment. (Lecture 1.4 provides a 
summary of this handbook).   
6. The Department of the Environment and Water Recourses’ Eco Efficiency and Cleaner 
Production web page11 outlines examples of Australian manufacturers making significant savings 
                                           
8 Peacock, M. (2007) ‘Smart Meters: Blessing or Curse?’, 7.30 Report, ABC, Australia. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2007/s2013426.htm. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
9 Ibid.  
10 See The Climate Group’s 2004 and 2005 Carbon Down Profits Up reports at www.theclimategroup.org/index.php?pid=732. Accessed 14 
April 2007.  
11 See Department of the Environment and Water Resources - Eco-efficiency & Cleaner Production Case Studies: Manufacturing at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/industry/corporate/eecp/industry.html#3. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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from eco-efficiency initiatives. For instance, an Australian company Blue Circle Southern Cement, 
Maldon, have saved AUD$800,000 in energy a year by reducing feed moisture content, 
rationalising air blowers, using blast furnace slag in cement production, improving the control of a 
slag drier, and switching off unused machinery. This web resource demonstrates the value to 
manufacturing of better measuring and monitoring energy, materials and waste streams to 
identify eco-efficiency opportunities.12 
7. Leading Australian energy efficiency firm Energetics13 argues that most manufacturers can make 
energy efficiency opportunities from either: 
- Eliminating compressed air leaks14 and better controlling air compressors.15 
- Eliminating steam leaks. 
- Recovering heat from process plants. (See Lecture 3.3: Co-generation)  
- Using variable speed drives for fans and pumps. (See Lecture 3.1: Motor Systems)  
- Turning off process equipment in non-production periods.  
8. Manufacturing companies can also improve competitive advantage through designing and 
manufacturing energy efficient low carbon (even ‘climate neutral’) appliances and products. It is a 
well known fact that many manufactured appliances and products emit far more greenhouse gas 
emissions during the lifetime of their use than their manufacture. Hence manufacturers can build 
customer loyalty by designing appliances and products that use significantly less energy to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and save their customers money.  
9. Manufacturers of many everyday appliances in Australia already need to comply with the 
minimum energy performance standards. Rather than seeing these as a regulatory burden they 
should be seen as an opportunity for Australian firms to develop new business opportunities. 
There is a strong tradition of innovation16 in energy efficient products in Australia upon which the 
Australian manufacturing sector could build, for example: 
- The Australian-designed Dishlex dishwasher was an energy efficiency leader for five years 
from 1995, and 
- Australian manufactured fridges today are 50 percent more efficient than those built in the 
1980s helping them to be attractive to more energy conscious customers.   
Most everyday manufactured appliances that involve heating and cooling such as kettles, 
microwaves, ovens, fridges, washing-machines, and dishwashers are all sub-optimally designed 
and poorly insulated. Using the latest advances in insulating materials offers manufacturers a 
chance to reduce energy consumption, often by 30 percent or more in these systems. Such 
innovations help revive the Australian domestic manufacturing sector and enable it to carve out a 
new niche in the world. 
                                           
12 Ibid.  
13 Energetics (2006) ‘Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Process Engineering’, Factory Equipment News Magazine. Available at 
www.energetics.com.au/newsroom/media_releases/energy_efficiency_opportuniti. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
14 UK Carbon Trust (2005) How To Find and Fix Compressed Air Leaks, UK Carbon Trust. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=GIL150. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
15 See UK Carbon Trust – Energy Savings By Technology: Compressed Air at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/tech_compressed_air_introduction.htm. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
16 Pears, A. (2005)  Innovation and Energy Efficiency, The Natural Edge Project. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/NAON_ch17.aspx Accessed 13 November 2007  
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10. Some manufacturers are now taking a comprehensive approach to reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions, by:   
- Reducing electricity and transport costs through greater energy and fuel efficiency.  
- Developing energy efficient low carbon (even ‘climate neutral’) products.  
- Remanufacturing and recycling to significantly reduce the carbon footprint of remanufactured 
products. 
- Purchasing more energy from renewable sources.   
- Committing to carbon offsets. (See Lecture 9.3) 
11. Interface Australia and Fuji Xerox Australia are companies that are implementing these strategies 
to improve their competitive advantage. Fuji Xerox Australia products, technologies and services 
are designed with low carbon performance in mind. The company is known for its Extended 
Producer Responsibility program, where equipment and parts are taken back from the customer 
at 'end of life' and remanufactured or recycled to achieve over 99 percent resource recovery. As 
Fuji Xerox Australia's Managing Director Andy Lambert explains, ‘We made a commitment to 
halve the energy consumption of our devices ten years ago. As a result, when replacing old 
equipment with new, our customers can benefit from energy consumption reductions ranging up 
to 71%.’17 Fuji Xerox Australia has committed to purchasing 100 percent of all the energy it uses 
by 2010 from renewable energy sources. Interface Australia’s achievements are outlined in the 
Brief Background Information.  
12. The Australian manufacturing sector consists of many sub sectors such as chemicals and 
plastics, paper and pulp, glass, bricks and pavers, whitegoods and appliances to name a view. In 
the Brief Background Information energy efficiency opportunities are considered for each of these 
sectors to provide a taste of the numerous energy efficiency opportunities in the sector as a 
whole. Opportunities for the food processing and beverage manufacturing sector are considered 
in Lecture 6.2, while opportunities for the automotive and trucking manufacturing sector is 
covered in Lectures 8.2-8.3.  
 
                                           
17 Andy Lambert (2007) ’Fuji Xerox Australia Launches its Third Sustainability Report’, Media Centre, Fiji Xerox. Available at 
http://www.fujixerox.com.au/about/media/articles/548. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
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Brief Background Information  
Improving Competitive Advantage of Manufacturing - Reducing Costs and Energy Efficient 
Product Differentiation 
Reducing energy usage through energy efficiency offers an economic bonanza for business because 
saving fossil fuel is a lot cheaper than buying it. Since the early 1990s, The Climate Group’s reports18 
have shown that major manufacturers like Dupont, IBM, Alcan, and Bayer have collectively saved 
billions of dollars while reducing their carbon emissions by more than 60 percent. But these 
manufacturers are not leading the pack. The international carpet manufacturer Interface is aiming to 
be the first truly sustainable corporation with a net zero ecological footprint. Hunter Lovins, 
internationally renouwned sustainable business expert often highlights the success of global 
manufacturer STMicroelectronics (ST) in having pledged to have zero net CO2 emissions with a 40-
fold increase in production over its 1990 levels. It set a 2010 goal of 50 percent reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions. This includes a mix of 15 percent renewable energy, 55 percent from co-
generation and 30 percent from conventional sources. By the time ST is climate neutral, it will have 
saved US$900 million.   
Manufacturers are also investing in more energy efficient designs for their products. Designing and 
manufacturing new energy efficient product solutions offers a strategy to gain greater market share 
while improving brand recognition and customer loyalty. Japan was one of the first governments to 
help its national corporations gain increased global market share through phasing in higher energy 
efficiency standards. Japanese Energy Conservation Laws enacted in 1979 set demanding energy 
efficiency standards for refrigerators, air-conditioning and automobiles, stimulating product 
improvements that strengthened the international position of Japanese firms in these markets.19  
Australia’s minimum energy performance standards for everyday home appliances and office 
equipment have helped some Australian manufacturers design more energy efficient products to be 
world leaders. The products that come under this regulation include: refrigerators and freezers, 
electric storage water heaters, three phase electric motors, single phase air-conditioners, three 
phase air-conditioners, ballasts for linear fluorescent lamps, linear fluorescent lamps, and 
commercial refrigeration for appliances. It has also been recently announced that personal 
computers and plasma20 TV screens will also be included in regulation for Minimum Energy 
Performance Standards for Australia in coming years.  
In some areas of energy efficient products and appliances, Australia is a world leader because of the 
minimum energy performance standard scheme, for example:  
- The Australian-designed Dishlex dishwasher was an energy efficiency leader for five years from 
1995, and 
- Australian manufactured fridges today are 50 percent more efficient than those built in the 1980s 
helping them to be attractive to more energy conscious customers.   
                                           
18 See The Climate Group’s 2004 and 2005 Carbon Down Profits Up reports at www.theclimategroup.org/index.php?pid=732. Accessed 14 
April 2007.  
19 Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations: Business Opportunities, Innovation and Governance in the 21st 
Century, Earthscan, London. 
20 Osborne, D. (2007) ‘Plasma and LCD televisions fail green test’, SunHerald Sunday. Available at   
http://www.news.com.au/heraldsun/story/0,21985,22562841-661,00.html Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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Australia leads the world in phasing out inefficient lighting.21 California and New Jersey in the US 
have now passed similar laws. This leadership appears likely to be followed by the EU. The 
European Lamp Companies (ELC) Federation, whose members include General Electric, Siemens 
and Royal Philips Electronics, in May 2007 issued a statement to ‘urge the European Commission to 
adopt a similarly proactive approach to domestic lighting’, though they stopped short of calling for a 
ban on incandescent bulbs. They estimated that if all inefficient traditional incandescent bulbs sold in 
Europe were to be replaced with more efficient bulbs - such as compact fluorescent lamps or CFLs - 
the continent would need 27 fewer power plants.22 The European Union is already encouraging its 27 
member governments to promote the use of efficient lights on streets and in offices. This shows how 
leadership on energy efficiency in the manufacture of products in Australia can influence the direction 
of manufacturing all over the world, and suggests that those nations that lead in smart regulation of 
energy efficiency of products and appliances will help their firms be positioned well for rapidly 
growing global markets for energy efficient products. Markets for energy efficient manufactured 
products and appliances are among the fastest growing in the world.  
- All major car companies already have invested in more fuel efficient hybrid cars on the market or 
are intending to. At the academy awards the car park for Hollywood Stars looked like a 
showroom for a hybrid car dealership. In the US hybrids sell at US$22,000. This is very 
affordable for the family and can cut the family fuel bill in half. There is now at least an 8 month 
wait for anyone wanting a hybrid in the US.  
- In May 2005, General Electric, announced ‘Ecomagination’ a major new business project to make 
all of GE’s products more energy efficient. Ecomagination is expected to double revenues from 
more energy efficient products to US$20 billion by 2010. This initiative will see GE double its 
research and development in eco-friendly products to US$1.5 billion by 2010 and improve energy 
efficiency by 30 percent by 2012. In May 2006, the company reported revenues of US$10.1 
billion from its energy efficient and environmentally advanced products and services, up from 
US$6.2 billion in 2004, with orders nearly doubling to US$17 billion.  
- In October 2007, Mitsubishi announced that it wants to cut 30 percent of the emissions 
associated with the use of its products because usage emits as much as 50 percent more carbon 
emissions than production. ‘Therefore, we believe that making our products more energy efficient 
will drastically reduce CO2 emissions’, the company said in a statement.23  
Product Differentiation – Climate Neutral Products  
Some companies are striving for even more and seeking to create entirely climate neutral products. 
One such manufacturer is Interface, a US-based floor coverings manufacturer that operates in more 
than 100 countries, including Australia. In July 2007, the Australian subsidiary of Interface,  
InterfaceFLOR,24  announced a ‘climate neutral’ program through which greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG) calculated over the life cycle of its carpet tile products will be reduced by efficiency measures, 
renewable energy and carbon offsets. GHG calculations – verified and certified by the Climate 
Neutral Network – include data for raw material acquisition and processing, manufacturing, 
                                           
21 Department of Environment and Water Resources (2007) ‘World first! Australia slashes greenhouse gases from inefficient lighting’, 
Media Release, DEWR, Australia. Available at    
www.environment.gov.au/minister/env/2007/pubs/mr20feb07.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
22
 See MSNBC Europe to unplug from common light bulbs In warming stand, bulb makers agree to eliminate least efficient lighting at 
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/17364944/ Accessed 12 November 2007  
23 Climatebiz.com (2007) ‘Mitsubishi Aims to Slash Emissions from Product Usage and Manufacturing’, Climatebiz.com. Available at   
http://www.greenbiz.com/news/news_third.cfm?NewsID=36139. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
24 See InterfaceFLOR at http://www.interfaceflor.com.au/.  Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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transportation, disposal/recycling and energy used to vacuum and maintain the product. Rob 
Coombs, President, Asia Pacific InterfaceFLOR,25 says the company itself accounts for only 15 
percent of the carbon emitted during the life cycle of its products, suppliers, and distributors account 
for the remaining 85 percent The Australian company also pays to offset all carbon emissions 
generated by its employees in travelling to and from work. ‘By reducing energy usage, water 
consumption and waste, InterfaceFLOR has streamlined its operations, become more efficient and 
reduced its costs,’ says Coombs. ‘From Day One, sustainability has saved us money, not cost us,’ 
Interface CEO Ray Anderson has said. ‘And it has earned us a tremendous amount of goodwill from 
our customers, something that cannot be measured or duplicated.’ And InterfaceFlor are not alone 
here; the Australian Greenhouse Office has created the Greenhouse Friendly certification scheme to 
provide Australian manufacturers with the opportunity to certify their products as climate neutral.26 So 
far, a number of manufacturers have now accredited climate neutral products, such as Dulux27 and 
Sustainable Living Fabrics.28    
These companies are achieving climate neutral products through first identifying all the energy 
efficiency opportunities for their business, purchasing 100 percent renewable energy for their 
businesses and also offsetting any remaining emissions (see Lectures 1.3 and 9.3). In considering 
the range of energy efficiency opportunities for the manufacturing sector, it is important to remember 
that energy efficiency opportunities can arise from innovations which enable: 
- doing the same task with less energy, 
- using the same amount of energy but producing more useful product or higher value product, and 
- redefining the task so that it can be done in a way that uses less energy.  
When energy efficiency is looked at in this light, it can be seen that many innovation activities that 
aim to increase yield, reduce wastage, optimise performance and reduce material content, are also 
improving energy efficiency. For instance, a manufacturer of gearboxes for the automotive sector 
who replaces metal components with plastic or light metal components (where allowable based on 
performance condition and requirements) not only reduces manufacturing energy, but also cuts 
resource consumption and improves vehicle fuel efficiency by reducing mass. Hence in this lecture 
we try to give you a sense of the wide range of ways that manufacturing sectors can innovate to 
achieve energy efficiency savings.  
Leadership from Manufacturing Industry Groups  
The Australian manufacturing sector is represented by a number of industry groups which are 
seeking to help members improve operational efficiencies and also innovate new energy efficient 
solutions. The main industry group representing the manufacturing sector is the Australia Industry 
Group (AiG). The Australia Industry Group has been representing the Australian manufacturing 
sector for over one hundred years. AiG provides an Ai Group Energy and Sustainable Business help 
desk29 to assist AiG members to identify and implement energy efficiency opportunities. The Australia 
                                           
25 See InterfaceFLOR - Missson Zero at http://www.interfaceflor.com.au/internet/webau.nsf/webpages/31_AU.html. Accessed 4 November 
2007. 
26 See Australian Greenhouse Office – Greenhouse Friendly at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/greenhousefriendly/products/index.html#aquanamel. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
27 See Australian Greenhouse Office – Greenhouse Friendly: Dulux Aquanamel® and EnvirO2™ at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/greenhousefriendly/products/index.html#aquanamel. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
28 See Australian Greenhouse Office – Greenhouse Friendly at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/greenhousefriendly/products/index.html#fabrics Accessed 4 November 2007. 
29 See Australian Industry Group - Energy and Sustainable Business Help Desk at 
http://www.aigroup.asn.au/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=aigroup/ccms.r?Roxy=0x000a81c1&PageId=2623. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
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Industry Group publishes annually The Environmental Management Handbook30 which covers latest 
best practice case studies and energy efficiency success stories. In addition to AiG, most 
manufacturing sub-sectors have their own industry group which promote eco-efficiency opportunities 
to their members. The Plastics and Chemicals Industry Association (PACIA) is a good example of 
this. 
Chemicals and Plastics 
According to the Australian Greenhouse Office, the chemical and plastics industry in Australia 
accounts for about 2 percent of Australia's total greenhouse gas emissions and energy usage.31 A 
sample of some of the areas of energy usage in this sector is featured in Table 5.2.1. 
Table 5.2.1: Energy consumption in the Australian chemical and plastics industry 
Industry Energy use (TJ) 
Mixed Fertilisers 5,789 
Basic Chemicals 152,219 
Paints 549 
Pharmaceuticals 372 
Agricultural Chemicals 191 
Soap, other Detergents 578 
Cosmetics, Toiletry Preps. 180 
Other Chemical Products 556 
Total 160,434 
Total Australia  ~5,000,000 (TJ)32 
Source: CSIRO et al (2005) 
PACIA, as part of its commitment to the Australian Greenhouse Office’s Greenhouse Challenge, has 
set up an active Greenhouse Network of 35 member companies, which together emit 75 percent of 
greenhouse gases from the industry. PACIA runs seminars and specialist services for this core 
group. PACIA has developed an Energy Management training program that has been taught to many 
of its members.   
Since 1993, PACIA has compiled an annual report of all wastes produced by the chemical industry, 
including emissions to air and electricity consumption. These reports are made public to ensure a 
transparent process and to promote the industry's achievements to stakeholders.33 About 50 percent 
of the large and medium-sized enterprises in the plastics and chemicals industry are now members 
of the Australian Greenhouse Office’s Greenhouse Challenge. The companies represent an 
                                           
30 See Australian Industry Group – Environmental Management Handbook at 
http://www.aigroup.asn.au/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=aigroup/ccms.r?Roxy=0x000a81c3&PageId=3011. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
31 Ibid.  
32 Australian Government (2001) Securing Australia’s Energy Future, Australian Prime Minister and Cabinet. Available at   
www.pmc.gov.au/publications/energy_future/chapter1/2_sector.htm. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
33 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Australian Greenhouse Challenge at  http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/members/pacia.html. 
Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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estimated 70 percent of the total six million tons per year of greenhouse gases emitted by all 
companies represented by PACIA.34  
Member company chief executives now rate greenhouse gas reduction as one of the top 12 key 
issues for industry attention. PACIA is seeking to assist members through a range of programs in this 
area. In 1998, as part of this initiative PACIA conducted a survey of 33 medium-sized member 
company facilities to identify opportunities for reducing greenhouse emissions and improving energy 
efficiency. Focusing on key areas for abatement, the survey identified possible savings of at least 5 
percent, or 125,000 tons of CO2-equivalent per year. 
While there are considerable risks now of inaction on energy and climate change, there are also 
significant opportunities to reduce energy usage, contribute to developing sustainable energy 
solutions and thus help transform the plastics and chemicals industry. In 2007 PACIA initiated the 
development of a new Sustainability Leadership Framework35 to work with its members to help 
address these opportunities. This goal of the PACIA Sustainability Leadership Framework is to help 
empower PACIA members to achieve reductions in energy, water and material usage, innovate new 
product solutions and help positively transform the industry over time. Just some of the opportunities 
companies can realise through a focus on energy efficiency are as follows:  
Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Existing Plants  
- Conduct an energy audit: The Australian Greenhouse Office reports that ‘in the plastic and 
chemical sector many of the companies found they could achieve significant savings by making 
small changes in their operations at a minimal cost. One of the simplest savings has been 
switching off air-conditioning systems overnight and at weekends. This [simple and obvious] 
measure has saved Vinidex at its O'Connor plant in Perth $6,000 and 80 tonnes of CO2-
equivalent per year - at no cost.’ 
- Reduce Heating, Controlling Chemical Process Temperatures, Insulate Chemical Plants and 
Pipes and Enhance Waste Heat Recovery36 through Co-Generation:37 (see Lecture 3.3) Pitch 
technology, which helps chemical plants deliver heat at just the right temperature required for a 
chemical process plus co-generation can save half or more energy used and pay for themselves 
quickly.   
- Improved Efficiency of Industrial Processes: AGO reports that, ‘Australian Vinyls at Laverton has 
saved seven per cent on energy costs by applying simple measures to make its operations more 
energy efficient. The company has committed itself to reducing CO2 emissions per tonne of 
product by 15 per cent during the next three years.’ Orica, one of the largest chemical 
manufacturing companies in Australia, has recently undertaken a thorough energy efficiency 
assessment (using the process outlined in Lecture 1.4) and found 90 potential energy efficiency 
opportunities, 13 of these projects is likely to provide AUD$1 Million in savings per annum.38 Since 
1995, Qenos, has reduced greenhouse gas emissions by 40 percent – down from 2.045 kton in 
                                           
34 Ibid. 
35 PACIA (2007) PACIA Sustainability Leadership Framework. PACIA. Available at 
http://www.pacia.org.au/_uploaditems/docs/4.sustdiscpaper.pdf.  Accessed 4 November 2007. 
36 See UK Carbon Trust - Energy Savings by Sector: Chemicals: Speciality Chemicals Sector Energy Efficiency Best Practise Program at 
www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/sectorselector/.  Accessed 27 October 2007. 
37 Khrushch, M., Worrell, E., Price, L., Martin, N. and Einstein, D. (1999) ‘Carbon Emissions Reduction Potential in the US Chemicals and 
Pulp and Paper Industries by Applying CoGeneration/Heat and Power Technologies’, Proceedings of the 1999 ACEEE Summer Study on 
Energy Efficiency in Industry, Saratoga Springs, NY, June 15-16, 1999. Available at  http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/43739.pdf. Accessed 4 
November 2007.   
38 See Department of Industry Tourism and Resources - Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program Industry Case Study Orica at 
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/assets/documents/energyefficiencyopps/orica%5Fcasestudy%5Fweb20070508141446%2
Epdf. Accessed 30 October 2007. 
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1995 to 1.26 kton in 2006. Qenos is Australia’s sole manufacturer of polyethylene and a major 
source of plastics to thousands of fabricators and industries. This change was achieved largely 
through the increased use of ethane, which is the most energy efficient feedstock in all of Qenos’ 
steam cracking facilities. Qenos has invested in its manufacturing plants so that they can run on 
ethane and LPG feedstocks reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Ninety two percent of solid 
waste is recycled from Qenos’s Altona and Botany plants, further reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions from landfill.39  
Energy Efficiency Opportunities through New Designs and New Plants  
- Designer catalysts: Chemical engineering are seeking to find ways to dramatically reduce energy 
usage in chemical industrial processes through designing more effective catalysts and finding 
lower energy pathways to create the desired chemical products. 
- Using recycled plastic as an energy source: In many parts of the world people the energy value 
from plastic is required. Because plastic comes from natural gas and crude oil, it makes sense to 
use it as an oil or coal substitute when it has finished its life as packaging etc. This conserves the 
energy resources of the world, reduces greenhouse gas emissions, and therefore practices 
source reduction. 
- Lighter Packaging: The growing use of plastics means that today's packaging is up to 80 percent 
lighter than the packaging of 20 years ago, meaning less energy is used in their manufacture and 
transport.40  
- Light plastic parts improve fuel efficiency of transport vehicles especially light car vehicles and 
aeroplanes: Using plastic products saves energy - 100kg of plastic parts in cars reduce oil 
consumption by about 12 million tons each year in Europe, reducing CO2 emissions by 30 million 
tons a year. 
Other opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions for the plastics and chemicals industry are: 
- Creating corrosion resistant chemical materials and products.41  
- Creating plastics and chemicals to be involved with the manufacture of clean energy, renewable 
technologies.  
Green chemistry42 and green chemical engineering is seeking to find ways to dramatically reduce 
energy usage in chemical industrial processes through designing more effective catalysts and finding 
lower energy pathways to create the desired chemical products.  
An excellent example of green chemistry is the technology developed by Argonne National Lab, a 
winner of the 1999 USA President’s Awards for Green Chemistry.43 Every year in the United States 
alone, an estimated 3.5 million tons of highly toxic, petroleum-based solvents are used as cleaners, 
degreasers, and ingredients in adhesives, paints, inks, and many other applications. More 
environmentally friendly solvents have existed for years, but in many cases their higher costs have 
                                           
39 Qenos (2007) ‘Qenos A Commitment to Sustainability’ in Environmental Management Handbook 2007, Australia Industry Group. 
40 See PACIA at  www.pacia.org.au/index.cfm?menuaction=mem&mmid=008&mid=008.001. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
41 See CSIRO - Corrosion Research Work at (http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/standard/ps1ha,,.html. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
42 Smith, M., Hargroves, K., Desha, C. and Palousis, N. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Critical Literacies Portfolio - 
Principles and Practices in Sustainable Development for the Engineering and Built Environment Professions, The Natural Edge Project, 
Australia. See Lecture 11 and 12 at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/ESSPCLP-Principles_and_Practices_in_SD-Lecture11.aspx. 
Accessed 4 November 2007. 
43 Argonne National Lab (1998) ‘Green Solvent Process Gets Presidential Honor’, Argonne News. Available at 
http://www.anl.gov/Media_Center/Argonne_News/news98/an980629.html. Accessed 28 August 2007; Argonne National Lab (1999) ‘Green 
Solvent Process Wins Federal Award’, Argonne News, March 1, 1999. Available at 
http://www.anl.gov/Media_Center/Argonne_News/news99/an990301.html. Accessed 28 August 2007.   
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kept them from wide use. A technology developed by Argonne National Labs produces non-toxic, 
environmentally friendly ‘green solvents’ from renewable carbohydrate feedstocks, such as corn 
starch.  
The new process makes low-cost, high-purity ester-based solvents, such as ethyl lactate, using 
advanced fermentation, membrane separation, and chemical conversion technologies. Overall, the 
new process uses as much as 90 percent less energy and produces ester lactates at about 50 
percent of the cost of conventional methods. There are currently over 25 research institutions around 
the globe focused on the development of sustainable chemistry - across Europe, the UK, North 
America, South America, West Africa and India. The Centre for Green Chemistry44 in the School of 
Chemistry at Monash University (Australia) is at the forefront of innovation in green chemistry. The 
Natural Edge Project has also developed an introductory training program on Green Chemistry and 
Green Engineering.45  
For further information on energy efficiency opportunities for the chemicals and plastics sector, see 
The UK Carbon Trust and Berkeley’s Energy Laboratories reports freely available listed in the 
Required and Optional Further Reading lists of this lecture.    
Paper and Pulp Manufacturing  
In 2001-02 the Australian paper industry had capital assets worth nearly AUD$4 billion and sales 
turnover of more than AUD$3.6 billion, including exports of AUD$550 million. Approximately 6,000 
people are directly employed in paper manufacturing. Some 13,000 people are employed nationally 
in fully dependent activities such as converting paper into finished products. Paper manufacturing is 
a significant employer in regional Australia where the majority of the paper mills are located. As 
major energy users, the Australian paper industry is a significant emitter of greenhouse gases. 
However since 1990 the paper industry has reduced its emissions of greenhouse gases per ton of 
production from 1.73 to 1.36 (tons of CO2 equivalent excluding methane per ton of production), a 
reduction of more than 20 percent. 46  
Energy Efficiency Opportunities for the Pulp and Paper Industry  
A major study on energy efficiency opportunities for the paper and pulp industry by Martin et al47 on 
existing US paper and pulp mills was published in 2001. The study overviews in detail 45 
commercially available state-of-the-art technologies to improve energy efficiency for paper and pulp 
mills. The measures were characterised, and then ordered on the basis of cost-effectiveness. The 
report indicates that there still exists significant potential for energy savings and carbon dioxide 
emissions reduction in this industry. The cost-effective potential for energy efficiency improvement is 
defined as having a simple pay-back period of three years or less. Not including increased recycling 
the study identifies a cost-effective savings potential of 16 percent of the primary energy use in 1994. 
Including increased recycling leads to a higher potential for energy savings, i.e. a range of cost-
                                           
44See Monash University - The Centre for Green Chemistry at  http://www.chem.monash.edu.au/green-chem/. Accessed 29 July 2007.  
45 Smith, M., Hargroves, K., Desha, C. and Palousis, N. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Critical Literacies Portfolio - 
Principles and Practices in Sustainable Development for the Engineering and Built Environment Professions, The Natural Edge Project, 
Australia,  Unit 3 Lectures 11 and 12. Available at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/ESSPCLP-Principles_and_Practices_in_SD-
Lecture11.aspx. Accessed 29 July 2007.  
46
 Prosser, M., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Toyne. P. (2006) Australian Plantation, Products and Paper Industry Council’s (A3P) 
Sustainability Action Plan - Performance, People and Prosperity Available at  http://www.a3p.asn.au/assets/pdf/Key%20Issues%20-
%20Sustainability/SAP.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007 
47 Martin, N. et al (2001) Opportunities to Improve Energy Efficiency in the US Pulp and Paper Industry,  Ernest Orlando Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory Environmental Energy Technologies Division. Available at  http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/48353.pdf. Accessed 4 
November 2007.   
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effective savings between 16 - 24 percent of primary energy use. Major potential energy efficiency 
opportunities still exist for the industry through for instance advanced co-generation.48  
Large Energy Efficiency Opportunities through New Plant Design   
A large proportion of the renewable energy produced by the paper sector is obtained from the black 
liquor (lignin) that is extracted from wood when it is separated into its constituent fibres through 
chemical pulping processes. (See Figure 5.2.1). But as the Australian Plantation, Timber Products 
and Paper Council Sustainability Action Plan stated ‘Some recent studies have suggested that the 
potential for power production from black liquor may be even higher if gasification and combined 
cycles are used.’49 Over the last ten years these studies50 show that that if gasification and combined 
cycles are used, paper and pulp mills can produce more energy than they use, thus making them 
climate positive.51 It is impossible to understate the importance of this opportunity for the paper and 
pulp sector internationally.  
 
 
Figure 5.2.1. Renewable energy as a proportion of paper industry energy consumption  
Source: AP3 Sustainability Action Plan (2006)52 
Australia’s newest pulp mill, the VISY plant at Tumut, NSW, shows what is possible with new mill 
design. The Tumut mill is claimed to be almost greenhouse neutral. Its process heat is provided by 
renewable sources (black liquor and waste wood) while two-thirds of its electricity is generated on-
site by a co-generation system, and the remainder is sourced from hydroelectricity generation 
nearby. A small proportion of its heat is supplied by natural gas. But even the Tumut pulp mill could 
                                           
48 Khrushch, M., Worrell, E., Price, L., Martin, N. and Einstein, D. (1999) ‘Carbon Emissions Reduction Potential in the US Chemicals and 
Pulp and Paper Industries by Applying CoGeneration/Heat and Power Technologies’, Proceedings of the 1999 ACEEE Summer Study on 
Energy Efficiency in Industry, Saratoga Springs, NY. Available at  http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/43739.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
49 Maunsbach, K., Isaksson, A., Yan, J., Svedberg, G. and  Eidensten, L. (2001) ‘Integration of advanced gas turbines in pulp and paper 
mills for increased power generation’, Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Oct 2001 v123 i4 p.734(7). 
50  Weyerhaeuser Co., Stone & Webster, Amoco Oil, and Carolina Power & Light (1995) New Bern Biomass to Energy Project Phase I 
Feasibility Study,  National Renewable Energy Laboratory (Golden, CO) and Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA; Craig, K.R. 
and Mann, M.K (1997) Cost and Performance Analysis of Biomass-Based Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle (BIGCC) Power 
Systems, National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/legosti/fy97/21657.pdf. Accessed 4 November 
2007; Worrell, E. and Galitsky, C. (2004) Emerging Energy-Efficient Technologies in Industry: Case Studies of Selected Technologies, 
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory- Environmental Energy Technologies Division. Available at 
http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/54828.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
51 Larson, E. and Williams, R.H. et al (2001) ‘A review of biomass integrated-gasifier/gas turbine combined cycle technology and its 
application in sugarcane industries, with an analysis for Cuba’ in Energy for Sustainable Development No. 1. Available at   
http://www.princeton.edu/~energy/publications/pdf/2001/Larson-01,ESD;Cuba%20biomass%20IGCC.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007;  
Larson, E.D. and Raymond, D. (1997) ‘Workshop on Commercialization of Black Liquor and Biomass Gasification for Gas Turbine 
Applications in the Pulp and Paper Industry’, hosted by The Center for Energy and Environmental Studies School of Engineering and 
Applied Science Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. Available at    
http://www.princeton.edu/~energy/publications/pdf/1997/Larson_97_Commercialization_of_Black_Liquor.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
52 Prosser, M., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Toyne, P. (2006) Australian Plantation, Products and Paper Industry Council’s (A3P) 
Sustainability Action Plan - Performance, People and Prosperity, A3P. Available at  http://www.a3p.asn.au/assets/pdf/Key%20Issues%20-
%20Sustainability/SAP.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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have been designed to reduce far more greenhouse gas emissions if it had been designed with the 
new insights from the last ten years on how gasification and combined cycles of biomass rather than 
burning the biomass can make paper and pulp mills climate positive.  
To conclude, according to Australian energy efficiency expert Alan Pears,  
A major issue in the Australian paper manufacturing industry is that much of the existing 
capacity is nolonger at the cutting leading edge, despite substantial effort by in-house technical 
staff to upgrade and improve performance. Recent government energy efficiency programs 
applied at one existing mill have delivered 15% savings at better than 25% rate of return.  
Cogeneration systems could be installed cost-effectively subject to the company’s broad 
business strategy to also make a difference at a number of mills in Australia. But there is now 
10 years of studies which show how pulp and paper mills can be designed now to be at least 
climate neutral or even climate positive.53 So the question is how to provide incentives for this 
to be achieved by individual industry participants over the coming decades. An interesting issue 
for this industry is that some of its assets are located on what is now becoming valuable land. 
There can be a case to sell such plants currently on prime real estate in major capital cities and 
build new facilities on rural land that now with the drought is a lot cheaper to buy. This 
potentially will yield large savings, from the sale of the land. Several cement plants around 
Australia have taken this approach – in one Perth example, the site was sold for more than the 
cost of building the new (much more efficient) cement plant.54 
Brick Manufacturing  
Brick manufacturing is a multistage process (see Figure 5.2.2).  
 
Figure 5.2.2. The brick manufacturing process 
Source: The Brick Industry Association (2004)55 
The brick industry is an industry with plenty of old equipment. There is potential for improved heat 
recovery from fired bricks to reduce net process energy use. Some, admittedly dated, information 
suggests that the average energy cost per thousand bricks in Australia is around 10 GJ, while best 
                                           
53 Larson, E. and Williams, R.H. et al (2001) ‘A review of biomass integrated-gasifier/gas turbine combined cycle technology and its 
application in sugarcane industries, with an analysis for Cuba’ in Energy for Sustainable Development No. 1. Available at   
http://www.princeton.edu/~energy/publications/pdf/2001/Larson-01,ESD;Cuba%20biomass%20IGCC.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007 
54 Alan Pears, Private Correspondence.  
55 The Brick Industry Association (2004)Technical Notes 9 - Manufacturing, Classification, and Selection of Brick, Manufacturing, Part 1, 
The Brick Industry Association. Available at http://www.brickinfo.org/BIA/technotes/t9.htm. Accessed 30 July 2007. 
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practice plants in the mid 1990s were achieving 5 GJ per thousand bricks. The current leading 
company in Australia that is aggressively pursuing energy efficiency opportunities is Midland Brick in 
Western Australia. A subsidiary of building products company Boral, Midland Brick is Australia’s 
second largest producer of clay bricks and pavers and the largest single-site brick manufacturing 
operation in the world.  
Greg Smith, Midland Brick’s General Manager Operations says.  ‘Energy is a major input cost for our 
business and accounts for around 20% of our direct costs. We are targeting projects that will 
ultimately deliver us savings in the order of 5 to 10% in the short term. The energy efficiency 
perspective hasn’t only been about ancillary energy savings. We have been able to identify projects 
with significant production benefits as well – the business benefits are significant.’56 To date over 50 
energy efficiency opportunities have been identified. The company’s major focus has been on two 
kilns, which are responsible for 40 percent of the energy used at the site. Preliminary analysis of 12 
opportunities has shown that they will generate energy savings of approximately 0.27PJ per year. 
This is approximately equivalent to 19,000t of CO2 equivalent per annum, or the energy use of 5000 
households.  
Mr Smith explains,57  
Key opportunities identified were the replacement of some older hydraulic systems with 
electric drives, improved automatic control of the kilns to reduce temperature fluctuations and 
a larger project to provide a physical seal on the kiln to exit to enable higher pressure cooling 
air to be used that will recover more energy for use in the dryers. 
Further, developments such as the blending of wood particles with clay (developed by CSIRO) can 
mean that some process energy is provided by renewable sources, while the air pockets remaining 
after the wood particles burn reduce the weight of the bricks and improve their insulating properties. 
There is significant potential for less energy intensive alternatives to fired clay pavers, tiles and bricks 
to be used. For example, concrete alternatives (potentially using low energy processes, as discussed 
above) exist, and recycled materials such as rubber and plastics are also being used. Other 
materials (e.g. timber or fibre cement) can be used for wall cladding, while steel (with its high 
potential for recycling at end-of-life) can be used for roofing. Recent trends towards an increase in 
paving may also be limited by emerging planning requirements to provide larger areas of permeable 
surface in developed areas. 
Glass Manufacturing  
Much of the output of the Australian glass industry is for production of containers – jars and bottles. 
The following discussion is largely based on The UK Carbon Trust Energy Consumption Guide for 
the Glass Container Industry.58 This UK Carbon Trust publication overviews the basic glass making 
processes, hence we will not cover that here and instead just focus on the main energy efficiency 
opportunities for the glass container manufacturing industry. The Australian glass industry has 
reduced its energy intensity significantly over the past two decades through both process efficiency 
improvements and light-weighting of products. The glass industry in other countries has undergone 
                                           
56 Shultz, B. (2007) Unlocking Energy Efficiency Opportunities, Australian Manufacturing Technology. Available at  
http://www.amtil.com.au/UserFiles/File/Sept07%20p4-6.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
57 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR) (2006) Midland Brick – Industry Case Study, Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Program, DITR. Available at    
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/assets/documents/energyefficiencyopps/Midlandbrick%5Fcasestudy%5Fweb2007050813
4252%2Epdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
58 UK Carbon Trust (2005) Energy Consumption Guide – Energy Usage in the Glass Container Industry, UK Carbon Trust. Available at   
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=ECG027. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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similar improvements. Despite this good performance there are additional energy efficiency 
opportunities.   
Energy Efficiency Opportunities  
- Improved furnace insulation: Improved refractory materials allow more insulation to be applied 
safely to the outer walls of furnaces. A sprayed-on application of 50mm of insulation material to a 
regenerator system produced savings of approximately 18,000GJ/year, giving a simple return on 
investment of just 26 weeks.59  
- Compressed air: Container plants are heavy users of compressed air, which is expensive to 
generate. Attention to compressed air offers some excellent, low-cost savings. Simple 
housekeeping improvements (e.g. detecting and repairing leaks) allow glass makers to make 
more efficient use of this service. Increased mould cooling requirements resulting from higher 
machine speeds can be met by the simple action of raising the pressure of cooling air. 
Improvements to the cooling design (using computer modelling) may produce more efficient 
cooling and lower energy costs. Large volumes of compressed air are also used to provide the 
drive for many parts of the glass forming machines. Replacement of compressed air with 
electrical servo mechanisms is another potential source of energy savings. 
- Improved furnace control strategies: Plots of furnace loads and associated energy use invariably 
show a large scatter, indicating that the furnace uses different amounts of energy at nominally the 
same production conditions. Better furnace control strategies and algorithms can reduce fuel 
consumption to the minimum required for any given production requirement. 
- Improved combustion control: The calorific value of natural gas in the UK, varies between 37 and 
42MJ/m3. Few plants are able to monitor these changes and consequently could be operating 
with incorrect air/fuel ratios. Recent developments have produced an affordable and reliable 
monitor that could easily be integrated into a typical furnace control package. 
- Recycled Glass preheating: The anticipated increased availability of recycled glass makes 
preheating a more viable option. A system that combines recycled glass preheating with waste 
gas particulate removal is considered particularly attractive. Energy savings of up to 20 percent 
are claimed for preheat systems operating at high recycled glass ratios. 
- Sealed burners: Conventional under-fired gas or oil burners usually inspirate cold air into the 
furnace. A simple sealing ring can eliminate this ingress, thereby improving furnace efficiency 
and offering the additional benefit of reduced NOX emissions. 
- Waste heat recovery: The waste heat from the furnace could be used to preheat the batch or to 
generate electrical power. A glass industry study suggested that, for a large manufacturing unit, a 
gas turbine could be used to generate electricity from the furnace(s) waste gases.60 However, this 
would only be economic for a new container glass factory being built near an outlet for the waste 
heat (e.g. a food and drink filling plant). A further significant opportunity is to convert to co-
generation. 
Energy Efficiency Opportunities from New Designs  
                                           
59
 UK Carbon Trust (2005) Energy Consumption Guide – Energy Usage in the Glass Container Industry, UK Carbon Trust. Available at   
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=ECG027. Accessed 4 November 2007 
60
 Ibid. 
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The glass manufacturing industry in Australia would grow and expand if double glazed windows 
become mandatory to improve insulation in the commercial and residential sector. In the Northern 
Hemisphere in many countries double glazed windows are mandatory. In these countries the costs of 
installing double glazed windows are less than single glazed windows due to economies of scale 
since the single glazing is the novelty. Also there are many other areas in society where glass is 
used which would benefit from using double glazed windows. In the food retail industry – bakeries, 
cake, ice cream stores etc. – they tend to display this food behind a glass window at the front of the 
store. This glass window allows the customers to see what type of baked goods or which type of ice 
cream they would like to purchase. If the glass window was double glazed, that sits between the cold 
ice cream/hot baked food and the customers then this would greatly reduce the energy needed to 
keep the ice cream cold and prevent heat loss from the hot baked food once it is put on display.   
These examples show the wide array of currently existing opportunities to both improve the energy 
efficiency of glass production plus find new ways to better utilise glass to reduce energy usage in 
households and business. US Energy Efficiency experts have published in 2007 an extensive study 
of energy efficiency opportunities for the whole glass manufacturing industry.61 This new extensive 
study provides further insights of energy efficiency opportunities for the entire glass manufacturing 
sector.  
Textiles Manufacture  
Textile manufacture is quite varied and there are many processes that can be used to meet particular 
requirements. Energy costs account for an average of 5-15 percent of overall manufacturing costs.62  
Reducing energy usage is one of the simplest ways to increase profits without the need to increase 
sales. In a very competitive environment it can provide a cost advantage over your competitors.  
Better control of energy goes hand-in-hand with better process control and, therefore, higher 
product quality.  
In the textile industry, energy costs can be reduced by 10 percent, and competitiveness improved, 
through no-cost and low cost measures. Energy is typically used in textile companies to run boilers to 
produce process hot water and steam, for the direct drying of textiles, for motors and generating 
compressed air, and for lighting, ventilation and space heating.63 As Roger Horwood, from Australian 
energy efficiency consultancy Energetics said ‘Manufacturers are often surprised at energy savings 
in productivity related projects, like investing in new dryers. Modern textile dryer units include energy 
saving features such as heat recovery from exhaust gases, automatic flue closure when the machine 
is stopped to hold hot air while repairs are made, infrared temperature sensors to measure dryness 
of material and short flame burners to reduce flame impingement on the burner tube walls.’64 
The shift to ‘Sustainable Fashion’ is providing impetus to re-examine textiles and fabrics to reduce 
their carbon footprint. According to the May 2007 Vogue65 Sustainable Fashion appears not to be a 
short-term trend but a movement that is rapidly growing. While environmentalism used to be manifest 
in fashion through a percentage of sales being donated to a charitable cause, fashion designers 
                                           
61 Worrell, E., Galitsky, C. and Masanet, E. (2007) Energy Efficiency Improvement and Cost Saving Opportunities for the Glass Industry, A 
US EPA Energy Star Guide for Energy and Plant Managers, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory- Environmental 
Energy Technologies Division. Available at http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/LBNL-57335.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
62 UK Carbon Trust (1997) Cutting your Energy Costs – A Guide for the Textile Dye and Finishing Industry, UK Carbon Trust. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=GPG168.  Accessed 4 November 2007. 
63 Ibid.  
64 Energetics (2006) ‘Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Process Engineering’, Factory Equipment News Magazine, February. Available at 
http://www.energetics.com.au/newsroom/media_releases/energy_efficiency_opportuniti. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
65Sullivan, R. (2007) ‘Earth to Fashion’, Vogue, May, pp 128-132. Available at http://www.leny-icons.com/press45.html. Accessed 4 
November 2007. 
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have recently adopted the idea of sustainability, using more environmentally-friendly materials and 
methods in clothing production. Several celebrities and designers such as Bono and Stella 
McCartney have recently drawn attention to socially-conscious and environmentally-friendly fashion. 
An increasing number of Hollywood celebrities have been associated with sustainable fashion, and 
fashion houses and boutiques are increasingly going climate neutral.   
Re-Manufacturing and Recycling  
Remanufacturing products provides a significant way for the manufacturing sector to reduce its 
carbon footprint. This is because significantly less energy is required to remanufacture and recycle 
products and materials than if a new product had to be created from scratch using virgin materials. 
The Federal and State Governments are encouraging product stewardship approaches with 
Australia’s manufacturing sector. Federal and state environment ministers have announced plans for 
both a waste-tyre product stewardship scheme, and a take-back scheme for electrical goods, 
computers and whitegoods, to cut back on the 45 million electrical products dumped each year into 
landfill. Another good example of this sort of initiative comes from the Australian document 
management and services company Fuji Xerox who has been remanufacturing components 
removed from photocopiers and other office equipment at its Eco Manufacturing Centre in Sydney for 
many years now. This is in line with the global organisation’s vision of ‘cradle to cradle’ 
manufacturing, where materials traditionally disposed of in landfill are treated as a resource for 
product manufacture. Some materials, such as toner, have proven difficult to reprocess, so Fuji 
Xerox has identified alternative pathways to landfill – for example, using toner as a reduced-footprint 
fuel for large operations such as cement kilns. Fuji Xerox’s chain of custody approach has led to 
working with technology services group EDS in Australia to streamline its document output 
environment. This has reduced EDS’ paper and printer use and slashed its carbon emissions from 
printing operations by 79 percent.66 As a bonus, it has reduced operating costs by 20 percent. Fuji 
Xerox has also announced, in 2007, that it would shift to purchasing 100 percent renewable energy 
for all its operations by 2010.  
Automobile Manufacturing  
The Australian automotive sector generates sales of approximately AUD$20 billion and employs 
close to 70,000 people. Comprised of foreign and local companies, it represents Australia’s sixth 
largest export earner. In 2005, exports totaled AUD$5.1 billion, comprising vehicles exports of 
AUD$3.5 billion and components of AUD$1.6 billion. US energy efficiency experts Ernst Worrell and 
Christina Galitsky67 have already published a thorough overview of energy efficiency opportunities in 
vehicle assembly. The Canadian Office of Energy Efficiency has published a report on energy 
efficiency best practice in automotive parts.68 And in Lecture 8.1 we cover new car manufacturing 
opportunities to achieve large greenhouse gas emissions savings through new hybrid and hydrogen 
fuel cell design. Hence we cover energy efficiency opportunities for the auto sector in Module C.   
                                           
66  Neales, S. (2007) ‘Beyond the price tag: the costs and benefits of going green’, CSIRO ECOS, Issue 139, pp 9-12. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC139p9.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
67 Galitsky, C. and Worrell, E. (2001) Energy Efficiency Improvement and Cost Saving Opportunities for the Vehicle Assembly Industry: An 
ENERGY STAR® Guide for Energy and Plant Managers, Sponsored by the US Environmental Protection Agency. Available at    
http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/50939.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
68 Canadian Industry Program for Energy Conservation (2005) Best Practice Benchmarking In Energy Efficiency Canadian Automotive 
Parts Industry, Canadian Industry Program for Energy Conservation. Available at http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/technical-
info/benchmarking/apma/APMA_en.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
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1. Worrell, E et al (2010) Managing Your Energy: An ENERGY STAR® Guide for Identifying Energy 
Savings in Manufacturing Plants. Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - 
Environmental Energy Technologies Division 
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/downloads/Managing_Your_Energy_Final_LBNL-
3714E.pdf Accessed 21 November 2012 
2. Australian Industry Group (undated) Manufacturing Sector Energy Efficiency Factsheets - 
http://www.aigroup.com.au/environment/factsheets Accessed 21 November 2012 
3. Cement manufacturing - Worrel, E., Galitsky, C., Price, L. (2008) Energy Efficiency Improvement 
Opportunities for the Cement Industry, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - 
Environmental Energy Technologies Division at 
http://china.lbl.gov/sites/china.lbl.gov/files/CementEEMs.Compilation.English.2008.pdf Accessed 
21 November 2012   
4. Glass manufacturing - Worrell, E., Galitsky, C. and Masanet, E. (2007) Energy Efficiency 
Improvement and Cost Saving Opportunities for the Glass Industry, An Energy Star Guide for 
Energy and Plant Managers, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - 
Environmental Energy Technologies Division. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/Glass-Guide.pdf Accessed 21 November 2012  
5. Lime manufacturing - Canadian Government ( 2001) Energy Efficiency Opportunity Guide: In the 
Lime Industry. Canadian Government Office of Energy Efficiency at 
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/technical-info/benchmarking/limeguide/Lime_Eng.qxp.pdf 
Accessed 21 November 2012  
6. Neelis, M., Worrell, E., Masanet, E. (2008) Energy Efficiency Improvement and Cost Saving 
Opportunities for the Petrochemical Industry An ENERGY STAR® Guide for Energy and Plant 
Managers, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - Environmental Energy 
Technologies Division.  
http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/Petrochemical_Industry.pdf Accessed 21 
November 2012    
7. Galitsky, C., Chang, S., Worrell, E. and Masanet, E. (2005) Energy Efficiency Improvement and 
Cost Saving Opportunities for the Pharmaceutical Industry, An Energy Guide for Plant Managers, 
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - Environmental Energy Technologies 
Division. http://www.energystar.gov/ia/business/industry/LBNL-57260.pdf  Accessed 21 
November 2012 
8. Hasanbeigi, Ali  (2010) Energy-Efficiency Improvement Opportunities for the Textile Industry,  
Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - Environmental Energy Technologies 
Division at http://china.lbl.gov/sites/china.lbl.gov/files/EE_Guidebook_Textile.2010.pdf  Accessed 
21 November 2012 
9. Automotive components - Australian Industry Group, Energy saving fact sheet: Saving energy in 
the automotive (components) manufacturing industry 
http://pdf.aigroup.asn.au/environment/15_Automotive_Manufacturing_Energy_Saving_Factsheet.
pdf Accessed 21 November 2012   
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11. Vehicle assembly - Galitsky, C. and Worrell, E. (2008) Energy Efficiency Improvement and Cost 
Saving Opportunities for the Vehicle Assembly Industry. An ENERGY STAR® Guide for Energy 
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MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 5: ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES 
IN LARGE ENERGY USING INDUSTRY SECTORS 
 
LECTURE 5.3: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
IT INDUSTRY AND SERVICES SECTOR 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy 
Using Industry Sectors 
 
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and 
Services Sector5 
Environmental considerations are set to become an integral part of the professional conduct, 
practice and ethical considerations that ICT professionals will bring to their organisations. 
Philip Agry, President, Australian Computer Society6 
 
Educational Aim  
The information and communication technology (ICT) sector significantly contributes to greenhouse 
gas emissions globally and in Australia. The aim of this lecture is to provide an overview of the 
energy efficiency opportunities in the ICT sector, and to provide access to the best online resources 
outlining the energy efficiency opportunities for the sector. 
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Fitcher, K., Stasinopoulos, P., Hargroves, K., Smith, M., Dunphy, D. and Benn, S. 
(2010) Factor 5: Information and Communication Technologies Online Sector 
Study, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/Factor5-
InformationandCommunicationsTechnologiesOnlineSectorStudy.pdf  
2. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering 
Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design Portfolio, Whole System 
Design Suite, Unit 8: Worked Example 3 – Electronics and Computer Systems, 
The Natural Edge Project, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit8. 
Accessed 13 October 2012.  
Pp1-27 
 
 
 
Pp 1-20 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Dr Tom Worthington -Director of the Professional Development Board, Australian Computer Society , and David Lindley – 
Academic Principal, ACS Education. 
6 Agry, P. (2007) cited in Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT 
Products as Part of a Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. 
Accessed 12 October 2007. 
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Learning Points   
1. Information and communication technology (ICT) is seen as an integral tool for providing 
profitable, low-energy, low-emissions products and services. However, for all of its value, ICT is 
also a significant contributor the energy-emissions challenge. Of Australia’s 522.2 million tons of 
total annual carbon dioxide emissions in 2005,7 7.94 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions 
came from the use of ICTs by Australian businesses.8 
2. In Australia, electrical and electronic office equipment consumes at least 5 percent of all 
electricity, and directly and indirectly generates 9-11 million tons of CO2 each year.9 At the 
individual building level, office equipment consumes about 15 percent of all energy,10 with 
equivalent estimates from the UK suggesting that this consumption will double by 2020.11 
3. For a typical item of office equipment, about 85 percent of total life-cycle energy is consumed 
during operation mode and active standby mode.12 A typical array of office equipment in a 
building consumes 10 W/m2 or 200 W per person.13 There are several benefits of reducing the 
energy consumption of office equipment, including reduced energy costs, extended equipment 
life, reduced cooling load and reduced greenhouse gas emissions.14 
4. Appropriate Office Equipment: Often the energy consumption of office equipment can be 
reduced at no cost by simply using the right-sized item. Compared to oversized equipment right-
sized equipment has several benefits. The energy consumption of electrical and electronic office 
equipment can also be reduced at no cost by using the item with the right features. There are 
important features to consider for most common items of equipment.15 
5. Energy Efficient Office Equipment: A lot of new office equipment is designed to meet the US 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star standards.16 However, there are several 
opportunites to improve the energy efficiency of office equipment beyond the Energy Star 
standards.17 
6. Power Management: In an average office, many items of office equipment are on for a large 
portion of time while not engaged in tasks. Power management strategies reduce energy 
consumption by turning off office equipment when they are least likely to be used. Generally, 
turning off equipment after hours can reduce power consumption by about two-thirds, while a 
combination strategy of setting them to consume minimal power when in use and setting them to 
turn off after just a few minutes of inactivity can reduce power consumption by about an 
                                                 
7 National Greenhouse Gas Inventory (2005) cited in Ibid. 
8 Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a 
Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 October 
2007. 
9 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, p 29. 
10 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Why is Office Equipment Important?, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training2.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
11 Carbon Trust (2006) Office Equipment: Introducing Energy Saving Opportunities for Business, The Carbon Trust, p 3. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV005. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
12 Ibid, p 29. 
13 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Why is Office Equipment Important?, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training2.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
14 Carbon Trust (2006) Office Equipment: Introducing Energy Saving Opportunities for Business, The Carbon Trust, p 2. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV005. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
15 Ibid, pp  5-9. 
16 US EPA Energy Star Program (n.d.) Computer and Monitor Purchasing & Procurement Language, US Environmental Protection Agency 
and US Department of Energy. Available at http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=computers.pr_proc_computers. Accessed 8 October 
2007. 
17 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, pp 29-30. 
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additional third.18 
7. In Australia, data centres typically contribute 15-40 percent of an office building’s energy 
consumption, which equates to 0.11-0.48 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions.19 
Estimates from the US suggest that total electricity consumption in data centres more than 
doubled between 2000 and 2006;20 and is 25-50 times that of office environments,21 or 10-30 
times on a power per unit area basis.22 About half of the energy consumed in data centres is for 
IT equipment, 23 while the rest is primarily for air-conditioning and lighting. 
8. There are several benefits of focusing on energy efficiency in data centres.24 However, a survey 
of nine data centre managers and four designers25 found that energy efficiency does not appear 
to be an important issue. The most important issues are availability (24/7 operation), reliability, 
security, flexibility, recovery, data integrity, risk management, the technology cycle (replacement 
of equipment) and equipment footprint. The survey also found that there were four primary 
barriers to improving energy efficiency. 
9. Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Data Centres: These issues and barriers can be addressed by 
data centre features and technologies that also improve energy efficiency, including: adopting 
infrastructure architectures that can adapt to changing requirements; reducing unnecessary 
cooling load; analysing equipment layout and air flow to optimise cooling efficiency; incorporating 
virtual server technology to reduce the amount of server hardware; incorporating high efficiency 
power supplies; incorporating high efficiency uninterruptable power supplies (UPS); incorporating 
direct liquid cooling technology to remove heat from server racks; optimising the air-conditioning 
system; and providing feedback and allocating accountability for energy consumption and 
costs.26 
10. Results of Incorporating Energy Efficient Features and Technologies in Data Centres: 
Incorporating energy efficiency features and technologies in data centres can cost-effectively 
reduce total energy consumption by 70-90 percent. For example, in 2003, a 3-day data centre 
design charrette showed that energy consumption in a data centre can, compared to current 
practice, be reduced by 89 percent through incorporating advanced technologies and concepts, 
                                                 
18 Ibid, pp 17-19. 
19 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. 
Sydney, p 6.  
20 US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US 
Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
21 Rumsey Engineers (2006) High Performance Data Centers: A Design Guidelines Sourcebook, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, p 2. 
Available at http://hightech.lbl.gov/documents/DATA_CENTERS/06_DataCenters-PGE.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
22 Tschudi, W., Mills, E. and Greenberg, S. (2006) Measuring and Managing: Data-Center Energy Use, Findings – and Resulting Best 
Practices – from a Study of Energy Use in 22 Data Centers, HPAC Engineering, p 45. Available at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/Documents/DATA_CENTERS/HPAC_DC_BestPrac.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
23 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design recommendations for high-performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, p 15; Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory cited in US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) 
Handout – Load Density, US Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 7. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency_study. Accessed 8 October 2007; US EPA Energy Star 
Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US Environmental 
Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
24 See Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy Management: Economics at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/economics.html. Accessed 8 October 2007; Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy 
Management: Non-Energy Benefits at http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/nebs.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
25 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects, 
Sydney, p 8. 
26Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects, Sydney, pp 12-16; Rumsey Engineers (2006) 
High Performance Data Centers: A Design Guidelines Sourcebook, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, pp 3-60. Available at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/documents/DATA_CENTERS/06_DataCenters-PGE.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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most of which are now available.27 Another example is the US Environmental Protection 
Agency’s exploration of three scenarios for improving energy efficiency in data centres. The most 
aggressive improvement scenario can reduce energy consumption by more than 70 percent 
compared to projections of current practice.28 A final example is a review of energy-efficiency 
improvements in 36 data centres of a telecommunications company.29 The total capital 
investment of about US$500,000 million reduced operating energy costs by more than 
US$2,000,000 per year. 
 
Brief Background Information  
Information and communication technology (ICT) is seen as an integral tool for providing profitable, 
low-energy, low-emissions products and services. ICT is assisting in streamlining industrial 
processes, creating more energy efficient products, consolidating and sharing networks and 
improving business models.30 ICT also assists in reducing transport demand by reducing postal 
transport via increasing electronic- and tele-communication and by enabling alternative employment 
and operations models, such as telecommuting, remote employees and virtual offices.31 
However, for all of its value, ICT is also a significant contributor the energy-emissions challenge. Of 
Australia’s 522.2 million tons of total annual carbon dioxide emissions in 2005,32 over 42 million tons 
were the result of the manufacture, use and disposal of electrical and electronic equipment 
purchased by Australians.33 Of these emissions, 7.94 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions arose 
from the use of ICTs by Australian businesses, which is near that of the civil aviation and the metal 
production industries.34 A report for the Australian Computer Society (ACS),35 the peak professional 
body for the Australian ICT sector, by the Ethan Group, showed that the use of ICT by Australian 
businesses represents 2.84 percent of Australia’s carbon dioxide emissions from stationary energy 
consumption and 1.52 percent of the total emissions. 
ICT can also have a significant rebound effect, particularly with respect to increased transportation. 
While ICT can reduce transport, it can also lead to ‘telesprawl’, a term coined by Mokhtarian and 
Handy at the Institute of Transportation Studies at UC Davis and discussed by O’Meara Sheehan in 
The Hidden Costs of the e-Economy:36  
                                                 
27 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design Recommendations for High-Performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, p 14. 
28 US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US 
Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, pp 5-7. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
29 See Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy Management: Economics at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/economics.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
30 Agry, P. cited in Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT Products 
as Part of a Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 
October 2007. 
31 Ibid. 
32 National Greenhouse Gas Inventory (2005) cited in Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for 
Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at 
http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 October 2007. 
33 Department of the Environment and Water Resources (2007) Preliminary Environmental and Economic Assessment of Australian 
Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Policy, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/waste/electricals/index.html. Accessed 12 October 2007. 
34 Australian Computer Society (2007) ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a 
Green ICT Industry Policy, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 12 October 
2007. 
35 Ibid. 
36 O’Meara Sheehan, M. (2003) The hidden costs of the e-economy, Worldwatch Institute. Available at 
http://www.worldwatch.org/live/discussion/81. Accessed 12 October 2007. 
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Apparently, there is some concern that telesprawl – people living farther away because they 
reply on machines for communication – has become a reality... the Internet now allows a 
person in Europe, for instance, to easily order a book to be air-shipped from the United 
States before it is available locally. And history suggests that transportation and 
communication tend to increase in tandem. 
Fortunately, there is a solution that can reconcile both the pros and cons of ICT; and that is to use 
ICT appropriately to develop more energy efficient processes and products, and act on the many 
opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of ICT themselves. The ACS report presents a set of 
recommendations that addresses both parts of this solution:37  
- Consolidating computers by removing unnecessary computers; using thin clients (which use up 
to 15 times less power than conventional desktop computers) linked to their own virtual desktop 
servers; and reducing computer operating time (every hour of operation creates 0.9t of carbon 
dioxide emissions per annum per computer). 
- Consolidating servers incorporating virtual server technologies (every server creates about 3.35t 
of carbon dioxide emissions per annum, assuming a four year life). 
- Incorporating integrated IP telephones to enable new technologies, such as softphones – 
software that enables phone calls from  computers over the Internet – and new employment and 
operations models, such as remote employees, that reduce demand for commuting and transport 
energy and can replace private automated branch exchange (PBAX) systems. 
- Considering investing in energy efficient models of ICTs. 
- Developing optimisation and automation programs that provide ICT users with feedback on 
energy consumption for each item of equipment, and that postpone non-critical functions outside 
of peak periods. 
- Incorporating advanced power control and management systems that can remotely put ICTs to 
sleep when their services are not required and wake ICTs when their services are required. 
- Investing in programs to offset ICT carbon emissions. 
Many large companies are already making progress on developing energy efficient ICT. For 
example, IBM will be allocating US$1billion per year to its Project Big Green,38 which focuses on 
data centre efficiency. IBM claim that the project outcomes will enable the average 2300 m2 data 
centre to reduce energy costs by 42 percent. IBM is also aiming to double the computing capacity of 
its data centres by 2010 while keeping energy consumption steady. 
The remainder of this lecture focuses on discussing these and other energy efficiency opportunities 
for ICTs, particularly electrical and electronic office equipment and data centres. 
                                                 
37 Australian Computer Society (2007) ‘ACS Reveals ICT's Carbon Footprint - Calls for Energy Star Rating for IT Products as Part of a 
Green ICT Industry Policy’, Media Release, Australian Computer Society. Available at http://www.acs.org.au/news/160807.htm. Accessed 
12 October 2007. 
38 McCarthy, C. (2007) ‘IBM Unveils Energy Efficiency Plan’, CNET News.com, ZDNet Australia. Available at 
http://www.zdnet.com.au/news/hardware/soa/-IBM-unveils-energy-efficiency-plan/0,130061702,339276428,00.htm. Accessed 16 October 
2007.  
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Electrical and Electronic Office Equipment 
In Australia, electrical and electronic office equipment consumes at least 5 percent of all electricity, 
and directly and indirectly generates 9-11 million tons of CO2 each year.39 At the individual building 
level, office equipment consumes about 15 percent of all energy,40 with equivalent estimates from 
the UK suggesting that this consumption will double by 2020.41 Figure 5.3.1 shows the estimated 
energy consumption of office equipment as a percentage of total consumption. 
 
Figure 5.3.1. Estimated energy consumption of office equipment as a percentage of total 
consumption 
Source: Roth et al (2002)42 
For a typical item of office equipment, about 85 percent of total life-cycle energy is consumed during 
operation mode and active standby mode.43 A typical array of office equipment in a building 
consumes 10 W/m2 or 200 W per person, assuming that each person has one computer plus part-
share of other office equipment.44 Table 5.3.1 shows the energy consumption of different items of 
office equipment. 
Table 5.3.1: Energy consumption of different items of eletrical an electronic office equipment 
Item  Power demand 
(W) 
Item  Power demand 
(W) 
Personal computers with monitor 100-120 Laser printers 100 
Mini/mainframe computer 
workstations 
160 Small photocopier 150-300 
                                                 
39 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, p 29. 
40 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Why is Office Equipment Important?, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training2.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
41 Carbon Trust (2006) Office Equipment: Introducing Energy Saving Opportunities for Business, The Carbon Trust, p 3. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV005. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
42 Rothe et al (2002) cited in Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study 
of Office Equipment Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, p 7. 
43 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, p 29. 
44 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Why is Office Equipment Important?, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training2.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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Fax machine 40 Large photocopier 300+ 
Electronic typewriters 40 Dot-matrix printers 60 
Modems 20 B/W A4-A0 electrostatic 300 
Overhead projector 300 Colour A4-A0 
electrostatic 
850 
Slide projector 350 Colour A4 thermal 400 
  Colour A0 thermal 750 
Source: Australian Greenhouse Office (2006)45 
There are several benefits of reducing the energy consumption of office equipment, including 
reduced energy costs, extended equipment life, reduced cooling load and reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions.46 There are three factors to consider in reducing the energy consumption of office 
equipment: a) select the appropriate equipment, b) improve equipment efficiency, and c) use power 
management strategies. 
Appropriate Office Equipment 
Often, the energy consumption of office equipment can be reduced at no cost by simply using the 
right-sized item. Compared to oversized equipment, which is sometimes selected because the 
customer incorrectly perceives these appliances to be better value for money, right-sized equipment 
has several benefits, including: they are often cheaper to purchase because they are lower capacity; 
they operate near their design loads, which can them make up to twice as energy efficient as 
oversized equipment operating at low load; they emit less heat and thus contribute less to cooling 
load; and they are generally smaller, lighter and safer to handle. 
The energy consumption of electrical and electronic office equipment can also be reduced at no cost 
by using the item with the right features. Some important features to consider include:47 
- Sleep and wake speed: Standby mode is more likely to be used on machines with fast sleep and 
wake speeds. Generally, newer machines have faster sleep and wake speeds. 
- Computers: Energy consumption generally increases with both computer performance and 
monitor area. Estimate current and predicted task requirements – not all tasks require high 
performance computers with large monitors. 
- Printers and photocopiers: Energy consumption generally increases with print speed, colour 
diversity, colour intensity, page count and ink melting point. For non-time-sensitive, internal 
documents, favour printing and copying with slow machines, in monotone rather than colour, in 
low quality and double sided. Avoid unnecessary printing by take advantage of ‘print preview’ 
functions available on word processing software to review document layout and style. Many high-
volume machines are optimised for specific ranges of print run length and response time. Ink-jet 
printers consume about 90 percent energy than laser printers.48 
                                                 
45 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Office Equipment Energy Issues, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training3.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
46 Carbon Trust (2006) Office Equipment: Introducing Energy Saving Opportunities for Business, The Carbon Trust, p 2. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTV005. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
47 Ibid, pp  5-9. 
48 Doyle, E. (2004) ‘Cutting costs: Power down’, Computer Weekly.com. Available at 
http://www.computerweekly.com/Articles/2004/03/01/200392/cutting-costs-power-down.htm. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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- Combined machines: Machines that combine printer, fax, scanner and photocopier functions 
may be suitable in work environments such as small offices. Having only one machine operating 
rather than four machines consumes substantially less energy and requires less space. 
Energy Efficient Office Equipment 
A lot of new office equipment is designed to meet the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy 
Star standards.49 However, there are several opportunites to improve the energy efficiency of office 
equipment beyond the Energy Star standards, as itemised in Table 5.3.2.  
Table 5.3.2: Opportunites to improve the energy efficiency of office equipment 
Item of 
Equipment 
Energy Efficiency 
Improvement 
Energy-Efficiency Opportunities 
Personal 
computers 
 
High: about 20% Wide range of energy use from 10-90W energy saving 
strategies: 
- high efficiency power supply 
- improved power management 
- efficient devices (e.g. processors) 
- laptops 
Monitors High: over 20% LCDs with efficient power supplies offer up to 70% savings, and 
further improvements are likely. 
Servers Moderate-high: over 
10% + inefficient a/c 
systems 
Energy saving strategies: 
- high efficiency power supplies 
- power management 
- efficient devices 
- air-conditioning efficiency 
Uninterruptible 
power supplies 
Moderate: about 6% A key issue is to ensure the superior technology option is used, 
and that appropriate sizing (or high efficiency at low load) is 
achieved. 
Copiers and 
MFDs 
Moderate-high: 
about 10% 
It is likely that manufacturers will include various low power 
modes, and peripherals can use significant energy. Power 
management and reduction in copying/fusing energy are also 
key issues. The IEA Copier of the Future program shows 
substantial scope for improvement. 
Faxes, scanners Moderate: probably 
less than 5% 
For inkjet models of faxes, standby is the major issue, but for 
laser faxes total energy use should be considered. For 
scanners, automatic low power standby mode is critical. 
Printers Moderate: about 6% There is a wide variation in energy use, especially between laser 
and inkjet, where up to 10-fold differences can exist. For laser 
printers, savings options are similar to those for copiers. 
                                                 
49 US EPA Energy Star Program (n.d.) Computer and Monitor Purchasing & Procurement Language, US Environmental Protection Agency 
and US Department of Energy. Available at http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=computers.pr_proc_computers. Accessed 8 October 
2007. 
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Computer 
projectors 
Small There is ongoing potential for improvement in efficiencies of 
lamp, fan, electronics and power supplies. It could be rated on 
the basis of energy use/light output plus performance of ‘smart’ 
energy saving features. 
Hubs Small Power management and standby energy use are most likely the 
major issues. It could be rated by class, based on capability. 
Source: Adapted from Ministerial Council on Energy (2003)50 
Power Management 
In an average office, many items of office equipment are on for a large portion of time while not 
engaged in tasks. For example, while almost all computers (some of the most commonly used items) 
are left on, only a third are engaged at any one time.51 Power management strategies reduce energy 
consumption by turning off office equipment when they are least likely to be used. The spectrum of 
power management strategies varies from simply turning off equipment after hours to a combination 
of setting them to consume minimal power when in use and setting them to turn off after just a few 
minutes of inactivity. Most modern equipment has these funtionalities built in as a user option. 
Setting monitors to turn off when not in use is typically the single most significant strategy to 
reducing energy consumption.52 Figure 5.3.2 shows the effect on power consumption and operating 
costs of common office equipment with no power management and with the two extremes of power 
management strategies described above. Turning off equipment after hours (red) can reduce power 
consumption by about two-thirds, while the combination strategy (green) can reduce power 
consumption by an additional third. 
 
Figure 5.3.2. Comparison of power consumption and operating costs of office equipment with no 
power management, with simple power management and with aggressive power management 
Source: Adapted from Ministerial Council on Energy (2003)53  
                                                 
50 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, pp 29-30. 
51 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Why is Office Equipment Important?, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/training2.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
52 Australian Greenhouse Office (2006) Office Equipment: Computers, Commonwealth of Australia. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/lgmodules/wep/office/training/activate1.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
53 Ministerial Council on Energy (2003) National Appliance and Equipment Energy Efficiency Program: A Study of Office Equipment 
Operational Energy Use Issues, Commonwealth of Australia, pp 17-19. 
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Data Centres 
Data centres – also known as computer centres, data storage and hosting facilities, data farms, data 
warehouses, corporate data centres, managed data centres, High-Density Electronic Loads (HiDEL), 
or other data networks – are facilities that:54 
- store, manage, process and exchange digital data and information; and/or 
- provide application services or management for various data processing, such as web hosting 
internet, intranet, telecommunication and information technology. 
Data centres physically house various types of IT equipment and uninterruptible power supplies 
(UPS), and thus have critical requirements for security and reliability.55 They generally incorporate 
specialised computer room air-conditioning (CRAC) systems to cool the equipment, which is densely 
arranged.56 
In Australia, data centres typically contribute 15-40 percent of an office building’s energy 
consumption, which equates to 0.11-0.48 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions.57 Estimates 
from the US suggest that total electricity consumption in data centres more than doubled between 
2000 and 2006,58 and is 25-50 times that of office environments,59 or 10-30 times on a power per 
unit area basis.60 About half of the energy consumed in data centres is for IT equipment, 61 while the 
rest is primarily for air-conditioning and lighting.  
Benefits of Improving Energy Efficiency in Data Centres 
There are several benefits of focusing on energy efficiency in data centres, including:62 
- reduced energy costs and associated greenhouse gas emissions. 
- reduced capital costs, particularly for air-conditioning equipment. 
- reduced thermal stress on equipment from excessive heat. 
- increased server density for any given energy consumption. 
- reduced noise and vibration, and increased server productivity (fewer errors, rewrites and retries) 
from requiring fewer fans. 
                                                 
54 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. 
Sydney, p 2.  
55 Ibid, p 2.  
56 Ibid, p 2.  
57 Ibid, p 6.  
58 US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US 
Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
59 Rumsey Engineers (2006) High Performance Data Centers: A Design Guidelines Sourcebook, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, p 2. 
Available at http://hightech.lbl.gov/documents/DATA_CENTERS/06_DataCenters-PGE.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
60 Tschudi, W., Mills, E. and Greenberg, S. (2006) Measuring and Managing: Data-Center Energy Use, Findings – and Resulting Best 
Practices – from a Study of Energy Use in 22 Data Centers, HPAC Engineering, p 45. Available at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/Documents/DATA_CENTERS/HPAC_DC_BestPrac.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
61 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design recommendations for high-performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, p 15; Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory cited in US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) 
Handout – Load Density, US Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, p 7. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency_study. Accessed 8 October 2007; US EPA Energy Star 
Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US Environmental 
Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Energy, p 4. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
62 See Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy Management: Economics at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/economics.html. Accessed 8 October 2007; Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy 
Management: Non-Energy Benefits at http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/nebs.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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- increased reliability from requiring fewer devices that can fail, such as AC-DC converters and air-
conditioning equipment (which is used to supplement passive ventilative cooling rather than be 
the primary source of cooling). 
- increased free space and reduced construction costs from incorporating new generation back-up 
energy systems, such as energy-storage flywheels or fuel cells. 
- reduced operations and maintenance costs – arising though operational challenges, 
maintenance challenges, equipment failures, diagnostics, downtime during modifications and 
safety challenges (which together often eclipse the reduction in direct energy costs) – from 
features that permit efficient part load operation and from a thorough commissioning process 
(which can pay for itself with reductions in first-costs, such as callbacks and litigation over 
construction defects). 
- improved security, such as resistance to chemical and biological attacks, from advanced 
ventilation control systems. 
Barriers to Improving Energy Efficiency in Data Centres 
While these benefits have led to increasing interest and action in improving energy efficiency in data 
centres, it appears that, in many cases, there are many perceived barriers that are preventing such 
action. A survey of nine data centre managers and four designers63 found that the most important 
issues are availability (24/7 operation), reliability, security, flexibility, recovery, data integrity, risk 
management, the technology cycle (replacement of equipment) and equipment footprint. None of the 
participants identified energy efficiency as an important issue. The survey also found that the primary 
barriers to improving energy efficiency were: 
- Risk of downtime: operational decisions are highly risk averse due to the high cost of downtime. 
- Standards: some industry standard practices are counter to energy efficient operation. 
- Technology: increasing power consumption, increasing heat load and short life cycle. 
- Information: data centre managers are not informed about energy costs. 
Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Data Centres 
Fortunately, these issues and barriers can be addressed by data centre features and technologies 
that also improve energy efficiency. A report by Big Switch Projects64 identifies 22 such features and 
ranked them in order of impact. Another report by Rumsey Engineers65 reviews the energy efficiency 
innovations in major technologies relevant to data centres. Based on these reports, this lecture 
summarises the features and technologies with the greatest impact: 
1. Adopt infrastructure architectures that can adapt to changing requirements (see Figure 5.3.3(a)) 
rather than oversized architectures (Figure 5.3.3(b)): Most data centres are grossly oversized to 
accommodate a capacity that will never be required. 
                                                 
63 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. 
Sydney, p 8. 
64Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. Sydney, pp12-16.  
65 Rumsey Engineers (2006) High Performance Data Centers: A Design Guidelines Sourcebook, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, pp3-
60. Available at http://hightech.lbl.gov/documents/DATA_CENTERS/06_DataCenters-PGE.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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(a)       (b) 
Figure 5.3.3. Comparing actual capacity and installed capacity in a data centre with (a) an adaptable 
infrastructure architecture, and (b) an oversized infrastructure architecture 
Source: American Power Conversion (2004)66 
2. Reduce unnecessary cooling load: Through features such as: locating data centres within the 
office space away from exterior walls and heat sources such as kitchens; incorporating insulation 
for floors, ceilings and walls; sealing leaks; and using zoned, energy efficient lighting controlled 
by occupancy sensors, unnecessary cooling load can be reduced. 
3. Analyse equipment layout and air flow to optimise cooling efficiency: Examples include: orienting 
equipment such that hot exhaust air from one item is not transferred directly to the intake of 
another item; allowing sufficient space between equipment to avoid excessive localised 
temperatures (hot spots) and accommodating adequate air distribution; placing the most heat-
intensive and heat-tolerant equipment at the top of racks where temperatures are usually 
highest; and locating equipment and air vents to optimise cooling efficiency for the whole data 
centre, such as the hot isle/cold isle architecture (see Figure 5.3.4), which can double cooling 
efficiency. 
 
Figure 5.3.4. Hot isle/cold isle architecture for optimising air flow in data centres 
Source: Rumsey Engineers (2006)67 
                                                 
66American Power Conversion cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects, Sydney, p 
12. 
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4. Incorporate virtual server technology to reduce the amount of server hardware: Rather than 
individual server applications requiring dedicated server computers, multiple virtual servers can 
co-reside on a single server computer by incorporating software that dynamically allocates 
resources. 
5. Incorporate high efficiency power supplies: High efficiency power supplies can reduce energy 
consumption by 10-20 percent and reduce energy costs by US$2700-$5700 per rack per year, 
thus giving very short payback periods. 
6. Incorporate high efficiency uninterruptable power supplies (UPS): The efficiency of double 
conversion UPS (the most commonly used in data centres) is 86-95 percent. Increasing the 
efficiency by 5 percent can reduce energy costs by over US$38,000 per year in a 140 m2 data 
centre. Some new technologies, such as flywheel systems, are more efficient than conventional 
UPSs (see Figure 5.3.5) and do not incorporate lead-acid batteries, and thus do not require air-
conditioning to maintain battery life nor do they present replacement and disposal issues. 
 
Figure 5.3.5. Comparing the efficiency profiles of various types of UPS (tested using linear loads) 
Source: Rumsey Engineers (2006)68 
7. Incorporate direct liquid cooling technology to remove heat from server racks: Rather than 
carrying away large volumes of air from server racks to be mixed with ambient air and air-
conditioned air, small volumes of air can be cooled locally by chilled water cooling coils and 
circulated around the rack (see Figure 5.3.6). Water carries about 3,500 times as much heat as 
air per unit or volume. Direct liquid cooling can potentially eliminate the need for air-conditioning. 
                                                                                                                                                                     
67 Rumsey Engineers (2006) High Performance Data Centers: A Design Guidelines Sourcebook, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, p 3. 
Available at http://hightech.lbl.gov/documents/DATA_CENTERS/06_DataCenters-PGE.pdf. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
68 Ibid, p 56.  
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Figure 5.3.6. Schematic of an integrated direct liquid cooling system in a server rack 
Source: Rumsey Engineers (2006)69 
8. Optimise the air-conditioning system: Through features such as: using outside air when 
appropriate, which can reduce energy costs by over 60 percent; incorporating multistage 
systems; accurately monitoring room temperatures; networking computer room air-conditioning 
(CRAC) units such that they do not compete; and setting a higher temperature set points, nearer 
that of the surrounding office space rather than the standard 20°C – ICT equipment is far more 
heat-tolerant than is generally assumed. See Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the 
Efficiency of HVAC Systems for details about these and other opportunities. 
9. Provide feedback and allocate accountability for energy consumption and costs: Providing 
feedback on energy consumption and costs through sub-metering and itemising energy bills 
assists in establishing performance benchmarks and raising awareness of energy issues. 
Allocating accountability provides an incentive to reduce energy consumption and perhaps invest 
in green power.  
Results of Incorporating Energy Efficient Features and Technologies in Data Centres 
Studies have shown that incorporating the above energy efficiency features and technologies in data 
centres can cost-effectively reduce total energy consumption by 70-90 percent. For example, in 
2003, a 3-day data centre design charrette facilitated by Rocky Mountain Institute70 showed that 
energy consumption in a data centre can, compared to current practice, be reduced by 66 percent 
                                                 
69 Ibid, p 34. 
70 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design Recommendations for High-Performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado. 
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though incorporating best practices, and by 89 percent through incorporating advanced technologies 
and concepts, most of which are now available (see Table 5.3.3). The improved scenarios generally 
perform better than current practice with respect to the important issues identified in the survey71 
mentioned above in Barriers to Improving Energy Efficiency in Data Centres. (See The Natural Edge 
Project’s Whole Systems Design Suite for a worked example based on the server hardware design 
developed at this charrette, including cost analysis72).  
Table 5.3.3: Breakdown of estimated energy consumption in a data centre for various scenarios 
End Use  Current Practice 
(W/server) 
Best Practices with Current 
Products (W/server) 
Projected with Advanced 
Concepts (W/server) 
Computing    128 55 21 
Central Processing 
Unit 
70 20 6 
Hard Disk Drive 10 10 3 
NIC/Miscellaneous 10 10 5 
Power Supply 33 10 6 
Fan 5 5 1 
HVAC 103 24 5 
Heat transfer out of 
room 
29 6 2 
Heat rejection 74 18 3 
Lighting 4 2 1 
UPS & Other 17 4 1 
Total 252 85 28 
Source: Eubank, H. et al (2003)73 
Another example is the US Environmental Protection Agency’s exploration of three scenarios for 
improving energy efficiency in data centres.74 The most aggressive improvement scenario can 
reduce energy consumption by more than 70 percent compared to projections of current practice 
while still addressing the important issues identified in the survey. A final example is a review of 
energy-efficiency improvements in 36 data centres of a telecommunications company.75 The total 
capital investment of about US$500,000 million reduced operating energy costs by more than 
US$2,000,000 per year. In ten of the data centres, the improvements were modifications operations 
and maintenance procedures and thus had zero capital costs. 
                                                 
71 Lawrence Berkley National Laboratories cited in Big Switch Projects (2004) Data Centre Energy Efficiency Report, Big Switch Projects. 
Sydney, p 8. 
72 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design 
Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, Unit 9: Worked Example 3 – Electronics and Computer Systems, The Natural Edge Project, 
Australia. Available at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit8. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
73 Eubank, H., Swisher, J., Burns, C., Seal, J. and Emerson, B. (2003) Design Recommendations for High-Performance Data Centers, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, pp 14,17,19,21. 
74 US EPA Energy Star Program (2007) EPA Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Energy Efficiency – Executive Summary, US 
Environmental Protection Agency and US Department of Energy, pp 5-7. Available at 
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_development.server_efficiency. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
75 See Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory - Data Centre Energy Management: Economics at 
http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/economics.html. Accessed 8 October 2007. 
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Australian Case Study: Sustainability Victoria (Contributed by Sustainability Victoria)  
Sustainability Victoria supports, encourages and assists Victorians to use the state’s energy 
resources more efficiently and reduce everyday environmental impacts in accordance with Victoria’s 
Environmental Sustainability Framework. An organisation that practices what it preaches, 
Sustainability Victoria tries to minimise its ecological footprint by increasing energy efficiency, 
reducing waste, recycling and minimising water use. As Sustainability Victoria is the Victorian State 
Agency representative on the Australian Green Building Rating Scheme (ABGR) steering committee 
it was essential they are able to demonstrate that they practice what they preach. Society is 
beginning to expect a responsible approach to reducing greenhouse gases, and information and 
communication Technology (ICT) is a key area that improved environmental sustainability can be 
addressed. In 2006 Sustainability Victoria moved into a new office, and recognised the opportunity to 
demonstrate sustainability by striving for both an Australian Building Greenhouse 5 star Rating 
(ABGR) and a 6 Star Green Star76 rating. SKM building consultants were engaged to manage the 
ABGR/Green Star process (see Lecture 2.2). 
It was realised early on that ICT was a huge consumer of power for the organisation, with computers 
using 15.5 percent of the total energy usage and servers/office equipment using 40.5 percent (see 
Table 5.3.4). As part of the analysis performed by SKM, it was identified that across the three 
separate offices sites, office equipment was responsible for up to 75 percent of the power 
consumption and that 60 percent of that power consumption was from the two server room centres. 
Hewlett Packard consulting was engaged to produce an Asset Utilisation Assessment (AUA) 
document in order to define the actual power usage of all the servers. On collating the information 
presented by Hewlett Packard and taking into account the server system power requirements once 
the three sites had merged into the new building, it was identified that it would be difficult to achieve 
the ABGR or Green Star Rating required. It also became apparent from the Hewlett Packard report 
that none of the servers currently in use were consuming a great deal of processing power.  In fact 
the highest level of consumption was 25 percent with the average level being a little as 5 percent. 
This average level, according to HP, is close to the industry average. Thus it was imperative that 
solutions be sought to minimise energy consumption in the new server system. 
Table 5.3.4: Typical government office energy consumption pattern 
End Use  Total Power 
Consumption 
(kWh/year) 
% of 
Total 
Lighting  25,570  22.8%  
Supplementary Air-Conditioning  20,034  17.9%  
Domestic Hot Water  1,029  0.9% 
Equipment Total  65,595  58.4% 
Computers  17,360  15.5%  
Office equipment and servers  45,497  40.5% 
Refrigerators and Freezers  812  0.7%  
                                                 
76 Note: The Green Star rating system assesses the environmental sustainability performance of the whole building not just its energy 
performance.  
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Refrigerated drink dispensers  0 0.0%  
Hot water units  1,926 1.7% 
Chilled Water Units 0 0.0%  
Total 112,228 100% 
Source: Sustainability Victoria (2006)77 
Computers: The majority of standard desktop computers have been replaced with laptops. The 
typical notebook uses 80 percent less power than a typical desktop. The laptops have been mounted 
on customised stands with adjustable arms to suit ergonomic requirements. A second keyboard and 
mouse has been provided at each workstation. The normalised equipment load for each workstation 
contributes some major energy savings.  
Automatic switch off system for office equipment after hours: A review was undertaken to estimate 
the energy consumption of office equipment at the new building and to determine potential 
reductions in energy consumption from the implementation of a zoned master GPO (General Power 
Outlet) switch-off system. This review found that total energy consumption of office equipment 
potential could be reduced by 2.45 MWh per year (see Table 5.3.5). All calculated savings were 
based on the following maximum allowable yearly shut-down periods: 
- Weekdays:  7pm to 7am shut down x 5 days = 60hrs 
- Weekends: 7am Friday night to 7am Monday morning = 48hrs 
The implementation of the master GPO switch-off system will ensure that all integrated equipment 
(e.g. computers, laptops, printers, copiers etc.) are shut down out of office hours.  A zoned system 
means that individuals that work beyond the parameters of the timed system can over-ride and 
activate a smaller area across the office area. It is recommended that the system be implemented 
during the hours of 7:00pm to 7:00am. There are certain appliances and facilities that will not be 
affected by the system and will need to be left out of the equation, like refrigerators, an inbound fax 
machine and some servers. 
Table 5.3.5: Reductions in power consumption from shutting-down for various items of office 
equipment 
Item Power Reduction 
per Item (W) 
Power Reduction per 
Item per Week (kWh) 
Power Reduction for All 
Items per Week (kWh) 
Brother fax 2850   6.5 0.83 0.83 
HP Laserjet 2100 TN 13.7 1.45 1.45 
Xerox Document Centre 8.4-8.8 0.47 0.47 
HP Laserjet 4250 Printer 9.8-10 0.20 0.40 
Asko Dishwasher 2.0 0.22 0.44 
Smeg Microwave 4.0 0.43 0.83 
The Billi 3.9 0.63 0.63 
Hot Water unit 0.0 0.43 0.43 
                                                 
77 Private communication Sustainability Victoria.  
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Workstation (Laptop) 2.5 0.32 32.51 
Workstation (Desktop) 3.1 0.33 8.17 
Total 46.2 kWh/week 
 2.45 MWh/year 
Source: Sustainability Victoria78 
Data centre and servers: IQT systems, Southern Cross Computer Services in consultation with 
provider IBM79 undertook preliminary design work to provide a final configuration, consisting of: 
- A Single IBM Blade chassis 
- 14 Blade servers (1 for virtualisation development and 1 as a cold standby server) 
- 1 IBM X346 Server for backup and other utilities 
- 1 IBM DS4700 Storage 
- 1 IBM Tape Library 
- 2 APC 5KVa UPS 
All Blade servers apart from the virtual servers were planned to boot from the SAN to save additional 
power on internal disks. Prior to addressing the energy issues, it was expected that at least 20 
servers would be required once Sustainability Victoria had moved into the new building. However, 
the number of servers required was reduced to 13 by consolidating non-exclusive applications and 
virtualising exclusive applications onto fewer servers. Having determined the server requirement, 
planning of the UPS took place. Rather than following the traditional approach of taking nameplate 
figures from the servers and applying a percentage growth and an extended uptime requirement, a 
more controlled approach was taken. Still using nameplate figures but allowing for sensible growth 
and sensible uptime, the size of the UPS was kept to a minimum. The original power consumption 
estimated by SKM was 122,425 KWh/year. The estimated power consumption based on the planned 
server environment was 57,139 KWh/year, a reduction of 65,286 KWH/Year or 53 percent. These 
figures were based on nameplate figures provided by IBM’s configurator. Through consolidation the 
number of servers was reduced from 20 to 13 and managed to get power consumption down to 
around 39 MWh a year – that’s a saving of 68 percent.80 Although the estimated figures were closer 
to the target required for the ABGR and the Green Star rating, it was felt that more could be 
achieved by managing the environment. Further improvement was to be achieved by implementing 
shutdown procedures of equipment during non-work hours and by management of the air-
conditioning requirement. Cooling the room itself has also involved some lateral thinking, with the 
base building air-conditioning system being used during the day and a supplementary water source 
heat pump meeting the task out of hours, resulting in the cooling energy requirements of the server 
room being reduced by 35 percent. Additional reductions in energy consumption could have been 
made if the server room was located on the perimeter of the building so that external ventilation 
through the side wall could be incorporated. However, since the building was completed and all 
external walls were glazed and could not be altered, external ventilation was not possible.  
                                                 
78 Sustainability Victoria, personal communication on 20 August 2007. 
79 IBM (2007) Sustainability Victoria finds IBM blade servers a powerful solution to a heated issue, IBM. Available at http://www-
07.ibm.com/systems/includes/content/optimiseit/pdf/5995_IBM_SustainbltyVic_Case_Study_01.pdf. Accessed 27 November 2007. 
80 Ibid. 
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Key outcomes: By February 2007, once 50 percent of the applications had been ported to the new 
servers, it became apparent that the figures calculated in August 2005 were going to be met. In fact, 
based on the figures calculated, Sustainability Victoria expected the server system to consume 
40,000 kWh, a further reduction of 14 percent on the original calculations. Although using 
significantly less energy than had originally been estimated, no system performance issues were 
identified. In March 2007, on completion of 90 percent of the application migrations the actual power 
consumption of all equipment was obtained and at this point was 39,000 kWh/year, a reduction of 68 
percent over the original figures.  
The basic principles applied to this project can be applied to almost any server room. With smaller 
footprint servers, smaller UPS requirements and smaller air-conditioning requirements, the size of a 
server room can be reduced, which also has the effect of further reducing the size of the air-
conditioning unit required. Although Sustainability Victoria had the ideal situation of moving into a 
new building and the ability to replace all the server equipment, the consolidation and virtualisation 
principles can typically be applied to most sites. It is largely the case that most Microsoft Windows 
based servers in use today have spare processing capacity that can either be used for additional co-
hosted applications or are targets for virtualisation. Incorporating these features would have the 
effect of slowing the current growth of servers and therefore the growth of power consumption. 
Additionally, by starting to install blade servers as opposed to stand alone servers for new 
requirements or to replace end-of-life servers, an immediate reduction on power consumption can be 
achieved.  
The next step for Sustainability Victoria is to implement management procedures into the data 
centre. IBM Server management software allows the power drawn by processors to be capped. It is 
intended to start to cap power consumption during non-work hours. In addition, air-conditioning 
management is to be reviewed to achieve a suitable operating temperature in the data centre rather 
than using a random set point of 20°C. It is intended also to review internal server temperatures and 
ensure that they are kept to an appropriate temperature, which could allow the set point temperature 
to be up to 5 degrees higher, substantially reducing energy consumption. 
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MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 6: ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES 
IN LIGHT INDUSTRY/COMMERCIAL SECTORS 
 
LECTURE 6.1: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY SECTORS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; „the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society‟s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia‟s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) „World Energy Outlook 2005‟, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light 
Industry/Commercial Sectors 
 
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and 
Hospitality Sectors5 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to explain why reducing greenhouse gas emissions is in the best interests of 
the Tourism and Hospitality Industry. This lecture will highlight the many opportunities for tourism and 
hospitality businesses to simultaneously reduce their impact on the environment, increase profit 
margins, create a stronger marketing image, and offer a more attractive workplace for staff and a 
better service to customers. These outcomes may be achieved by improving the energy efficiency of 
a business, particularly by ensuring the appropriate management and use of hot water, air-
conditioning, lighting, catering facilities, leisure facilities, and by ensuring an appropriate building 
design. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Pag
e   10 pp 
1. Energy and Environment Division, Department of Industry, Science and Resources 
(2001) Hotel Benchmarking Case Studies, Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program, 
Industry Science Resources. Available at www.ret.gov.au/energy/Documents/best-
practice-guides/energy_efficiency_info_sheet_hotels.pdf. Accessed 13 October 2012. 
pp 1-
2 
2. Department of Resources, Energy and Toruism website – Energy Efficiency Best 
Practice Case Studies – Hotels at 
www.ret.gov.au/energy/efficiency/best_prac/Pages/default.aspx. Accessed 16 October 
2012. 
 
 
3. Warnken, J. and Bradley, M (2002) Energy Auditing and Estimating Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions for Australia’s Tourist Accommodation Sector: Hotels, Self-Contained 
Apartment Complexes, Eco-resorts and Caravan parks in Queensland, CRC Sustainable 
Tourism. Available at 
www.crctourism.com.au/wms/upload/images/disc%20of%20images%20and%20pdfs/for
%20bookshop/documents/Energy%20Auditing%20Tourist%20Accomm%20sector.pdf. 
Accessed 13 October 2012. 
 
4. Sustainable Tourism (2007) Tourism Industry Action Plan on Climate Change, 
Sustainable Tourism CRC Group. Available at www.clima-
net.org/docs/elibrary/ekthesis/tourismindustryaction.pdf. Accessed 16 October 2012. 
 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Jill Grant – DITR, Frank Hubbard – International Hotels Group, and Melinda Watt - CRC for Sustainable Tourism. 
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Learning Points 
The InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG), with over 3,700 hotels worldwide, understands its 
responsibility to respect the environment and manage its impacts for the benefit of the 
communities in which it operates. The IHG CEO, Andy Cosslett has acknowledged that 
‘Climate change is one of the biggest challenges facing the world today and how we respond 
will shape the lives of future generations’. An essential component of implementing sound 
environmental practices is to provide relevant training and resources. The CSIRO Energy 
Transformed and National Framework for Energy Efficiency funded Sustainable Energy 
Solutions Portfolio by The Natural Edge Project provides a valuable resource for hotels 
owners and operators to better understand the climate change issues and how hotels can 
exhibit their commitment to achieving greater energy efficiency.  
Frank Hubbard, Director, Sustainability, InterContinental Hotels Group                                  
Australia/New Zealand/South Pacific 
1. The global tourism industry contributes significantly to greenhouse gas and other detrimental 
emissions through its own operations and holiday-associated travel. According to the United 
Nations Environmental Programme, „Global tourism is closely linked to climate change. Tourism 
involves the movement of people from their homes to other destinations and accounts for about 
50% of air traffic movements; rapidly expanding air traffic contributes about 2.5% of the 
production of CO2.’  
2. It is in the long term interests of the tourism sector to be pro-active on climate change, as this 
lucrative industry may be potentially devastated by the effects of climate change due to coral 
bleaching, sea level rise, decrease in snow falls and an increase in dramatic climate events. This 
is recognised by government and industry as shown by the fact that in April 2007, the Minister for 
Small Business and Tourism, Hon Fran Bailey MP, announced the development of a Tourism 
Action Plan on Climate Change. Industry submissions to this process already demonstrate how 
seriously the Australian tourism industry takes the risks of climate change.6  
3. The Australian tourism industry can demonstrate its commitment to minimising its contribution to 
Climate Change and related environmental damage by: encouraging Australians to travel more 
within Australia and less overseas; providing customers with carbon offset options for their travel; 
showing leadership in the area of energy efficiency and sustainable energy use on their own 
operations; and providing tourism customers with education on climate change. Taking 
sustainable business practice measures such as this will help to protect the financial viability of 
the industry over the long term. 
4. Tourism and Hospitality businesses are increasingly offering carbon offset options to reduce the 
„carbon footprint‟ of customers. The major airlines operating in Australia now offer climate neutral 
options for travellers. This is a burgeoning opportunity in the Tourism and hospitality industry that 
seems to be gaining momentum. 
5. Tourism and hospitality businesses can reap substantial rewards by implementing an energy 
efficiency strategy for their own operations. Benefits of such a strategy include financial gains, 
                                                 
6 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources website – Submissions for the Tourism Action Plan on Climate Change at 
http://www.industry.gov.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectID=35FD607E-01D2-008A-27F240EC3FDB33EE. Accessed 24 
October 2007. 
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reduced maintenance demands, improved reputation, enhanced marketing potential, 
improvement in staff morale, and enhanced comfort levels for staff and clients.  
6. Energy use by a tourism and hospitality business‟s operations can be significantly improved by 
employing a well considered energy use strategy and encouraging the active participation of staff 
and patrons. A reduction in the quality of service is not necessary to achieve significant 
improvements in energy efficiency. It is important for tourism and hospitality businesses to 
particularly focus on reducing consumption of fossil-fuel electricity, because this form of energy 
has a high „greenhouse intensity‟, accounting for approximately 90 percent of greenhouse gas 
emission outputs in hotels.7 
7. Reducing the energy use of tourism and hospitality facilities results in compounded benefits such 
as reduced water use. This can occur because technologies that are energy efficient are also 
often water efficient. Additionally, energy efficient building features often reduce maintenance 
requirements, resulting in long term savings, such as those that can be gained from installing 
longer-lasting light bulbs or from installing insulation which reduces reliance on air-conditioning 
systems. 
8. In order for tourism and hospitality businesses to successfully implement a sustainable energy 
use strategy they should: a) obtain a commitment from top level management; b) undertake an 
energy use audit;8 c) create and implement an energy use strategy; and d) monitor and report on 
energy use strategy results for further energy use planning. Following this process it is beneficial 
to communicate the outcomes of this process to clients and to the industry to gain recognition for 
the demonstration of commitment to reducing energy use, and to enhance the marketability of the 
business. 
9. In order to achieve significant energy efficiency improvements, a tourism or hospitality facility may 
target the following areas of consideration: space heating, hot water heating, ventilation and air-
conditioning, lighting, the built form, catering facilities, leisure and fitness facilities, and staff and 
client participation. It is standard for energy efficiency measures to result in a 20 percent reduction 
in energy use in tourism and hospitality facilities, though it is certainly feasible to achieve even 
greater reductions. This investment can be paid off through cost savings in just a few years. Note 
that the Department of Industry, Science and Resources has provided some detailed Australian 
case studies of tourism and hospitality establishments that have achieved significant energy and 
cost saving outcomes (see Essential Reading). 
10. Achieving significant energy use reductions can allow a tourism or hospitality establishment to 
feasibly (depending on location and scale of enterprise) rely on renewable energy technologies 
such as solar hot water systems, photovoltaic solar cells, and micro-turbines to provide most or all 
of the businesses energy needs. The feasibility of using this technology increases because a 
smaller energy demand requires smaller infrastructure, and thus costs less. Hotel chains that 
make these changes can benefit in multiple ways. These changes could help position any hotel 
chain or smaller tourism accommodation operator as an ecotourism enterprise, which is the 
fastest growing global tourism market.  
                                                 
7 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2002) Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Hotel Industry Sector, DITR, Australia. 
Available at http://www.nml.csiro.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectID=8933BCF0-093B-0EFF-1C487BC3FC4233A7. Accessed 
25 September 2007. 
8 The Natural Edge Project has created such a checklist, which can be found in the Education Module: „Principles and Practices in 
Sustainable Development for the Engineering and Built Environment Professions’, Unit 2: Efficiency/Whole Systems, Lecture 6: Engineering 
Energy, Water and Material Efficiencies, TNEP. Available at http://naturaledgeproject.net/ESSPCLP-Principles_and_Practices_in_SD-
Lecture6.aspx. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
The tourism and hospitality industry is a fast-growing sector in Australia9, and nature-based or „eco‟ 
tourism is thought to be among the fastest growing sub-sectors of the industry internationally. The 
industry is made up of a range of business types, including restaurants and cafes, resorts, hotels, 
clubs, attractions and event facilities, which are predominantly small businesses. In Australia 85 
percent of all businesses in the industry employ less than 20 persons.10 
As the industry continues to grow in the (carbon constrained) future, pragmatic steps will need to be 
taken if the industry is to significantly reduce its fossil fuel-based energy use and associated 
greenhouse gas output. This lecture provides information that can be used by those in the tourism 
and hospitality industry to help reduce their facility‟s energy consumption and carbon emission output.  
Why Make a Change? 
As with other industries, the tourism and hospitality industry can greatly benefit by adopting 
sustainable practices and in particular those related to energy. For example, by improving the energy 
efficiency of buildings and operations, tourism and hospitality businesses can save money and 
increase profit margins while greatly reducing the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from electricity 
generation. Improving the energy efficiency of facilities can additionally improve levels of staff and 
customer comfort and improve general morale.11  
Aside from enhancing user comfort levels and increasing profit margins, an energy efficient business 
can also benefit from a marketing advantage. This is because discerning customers are becoming 
increasingly aware of sustainability issues and are starting to look for more environmentally 
responsible products and experiences. Studies conducted in the US in the 1990s found that 75 
percent of hotel customers identified themselves as environmentally minded consumers, while 54 
percent responded that they wanted to stay in hotels showing concern for the environment.12 It is 
likely that Australian consumers would currently provide even higher levels of interest in the 
environmental management of tourism facilities given the recent increase in public awareness of 
sustainability issues, most notably following the 2006 release of the Al Gore film, An Inconvenient 
Truth. 
As stated by Bill Healey, the Director for National Affairs from The Australian Hotels Association, 
‘When it comes to sustainability and corporate social responsibility, we are moving from a position 
where hotels are at a competitive advantage if they do this to a position where it is a competitive 
disadvantage if they don’t.’ 13   
It is also in the long-term interests of the tourism and hospitality industry to lead the way in 
sustainable action. Statistics from the financial year of 1999 to 2000 indicated that tourism industry 
exports totalled AUD$13.1 billion, which equates to 2.1 percent of Australia‟s gross domestic 
                                                 
9 Ibid. 
10 Australian Government (2007) Environmental Scan: Overview of the Hospitality Industry, Australian Government. Available at 
http://www.restaurantcater.asn.au/rc/admin/publishing/uploadfiles/webcontent/File/Careers%20In%20the%20Industry/EnvironHOSPIT_April
07.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
11 Carbon Trust (2007) Hospitality: Saving Energy without Compromising Service, Carbon Trust, Sector Overview. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/Publications/publicationdetail.htm?productid=CTV013&metaNoCache=1. Accessed 26 September 2007. 
12 Feiertag (1994) cited in Kirk, D. (1995) „Environmental Management in Hotels‟, International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality 
Management, Vol, 7, No. 6, pp. 3-8. Available at 
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Pdf/0410070601.pdf. Accessed 25 
September 2007 
13 Brace, M. (2007) „The Lapse of Luxury‟, Ecos Magazine, Issue 136, May 2007, pp 14-17. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC136p14.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007.  
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product.14 The total value of the tourism industry to Australia‟s economy is AUD$75 billion per 
annum.15 This lucrative industry may be potentially devastated by the effects of climate change due to 
coral bleaching, sea level rise, and dramatic climate events. Key impacts may include: 
- The potential widespread bleaching of coral along Australia‟s northern coasts which might 
devastate the Great Barrier Reef (where extensive coral bleaching has already been observed).  
In 2004 the Queensland Tourism Council and the World Wildlife Fund published an extensive 
report recognising and addressing this threat.16 The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority in 
2007 also published a Coral Bleaching Response Plan in recognition of this threat.17 
- Loss of critical habitat areas and an increased risk of the spread of exotic species  within Kakadu 
National Park.18 
- Sea level rise and storm events pose erosion risks to Australia‟s coastlines,19 including the iconic 
Bondi Beach and Gold Coast beaches. 
- Less snowfall impacting on the viability of Australian ski resorts in Australia‟s alpine regions.20 
- An increase in the frequency and severity of severe weather events, which can significantly 
threaten the success of tourism in affected areas.21 
It is important that the tourism and hospitality industry act promptly to demonstrate its commitment to 
protecting its key asset on which financial viability is based – the Australian environment. 
What are the Challenges? 
The tourism and hospitality industry faces a special dilemma when it comes to creating a more energy 
efficient service for its customers. This is because patrons generally expect to indulge during their 
holiday, which may involve the copious use of hot water, the daily supply of fresh laundered linen, and 
access to resource intensive swimming pools. Under these circumstances the frugal use of energy 
can be problematic, since it may involve either a perceived reduction in service provision, the 
participation of the patrons, or a very well considered energy use strategy. This lecture aims to 
explore the possibilities of the two latter options, since it is considered feasible for the energy 
efficiency of a tourism and hospitality business to improve substantially, while sustaining high levels of 
service and even going un-noticed by patrons unless pointed out. 
Another challenge that the industry faces is its contribution to greenhouse gas and other detrimental 
emissions through holiday-associated travel. According to the United Nations Environmental 
Programme: 
                                                 
14 Australian Government (2002) Australia’s Third National Communication on Climate Change: A report under the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, Australian Greenhouse Office. Available at http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/natc/ausnc3.pdf. 
Accessed 25 September 2007. 
15 Australian Government (2006) Tourism White Paper: Annual Progress Report 2006, Australian Government. Available at 
http://www.nml.csiro.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/TWP_Progress_Report_0620070420171843.pdf. Accessed 28 September 2007.  
16 Hoegh-Guldberg, H. Hoegh-Guldberg, O. (2004) Implications of Climate Change for Australia's Great Barrier Reef, WWF, Australia and 
the Queensland Tourism Industry Council. Available at http://www.wwf.org.au/news/n65/ Accessed 28 October 2007 
17 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (2006-2007) Great Barrier Reef Coral Bleaching Response Plan, Australian Government. 
Available at http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/13169/Coral_Bleaching_Response_Plan_2006-07_Final.pdf. Accessed 
25 October 2007. 
18 Australian Government Director of National Parks (2007) Kakadu National Park Management Plan 2007-2014, Australian Government. 
Available at http://www.environment.gov.au/parks/publications/kakadu/pubs/kakadu-mp-2007.pdf. Accessed 25 October 2007. 
19 Pittock, B. (2003) Climate Change - An Australian Guide to the Science and Potential Impacts, Australian Greenhouse Office, Chapter 4: 
Potential Impacts of Climate Change: Australia. Available at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/science/guide/index.html. Accessed 25 October 
2007. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
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Global tourism is closely linked to climate change. Tourism involves the movement of people 
from their homes to other destinations and accounts for about 50% of traffic movements; rapidly 
expanding air traffic contributes about 2.5% of the production of CO2. Tourism is thus a 
significant contributor to the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.  
Air travel itself is a major contributor to the greenhouse effect. Passenger jets are the fastest 
growing source of greenhouse gas emissions. The number of international travelers is expected 
to increase from 594 million in 1996 to 1.6 billion by 2020, adding greatly to the problem unless 
steps are taken to reduce emissions.22 
Further to these threats, experts are concerned that by 2015 half of the annual depletion of the ozone 
will be caused by ozone depleting substances emitted by air travel.23 As the environmental impacts of 
the Tourism and Hospitality Industry continue to be better understood, it is likely that the industry will 
experience significant regulation pressure to increase the environmental responsibility of its practice. 
Companies that pre-empt the future direction of industry regulation will be likely to avoid the risk of 
fines and additionally benefit from competitive advantage. 
Industry Action 
In April 2007, the Minister for Small Business and Tourism, Hon Fran Bailey MP, announced the 
development of a Tourism Action Plan on Climate Change, which will be based on input from 
industry, researchers and the community. All key stakeholders in the tourism industry have provided 
submissions for the development of the Action Plan. A written submission for the Action Plan provided 
by the Australian Hotel Association‟s Director of National Affairs, Bill Healey, communicates the 
significant changes the industry will face in the future:24 
Over the last 12 months the environment and more particular climate change have become 
major issues in the community... Corporate clients are asking major accommodation hotels if 
they have environment plans, overseas conventions are promoting themselves as carbon 
neutral and Europeans are being encouraged to holiday closer to home to avoid the perceived 
‘environmental cost’ of long haul jet flights.  
The tourism and hospitality sector always seek to respond to the changing needs of our 
customers. There is an increasing expectation that our businesses will be environmentally 
responsible and sustainable…  
All hotels will need to be environmentally sustainable if our industry is to effectively manage the 
economic, social and political challenges that lie ahead. 
Hotels and Energy Use 
Hotels form a significant component of the tourism and hospitality industry and therefore contribute to 
a large proportion of the industry‟s greenhouse gas output. Energy use in hotels comprises 
approximately 0.5 percent of Australia‟s total energy consumption.25 Though the tourism and 
                                                 
22 See UNEP – Tourism Production and Consumption Branch: Environmental Impacts of Tourism at the Global Level at 
http://www.uneptie.org/pc/tourism/sust-tourism/env-global.htm. Accessed 25 October 2007. 
23 Ibid. 
24  Healey, B. (2007) „AHA and the Environment‟, Australian Government. Available at 
http://www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/AHA20071008120518.pdf. Accessed 25 October 2007. 
25 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2002) Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Hotel Industry Sector, DITR, Australia. 
Available at  http://www.nml.csiro.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectID=8933BCF0-093B-0EFF-1C487BC3FC4233A7. Accessed 
25 September 2007. 
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hospitality industry is not the most energy intensive industry in Australia, there is still a significant 
opportunity for improvement and the potential for the industry to demonstrate leadership in this area. 
A study undertaken in 1999 found that electricity is the most commonly used energy source within 
Australian hotels, representing 66 percent of total consumption, while natural gas represents 27 
percent of energy used. However, because of its high „greenhouse intensity‟, electricity actually 
contributes to over 90 percent of Australian hotels‟ greenhouse gas outputs (see Figure 6.1.1).26 This 
highlights the importance of reducing the amount of fossil fuel-based electricity used in tourism and 
hospitality operations. 
 
Figure 6.1.1. Total energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 
Source: Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2002)27 
Not only can the reduction of energy use result in the significant reduction in greenhouse gas outputs, 
but it can also result in a reduction in water consumption. A study in Australia observed that 
significant energy efficiency improvements are often matched with similar improvements in water 
use.28 The interrelation between energy and water savings is attributed to many contributing factors. 
Firstly, it is helpful to understand that water provided at the tap contains a certain level of „embodied 
energy‟ because energy was required to filter and deliver the water. This explains why an energy 
saving strategy may often include efforts to save water, including installing devices such as waterless 
urinals and water-saving shower roses. Additionally, it is often the case that new energy efficient 
devices such as dishwashers and washing machines are also water efficient. Another example is a 
new energy-efficient hot water system; which has an efficient and well insulated hot water heating 
infrastructure that also reduces the waiting time for hot water to arrive at the tap, thereby reducing 
water wastage.29 These dual-benefit outcomes are particularly important, considering the current 
water supply issues in Australia and the water restrictions that have been introduced to many of 
Australia‟s suburban centres. 
                                                 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
29 See American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy – Consumer Guide to Home Energy Savings: Water Heating at 
http://www.aceee.org/consumerguide/waterheating.htm. Accessed 12 October 2007. 
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Sustainable Energy Use Strategy 
In order for a tourism and hospitality business to successfully implement a sustainable energy use 
strategy, the top level of management must first state a commitment to achieving energy use 
improvements. Top management commitment to this cause will signify to employees that efforts will 
be supported and possibly rewarded. It is also very useful for the business to undertake an energy 
use audit to identify areas in need of most improvement and to reveal unnoticed energy „leakage‟ 
(e.g. use of energy that occurs due to standby energy use of appliances or poor insulation of hot 
water heaters).  
This energy audit may be performed as part of a broader Environmental Management System audit 
process, though the scope of this lecture is restricted to the issue of energy use only. Following an 
energy use audit, assessors may begin to plan ways of reducing energy consumption. The following 
sections may provide guidance in determining which measures will best suit individual tourism and 
hospitality facilities. After implementing energy efficiency measures it is important to: monitor and 
report on the results; identify energy savings and cost benefits; and identify areas still in need of 
improvement on which to base further improvement strategies. 
Energy Use Trends 
An assessment of existing energy use trends in a facility can indicate where the greatest 
improvements can be achieved and also where financial savings can be realised. Figure 6.1.2 
demonstrates that hotels and pubs spend most of their energy in heating, lighting, hot water, and 
catering. Some simple efficiency measures in these areas may produce significant positive outcomes. 
It is standard for even simple energy efficiency measures to result in a 20 percent reduction in energy 
use.30 This is a financially viable option, considering the short payback period for these efficiency 
measures.  For example, it may take only 1-2 years to pay back the investment made into efficiency 
measures that result in a 12-13 percent reduction in carbon emissions31 and a significant reduction in 
electricity expenditures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1.2. Breakdown of energy use within an average hotel (left) and pub (right) 
Source: Carbon Trust (2007)32 
                                                 
30 Carbon Trust (2007) Hospitality: Saving Energy without Compromising Service, Carbon Trust, Sector Overview. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/Publications/publicationdetail.htm?productid=CTV013&metaNoCache=1. Accessed 26 September 2007. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
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Efficient Energy Use Options33 
This section includes lists of actions that may be taken to increase the energy efficiency of a tourism 
or hospitality business. The lists have been divided into key areas where energy use can be 
improved, including: heating, hot water, ventilation and air-conditioning, lighting, building form, 
catering, leisure and fitness facilities, and staff and client participation. This list provides a practical, 
preliminary checklist to plan energy efficiency gains in tourism and hospitality establishments. 
Heating 
Up to 30 percent of heating costs can be saved by implementing some simple efficiency measures 
outlined below: 
- Identify recommended room temperatures for various spaces (kitchen area, lounging areas, guest 
rooms etc.) and adjust heating and air-conditioning controls to suit.  
- Insulate boilers, hot water heaters, pipes, and valves. The payback period for this measure is 
usually just a few months. Be sure that the insulation is well done – an un-insulated valve leaks 
the same amount of heat (and energy) as a meter of un-insulated pipe.34 
- Ensure that rooms are being heated only during times when they are occupied. Programmable 
time switches can help ensure this is the case, along with a mechanism to cut off electricity when 
a key is not inserted. 
- Discourage staff from turning up thermostats in order to heat rooms quickly, since this doesn‟t 
necessarily increase the rate of heating but causes the heater to overheat the room. 
- Install thermostatic radiator valves (TRVs). These simple devices control heat output 
automatically according to changes in air temperature, providing efficient and locally sensitive 
heat. 
- Night setback controls can be used to reduce the level of heating provided to spaces that are not 
usually used at night, such as corridors and stairwells.  
- In larger buildings, creating temperature zones will assist in the efficient provision of heating. Each 
zone can be programmed separately according to the required level and timing of temperatures. 
Considering that the average occupancy rates for Australian hotels are just over 60 percent,35 this 
strategy could be very effective at saving energy, particularly if building managers are able to turn 
off heating over entire floors of a building.  
- Some of the warm air expelled through exhaust vents can be recirculated into the system, along 
with fresh air to reduce the amount of energy required to reheat the incoming air supply. This 
strategy should be based on an understanding of air quality standards. 
 
 
                                                 
33 This section is based on information that has been primarily attained from the following resource: Carbon Trust (2007) Hospitality: Saving 
Energy without Compromising Service, Carbon Trust, Sector Overview. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/Publications/publicationdetail.htm?productid=CTV013&metaNoCache=1. Accessed 26 September 2007. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (2002) Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Hotel Industry Sector, DITR. Available at  
http://www.nml.csiro.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectID=8933BCF0-093B-0EFF-1C487BC3FC4233A7. Accessed 25 
September 2007. 
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Hot Water 
- Set water temperature to a maximum of 60oC. This temperature is hot enough to kill Legionella 
bacteria and warm enough to be comfortable and safe for guests.36 
- Because water requires energy to be filtered and transported, a saving in water results in a saving 
in the amount of energy that is required to be generated for this use. Though the energy savings 
achieved through water savings occur offsite, it is still a beneficial exercise because it reduces the 
greenhouse gas emission „footprint‟ of a business, results in lower water bills, and can reduce 
wear and tear on equipment.  
- To save energy install water saving devices, including water saving taps and shower roses, dual 
flush toilets, waterless urinals, and water efficient appliances. Installing rainwater tanks will 
provide a particular benefit if the rainwater is used to offset mains water consumption.  
Ventilation and Air-Conditioning 
- Seal gaps in windows, doors, and ceilings that permit draughts, and pull conditioned air out of the 
building. 
- During the months of the year when the climate is pleasant, consider implementing natural 
ventilation strategies to heat and cool the building instead of using energy-intensive air-
conditioning.  
- Regularly maintain cooling equipment, including the cleaning of fans and air ducts. If not properly 
maintained, these components can use up to 60 percent more energy than they would in good 
working condition, increasing running costs and the risk of breakdown.37 
- Ensure that a building is not simultaneously heated and cooled due to poor management. This 
problem can be avoided by determining a suitable temperature gap (e.g. between 19oC and 24oC) 
where neither heating nor cooling equipment are activated.  
- Fans used in buildings such as those used to circulate air can be fitted with variable speed drives 
(VSD) that enable the fan speeds to be adjusted to different speeds. This can result in noticeable 
energy savings. 
Lighting 
- When lighting is turned on and off by a timer, ensure that the timers are set to match trading hours 
and daylight patterns. 
- Keep windows, skylights, and light fittings clean to maintain sufficient light levels. Adhering to a 
basic lighting maintenance regime can reduce lighting costs by up to 15 percent.38  
- Replace standard tungsten light fittings with efficient fittings such as compact fluorescent lamps 
(CFLs) or light emitting diodes (LEDs). CFLs use 75 percent less energy and last 8-10 times 
longer.39 This not only saves energy costs and reduces maintenance demands, but it also 
reduces the heat output within rooms, reducing cooling costs.40 
                                                 
36 Carbon Trust (2007) Hospitality: Saving Energy without Compromising Service, Carbon Trust, Sector Overview. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/Publications/publicationdetail.htm?productid=CTV013&metaNoCache=1. Accessed 26 September 2007. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
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- Upgrade fluorescent tubes with 26 mm triphosphor-coated tubes that provide a more natural, 
brighter light and use less energy. 
- Avoid using halogen lights, which are very inefficient and produce high levels of heat. These can 
be substituted with LEDs or ultra compact fluorescent lights (UCFLs) which produce a very similar 
visual effect. If halogen lights must be used, install infra-red coated halogen bulbs which use 30 
percent less energy and emit 60 percent less heat than standard halogen bulbs.41 
Built Form 
As shown in Figure 6.1.3, approximately 65 percent of heat in a building is lost through the fabric of 
the building itself. In most areas of Australia the poor thermal properties of a building can result in 
significant discomfort and increased heating costs during winter and increased cooling costs in 
summer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1.3. Heat loss from a typical building 
Source: Carbon Trust (2007)42 
Generally, increasing the insulating properties of a building will enhance user comfort and reduce 
heating and air-conditioning costs. A thermally insulated building is particularly comfortable in terms of 
noise levels, since surfaces that absorb sound effectively also absorb heat effectively. This is a 
particularly desirable feature for a building occupied by many people. Measures taken to insulate a 
building may include: 
- Installing insulation in ceiling cavities. 
- Using curtains with good thermal qualities with pelmets. Close curtains to reduce the amount of 
warmth entering the room through the windows in summer, and to reduce the amount of warmth 
being lost through the windows in winter. Pelmets are important as they capture the heated air 
behind the curtain and stop it from circulating in the room, helping to insulate the indoor 
environment from external temperature changes.  
- Sealing unused doors and windows. 
                                                 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
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- Improving glazing. This may include installing double glazed windows (or triple glazed windows in 
the more temperate locations) or using low emissivity glass that permits good levels of natural 
light, without high levels of heat. 
- Utilising the lobby. Well designed lobbies can act as an intermediary transition space between the 
conditioned air in the building and the undesirably warm or cool air outside. 
Catering 
Catering energy use can be reduced by as much as 25 percent by following some simple energy 
efficiency guidelines:43 
- Turn of burners, grills, and other equipment when not in use. 
- Seals and gaskets on oven doors should be checked regularly (as much as once a week) to 
ensure ovens are working efficiently. 
- Regularly clean the grease filters in ventilation units and air extractors. 
- Reduce the time spent opening fridge and freezer doors: installing refrigerators with glass doors 
that have good insulting properties can assist with achieving this aim by allowing staff to see the 
contents of the fridge before opening doors. 
- Avoid overcooling food. Consult health and safety standards to assess the correct temperatures 
for keeping certain foods and adjust refrigeration levels accordingly. 
- Purchase energy efficient equipment appliances and whitegoods, especially fridges and 
dishwashers. 
- Up to 50 percent of heat created in and expelled from kitchens can be captured as a resource to 
reduce energy costs via an air to water recovery device which can be used to preheat hot water. 
Leisure and Fitness Facilities 
Leisure facilities can be significant energy consumers. The following list provides some suggestions 
that can assist tourism and hospitality businesses to reduce the energy consumption of their leisure 
facilities: 
- Maintain pool and spa water at a temperature that is not above the recommended level, to ensure 
user comfort and minimum energy use. 
- The air temperature of indoor pool halls should be kept at 1 degree above the water temperature 
to limit water evaporation. 
- Install a cover over pool and spa water surfaces to reduce rates of evaporation and retain heat 
when the pool is not in use. If used properly, installation costs can be recovered within 1.5-3 years 
and can cut energy use from 10-30 percent.44  
- Always purchase the most energy efficient exercise equipment and turn off the power when not in 
use. 
- Consider installing solar hot water heaters to heat swimming pools. 
 
                                                 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
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Staff and Client Participation 
- Appoint an energy officer that is responsible for monitoring and reporting on energy use.  
- Conduct staff meetings to provide information regarding the energy performance of the business 
and to educate the staff on how they can assist to enhance performance. 
- Make a special effort to train cleaning staff about energy efficiency measures within the building, 
since they are able to determine the energy use of unoccupied rooms (e.g. by turning off lights 
and switching off power points). 
- Staff and guests should be encouraged to report on any conditions that cause annoyance or 
discomfort such as areas that are too cold, hot, or draughty, as well as leaking taps and water that 
is too hot. Often these problems can be a sign of energy wastage. 
- Promote a policy to staff and patrons of turning lights off when rooms are not in use by placing 
visual prompts in appropriate locations. In areas where strict health and safety guidelines may 
apply such as a fire well, consider providing dimmed night time lighting to reduce energy 
consumption. 
- Promote the use of sustainable transport by posting bus and train timetables in lobbies and by 
providing bicycle parking and showers for staff. It may be feasible to also partner with a car hire 
company that provides energy efficient vehicle options (such as hybrids). 
- Air travel - often associated with tourism activities – is a particularly greenhouse gas intensive 
activity. Tourism and hospitality businesses may choose to promote carbon offsetting of 
emissions to patrons as part of a „climate neutral‟ or „low environmental impact‟ holiday package. 
Additional information regarding this strategy is provided below in the Carbon Offset 
Developments and Low Carbon Travel Options sections. 
- Develop a purchasing policy that requires all new electrical goods to be highly energy and water 
efficient, and train purchasing staff to be able to perform lifetime cost assessments of goods. 
Building Management System (BMS) 
A building management system can be used to increase the energy efficiency of a building by 10 
percent or more.45 A BMS is essentially comprised of sensors that monitor the building‟s energy use 
activities (e.g. heating, air-conditioning and lighting). A computer screen displays the information in 
real time, allowing a building manager to change settings to suit. A BMS can also be set up to 
automatically respond to conditions, for example, latest technology allows a BMS to sense lighting 
levels in a room, and adjust the artificial lighting levels accordingly, or turn lighting off completely if a 
room is vacated. 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
A combined heat and power facility may be a good energy-saving option for a large tourism and 
hospitality establishment. A CHP facility involves the onsite production of energy, usually using 
natural gas or diesel. The heat created in the process used to make energy is captured in water, 
resulting in the plentiful supply of hot water. This can be a particularly good option for facilities that 
include large swimming pools or for remote facilities that are not connected to an electricity grid. It 
                                                 
45 Carbon Trust (2007) Hospitality: Saving Energy without Compromising Service, Carbon Trust, Sector Overview. Available at 
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/Publications/publicationdetail.htm?productid=CTV013&metaNoCache=1. Accessed 26 September 2007. 
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may even be possible to set up a CHP facility based on renewable energy resources such as solar, 
wind or biofuels. 
Carbon Offset Developments 
Tourism and Hospitality businesses are increasingly offering avenues to reduce the „carbon footprint‟ 
of travellers by funding offset initiatives:  
- Virgin and QANTAS airlines offer carbon offsets for flights that are accredited by the Australian 
Greenhouse Office‟s Greenhouse Friendly Climate Neutral scheme (see 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/greenhousefriendly). 
- Having signed onto the Greenfleet carbon neutral program, SkyBus (one of the primary bus 
companies that provides transfers to and from Australian airports) is currently offering carbon 
neutral journeys (see www.skybus.com.au). 
- Travel agencies are increasingly offering carbon neutral options for customers, such as Flight 
Centre (see www.flightcentre.com.au/greenpolicy). 
- Pubs are just one sector of the hospitality sector that have adopted emission offsetting services. 
In February 2007, the Agincourt Hotel in Sydney became Australia‟s first carbon neutral pub (see 
http://www.agincourthotel.com.au/web/pageid/567).  
- The Esplanade Hotel in Fremantle was one of the first hotels in Australia to become carbon 
neutral, while also focussing on other methods of addressing energy consumption (see 
http://www.esplanadehotelfremantle.com.au/data/deposit/site.document.113249.documents/AHA_
article.pdf).  
The above examples demonstrate the applicability of carbon offsetting initiatives to a variety of 
Tourism and Hospitality business types. These kinds of efforts may become increasingly important in 
the future if a substantial proportion of businesses in the industry commit to offsetting emissions and 
the aggregated efforts of the industry may produce significant benefits. Refer to Lecture 9.3: „Beyond 
Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions‟ for more information regarding 
the current carbon offsetting options. 
Low Carbon Travel Options 
Tourism and Hospitality customers are being provided with increasingly diverse options to reduce the 
environmental impact (and particularly emission impact) of their travel and holidays. While offsetting 
emissions is one strategy for doing this, there are other options as well: 
- Australia is a nation of travellers; 3.5 million Australians, almost 20 percent of the population, 
travel overseas each year.46 If just 20 percent of these travellers chose to travel in Australia this 
would reduce greenhouse emissions from travel significantly and help the Australian tourism 
industry. If Australian‟s choose to have holidays near where they live this can make a difference 
too. 
- Australians are increasingly choosing ultra low carbon footprint holidays such as Group Cycling 
Tours in Australia. There are many organisers of these tours now in Australia (see 
                                                 
46 See Australian Bureau of Statistics website – Overseas Travel and Recent World Events at  
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/2f762f95845417aeca25706c00834efa/20f7d7e0d3a80ae5ca256e9e00293bd5!OpenDocument. 
Accessed 25 October 2007. 
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www.bfa.asn.au/bfanew/tourism/tour_operators.htm). Most states have a major cycling tour for a 
week during the year, that attracts thousands of people (for example see www.bv.com.au)  
Best Practice Case Studies 
Case study: Holiday Inn on Flinders, Melbourne City - InterContinental Hotels Group Australia/New 
Zealand/South Pacific.47 
Holiday Inn on Flinders has developed a comprehensive environmental policy to, Ensure the hotel’s 
continued long-term environmental improvement and best practice. There are seven key components 
of this policy which include the establishment of an Environmental Committee to Reduce, Reuse and 
Recycle wherever possible, ensure Water Conservation and Management is maintained, introduce an 
Energy Conservation and Management program, consider the benefits to the community at all times, 
be aware of the Impact and Influence of all hotel practices and finally, work to sustain the Future 
Commitment of the policy48.The hotel was recently honoured with the 2007 „Best Environmental 
Initiative‟ at the Australian Hotel Association awards ceremony held in Adelaide. The award 
recognised the hotel‟s efforts in waste management that has resulted in significant water and energy 
savings, for example:  
 Lighting: the hotel arranged an independent energy use audit. The hotel‟s energy supplier 
conducted the audit and found that lighting made up 38.7 percent of the hotel‟s total electricity 
consumption. To reduce this high lighting consumption, the hotel spent AUD $4,000 improving 
lighting types, and installing timers and sensors. Changes to lighting at the hotel will save AUD 
$15,000 a year in energy costs and AUD $7,500 in maintenance costs. 
 Hot Water System: the hotel also installed a gas instantaneous hot water system to replace the 
9,000 litre tank, effectively making the 9,000 litre hot water system redundant. This also saved 15 
percent of gas usage over the year. 
 Laundry: The hotel will be installing an ozone laundry system in late 2007 at a cost of 
approximately AUD$30,000, with a payback period of 1.2 years. These cost savings come from 
reductions in electricity, gas, water and labour associated with laundry activities. 
Greenhouse gas emissions have also been reduced from efficiencies in other areas such as materials 
usage and recycling which reduce waste to landfill. Two years of systematic waste reduction has paid 
off for Holiday Inn on Flinders - what had initially started as „Savings in the City‟, a Melbourne City 
Council campaign, has now become a way of life for the hotel, and general manager Jason Burnet 
has a large part to play in this success.   
We believe it’s the little things that can create the biggest impact. This started as a 
commitment to try and lower the hotel’s waste by 44 percent and instead, we’ve achieved a 
whopping 77 per cent reduction – thanks to my hotel team. Our staff have really pushed to 
develop Holiday Inn on Flinders as a green and clean oasis within the central business 
district… We can all do something – this isn’t rocket science. Luckily, the team at the hotel 
think so too, which is the main reason for our success. It’s a team-driven effort and that’s why 
we’ve been able to implement our green programme so effectively. 
Jason Burnet, General Manager, Holiday Inn on Flinders49 
                                                 
47 Frank Hubbard Director, Sustainability. InterContinental Hotels Group Australia/New Zealand/South Pacific. Private Correspondence. 
48 Ibid. 
49
 Frank Hubbard Director, Sustainability. InterContinental Hotels Group Australia/New Zealand/South Pacific. Private Correspondence 
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Jason has been able to demonstrate that by lowering the hotel‟s greenhouse emissions, reducing 
landfill and water use, and using less energy, the hotel has made real savings. An example of the 
hotel‟s green policy is the new hotel supplier standards. All large-scale plastic chemical containers 
and food packaging are re-collected, cleaned and re-used – a practical way to saving waste and 
packaging costs concurrently. The green policy also means that printing is done on both sides of the 
paper, documents are mainly emailed, and cardboard boxes are re-used as recycle bins. ‘We only 
buy recycled paper, and scrap paper are used as note pads – no post-it notes for us! We also donate 
items such as old bed linen and towels, as well as half-used toiletries like shampoos, body gels and 
moisturisers to various charities helping the homeless,‟ explains Jason.  
Three additional case study examples are provided below to demonstrate the practical energy use 
improvement strategies that can be achieved within various types of tourism and hospitality 
businesses. Additional case studies can be found at the Australian Department of Industry and 
Tourism website (see http://www.qualitytourism.com.au/default.aspx?page_id=205). 
Table 6.1.1: Case Study: Skyrail – Cairns, Australia 
Project Description: 
Spanning 7.5 kilometres the Skyrail allows tourists to experience Australia‟s World Heritage listed 
Tropical Rainforest just metres above the forest canopy. Skyrail is the first tourist operation in the 
world to be benchmarked and certified under the upgraded Green Globe program. The company has 
adopted many policies that aim at reducing the energy intensity of the operation. 
General energy efficiency measures: 
- Skyrail‟s policy is to minimise the use of energy wherever possible, through the implementation 
of energy saving guiding principles. 
- Through Skyrail‟s Green Family training program, all staff are provided with information 
regarding Skyrail‟s best practice guiding principles for energy minimisation. 
- All Skyrail staff are encouraged by Skyrail management to be conscious of efficient use of 
energy and of recyclable or reusable items in order to minimise wastage. 
- Skyrail annually benchmarks its energy usage against the number of passenger kilometres for 
Green Globe 21 accreditation. 
Energy minimisation measures: 
- Over 90 percent of infrastructure lighting is fluorescent, rather than incandescent. 
- Air-conditioning is installed only in administration areas and areas housing sensitive electronic 
equipment, with the option of natural ventilation. 
- Maximum use of natural light in buildings during daylight hours is encouraged. 
- The design of Skyrail buildings considers insulation, building aspect, colour, form, and texture. 
- Minimal stores are being kept in refrigeration. 
- Key tag switches, automatic controls (e.g. timers, movement sensors) and other energy efficient 
equipment are used. 
- External heat-flow through windows is minimised, using tinted windows as well as blinds. 
- Staff are encouraged to carpool. 
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- All company vehicles are regularly serviced and maintained. 
- A solar powered communication system services all cableway gondolas. 
- Fuel efficient options are used when selecting and/or purchasing vehicles. 
- Power generation from the moving cableway uses 12 volt batteries and sine wave inverters. 
Source: Tourism Australia 50 
 
Table 6.1.2: Case Study: Binna Burra Mountain Lodge – Queensland, Australia 
Project Description: 
Binna Burra Mountain Lodge is located in the sub-tropical rainforest hinterland of South East 
Queensland. One of Australia‟s first nature-based resorts, Binna Burra is an accredited Green Globe 
Certified operation that is committed to environmentally sustainable practices. 
General energy efficiency measures: 
- Power is conserved with the use of energy efficient lights, which use 85 percent less power than 
normal incandescent bulbs. This has resulted in a 20 percent reduction in electricity usage.  
- Water supply is entirely energy-free, using gravity to deliver the fresh mountain water form high 
up in the mountains to the Lodge buildings.  
- Further weather proofing of the buildings will reduce energy consumption by 15,000 kWh p.a.  
- Binna Burra is the first company in Queensland to become a partner of the initiative between the 
Queensland Government and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the Cleaner 
Production Partnership Program.  
- A move from a diesel fired water heater to one powered by gas has resulted in an 88 percent 
reduction in diesel consumption, and an overall reduction in energy, with the added benefit of 
cleaner discharges to the atmosphere. 
- Future energy use improvements are planned, including the installation of timers and sensors 
that will control lighting and heating of spaces. 
Source: Tourism Australia51 
                                                 
50 See Tourism Australia website – Green Globe Case Study: Skyrail, Far North Queensland, Australia at 
http://www.tourism.australia.com/content/Niche/skyrail_casestudy.pdf. Accessed 25 October 2007. 
51 See Tourism Australia website – Binna Burra Mountain Lodge, Queensland, Australia at 
http://www.tourism.australia.com/content/Niche/binnaburra_casestudy.pdf. Accessed 25 October 2007. 
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Table 6.1.3: Case Study: The Courtyard by Marriot, Surfers Paradise, Queensland, Australia 
Project Description: 
Located in sub-tropical South East Queensland, The Courtyard by Marriott Surfers Paradise Resort 
is a 35–storey hotel with 403 rooms and a floor area of 46 920m2. The hotel has undergone 
incremental upgrades over the last ten years in order to achieve best practice energy and water 
consumption. 
General energy efficiency measures: 
- Key tag switches are installed in each guest room to control air-conditioning and lighting. 
- Fluorescent lamps are installed for external general security lighting. 
- Bollards with compact fluorescent lamps are installed in poolside areas. 
- Metal halide and high-pressure sodium lamps are installed for external lighting. 
- Fluorescent fittings are installed in the reception area, shops, offices, conference room, kitchen, 
workshops, stores and laundry. 
- Timers are installed in the hallways to turn off the lights. 
- Efficient fluorescent lights are installed in guest rooms. 
- Efficient fluorescent lights are installed in hotel common areas. 
Additional Goals: 
- To undertake a cost benefit analysis of gas as the hotel‟s primary energy source for water 
heating. 
- To upgrade the main chiller controls to ensure the plant operates at maximum efficiency. 
- To install, monitor and finish the programming of the air-conditioning systems. 
 
Source: Energy and Environment Division, Department of Industry, Science and Resources52 
                                                 
52 See Energy and Environment Division, Department of Industry, Science and Resources website - Case Study: Courtyard by Marriot 
Surfers Paradise Resort. at http://industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/MariotResortSurfers20040206162819.pdf. Accessed 25 
October 2007. 
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This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Light 
Industry/Commercial Sectors 
 
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing 
and Retail Sector5 
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to outline the financial benefits to be gained from seeking to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in the food processing sector and major food retail (supermarket) outlets. 
This lecture overviews the many energy efficiency opportunities in the food processing and food 
retail industries and highlight where to find freely available online energy efficiency manuals and 
resources for the food processing sector.  
 
Essential Reading  
Reference 
1. UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production website – Eco-efficiency Manuals & Fact Sheets 
at http://www.gpem.uq.edu.au/manuals. Accessed at 16 October 2012. 
2. DRET (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Food and Beverage 
Manufacturing developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU)’. DRET EEX. Available at 
http://eex.gov.au/industry-sectors/manufacturing/food-and-beverage/. Accessed 16 October 
2012. 
3. Smith, M., Hargroves, K., Desha, C., Stasinopoulos, P., and Pears, A. (2009) Factor 5: Food 
and Hospitality Online Sector Study, The Natural Edge Project, Australia at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/Factor5-
FoodandHospitalityOnlineSectorStudy.pdf Accessed 16 October 2012. 
 
 
                                           
5 Peer Review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, and Penny Prasad - Project Officer UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production. 
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Learning Points   
Food Processing is one stage in the full production and consumption cycle for these food and 
grocery products. To be able to deliver comprehensive and unambiguous environmental 
improvements, we need to understand the role of each stage and the full environmental 
system for each product. It is important to develop a whole-of-system rather than a partial 
approach to environmental management to ensure policies and strategies reflect the full 
environmental and economic costs and benefits.6 
Mike Adams Chairman Environment Committee 
Australian Food and Grocery Council 
1. The core business of food processing plants is converting raw food, chemical and energy inputs 
into useful food products, and there is an increasing range of options available to do this. Many of 
these options save energy and increase productivity, including the use of low pressure vacuum 
systems, centrifuges, and membranes to de-water foods - each litre of water that is not 
evaporated saves 2.3 MJ plus the losses in the system involved in providing that heat. Induction 
cooking and other options can save in cooking processes. Understanding the overall services 
required at a plant is the first step to energy efficiency. Modern monitoring systems such as 
thermographic imaging and ultrasonic monitoring can be used to optimise temperature 
distributions, identify leaks or faults, and support more precise process management. 
2. Food processing plants are large users of energy for refrigeration, cooking, heating, sterilising, 
air-conditioning and handling, and for operating processing and auxiliary equipment. The main 
energy sources for Australian food processing plants are typically coal–generated electricity, 
natural gas and/or LPG, and to a lesser degree combustible fuels (coal and fuel oil). Gas is 
mainly used to produce steam or hot water for heating, sterilisation, or cleaning. Refrigeration is 
often the largest user (up to 60 percent of total use), especially in sectors such as the meat 
industry. Careful attention should be paid to insulation and minimisation of heat gain of 
refrigerated storage and pipes delivering refrigeration services. Other large electricity users are 
air-conditioning systems and motor systems that drive the processing equipment, pumps, fans, 
and conveyors and compressed air systems. Where large amounts of food or liquid are stored, 
there is significant potential to manage peak electricity demand by managing the storage 
temperatures: this reduces refrigeration plant capacity and peak energy charges billed by energy 
suppliers. 
3. A recent survey by the Australian Food and Grocery Council7 found that ‘energy consumption for 
some Australian food and grocery companies is higher than relative international standards,’ 
indicating that there is scope to reduce energy usage.8 UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, based at the University of Queensland, Australia have researched energy 
efficiency opportunities in the Food Processing industry in detail.9 They have found that the main 
energy efficiency opportunities in the Food Processing sector are as follows:  
                                           
6 Australia Food and Grocery Council (2003) Environment Report 2003, Produced by the Australian Food and Grocery Council as part of 
its Eco-Efficiency Agreement with Environment Australia (now the Department of Environment and Water). Available at 
www.afgc.org.au/cmsdocuments/AFGC%20Enviro%20Rpt%202003_Final.pdf.  Accessed 13 November 2007. 
7 Australian Food and Grocery Council (2001) Environmental Report 2001, Australian Food and Grocery Council.  
8 Australia Food and Grocery Council (2003) Environment Report 2003, Produced by the Australian Food and Grocery Council as part of 
its Eco-Efficiency Agreement with Environment Australia (now the Department of Environment and Water). Available at 
www.afgc.org.au/cmsdocuments/AFGC%20Enviro%20Rpt%202003_Final.pdf.  Accessed 13 November 2007.  
9 9 See University of Queensland website - UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in Food: Industry Toolkits and Factsheets at 
http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/. Accessed 27 October 2007. 
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- Reducing the amount of steam and hot water needed to process food.  
- Optimising the operation of energy-consuming equipment such as boiler systems. 
- Using the most energy efficient commercial refrigeration, motor systems, lighting and HVAC 
systems.  
- Eliminating leaks from air compressors.  
- Recovering heat energy, and using co-generation and alternative sources of energy. 
- Considering less energy-intensive products. 
4. Reducing the amount of steam and hot water: Energy usage and costs in food processing 
increase if excess steam is produced. Process steam installations are independent energy 
systems, where the steam boiler is the power source, generating steam at the required pressure. 
If the pressure and flow control systems are correctly sized and good control systems used, then 
the system can always deliver the required energy effectively on demand. This can lead to 
significant savings.  
5. Boiler systems: Steam generated by boilers is generally used for heating via heat exchangers, or 
is applied directly into or onto the product. There are a number of basic factors that contribute to 
the efficient operation of a boiler:10 
- The boiler should operate as close as possible to the pressure to which it was designed to 
run at an optimal level. The pressure can be maintained by means of back-pressure valves, 
which reduces the amount of energy used.  
- The feedwater tank temperature must be kept at 80–90°C. Significant energy is lost if the 
temperature rises above this and the water starts to boil. Many feedwater tanks are poorly 
insulated with thermal bridging – effective insulation is important. 
- The feedwater supply will save energy if it delivers water at a rate at which steam is 
consumed.  
- A steam accumulator can be used to supplement peak demand for a short period of time. 
- Good communication between the boiler operator and production operator is vital to ensuring 
that the boilers are run at the right level to meet fluctuating demand. (See Lecture 3.2 for 
more details on Energy Efficiency and Boilers) 
6. Refrigeration Systems:11 Refrigeration systems12 are often significant users of energy in food 
processing. In a refrigeration system most energy is used by the compressor, which usually 
consumes between 80 percent and 99 percent of the system’s total energy use. It is important, 
therefore, that the optimum compressor is used and that it (or they) is managed correctly. The 
amount of energy used by a compressor is affected by: 
                                                                                                                                               
9 See UK Carbon Trust - Energy Savings by Sector: Online Publications on Food, Drink & Tobacco, Retail and Wholesale at 
www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/sectorselector/ . Accessed 27 October 2007. 
10 Schneider, P. (1999) Foodbanking: Potential, feasibility and limitations, NSW Waste Management Conference. Available at 
http://www.dtrdi.qld.gov.au/dsdweb/v3/documents/objdirctrled/nonsecure/pdf/6580.pdf. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
11 See Australian Institute of Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating at http://www.airah.org.au/ Accessed 16 November 2007 
12 Brain, M. (2007) How Refridgeration Works, Hot Stuff Works. Available at http://home.howstuffworks.com/refrigerator4.htm. Accessed 13 
November 2007. 
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- the type of compressor;13  
- the compressor load (e.g. reciprocating compressors are efficient at peak load, whereas 
screws, scrolls and centrifugals operate best between 80 percent and 90 percent); and  
- the temperature difference of the system — that is, the initial temperature and the number of 
degrees by which the system is required to cool. Online manuals provide a detailed overview 
of these options for refrigeration for the food processing sector.14  
7. Efficient Motors Systems: As Lecture 3.1 showed, an electric motor uses 4–10 times its purchase 
price in electricity annually.15 When choosing a motor, therefore, it is essential to consider the 
operating costs as well as the initial purchase price. High-efficiency motors cost up to 40 percent 
more than standard motors; however energy savings quickly recover the extra cost, usually within 
two years. Lecture 3.1 also emphasised the benefits of investing in Variable Speed Drives 
(VSDs) to reduce energy consumption by adjusting the motor speed to continually match the load 
of equipment such as pumps, fans and compressors.16 Tracking load on motors in real time also 
allows you to determine whether a smaller motor or VSD could be useful. Also where a smaller 
motor has been fitted, it allows any unusual increase in load to be identified before the motor is 
damaged - since such changes in load are typically caused by failures downstream, such as 
failing bearings and pump faults. This also allows preventive maintenance to be pursued instead 
of waiting till a failure, when production time would be lost. 
8. Lighting Systems: As Lecture 2.2 showed there are now highly efficient fluorescent and metal 
halide lighting on the market now in Australia that are up to 4-5 times more energy efficient than 
traditional incandescent lighting. Installing these can provide dramatic energy savings from 
lighting. Also further savings are possible through ensuring that lights are turned off when not 
needed and utilising day-lighting.17 Rapidly changing LED technologies offer an increasing range 
of opportunities. For example, a drop-in LED replacement for T8 fluorescent tubes uses only 14 
watts and produces 50 percent more light while having a much longer life. New and improved 
solutions are appearing all the time, while their cost is declining and performance improving. 
9. Air-Conditioning and Handling Systems: Air-conditioning systems serve to maintain humidity and 
temperature levels in the plant. It is possible to reduce the load on the system through better 
insulation of the plant and heat/coolth distribution systems, and by examining ways to reduce the 
generation of heat from food processing within the plant. As Lecture 2.3 showed, this ‘whole of 
system’ approach will help to reduce the load on the air-conditioning and handling system. When 
it is time to replace the air-conditioning and handling system there will be more efficient models 
on the market. Online manuals exist which explore the options for air-conditioning and handling 
systems in detail.18  
                                           
13 See Global Spec: The Engineering Search Engine - About Refrigeration Compressors at http://process-
equipment.globalspec.com/LearnMore/Processing_Equipment/Gas_Handling_Equipment/Refrigerant_HVAC_Compressors.  Accessed 16 
November 2007. 
14 Pagan, R., Prasad, P., Price, N. and Kemp, E. (2004) Food Processing Eco-Efficiency Manual, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, Australia Industry Group. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/food_project/Food%20manual.pdf.  
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
15 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Australian case studies developed for Motor Solutions Online at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/motors/case-studies/index.html. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
16 Pagan, R., Prasad, P., Price, N. and Kemp, E. (2004) Food Processing Eco-Efficiency Manual, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, Australia Industry Group. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/food_project/Food%20manual.pdf 
.Accessed 16 November 2007. 
17 Ibid, p 135. 
18 Ibid, pp 137-141. 
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10. Air Compressor Systems: Compressed air systems in food processing can contribute up to 10 
percent of electricity costs.19 Compressed air systems are inefficient, with around 80 percent of 
energy used lost as waste heat. It is vitally important then that compressed air systems are 
correctly designed, sized and that their operational efficiency is optimised. Online manuals exist 
which explore the energy efficiency options in detail.20  Ultrasonic sensors can be used to identify 
leaks. 
11. Heat Recovery Systems: Heat can be recovered from heated water in boilers or from commercial 
refrigeration systems, or from food or other products and waste leaving a process.21 In some 
cases, effective heat recovery can replace the need for expensive steam systems, because the 
amount of energy required becomes much smaller, so that a local heat generator can be used. 
12. Cogeneration Systems and Alternate Energy Sources: As Lecture 3.3 outlined, co-generation or 
combined heat and power (CHP) systems use heat or steam or waste gases to produce both 
electrical and thermal energy. This also provides the food processing industry with options to 
save energy.22 Alternate Energy Sources should also be investigated. Solar thermal systems, 
anaerobic digesters and biofuels can be used to preheat water and thus significantly reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Pagan et al23 outline the following case study that shows how this 
can be effective:  
A solar heating system at Novartis Consumer Health in Victoria includes 36 solar panels, 
nine gas burners to supplement the solar heat and one 3000 L insulated hot water holding 
tank. The water is used for cleaning and must be at least 75°C. The solar panels heat the 
water to between 50° and 60°C and a gas booster heater increases the temperature a 
further 20°C. Gas consumption has dropped by about 50% as a result of solar heating.  
Pagan et al, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in Food, 2004 
 
                                           
19Sustainability Victoria (2007) Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit, Sustainability Victoria and EPA Victoria. Available at 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/www/html/1938-energy-and-greenhouse-management-toolkit.asp. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
20 Pagan, R., Prasad, P., Price, N. and Kemp, E. (2004) Food Processing Eco-Efficiency Manual, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, Australia Industry Group. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/food_project/Food%20manual.pdf . 
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
21 Ibid, p 127. 
22 Ibid, p 152. 
23 Ibid, p 146. 
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Brief Background Information  
The National Farmers Federation (NFF) in August 2007 called for greater government action on 
climate change, saying agriculture was probably the economic sector in Australia most exposed to 
the problem of climate change. This is true all over the world. Climate change threatens to 
significantly reduce water availability and lead to greater frequency of droughts in Asia, Australia, 
Africa, Mid West USA, and South America. This will threaten agricultural production and the food 
processing industry which significantly depends on water availability. The IPCC Chair Dr Pauchari 
has stated that, ‘Glaciers in the Himalayas provide the water source for one-sixth of humanity. Their 
decline threatens the water supply of billions…The gross per capita water availability in India is 
projected to decline from 1820 cubic meters per year in 2001 to 1140 cubic meters per year in 
2050.’24 Figure 6.2.1 shows that climate change is leading to a significant loss of glaciers and snow 
in the Asian High Mountains, NW USA and South West California. Figure 6.2.2 shows to what extent 
the glaciers of the Himalayas are already melting. And at the same time global demand for water 
continues to rise in most regions of the world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2.1. Loss of glaciers and snow in the Asian High Mountains, NW USA and South West 
California 
Source: Pauchari, R.K, 200725 
                                           
24 Pauchari, R. (2007) Coping with Climate Change: Is Development in India and the World Sustainable? 2007 K R Narayanan Oration, 
ANU. Available At http://rspas.anu.edu.au/papers/narayanan/2007oration.pdf Accessed 16 November 2007 
25 Ibid. 
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Figure 6.2.2. The Rongbuk glacier on the northern slopes of Everest in 1968 (above) and this year 
(below) 
Source: The Guardian (2007)26  
Analysis of future emissions trajectories show that under business as usual scenario’s human GHG 
emissions will increase significantly over the 21st Century. As a consequence, global annual average 
temperatures are projected to increase 0.4–2.0°C above 1990 levels by the year 2030, and 1–6 °C 
by 2100. Changes in precipitation and, subsequently water availability and run off into rivers, are 
particularly critical factors affecting the future farming productivity of the landscape and food 
processing industries. Already significant change in the climate and water availability is occurring 
around the world and in Australia.27 The Bureau of Meterology’s September 2007 Drought Statement 
stated that, ‘This is the first time in the record dating from 1900 that an El Niño-drought in the MDB 
has not been followed by at least one three-month period with above normal rainfall (basin average) 
by the end of the following winter.’28 Prime Minister John Howard29 announced on 19 April 2007 that 
unless there was substantial rain in soon no water will be allocated to irrigators in the Murray-Darling 
basin for the coming year. Currently most farmers in the Murray Darling Basin of Australia are on 
less than 20 percent of their normal water allocations. The result is directly affecting the 50,000 
farmers of the Murray Darling Basin and the economy with the price of food in Australia rising. 
                                           
26 Watts, J. (2007) ‘Everest ice forest melting due to global warming, says Greenpeace’, The Guardian. Available at 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2007/may/30/climatechange.climatechange. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
27 Pearman, G., Hennessy, K., Jones, R. and Maheepala, S. (2003) Climate Change and its Projected Effects on Water Resources, ATSE 
Water Symposium. Available at http://www.dar.csiro.au/information/docs/atsewatersymposium03122003.pdf. Accessed 16 November 
2007. 
28 Bureau of Meterology (2007) ‘Very dry since late Autumn in parts of southern Australia’, Drought Statement - Issued 3rd September 
2007, Australian Government. Available at http://www.bom.gov.au/announcements/media_releases/climate/drought/20070903.shtml. 
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
29 Coorey, P. (2007) ‘For millions the water will stop midyear’, Sydney Morning Herald April 20th 2007. Available at  
http://www.smh.com.au/news/environment/for-millions-the-water-will-stop-midyear/2007/04/19/1176697003182.html?s_cid=rss_smh. 
Accessed 16 November 2007.  
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Already farmers in the Murray Darling Basin are pruning and cutting down significant parts of their 
orchards to try to survive the drought. Food production is down dramatically in water affected sectors 
such as cotton, wine and dairy. The Australian government estimates the drought shaved 0.75 points 
from Australia's economic growth in 2006. This drought, the worst ever in Australia’s history, is being 
made worse by the higher average temperatures due to climate change that further dry out the 
land.30  
Food/Beverage Processing and Retail Industry: Risks and Threats from Climate Change 
As well as risks from reduced water availability and run off into rivers and streams, climate change 
threatens the Food Production/Beverage and Food Retail Sector in many additional ways:  
- Rising price increases for basic ingredients: Reduced farming capacity and production leads to 
shortages in different basic ingredients and foods leading to price rises throughout the supply 
chain. In September 2007, the ABC reported that, ‘For the third year in a row, bakers are 
confronting big increases in the price of flour and other ingredients directly related to shortages 
caused by the drought…Shoppers should get used to the high prices, even if the drought breaks 
soon. Food industry analysts and economists say prices of certain foods will stay high into next 
year.’31  
- A higher frequency of extreme weather events: Cyclones, bushfires, hail storms all lead to crop 
and animal losses. In 2006 Cyclone Larry devastated Queensland's banana industry, destroying 
fruit worth AUD$300 million and leaving up to 4,000 people out of work. 
- Higher temperatures lead to heat stress on livestock production: This significantly reduces 
production per animal. As CSIRO scientists have written, ‘Rising temperatures are likely to lower 
milk yield from cows. For example, dairy cows in the Hunter Valley that are kept in the open 
produce up to 3 per cent less milk than those kept under shelter. This loss represents about 230 
litres of milk per cow each year for a high-yielding herd. By 2030, annual milk losses are likely to 
be between 250 and 310 litres per cow, depending on the rate of warming. Adaptation using 
shade sheds and sprinklers would limit annual milk losses to about 60 to 90 litres per cow.’32 
Dairy scientists at Virginia State University in the United States found that, ‘heat stress in dairy 
herds is associated with difficult births, heat exhaustion, fatty liver and mastitis, as well as 
adverse reactions to vaccinations leading to abortions and death… [And heat stress] can 
contribute to lameness, perhaps due to acidosis or increased output of bicarbonate.’ 
- Fishing and Seafood industries are threatened by coral bleaching and ocean acidification.33 
Scientists warn that greenhouse gas emissions are needed to be reduced by 90-100 percent to 
ensure that such catastrophic events do not eventuate. Under business-as-usual scenarios 
ocean acidification will threaten much of the fishing and seafood industries. A Dutch-led 2007 
                                           
30 Karoly, D., Risbey, J. and Reynolds, A. (2003). Global warming contributes to Australia’s worst drought, Report by University of 
Okalahoma, Monash University and World Wildlife Fund. Available at http://www.wwf.org.au/downloads/WWF_2002_Drought_web.pdf. 
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
31 Trembath, B. and Lockyer,  P. (2007) ‘Drought causing long-term rise in food prices’, ABC News, 26 September 2007. Available at  
http://abc.net.au/news/stories/2007/09/26/2043782.htm. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
32 CSIRO (2001) Climate Change: Impacts for Australia, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems. Available at 
http://www.marine.csiro.au/iawg/impacts2001.pdf. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
33 Henderson, C. (2006) ‘Ocean acidification: the other CO2 problem’, NewScientist, 05 August 2006. Available at 
http://environment.newscientist.com/channel/earth/mg19125631.200-ocean-acidification-the-iotheri-cosub2sub-problem.html. Accessed 16 
November 2007. 
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study suggests ocean acidification might result in significant losses of the World’s mussels and 
oysters.34   
The Australian farming sector has begun to respond by forming new organisations, like the 
Agricultural Alliance on Climate Change (AACC), which is focused on raising awareness of win-win 
options for the sector to be part of the solution to climate change. In September 2007, CSIRO 
published a major report35 for the Agricultural Alliance on Climate Change, showing that farmers 
could be enjoying up to an extra AUD$2.94 billion every year by getting involved in delivering 
Australia’s clean energy economy. The AACC asked the CSIRO to look at the opportunities of 
providing fuel, as well as more greenhouse friendly food and fibre and environmental services into 
the Australian and global economies. CSIRO identified a number of opportunities:  
- Providing renewable energy infrastructure like wind and bioelectricity under policies such as a 
clean, renewable energy target of 25 per cent by 2020; 
- Assisting the agricultural sector with finding and delivering greenhouse gas savings from its 
own activities by rewarding early action; 
- Creating (accredited and verified) environmentally-sound offsets in the rural sector as part of a 
national emissions trading scheme; and 
- Increasing active biodiversity conservation on private land from six to fourteen per cent across 
Australia.36 
Just as there are significant opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the agricultural 
sector, there are significant opportunities for the food processing and retail industries to dramatically 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, through the following steps:    
- Energy Efficiency: The Australian DITR 1998-2003 Energy Efficiency Best Practice program37 
found between 30-60 percent energy efficiency savings were often possible in Breweries, 
Bakeries, Dairy, Wineries, Supermarkets, and Soft-Drink Processing.  
- Renewable Energy: Wind Farms can co-exist with livestock, providing farmers and processors 
with extra income from leasing their land to wind farm companies. Many of the windiest sites for 
wind farms in Australia are in rural WA, SA, Tasmania and Victoria (see Lecture 7.4). Biomass 
production can also be integrated into agriculture to produce solid or gaseous fuels or transport 
fuels. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
34 Gray, R. (2007) ‘Mussels face extinction as oceans turn acidic’, UK Telegraph. Available at 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2007/11/04/eamussels104.xml. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
35 Agricultural Alliance on Climate Change (2007) Rural Australia Providing Climate Solutions, Country Women’s Association of 
Australia, Westpac, South Australian Farmers Federation, AgForce, Visy, The Western Australian Farmers Federation (Inc), Australian 
Conservation Foundation and The Climate Institute. Available at http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/images/stories/AACCSummary.pdf. 
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
36 Ibid. 
37 See Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources - Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program:  Australian Case Studies and 
Publications on Breweries, Bakeries, Dairy, Wineries, Supermarkets, Softdrink at 
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/index.cfm?event=object.showContent&objectid=A6C0F70B-074C-4497-
F94A5FDCE5D85488. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
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Figure 6.2.3. CSIRO Victorian Wind Atlas high average wind areas are in rural Victoria 
Source: Sustainability Victoria38 
- Carbon Offsets: There are numerous studies which show that livestock production – cattle, dairy, 
chickens etc. – is improved through tree planting to provide shade and reduce temperature 
extremes. Tree planting helps to reduce heat stress significantly in livestock (see Lecture 9.3). 
Planting trees to create tree belts on bare paddocks can dramatically boost productivity for the 
dairy, beef and sheep industries. Western Port Catchment Landcare Network has proven the 
point by monitoring the effects of temperatures on livestock in unsheltered areas compared with 
areas protected by Landcare-funded shelter belts. ‘Dairy cattle with shelter produce 17 per cent 
more milk compared to cattle with no shelter. On a 27 degree day, unsheltered cows will have 26 
per cent less milk than shaded stock.’39 Tree planting helps to reduce heat stress significantly in 
livestock. Simply due to the fact that when it was 32 degrees in the shade the temperature was 
40 degrees in the sun. While methodologies are still being developed, carbon storage in soils is 
also an emerging area of opportunity. 
This lecture now overviews the energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reducing opportunities in a 
number of areas of food processing. For those interested in more detail on any of these opportunities 
see the referenced reports, especially those by the Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources 
(DITR) Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program,40 the University of Queensland41 UNEP Centre on 
                                           
38 See Sustainability Victoria - Wind Resources in Victoria at 
http://www.sv.sustainability.vic.gov.au/renewable_energy/resources/wind/wind_resources.asp Accessed 16 November 2007 
39 Hopkins, P. (2007) ‘Shelter linked to livestock yields’, The Age, March 19, 2007. Available at 
http://www.theage.com.au/news/business/shelter-linked-to-livestock-yields/2007/03/18/1174152881160.html. Accessed 16 November 
2007. 
40 See Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources - Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program: Australian Case Studies and 
Publications on Breweries, Bakeries, Dairy, Wineries, Supermarkets, Softdrink at 
http://www.energyefficiencyopportunities.gov.au/index.cfm?event=object.showContent&objectid=A6C0F70B-074C-4497-
F94A5FDCE5D85488.  Accessed 27 October 2007. 
41 See University of Queensland website - UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in Food: Industry Toolkits and Factsheets at 
http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/. Accessed 27 October 2007. 
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Cleaner Production in Food, the UK Carbon Trust,42 the Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory’s Environmental Energy Technologies Division43 and the UNIDO.44 The reports listed 
throughout this discussion not only have detailed explanation of energy efficiency and renewable 
energy opportunities but often they have useful checklists as well. For instance, The UNEP Centre 
on Cleaner Energy have produced a succinct checklist of opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions in the food processing area that is useful for quickly checking that you have not missed 
any opportunities.45 We now explore some of these opportunities in the remaining discussion of this 
lecture.   
Dairy Processing Industry - Energy Efficiency Opportunities  
The Australian dairy industry is one of the largest value adding industries in Australia. In 2002-03 
annual production was valued at AUD$2.8 billion (farm gate), while downstream processing 
produced AUD$9 billion (ex-factory). AUD$2.5 billion of this ex-factory production was exported, 
making Australia the world’s third largest dairy exporter, with a 17 percent share of the international 
market. Dairy is one of Australia’s leading rural industries in terms of value-adding through 
downstream food processing.  
Dairy Processing uses significant amounts of energy. Energy is used throughout the processing of 
milk to turn it into new products and extend its saleable life. Energy is used in the preparation of all 
dairy products - butter, hard cheese, yoghurts, ice-cream – which are stored in energy using 
refrigerators. Geoff Andrews, an Australian energy efficiency expert, has carried out studies showing 
that if the small dairy with the highest electricity consumption per cow could improve its energy 
efficiency to that of the small dairy with the lowest consumption, it would achieve an 80 percent 
reduction in consumption.46 A range of studies47 and reports have covered energy efficiency 
opportunities within dairy processing in detail.48 The National Dairy Council of Canada report,49 for 
instance, considers energy efficiency opportunities in detail in all six key dairy processing types: fluid 
milk, cultured products, cheese, butter, and ice cream and other frozen products, and 
evaporated/dried products. Given that the National Dairy Council has covered all six major areas of 
the dairy industry, here we simply consider the following sample of some of the energy efficiency 
savings available in dairy processing:50  
- Lighting in Dairies: Fluorescent lighting will provide the most cost-effective lighting solution in 
most dairies, especially if the roof is lower than 5 metres. Use well-designed single lamp fittings 
with high efficiency, long life, tri-phosphor lamps. These will reduce the power required to achieve 
                                           
42 See UK Carbon Trust - Energy Savings by Sector: Online Publications on Food, Drink & Tobacco, Retail and Wholesale at 
www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/sectorselector/ . Accessed 27 October 2007. 
43 Industrial Energy Analysis website - Sector Assessments online on Breweries, Food Processing, Fruit and Vegetable Processing, 
Wineries at http://industrial-energy.lbl.gov/node/96. Accessed 27 October 2007. 
44 UNIDO (1995) Output of a Seminar on Energy Conservation in Food Processing Industry, The Energy Conservation Centre (ECC), 
UNIDO, Japan. Available at http://www.nwfpa.org/eweb/docs/Energy_Portal_Doc/Resources-Assistance/Output-Energy-Conservation-
Food_Process.pdf. Accessed 12 November 2007.  
45 Pagan, R., Prasad, P., Price, N. and Kemp, E. (2004) Eco-Efficiency Opportunities in the Food Processing Industry Checklist, Food 
Processing Eco-Efficiency Manual,  UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in Food. Available at 
http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/food_project/ecoeftk_energy_opptble.pdf . Accessed 16 November 2007. 
46 See Genesis Now – Dairy Energy at http://www.genesisnow.com.au/html/dairy.htm. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
47 Prasad,P., Pagan, R., Kauter, M. and Price, N. (2004) Dairy Processing Eco-Efficiency Manuals, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, Meat and Livestock Australia, Dairy Australia.  Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/dairy_project/Eco-
efficiency_manual%202.pdf.  Accessed 16 November 2007. 
48 Wardrop Engineering Inc. (1997) National Dairy Council of Canada Guide to Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
in the Dairy Processing Industry, Canadian Office of Energy Efficiency. Available at  http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/infosource/pdfs/M27-01-
827E.pdf. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
49 Ibid.  
50 See Genesis Now – Dairy Energy at http://www.genesisnow.com.au/html/dairy.htm Accessed 16 November 2007 
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the 240 lux lighting level recommended in dairy sheds. Emerging LED technologies may further 
reduce this energy use. 
- Reducing Electricity Needed for Water Heating:51 Dairy processing plants can use up to 80 
percent of their total energy requirement to produce the steam and hot water needed for 
evaporative, heating and drying processes. The low-cost ways of reducing water heater electricity 
use are: 
 When steam is not required ensure that the thermostat is not set too high and causing the 
water to boil. Boiling water and producing steam uses 10 times as much energy as heating it 
from cold to 95°C and the water is lost from the system (a matter of concern in these times of 
drought).   
 Maintain the water heater and piping to eliminate leaks and use insulation to reduce heat 
losses. 
 Boilers should be appropriately sized to meet, and then operated at, maximum possible 
design pressure.  
 Improved communication between the boiler house and production can help meet demand 
more efficiently. Boilers should be started up as late as possible and shut down as early as 
possible, while still meeting production needs. Multiple boilers may be scheduled so that the 
smallest boiler operates at times of low demand and others are shut down. Running large 
boilers at low load is often very inefficient. 
- Recovering Heat from Milk: The heat removed from milk is a renewable source of energy. It is 
also a heat source which is well matched to the demand for heat, i.e. when the dairy is being 
used, the heat from milk is available. The heat removed from the milk from 200 cows in one day is 
about 163 kWh or enough energy to heat over 1500 litres of water from 15°C to 95°C (over 
double the amount required). A de-superheater which can be fitted to refrigeration equipment is 
capable of heating water to 70°C, and so some boosting is required to reach the required end-use 
temperature of 80°C. Heat can also be recovered from the milk pre-cooler heat-exchanger. The 
achievable water temperature will be much lower (around 30°C, depending on milk and water 
flow rates). This tempered water can be used for udder washing or as feed water to the main 
heater or de-superheater. De-superheaters cost around AUD $500 plus installation, but are 
normally supplied as a component of a complete water heating system. An energy efficient water 
heating system with de-superheater, tanks and controls costs about AUD$4000 compared with 
about AUD $2000 for a standard system of similar capacity.  
- Solar Pre Heating to Help Heat Water and Utilising Gas Boosters: Solar hot water heating has 
been used successfully in the residential sector, but its use in the industrial sector has been 
limited to date. There are, however, a few examples of solar heating being used to pre-heat boiler 
feed water in steam boilers and power stations. This type of application could be worth 
considering for boilers at meat plants. Boiler feed make-up water could be heated in solar panels 
up to 80ºC before being fed to the boiler. LPG can be used to heat water to the temperatures 
required in dairies. It is well suited to boosting the temperature of water which has been 
preheated by heat recovered from the milk. LPG water heaters can heat water at the same rate 
that it is consumed, and so there is no need to store hot water. This reduces heat losses, and 
                                           
51 Prasad,P., Pagan, R., Kauter, M. and Price, N. (2004) Dairy Processing Eco-Efficiency Manuals, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner 
Production in Food, Meat and Livestock Australia, Dairy Australia.  Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/dairy_project/Eco-
efficiency_manual%202.pdf. Accessed 16 November 2007.    
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allows for more precise control of water temperature. Therefore, LPG is a cost-competitive 
method of heating water in dairies, providing that the price is around 80 cents per litre, and an 
instantaneous LPG water heater is used to heat water as the water is required for use. This will 
reduce the heat losses to a minimum and so compensate for LPG’s higher cost. LPG-fired water 
heating will also emit 70 percent less CO2 than electric water heating. 
- Milk Cooling and Refrigeration: The cost of operating a refrigeration system can be up to 20 
percent of the total energy costs in a dairy processing plant.52 Dairy processors typically use the 
vapour compression cycle refrigeration system, consisting of a compressor, a condenser, 
evaporator and expansion valve. The efficiency of a refrigeration system is measured by the 
‘Coefficient of System Performance’ (COSP), which is the quantity of refrigeration produced 
divided by the total energy required by the system. Most of the work in a refrigeration system is 
done by the compressor, which usually consumes between 80 percent and 98 percent of the total 
energy use. The role of the compressor is to take low-pressure refrigerant vapour from the 
evaporator and compress it so that the vapour can be condensed into a liquid. The liquid 
refrigerant is then reused to absorb heat from a chilled medium. It is important that you choose a 
refrigeration system which is suited to the refrigeration load and that the COSP is high. Prasad et 
al53 highlight the opportunities for energy efficiency in this area through a case study of the Nestlé 
ice-cream processing plant in Victoria.  
Prasad et al report that the operators of this plant,  
Found that the compressors were operating when there was no load, there was a large 
number of start-ups, and the suction temperature of 12°C into the compressors was far above 
the design temperature of 3°C due to incorrect valve selection. The minimum condenser 
pressure was also being maintained at around 1000 kPa over the winter months. The plant 
improved the valve selection by upgrading the control system to correct the suction gas 
temperature, enabling the compressor to operate at a higher loading and minimise stopping. 
The condenser pressure was also modified to 750 kPa. The project cost $59 000 and now 
saves $100 000 annually in electricity costs. Compressor start-ups were reduced by 92% and 
the run hours by 22%. There was a 20% overall reduction in maintenance costs for the 
refrigeration plant.54  
Featured Case Study: Rochester (Victoria) Branch of Murray Goulburn Cooperative55  
The work of the Rochester (Victoria) Branch of Murray Goulburn Cooperative, with the team from the 
DITR Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program, has shown what potential savings to Dairy 
processors are possible through energy efficiency initiatives. So far energy efficiency projects have 
yielded savings of AUD$180,000 per year, reducing 1,536 tons of greenhouse gas emissions. 
Additional short-term future savings, based on projects currently being implemented, are forecast to 
be AUD$223,000 per year with a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 1,895 tons. Some of the 
ways this has been achieved include: 
                                           
52 ETBPP (1999) Reducing waste for profit in the dairy industry, Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme, Good Practice 
Guide (GG242).  
53 Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria (2002) Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit, SEAV, Module 5, Case Study: Energy 
management control system for refrigeration plant at Nestlé Ice Cream Plant, Mulgrave. Available at 
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Module5.pdf. Accessed 7 November 2007. 
54 Ibid. 
55 DITR (2007) Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program Case Studies - Dairy Processing Sector, Murray Goulburn Cooperative, Rochester 
Branch. Available at. http://www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/DairyProcessingCaseStudy20040206160011.pdf Accessed 
27 October 2007. 
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- Improving boiler steam efficiency through clearer communication protocols: These protocols 
enabled technicians in the boiler room to have greater advance warning of when higher than 
usual supplies of steam were required. As a result of better communication, savings are 
estimated to be AUD$180,000 per year. 
- Improving start up procedures for the evaporator and dryer: Murray Goulburn Rochester currently 
produces milk powder on site in their Niro Evaporation and Spray Drying plants. These plants 
produce five tons of whole milk powder per hour. They also produce whey and skim powders. 
Since start up procedures use large quantities of steam to heat stainless steel equipment they 
are an energy intensive part of the overall process. Therefore they are a good area to focus on to 
reduce energy usage. Murray Goulburn Rochester found that the Evaporator was spending too 
much time on heat mode and stabilise mode during the start up of the evaporator from cold 
mode. They also found that plant temperatures had stabilised well before the next mode began, 
and that the Dryer had a similar problem of spending too much time on the stabilise mode. 
Reducing the time required to start up both the evaporator and dryer reduces the amount of 
steam required in the plant and saves up to AUD$23,000 annually on energy costs. 
- Improving condensate return, fixing steam leaks and improving lagging: Steam is piped to various 
locations throughout the Rochester site for many heating purposes. Some heat from steam, once 
transferred to product or equipment, condenses to hot water. This ‘condensate’ contains usable 
energy. Project savings from addressing these issues was found to be AUD$200,000 per year. 
Meat Processing and Rendering Industry - Energy Efficiency Opportunities56  
The meat processing and rendering industry includes the slaughter of animals and fowl, processing 
of the carcasses into cured, canned, and other meat products, and the rendering of inedible and 
discarded remains into useful by-products such as lards and oils. The Australian Greenhouse Office 
has published estimates of greenhouse gas emissions per kilo of product for a small range of 
agricultural products. Of those, beef from cattle is estimated to have the highest CO2 emissions at 52 
kilos per kilo of meat, followed by sheep meat (14 kilos per kilo) and pig meat (4 kilos per kilo). By 
comparison, the primary production of grains was estimated to add about 0.4 kilos per kilo.57 The 
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is acknowledged by the industry. In 2001, Australia's 
multi-billion dollar red meat industry joined the AGO Greenhouse Challenge committing to reduce its 
greenhouse gas emissions by more than 100,000 tons a year.58  
Energy is an important input for meat processing. The perishable nature of meat and processed 
meat means that it needs to be frozen. Refrigeration typically uses 40-50 percent of electricity at 
meat plants. The other large area of use is the multitude of motors that drive pumps, fans, conveyors 
and hydraulic systems. Another area of energy use arises from the need to heat water. Maintaining 
food hygiene standards requires the use of hot water for sterilisation of plant and equipment. Steam 
is used by plants that render by-products. Steam is produced in on-site steam boilers fuelled by fossil 
fuels (with coal the most commonly used fuel since it is the cheapest). Around 30-40 percent of water 
used at meat plants is warm (43ºC) or hot (82ºC). For plants with rendering, water is usually heated 
using heat recovered from the cooker, with some additional heating. Plants with no rendering usually 
                                           
56 Pagan, R., Renouf, M. and Prasad, P. (2004) Meat Processing Eco-Efficiency Manuals UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in 
Food, Meat and Livestock Australia. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/meat_project/Meat_Manual.pdf  Accessed 16 
November 2007. 
57 Wilkenfeld and Associates (2002) Australia’s National Greenhouse Gas Inventory: End Use Allocations of Emissions, Australian 
Greenhouse Office, Canberra. 
58 See Greenhouse Challenge Case Studies at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/challenge/members/frew.html. Accessed 15 November 
2007. 
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use gas to heat water directly. As Pagan et al59 outline, the main energy efficiency opportunities for 
the meat processing industry lie in:  
- Reducing demand for steam in the first place.  
- Improving the efficiency of steam production through using high efficiency boilers while utilising 
better insulation and reducing leaks.  
- Fuel conversion from coal to natural gas or LPG. LPG-fired water heating emits less CO2 than 
electric water heating.  
- Solar pre-heating of boiler feed water. There are a few examples of solar heating being used to 
pre-heat boiler feed water in steam boilers and power stations. This type of application could be 
worth considering for boilers at meat plants.  
- Improving heat recovery. Meat processing plants that do rendering already usually recover heat 
from the rendering process to produce hot water. Optimising heat recovery reduces the amount 
of additional energy required to bring the hot water temperature up to 85ºC. In addition to the 
recovery of heat from the rendering process, there are a number of other waste heat sources 
from which useful heat can be recovered. Figure 6.2.4 lists potential sources of waste heat and 
those applications where the recovered heat could be used. 
- Where hot water (i.e. temperatures under 100ºC) is required, it can be far more efficient to use 
distributed hot water generators in key locations in the plant instead of steam. These also have 
lower maintenance costs. This can be particularly efficient where a process is located a long 
distance from the existing boiler. 
 
Figure 6.2.4. Opportunities for heat recovery in the meat processing industry 
Source: UNEP Cleaner Production Working Group (2004)60 
                                           
59 Pagan, R., Renouf, M. and Prasad, P. (2004) Meat Processing Eco-Efficiency Manuals, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in 
Food, Meat and Livestock Australia. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/meat_project/Meat_Manual.pdf. Accessed 16 
November 2007. 
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- Reducing demand for electricity from commercial refrigeration, freezers, motor systems (see 
Lecture 3.1), and compressed air.  
- Exploring opportunities for co-generation (see Lecture 3.3). 
All these opportunities are explored in detail by Pagan, Renouf, and Prasad, in their 2004 Meat 
Processing Eco-Efficiency Manual.61    
Grain Processing – Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Roughly 20 percent of the world’s grain production is lost after harvest62 because of inefficient 
handling and poor post-harvest technologies. For the last 30 years in Australian stored grain, insect 
pests have been controlled by chemical methods as the grain was loaded into grain stores. 
Environmental considerations are leading to some chemicals being phased out, such as methyl 
bromide, which destroys the ozone layer. In addition, consumers do not want toxins and pesticide 
residues in food grains. Therefore new non-chemical methods are needed to control insect pests in 
food grain stores. One simple non-chemical method to control insects is to cool grain using aeration.  
Cooling grain with refrigerated air is an effective insect control measure in areas where the ambient 
air temperature is high, but the process is fairly energy intensive and a high initial investment is 
required.63 To overcome this problem, a solar desiccant system has been developed at Victoria 
University of Technology (VUT), Melbourne by Graham Thorpe and this team64 for cooling bulk 
stored grains. This has been tested in a number of conditions now. One such test took place in the 
Darling Downs in Queensland, where the temperature of ambient air at night is typically 16ºC 
degrees, which is too high to control insect pests by ambient aeration. This new solar desiccant 
system reduced the temperature to 9.4ºC degrees. Another test on 50 tons of barley reduced the 
temperature from 23.5ºC to 12.5ºC degrees using this device. Under these conditions most insect 
species cannot breed.  
Solar energy approaches are used to help dry main crops. Many do-it-yourselfers have built effective 
solar hot-air dryers for fruits and vegetables, grains, herbs, and even lumber. Fruit, wheat and rice 
are all grown on a large scale in central NSW and northern Victoria. Gas-fired crop drying is widely 
used. Substituting solar thermal energy (see Lectures 7.1 and 7.3) for gas is a logical application to 
investigate. A solar assisted crop drying facility has been constructed in Griffith NSW, in collaboration 
with the ANU, to reduce reliance on gas for drying prunes. The energy savings due to reduced air 
heating by the gas furnace are potentially in the order of 60 percent.65  
Bakery – Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Around 4,500 bakeries supply the Australian market with bread products. These bakeries spend 
approximately AUD$30 million each year on energy and produce about 0.2 percent of the 
                                                                                                                                               
60 Pagan, R., Renouf, M. and Prasad, P. (2004) Meat Processing Eco-Efficiency Manuals, UNEP Working Group for Cleaner Production in 
Food, Meat and Livestock Australia. Available at http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/CleanProd/meat_project/Meat_Manual.pdf.  Accessed 16 
November 2007. 
61 Ibid.  
62 Chelkowski, J. (1991) Cereal grain mycotoxins, fungi and quality in drying and storage, Elsevier Science Publishers BV, The 
Netherlands. 
63 Elder W.B., Ghaly T.F. and Thorpe G.R. (1983) Grain refrigeration trials in Australia, Presented at International Symposium on Practical 
Aspects of Controlled Atmosphere and Fumigation in Grain Storages, Perth, Western Australia, 11– 15 April 1983. 
64 Thorpe, G.R. and Ahmad, M. (1998) The performance of a solar desiccant system for cooling stored grains, Grains Research and 
Development Corporation and Victoria University of Technology. Available at http://www.sgrl.csiro.au/aptc1998/46_thorpe_ahmad.pdf . 
Accessed 16 November 2007. 
65 Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar Thermal Energy Systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies, Vol 
63, Issue 6, pp 791-802. Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 16 November 
2007. 
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greenhouse gas emissions from Australian manufacturing industry. Energy costs represent about 3 
percent of the total and 6 percent of the controllable costs in this industry. The Department of 
Industry, Tourism and Resources, as part of their 1998-2003 Energy Efficiency Best Practice 
Program worked with Baker’s Delight to explore energy efficiency opportunities. The project has 
achieved 32 percent savings in annual energy costs and a reduction of 48 percent in greenhouse 
gas emissions per year compared to a standard Bakers Delight bakery. The knowledge learnt 
through the experience is starting to be similarly applied across the Bakers Delight’s franchise.  
Learning about and maximising energy efficiency is good business and what we have learned 
will be important as we continue to build our business.  
David Bayes, CEO of Bakers Delight 
The following are the main energy efficiency opportunities in the baking industry as identified in two 
reports published by the Australian Baking Industry.66 
Small Independent Bakeries - Savings of at least 20 percent can be achieved.  
Most shop bakeries can achieve energy efficiency savings through: 
- switching off unused decks in the oven with the thermostat; 
- switching off oven and prover when finished; 
- not using air-conditioning on cool days; 
- thinking about production scheduling so that equipment run time is optimised;  
- loading mixers to maximum capacity; and  
- reducing radiated heat from ovens and other hot baking equipment.  
Large Independent Bakeries - Quick Wins67 
Energy efficiency opportunities with a rapid rate of return on investment include the following: 
- reducing compressed air usage for skinning dough; 
- reducing loaf depanner compressed air usage; 
- reducing compressed air usage for clean-up; 
- considering energy use in plant shutdown procedures; 
- monitoring oven and griddle flame characteristics; 
- minimising steam delivery pressure; 
- minimising compressed air delivery pressure; 
- maintaining compressed air hoses; and 
- monitoring power factor correction. 
                                           
66 Department of Industry, Tourism & Resources (DITR) (2003) Case study: Achieving results in the bread baking sector, DITR. Available 
at http://www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/BakersDelightCaseStudy20050620141331.pdf. Accessed 16 November 2007. 
67 Copies of the two reports: ‘Energy Efficiency Opportunities in the Bread Baking Industry: Small Independent Bakeries’ and ‘Energy 
Efficiency Opportunities in the Bread Baking Industry: Large Independent Bakeries’ can be obtained from the Baking Industry Association 
of Victoria's secretariat, Administration Building/Melbourne Showgrounds, 386 Mount Alexander Road, ASCOT VALE VIC. 3032, Tel: 03 
9370 3177, Fax: 03 9370 7633. 
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In small bakeries, improved design of ovens and cold rooms can significantly reduce energy 
requirements and improve comfort of staff. Some of these measures were pursued in the 
Department of Industry Tourism and Resources work with Bakers  Delight.68 
Supermarkets – Energy Efficiency Opportunities  
A US study on supermarket retailing estimated that 673 kilowatts of energy are consumed per year 
per square metre of floor space.69 This estimate probably overstates heating costs when applied to 
Australia, but we have higher refrigeration energy requirements. In 1999, there were almost 5 million 
square metres of supermarket floor space in Australia.70 Using US data as a guide, this is equal to 
about 3.3 billion kilowatts per year, or 3.7 megatons of CO2. It is estimated that about 52 percent of 
this is caused by in-store refrigeration. Auditing between 2002-2003 by the Big Switch team of 
Australian supermarkets suggests that Australian supermarkets are using significantly more than the 
US value.71 
Allocating this total energy to household food consumption of about 28 kilos per week results in a 
greenhouse gas rate for retailing of about 0.3 kilos of CO2 per kilo of food. Clearly, this rate will be 
higher for frozen and refrigerated products, and lower for dry goods.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.2.5. Energy consumption in supermarkets  
Source: Australian Grocery and Food Council (2003)72 
George Monbiot in his bestselling book Heat73 explains why supermarkets use so much energy. ‘As 
you come through the door of a supermarket, a unit above your heat blasts you with hot air in the 
winter and cold air in the summer. You must stand blinking for a moment as your eyes adjust to the 
strong artificial lights. Then you walk past banks of fridges and freezers which have no doors. This 
                                           
68 Department of Industry, Tourism & Resources (DITR) (2003) Case study: Achieving results in the bread baking sector, DITR. Available 
at http://www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/BakersDelightCaseStudy20050620141331.pdf.  Accessed 16 November 2007. 
69 US Department of Energy Information Administration (1995) Report on Average Energy Use per Square Metre for a Variety of 
Commercial Building Types, US Department of Energy Information Administration. Available at www.eia.doe.gov. Accessed 16 November 
2007. 
70 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2000) Retail Industry 1998-99, cat 8622, Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra. 
71 Pears. A. Private Communication.  
72 Australia Food and Grocery Council (2003) Environment Report. 2003, Produced by the Australian Food and Grocery Council as part of 
its Eco-Efficiency Agreement with Environment Australia (now the Department of Environment and Water). Available at 
www.afgc.org.au/cmsdocuments/AFGC%20Enviro%20Rpt%202003_Final.pdf. Accessed 13 November 2007. 
73 Monbiot, G (2006) Heat: How to Stop the Planet Burning. Allen Lane, Penguin Press UK. 
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would be impossible to believe, if it were not by now one of the most ordinary facts of life. But, 
though you walk through valleys of ice, you remain warm. All day long the freezers and heaters must 
fight each other. They must do so in a building that is huge, poorly insulated and that is capable, in 
other words, of trapping neither heat nor cold.’ 
Through energy efficient lighting (see Lecture 2.2), which emits far 
less heat, better insulation, and more natural day-lighting, much 
energy can be saved. Fifteen to twenty percent of the average 
supermarkets energy is used just for lighting. A supermarkets 
heating bill can be slashed through adding glass screens to the 
fridges and freezers. As stated above roughly 60 percent of energy 
usage in a supermarket is from refrigeration but much of the 
refrigeration equipment is comprised of open vertical cabinets. 
Modelling and empirical testing has shown that if those commercial 
refrigeration display cabinets had glass doors, or glass covers which 
we simply opened and closed upon picking up food, it would save 
68 percent in energy used, preserve food more effectively and 
provide a host of other benefits.74 The normal commercial 
refrigeration case without a glass door leads to extreme air leakage 
cooling the store and thus making it necessary to have space 
heating. It dramatically increases defrost energy due to moist air 
from surroundings ~ 0.9 kWh/litre flowing into the case. It makes 
temperature control both in the case and outside it very difficult, 
wasting over 70 percent of energy. US engineer Faramarazi75 has done a great deal of work on how 
to implement this idea while avoiding problems of the glass fogging up or becoming steamy. There 
are a range of resources on the web advising companies on where to start on these issues.76 The 
Department of Industry Tourism and Resources Energy Efficiency Best Practice program identified 
up to 40 percent energy savings were possible in a standard Coles Supermarket store.77  
Conclusion  
This lecture has demonstrates the case for action on climate change and provided an overview of the 
wide range of energy efficiency, co-generation and renewable energy opportunities for the Food 
Processing and Retail Sectors.  
                                           
74 Faramarzi, R., Coburn, B. and Sarhadian, R. (2002) Performance and Energy Impact of Installing Glass Doors on an open Vertical 
Deli/Dairy Display Case, Associate Member ASHRAE.  
75 Faramarzi, R. et al (2001) ‘Anti-Sweat Heaters in Refrigerated Display Cases’, ASHRAE Journal; Faramarzi, R. et al (1998) ‘The Cool 
Case of the Cool Case Engineered Systems’,  ASHRAE Journal, May 1998; Faramarzi, R. et al (2002) ‘Performance and Energy Impact of 
Installing Glass Doors on an Open Vertical Deli/Dairy Display Case’, ASHRAE Transactions: Symposia; Faramarzi, R. et al (1999) ‘Effects 
of Low E-Shields on the Performance and Power Use of a Refrigerated Display Case’, ASHRAE Transactions: Symposia;  Faramarzi, R. et 
al (1998) ‘Comparing Older and Newer Refrigerated Display Cases’, ASHRAE Transactions: Symposia. 
76 See Western Australian Government - Commercial Refrigeration: Smart use of commercial refrigeration can provide significant savings 
for businesses at http://www1.sedo.energy.wa.gov.au/uploads/comm_refrig_28.pdf. Accessed on 16 November 2007.  
77Big Switch Projects (2003) The Greening of Coles Big Energy Project- background paper Energy Efficiency Best Practice Program, Dept 
of Industry Tourism and Resources Canberra. 
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Optional Reading  
1. Working Group for Cleaner Production website – Eco-efficiency Manuals & Fact Sheets at 
http://www.gpem.uq.edu.au/manuals  Accessed at 16 October 2012 
2. DRET  (2012) ‘DRET Energy Efficiency Exchange Technology page – Food and Beverage 
Manufacturing Energy Efficiency Opportunities developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU)’. DRET 
EEX. Available at http://eex.gov.au/industry-sectors/manufacturing/food-and-
beverage/opportunities/ . Accessed 16 October 2012. 
3. Industrial Energy Analysis website - Sector Assessments online on Breweries, Food 
Processing, Fruit and Vegetable Processing, Wineries at http://industrial-
energy.lbl.gov/node/96  Accessed 13 October 2012. 
4. Galitsky, C., Martin, C., Worrell, E. and Lehman, B. (2003) Energy Efficiency Improvement 
and Cost Saving Opportunities for Breweries, An ENERGY STAR® Guide for Energy and 
Plant Managers, Ernest Orlando Lawrence, Berkley National Laboratory and the US EPA. 
Available at http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/50934.pdf Accessed 13 October 2012 
5. Masanet, E., Worrell, E., Graus, W. and Galitsky, C. (2007) Energy Efficiency Improvement 
and Cost Saving Opportunities for the Fruit and Vegetable Processing Industries: An Energy 
Star Guide for Energy and Plant Managers, Ernest Orlando Lawrence, Berkley National 
Laboratory and the US EPA. Available at http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/LBNL-59289.pdf Accessed 
13 October 2012 
6. Galitsky, C., Radspieler, A., Worrell, E., Healy, P. and Zechiel, S. (2005) Benchmarking and 
Self-Assessment in the Wine Industry, Proceedings of the 2005 ACEEE Summer Study on 
Energy Efficiency in Industry. Available at http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubs/59957.pdf. Accessed 13 
October 2012  
7. UK Carbon Trust website - Energy Savings by Sector: Online Publications on Food, Drink & 
Tobacco, Retail and Wholesale at www.carbontrust.co.uk/energy/startsaving/sectorselector/.   
 
Keywords for Online Searching  
Food Processing energy efficiency opportunities, Dairy and Meat Processing energy efficiency 
opportunities, Beverage industry energy efficiency opportunities.  
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MODULE B 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS BASED APPROACHES TO REALISING 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDUSTRIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL USERS – BY SECTOR 
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 6: ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES 
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LECTURE 6.3: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
FAST FOOD INDUSTRY 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light 
Industry/Commercial Sectors 
 
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food 
Sector5  
 
Educational Aim 
This lecture is adapted, with permission, from a comprehensive report on Energy Efficiency and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Fast Food Restaurants6 by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears funded 
by the NSW Sustainable Energy Development Authority. The fast food sector is a rapidly expanding 
sector in countries all over the world, and this lecture aims to show that through effective front-end 
design and retrofitting, energy efficiency savings of over 50 percent are possible in many fast food 
restaurants. This provides further evidence to support one of the main conclusions of this package – 
namely that energy efficiency savings of at least 30 percent are possible throughout most sectors of 
the Australian economy.  This is the first comprehensive overview of energy efficiency opportunities in 
this sector to be made freely available online, value-adding to the best current online energy 
efficiency information portals such as the UK Carbon Trust.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference 
1. Smith, M., Hargroves, K., Desha, C., Stasinopoulos, P., and Pears, A. (2009) Factor 5: Food 
and Hospitality Online Sector Study –Fast Food Restaurant Chapter, The Natural Edge Project, 
Australia at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/Factor5-
FoodandHospitalityOnlineSectorStudy.pdf  Accessed 16 October 2012 
2. PG&E (n.d.) Energy Reduction Action Plan for Restaurants. PG&E. Available at 
http://infohouse.p2ric.org/ref/39/38175.pdf. Accessed 4 August 2007. 
3. USA EPA Energy Star – Energy Star for Restaurants website at 
www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=small_business.sb_restaurants. Accessed 16 October 2012. 
4. US EPA (2007) Putting Energy Into Profits: Energy Star Guide for Restaurants, US EPA. 
Available at www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/publications/pubdocs/restaurants_guide.pdf. 
Accessed 16 October 2012. 
5. Working Group for Cleaner Production website – Eco-efficient Food!: $ave Money While $aving 
the Environment at www.gpem.uq.edu.au/docs/CleanProd/RetailFoodManual.pdf. Accessed at 
16 October 2012.  
 
                                           
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears - RMIT, and Gavin Gilchrist – Director, BigSwitch Projects.   
6 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Draft Report, Sustainable 
Solutions.  
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Learning Points 
1. A standard fast food store in Australia uses between 5 and 6.25 GJ per square metre. Figure 
6.3.1 shows a breakdown of greenhouse gas emissions by activity for a standard fast food store 
in Australia, based on data from the Citipower/Genesis Automation energy audit. The pie chart 
suggests that only a third of greenhouse gas emissions are related to lighting and air-
conditioning, while around 60 percent are related to cooking, food preparation and storage.  
2. Energy used to light a standard fast food store generates 13 percent of the store’s greenhouse 
gas emissions - almost 90 percent of which comes from internal lighting. Implementing the 
following steps can reduce electricity demand from lighting by at least 50 percent, and additionally 
reduce the resulting greenhouse gas emissions and infrastructure costs:   
- Replace incandescent lamps with compact fluorescent lamps. 
- Switch off lights that are not needed. 
- Remove excess lamps where light levels are higher than specified. 
- Install electronic ballasts where cost-effective.  
3. The energy used to operate electric fryers generates around 18 percent of a store’s greenhouse 
gas emissions. Shifting to best technology gas fryers could cut greenhouse gas emissions by up 
to 75 percent and reduce running costs by up to 55 percent. Fast food restaurants often require 
all fryers to be up to temperature at most times, to cope with potential sudden influxes of 
customers. This means large quantities of heat is wasted. It is preferable to cover hot fryer vats 
when not actually cooking, as long as a reliable thermostat is installed to ensure overheating does 
not occur.7  This reduces hazards for staff and slows the oxidation rate of fat, extending its life. To 
put these losses in context, it seems that in fast food stores (which have been audited) fryers are 
operating at around 25 percent of optimum efficiency. It should be feasible to design insulated 
fryer vats with removable lids, allowing reduced standby heat losses while maintaining availability.  
4. There is also scope to halve energy consumption from refrigeration in many fast food restaurants. 
For example, an energy-efficient domestic 500 litre frost-free refrigerator/freezer consumes 
around 2 kWh/day – that is less than a third of the energy consumption of an under-bench 
refrigerator and a quarter of the under-bench freezers. 
5. The chip bins with associated heating lamps are very energy-intensive devices.  The energy used 
by chip bins generates 7 percent of a store’s greenhouse gas emissions in a standard fast food 
store. It should be possible to markedly reduce heat losses while maintaining chip temperature 
and condition by enclosing the bin as much as possible, improving insulation under the trays, 
insulating the top of the cabinet and reducing staff and customer borne risks, and ensuring that all 
surfaces are appropriately shaped and highly reflective, so that radiant energy is directed to the 
chips instead of being lost to surroundings.  
6. The energy used by sandwich chutes and by food warmers generates around 4 percent each of a 
store’s greenhouse gas emissions. The sandwich chute/slide is heated by 1200 watt elements 
clamped to the underside of the metal surface. Lack of insulation and thermal bridges mean that 
much of the energy used is wasted. 
                                           
7 Personal communication with staff from the Food Science Department of the William Angliss School of TAFE in Melbourne. 
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7. The energy used by coffee makers is significant. The energy that is used by a standard coffee 
maker over the course of a year is equal to the amount of energy that would be required to 
efficiently boil enough water to make a quantity of coffee worth $500 000 per annum.8 This again 
demonstrates the very poor efficiency of the existing solution. The glass containers used to hold 
the coffee are essentially near-perfect radiators of heat - insulated covers would dramatically 
reduce heat loss and operating costs. Designed correctly a coffee maker should have a maximum 
standby energy consumption of 20 watts per pot.   
8. In addition, there are numerous other energy efficiency opportunities summarised in Table 6.3.2. 
Following these design changes, it should be theoretically possible for fast food restaurants to 
design to be over 50 percent more energy efficient than most current stores.  
 
                                           
8 This figure is based on the assumption that a coffee maker consumes 24.7 kWh per day, and that a 200ml of coffee is worth $1.  
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Brief Background Information 
A standard fast food store in Australia uses between 5 and 6.25 GJ per square metre. Figure 6.3.1 
demonstrates which energy use activities performed in a standard fast food store in Australia create 
significant greenhouse gas emissions, based on data from the Citipower/Genesis Automation energy 
audit. The pie chart suggests that only a third of greenhouse gas emissions are related to lighting and 
air-conditioning, while around 60 percent are related to cooking, food preparation and storage. 
However, it should be noted that estimates of energy use by many of the items of equipment are 
inferred from the auditors’ experience and overall monitoring data, not actually monitored. The 
following discussion reviews the energy saving potential associated with each major activity area.  
 
  
Figure 6.3.1. Greenhouse gas emissions by activity. 
Source: Citipower/Genesis Automation Audit9 
Lighting  
The energy consumed by lighting generates approximately 13 percent of a standard store’s 
greenhouse gas emissions - almost 90 percent of which is from internal lighting. Based on an area of 
400 square metres, the average power consumption of lighting (excluding signage) is around 16 
watts per square metre. To achieve 400 lux with best technology (e.g. T5 tubes and electronic 
ballasts with high efficiency luminaires) would require around 6 watts per square metre. Metal halide 
lamps can also save energy, but care is needed, as the efficiency of small metal halide lamps may be 
relatively low. Use of task lighting and lighting controls could reduce actual average consumption 
further, while LEDs can provide feature lighting. Outdoor lighting comprises around 10 percent of this 
store’s lighting energy, and less than 2 percent of total energy, but it may be a much higher proportion 
for free-standing stores. For example, one store observed recently had continuous runs of three neon 
tubes around the perimeter of the roof.  
                                           
9 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Sustainable Solutions. 
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This lighting could consume up to 10 kW of power, comprising around 10 percent of an average 
store’s total annual electricity consumption if operated for 10 hours per day. (For further information 
see Lecture 2.2 on Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Commercial Buildings).  
Fryers 
The energy consumed by electric fryers generates around 18 percent of a store’s greenhouse gas 
emissions. Seventy five percent of these emissions could be cut by shifting to ‘best technology’ gas 
fryers that would also reduce fryer running costs by up to 55 percent. It should be noted here that 
there is substantial variation in efficiency among gas fryers, so care should be taken to specify the 
most efficient options. The high temperatures of some surfaces around the fryers suggest there is 
scope for redesign to reduce heat losses from the fryers. Also the selection of suitably sized fryers at 
a standard fast food restaurant could allow two baskets of chips to cook in each fryer instead of just 
one. This would utilise existing equipment more efficiently, and allow the number of fryers to be 
reduced.  An alternative may be to use different-sized baskets, matched more closely to the existing 
fryer size, which may allow one fryer to be shut down or removed.  
Fast food restaurants often require all fryers to be up to temperature at most times, to cope with 
potential sudden influxes of customers. This means large quantities of heat is wasted. It is preferable 
to cover hot fryer vats when not actually cooking, as long as the device has a reliable thermostat that 
will ensure overheating does not occur.10 This reduces hazards for staff and slows the oxidation rate 
of fat, extending its life. It should be feasible to design insulated fryer vats with removable lids; 
resulting in reduced standby heat losses while maintaining availability.  
To put these losses in context, it seems that in fast food stores (which have been audited) fryers are 
operating at around 25 percent of their optimum efficiency, based on the following analysis:  
- If each fryer was running at optimum performance (using 0.43 kWh/kg of chips cooked), 170 tons 
of chips would be cooked annually if the 73,200 kWh of electricity identified by auditors were 
consumed by the fryers. Assuming that 100g of chips sells for $1, this would imply that the chips 
cooked would be worth $1.7m pa - almost equal to the $1.8m pa total turnover of the store. If the 
sale of the chips is around 25 percent of turnover (rough estimate), this implies the fryers are 
running at around 25 percent efficiency compared with optimum usage. On this basis, improved 
insulation of fryer casings and use of lids on unused fryers could potentially cut fryer operating 
costs and energy use by a third to a half, and much of this may be achieved simply by placing lids 
over vats when not in use. Based on calculations assuming an average R value of 0.5, an 
insulated lid, and an average fat temperature of 180C, it should be possible to cut standby power 
consumption to 500 watts or less.  
Given that the electric fryers are thermostatically controlled, this should not lead to any build-up of 
temperature. Lids could be designed to hinge back out of the way when cooking was being done, and 
could  have small vent holes to allow water vapour to escape.  
Broilers  
Gas and electricity used by the broilers and associated exhaust fans directly generated 13 percent of 
greenhouse gas emissions from the store. Further, the removal of conditioned air from the building by 
the exhaust fan increases air-conditioning energy. Based on Citipower’s data11 from a standard fast 
food store, the gas consumption of the broilers is normally around 80 MJ/hour. Steps can be taken to 
                                           
10 Personal communication with staff from the Food Science Department of the William Angliss School of TAFE in Melbourne. 
11 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Sustainable Solutions. 
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improve the efficiency of the broilers themselves, and the optimisation of airflow and the rate of 
exhaust air removal may also reduce the rate of gas consumption required for cooking. Any pre-
heating of the supply air would also further improve combustion efficiency, and the heat wasted by 
being released into the surrounding air could be reduced by the installation of appropriate insulation, 
leading to a reduction in gas consumption and heat build-up in the kitchen. Alternatives exist to 
broilers such as ‘Miraclean’ low emissivity griller plates, and sandwich-type grillers can cook much 
more energy-efficiently, but without the ‘flame-grilled’ appearance and taste. Partial pre-cooking of 
patties in more efficient appliances (e.g. microwave oven or one of the above griller types) could 
reduce time spent on the broiler, thus reducing the size of the unit required and the time spent 
cooking. It may also be possible to add a microwave module or contact heating system at the start of 
the broiler conveyor belt, so double handling can be avoided.  
Refrigeration Equipment 
Table 6.3.1 lists the refrigeration loads identified at a standard fast food store. Clearly there is 
enormous scope for energy efficiency improvement in most of these items. For example: 
- An energy-efficient domestic 500 litre frost-free refrigerator/freezer consumes around 2 kWh/day, 
which is less than a third of the energy consumed by the under-bench refrigerator and a quarter of 
the energy consumed by the under-bench freezers. 
- In theory, the energy used by a standard icemaker is enough to make 70 kg of ice per day. This 
significant quantity of ice would only be required if the sales from drinks comprised almost half of 
the total store turnover.12  
- A standard drink postmix station uses 13.2 kWh of energy per day. If it operated at optimum 
efficiency, this amount of energy would be sufficient to cool a quantity of drinks that if sold could 
equal the store’s total turnover. 
- Cold rooms and freezers often have continuously-running incandescent lamps inside, which 
increase the cooling load - LEDs are now available for use in cold environments at relatively high 
efficiency. 
Halving the energy consumption of miscellaneous refrigeration equipment listed in Table 6.3.1 would 
cut annual energy costs by around 5 percent.  
Table 6.3.1: Energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions from miscellaneous equipment in 
fast food restaurants  
Equipment Daily kWh Percentage of Annual 
Greenhouse Emissions 
Freezer room 20 1.7 
Cool room 5.6 0.5 
Ice maker 19.4 1.7 
Drink station postmix 13.2 1.1 
Soft serve ice cream dispenser 32.1 2.8 
Orange juice dispenser 1.9 0.2 
                                           
12 Based on the assumption of 30 grams of ice per drink. 
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Under bench refrigerator 6.4 0.6 
Under bench freezer 8.9 (x2) 0.8 (x2) 
Source: based on Citipower audit results13 
Freezer rooms and cool rooms should be required to meet a target power consumption (average 
watts per cubic metre of storage) under standard ambient temperature conditions while holding the 
specified temperature. Possible targets might be 35 W/cubic metre for freezer rooms and 20 W/cubic 
metre for cool rooms. Many cool rooms have significant thermal bridges at corners and around doors, 
which can be responsible for a significant proportion of heat gain. Internally located circulating fans 
are often very inefficient and operate continuously, adding significant heat load. Internal lights should 
switch off automatically when doors are closed, and evaporator fans should stop running when doors 
are open, to limit cold air loss. Plastic strips could be installed across doorways to trap cold air. 
Under-bench refrigerators could be required to achieve less than, say, 100W/cubic metre of storage 
and freezers (to be set at -5°C for holding purposes) less than 150W/cubic metre while operating in 
20C ambient temperature conditions.  
Chip Bins 
The chip bins, with associated heating lamps, are very energy-intensive devices; the energy used by 
chip bins generates 7 percent of the store’s greenhouse gas emissions in a standard fast food store. 
While bins must be open to allow staff to access the chips, it seems there are substantial paths of 
heat loss which could be reduced. These may include: 
- heat loss from the stainless steel tray(s), 
- heat loss from thermal bridges via metal frames and brackets, 
- heat loss via the open sides, 
- heat loss from the uninsulated top of the cabinet, and 
- convective heat loss from open access areas. 
It should be possible to markedly reduce heat losses while maintaining chip temperature and 
condition by enclosing the bin as much as possible, improving insulation under the trays, insulating 
the top of the cabinet, and ensuring that all surfaces are appropriately shaped and highly reflective, 
so that radiant energy is directed to the chips instead of being lost to surroundings. This would allow 
the capacity of the heat lamps to be reduced while temperature conditions were maintained. Tests 
can be done to measure the radiant heat flux from above, and the temperature of the tray with a 
specified quantity of chips sitting in it. The measurement of steady-state power consumption in a 
room with specified ambient temperature could be carried out over a period of at least 20 minutes. It 
is likely that standby power consumption of less than 200W/sqm could be achieved. 
Horizontal Toasters 
According to Citipower,14 the energy consumed by horizontal toasters generates 4 percent of the 
store’s greenhouse gas emissions. This type of toaster is usually quite inefficient, as it rarely 
incorporates effective reflectors. Lower wattage quartz elements or halogen lamps with polished 
reflectors could improve efficiency, and the quick response of the quartz elements or halogen lamps 
means the toaster could be switched off or turned down when not required. A zoned toaster could 
                                           
13 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Sustainable Solutions. 
14 Ibid. 
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provide the opportunity to reduce energy consumption. Sustainable Solutions and the RMIT Centre 
for Design carried out an investigation of toaster design to determine the most efficient toaster. As a 
basis for comparison, an efficient domestic toaster can toast two slices of bread on both sides using 
less than 0.02 kWh of electricity, with potential to reduce this to 0.012 kWh.  
If a store installed a highly energy efficient toaster, and if the toaster was used so much that it actually 
consumed the same amount of energy as a conventional toaster, it could toast 2 million buns on top 
and bottom each year, producing a quantity of hamburgers that would create an annual turnover of $5 
million.15 This figure is over three times the total turnover of an average store. Assuming that 
hamburger sales comprise half of store sales, the standard toaster is running at around six times 
optimum energy consumption per bun toasted, demonstrating that there is substantial room for 
improvement.  
The following design changes to horizontal toasters would significantly reduce energy usage:  
 half and full output modes,  
 a warm-up time from standby mode of less than 30 seconds, 
 an interlock that stops the belt when the unit is below optimum operating temperature, 
 automatic switch to standby mode if no new buns are added for 1 minute, 
 achievement of a specified standby power consumption target (e.g. 50 watts or less), and 
 indicator when an element fails (and simple replacement by a non-electrician, even if equipment is 
at operational temperature) 
Tests should evaluate standby power consumption and quality of toasting, especially for the first buns 
toasted after start-up. It is likely that a unit with low thermal inertia quartz elements, effective 
reflectors and insulation will achieve much improved performance. 
Sandwich Chute  
These two groups of appliances each generate around 2 percent of the store’s greenhouse gas 
emissions. The sandwich chute/slide is heated by 1200 watt elements clamped to the underside of 
the metal surface. Lack of insulation and thermal bridges mean that much of the energy used is 
wasted, and there are a number of dangerously hot surfaces which may be touched by staff. A 
carbon film element could replace the metal element, to optimise heat transfer and additional 
insulation behind the element and around the cabinet would also be beneficial. Plastic strips or other 
devices made from heat resistive material could be fitted to the opening at the high end of the chute 
to limit convective heat loss and reduce energy consumption while still allowing easy access to the 
chute. Finishing of surfaces with a lower emissivity surface would also reduce heat transfer; although 
stainless steel has a relatively low emissivity of 0.1 to 0.2, improvement is certainly possible, as 
demonstrated by the low emissivity ‘Miraclean’ grilling surfaces. 
Hot Water 
While hot water is a small component of greenhouse gas emissions from a store, electric hot water 
supply is used in many stores and can often consume enough energy to generate 1 percent of a 
store’s greenhouse gas emissions. Technology now exists to utilise waste heat from refrigeration 
equipment and/or air-conditioners to heat water. Additional insulation of storage tanks is also cost-
                                           
15 This proposition is based on the assumptions that a) one bun with the top and base toasted is equivalent to one piece of bread toasted on 
both sides; and b) an average hamburger price of $2.50. 
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effective and can cut greenhouse gas emissions by more than a ton per annum. When produced with 
efficient technology gas (i.e. no pilot lights and good insulation) hot water, has lower greenhouse gas 
intensity than electric hot water. Location of instantaneous hot water system units near points of use 
may significantly reduce ‘dead water’ losses. Where low flow rate taps and fittings are used, pipe 
diameters can be reduced while maintaining reasonable water pressure. In toilets and washrooms 
where small amounts of hot water is used intermittently, use of very low flow-rate taps and in-line 
electric heating elements could avoid dead water losses and minimise energy use. In milder climates 
it may be possible to simply disconnect hot water supply in store restrooms. 
Coffee Maker 
Energy use by the coffee maker is sufficient to boil enough water to make coffee worth AU$0.5 million 
each year. This again demonstrates the very poor efficiency of the existing solution. The glass 
containers used to hold the coffee are essentially near-perfect radiators of heat - insulated covers 
would dramatically reduce heat loss and operating costs. Designed correctly a coffee maker should 
have a maximum standby energy consumption of 20 watts per pot.   
Cooling and Ventilation - Balancing Air Flows in the Building 
Trane,16 in their analysis of heating and cooling, made estimates of the contributions of loads to peak 
heating and cooling demand in fast food stores, as shown in Figures 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. 
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Figure 6.3.2. Peak cooling load for Darlinghurst store - total 62 kW  
Source: Trane (1996)17 
 
                                           
16 Trane Company (1996) Trane Air Conditioning Manual, Trane Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
17 Ibid 
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Figure 6.3.3. Peak heating loads, Darlinghurst store - total 24 kW  
Source: Trane (1996)18 
In practice, there should be little or no need for the heating of a standard fast food store - or most 
other fast food restaurants in Australia, as waste heat from lights, equipment and people should be 
able to provide sufficient heat under most circumstances if the building envelope is well insulated and 
air infiltration is managed. The major issues in most parts of Australia are cooling and ventilation. 
Attention to glazing and lighting energy efficiency would help reduce peak cooling demand. In single 
detached stores, heat gains and losses through glazing may represent major loads. Inspection of 
single detached stores has indicated that heat gains through under-insulated and leaky ducting in hot 
roof cavities is a significant contributor to cooling energy consumption. In some cases, ceiling 
insulation is either not present or has been disturbed by tradesmen. 
Overview of Cooling and Ventilation  
A typical fast food restaurant has one or two storeys. Heating and cooling of the dining area is 
normally achieved using a roof-mounted reverse cycle air-conditioning system with a fixed volume 
outside air supply for compliance with fresh air regulations. Heated or cooled air is delivered to ceiling 
outlets via ducts (typically insulated to R0.5) located in the roof cavity, while return air is collected via 
a ceiling-mounted return air register. The kitchen is normally serviced by a separate rooftop air-
conditioning unit which, in some cases, may have an economy cycle installed. 
One economy cycle system observed drew in air from the roof (which was recessed below a parapet 
around its perimeter) via a length of uninsulated galvanised steel duct. This would preheat air 
significantly in warm weather, seriously reducing the number of hours the economy cycle would 
provide useful cooling. The performance of an economy cycle is very sensitive to the indoor 
temperature required and the temperature setting at which the economy cycle is switched off. Figure 
6.3.4 shows the number of hours in January during which an economy cycle would operate for stores 
in east and west Sydney for a range of operating temperature thresholds. Figure 6.3.4 also highlights 
how a small amount of accidental pre-heating of air delivered via the economy cycle (i.e. raising its 
temperature by 1C) could seriously reduce the amount of effective cooling available.  
                                           
18 Ibid. 
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Figure 6.3.4. Estimated hours of operation of an economy cycle in east (seaside climate) and west 
(inland climate) Sydney in January19 
Source: Pears, A, 199720  
Major items of cooking equipment (fryers and broilers) have large capacity exhaust fans installed 
above them to remove the airborne cooking wastes, and since the dining area is often not separate 
from the kitchen, significant quantities of conditioned air from the dining area may be drawn into the 
kitchen and removed via the exhaust fans. Where the quantity of air removed exceeds that delivered 
by the fresh air inlet system of the dining area, additional air will be drawn into the dining area via 
cracks, doorways, etc. This may create unpleasant draughts and cause discomfort for customers 
sitting near openings. 
When the dining area has low occupancy, its heating and cooling demand is dominated by the 
performance of the building envelope (particularly glazing), lighting heat output, and the rate of 
delivery of fresh air. At times of high occupancy, body heat from occupants may add a substantial 
extra cooling load. For example, 60 people can generate around 6 kilowatts of heat. In the kitchen, 
the major loads are waste heat from equipment and lighting, and depending on the temperature, 
ventilation make-up air.  
Strategies for Energy-Efficient Air-Conditioning and Ventilation in the Dining Areas 
Key issues that must be addressed include: 
 Appropriate design of the building envelope to optimise the thermal properties of a store, with 
special attention paid to glazing and insulation. 
 Capacity to vary rate of fresh air supply with level of occupancy. Note that if the fresh air supply 
rate to dining area is not varied, it is a large cooling/heating load. For example, constant 
ventilation at a rate required for 60 people creates a cooling load of 11kW on a hot day but if only 
10 people are in the restaurant, 9 kW less cooling would be required if the ventilation rate was 
appropriately adjusted. However, where a fixed high ventilation rate is used, it provides a potential 
source of some make-up air for the kitchen - but this approach creates a risk of drawing too much 
air from the dining area, further increasing the volume of outside air drawn in. 
 Capacity to utilise outside air to supplement or replace heating or cooling whenever climatic 
conditions are suitable. 
 In cooler climates, capacity to utilise waste heat or heat incidentally collected in roof spaces. 
 
                                           
19 With a range of temperature thresholds (temperature shown is the temperature above which the economy cycle no longer operates). The 
maximum possible operating hours for January are 558 (based on 18 hours per day open). 
20 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Sustainable Solutions. 
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Using an Economy Cycle 
Most areas in Australia feature climates that at some time of the year permit outside air to be used to 
effectively cool and heat a building using an ‘economy cycle’ system. This approach to a store’s 
temperature management requires careful design and management. An economy cycle system, 
clearly works best when the outdoor temperature is much lower than the indoor temperature. In some 
parts of Australia this will occur regularly. In warmer parts of Australia an economy cycle system can 
still be used and the maximum outdoor air temperature at which useful cooling can be provided will 
depend on: 
- The amount of cool air that can be delivered by the economy cycle system, 
- the outside air temperature, and  
- the amount of heat that needs to be removed from indoors. 
So an economy cycle system also works best when there is less hot air to be removed and thus there 
is less cool air required from the economy cycle system in the first place.  
One litre of air can remove around 1.25 Joules (depending on humidity) of heat for each degree over 
which its temperature rises. For example, to remove 10 kW of heat with a 3C temperature rise 
requires around 2700 litres/second of fresh air. If the cooling load rises to 20kW, either twice as much 
air must be blown in, or the temperature rise will be 6C - or some combination of higher flow rate and 
larger temperature rise could be used. Since the cooling load in the dining area of a fast food 
restaurant can vary from almost nothing to many kilowatts, this means an economy cycle with 
operating specifications that are fixed to cater for the ‘worst case’ scenario will save much less energy 
than is possible. Some economy cycle thermostats are normally set at 17C to ensure there is 
sufficient heat removal capacity in the air delivered to cope with peak cooling loads. This means that 
the system does not operate when cooling loads are modest but outdoor temperatures are higher 
than 17C. A flexible control algorithm is thus required, along the lines described below. The upper 
limit of total air volume (and hence heat removal per degree of air temperature rise) at which the 
economy cycle can operate is determined by the maximum air flow rate available either through limits 
on air velocities from outlets, or maximum fan capacity.  
The amount of heat removed can be reduced below this value by reducing the air flow volume with a 
variable speed fan, or by mixing varying quantities of return air with outside air. The former is more 
energy-efficient, as it reduces fan energy consumption. 
The temperature rise of air flowing through the dining area for a given rate of airflow depends upon 
the amount of heat generated by building and internal heat loads. Thus, measurement of the 
temperature rise between the air-conditioner outlet and the return air duct provides an indicator of the 
total heat load, which can be used to control the operation of the economy cycle. The economy cycle 
will work effectively if the outside air temperature (or, more accurately, enthalpy) is below the return 
air temperature minus the temperature (or enthalpy) difference between the air-conditioner outlet and 
the return air duct. The extent of mixing of outside and return air required to avoid over-cooling can 
also be controlled using the above information. Essentially, the mix of return air and outdoor air (or 
the quantity of outdoor air) can be varied so that the temperature or enthalpy and volume (i.e. total 
capacity to absorb heat) of the air entering the building is sufficient to remove the correct amount of 
heat while keeping the return air temperature within acceptable limits. 
When use of 100 percent outside air at the maximum allowable flow rate is insufficient to keep the 
return air temperature below the specified level, it is necessary to shut down the economy cycle, and 
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switch to the cooling cycle. While this may be achieved with evaporative cooling in many locations, 
the following discussion relates to refrigerative air-conditioning.  
Note, however, that outdoor air temperature and the temperature rise (and flow rate) of air passing 
through the dining area should continue to be monitored, so that the economy cycle can be switched 
back on automatically if either cooling load declines or outdoor air temperature drops sufficiently (or a 
combination of both) for the economy cycle to be able to satisfy the cooling requirement. This may 
occur if fewer people are present, or the sun goes down, etc. 
Recent developments in high efficiency cooling, including options that can provide 100 percent fresh 
air with relatively high efficiency, may supersede the above approach, although careful analysis and 
comparison of all options is important. 
Cooling Cycle 
When the economy cycle can no longer satisfy cooling requirements (and assuming evaporative 
cooling is not being used), it is necessary to shift to a refrigerative cooling mode. Ideally, a flexible, 
variable speed air-conditioning system with appropriate controls should be installed. The logic that 
could be applied to the cooling system for optimum efficiency is as follows: 
 For fixed capacity units, return air temperature should control air-conditioner operation: when it 
exceeds a specified upper limit (e.g. 27C), the air-conditioner should switch on and run until the 
lower limit of return air temperature (e.g. 25C) is reached, after which the cooling should switch 
off but a reasonable rate of air circulation should be maintained, so temperatures can be 
monitored in order to control the cooler. 
 As noted above, data on inlet and return air temperatures and air volumes should be used to 
calculate cooling loads and determine whether outdoor air could be usefully used. 
 The rate of delivery of outside air for ventilation should be linked to occupancy (possibly via 
monitoring of frequency of door opening, number of people passing through the doorway, level of 
activity of cash registers (if they are linked to a central computer), zoned movement sensors, or 
some other means) so that it can be minimised to cut cooling loads. 
For variable output systems, the cooling effect of the air-conditioner should be controlled so the 
temperature is just sufficient to remove the heat while maintaining return air temperature below the 
upper limit of acceptability.  
There will be an optimum operating curve consisting of points at which the combined energy 
consumption of fans and compressor are minimised for each cooling load – as the Coefficient of 
Performance (COP) improves with increased outlet temperature (reducing cooling energy 
consumption) and fan energy consumption rises with increased air volume. It should also be noted 
that the sensors controlling the cooling cycle must feed information into a logic circuit that controls the 
economy cycle. Otherwise, the economy cycle will not over-ride the cooling cycle as soon as 
conditions change to make it practicable for the economy cycle to operate. A number of practical 
points related to installation and design also need to be considered: 
 At all times, minimum required outside air (determined using appropriate sensors, as discussed 
above) should be drawn in from a shaded area via an insulated duct (or via an insulated duct from 
sufficiently high above the roof to avoid the pool of hot air above it) for ventilation purposes. An 
outside air sensor should be inserted into this air stream to measure outside air temperature (or 
enthalpy in humid areas). 
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 Any external ducting should be insulated and/or shaded to minimise the temperature rise before it 
enters the building. It should be painted white or with a low albedo paint. 
 Ductwork in roof spaces should be insulated to R1.5 with a reflective outer surface, while the roof 
space itself should be insulated with foil-backed bulk insulation under decking and bulk insulation 
on the ceiling, and should be well-ventilated (at least when cooling is operating as it may be 
desirable to reduce ventilation during heating periods), to minimise heat build-up. A light-coloured 
roof also reduces heat build-up in the roof space. Ideally, ducting should be installed within the 
conditioned space, rather than in a separate roof-space or on the roof, and can be visually 
separated from the occupants by screens or a false ceiling.  
As noted earlier, developments in heat recovery and use of exhaust air for pre-cooling and 
evaporative cooling of condensers now offer opportunities to provide high rates of outdoor air supply 
relatively energy-efficiently. This can be particularly important where dining areas are open to the 
street. There is significant scope to utilise waste heat from lights, the roof space and some kitchen 
equipment (for example, refrigeration plant) to provide heating. However, in most parts of Australia, 
this is a minor consideration in comparison with cooling - although it may be of greater importance if 
the amounts of waste heat produced are reduced through energy efficiency improvements.  
The control strategies discussed above are more sophisticated than those used in most commercial 
air-conditioning systems, but they are certainly achievable using modern controls and equipment. In 
new stores, it may be cheaper (in terms of both capital and operating cost) and more flexible to use 
several domestic scale reverse cycle air-conditioning units linked with intelligent networks, instead of 
purpose-designed commercial equipment. In practice, energy-efficient building envelope design 
should allow the capacity of cooling equipment to be much reduced (as shown in Table 6.3.2) and 
would also reduce running costs.  
Strategies for Energy-Efficient Air-Conditioning and Ventilation in the Kitchen Areas 
There are two separate tasks to be achieved in the kitchen area: 1) to remove emissions and waste 
heat from the cooking activity, and 2) to maintain reasonable comfort for staff. In most installations, 
these separate functions seem to be confused. Ideally, each cooking and heat-producing device 
should be fully enclosed and supplied with unconditioned outside air around the perimeter of the 
opening used for staff access, which can then remove the emissions via exhaust fans. If this were the 
case, a separate heating and cooling system could then maintain comfortable conditions for staff 
(potentially using waste heat from clean sources for heating, outside air for cooling when appropriate, 
and refrigerative or evaporative cooling during hot conditions).  
Exhaust fan speeds should also be matched to the level of cooking activity (subject to minimum 
regulatory requirements), to avoid wasteful motor use. At present, almost all equipment is open to the 
kitchen environment. This means emissions and waste heat from cooking are not efficiently collected 
by exhaust fans, and that make-up air is drawn from conditioned spaces. This is inherently energy-
wasteful (although an amount of air equal to that required by regulations for fresh air ventilation into 
the dining area can be drawn from conditioned spaces without increasing energy waste). In these 
circumstances, all that can be done is: to use economy cycles when possible; to use variable speed 
exhaust fans to minimise the amount of air removed (subject to regulatory limits); and to use 
evaporative cooling in kitchens in drier climates. As an intermediate solution, the following strategies 
may be employed: 
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 Run ducts from outside to locations under cooking equipment, to supply outside air near the 
appliances, so they use this air instead of conditioned air. It may be necessary to include fans in 
these ducts, with output slightly lower than the quantity of air removed by the exhaust fans. 
 Add some shrouding around cooking appliances to maximise the effectiveness of exhaust fans - 
the more effective the shrouding the better. And ensure cooking equipment is insulated so that air 
flow over its surfaces does not increase heat losses, install at least two-speed fans for low and 
high levels of cooking activity. 
 Consider placing lids over fryers that are not in use, switch off or turn down equipment not being 
fully utilised, and maximise efficiency of heat-producing equipment (including coffee makers, chip 
bins etc) to minimise the amount of waste heat that must be removed.  
There is a case to be made for fitting dampers to both exhaust fans and make-up air inlets, as these 
can unnecessarily leak large amounts of air. It should be remembered that pressure differences 
between indoors and wind blowing across a roof of a building can be quite large, causing high levels 
of air leakage. Kitchen areas are often open to dining areas, so that air can flow easily between them. 
Isolation is desirable. If this is not possible, barriers from the ceiling down to near head height, and 
minimum practicable width openings can limit flow of heat, air and odours. 
Conclusion  
Based on the observations and analysis within Pears’ ‘Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants’, it is clear that there is enormous scope for energy 
efficiency improvement in fast food restaurants. Table 6.3.2 summarises measures that can be taken 
to reduce energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and energy costs. It should be noted that 
many measures are most cost-effectively applied during construction of a new store, or during 
refurbishment or equipment replacement.   
Table 6.3.2: Summary of potential energy efficiency measures 
Activity Action Comments 
Lighting  
Short term actions 
- replace incandescent and halogen lamps 
with compact fluorescents, LEDs or possibly 
metal halides (remembering that small 
metal halide lamps are not particularly 
efficient) 
- switch off lights that are not needed 
- remove excess lamps where light levels are 
higher than specified 
- install electronic ballasts where cost-
effective (as per Citipower audit) 
Low cost measures with 
significant potential savings 
Lighting  
New stores, refurbishments 
- specify maximum installed lighting power 
(W/sqm) for indoor and outdoor lighting, as 
well as illumination levels - base on best 
practice 
- use lighting controls wherever possible 
- ensure display lighting is minimised and 
efficient 
Target should be specified. 
6 W/sqm is achievable in 
dining and kitchen areas 
Outdoor and display lighting 
should be optimised for 
maximum effect and 
minimum energy use 
$2-3000 pa per store 
potential saving 
Fryers  - fit lids to fryers when not in use (note: check  
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Short term that gas fryers can reduce burner output to 
low enough level) 
- fit outside air duct with fan to deliver air 
under fryer unit - match to 90% of exhaust 
air – with dampers on both make-up air 
supply and exhaust 
- switch off fryers that are not needed 
Fryers 
New stores, refurbishments 
- install gas fryers (highest efficiency 
available) 
- fit shrouds around sides, back and as low 
as possible around fryers, with outside air 
supply entering around perimeter of opening 
and underneath (for air supply to gas 
burners) 
- install multi-speed exhaust fan with speed 
linked to speed of air supply fan delivering 
make-up air to fryer module 
- redesign fryers to incorporate insulation and 
automatic lids which close when the fryer is 
not in use 
$5000 pa per store potential 
saving 
Chip bin 
New stores, refurbishments, 
equipment upgrade 
- redesign with improved insulation, lower 
wattage heat lamps and elements, and 
hinged access doors, flaps or strips 
Target should be set for 
energy consumption (see 
appendix 1) 
$1000 pa per store saving 
potential 
Horizontal toaster 
New stores, refurbishments 
- redesign to incorporate rapid reheat 
elements, reflectors and auto switch off 
when no buns being toasted 
Target should be set for 
standby energy 
consumption and warm-up 
time (see appendix 1) 
$1500 pa per store potential 
saving 
Food warmers 
New stores, refurbishments,  
- redesign with improved insulation Target should be set for  
energy consumption (see 
appendix 1) $800 pa per 
store potential saving 
Broilers  
Existing stores 
- improve management: shut down if 
sufficient supplies for more than 1 hour in 
hot box  
Target should be set for 
standby energy 
consumption (see appendix 
1) 
Broilers 
New stores, refurbishments, 
equipment upgrade 
- redesign - consider microwave or sandwich-
type pre-heat module and shorter broiler 
section; half-output setting 
- incorporate integrated make-up air supply, 
multi-speed fan etc as per fryers 
- toaster module - see horizontal toaster 
Target should be set for 
standby energy 
consumption (see appendix 
1) 
$2000 pa per store potential 
saving 
Refrigeration equipment 
Existing stores 
- install door-operated switches for globes in 
walk-in units; switch off circulation fans 
when doors are open, fit plastic door strips 
- set freezer thermostats higher to reflect 
short term storage times - especially for 
under-bench freezers which are short term 
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storage 
Refrigeration equipment 
New stores, refurbishments, 
equipment upgrade 
- redesign to new specified energy targets, 
especially post-mix equipment 
Target should be set for  
energy consumption (see 
appendix 1) 
$1000 pa per store potential 
saving 
Hot water 
New stores, refurbishments, 
equipment upgrade 
- install gas high efficiency equipment with 
electronic ignition 
- also consider utilising waste heat, solar 
- use water-efficient fittings and practices 
 
Coffee maker - use new, insulated containers 
- new equipment to meet energy efficiency 
specification 
Target should be set for 
standby energy 
consumption (see appendix 
1) 
$700 pa per store potential 
saving 
Cash registers - new equipment to meet energy efficiency 
specification 
Target should be set for 
standby energy 
consumption (see appendix 
1) 
$90 pa per register potential 
saving 
Air-conditioning 
Existing stores 
- multi-speed outside air supply fan linked to 
occupancy levels  
economy cycles with appropriate air supply 
(see text) 
- upgrade ceiling and duct insulation, replace 
fan belts with toothed belts 
- install make-up air ducts as per fryer and 
broiler actions above 
- install shading on windows exposed to sun 
for long periods 
 
Air-conditioning 
New stores, refurbishments, 
equipment upgrade 
- ensure building is optimally energy-efficient 
- ensure new plant meets energy efficiency 
specification, including consideration of 
evaporative cooling in dry climates 
Target should be set for  
energy consumption (see 
appendix 1) 
$4000 pa per store potential 
saving 
Source: Pears, A. 1997)21  
                                           
21 Pears, A. (1997) Report on Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fast Food Restaurants, Sustainable Solutions. 
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Optional Reading  
1. Green Restaurant Association website at www.dinegreen.com  
2. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE) website at www.cee1.org 
3. Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) website at www.ari.org  
4. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) website at 
www.ashrae.org  
5. Anonymous (1999) ‘Juicy Burgers, Not Juicy Walls and Windows’, Air Conditioning, Heating & 
Refrigeration News, Jan. 18, vol 206, Issue 3, p 10.  
6. Fisher, D. (1999) ‘Estimating the Energy-Saving Benefit of Reduced-Flow and/or Multi-Speed 
Commercial Kitchen Ventilation Systems’, ASHRAE Trans., vol 105, Pt. 1, p 1138.  
7. Zhivov, A.M. (1998) ‘Comparison of Heating and Cooling Energy Consumption by HVAC System 
with Mixing and Displacement Air Distribution for a Restaurant Dining Area in Different Climates’, 
ASHRAE Trans., vol 104, Pt. 2, p 473.  
8. Young, R. (1999) ‘Designing an Energy-Efficient Quick Service Restaurant’, ASHRAE Trans., vol 
105, Pt. 1, p 1111.  
9. Spata, A.J. (1995) ‘Impact of Reduced Exhaust and Ventilation Rates at "No-Load" Cooking 
Conditions in a Commercial Kitchen During Winter Operation’, ASHRAE Trans., vol 101, Pt. 2, p 
606.  
10. Knapp, J.N. (1993) ‘Development of High-Efficiency Air Cleaners for Grilling and Deep-Frying 
Operations’, ASHRAE Trans., vol 99, Pt. 2, p 884.  
 
Key Words for Searching Online 
Energy Efficiency, Fast Food Restaurants, Green Restaurants 
 E NE R G Y  T R A NSF OR M E D:  
SUST A I NA B L E  E NE R G Y  SOL UT I ONS F OR  
C L I M A T E  C H A NG E  M I T I G A T I ON 
 
M ODUL E  C  
I NT E G R A T E D A PPR OA C H E S T O E NE R G Y  E F F I C I E NC Y   
A ND L OW  E M I SSI ONS E L E C T R I C I T Y , T R A NSPOR T  A ND 
DI ST R I B UT E D E NE R G Y   
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
C H A PT E R  7:  I NT E G R A T E D A PPR OA C H E S T O E NE R G Y  
E F F I C I E NC Y  A ND L OW  E M I SSI ONS E L E C T R I C I T Y  
 
L E C T UR E  7.1:  OPPOR T UNI T I E S A ND T E C H NOL OG I E S T O 
PR ODUC E  L OW  E M I SSI ON E L E C T R I C I T Y  F R OM  F OSSI L  F UE L S  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4
 
 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Low Emissions Electricity 
 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission 
Electricity from Fossil Fuels5
 
  
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to overview a range of current technologies that can assist to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel electricity generation, and to demonstrate that significant 
reductions could be achieved in this sector. Since this is a very large topic, this lecture also seeks to 
provide students with an introduction to some of the most respected and comprehensive online 
publications in this field.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for 
Australia, Clean Energy Future Group, Sydney. Available at  
http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 2 June 
2007.               
pp 105-115 
2. Davidson, S. (2005) ‘Putting CO2 Back’, CSIRO ECOS Issue 116 July-
September, pp 22-24. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC116p22.pdf. Accessed 2 
June 2007. 
pp 22-24 
3. Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and 
Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 
Cambridge University Press Summary for Policy Makers and Technical Summary. 
Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/ccsspm.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
pp 16-34, 
38-42.  
4. Sargent and Lundy Consulting Group (2003) Assessment of Parabolic Trough 
and Power Tower Solar Technology Cost and Performance Forecasts, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory, report NREL/SR- 550-34440. Available at 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy04osti/34440.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
pp 1-15  
                                                 
5 Peer review by Adjunct Professor Alan Pears – RMIT. 
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Learning Points 
1. Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG’s) through the generation of electricity from coal fired power 
stations, makes up approximately 35 percent of Australia’s total emissions.6 In 2004, coal burning 
produced about 200 Mt of carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions out of a total of 565 CO2e7
2. There are significant efforts being undertaken in Australia to develop ways to reduce the carbon 
intensity of these processes. Given the growth of the use of coal fired power stations in rapidly 
developing countries like China, it is widely recognised that more needs to be done to find ways to 
reduce emissions from coal fired power stations.  
, and 
emissions from this sector are rising rapidly.  
3. The thermal efficiency, calculated as the electrical energy sent out from the power station divided 
by the chemical energy stored in the fuel, expressed as a percentage, is an important indicator of 
performance within power stations. The best thermal efficiency obtained (up to 2001) within 
Australian conventional coal-fired power stations was 36 percent.  
4. ‘The main pathway to improvements in thermal efficiency and hence reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions in coal power stations is to increase the steam temperature and pressure in the 
boilers. The first power stations with supercritical boilers, having steam temperature around 
538°C and pressure around 24 MPa, were installed in Queensland in 2002-2003. The generators 
expect thermal efficiency of around 40% and greenhouse intensity of about 0.8 Mt CO2/TWh sent 
out. Ultra-supercritical boilers, with temperatures around 600°C and pressure around 36 MPa, are 
beginning to be installed overseas. These have thermal efficiencies of 42-45% and manufacturers 
claim that they will soon be able to reach 50% in the foreseeable future.’8
5. Other existing technologies to improve the thermal efficiency of coal fired power stations include 
utilising co- and tri- generation and fluidised beds. Older coal boilers operate at temperatures 
around 1650°C, while Fluidised Beds burn ‘cooler’ at about 760°C thus saving energy and 
reducing emissions.
 
9 These technologies help coal fired power stations achieve higher conversion 
efficiency and simultaneously reduce NOx and SOx emissions.10
6. Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is a combined cycle process fuelled by coal 
which is gasified by heating it in a gasifier in the presence of steam and oxygen. This produces a 
fuel gas made up mainly of hydrogen and carbon monoxide which is then cleaned of impurities 
and burnt in a gas turbine, producing electricity, carbon dioxide and water vapour. The waste heat 
from the gasification process is partially recovered and used to generate steam to drive a steam 
turbine, providing a second ‘cycle’ to generate electricity. The IGCC process achieves a thermal 
efficiency of around 43 percent.  
 There are significant global 
efforts going on to promote the uptake of these technologies led by the International Energy 
Agency. But none of these can compete with Integrated Combined Gas Cycle power stations.  
7. With such advancements the goal of 60 percent cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 can 
become more achievable if coupled with carbon capture and storage. The International Panel on 
                                                 
6 Australian Greenhouse Office (2005) National Greenhouse Accounts Inventory 2005, AGO, Australian Government. Available at  
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/inventory/. Accessed 10 May 2007.   
7 Australian Government (2006) National Greenhouse Gas Inventory 2004, Australian Greenhouse Office, Canberra.  
8 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia, Clean Energy Future Group, Sydney. Available 
at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 2 June 2007.               
9 See US Department of Energy - Cleaning Up Coal: A ‘Bed’ for Burning Coal? at 
http://www.fossil.energy.gov/education/energylessons/coal/coal_cct4.html.  Accessed 12 February 2007. 
10 Coal Industry Advisory Board, International Energy Agency (IEA) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) (1996) Factors affecting the take up of clean coal technologies, Overview Report , IEA and OECD. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/1990/ciab1996.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Climate Change (IPCC) provided a comprehensive overview in 2005 of carbon capture and 
storage options.11
8. The 2005 IPCC report also pointed out that electricity generating biomass carbon capture and 
storage power plants may be a solution to two challenges faced by carbon capture and storage 
from coal fired power stations: currently the cost of carbon capture from specific coal fired power 
stations is unknown but predicted to be expensive, and some of the main areas of coal fired 
power stations, such as Wollongong (Sydney) and Newcastle, have no known sites for safe 
carbon storage and hence the cost of transporting CO2 via pipeline from those sites would be 
prohibitive.  
 Their report shows there are significant R&D projects underway in many 
countries to investigate this process. The FutureGen Project in the USA, for example, is a US$1 
billion public-private effort to construct the world's first fossil fuel, low-pollution, climate neutral 
power plant. Carbon capture and sequestration is being demonstrated through a range of projects 
internationally including the six year project at the Sleipner Field in the Norwegian North Sea 
where approximately 1 million tons of CO2 has been injected into the oilfields each year over the 
last five years.  
9. Biomass carbon capture and storage could solve both these problems because it is a net carbon 
positive process (biomass absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere which is then sequestered into the 
ground) and thus would earn significantly more per ton of CO2 stored than conventional carbon 
capture and sequestration from a coal plant.12
 
 Also biomass carbon capture and storage plants 
can be built where there is good underground carbon storage to reduce costs of transporting CO2 
via pipelines.   
                                                 
11 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press. 
Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
12 Möllersten, K., Yan, J. and Moreira, J.R. (2003) ‘Promising market niches for biomass energy with CO2 removal and disposal - 
Opportunities for energy supply with negative CO2 emissions’, Biomass and Bioenergy, vol 25, pp 273–285; Azar, C., Lindgren, K. and 
Andersson, B..A. (2003) ‘Global energy scenarios meeting stringent CO2 constraints - cost-effective fuel choices in the transportation 
sector’, Energy Policy, vol 31, pp 961–976.  
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Brief Background Information 
Opportunities and Technologies to Improve Thermal Efficiency of (pulverised fuel) coal-fired 
power stations  
At present, coal fired power stations provide 84 percent of Australia’s electricity. Coal fired power 
stations are Australia’s principal source of greenhouse gas emissions, a major water consumer and, 
in several regions, a source of harmful air pollution and substantial land degradation. Emissions from 
this sector are rising rapidly and there are significant efforts underway in Australia to develop ways to 
reduce the carbon intensity of these processes, such as the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship. In 
addition to the Flagship, bodies such as the Cooperative Research Centre for Coal in Sustainable 
Development (CCSD)13
Given the growth of coal fired power stations in countries like China, it is widely recognised that more 
needs to be done to find ways to reduce emissions. An important indicator of performance of power 
stations is the thermal efficiency, that is, the electrical energy sent out from the power station divided 
by the chemical energy stored in the fuel, expressed as a percentage. The best thermal efficiencies 
obtained by Australian conventional black coal-fired power stations (up to 2001) were about 36 
percent. Existing technologies to improve the thermal efficiency of coal fired power stations include: 
utilising ultra efficient boilers; co- and tri- generation; and fluidised bed boilers. These technologies 
help coal fired power stations achieve higher conversion efficiency and simultaneously reduce NOx 
and SOx emissions.
 are undertaking research to develop new innovations in this area. 
14
The International Energy Authority (IEA), which promotes greenhouse gas reducing technologies  
through 40 international co-operation and collaboration agreements, is playing a leading international 
co-ordination role in this area.
  
15 For instance, the IEA’s ‘Implementing Agreement for Cooperation in 
the Field of Fluidized Bed Conversion (FBC) of Fuels Applied to Clean Energy Production’16
But even the most energy efficient coal fired power station cannot compete with combined cycle gas-
fired power stations (also known as Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)). 
 provides 
a framework for international collaboration on energy technology development and deployment. 
Eleven countries are now active in this: Austria, Canada, France, Finland, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.  
Combined Cycle Gas-Fired Power Stations 
Combined cycle power stations use a gas turbine, fuelled by liquid or gaseous fuels, to generate 
electricity and take the waste heat to generate steam, which then drives a steam turbine to generate 
additional electricity. Combined cycle power stations have one of the highest thermal efficiencies of all 
non-renewable generating plants currently available because their waste heat is less than that of 
conventional steam or turbine power stations. Pelican Point in South Australia is the largest Australian 
combined cycle power station fuelled by natural gas. Thermal efficiencies in these power stations are 
currently around 50–55 percent, and new models are coming onto the market with thermal 
efficiencies of 60 percent. Greenhouse intensities are currently around 0.4 Mt CO2/TWh and 
                                                 
13 See The Cooperative Research Centre for Coal in Sustainable Development (CCSD) at http://www.ccsd.biz/about.cfm. Accessed 10 May 
2007.  
14 Coal Industry Advisory Board, International Energy Agency (IEA), and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) (1996) Factors affecting the take up of clean coal technologies, Overview Report , IEA and OECD. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/1990/ciab1996.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
15 See International Energy Agency (IEA) - Technology Agreements at http://www.iea.org/textbase/techno/index.asp.  Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
16 See International Energy Agency (IEA) - Fluidized Bed Conversion (FBC) at http://www.iea.org/Textbase/techno/iaresults.asp?id_ia=18.  
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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declining. It is also possible to fuel combined cycle power stations with biogas or coal bed methane, 
and both NSW and Queensland have projects which collect waste methane from coal mines and use 
it to produce energy. In fact, there has been one operating since the early 1990s in NSW, generating 
about 100 MW of electricity. 
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) Coal-Fired Power Stations 
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is rapidly becoming one of the most promising 
technologies in power generation. IGCC systems are extremely clean and much more efficient than 
traditional coal-fired systems. They use a combined cycle format with a gas turbine driven by the 
combusted syngas from the gasifier, while the exhaust gases are heat exchanged with water/steam to 
generate superheated steam to drive a steam turbine.17
IGCC is a combined cycle process fuelled by coal which is gasified by heating it in a gasifier in the 
presence of steam and oxygen. The resulting fuel gas is made up mainly of hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide, and when it is cleaned of impurities and burnt in a gas turbine, it produces electricity, 
carbon dioxide and water vapour. The waste heat from the gasification process is also partially 
recovered and used to generate steam which drives a steam turbine, providing a second ‘cycle’ to 
generate electricity. There are currently no coal-fired combined cycle power stations in Australia, 
although there are several demonstration plants overseas. IGCC can achieve thermal efficiency of 
about 43 percent.  
  
While these technologies are an improvement there is now much interest in how to make this sector 
of the economy closer to climate neutral. If Australia is to achieve the target of 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 then lower carbon technologies will be needed. The three main 
technologies being investigated to achieve close to climate neutrality are carbon capture and 
sequestration technologies and biomass, geo-sequestration and solar thermal (which has the 
potential to be an alternative way to generate the steam needed to run turbines of traditional coal/gas 
power stations). Australia is playing a leading role in this area, and the Australian Government has led 
the formation of the The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate (AP6) to help 
ensure that research in this area also assists fast growing economies such as China and India. The 
International Energy Agency had predicted that China's carbon dioxide emissions will surpass the US 
by 2010,18 partly based on the estimation that China is building 1-2 new coal powered stations a 
week. According to the BBC, ‘China is expected to go on opening new coal fired power stations at the 
rate of about one a week for years to come’19
Carbon Capture and Storage 
. As a result there is significant interest in technologies 
that provide low carbon solutions which can help to provide low carbon base load electricity.  
20
The IPCC defines and describes carbon dioxide (CO2) capture and storage (CCS) as follows:
  
21
                                                 
17 See Co-Generation Technologies - Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle  at 
 [CCS 
is] a process consisting of the separation of CO2 from industrial and energy-related sources, 
transport to a storage location and long-term isolation from the atmosphere. Capture of CO2 can be 
applied to large point sources. The CO2 would then be compressed and transported for storage in 
http://www.cogeneration.net/IntegratedGasificationCombinedCycle.htm.  Accessed 2 June 2007. 
18  BBC (2007) China gas emissions 'may pass US', BBC News, UK. Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/6587493.stm. 
Accessed 24 April 2007.  
19 Blythe, N. (2007) 'Coal blackens outlook in China', BBC News, 14 February 2007. Available at 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/6358745.stm. Accessed 17 October 2007. 
20 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press. 
Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
21 Ibid, p 3. 
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geological formations, in the ocean, in mineral carbonates, or for use in industrial processes. The 
widespread application of CCS would depend on technical maturity, costs, overall potential, diffusion 
and transfer of the technology to developing countries and their capacity to apply the technology, 
regulatory aspects, environmental issues and public perception. Potential technical storage methods 
are: geological storage (in geological formations, such as oil and gas fields, unminable coal beds and 
deep saline formations), ocean storage (direct release into the ocean water column or onto the deep 
seafloor) and industrial fixation of CO2 into inorganic carbonates.  
 
Figure 7.1.1. Schematic of possible Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) systems 
Source: IPCCc (2005)22
The percentage of greenhouse gas emissions captured through Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 
depends on:  
 
- The fraction of CO2 captured; 
- The increased CO2 production resulting from loss in overall efficiency of power plants or industrial 
processes due to the additional energy required for capture, transport and storage; and 
- Any leakage from transport and the fraction of CO2 retained in storage over the long term.23
The IPCC claims that; Available technology captures about 85–95% of the CO2 processed in a 
capture plant. A power plant equipped with a CCS system (with access to geological or ocean 
storage) would need roughly 10–40% more energy than a plant of equivalent output without CCS, of 
which most is for capture and compression. For secure storage, the net result is that a power plant 
  
                                                 
22 Ibid, p 4.  
23 Ibid, p 4.   
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with CCS could reduce CO2 emissions to the atmosphere by approximately 80–90% compared to a 
plant without CCS. To the extent that leakage might occur from a storage reservoir, the fraction 
retained is defined as the fraction of the cumulative amount of injected CO2 that is retained over a 
specified period of time.24
Depending on the process or power plant application in question, there are four main approaches to 
capturing the CO2 generated from a primary fossil fuel (coal, natural gas or oil), biomass, or mixtures 
of these fuels (as summarised in Figure 7.1.2):  
 
1. post-combustion, 
2. pre-combustion, 
3. oxy-fuel combustion, and  
4. CCS from industrial processes. 
 
Figure 7.1.2. Overview of carbon capture processes and systems  
Source: IPCC (2005)25
Storage of CO2 in deep, onshore or offshore geological formations uses many of the same 
technologies that have been developed by the oil and gas industry and has proven to be 
economically feasible under specific conditions for oil and gas fields and saline formations, but not as 
yet for storage in un-minable coal beds (see Figure 7.1.3).  
 
 
                                                 
24 Ibid, p 4. 
25 Ibid.  
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Figure 7.1.3. Methods for storing CO2 in deep underground geological formations  
Source: IPCC (2005)26
If CO2 is injected into suitable saline formations or oil or gas fields, at depths below 800 metres, 
various physical and geochemical trapping mechanisms would prevent it from migrating to the 
surface. In general, an essential physical trapping mechanism is the presence of a ‘caprock’. 
Currently there are three industrial-scale storage projects in operation in Norway, Canada and 
Algeria
 
27
 
 and others are planned for the future. Table 7.1.1 summarises what stage each relevant 
technological development is at for carbon capture and storage.  
 
                                                 
26 Ibid. 
27 The Sleipner project in an offshore saline formation in Norway; the Weyburn EOR project in Canada; and the Salah project in a gas field 
in Algeria.  
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Table 7.1.1. Current maturity of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) system components (the X’s 
indicate the highest level of maturity for each component. For most components, less mature 
technologies also exist)  
 
Source: IPCC (2005)28
What is the Geographical Relationship between the Sources and Storage Opportunities for 
CO2? 
 
The best carbon capture and storage opportunities occur where there are large point sources of CO2 
pollution such as from concentrations of coal fired power stations, and these tend to be concentrated 
in proximity to major industrial and urban areas. Globally, many such sources are within 300km of 
areas that potentially hold formations suitable for geological storage. However critics argue that in 
Australia some of the distances from capture to reliable geological storage sites are significant for a 
large proportion of emissions from the coal fired power station sector.  
                                                 
28 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, p 
8. Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Regular CSIRO ECOS magazine contributor Steve Davidson29 reported that, ‘with currently known 
information, only 12.5 percent of emissions from electricity generation have suitable geographical 
sites readily nearby to help make geo-sequestration both possible and affordable.’ Davidson’s piece 
also highlighted that for the Wollongong (Sydney) Newcastle region, based on current knowledge, 
‘there was little prospect of viable geo-sequestration to match the large emissions emitted in this area. 
Further research may identify suitable sites but currently the nearest is the Gippsland Basin over 500 
km away’.30
Table 7.1.2. A ranking of eight major sources of CO2 - according to estimate underground storage 
costs (from lowest to highest), their distance to a viable sink, and percentage contribution to 
Australia’s GhGs 
  
 
Source: Davidson, S. (2005)31
What are the Costs? 
 
Retrofitting existing plants with CO2 capture is expected to lead to higher costs and reduced overall 
efficiencies compared with newly built power plants with capture. The cost disadvantages of 
retrofitting may be reduced in the case of some relatively new and highly efficient existing plants or 
where a plant is substantially upgraded or rebuilt. The costs of retrofitting CCS to existing installations 
vary. Industrial sources of CO2 can more easily be retrofitted with CO2 separation, while integrated 
power plant systems would need more profound adjustment. In order to reduce future retrofit costs, 
new plant designs should be required to take future CCS application into account. The IPCC states 
that, Costs vary considerably in both absolute and relative terms from country to country. Since 
neither Natural Gas Combined Cycle, Pulverized Coal nor Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 
systems have yet been built at a full scale with CCS, the costs of these systems cannot be stated with 
a high degree of confidence at this time. In the future, the costs of CCS could be reduced by research 
and technological development and economies of scale. Economies of scale could also considerably 
bring down the cost of biomass-based CCS systems over time. The application of CCS to biomass 
fuelled or co-fired conversion facilities would lead to lower or negative CO2 emissions, which could 
reduce the costs for this option, depending on the market value of CO2 emission reductions.32
 
 
                                                 
29 Davidson, S. (2005) ‘Putting CO2 Back’, CSIRO ECOS Issue 116, July-September, pp 22-24. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC116p22.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press. 
Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Biomass Geo-Sequestration 
In the electricity sector, biomass is used for power generation. The Energy Information Administration 
(EIA), in its Annual Energy Outlook 2002 reference case projected that biomass will generate 15.3 
billion kilowatthours of electricity in 2020. Electricity generation from biomass is projected to increase 
substantially. To achieve this biomass is burnt to generate heat and steam to produce electricity from 
generators. As with the burning of coal, the burning of biomass produces CO2. This could be captured 
and stored. Such a process is called biomass geo-sequestration. The 2005 IPCC report on carbon 
capture and storage33
As the IPCC states, 
 makes the point that since the currant cost of carbon capture from specific coal 
fired power stations is unknown but predicted to not be cheap, and storage sites may be a long way 
from coal powered electric power stations, biomass electricity generation carbon capture and storage 
could provide a new road forward. 
Recently it has been recognized that biomass energy used with CO2 capture and storage 
(BECS) can yield net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere because the CO2 put into storage 
comes from biomass which has absorbed CO2 from the atmosphere as it grew.34 The overall 
effect is referred to as ‘negative net emissions’. BECS is a new concept that has received little 
analysis in technical literature and policy discussions to date. 35
The IPCC continues,  
 
 The possibility of obtaining net negative emissions when coupling biomass energy and CCS 
may provide an opportunity to reduce CO2 concentration in the atmosphere if this option is 
available at a sufficiently large scale… In view of the uncertainty about the safe concentration 
of CO2 in the atmosphere, a large-scale option providing net negative emissions could be 
especially useful in light of the precautionary principle.36
Elsewhere the IPCC adds,   
 
Application of CCS to biomass energy sources could result in the net removal of CO2 from the 
atmosphere by capturing and storing the atmospheric CO2 taken up by the biomass, provided 
the biomass is not harvested at an unsustainable rate37….A limited number of studies have 
looked at the costs of such systems combining capture, transport and storage. The capturing 
of 0.19 Mt CO2 CO2 yr-1 in a 24 MWe biomass IGCC plant is estimated to be about 80 
US$/tCO2 net captured (300 US$/tC), which corresponds to an increase in electricity 
production costs of about 0.08 US$/kWh.’38
                                                 
33 Ibid.  
  
34 Möllersten, K., Yan, J. and Moreira, J.R. (2003) ‘Promising market niches for biomass energy with CO2 removal and disposal - 
Opportunities for energy supply with negative CO2 emissions’, Biomass and Bioenergy, vol 25, pp 273–285; Azar, C., Lindgren, K. and 
Andersson, B.A. (2003) ‘Global energy scenarios meeting stringent CO2 constraints - cost-effective fuel choices in the transportation 
sector’, Energy Policy, vol 31, pp 961–976. 
35 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p58 Cambridge University 
Press. Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm . Accessed 2 June 2007 
36 Ibid. pp68  
37 Metz, B. et al (eds) (2005) IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage, Technical Summary prepared by Working 
Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Published for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, p19 Cambridge 
University Press. Available at http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/srccs/index.htm . Accessed 2 June 2007 
38 Ibid, p 28.  
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Concentrated Solar Thermal Technology 
The majority of the world’s non renewable electricity is produced using steam turbine driven 
generators, with heat generated from coal or nuclear sources. Concentrating solar thermal systems 
can substitute or compliment these sources and use the same standard turbine generator technology 
to generate electricity.39
Australia has world leading expertise in R&D and commercialisation efforts in solar thermal. The ANU 
has been active for many years, and has established Wizard Power Pty Ltd, which is a new start-up 
company developed to commercialise ANU’s dish concentrator technology.
 Solar thermal power systems use tracking mirror systems to focus radiation 
onto receivers which creates the high temperatures needed for steam power generation. Solar 
thermal power systems using long reflective troughs, have been operating for 20 years this way, with 
354 MW of installed capacity in California. Globally, there is currently 200 MWe worth of capacity 
currently under construction. Until recently, the module size of a large solar thermal power system, of 
between 20 and 80 MWe potentially was too large for the market. This is changing thanks to 
favourable policies in a range of locations, such as Spain, Italy, California and Nevada. Globally 
concentrated solar thermal power stations in the 10s of MWe are now available. 
40
Solar Heat and Power Pty Ltd have proposed ‘Multi Tower Solar Arrays’ (MTSA),
 Research at the 
University of Sydney with assistance from the University of New South Wales has developed a 
company, Solar Heat and Power Pty Ltd, to facilitate the commercialisation of their solar thermal 
innovations.  
41 as well as working 
on a variation of the linear Fresnel concept - the ‘Compact Linear Fresnel Reflector’ (CLFR) system.42
One of the unique features employed in both MTSA and CLFR approaches [is that the] optical 
efficiency will be improved if some of the heliostats can be alternated to point at different 
receivers and that this alternating pattern can be varied in an optimum way as the sun moves 
during the day.
 
The concept was originally developed at the University of Sydney and then taken to 
commercialisation by Solar Heat and Power.  
43
Solar Heat and Power is currently testing a 40 MWh CLFR system at Liddell power station in the 
Hunter Valley, NSW.  
 
Stage 2 of this project … will comprise a 20,000 m2 of collectors producing high temperature 
pressurized water that will be used via a heat exchanger, to pre-heat feedwater at the coal 
fired power station. Based on the conversion efficiency of the existing coal plant, a planned 
equivalent generating capacity of 5 MWe is claimed. The mirrors are formed from elastically 
curved glass glued to lateral sheet steel ribs which in turn are supported on a truss structure, 
supported at the ends on circular hoops on rollers.44
                                                 
39 Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies, vol 63, 
no. 6. Available at 
 
http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
40 Lovegrove, K., Zawadski, A. and Coventy, J. (2006) Taking the ANU Big Dish to commercialization, Proceedings of ANZSES annual 
conference, Solar, Canberra, 13–15 September. 
41 Schramek, P. and Mills, D.R. (2003) ‘Multi-tower solar array’, Solar Energy, vol 75, pp 249–260. 
42 Mills, D.R., Le Lièvre, P., Morrison, G. and Millioud, A. (2006) Compact linear Fresnel reflector progress, Proceedings of the 13th 
International Symposium on Concentrating Solar Power and Chemical Energy Technologies, 20 June, Seville, Spain; Mills, D.R., Morrison, 
G.L., Pye, J. and Le Lievre, P. (2006) ‘Multi-tower line focus fresnel array project’, Journal of Solar Energy Engineering, Transactions of the 
ASME, vol 128, pp 118–121. 
43 Schramek, P. and Mills, D.R. (2004) ‘Heliostats for maximum ground coverage’, Energy, vol 29, no. 5–6, pp 701–713 cited in Lovegrove, 
K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies, vol 63, no. 6. 
Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
44 Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies, vol 63, 
no. 6. Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Figure 7.1.4  Compact Linear Fresnel Reflector 
Source: Solar Heat and Power45
The potential for solar thermal to help provide low carbon augmentation and substitution for existing 
power plants appears to be great. A study commissioned by the National Renewable Energy 
laboratory in the US gives a detailed analysis of potential cost improvements for Solar Thermal Power 
systems. They conclude that, ‘the technology is well proven for power production and have projected 
market expansion and cost reductions out to 2020 and suggest deployments reaching between 5.4 
GWe and 13.6 GWe and levelized energy costs correspondingly falling to between 3.5 USc/ kWh and 
6.3 USc/kWh. This is comparable to wind electricity prices.’ 
 
46
                                                 
45 See Solar Heat and Power website at 
 
http://solarheatpower.veritel.com.au/mainmenu.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
46 Sargent and Lundy Consulting Group (2003) Assessment of Parabolic Trough and Power Tower Solar Technology Cost and Performance 
Forecasts, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, US, report NREL/SR- 550-34440. Available at 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy04osti/34440.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE C 
INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY, TRANSPORT AND 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY  
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 7: INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY 
 
LECTURE 7.2: CAN RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPPLY PEAK 
ELECTRICITY DEMAND? 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                           
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Low Emissions Electricity  
 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand?5   
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to outline how renewable energy can be very effective at helping business 
and the whole economy meet peak load demand, as renewable energy sources like co-generation, 
wind and solar produce the most amount of energy during peak load times of the day. This lecture 
also outlines a number of the hidden benefits of utilising small modular distributed energy systems, 
instead of large centralised systems, to meet variable peak load demand. 
  
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate 
Change Mitigation – Technical Summary. Prepared by Working Group III of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [O. Edenhofer, R. Pichs-Madruga, Y. 
Sokona, K. Seyboth, P. Matschoss, S. Kadner, T. Zwickel, P. Eickemeier, G. 
Hansen, S. Schlömer, C. von Stechow (eds)]. Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, 1075 pp. Available at 
http://srren.ipcc-wg3.de/report. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
2. Elliston B, Diesendorf M, MacGill I, 2012, ‘Simulations of Scenarios with 100% 
Renewable Electricity in the Australian National Electricity Market’. Energy Policy 
45:606-613. Available at www.ies.unsw.edu.au/docs/diesendorf-simulations.pdf. 
Accessed October 15 2012. 
3. NREL (2010) Renewable Electricity Futures Study. NREL at 
www.nrel.gov/analysis/re_futures/. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
4. C.N.Jardine and G. Ault (2008) Scenarios for highly distributed power systems. Proc. 
IMechE, Part A: J. of Power and Energy, 2008, 222(A7) at 
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/publications/downloads/jardine08-distributedpower.pdf. Accessed 
October 15 2012. 
pp1-25 
 
 
 
 
pp1-18 
 
 
 
 
pp 643-
655 
 
 
                                           
5 Peer review by Dr Mike Dennis - ANU.    
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Learning Points 
The key to finding a solution [to address climate change],in my opinion, is revolutionary 
improvement in energy efficiency. If efficiency is increased by a factor of four, we can double 
worldwide prosperity while at the same time protecting earth's atmosphere and phasing out 
nuclear energy. Renewable energy sources can make up for any gaps in energy 
requirements. 
Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker, 20076         
1. The opening lectures of Module B discussed how and why rising summer peak load electricity 
demand is a major problem in Australia. Lecture 4.1 showed that currently in Australia 10 percent 
of electricity infrastructure is needed to meet just 1 percent of the years electricity demand during 
the summer demand peak. This is obviously highly inefficient.  
2. There are other ways to meet summer peak electricity demand and reduce infrastructure costs; 
through utilising distributed renewable energy like solar PV which has minimal infrastructure costs 
compared to centralised power stations. It is widely acknowledged that renewable energy sources 
like solar PV (when positioned to face to the west (or tracking)) produce the most electricity during 
mid afternoon in the summer and hence are ideal to assisting to meet peak afternoon periods of 
summer electricity demand.  
3. Another promising area of research is solar powered cooling systems. This has obvious merit for 
air-conditioning applications where the need for cooling strongly correlates with the availability of 
solar radiation. A solar assisted evaporative cooler is under development by the University of 
South Australia in partnership with the University of Kassel in Germany.7 In this approach a strong 
hygroscopic salt solution dehumidifies building air which can later use evaporative cooling to 
provide the cooling effect. The dilute salt solution is regenerated using a solar regenerator. As 
well as the University of South Australia, the ANU8 is carrying out development of an enhanced 
solar air heater/cooler in conjunction with their commercial partner T3 Energy. The system is 
designed to produce solar heated/cooled air, solar hot water and photovoltaic electricity all from 
the one array. The same solar thermal collector can provide year round water heating, winter 
space heating and summer cooling at costs much less than solar PV.9 Residential solar thermal 
collectors will cost around AUD$0.70/W compared to up to AUD$10/W for PV, and produce 
energy at less than 5c/kWh.10    
4. Since renewable energy can be produced during the peak load period of the day when solar and 
wind potentials are high this significantly increases its value as it can be used directly to support 
the system to meet the peak loads. Many governments around the world have designed 
incentives such as feed-in tariffs to promote investment in solar PV and solar thermal as a means 
of reducing demand on existing centralised coal or nuclear power plants during peak demand. 
Feed-in tariffs are a government mechanism designed to reward and encourage renewable 
energy generators for ‘feeding in’ to the electricity grid. In Germany, for example, renewable 
                                           
6 Monath, H. and Rollmann, A. (2007) ’Interview Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker: Trying to Reconcile Capital and Morality’, Das 
Parlament/Qantara de. Available at http://www.qantara.de/webcom/show_article.php/_c-327/_nr-9/_p-1/i.html?PHPSESSID. Accessed 2 
June 2007.  
7 Krause, M., Saman, W. and Vajen, K. (2005) ‘Open cycle liquid dessicant air conditioning systems’, Annual conference of the Australian & 
New Zealand Solar Energy Society. 
8Garzoli, K. (2006) Solar air heater with phase change material thermal storage, ANU Solar Thermal Energy Research, Australia. Available 
at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/low_temp/air_heaters/index.php. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
9 Dennis, M. (2007) ‘Solar Assisted Reverse Cycle Air Conditioning’, ANZSES Conference, ANU, Canberra. 
10 Ibid.  
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energy generators are paid four times the market rate.11  
5. As with solar energy, the wind power supply profile matches peak summer electricity demand in 
Australia. The Bureau of Meteorology weather observations typically show that there are good 
wind speeds on the hottest days of summer for southern states. For example wind blows 98 
percent of the time across Western Victoria at 3pm in the summer months.12 The Bureau of 
Meteorology weather observations also show that wind speeds are stronger during summer in the 
afternoons, during the peak demand period from 2-6pm, than in the morning.13  
6. Research from England14 shows that average wind speeds are significantly higher during winter 
which helps to meet peak winter electricity demand for heating. We do not have similar studies 
yet for Australia, but the English studies suggest that wind power will be able to assist meeting 
winter peak electricity demand as well.  
7. There is significant potential for combinations of renewables to be used together to fill the gap 
between base load and peak demand periods. For example sunlight and wind can be harvested 
during the peak times of the day (for solar this is between 2 and 6pm), and the electricity can be 
used to pump water further up a catchment system to act as a storage of potential energy.   
8. This is especially relevant for Australia where hydroelectric power traditionally has been used to 
meet 7 percent of Australia’s electricity needs during peak electricity demand. Hydroelectric 
powered turbines have been used for decades to provide the boost needed when required to 
meet peak electricity demand for the eastern seaboard grid of Australia. On days of high average 
wind speed or cloudless skies, excess electricity from solar and wind could be used to pump 
water up any of Australia’s many dam systems to be stored.  
9. In addition to hydroelectric power, solar thermal, solar PV and wind power there are other forms 
of distributed renewable energy, such as co-generation - which, as these systems work in 
combination with existing operations to capture lost heat, can produce electricity onsite and be 
used when industry needs it most to offset the requirement to draw additional electricity from the 
grid during peak times.  
10. There are now significant online resources and packages to explain the technical detail of 
renewable energy technologies, such as the RetScreen International Clean Energy Decision 
Support Centre.15 
 
                                           
11 Business Council for Sustainable Energy (2006) BCSE Submission South Australia’s Feed-in Mechanism for Residential Small-scale 
Solar Photovoltaic Installations, BCSE. Available at http://www.bcse.org.au/home.asp. Accessed 2 June 2007 
12Sustainability Victoria (2006) Wind Energy: Myths and Facts, Victorian Government. Available at  
www.auswind.org/auswea/downloads/factsheets/SustainabilityVictoriaMythsFacts.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.     
13 Ibid.  
14 Thresher, R. W. (1996) ‘Wind as a Distributed Resource’, EPRI 2nd DR Conference, cited in Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: 
the hidden economic benefits of making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado, p 173. Available at 
www.smallisprofitable.org/  Accessed 2 June 2007. 
15 See RETScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre at http://www.retscreen.net/ang/home.php. Accessed 8 February 
2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
Can Renewable/Distributed Energy Generation Significantly Contribute to Australia’s Peak 
Electricity Demand Economically?  
The short answer is yes. Renewable energy is already supplying a significant amount of Australia’s 
peak load electricity demand - mainly through hydroelectric power. Solar and wind’s output profiles 
also match with peak demand for electricity in Australia, especially summer peak demand. This is 
important because renewables’ energy economic value depends on when they can be dispatched 
and in what portion of the system load duration curve, because that determines the value of the fuel 
and other operating costs they can displace.16 Peak load electricity commands a premium price in the 
marketplace. If renewable energy can be produced during the peak load period of the day then this 
significantly increases the value of investing in renewables to energy provider companies. Renewable 
energy sources – hydroelectric, solar PV, wind power, and co-generation – and combinations of them 
are ideally suited to contribute more to supplying Australia’s existing and future peak periods of 
electricity demand.  
Other forms of renewable energy such as geothermal, solar thermal and biomass can also contribute 
significantly to meeting Australia’s peak electricity demand. The business case for renewable energy 
to contribute more to meeting Australia’s rising peak load demand has only been made stronger by 
the fact that there is now bipartisan support in Australia for implementing a national emissions trading 
scheme and a new minimum renewable energy target.  
Hydroelectric   
Hydroelectric generation contributes to about 8 percent of Australia’s total electricity generation and 
therefore provides additional capacity to contribute towards meeting peak load electricity demand. 
Most is generated from large dams in the Snowy Mountains Scheme near the NSW/Victoria border, 
from Southern Hydro’s power stations in Victoria, and various schemes in Tasmania. Hydroelectric 
powered turbines in Australia are systems that have been used for decades to provide the boost 
needed when required to meet peak electricity demand for the eastern seaboard grid. The 
International Hydropower Association estimates that for Australia only 49 percent of technically 
feasible hydropower has been developed. However due to the environmental issues public concerns 
about new dams have been significant over the last thirty years, and there haven’t been any new 
dams built. But as the Clean Energy Futures Group have shown,17  
There is potential for increasing the contribution from hydro-electricity through maintaining 
and refurbishing existing assets. The industry estimates that efficiency of existing plants 
could be increased by 6% on average and capacities by up to 30% through the following 
steps: 
- changing water storage management practices so that output is increased; 
- improving the efficiency of the way stored water is used to increase output and also plant 
capacities (i.e. ability to meet peak demands); 
- upgrading and refurbishing turbines, generators and other plant to increase output; and 
                                           
16 Chinery, G.T. and Wood, J.M. (1985) ‘Estimating the Value of Photovoltaics to Electric Power Systems’, 18th IEEE Photovoltaic 
Specialists Conference, Las Vegas, NV, 21–25 October, p 125; Chinery, G.T., Wood, J.M. and Larson, A.L. (1987) ‘The Case for 
Photovoltaics in the Tennessee Valley’, Proceedings of the 19th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 4–8 May, New Orleans, LA, cited 
in Wan, Y. and Parsons, B.K. (1993) Factors Relevant to Utility Integration of Intermittent Renewable Technologies, NREL, CO, p 62. 
17 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia, Clean Energy Future Group, Sydney, p 104. 
Available at www.wwf.org.au. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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- constructing new hydro plants, such as micro and mini hydro, and adding generators to 
existing dams and structures. 
Solar Photovoltaic 
The Australian Business Council for Sustainable Energy shows in Figure 7.2.1 why solar PV energy 
production matches with Australia’s daily summer peak electricity demand; with daylight saving 
operating in all states and territories, the sun is shining until at least 8pm on most days during the 
summer. This extends well into the evening when solar PV can supply electricity. There are also 
ways to improve the performance of solar energy and stretch the amount of photovoltaic output later 
into the evening to match many utilities’ peak loads better. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.1. Peak solar PV output  
Source: Business Council for Sustainable Energy (2005)18  
 
One way to improve the performance of solar energy is to use a two-axis tracking mount - often 
based on highly reliable satellite-dish technology using just a few watts - to keep pointing the array 
directly at the sun as its azimuth changes. Another option, simpler but less widely appreciated, is to 
point a fixed collector more towards the west rather than the due north normally assumed (in the 
Northern Hemisphere). For example, pointing a 20° tilt Sacramento rooftop PV 30° west of due north 
increases its capacity credit by ~25 percent while reducing its annual energy production by only 1 
percent - a clear economic win (see Figure 7.2.2).  
                                           
18 BCSE (2005) Potential of Solar to meet Peak Summer Electricity Demand, EcoGeneration May–June, Business Council for Sustainable 
Energy. Available at www.bcse.org.au. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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Figure 7.2.2. Tracking PVs prolong late-afternoon output and match late-afternoon peak loads better 
than fixed PVs 
Source: Wenger, H. et al (1996)19 
Solar Photovoltaic can be Complimented by Concentrated Solar Thermal 
Introduced in Lecture 7.1, Concentrated Solar Thermal systems can compliment solar photovoltaics 
(solar PV) to provide high value electricity during peak demand periods. Many countries such as 
Germany, Spain and Denmark, and for instance the state government of South Australia, have 
recognised the cost-benefits to society by implementing mechanisms to incentives investment and 
development of renewable technologies, such as feed-in tariffs. Feed-in tariffs are a government 
mechanism designed to reward and encourage renewable energy generators for ‘feeding in’ to the 
electricity grid. In Germany, for instance, electricity that feeds back into the grid from solar PV is paid 
four times the price paid for electricity from coal fired stations.20  
Since 2005, there were 16 feed-in tariff schemes among EU member countries.21 Feed-in tariffs are a 
government response to the market failure where, traditionally, solar PV owners were not 
compensated for the full worth and benefits of solar PV to society. As the Business Council of 
Sustainable Energy writes,22  
The question is, by how much has solar PV electricity been undervalued by ignoring these 
externalized benefits? Unfortunately, we are not aware of a comprehensive assessment 
based on the Australian market. In a summer peaking system, this means that solar PV 
energy production is disproportionately higher during times when system demand and the 
value of electricity is high. However, the wholesale price that many customers in Australia pay 
                                           
19 Wenger, H. et al (1996) Photovoltaic Economics and Markets: The Sacramento Municipal Utility District as a Case Study, SMUD, CEC, 
and USDOE PV Compact Program via NCSC, p 8-7, fig. 8-3. Available at www.energy.ca.gov/development/solar/SMUD.pdf. Accessed 2 
June 2007.  
20 Business Council for Sustainable Energy (2006) BCSE Submission South Australia’s Feed-in Mechanism for Residential Small-scale 
Solar Photovoltaic Installations, BCSE. Available at http://www.bcse.org.au/home.asp. Accessed 2 June 2007 
21 Ibid.  
22 Borenstein, S. (2005) Valuing the time-varying electricity production of solar photovoltaic cells, Center for the Study of Energy Markets, 
Working Paper Series. 
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for their electricity is billed on a flat per kWh rate which is a highly averaged cost of production 
that does not reflect the true time-varying value, or locational value, of that electricity. The true 
value of a unit of electricity at a given time and location can be vastly different from the 
average value. Under a current one-for-one feed-in contract, the PV owner receives this same 
retail rate for their exported solar PV electricity as they pay for their imported electricity. 
Hence the wholesale rate (as a part of the retail rate) that solar PV electricity receives under 
such a system will tend to undervalue the energy and under-compensate the PV owner. 
While no comprehensive assessment exists on how much this penalises solar PV owners for 
Australia such assessments have taken place for solar PV electricity in other markets, such as the 
Californian energy market, which is also a summer peaking system. Borenstein, at the University of 
California Energy Institute, found that, ‘the most credible long-run valuation of solar PV power is 29-
48 per cent greater than results from valuation at a flat-rate tariff, depending on the location of the PV 
panels’.23 
Other currently un-costed benefits in Australia, of using solar PV, include reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions which also provide significant economic benefits long term. The Stern Review24 
estimated the social cost of carbon at US$85 (approx. AUD $110) per ton CO2-e. In Europe, where 
they have bought in feed-in tariffs and a carbon price signal as part of the EU emissions trading 
scheme, solar PV sales are booming. Global production of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells has risen 
sixfold since 2000 and grew 41 percent in 2006 alone (see Figure 7.2.3).25 Although grid-connected 
solar capacity still provides less than 1 percent of the world's electricity, it increased nearly 50 percent 
in 2006, to 5,000 megawatts, propelled by booming markets in Germany and Japan. Spain is likely to 
join the countries with significant investments in solar and the United States soon thereafter. China, 
with its growing need for energy, large work force, and strong industrial base, will drive dramatic 
reductions in PV prices in the next few years, helping to make solar more cost competitive. In 2006, 
China passed the United States to become the world’s third largest producer of the cells, now only 
behind Germany and Japan.  
Chinese solar companies like Suntech Power are growing exponentially to meet rising domestic and 
international demand in this area.26 The CEO of Suntech is Australian solar scientist Dr Zhengrong 
Shi. Today he is worth an estimated AUD$3 billion, making him the wealthiest person in mainland 
China, where he now works, as well as the fourth richest Australian and the 350th richest person in 
the world.27 Suntech’s Chinese market will be boosted by a renewable energy law which took effect in 
January 2006 that aims for 15 percent of China's energy to be generated from renewable sources by 
2020. Suntech has been selected to provide solar energy for Beijing's 2008 Olympic track and field 
stadium.  
                                           
23 Borenstein, S. (2005) Valuing the time-varying electricity production of solar photovoltaic cells, Center for the Study of Energy Markets, 
Working Paper Series. 
24 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Available at 
www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/sternreview_index.cfm. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
25 WorldWatch Institute (2007) ‘Solar Power Set to Shine Brightly’, Media Release, WorldWatch Institute. Available at 
http://www.worldwatch.org/node/5086. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
26 See Suntech Power at http://www.suntech-power.com/. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
27 Sydney Morning Herald (2006) ‘Arise the Sun King’, Sydney Morning Herald. Available at http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/arise-the-
sun-king/2006/09/11/1157826874519.html?page=4. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Figure 7.2.3. The Global solar PV market has grown six fold since the year 2000  
Source: WorldWatch Institute (2007)28 
Solar PV market demand seems set to continue to grow rapidly. The 2007 WorldWatch Institute and 
the Prometheus Institute report Solar Power Set to Shine Brightly shows that,29  
This growth (in solar PV), while dramatic, has been constrained by a shortage of 
manufacturing capacity for purified polysilicon, the same material that goes into semiconductor 
chips. But the situation will be reversed in the next two years as more than a dozen 
companies in Europe, China, Japan, and the United States bring on unprecedented levels of 
(silicon) production capacity. In 2006, for the first time, more than half the world's polysilicon 
was used to produce solar PV cells. Combined with technology advances, the increase in 
polysilicon supply will bring costs down rapidly - by more than 40 percent in the next three 
years.  
The report discusses technological advances like thin film solar PV,30 such as the ANU Solar Sliver 
cell31 which promises to reduce costs significantly. These will be discussed in the next lecture 
(Lecture 7.3).  
Wind Power 
Over the past decade, wind power has been the fastest growing energy technology in the world, 
growing at about 25 percent p.a. on average. Like solar, wind power production correlates well with 
Australia’s summer peak energy demand. In Australia, the hottest days of summer for the southern 
eastern states (Tasmania, South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales) occur when there are hot 
northerly winds pushing down from central Australia ahead of a low pressure system. Australia’s wind 
farms are designed to ensure that on these days they utilise the strong northerly winds to provide 
energy when it is most needed to help avoid black outs caused by demand exceeding the capacity of 
the system. The Bureau of Meteorology weather observations typically shows there are good wind 
speeds on the hottest days of summer for southern states. For example wind blows 98 percent of the 
                                           
28 WorldWatch Institute (2007) ‘Solar Power Set to Shine Brightly’, Media Release, WorldWatch Institute. Available at 
http://www.worldwatch.org/node/5086. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
29 Ibid 
30 Research and Markets (2006) Thin Film and Organic PV - New Applications for Solar Energy, NanoMarkets. Available at 
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/product/d4e914/thin_film_and_organic_pv_ne. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
31 Blakers, A. et al. (2006) ‘Sliver Cells – A Complete Photovoltaic Solution’, IEEE 4th World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy 
Conversion, Hawaii. Available at http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/pubs/papers/Hawaii_2006/Sliver_Cells.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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time across Western Victoria at 3pm in the summer months.32 The Bureau of Meteorology weather 
observations show that wind speeds are stronger during summer in the afternoons, during the peak 
demand period from 2-6pm, than in the morning.33  
Most Australians live within 50 kilometres of the coast.34 Afternoon sea breezes created by the day 
time temperature differential between land and sea provide steady, predictable on-shore winds on 
most days of the year. These on-shore winds are almost always blowing by 11am and usually grow 
stronger during the day, matching well the summer electricity load profile for most states. Other 
OECD countries are also conducting studies and finding important results to assist long term energy 
planning. For instance, Figure 7.2.4 shows the correlation of wind and electricity demand in England. 
English winds are strongest in the winter when electricity demand is highest and thus when electricity 
commands the highest price in the market place. 
 
Figure 7.2.4. The correlation of wind and electricity demand in England  
Source: Thresher, R.W. (1996)35  
Currently there are few studies available in Australia on the correlation between wind and electricity 
demand but CSIRO has conducted a study to investigate the possible benefits of distributing wind 
farms across the south east of the continent, including both coastal and inland sites in South 
Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. CSIRO36 found, using modified Bureau of Meteorology wind 
data from nine sites over four years, that the widespread distribution of wind farms yields many 
benefits including: 
- Reducing the frequency and average length of the highest or lowest possible electricity output 
from the wind farms.  
- Reducing variation in the average contribution of wind energy. 
                                           
32Sustainability Victoria (2006) Wind Energy: Myths and Facts, Victorian Government. Available at  
www.auswind.org/auswea/downloads/factsheets/SustainabilityVictoriaMythsFacts.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.     
33 Ibid.  
34 Australian State of the Environment Committee (2006) Australia State of the Environment 2006, Independent report to the Australian 
Government Minister for the Environment and Heritage, Department of the Environment and Heritage, Canberra. 
35 Thresher, R. W. (1996) ‘Wind as a Distributed Resource’, EPRI 2nd DR Conference, cited in Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: 
the hidden economic benefits of making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado, p 173. Available at 
www.smallisprofitable.org/  Accessed 2 June 2007.  
36 Davy, R. (2003) South East Australia Wind Power Study, Wind Energy Research Unit, CSIRO Atmospheric Research.  Available at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/windstudy.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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- Reducing volatility of the combined average amount of electricity output from all of the wind 
farms. 
- Improved ability to forecast total wind power output. 
Other studies of Australia’s potential wind energy have confirmed that it would be possible to achieve 
at least 8,000 MW of electricity from wind farms spread through South Australia, Victoria and New 
South Wales - a ten fold increase on current capacity.37  
Co-Generation 
Wind and solar are not the only forms of distributed energy generation, co-generation enables the 
simultaneous production of electricity and useful heat from the one energy source. The energy 
source is normally combustion of a fossil or biomass fuel. Co-generation is a way to improve the 
conversion efficiency of the combustion process. As the Clean Energy Futures Group outlined,38  
Typical sites for large cogeneration projects include chemical plants, oil refineries, pulp mills, 
sugar mills and mineral processing plants which use aqueous phase digestion processes, 
such as alumina and nickel refineries. Smaller cogeneration projects are suitable for hospitals, 
larger educational institutions, leisure facilities and office buildings. In the case of office 
buildings, widespread adoption of absorption chillers (instead of compression cycle chillers, 
which are the norm today) would combine well with gas engine cogeneration. At present, 
most cogeneration capacity in Australia is at large industrial sites. 
 
Figure 7.2.5. Combined heat and power systems 
Source: American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (1999)39 
 
In addition to co-generation, tri-generation systems are appearing. These offer electricity generation, 
chiller compressor drive and heating all in one package. A big advantage is that they run well at part 
load without the expensive variable speed drives that the electric units require. 
 
                                           
37 Outhred, H. (2003) National Wind Power Study: An estimate of readily accepted wind energy in the National Electricity Market, Australian 
Greenhouse Office.  Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/wind-power.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
38 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia, Clean Energy Future Group, Sydney, p 123. 
Available at www.wwf.org.au. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
39 Elliott, R. and Spurr, M. (1999) Combined Heat and Power: Capturing Wasted Energy, US Department of Energy, The American Council 
for an Energy Efficient Economy. Available at http://www.aceee.org/pubs/ie983.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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Combinations of Renewable/Distributed Energy 
An interesting and far less studied approach to meeting peak periods of electricity demand is the 
potential for combinations of renewable distributed energy generation to work together 
simultaneously. Where this has been studied in the US and the UK it has shown that using a number 
of types of renewable energy options in combination can help meet electricity demand during peak 
periods more reliably. For example, the combination of wind farms and PVs turns out to match almost 
perfectly the typical Southern California peak demand period load distribution. PVs help to meet the 
first afternoon summer peak in electricity demand. However there is another peak later in the day 
when solar PV’s output is declining. This second summer peak in electricity demand can be met by 
wind power. This is due to the fact that in the afternoon valley heating draws the wind through the 
turbine-equipped passes late in the day, when a secondary load peak occurs after the peak PV 
output has passed.  
Extensive studies have been undertaken in the UK by the Oxford University Environmental Change 
Institute to investigate the capacity of combinations of renewable energy to meet electricity demand 
in the UK.40 Lead investigator, Graham Sinden points out that ‘Britain is facing an electricity supply 
gap of up to 2,000 megawatts (MW) of generating capacity, almost 40% of peak national demand, by 
2020 as ageing nuclear and coal-fired power stations need to be closed down.’41 Hence the Oxford 
University Environmental Change Institute was commissioned to investigate whether distributed 
renewable generation could supply this power gap. The research showed that intermittent 
renewables, combined with co-generation could dependably provide the bulk of Britain's electricity by 
2050.  
As Sinden states, ‘By mixing between sites and mixing technologies, you can markedly reduce the 
variability of electricity supplied by renewables. And if you plan the right mix, renewable and 
intermittent technologies can even be made to match real-time electricity demand patterns. This 
reduces the need for backup, and makes renewables a serious alternative to conventional power 
sources.’42 Sinden initially looked at just three generation technologies: wind, solar and domestic co-
generation. He ran computer models of power output based on weather records going back up to 35 
years, and found that electricity production could be optimised by creating a mixture of 65 percent 
wind, 25 percent domestic co-generation, and 10 percent solar cells. The high proportion of wind is 
due to the fact that wind blows hardest in the winter, and in the evening - when UK electricity demand 
is highest. Domestic co-generation also produces more at peak times. Solar makes a smaller 
contribution, but its contribution is important to help meet summer peak electricity demand in the 
afternoons. 
It is also essential to disperse the generators, whether wind turbines, rooftop solar cells, or co-
generation mini-generators as widely as possible. By increasing the separation between sites 
increases the chances that the average amount of electricity produced by intermittent renewable 
energy sources is relatively even and smooth. Sinden’s work showed that if wind power alone were to 
provide an average 3,500MW of electricity, equivalent to 10 percent of electricity demand in England 
and Wales, it would need to be backed up by an extra standby generating capacity of 3,135MW. This 
backup, Sinden argued, would be needed to ensure electricity supply on the few days of the year 
there was little wind.  
                                           
40 See Graham Sinden’s Journal Papers, Reports, Media Articles and PowerPoint presentations at 
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/renewable.php. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
41Tickell, O. (2005) ‘Wave, wind, sun and tide is a powerful mix’, The Guardian, 12.05.07. Available at 
www.guardian.co.uk/life/opinion/story/0,,1481539,00.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
42 Ibid. 
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But, Sinden found that by using a mix of wind, solar and co-generation dispersed throughout the UK, 
only 400MW of new standby capacity or storage batteries would be needed, just 11 percent of the 
current electricity demand in England and Wales. 
In his latest work, commissioned by the UK Carbon Trust, Sinden has been researching the roles for 
wave and tidal power.43 Wave power output in the UK is concentrated into autumn and winter, when 
demand is greatest, while 75 percent of wave power is produced between October and March. Tidal 
power output is predictable, but variable: because it drops to zero four times a day on the turn of the 
tide. Sinden concludes that ‘A marine-based renewable system works best for the UK when it 
includes both tide and wave. The combination has lower variability, is better at meeting demand 
patterns, and makes better use of expensive transmission infrastructure.’44 Putting these figures 
together with estimates of UK's available renewable resources, wind (onshore and offshore) could 
realistically provide some 35 percent of the UK's electricity, and marine and co-generation could each 
provide 10-15 percent, with solar cells providing 5-10 percent. In other words, more than half the UK's 
electricity could ultimately derive from intermittent renewables.  
No such similar studies have been done in Australia to investigate how combinations of intermittent 
renewable energy can be used to provide more reliable and less variable low carbon electricity. Such 
a study is warranted because the ability of a combination of wind and solar to contribute electricity 
during peak demand periods is especially valuable, even more so if it is combined with hydropower 
with water-storage capacity.  
Research by the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) shows that in one combined 
wind-solar-hydro system,45 ‘very small generation reserves would be needed because of the energy 
storage capabilities of the hydro facilities.’46 This is especially relevant for Australia where 
hydroelectric power traditionally has been used to meet 7 percent of Australia’s electricity needs 
during peak electricity demand. Hydroelectric powered turbines in Australia are systems that have 
been used for decades to provide the boost needed when required to meet peak electricity demand 
for the eastern seaboard grid. On days of high average wind speed or cloudless skies, excess 
electricity generation from solar and wind could be used to pump water up the Snowy Mountain 
Hydroelectric Scheme dam system to be stored. This stored water can then be used to generate 
electricity to meet peak demand on days where the peak load exceeded what solar and wind could 
provide, in theory, creating a fool proof low carbon renewable system to ensure that the system 
meets Australia’s peak load demand.  
There are now significant online resources for engineers and packages to explain renewable energy 
technologies, such as RetScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre.47 
 
                                           
43 Sinden, G. (2005) Variability of Wave and Tidal Stream Energy Resources, Oxford University Environmental Change Institute A summary 
of the report and further information is available on the Carbon Trust's website at www.carbontrust.co.uk/NR/rdonlyres/EC293061-611D-
4BC8-A75C-9F84138184D3/0/variability_uk_marine_energy_resources.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
44 Ibid.  
45 Wan, Y. and Parsons, B.K. (1993) Factors Relevant to Utility Integration of Intermittent Renewable Technologies, NREL, CO, p 3. 
Available at www.nrel.gov/docs/legosti/old/4953.pdf. p67/. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
46 Almeida, A. et al (1993) ‘Source Reliability in a Combined Wind-Solar-Hydro System’, IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and 
Systems PAS, vol 102, no. 6, pp 1515–1520 cited in Wan, Y. and Parsons, B.K. (1993) Factors Relevant to Utility Integration of Intermittent 
Renewable Technologies, NREL, CO, p 67. 
47 See RETScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre at http://www.retscreen.net/ang/home.php. Accessed 8 June 2007. 
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MODULE C 
INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY, TRANSPORT AND 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY  
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 7: INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY 
 
LECTURE 7.3: CAN RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPPLY PEAK LOAD 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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 Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Low Emissions Electricity  
 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand?5   
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to provide an overview of the many ways that different forms of renewable 
energy can, individually and in combination, help to meet rising base load electricity demand and 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This lecture also aims to provide an awareness of the diversity of 
ways renewables can contribute to meeting base load electricity demand, as well as giving an 
overview and context outlining the potential ways that renewable energy can contribute to help 
Australia achieve at least 60 percent reduction in 1990 levels of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.  
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and 
Climate Change Mitigation – Technical Summary. Prepared by Working 
Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [O. Edenhofer, 
R. Pichs-Madruga, Y. Sokona, K. Seyboth, P. Matschoss, S. Kadner, T. 
Zwickel, P. Eickemeier, G. Hansen, S. Schlömer, C. von Stechow (eds)]. 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, 
NY, USA, 1075 pp. Available at http://srren.ipcc-wg3.de/report. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
pp 1-30 
2. Elliston B, Diesendorf M, MacGill I, 2012, ‘Simulations of Scenarios with 
100% Renewable Electricity in the Australian National Electricity Market’. 
Energy Policy 45:606-613. Available at 
www.ies.unsw.edu.au/docs/diesendorf-simulations.pdf. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
pp 1-18 
3. NREL (2010) Renewable Electricity Futures Study. NREL at 
www.nrel.gov/analysis/re_futures/. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
 
4. C.N.Jardine and G. Ault (2008) Scenarios for highly distributed power 
systems. Proc. IMechE, Part A: J. of Power and Energy, 2008, 222(A7) at 
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/publications/downloads/jardine08-distributedpower.pdf. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
5. Went, A., Newman, P., and James, W. (2008) Renewable Transport:How 
Renewable Energy and Electric Vehicles using Vehicle to Grid technology 
can make Carbon Free Urban Development. Available at 
www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/publications/files/CUSP2008_11_13Discu
ssionPaper.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 1-15 
 
 
pp1-24 
 
 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Dr Mike Dennis - ANU.    
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Learning Points 
1. While it is widely acknowledged that distributed renewable energy can assist in meeting peak 
load demand, there is still much debate in Australia on whether distributed renewable energy can 
meet forecast base load electricity demand without some form of fossil fuel contribution.  
Significant efforts have been made globally to shift from using renewables simply to top up the 
existing system during peak load periods to actually providing reliable base load power. 
2. Renewable distributed energy now accounts for a quarter of the installed capacity of California, a 
third of Sweden’s energy, half of Norway’s and three-quarters of Iceland’s, and since 2003 
Denmark has generated 20 percent of its electricity from wind power. Many forms of renewable 
energy are not dependant on day-to-day weather variations and hence can provide electricity just 
as reliably as coal or nuclear, such as hydro, biomass, geothermal.   
 Hydro–power is based on converting potential energy of stored water into electicity as it flows 
downstream. Hydro already meets 7 percent of Australia’s electricity needs,6 and the 
International Hydropower Association estimates that for Australia only 49 percent of 
technically feasible hydropower has been developed.7 
 Bioenergy is based on the combustion of crops and crop residues, or their gasification 
followed by combustion of the gas.8 In 2000 biomass provided 11 percent of the world’s total 
primary energy supply.9 At present Finland derives over 20 percent, Sweden 17 percent, 
Austria 11 percent and Australia about 3.3 percent of total primary energy supplies from 
biomass.10 The Australian Paper and Pulp industry already sources approximately 30 percent 
of its energy from biomass, substituting for base load electricity from external sources.  
 Geothermal power is based on converting heat stored it the earth into electricity and as this is 
a relatively stable source it is being used by more and more countries. In 2001 the electric 
energy produced from geothermal resources represented over 60 percent of the total 
electricity generated in Iceland, 27 percent in the Philippines, 12.4 percent in Kenya, 11.4 
percent in Costa Rica, and 4.3 percent in El Salvador.   
3. Co-Generation, as mentioned in Lecture 7.2, enables the simultaneous production of electricity 
and useful heat from the one energy source. Co-generation helps not only to meet industry’s peak 
load but also its base load electricity demand by generating electricity onsite through a 
combustion process that also harnesses the heat from the process for use on site in both 
industrial and commercial building processes. In Australia, aluminium giant Alcoa with its partner 
Alinta is investing significantly in co-generation to help meet its base load electricity needs.11 
                                                          
6 See Hydro power - Hydro power: Making A Significant Contribution World Wide at  
www.hydropower.org/downloads/F4%20Hydropower%20Making%20a%20Significant%20Contribution%20Worldwide.pdf. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
7 International Hydro Association (2003) The Role of Hydropower in Sustainable Development, IHA White Paper. Available at  
www.hydropower.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
8 For further reading on biomass, a wealth of general information may be obtained from the Bioenergy Australia website at 
www.bioenergyaustralia.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007. The international bioenergy collaboration within the International Energy Agency may 
be accessed via www.ieabioenergy.com. A valuable international journal is Biomass and Bioenergy. 
9 IEA (2002) ‘Renewables in global energy supply, fact sheet’, International Energy Agency. Available at www.iea.org. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
10 ABARE gives 202 PJ of biomass energy, but firewood experts suggest that the residential firewood component of this amount should be 
about 48 PJ instead of ABARE’s 80 PJ. 
11 Australian Aluminium Council (2006) Australian aluminium – the industry, Australian Aluminium Council. Available at 
http://www.aluminium.org.au/Page.php?d=1115. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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4. Furthermore, renewable energy flows from wind and solar are much less intermittent than many 
assume. Advances in energy storage technologies are allowing solar PV and concentrated solar 
thermal systems to provide base load electricity. Hence a range of significant studies suggests 
strongly that there is no technological impediment to shifting to a higher percentage of renewable 
energy, using gas fired turbines as back-up. Graham Sinden from the Environmental Change 
Institute at Oxford University has investigated the potential contribution from several different, 
variable, renewable electricity sources in the UK.12 Using real data spanning many years, on 
winds, sunshine, waves and tides at multiple sites, Sinden concludes that the major proportion of 
UK electricity could be generated from renewable energy sources, with wind from dispersed sites 
being the biggest source. As Sinden says, ‘…if you plan the right mix, renewable and intermittent 
technologies can even be made to match real-time electricity demand patterns. This reduces the 
need for backup, and makes renewables a serious alternative to conventional power sources.’13 
Many other studies have come to the same conclusion (see Brief Background Information).  
5. The recent national scenario study, A Clean Energy Future for Australia, by the Clean Energy 
Future Group,14 came to a similar conclusion. This study was very conservative in its assumptions 
only assuming small improvements to existing technologies, and yet it still found that by 2040 
renewable energy can contribute to 60 percent of electricity supply, while also reducing demand 
for electricity (by means of efficient energy use and solar hot water). The study finds that CO2 
emissions from electricity generation could be reduced by 78 percent compared with the 2001 
level by 2040.15 It is an important study showing that Australia’s sustainable energy future - based 
on efficient energy use, renewable energies and natural gas (while it lasts) - is now 
technologically and economically feasible. 
 
                                                          
12 Sinden, G. (2005) Variability of Wave and Tidal Stream Energy Resources, Oxford University Environmental Change Institute. A 
summary of the report and further information is available on the Carbon Trust's website at www.carbontrust.co.uk/NR/rdonlyres/EC293061-
611D-4BC8-A75C-9F84138184D3/0/variability_uk_marine_energy_resources.pdf.   Accessed 2 June 2007.  
13 Tickell, O. (2005) ‘Wave, wind, sun and tide is a powerful mix’, The Guardian, Thursday May 12 2005. Available at 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/life/opinion/story/0,,1481539,00.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
14 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Clean Energy Future Group, 
Canberra. Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 2 June 2007.     
15 Ibid.            
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Brief Background Information 
Can Renewable Energy Significantly Contribute to Australia’s Base Load Electricity Demand?  
It is widely acknowledged that renewable energy is very effective at contributing electricity to the grid 
to meet peak load demand, as renewable energy sources like co-generation, wind and solar produce 
the most amount of energy during peak load times of the day. Where there is still much debate in the 
media and among the engineering community is on whether distributed renewable energy can meet 
forecast base load electricity demand in Australia. Base load is commonly understood to mean 
technologies which provide electricity seven days a week 24 hours a day. In mainland Australia, base 
load power stations are mostly coal-fired (a few are gas-fired).  
Many forms of renewable energy are not dependant on day-to-day weather variations and hence can 
provide electricity just as reliably as coal or nuclear - such as co-generation, geothermal, 
concentrated solar thermal with storage, and biomass. Furthermore, renewable energy flows from 
wind and solar are much less intermittent than many assume. Many are now coming to understand 
that there is in fact no unsurpassable technological impediment to shifting to a significantly higher 
percentage of renewable energy, using gas fired turbines as back-up. This has been confirmed by the 
following studies and models:  
- Graham Sinden from the Environmental Change Institute at Oxford University16 has investigated 
the potential contribution from several different, variable, renewable electricity sources in the UK. 
He has found that adding up different renewable energy sources with different statistical 
properties can substantially reduce the total variability and hence the need for back-up. Using real 
data spanning many years, on winds, sunshine, waves and tides at multiple sites, Sinden 
concludes that the major proportion of UK electricity could be generated from renewable energy 
sources, with wind from dispersed sites being the biggest source (see Lecture 7.2). 
- Sigurd Weinreich’s team17 at The Centre for European Economic Research, has developed a 
model that shows it is technologically and economically affordable for the EU to make a transition 
over the coming decades to meeting 100 percent of their electricity needs from renewable and 
distributed energy sources.  
- An impressive European team of experts18 have found that Japan can make a transition to source 
100 percent of its energy from renewable, distributed sources over the next half century.  
- Studies by Allen consulting19 also show that if nations invest in energy efficiency, the economic 
gains will offset the additional costs of electricity from renewable energy over the next decade or 
two while renewable energy costs come down.  
- Modelling by the Clean Energy Futures Group in Australia, published in their Clean Energy 
Reports for Australia,20 suggests that a combination of demand management, investment in 
energy efficiency and renewable energy, and using gas as a transition fuel, can supply a 
                                                          
16 Sinden, G. (2005) Variability of Wave and Tidal Stream Energy Resources. Oxford University Environmental Change Institute. A 
summary of the report and further information is available on the Carbon Trust's website at www.carbontrust.co.uk/NR/rdonlyres/EC293061-
611D-4BC8-A75C-9F84138184D3/0/variability_uk_marine_energy_resources.pdf  (Accessed June 2007) 
17 Weinreich, S. et al (1998) ‘Long-Term Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the European Energy System’, Environmental and 
Resource Economics, LTIResearch Group, Physica Verlag, Heidelberg. Available at http://www.amazon.com/Long-Term-Integration-
Renewable-Environmental-Economics/dp/3790811041. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
18 Kruska, M. et al (2003) Energy Rich Japan. Available at http://www.energyrichjapan.info/pdf/EnergyRichJapan_summary.pdf. Accessed 2 
June 2007.   
19 Allen Consulting (2003) Sustainable Energy Jobs Report: A Report for the Sustainable Energy Development Authority, The Allen 
Consulting Group, Sydney. 
20 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Clean Energy Future Group, 
Canberra. Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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significant percentage of base load electricity demand by 2040. This study found that renewable 
energy could contribute 60 percent of electricity by 2040 and that CO2 emissions from Australia’s 
electricity generation could be reduced by 78 percent compared with the 2001 level. It is important 
to note that this study was very conservative, assuming only small improvements to existing 
technologies. The modellers were required to assume there would not be any significant 
advances on currently available renewable technologies, which meant that in the model, solar will 
only contribute about 2-4 percent by 2040. But there are currently three significant developments 
in solar energy (not considered in the study) which will dramatically bring down the costs:  
- ANU Solar Sliver Cells.21  
- Developments in Concentrated Solar Thermal Energy and Storage.22 
- The building of at least ten new silicon foundries globally to increase silicon production.23 
A recent World Watch Institute report24 suggests that the combination of all these factors will reduce 
the costs of solar energy rapidly by at least 40 percent. Also the Clean Energy Futures Group did not 
factor in a significant contribution from geothermal power to Australia’s future energy supply mix 
because the industry is still in its infancy. This suggests that by 2060 it is technologically possible for 
combinations of all renewables, including solar and geothermal, to be responsible for the majority of 
Australia’s electricity.  
Nations Utilising Significant Renewable Resources 
There are already significant examples to suggest that such future scenario’s are plausible. For 
instance, renewable energy now already accounts for a quarter of the installed capacity of California, 
a third of Sweden’s energy, half of Norway’s and three-quarters of Iceland’s. Geothermal power, 
which supplies base load power with the same load profiles as coal and nuclear, is being used by 
more and more countries. In 2001 the electric energy produced from geothermal resources 
represented over 60 percent of the total electricity generated in Iceland, 27 percent in the Philippines, 
12.4 percent in Kenya, 11.4 percent in Costa Rica, and 4.3 percent in El Salvador.25  
Since 2003 Denmark has generated 20 percent of its electricity from wind power. There have been no 
major problems resulting from wind variability, although there is a temporary problem resulting from 
the connection of a large block of wind power from off-shore wind farms to a single point on a weak 
section of the transmission network. Because Denmark is connected by transmission line to other 
European countries, it does not need to install additional peak load plant to balance its wind power. 
Instead, it purchases additional power from its neighbours when necessary.  
As highlighted in Lecture 4.4, one of the now classic cases of using renewable energy to meet base 
load demand comes from Sacramento, California. In 1989 Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
(SMUD) were forced by community action to close their unpopular nuclear plant, and had to replace 
half of its capacity virtually overnight - as much as 950 MW. Instead of building a conventional plant 
(e.g. coal-fired) to meet supply demand, SMUD first invested in providing energy efficiency services  
                                                          
21 Blakers, A., Weber, K., Everett, V., Franklin, E. and Deenapanray, S. (2006) Sliver Cells – A Complete Photovoltaic Solution, IEEE 4th 
World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, Hawaii. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/pubs/papers/Hawaii_2006/Sliver_Cells.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
22 Wibberley, L., Cottrell, A., Scaife, P. and Brown, P. (2006) Synergies with Renewables: Concentrating Solar Thermal Technology 
Assessment Report 56, CRC for Coal in Sustainable Development. Available at www.ccsd.biz/publications/files/TA/ACF4FBF.pdf. Accessed 
2 June 2007. 
23 WorldWatch Institute (2007) ‘Solar Power Set to Shine Brightly’, Media Release, WorldWatch Institute. Available at  
http://www.worldwatch.org/node/5086. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Dickson, M.H. and Fanelli, M. (2004) What is Geothermal Energy?, Istituto di Geoscienze e Georisorse, CNR , Pisa, Italy. Available at  
http://iga.igg.cnr.it/documenti/geo/Geothermal%20Energy.en.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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through the implementation of load management and energy efficiency measures. They then invested 
in a range of small scale, distributed forms of energy generation – wind, solar, co-generation fuel cells 
– to meet the remaining gap between energy supply and demand, experimenting to find the most 
effective combinations of renewable energy.  
The following overviews the relevant types of base load renewable energy - hydro, biomass, co-
generation, hot dry rock geothermal power, solar PV and solar thermal with storage, and large scale, 
geographically dispersed, wind farms.  
Hydro Power 
Hydro–power already meets 7 percent of Australia’s electricity needs.26 Much of this is used currently 
for peak load electricity, however, if strategies were implemented to significantly reduce peak load, 
then more electricity generated by hydro power could be used to provide low emission base load 
electricity. As discussed in Lecture 7.2, the International Hydropower Association estimates that for 
Australia only 49 percent of technically feasible hydropower has been developed.27 
Bioenergy 
Bioenergy is based on the combustion of crops and crop residues, or their gasification followed by 
combustion of the gas.28 In 2000 biomass provided 11 percent of the world’s total primary energy 
supply.29 At present Finland derives over 20 percent, Sweden 17 percent, Austria 11 percent and 
Australia about 3.3 percent (about 170 PJ) of total primary energy supplies from biomass.30 Paper 
and pulp manufacturing plants in Australia already generate significant quantities of their energy from 
utilising biomass. As the Australian Plantation, Timber Products and Paper Council’s Sustainability 
Action Plan states,31  
The plantation products and paper industry is both a producer and user of renewable energy. 
A large proportion of the renewable energy produced by the paper sector is obtained from the 
black liquor (lignin) that is extracted from wood when it is separated into its constituent fibres 
through chemical pulping processes. Some recent studies have suggested that the potential 
for power production from black liquor may be even higher if gasification and combined cycles 
are used.32  
The Clean Energy Future Group’s study of future energy scenario’s for Australia found that,33 
It appears that biomass could make a substantial contribution to electricity, heat and transport 
in Australia and at most only a minor fraction would have to come from dedicated energy 
crops. However, this does not have to be all forest. Oil seed crops and high lipid content algae 
                                                          
26 See Hydro power - Hydro power: Making A Significant Contribution World Wide at  
www.hydropower.org/downloads/F4%20Hydropower%20Making%20a%20Significant%20Contribution%20Worldwide.pdf. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
27 International Hydro Association (2003) The Role of Hydropower in Sustainable Development, IHA White Paper. Available at  
www.hydropower.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
28 For further reading on biomass, a wealth of general information may be obtained from the Bioenergy Australia website at 
www.bioenergyaustralia.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007. The international bioenergy collaboration within the International Energy Agency may 
be accessed via www.ieabioenergy.com. A  valuable international journal is Biomass and Bioenergy. 
29 IEA (2002) ‘Renewables in global energy supply, fact sheet’, International Energy Agency. Available at www.iea.org. Accessed 2 June 
2007.  
30 ABARE gives 202 PJ of biomass energy, but firewood experts suggest that the residential firewood component of this amount should be 
about 48 PJ instead of ABARE’s 80 PJ. 
31 Prosser, M., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Toyne, P. (2006) Sustainability Action Plan - Performance, People and Prosperity, Australian 
Plantation, Products and Paper Industry Council (A3P). Available at 
http://www.a3p.asn.au/assets/pdf/PerformancePeopleProsperity_actionplan.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
32 Maunsbach, K., Isaksson, A., Yan, J., Svedberg, G. and Eidensten, L. (2001) ‘Integration of advanced gas turbines in pulp and paper 
mills for increased power generation’, Journal of Engineering for GasTurbines and Power, vol 123, issue 4, p 734. 
33 Saddler, H.,  Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia, Clean Energy Future Group, Sydney, p 88-95 
and  p 123. Available at www.wwf.org.au. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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could also play a role. Specifically for electricity generation it appears that all biomass crops 
and residues could together supply considerably more than 92 TWh (330 PJ) of Australia’s 
electricity in 2040, (roughly 10% of total electricity production in 2040) without competing with 
food production. 
Co-Generation 
Co-Generation enables the simultaneous production of electricity and useful heat from the one 
energy source. Co-generation helps not only to meet industry’s peak load but also its base load 
electricity demand by generating electricity onsite through a combustion process that also harnesses 
the heat from the process for use on site in both industrial and commercial building processes.34 In 
Australia, Alcoa with its partner Alinta is investing significantly in co-generation to help meet its base 
load electricity needs.35 Alcoa is continuing to introduce gas-fired co-generation with energy partner 
Alinta at their Western Australian alumina refineries. The Alcoa Pinjarra alumina refinery, with both an 
efficiency upgrade and a co-generation development, shows the potential opportunities that can be 
available:  
- The Pinjarra efficiency upgrade project will improve the refinery’s energy efficiency (and 
greenhouse performance) by about 5 percent. 
- Two new Alinta co-generation units at Alcoa’s Pinjarra Refinery will utilise gas-fired turbines to 
generate electricity for third party customers, with the (exhaust) heat producing steam for use by 
the refinery. 
- Combining the efficiency upgrade project with the new Alinta co-generation project will reduce the 
greenhouse intensity of the Pinjarra Refinery by about 14 percent, giving an annual net CO2 
saving of around 380,000 tons. 
Geothermal Energy 
Geothermal energy is not strictly speaking renewable, as the rate of extraction exceeds the rate of 
formation of geothermal reserves underground. However it is often included in discussions of 
renewable energy because it is a low carbon supply technology with resources that will last hundreds, 
if not thousands, of years. Geothermal power supplies base load power with the same load profiles as 
coal and nuclear, and is being used by more and more countries. In 2001 the electric energy 
produced from geothermal resources represented 75 percent of Iceland’s total electricity generated, 
27 percent in the Philippines, 12.4 percent in Kenya, 11.4 percent in Costa Rica, and 4.3 percent in El 
Salvador.36 As the Australian Uranium Information Centre states,37   
Where hot underground steam can be tapped and brought to the surface it may be used to 
generate electricity. Such geothermal sources have potential in certain parts of the world such 
as New Zealand, USA, Philippines and Italy. Some 8000 MWe of capacity is operating, 
including 3000 MWe in the USA and 2000 MWe in Philippines, and in 2002 geothermal 
produced more electricity than did wind worldwide. In Japan 500 MWe of capacity produces 
0.3% of the country's electricity. In New Zealand 420 MWe produces over 7% of the electricity, 
and Iceland gets most of its electricity from 200 MWe of geothermal plant. Lihir Gold mine in 
                                                          
34  Ibid.  
35 Australian Aluminium Council (2006) Australian aluminium – the industry, Australian Aluminium Council. Available at 
http://www.aluminium.org.au/Page.php?d=1115. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
36 Dickson, M.H. and Fanelli, M. (2004) What is Geothermal Energy? Istituto di Geoscienze e Georisorse, CNR, Pisa, Italy. Available at  
http://iga.igg.cnr.it/documenti/geo/Geothermal%20Energy.en.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
37 Uranium Information Centre (2007) Renewable Energy and Electricity Nuclear Issues Briefing Paper 38, Uranium Information Centre, 
Australia. Available at http://www.uic.com.au/nip38.htm. Accessed June 2007.  
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Papua New Guinea has 56 MWe installed, the last 20 MWe costing US$ 40 million - about the 
same as annual savings from the expanded plant. Geothermal electric output is expected to 
triple by 2030.There are also prospects in certain other areas for hot fractured rock 
geothermal - pumping water underground to regions of the earth¹s crust which are very hot or 
using hot brine from these regions. The heat - around 250ºC - is due to high levels of 
radioactivity in the granites and because they are insulated at 4-5 km depth. They typically 
have 15-40 ppm uranium and/or thorium, but may be ten times this. The heat from radiogenic 
decay is used to make steam for electricity generation. South Australia has some very 
prospective areas.  Ground source heat systems also come into this category, thought the 
temperatures are much lower. The new Geoscience Australia building in Canberra is heated 
and cooled thus, using a ground loop system of 350 pipes to use the earth as a heat sink or 
heat source at different times of the year.  
Research by Dr P.N. Chopra while previously at ANU (and other respected research bodies) shows 
that Australia has one of the largest Hot Dry Rock (HDR) geothermal reserves in the world, which 
could provide electricity to meet all of Australia’s needs for thousands of years. Figure 7.3.1 shows 
the estimated temperature at a depth of 5km across Australia. Blue hues indicate relatively low 
temperatures at this depth while reds represent areas where the temperature is estimated to be 
particularly high. Parts of Central Australia are predicted to be >300oC at 5km depth. Australian of the 
Year, Tim Flannery, has raised awareness of the potential of HDR geothermal power, writing that,38  
This one rock body in South Australia is estimated to contain enough heat to supply all Australia's 
power needs for 75 years, at a cost equivalent to that of brown coal, without the carbon dioxide 
emissions. So vast is the resource that distance to market is no object, for power can be pumped 
down the power line in such volume as to overcome any transmission losses. With trial plants 
scheduled for construction this year, the enormous potential of HDR geothermal power is about to be 
tested. Hot dry rock geothermal energy relies on existing technologies and engineering processes 
such as drilling and hydraulic fracturing - techniques established by the oil and gas industry.  
 
Figure 7.3.1. Australia’s geothermal resources  
Source: Dr P.N. Chopra, Dept of Earth and Marine Sciences, Australian National University. 
                                                          
38 Flannery, T. (2005) ‘The power beneath our feet’, The Age. Available at http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/the-power-beneath-our-
feet/2005/09/26/1127586753959.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Solar PV 
When advanced batteries become less expensive, PV electricity can become a very cost effective 
options for meeting base electricity load. One of the fastest growing markets in the world today is 
hybrid cars. This is stimulating significant R&D efforts to improve the effectiveness of batteries and 
fuel cells which can store electricity. The rapidly expanding hybrid car market is also creating a 
significant global market for advanced batteries and helping to bring their costs down through 
increasing economies of scale. Meanwhile, even without storage, a large amount of solar PV can 
substitute for coal and/or gas combusted in intermediate-load power stations because, if it is 
orientated to the north-west, its supply matches the summer peak load demand. Thus, statistically 
speaking, even solar electricity without storage has a degree of reliability during the daytime.  
Concentrated Solar Thermal 
Solar energy can also be stored at low cost as heat in water, rocks or thermo-chemical systems such 
as ammonia.39 Converting solar energy into heat can then be used to store energy during the day, 
which can then be released for use overnight as shown in Figure 7.3.2. Therefore, solar thermal40 
electricity with thermal storage can supply base load and can be just as reliable as base load coal. 
Solar thermal energy is a technology for harnessing solar power for practical applications, from solar 
heating to electrical power generation. Solar thermal collectors, such as solar hot water panels, are 
commonly used to generate solar hot water for domestic and light industrial applications.  
 
Figure 7.3.2. Concentrated solar thermal energy transfers on a typical summers day  
Source: Wibberley, L. et al (2006)41   
                                                          
39 Lovegrove, K. et al (2007) Closed loop thermochemical energy storage system using ammonia, ANU Solar Thermal Energy Research, 
Canberra. Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/high_temp/thermochem/index.php. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
40 Lovegrove, K. et al (2007) Introduction to Concentrated Solar Thermal, ANU Solar Thermal Energy Research, Canberra. Available at 
http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/high_temp/concentrators/basics.php. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
41 Wibberley, L., Cottrell, A., Scaife, P. and Brown, P. (2006) Synergies with Renewables: Concentrating Solar Thermal Technology 
Assessment Report 56, CRC for Coal in Sustainable Development. Available at www.ccsd.biz/publications/files/TA/ACF4FBF.pdf. Accessed 
2 June 2007. 
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Solar thermal energy is used in architecture and building design to control heating and ventilation in 
both active solar and passive solar designs. Solar thermal electric power plants are solar power 
plants that generate electricity by converting solar energy to heat in order to drive a thermal power 
plant. Solar thermal base load electric systems have been operating for up to 20 years. These plants 
include a number of Solar Energy Generating Systems,42 such as Nevada Solar One covering 350 
acres of the desert near Boulder City, Nevada south of Las Vegas,43 and Solar Two covering  82,750 
m² with the ability to produce 10 megawatts.44  
 
Figure 7.3.3. Artist impression of Nevada Solar One, a 64 MW renewable solar power plant that will 
be constructed in Boulder City, Nevada 
Source: Solargenix Energy Inc45   
 
 
Figure 7.3.4. Solar Two, power tower 
Source: NREL's Photographic Information Exchange 
                                                          
42 See Wikipedia - Solar Energy Generating Systems at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_Energy_Generating_Systems. Accessed 2 June 
2007. 
43 See Wikipedia - Nervada Solar One at  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nevada_Solar_One. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
44 See Wikipedia - Solar One at  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_One. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
45 See Solargenix Energy Inc. – Nevada Solar One at http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r6/las_vegas/maymeeting.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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There are several types of solar thermal systems46 which can contribute to base load electricity with 
storage. Australian scientists have made world class contributions to this important field of renewable 
energy over the last fifty years.47 CSIRO scientists, who published an extensive review of the field in 
October 2006, found that,48  
It has been predicted that…If the higher rate of commercial application is achieved, the 
technology will play a significant role in base-load generation for Australia and other 
countries... These predictions show that Concentrated Solar Thermal technologies could be 
capable of meeting the requirements of two major electric power markets: large-scale 
dispatchable markets comprised of grid-connected peaking and base-load power, and rapidly 
expanding distributed markets, including both on-grid and remote/off grid applications… There 
is also an opportunity to use solar thermal energy for natural gas reforming, which results in 
26% of embodied solar energy in the product gas.  
In Australia, the large quantities of natural gas and coal seam gas, and the well developed gas 
and electricity grids, coupled with large areas with high solar insolation, provide an opportunity 
for using this approach to make a significant reduction in greenhouse emissions per unit of 
electricity, and in the amount of fossil energy consumption. The attractive environmental 
attributes of Concentrated Solar Thermal, combined with the inherent capability of the 
technology to meet dispatchable and distributed market needs, form a forceful argument for 
continued development of the technology.  
Thermal storage technology is available and readily connected to concentrated solar thermal 
plants… The current plants in operation are achieving costs of about US $0.12 kWh which are 
the lowest of any solar technology. The technology can also be combined in hybrid form (solar 
thermal plants couple with fossil fuel-fired boilers) achieving cost of about US$0.08/kWh…  
There is a concerted international effort to develop the technology through installations, to 
benefit from scale and the learning rate. It is predicted that the cost of concentrated solar 
thermal will become equal to coal fired generation when the concentrated solar thermal 
installed capacity is 5000 MW worldwide… targeted to achieve this by 2013.  
Some of the most promising current work in Australia is being undertaken by the ANU Solar Thermal 
Group49 and at Sydney University,50  And both have been featured in front page news stories 
recently.51 The ABC’s 7.30 Report on October 1st 2007, reported that  
Two of America's biggest power utilities have unveiled plans for a multi-billion dollar expansion 
of solar power supply. The company at the heart of their strategy is the one started by 
Australian solar expert Davíd Mills - the former Sydney University professor - who left this 
country for California earlier this year to pursue the further development of his ground-
breaking work. What makes the announcement more significant is that the utilities are 
confidently predicting that their solar power will soon be providing base-load electricity - that 
is, day and night - at prices competitive with coal.52 
                                                          
46 See Wikipedia - Solar Thermal Energy at  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_thermal. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
47 Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies, vol 63, 
no 6. Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
48 Ibid 
49 See ANU Solar Thermal Group website at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs.php. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
50 See Solar Research Sydney University website at http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/app/research/solar/clfr.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
51 Peakcock, M (2007)  ‘Aust technology to Revolutionise Clean Electricity’, 7.30 Report, ABC, 01/10/07. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2007/s2047734.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007.   
52 Ibid.  
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Global Renewable Energy Resources 
Calculations by the World Energy Council53 of global renewable energy resources suggest that many 
countries will be able to technologically have the option to shift most of their electricity supply to 
renewable forms of energy. Calculations by the World Energy Council show that renewable energy 
resources significantly exceed that of non-renewable energy resources, stating that, ‘In one hour, the 
amount of sunlight falling upon the earth is close to the total energy used by the world’s population in 
one year’ [see Figure 7.3.1].  
 
Figure 7.3.5. Comparison of global energy resources 
Source: World Energy Council (2004)54 
The Australian Government’s Energy White Paper55 has outlined that there are significant renewable 
resources available and demonstrating this with resource maps56 for solar, geothermal, wind and 
bioenergy) in Australia. The Wind resource map is featured as an example (Figure 7.3.6). Studies 
show that wind power could provide as much as 20 percent of Australia’s electricity needs.57 
Opponents of wind power grossly overestimate the amount of landmass this would need. Professor 
Diesendorf has provided an analysis of the land required for wind power:  
To replace the electricity generated by a 1000 megawatt (MW) coal fired power station, with 
annual average power output of about 850 MW, a group of wind farms with capacity (rated 
power) of about 2600 MW, located in windy sites, is required. The higher wind capacity allows 
for the variations in wind power and is taken into account in the economics of wind power. 
Although this substitution involves a large number of wind turbines (300 turbines, each rated 
at 2MW), the area of land actually occupied by the wind turbines and access roads is only 5-
19 square km depending on wind speeds. Farming continues between the wind turbines. For 
comparison, the coal fired power station and its open cut coal min occupies typically 50-100 
square km.58  
                                                          
53 World Energy Council (2004) Global Energy Resource Survey, World Energy Council. Available at 
http://www.worldenergy.org/documents/ser2004.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
54 Ibid.  
55 The Energy Taskforce (2004) Securing Australia’s Energy Future, Australian Federal Government. Available at 
http://www.pmc.gov.au/publications/energy_future/#about. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
56 Ibid, chp 2. 
57 Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future for Australia Energy Strategies, Clean Energy Future Group, 
Canberra.  Available at http://wwf.org.au/ourwork/climatechange/cleanenergyfuture/. Accessed 2 June 2007.               
58 Diesendorf, M. (2007) ‘The Base Load Fallacy’ in Australia Industry Group (2007) Environmental Management Handbook 2007, The 
Australia Industry Group.   
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Figure 7.3.6. Map of Australia's wind resources (dark designating areas of strong wind resource.) 
Source: The Energy Taskforce (2004)59 
Associate Professor Keith Lovegrove60 has shown that Australia has enough solar resources alone to 
meet Australia’s electricity needs easily if 138 km by 138 km of land in Australia was covered with 20 
percent efficient solar thermal power stations (assuming 20 percent coverage of the 138 km by 138 
km land).  
 
Figure 7.3.7. Size of solar thermal power stations to meet Australia’s electricity needs 
Source: Lovegrove, K. (2007)61 
                                                          
59 Ibid.  
60 Lovegrove, K. (2007) ‘Maintaining Australia as an Energy Exporter’, ANZSES Solar Congress October 2007.   
61 Ibid.  
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Australia has significant solar energy resources by any comparison with any country globally.  
 
 
Figure 7.3.8. Global map of solar resources (KWh/m2)  
Source: Lovegrove, K. (2007)62 
 
It is beyond the scope of this project to now be able to provide detailed technical training in the full 
array of low carbon renewable energy technologies. Students of this package are directed to 
significant online technical resources for engineers and packages developed by RetScreen 
International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre63 and the US Department of Energy’s Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy64 website. RetScreen is currently the major global online provider 
of open source training materials in low carbon renewable energy options. For those wishing to 
undertake courses to get formally accredited in installing renewable energy systems The Australian 
Business Council of Sustainable Energy is able to direct you to courses and training on Renewable 
Energy wherever you are based in Australia. They publish an annual list of such courses available in 
Australia.  
                                                          
62 Ibid.  
63 See RETScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre at http://www.retscreen.net/ang/home.php. Accessed 8 February 
2007. 
64 See US Department of Energy’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy at http://www.eere.energy.gov/. Accessed 2 June 2007 
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Optional Reading  
1. Diesendorf, M. (2007) Greenhouse Solutions with Sustainable Energy, UNSW Press, Sydney. 
2. For further reading on biomass, a wealth of general information may be obtained from Bioenergy 
Australia, website at www.bioenergyaustralia.org/. The international bioenergy collaboration 
within the International Energy Agency may be accessed via www.ieabioenergy.com. A valuable 
international journal is Biomass and Bioenergy.   
3. IEA (2009) Concentrated Solar Thermal, IEA www.iea.org/papers/2010/csp_roadmap.pdf. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
4. IEA (2009) Wind Energy Technology Roadmap, IEA at 
www.ieawind.org/wnd_info/IEA_Paris/Wind_Roadmap.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
5. IEA (2011) Geothermal Technology Roadmap. IEA at 
www.iea.org/papers/2011/Geothermal_Roadmap.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
6. IEA (2009) Solar Photovoltaic Technology Roadmap, IEA at 
www.iea.org/papers/2010/pv_roadmap.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
7. Dickson, M.H. and Fanelli, M. (2004) What is Geothermal Energy?, Istituto di Geoscienze e 
Georisorse, CNR, Pisa, Italy. Available at 
http://iga.igg.cnr.it/documenti/geo/Geothermal%20Energy.en.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
8. Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006) ‘Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International 
Journal of Environmental Studies, vol 63, no. 6. Available at 
http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs/IJES06.pdf. Accessed 2 June 
2007. 
9. Blakers, A., Weber, K., Everett, V., Franklin, E. and Deenapanray, S. (2006) ‘Sliver Cells – A 
Complete Photovoltaic Solution’, IEEE 4th World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, 
Hawaii. Available at http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/pubs/papers/Hawaii_2006/Sliver_Cells.pdf. 
Accessed 2 June 2007. 
10. RETScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre website at 
www.retscreen.net/ang/home.php. Accessed 8 February 2007. 
11. CADDET website - Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Database at www.caddet.org/. 
Accessed 8 February 2007. 
12. US Department of Energy website - Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy at 
www.eere.energy.gov/. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
 
Key Words for Searching Online  
Hydroelectric power, Biomass, BioEnergy, Geothermal, Solar PV, Solar Thermal, Wind Power, Water 
Power, Wave Power, Tidal Power.  
 ENERGY TRANSFORMED: 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE C 
INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY, TRANSPORT AND 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY  
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 7: INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY 
 
LECTURE 7.4: HIDDEN BENEFITS OF DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 
TO SUPPLY BASE ELECTRICITY DEMAND 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                          
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Low Emissions Electricity  
 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base 
Electricity Demand5   
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to compliment Lecture 7.3 by outlining how a seemingly intermittent energy 
source like wind power can, individually and in combination, help to meet rising base load electricity 
demand and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This lecture aims to ensure that students have an 
awareness of the diversity of ways renewables can contribute to meet base load electricity demand. 
To outline four of the main hidden benefits of utilising distributed energy supply options. This lecture 
also provides a further overview and context outlining the potential ways that renewable energy can 
contribute to help Australia achieve a 60 percent reduction in 1990 levels of greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2050.  
 
Required Reading 
Reference Page 
1. Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: the hidden economic benefits of 
making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain Institute, 
Colorado. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org/. Accessed 15 October 
2012. 
2. IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and 
Climate Change Mitigation – Executive Summary. Prepared by Working 
Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [O. Edenhofer, 
R. Pichs-Madruga, Y. Sokona, K. Seyboth, P. Matschoss, S. Kadner, T. 
Zwickel, P. Eickemeier, G. Hansen, S. Schlömer, C. von Stechow (eds)]. 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, 
NY, USA, 1075 pp. Available at http://srren.ipcc-wg3.de/report. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
3. Saddler, H., Diesendorf, M. and Denniss, R. (2004) A Clean Energy Future 
for Australia Energy Strategies, Clean Energy Future Group, Canberra.  
Available at 
www.enerstrat.com.au/index.php/publications/a_clean_energy_future_for_au
stralia/. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
4. Diesendorf, M. (2007) Greenhouse Solutions with Sustainable Energy, 
UNSW Press, Sydney.  
pp 141-148 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
pp 88-105 
 
 
 
pp 105-127 
                                                          
5 Peer review by Dr Mike Dennis - ANU.    
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Learning Points 
1. Wind power can provide base load electricity. While a single wind turbine is indeed intermittent, 
this is not true of an integrated system of wind farms, separated by several hundred kilometres 
and experiencing different wind regimes. This has been shown by studies for the USA, UK and 
Australia. The total output of such a system generally varies smoothly and only extremely rarely 
experiences a situation where there is no wind at any site.  
2. Wind farms have been and will be located deliberately in areas where there are the highest mean 
wind speeds per annum. Until recently, in Australia there were no wind atlas’s with such 
information. Now wind atlas’s exist for NSW and Victoria, parts of Tasmania and Western 
Australia showing where the windiest spots, on average per annum, are located. Interestingly, 
over half of the windiest spots in NSW and Victoria (see Figure 7.4.1), Tasmania and WA are in 
rural and regional Australia where wind farms will bring valuable income to farmers and create 
rural jobs. In the case of the South West Western Australia rural towns, Denman and Hopetoun, 
source 70 percent of their energy from wind power with the balance coming from diesel 
generation. 
3. Due to the telecommunications revolution the fluctuations in wind energy flows are also better 
understood and more predictable through real-time satellite weather forecasting. This real-time 
information therefore, in principle, allows energy suppliers to monitor and predict any shortfalls in 
energy supply from wind and address it simply through utilising hydro or gas fired peak load 
turbines.  
4. Australia’s electricity grid goes from South Australia all the way to Far North Queensland, and is 
designed to cope with large variations in supply and demand throughout the day. The electricity 
grid therefore can accommodate significant amounts of variable supply of electricity from wind 
and solar. The electricity grid can effectively smooth the individual variability from specific wind 
and solar farm sites throughout the eastern states of Australia. South Australia will have 15 
percent of its electricity coming from wind farms by the end of 2007. The network and systems 
operators believe that up to 20 percent can be easily accommodated. Denmark has generated 20 
percent of its electricity from wind power since 2003.  
5. Professor Diesendorf has calculated that, ‘To replace the electricity generated by a 1000 
megawatt (MW) coal-fired power station, with annual average power output of about 850 MW, a 
group of wind farms with capacity (rated power) of about 2600 MW, located in windy sites, is 
required. The higher wind capacity allows for the variations in wind power and is taken into 
account in the economics of wind power. Although this substitution involves a large number of 
wind turbines (for example, 1300 turbines, each rated at 2 MW), the area of land actually 
occupied by the wind turbines and access roads is only 5–19 square km, depending upon wind 
speed. Farming continues between the wind turbines. For comparison, the coal-fired power 
station and its open-cut coal-mine occupy typically 50–100 square km.6’ 
6. Rocky Mountain Institute’s publication, Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of 
Making Electrical Resources the Right Size, lists 207 reasons why renewable/distributed energy 
sources are a low risk and very profitable way of meeting peak electricity demand when 
compared to large centralised power stations, including: 
a) Distributed renewable energy has significantly shorter lead times for construction than large 
                                                          
6 Diesendorf, M. (2007) Greenhouse Solutions with Sustainable Energy, UNSW Press, Sydney.  
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scale centralised plants. Shorter lead time means the utility does not have to keep as much 
capacity under construction (which costs money and increases financial risk) to meet 
expected load growth in a timely fashion.  
b) Small distributed-generation modules don’t overshoot electricity demand by much and they 
can be added more closely in step with demand. However, large centralised stations risk 
overshooting demand permanently if demand for electricity plateaus or declines through 
countries adopting the energy efficiency opportunities outlined in Module B, Lecture 4.2 and 
4.3.  
c) Shorter lead time means investments in distributed renewable energy can start earning 
revenue earlier, i.e. as soon as each module is built rather than waiting for the entire total 
capacity to be completed. This is shown in Figure 7.4.4 
d) Shorter lead time decreases the burden on utility cashflow as shown in Figure 7.4.5. Shorter 
lead time and smaller, more modular capacity additions can reduce the builder’s financial risk 
and hence market cost of capital.7 Built in this modular fashion, such an approach can need 
10+ times less working capital than large centralised electricity power stations or nuclear 
power plants, reducing default risk.  
 
                                                          
7 Kahn, E. (1978) Reliability Planning in Distributed Electric Energy Systems, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, p 333ff; Lovins, 
A.B. (1981) ‘Electric Utility Investments: Excelsior or Confetti?’, Journal of Business Administration, vol 12, no. 2, pp 91–114; Lovins, A.B. 
(1982) ‘How To Keep Electric Utilities Solvent’, Energy Journal. 
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Brief Background Information 
Wind Power as Base Load 
It is obvious that four types of renewable sources outlined in Lectures 7.2 and 7.3 – hydro, biomass, 
hot rock geothermal and solar thermal - are indeed base load, as they are clearly not dependant on 
day-to-day weather variations and hence can provide electricity just as reliably as coal or nuclear. 
However, the inclusion of large-scale wind power requires more discussion, as wind power is defined 
by the National Electricity Market as an ‘intermittent’ source. This provides a false impression that 
wind power is unreliable at providing power from one moment to the next. Wind power and solar are 
more accurately described as variable; depending on weather conditions their supply of electricity per 
wind turbine or solar panel varies. Electricity Grids have been designed to cope with variability and 
the entire system and electricity grid is designed to manage variability of supply and demand all the 
time. Because demand for electricity varies on a daily and seasonal basis, and because, in the past, it 
has been very expensive to store electricity on a large scale, electricity grids have a mix of base load, 
intermediate load and peak load power stations to meet variations in demand. Base load power 
stations in Australia are coal-fired, and since they have high capital cost and low running cost, they 
are operated around the clock.  
These base load power stations are complimented by a combination of intermediate and peak load 
stations. Because peak load stations can be turned on and off very quickly, they are valuable for 
‘balancing’ fluctuations in demand and for rapidly covering the unexpected failure of a base load 
power station. Intermediate load runs during the daytime, filling the gap in supply between base and 
peak load power. Its output is more readily changed than base load, but less than peak load, and its 
operating cost lies between those of base and peak load. Sometimes intermediate load is supplied by 
gas-fired power stations and sometimes by older, smaller, coal-fired stations. Clearly, if an electricity 
generating system has too much peak load plant, it will become very expensive to operate, but if it 
has too much base load plant, it will be very expensive to buy. For a particular pattern of demand 
there is a mix of base, intermediate and peak load plant that gives the minimum annual cost. This is 
known as the optimal mix of generating plant. Hence the entire system and grid is designed to handle 
and respond to constant variability by adjusting the amount of base, intermediate and peak load 
electricity power sources that are online at any one time.  
In Australia, the entire eastern seaboard electricity grid is linked from Far North Queensland to South 
Australia, and therefore can act like a battery to manage excess energy production from one part of 
Australia in order to address a lack of energy production due to lack of wind in another part of 
Australia. The electricity grid can accommodate significant amounts of variable supply of electricity 
and therefore can effectively smooth the individual variability from specific wind farm sites. South 
Australia will have 15 percent of its electricity coming from wind farms by the end of 2007 and the 
network and systems operators believe that up to 20 percent can be easily accommodated. Table 
7.4.1 shows the interconnection capacity in the National Electricity Market. This shows that there is 
approximately 680 MW transfer capability from Victoria to South Australia and 420 MW from South 
Australia to Victoria, the former number being the more important in the context of providing support 
in the event of an unpredicted rapid decline in wind farm output. Network augmentation in the 
southeast of South Australia could increase this support capability. Basslink, which connects Victoria 
and Tasmania, could provide similar back-up support for wind farms in Tasmania. 
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Table 7.4.1. Interconnection in the National Electricity Market  
Interconnection MW 
Queensland to NSW (QNI AC)  950 
NSW to Queensland (QNI AC)  700 
NSW to/from Qld (Direct Link DC)  180 
NSW - Snowy (AC) 1150 
Snowy - NSW (AC) 3200 
Snowy - Vic (AC) 1900 
Vic - Snowy (AC) 1100 
Vic - SA (AC) 460 
SA - Vic (AC) 300 
Vic - SA (Murraylink DC) 220 
SA - Vic (Murraylink DC) 120 
Vic - Tas (Basslink DC) 300 
Tas - Vic (Basslink DC) 600 
Vic - SA (AC) 460 
Source: NEMMCO (2003)8 
Wind Farms are Located in Areas of High Average Wind Speed and have been, and will be, located 
deliberately in areas where there are the highest mean wind speeds per annum. Until recently, in 
Australia there were no wind atlas’s with such information. Now wind atlas’s exist, developed by 
CSIRO scientists, for NSW and Victoria, parts of Tasmania and Western Australia, showing where 
the windiest spots, on average per annum, are located. Interestingly, over half of the windiest spots 
are in rural and regional Australia where wind farms will bring valuable income to farmers and create 
rural jobs.  
 
                                                          
8 NEMMCO (2003) ‘Statement of Opportunities’, cited in Outhred, H. (2003) National Wind Power Study, A report prepared for the 
Australian Greenhouse Office, Version 8.  This study explores readily accepted wind energy penetration levels in Australia's electricity 
networks. Available at www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/wind-power.html and www.nemmco.com.au. Accessed 2 June 
2007. 
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Figure 7.4.1. Victorian Wind Map  
Source: Sustainability Victoria9 
In the case of the South West Western Australia rural towns, Denman and Hopetoun, source 70 
percent of their energy from wind power with the balance coming from diesel generation. As 
Professor Diesendorf writes, 10  
Although a single wind turbine is indeed intermittent, this is not generally true of a system of 
several wind farms, separated by several hundred kilometres and experiencing different wind 
regimes. The total output of such a system generally varies smoothly and only rarely 
experiences a situation where there is no wind at any site. As a result, this system can be 
made as reliable as a conventional base-load power station by adding a small amount of 
peak-load plant (say, gas turbines) that is only operated when required. 
Standford University researchers, fomer post-doctoral fellow Christina Archer and Mark Z. 
Jacobson, an associate professor of civil and environmental engineering, state that,11  
When multiple wind sites are considered, the number of days with no wind power and the 
standard deviation of the wind speed, integrated across all sites, are substantially 
reduced in comparison with when one wind site is considered. Therefore a network of 
wind farms in locations with high annual mean wind speeds may provide a reliable and 
abundant source of electric power. 
                                                          
9 See Sustainability Victoria at http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/www/html/2123-wind-map.asp. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
10 Diesendorf, M. (2007) The Base Load Fallacy, EnergyScience. Available at http://www.sustainabilitycentre.com.au/BaseloadFallacy.pdf. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
11Archer, C.L. and Jacobson, M.Z. (2003) ‘Spatial and temporal distributions of U.S. winds and wind power at 80 m derived from 
measurements’, Journal of Geophysical Research, vol 108, no. D9. 
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This has been shown in numerous studies.12  Focken et al13 for instance conducted a study in 
Germany using numerical weather prediction and wind farm models with model output statistics. It 
was found that the standard deviation of the forecast error in combined power output decreased 
considerably as the wind power was aggregated over a region. The amount of the decrease was 
strongly dependent on the size of the region. For a region of diameter 730km the reduction was as 
high as 50 percent for a six hour forecast, becoming less significant for longer time horizons. The 
reason for the reduction is that forecast errors for individual wind farms tend to be less correlated with 
each other as the distance between the wind farms increases.  
Graham Sinden from the Environmental Change Unit at Oxford University, has studied the weather of 
the entire United Kingdom; ‘Between 1970 and 2003, there was not an hour, let alone a day or a 
week, with no wind across the UK.’ 14In other words even at night somewhere in the UK the wind is 
blowing. He also found that when wind farms are 1,000 kilometres apart, their output is correlated at 
just 10 percent, meaning there is a 90 percent chance that wind speeds will not be the same in both 
places. So the greater the number of regions in which windmills are built, the higher the chances that 
some of them will be turning.  
A study by the consultancy ‘Osera’ of fewer than half the possible wind-generating regions in the UK 
discovered that in any one year there are, on average, only 23 hours in which electricity demand is 
high and wind turbines would be producing less than 10 percent of their maximum output. In 
Australia, CSIRO conducted such a study to investigate the possible benefits of distributing wind 
farms across the south east of the continent, including both coastal and inland sites in South 
Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. CSIRO found that, ‘Using modified Bureau of Meteorology 
wind data from 9 sites over 4 years, the results of this analysis indicate that more widespread 
distribution of wind farms (or greater locational ‘diversity’) would result in the following benefits: 
reduction in frequency and average length of extreme power events, reduced variation in the average 
contribution of wind energy, reduced volatility of average aggregated output, improved ability to 
forecast total wind power output, reduction in variance of total power on time scales up to about ten 
days long.’15 
                                                          
12 Outhred, H. (2003) National Wind Power Study, A report prepared for the Australian Greenhouse Office, Version 8.  This study explores 
readily accepted wind energy penetration levels in Australia's electricity networks. Available at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/wind-power.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
13 Focken, U., Lange, M., Monnich, K. and Waldl, H. (2002) ‘Short-term prediction of the aggregated power output of wind farms - statistical 
analysis of the reduction of the prediction error by spatial smoothing effects’, Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics, vol 
90, pp 231– 246. 
14 Sinden, G. (2005) Wind Power and the UK Resource, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford. Available at 
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/renewable.php. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
15 Davy, R. and Coppin, P. (2003) South East Australia Wind Power Study, Wind Energy Research Unit CSIRO Atmospheric Research,  A 
Report for the Australian Greenhouse Office. This report has been undertaken to investigate the possible benefits of distributing wind farms 
across the south east of the continent, including both coastal and inland sites in South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. Available 
at www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/windstudy.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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Figure 7.4.2. Hourly incremental change density by state.  
Source: Davy, R. and Coppin, P. (2003)16 
Figure 7.4.2 shows the relationship between observed changes in power output from hour to hour 
and their likelihood.  The black line in Figure 7.4.2 shows that, when wind power output from SA, Vic 
and NSW is combined, into the Australian eastern seaboard electricity grid any large local variations 
in output (from wind speed variability) are dramatically reduced. The CSIRO report states that, ‘When 
wind power output is combined across the three states, the likelihood of small changes over one hour 
is increased, and the likelihood of larger changes is reduced. This means that better short-term 
forecasts of combined power output can be expected as wind farms are combined over a large 
area.’17 However, this study does not include Tasmania, which has excellent wind resources, and 
can supply electricity to the NEM through Basslink.18 If Tasmania was included in this study it 
would have further assisted to reduce the percentage chance of significant variation and allow 
greater levels of wind farms to be easily integrated into the grid.  
Numerous other studies19 show that wind farms, on a large scale and geographically widely spread, 
can be made as reliable as a conventional base load coal or nuclear power station. Experience to 
date shows that if dispersed across enough different geographical regions there would be no formal 
‘hard’ limit to the readily accepted wind penetration level.20 This result has been shown by numerous 
studies21 using computer simulations and modelling which shows that the integration of wind power 
                                                          
16 Ibid, p 17. 
17 Ibid, p 14. 
18 Ibid, p 15. 
19 Grubb, M., Butler, L. and Sinden, G.E. (2005) Diversity and security in UK electricity generation: The influence of low carbon objectives, 
Cambridge Working Papers in Economics. Available at www.econ.cam.ac.uk/electricity/publications/wp/ep74.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2005;   
Sinden, G.E (2005) Wind Power and the UK Resource, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford. Available at 
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/renewable.php. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
20 Outhred, H. (2003) National Wind Power Study, A report prepared for the Australian Greenhouse Office, Version 8.  This study explores 
readily accepted wind energy penetration levels in Australia's electricity networks. Available at 
www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/publications/wind-power.html. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
21 Grubb, M.J. (1988) ‘The potential for wind energy in Britain’, Energy Policy, no. 16, pp 594-607; Grubb, M.J. (1988) ‘The economic value 
of wind energy at high power system penetrations: an analysis of models, sensitivities and assumptions’, Wind Engineering, no. 12, pp 1–
26. 
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into an electricity grid changes the optimal mix of conventional base and peak load power stations.22 
The modelling shows that wind power is able to replace base load with the same annual average 
power output.23 However, to maintain the reliability of the generating system at the same level as 
before the substitution, some additional peak load plant may be needed. The modelling shows that 
back-up does not have to have the same capacity as the group of wind farms.24 For widely dispersed 
wind farms, the back-up capacity only has to be one-fifth to one-third of the wind capacity.25 
Furthermore, because the back-up is a peak load gas turbine plant, it does not have to be run 
continuously while the wind is blowing. Instead the gas turbines can be switched on and off quickly 
when necessary. Since the gas turbine has low capital cost and low fuel use, it may be considered to 
be low risk in terms of insurance and only incur a small premium. If there is investment in even a 
modest amount of back up or storage, then this dramatically increases the reliability of renewable 
energy sources like wind. Sustainability Victoria, the Victorian government agency, has published a 
significant report corroborating the facts presented here about wind power.26  
Hidden Economic Benefits of Distributed Electricity Generation 
Rocky Mountain Institute’s publication, Small is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making 
Electrical Resources the Right Size27 outlined 207 reasons why renewable distributed energy sources 
are a low risk and more cost effective way to meet peak and base load electricity demand than had 
been previously understood. Clearly covering all 207 reasons is beyond the scope of this training 
program and students of this area are strongly recommended to purchase this publication by RMI at 
its web site for more detail.28 Here we consider four of the 207 hidden economic benefits to highlight 
the economic case for distributed renewable energy to be used to meet Australia’s rising peak load 
demand.   
1. Distributed renewable energy has significantly shorter lead times for construction than large scale 
centralised plants. Shorter lead time means that the utility does not have to keep as much 
capacity under construction (which costs money and increases financial risk), to meet expected 
load growth in a timely fashion. Nearly twenty years ago, M.F. Cantley noted that, ‘The greater 
time lags required in planning [and building] giant power plants mean that forecasts [of demand 
for them] have to be made further ahead, with correspondingly greater uncertainty; therefore the 
level of spare capacity to be installed to achieve a specified level of security of supply must also 
increase.’29 It takes only 4-7 months to install wind farms for instance while most nuclear power 
plants take at least five years to build. Coal plants can vary but similarly take some time to build.  
2. Slower to build, larger centralised power station’s capacity overshoots demand in three ways. The 
yellow areas of Figure 7.4.3 show the extra capacity that large centralised units require to be 
installed before they can be used. Small distributed-generation modules don’t overshoot as much; 
they can be added more closely in step with demand.  
                                                          
22 Martin, B. and Diesendorf, M. (1982) Optimal thermal mix in electricity grids containing wind power, Electrical Power & Energy Systems, 
no. 4, pp 155–161. 
23 Ibid 
24 ILEX (2002) Quantifying the System Costs of Additional Renewables, ILEX/UMIST, Available at 
www.dti.gov.uk/energy/developep/080scar_report_v2_0.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
25 Dale, L., Milborrow, D., Slark, R and Strbac, G. (2004) ‘Total cost estimates for large-scale wind scenarios in UK’, Energy Policy, no. 32, 
pp 1949–956. 
26 Sustainability Victoria (2006) Wind Energy: Myths and Facts, Sustainability Victoria. Available at  
http://www.auswind.org/auswea/downloads/factsheets/SustainabilityVictoriaMythsFacts.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
27 Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: the hidden economic benefits of making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain 
Institute, Colorado, p 173. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
28 Ibid. 
29 Cantley, M.F. (1979) ‘Questions of Scale’, Options ’79, vol 3, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, pp 4-5. 
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Figure 7.4.3. Comparison of capacity and cost implications of adding distributed generation (DG) 
versus centralised energy sources.  
Source: Swisher, J. (2002)30 
Note: The central source is available in large capacity increments and has a long lead-time. The DG source is available in 
flexible capacity increments and has a short lead-time. Option value benefits of DG compared to the central source include 
1) increased lead-time and cost of central sources, 2) increased cost of idle capacity that exceeds existing load, and 3) 
increased cost of overbuilt capacity that remains idle. 
Large centralised stations risk overshooting demand permanently if demand for electricity 
plateaus or declines, at any point, as shown by the red area. Given the energy efficiency 
opportunities to reduce peak and base load demand outlined throughout these lectures and the 
supporting documents, it is possible for electricity demand to plateau and fall in the future. 
Historically there are examples where projections of future summer peak electricity demand have 
had to be ratcheted down significantly. 
Figure 7.4.4 shows a comparison of annual 10-year forecasts of summer peak demand 
projections, and shows successive industry forecasts of US summer peak electric load continually 
reduced until they aligned with reality around 1984. The actual US peak load in the year 2000 (a 
summer about as hot as the 1949–2000 average) was 686 GW, slightly above the ‘Actual’ trend-
line shown 
                                                          
30 Swisher, J. (2002) Cleaner Energy, Greener Profits: Fuel Cells as Cost-Effective Distributed Energy Resources, RMI, CO. Available at 
www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Energy/U02-02_CleanerGreener.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
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Figure 7.4.4. Industry forecasts of US summer-peak electric load  
Source: OTA (1985)31   
3. Shorter lead time means investments in distributed renewable energy can start earning revenue 
earlier - as soon as each module is built rather than waiting for the entire total capacity to be 
completed. Modular plants can start yielding revenue while big, slower to build, centralised power 
stations are still under construction. This benefit has been quantified32 in modelling using a model 
example of a 500-MW plant built in one segment over five years (to approximate a large 
centralised power station) vs. ten 50-MW modules with 6-month lead times (to approximate 
distributed energy generation approaches) (Figure 7.4.4). Assuming that each asset runs for 20 
years, then under either plan, the same capacity operates identically with the same generation 
capacity for the middle 15 years, but the modular plant has higher revenue-earning capacity in 
the first five years,. But because of discounting, the early operation is worth much more today. 
Using a 10 percent/year discount rate and $200/MWy revenues, the modular solution will have 
return 31 percent higher revenue over the 20 year period.  
                                                          
31 OTA (1985) New Electric Power Technologies: Problems and Prospects for the 1990s, OTA, p 45, fig 3.3. 
32 Hoff, T.E. and Herig, C. (1997) ‘Managing Risk Using Renewable Energy Technologies’, in Awerbuch, S. and Preston, A. (eds)The Virtual 
Utility: Accounting, Technology and Competitive Aspects of the Emerging Industry, Kluwer Academic, Boston.  Available at 
www.cleanpower.com./research/riskmanagement/mrur.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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Figure 7.4.5. Modular resources’ early operation increases their present value,  
Source: Hoff, T.E. and Herig, C. (1997)33 
4. Shorter lead time decreases the burden on utility cashflow (as shown in Figure 7.4.5). Shorter 
lead time and smaller, more modular capacity additions can reduce the builder’s financial risk and 
hence market cost of capital.34 Distributed energy generation can be installed effectively in a 
modular fashion where additional wind farms are built if electricity demand is increasing. Built in 
this modular fashion, such an approach can need 10 plus times less working capital than large 
centralised electricity power stations or nuclear power plants, reducing default risk. 
 
Figure 7.4.6. Modular distributed energy plants reduce need for working capital.  
Source: Hoff, T.E. and Herig, C. (1997)35 
 
                                                          
33 Ibid, p. 22, fig. 7.   
34 Kahn, E. (1978) Reliability Planning in Distributed Electric Energy Systems, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA,  p 333ff; 
Lovins, A.B.  (1981) ‘Electric Utility Investments: Excelsior or Confetti?’, Journal of Business Administration, vol 12, no. 2, pp 91–114; 
Lovins, A.B. (1982) ‘How To Keep Electric Utilities Solvent’, Energy Journal. 
35 Hoff, T.E. and Herig, C. (1997) ‘Managing Risk Using Renewable Energy Technologies’, in Awerbuch, S. and Preston, A. (eds)The Virtual 
Utility: Accounting, Technology and Competitive Aspects of the Emerging Industry, Kluwer Academic, Boston, p. 26, fig. 9.  Available at 
www.cleanpower.com./research/riskmanagement/mrur.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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The four benefits were first shown by a 1985 Los Alamos National Laboratory system dynamics 
study.36 As Lovins et al described in Small is Profitable,37  
[The Los Alamos National Laboratory] analysts used a Northern California case study for 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company under the regulatory policies prevailing in the early 1980s. 
They examined how both the ‘lead time’ to plan, license, and build a generic power station 
and the financial or accounting cost of that lead time (due to real cost escalation and interest 
on tied-up capital) would affect its economic value over a 20-year planning horizon. However, 
to clarify choices, they inverted the calculation: Rather than modelling longer-lead-time plants 
as riskier or costlier (in present-valued revenue requirements), they simulated the utility’s 
financial behaviour and asked how much ‘overnight’ (zero-lead-time) construction cost could 
be paid for the plant as a function of its actual lead time in order to achieve the same financial 
objectives.  
Adding also a similar analysis for a coal-fired utility38 and another for Southern California 
Edison Company39 (245), the Los Alamos team found that shorter lead times justified paying 
about one-third to two-thirds more per kW for a plant with a 10-instead of a 15-year lead time; 
that a 5-year lead time would justify paying about three times as much per kW; and that a 2.5-
year lead time (analysed only for SCE) would justify paying nearly five times as much per kW. 
In each case, these far costlier but shorter- lead-time plants would achieve exactly the same 
financial performance as their 15-year-lead-time competitors under the same exogenous 
uncertainties, for the first five reasons listed above.  
 
Figure 7.4.7. Power-plant financial feasibility vs. lead time 
Source: Meade, W.R. and Teitelbaum, D.F. (1989) and Sutherland, R.J. et al. (1985)40 
                                                          
36 Sutherland, R. J. et al (1985) The Future Market for Electric Generating Capacity: Technical Documentation, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM. 
37 Lovins, A.B. et al (2002) Small is Profitable: the hidden economic benefits of making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain 
Institute, Colorado. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org/. Accessed 2 June 2007.    
38 Sutherland, R. J. et al (1985) The Future Market for Electric Generating Capacity: Technical Documentation, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, pp 77-185. 
39 Ford, A. (1985) ‘The Financial Advantages of Shorter Lead Time Generating Technologies and the R&D Cost Goals of the Southern 
California Edison Company’, Proprietary study prepared for Southern California Edison, cited in Meade, W.R. and Teitelbaum, D.F. (1989) 
A Guide to Renewable Energy and Least Cost Planning, Interstate Solar Coordination Council (ISCC), p 11, ex. 8. 
40 Meade, W.R. and Teitelbaum, D.F. (1989) A Guide to Renewable Energy and Least Cost Planning, Interstate Solar Coordination Council 
(ISCC), p. 11, ex. 8.; Sutherland, R. J. et al (1985) The Future Market for Electric Generating Capacity: Technical Documentation, Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, pp 145–146. 
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For these reasons, decentralised sources of electricity – co-generation (the combined production of 
electricity and heat, typically from natural gas) and renewables (such as solar and wind power) - 
surpassed nuclear power in global generating capacity in 2002. The annual output of these low- and 
no-carbon sources exceeded that of nuclear power in 2003. Solar, biofuels, geothermal, tidal and 
hydropower now represent a global market of AUD$74 billion, which is forecast to grow fourfold by 
2015. For all these reasons renewable distributed energy is finally being acknowledged as a very 
effective solution to helping business and the whole economy meet rising peak and base load 
electricity demand.  
 
Optional Reading  
1. IPCC, 2011: IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation. 
Prepared by Working Group III of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [O. Edenhofer, 
R. Pichs-Madruga, Y. Sokona, K. Seyboth, P. Matschoss, S. Kadner, T. Zwickel, P. Eickemeier, 
G. Hansen, S. Schlömer, C. von Stechow (eds)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United 
Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, 1075 pp. Available at http://srren.ipcc-wg3.de/report. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
2. Graham Sinden’s Journal Papers, Reports and PowerPoint presentations at 
www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/energy/renewable.php. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
3. Martin, B. and Diesendorf, M. (1982) ‘Optimal thermal mix in electricity grids containing wind 
power’, Electrical Power & Energy Systems, no. 4, pp 155–161. 
4. Diesendorf, M. (2006) 'Wind power in Australia', International Journal of Environmental Studies, 
vol. 63, no. 6, pp 765-777. 
5. RETScreen International Clean Energy Decision Support Centre website at 
www.retscreen.net/ang/home.php. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
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MODULE C 
INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY, TRANSPORT AND 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY  
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that brings 
together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent cuts to 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities of the 
CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will assist 
Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business and 
households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in the 
short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated overview 
of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help achieve a 
sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, it outlines 
sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist climate 
change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 8: INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND TRANSPORT 
 
LECTURE 8.1: DESIGNING A SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT FUTURE 
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The Natural Edge Project (TNEP) is an independent non-profit Sustainability Think-
Tank based in Australia. TNEP operates as a partnership for education, research and 
policy development on innovation for sustainable development. TNEP's mission is to 
contribute to, and succinctly communicate, leading research, case studies, tools, 
policies and strategies for achieving sustainable development across government, 
business and civil society. Driven by a team of early career Australians, the Project 
receives mentoring and support from a range of experts and leading organisations in 
Australia and internationally, through a generational exchange model.  
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand is 
set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; „the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society‟s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-
building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of leading publications 
and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist 
industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia‟s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) „World Energy Outlook 2005‟, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Transport 
 
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future5 
Educational Aim 
Already oil production has peaked in over 60 countries, peaking in the US in 1972. Today the US 
currently uses 150 billion gallons of petrol per annum for transportation. If other nations burned 
gasoline at the same rate, world consumption would rise by a factor of 10. Most of the world‟s 
remaining oil supplies exist in politically unstable regions of the globe. The aim of this lecture is to 
explain the current and projected world oil supply/demand situation and the likelihood of world oil 
production peaking in the near future. This lecture seeks to explain the implications of world oil 
production peaking, as well as providing an overview of the low carbon options now available to 
reduce oil usage. This lecture suggests there needs to be an integrated approach to addressing both 
the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and oil dependency. The options to reduce oil 
dependency rapidly, and thus delay the peaking of world oil production, can either assist or harm 
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector. This lecture, and lectures 
8.2 and 8.3 that follow, will outline the need for an integrated approach to both decouple 
transportation from greenhouse gas emissions and reduce oil dependency simultaneously. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Pages 
von Weizsäcker, E., Hargroves, K., Smith, M., Desha, C. and Stasinopoulos, P. (2011) 
Technology and Policy Options for Making Transport More Sustainable. Background 
Paper No.2 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs. Available at 
www.un.org/esa/dsd/resources/res_pdfs/csd-19/Background-paper2-transport-
Hargroves-Weizsacker.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
Pp1-25 
von Weizsäcker, E., Hargroves, K., Smith, M., Desha, C. and Stasinopoulos, P. (2009) 
Chapter 5- Transport in Factor 5: Transforming the Global Economy through 80% 
Increase in Resource Productivity, Earthscan, UK and Droemer, Germany. 
 
Pp201-
225  
 
 
 
                                                 
5 Peer Review by Dr Barry Newell - ANU, Ian Dunlop - President of The Australian Association for the Study of Peak Oil, D van den Dool – 
Manager, Jamieson Foley Traffic & Transport Pty Ltd, and  Daniel Veryard - Sustainable Transport Expert, London. 
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Learning Points 
Although new oil-production capacity additions from greenfield projects are expected to 
increase over the next five years, it is very uncertain whether they will be sufficient to 
compensate for the decline in output at existing fields and keep pace with the projected 
increase in demand. A supply-side crunch in the period to 2015, involving an abrupt escalation 
in oil prices, cannot be ruled out.  
World Energy Outlook, International Energy Agency, 20076 
 
1. The International Energy Agency‟s 2007 World Energy Outlook report states that, ‘Emissions of 
greenhouse gases will rise by 57 percent by 2030 compared to current levels (under business as 
usual).’7 Fatih Birol, head of research at IEA, told the media that if governments do not take strong 
action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the world's temperature could eventually rise by up 
to six degrees Celsius.8 In order to meet society‟s need for mobility, transportation is responsible 
for 25 percent of all the global greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation is another important 
sector contributing to climate change. Figure 8.1.1 shows clearly that emissions of the major 
forms of transportation - passenger cars, freight, and air travel - are rising significantly and are 
forecast to continue to rise, leading to dangerously high levels of greenhouse gas emissions.  
2. While there are many drivers for change in the transport sector currently, reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions needs to be the primary technical and policy goal of governments and business for 
the transportation sector, according to The Stern Review.9  
Increasing scarcity of fossil fuels alone will not stop emissions growth in time. The stocks of 
hydrocarbons that are profitable to extract (under current policies) are more than enough to 
take the world to levels of CO2 concentrations well beyond 750ppm. 
Nicholas Stern, The Stern Review, 2006 
3. In addition to the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions the other major drivers for change 
towards sustainable transport are as follows:  
- Investment in sustainable transport has been shown to be better for the economy than more 
freeways.  
- Reducing transportation costs to business and families.  
- Reducing urban air pollution and health costs.  
- Reducing congestion costs which are significant costs to citizens, business and the economy.  
- Reducing dependence on overseas oil.  
- The rapidly growing global market for ultra efficient hybrid vehicles and plug in hybrids from 
                                                 
6 International Energy Agency (2007) World Energy Outlook, International Energy Agency, Executive Summary. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/npsum/WEO2007SUM.pdf. Accessed 17 November 2007. 
7 Ibid.  
8 AFP (2007) „Watchdog Paints Bleak Energy Outlook‟ The Australian, 6 November 2007. Available at 
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,22722921-5005200,00.html. Accessed 17 November 2007.  
9 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, UK Government, p. 169. Available at 
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/3/2/Chapter_7_Projecting_the_Growth_of_Greenhouse-Gas_Emissions.pdf. Accessed 17 November 
2007. 
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changing consumer demand is creating significant business and job opportunities for those 
companies and nations that invest in fuel efficient vehicles.  
- Preparing for world oil production peaking.  
Hence there are multiple benefits to business, governments and citizens when investing in 
sustainable transport options (i.e. ultra fuel efficient vehicles, public transport, cycling and walking 
paths) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
4. In addition to climate change, another major driver for change in the transport sector is the fact 
that oil production has peaked10 in over 60 countries around the world. A number of CEO‟s of 
major oil companies and many experts argue that world oil production is peaking. The 
International Energy Agency‟s 2007 World Energy Outlook confirms this. The Chief Economist of 
the International Energy Agency, Fatih Birol, stated in late 2007, ‘I can tell you that we, in the next 
seven to eight years, need to bring about 37.5 million barrels per day of oil into the markets, for 
two reasons. One, the increase in the demand, about one third of it, and two thirds, there is a 
decline in the existing fields [and there is a need] to compensate for the decline. What we expect 
[to be put in production] is 25 million barrels per day, and this is in the case of no slippages, no 
delays in the projects, and everything goes on time, which is very rare. So, there is a gap of 13.5 
[sic] million barrels per day.’11  
5. The  several main reasons why many experts are now concerned with the world oil production 
peaking such as:  
a) There are few, if any, large oil fields left to find, let alone medium sized new fields. The last 
year that more oil was discovered than was consumed was 25 years ago. The last time a big 
oil field was discovered was in the 1970s. The peak of oil discovery was back in 1965. In, 
2007, BP Chief Executive Tony Hayward stated that „about half‟ the world's oil has already 
been recovered.12 Many experts have argued that the world oil production will peak around 
this point.  
b) There is not a lot of oil in storage relative to oil demand. Modern economies work on just-in-
time delivery. Storing oil costs money. After the world‟s first OPEC oil crisis in 1972, the 
International Energy Agency was set up. Member nations of the IEA agreed to all ensure that 
they maintain 90 day stockpiles of oil supplies. Australia is the only member of the IEA who 
does not do this.   
c) Two thirds of the remaining oil reserves lie in the Middle East, a region that for many decades 
has seen conflict and instability. There are grounds to worry that parts of the Middle East are 
already pumping at close to their peak production rates. Also the reliability of the data of oil 
reserves is poor. As long as OPEC quotas are based on reserves and as long as quotas are 
not definitely abandoned, reserves as production data will be flawed.  
d) Oil reserves are finite. Oil rich countries are not allowing all their reserves to be developed as 
rapidly as the non-oil rich countries would like.  
                                                 
10 Peaking of oil refers to the point when production in any oil well, field or region begins to decline. Typically, this point is reached when 
between one-third and one-half of the oil in a reserve has been extracted. The decline is the inevitable result of the loss of pressure in the 
oil reserve and despite the advanced drilling and extraction techniques now in use, it is irreversible once passed. 
11 Crooks, E. and Blas, J. (2007) „Transcript: Interview with Faith Birol‟, Financial Times. Available at 
http://us.ft.com/ftgateway/superpage.ft?news_id=fto110720071114572230. Accessed 17 November 2007. 
12 Paris, J. (2007) „Peak Oil: BP, Conoco and IEA all say it‟s there‟, European Tribune, 10 November. Available at 
http://www.energybulletin.net/37000.html.  Accessed 17 November 2007. 
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6. The peaking of world oil production could affect efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 
the transportation positively or negatively.   
- The negative risk is that since economies are so dependant on oil, many nations may feel that 
they have to rapidly turn to „proven technologies‟, such as coal conversation oil and oil shales 
production, before geo-sequestration technologies are commercial, leading to higher 
greenhouse gas emissions. This is the strategy recommended by Hirsch in his report for the 
US Department of Energy. Prepared by the Science Applications International Corporation 
(SAIC), and titled Peaking of World Oil Production: Impacts, Mitigation and Risk Management. 
- The positive effect of peaking of world oil production is that ongoing and rising higher oil prices 
will convince business and government and citizens to seriously invest in better urban design 
and planning, public transport and cycling, rail, shipping, and broadband infrastructure. This is 
the strategy that is promoted by The Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) in their Winning the Oil 
Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs, and Security publication. 
7. There needs to be an integrated approach to achieve the twin goals of rapidly reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector while also reducing oil dependency. There is 
no completely greenhouse gas emission free or climate-neutral form of land, sea or air vehicle 
transportation yet, neither are there any easy and climate change positive transport fuel 
alternatives. In addition, negative rebound13 effects14 from more highly efficient aircraft or 
vehicle/truck transportation can diminish the real reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from 
efficiencies in transportation systems. Therefore achieving sustainable transportation, with current 
technology, will require governments to work together with business and citizens to:  
- Achieve better urban/regional design and planning to make it easier for more people to live 
closer to where they work and shop, and eliminate dependency on the car for most trips.  
- Provide better public transport options to encourage a shift to low carbon emitting 
transportation modes, as well as better provision for cycling and walking within cities.  
- Enable integrated transport and urban planning to design seamless transitions between public 
transport, cycling and walking paths. Also, we need legislature to require the provision of 
bicycle racks on the front of buses. Studies show that investment in public transport, urban 
cycling paths and facilities at work for cyclists to get changed could enable 80 percent of trips 
to be done by walking, cycling or on public transport. This would help to significantly reduce 
automotive dependence.  
- Encourage a world class broadband roll-out to enable video conferencing and the provision of 
more services online such as medical advice to remote areas, which will dramatically reduce 
the need for air-travel.  
- Design better and more reliable rail and shipping infrastructure to enable almost all freight to 
                                                 
13 Hertwick, E.G., 2005, “Consumption and the Rebound Effect: An Industrial Ecology Perspective”, Journal of Industrial Ecology, 9 (1-2), 
85-98 
14 A negative rebound effect occurs when a more efficient motor car lowers the cost of the energy service (transport miles,) and thus allows 
more miles to be travelled. „Indirect‟ rebound occurs when the monetary savings from the „direct‟ effect allows a greater range of 
consumption activities e.g. a second car, an overseas airline trip. Technical specialists who deal with sectoral or direct rebound effects show 
that rebound can reach 20%, i.e. a new car that is 50% more efficient uses only 30% less fuel because 20% is taken up driving more 
kilometres. 
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be transported by rail and or shipping.15 France, as part of their green revolution, initiative 
have announced in 2007 a significant investment in rail infrastructure to enable freight trucking 
to become virtually completely unnecessary. 
8. A report to the World Bank16 prepared by researchers at Murdoch University found that 
governments and cities that emphasise public transport, cycling and walking economically 
outperform those that don‟t.  
As one of the report‟s authors, Professor Peter Newman, states,17 
We’ve found that cities which emphasise walking, cycling and public transport are 
healthier financially and spend less of their wealth on transport costs. The six cities that 
came out the best were cities like Zurich, Copenhagen, Stockholm - very wealthy cities 
now that spend only 4 or 5% of their wealth on transport, and yet they're the cities that are 
putting their money into public transport. And the cities still pouring money into freeways 
use up to 17% of their wealth. Our data would really question that now and say unless 
you're building up the rail system in a city like Perth you are not going to help it 
economically as well as pouring this money into big roads. 
9. Professor Newman has explained some of the reasons for this result: „First there are direct costs 
(of freeways). They are expensive to build and to keep operating. They also spread cities out. As 
soon as you put in big roads the cities sprawl and sprawl it is very expensive. And if you build 
railways, particularly light rail, which concentrates a city and developers like building around it so it 
helps to stop the sprawl, then you get a whole lot of flow ons. The environment improves and 
you've got more money available for doing productive job creating in cities. And that's why I think 
the European and Canadian models are actually better and why, even in America now, they're 
changing their laws to try and facilitate this.’18 
10. Governments, business and civil society organisations can help their staff reduce carbon 
emissions from transportation and save money by:   
- Encouraging staff to use public transport and cycle or walk to work by providing showers at 
work and secure bicycle storage facilities. Encouraging car pooling and the creation of car 
pooling databases to make car pooling easy for staff.  
- Ensuring access to video-conferencing facilities to reduce interstate or overseas air travel.  
- Using their purchasing power to buy locally made products wherever possible to reduce the 
miles products have to be transported. 
- Purchasing fuel efficient cars for car fleets.  
Freight transportation is also a significant contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. Governments 
could do much more to help shift freight transport from air transport and trucking to lower greenhouse 
emitting forms of transport, such as rail and shipping.19 France, as part of their green revolution, 
                                                 
15 McIntosh, A. (2007) Climate Change and Australian Coastal Shipping, The Australia Institute. Available at  
http://www.tai.org.au/documents/dp_fulltext/DP97.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
16 Kenworthy, J., Laube, F., Newman, P. and Barter, P. (1997) Indicators of transport efficiency in 37 cities, Report to World Bank, ISTP, 
Murdoch University, Western Australia. 
17 Newman, P. (1998) „Transport‟, Interview transcript from Radio National Earthbeat, 12.09.98. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/earth/stories/s13083.htm Accessed 3 September 2007.  
18 Ibid.  
19 McIntosh, A. (2007) Climate Change and Australian Coastal Shipping, The Australia Institute, Available at  
http://www.tai.org.au/documents/dp_fulltext/DP97.pdf. Accessed 4 November 2007.  
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initiative have announced in 2007 significant investment in rail infrastructure to enable freight trucking 
to become virtually unnecessary. 
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Brief Background Information 
Transportation to meet society‟s need for mobility is responsible for 25 percent of all global 
greenhouse gas emissions. Figure 8.1.1 shows clearly that many forms of transportation contribute to 
this; showing that passenger cars (non-OECD), freight trucking, and air travel are the major sources 
of rising greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector. Clearly, this is unsustainable. A 
transition to more lower carbon modes of transport will require investments to be made by 
government and business. Greater investments will be needed, for instance, to build fast and effective 
public transport systems and rail for freight. But the UK Stern Review20, which takes the costs of 
delayed action on climate change, and other studies suggest that these are wise investments.    
 
Figure 8.1.1. Global transport greenhouse gas emissions by transport type  
Source: WBCSD (2004)21 
Multiple Benefits from a Shift to Sustainable Transportation 
There are multiple benefits to business, governments and citizens investing in and shifting to more 
sustainable forms of transportation, such as:  
1) Investing in Sustainable Transport leads to higher economic growth: A report to the World Bank22 
prepared by Professors Newman and Kenworthy at Murdoch University found that governments 
and cities that emphasise public transport, cycling and walking economically outperform those 
that don‟t. Their study was based on data from over 50 cities. One of the best examples of this is 
Curitiba. In 1980 Curitiba‟s per capita GDP was only just 10 percent above the national average. 
But by 1996 its per capita GDP was 65 percent above the national average, a remarkable 
                                                 
20 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, UK Government, p. 169. Available at 
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/3/2/Chapter_7_Projecting_the_Growth_of_Greenhouse-Gas_Emissions.pdf. Accessed 17 November 
2007. 
21 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2004) Mobility 2030 Report: Meeting the Challenges to Sustainability, WBCSD. 
Available at http://www.wbcsd.org/plugins/DocSearch/details.asp?type=DocDet&ObjectId=NjA5NA. Accessed 3 September 2007.  
22 Kenworthy, J., Laube, F., Newman, P. and Barter, P. (1997) Indicators of transport efficiency in 37 cities, Report to World Bank, ISTP, 
Murdoch University, Western Australia. 
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increase in just 16 years. At a time when most cities were tearing up trams and railways to build 
more and more freeways, Curitiba instead chose to build more buses. Curitiba started with buses 
because that is all they had and all that they could afford. But the Curitiba engineers did innovate, 
and they designed a new type of bus that was far more effective than traditional buses. Locally 
assembled by Volvo these new buses were double or (since 1991) triple the length of traditional 
buses with pivot sections for rounding corners, and have up to five extra wide doors. Mimicking 
railways, on the express bus routes the Curitiba government has built „tube stations‟ –elevated 
glass cylinders parallel and next to the where the bus stops, displaying maps, and accessible for 
the disabled. Through such approaches the buses move quickly through the city transporting 2 
million people daily, which is 70 percent of the cities population.  
2) Reducing transportation costs to business: Transportation costs are a significant expense for 
business. In October 2005, the world‟s largest retailer, Wal-Mart in the USA, announced a 
US$500 million climate change commitment, including initiatives to: reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by 20 percent in seven years; increase truck fleet fuel efficiency by 25 percent in three 
years; and double truck fleet fuel efficiency in ten years. Wal-Mart is making this investment 
because the savings from reduced fuel use will provide a good return on investment. Better still 
most businesses would choose to use rail instead of trucking for transport of freight if rail was as 
reliable as trucking to deliver freight on time. In Australia, for instance, some organisations use 
trucks to freight a significant percentage of their freight, rather than train due what they 
guarantees rail can offer.23 If Australian Federal and State governments invested more in rail 
infrastructure a significant amount of freight could be shifted from trucking to rail. France is 
making this investment. France, as part of their green revolution, initiative have announced in 
2007 significant investment in rail infrastructure to enable freight trucking to become virtually 
unnecessary. 
3) Reducing transportation costs to families: Sustainable transport options can help families avoid 
needing to purchase a second car. Transport is the third largest item of household expenditure in 
Australia (14.3 percent), behind housing (20.5 percent) and food (18.4 percent).24 In NSW, the 
NRMA estimates that the cost of running a car for most people varies from AUD$108.70 to 
AUD$313.74 per week. This equates to between AUD$5,652 and AUD$16,314 a year.25 51 
percent of Australian households own two cars. Only 14 percent use public transport and less 
than 5 percent walk or cycle to work.26  
4) Reducing urban air pollution: Motor vehicles are a major contributor of air pollutants, accounting 
for well over half the emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur 
oxides (SOx), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and particulates.27 CSIRO‟s Tom Beer‟s 
studies28 show that air pollution is responsible for more deaths among Australians than road 
accidents; each year, on average, 2,400 of the 140,000 Australian deaths are linked to air quality 
                                                 
23 Private Communication Geoff Andrews.  
24 Austroads (2005) Roadfacts 2005, Austroads Inc. Available at http://www.austroads.com.au/pdf/RoadFacts2005.pdf. Accessed 4 
September 2007.  
25 NRMA (2002) „True running costs of cars revealed by NRMA Consulting‟, NRMA. Available at 
http://www.mynrma.com.au/cps/rde/xchg/mynrma/hs.xsl/releases2002_020603_1.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
26 Beeby, R. (2007) „Bali or Bust: Labor‟s Climate Challenge‟, The Canberra Times, 1.12.07.  
27 Austroads (2005) Roadfacts 2005, Austroads. Available at http://www.austroads.com.au/pdf/RoadFacts2005.pdf. Accessed 4 September 
2007.  
28 Unknown author (2004) „Air pollution 'bigger killer than road accidents', Sydney Morning Herald, March 2, 2004. Available at 
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/03/02/1078117396880.html. Accessed 4 September 2007.  Tom Beer of CSIRO is quoted in this 
article, „Mortality due to air pollution in Australia is higher than the road toll. Each year, on average, 2,400 of the 140,000 Australian deaths 
are linked to air quality and health issues - much more than the 1,700 people who die on our roads.’ 
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and health issues - much more than the 1,700 people who are killed in crashes.29 Advanced 
technologies to improve fuel efficiency of transportation vehicles usually also produce less urban 
air pollution as well as helping to improve the health and quality of life for those living in cities. 
This is one of the key reasons why the fast growing economies of the world see the benefits of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector.  
5) Reducing congestion costs: Congestion costs are significant in all OECD nations. The 2007 
Bureau of Transport Economics (BTE) report30 suggests that social costs of congestion to the 
Australian economy were approximately AUD$10 Billion per annum in 2005. The BTE predicts 
that, ‘This is likely to rise, under base case demand growth assumptions, to a level of between 10 
and 30 billion dollars by 2020, with a median projected value for the potentially avoidable social 
costs of congestion of around 20 billion dollars’. The often quoted figure of costs of congestion for 
the UK economy is 20 Billion pounds per annum.31 Many cities are also investigating congestion 
taxes to reduce the productivity lost due to traffic congestion, and thereby raise revenue to invest 
in public transportation systems and cycling pathways around cities.  
6) Reducing dependence on overseas oil: Australia is already importing 50 percent of its oil, a figure 
set to reach 100 percent by 2020, as the domestic oil supply risks running out, if no new 
economically viable oil reserves are found. This will have consequences for Australia‟s long term 
balance of payments figures. Obviously it is difficult to predict far ahead, but Mr Barry Jones, 
representing the Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association Limited (APPEA), 
has publicly commented that if current oil prices persist and the government's best supply forecast 
is met, imported oil would subtract 'about $30 billion a year to the national export bill by 2015'.32  
Two thirds of the remaining oil reserves lie in the Middle East, a region that for many decades has 
seen conflict and instability. The International Energy Agency (IEA) has acknowledged the 
seriousness of these issues. In November 2005, the IEA wrote in its World Energy Outlook that:33 
The world must change its energy habits or struggle with choking fumes, runaway oil demand 
and a growing dependence on the volatile Middle East for fuel. Energy demand and 
greenhouse gas emissions will soar by more than 50% by 2030 if consumers keep burning oil 
unchecked. To keep pace with booming demand over the next 25 years, top producer Saudi 
Arabia and its neighbours would have to spend an annual $56 billion on rigs and refineries or 
oil prices will race higher.  
‘These projected trends have important implications and lead to a future that is not sustainable’, said 
IEA Executive Director Claude Mandil. ‘We must change these outcomes and get the planet onto a 
sustainable energy path.‟34 „If investments do not come in a timely and sufficient manner, there will be 
higher oil prices, and global economic growth will suffer’, said IEA Chief Economist Fatih Birol.35 
Sweden, Iceland and the US state of Hawaii have all headed this advice and have committed to 
                                                 
29 BBC (1999) „Car Fumes Kill More Than Crashes‟, BBC News. Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/369169.stm. Accessed 4 
September 2007.   
30  Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics (BTE) (1999) Estimating urban traffic and congestion cost trends for Australian cities:  
Working Paper No 71, Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics Department of Transport and Regional Services Canberra, Australia. 
Available at http://www.btre.gov.au/publications/06/Files/wp71.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.     
31 Flexibility Inc. (2007) Telecommuting 2000: The Costs of Congestion & Commuting, Flexibility Inc. Available at 
http://www.flexibility.co.uk/telecommuting2000/tc2002.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
32 Senate Economics Committee (2005) Incentives for petroleum exploration in Frontier areas, Parliament of Australia, Chapter 3 - Schedule 
5, p E12. Available at http://www.aph.gov.au/SEnate/committee/economics_ctte/tlab_7/report/c03.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
33 International Energy Agency (2005) World Energy Outlook 2005: Middle East and North Africa Insights, IEA. Available at 
www.worldenergyoutlook.org/. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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becoming completely independent of foreign oil by 2020. Even the USA has also made a significant 
commitment.  
America is addicted to oil, which is often imported from unstable parts of the world. The best 
way to break this addiction is through technology. Since 2001, we have spent nearly $10 
billion to develop cleaner, cheaper, and more reliable alternative energy sources - and we are 
on the threshold of incredible advances… new technologies will help us reach another great 
goal: to replace more than 75 percent of our oil imports from the Middle East by 2025. By 
applying the talent and technology of America, this country can dramatically improve our 
environment, move beyond a petroleum-based economy, and make our dependence on 
Middle Eastern oil a thing of the past. 
President George Bush, State of the Union Address, 200636 
The Main Driver for Change – Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
While there are many drivers for change in the transport sector, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
needs to be the primary technical and policy goal of governments and business for the transportation 
sector, according to The Stern Review,37 which states that the, „Increasing scarcity of fossil fuels 
alone will not stop emissions growth in time. The stocks of hydrocarbons that are profitable to extract 
(under current policies) are more than enough to take the world to levels of CO2 concentrations well 
beyond 750ppm.’ Developments in climate science and in events have convinced the IPCC that there 
needs to be a rapid reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in OECD countries so that by 2014 global 
emissions start to decrease. James Hansen38, director of NASA's Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies, warned that the Earth is rapidly approaching a „tipping point‟ beyond which climate change 
will become unstoppable. The authors discussed feedback mechanisms and argued that unless 
effective measures are put in place to control CO2 emissions over the next ten years, the rise in the 
Earth's temperature could set off self-reinforcing processes that would be beyond human control. 
Some critics said Hansen was overstating his case.39 But this was before the summer Arctic ice melt 
of 2007. This year, Arctic ice reached a minimum extent of 4.13 million square kilometres, compared 
to the previous record low of 5.32 million square kilometres in 2005. This represented a decline of 22 
percent in just two years. This rapid disintegration will severely destabilise Greenland's ice pack - 
whose disappearance would cause sea levels to rise by several metres, inundating coastal cities, 
home to hundreds of millions. 2007 will go down in history as a significant year for climate science 
with events on the scale of the 2007 summer artic melt significantly changing scientific estimates of 
how close the climate already is to dangerous climate change.40  
 
                                                 
36 The White House (2006) „President Bush delivers State of the Union Address‟, News&Policies, The White House. Available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/01/20060131-10.html. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
37 Stern, N. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, UK Government, p. 169. Available at 
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/3/2/Chapter_7_Projecting_the_Growth_of_Greenhouse-Gas_Emissions.pdf. Accessed 17 November 
2007. 
38 Hansen, J., Mki. S., Kharecha, P., Russell, G., Lea, D.W. and Siddall, M. (2007) „Climate change and trace gases‟, Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society, No. 365, pp 1925-1954. Available at http://pubs.giss.nasa.gov/docs/2007/2007_Hansen_etal_2.pdf. 
Accessed 4 December 2007 
39 Richard Peltier, a University of Toronto physicist and the director of the Centre for Global Change Science, criticized the tone of the paper 
and the use of words such as „cataclysm‟, saying that Hansen had moved „dangerously away from scientific discourse to advocacy‟. See 
http://postcarboncities.net/node/1018 and http://postcarboncities.net/node/1018. 
40
 Pearman, G. et al (2007)  Evidence of Accelerated Climate Change Prepared by the Climate Adaptation Science and Policy Initiative, 
The University of Melbourne for the Climate Institute. Available at 
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/images/stories/CI056_EACC_Report_v1.pdf Accessed 4 December 2007 
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Managing Peak Oil  
2007 will also go down in history as the year the International Energy Agency all but admitted that 
world oil production, for a range of factors, has peaked.41 The climate change and peak oil issues 
have forced experts to focus on the best ways to simultaneously address both problems.42.   
As Ian Dunlop43 explains,  
Peak Oil takes its name from the bell-shaped curve which typifies the production profile of any 
oilfield.  Once an oilfield is discovered, oilwells are drilled and production rises until drilling 
saturation is reached, whereupon production levels off and reaches a peak. Production then 
begins to decline as reservoir pressure drops, following a ’depletion curve’ which makes up 
the declining segment of the bell-shape. This profile may be disrupted by extraneous events 
such as shutdowns due to technical or geopolitical factors, but broadly it has been shown to 
apply to oilfields worldwide. The concept was originally developed in the 1950’s by M. King 
Hubbert, a senior oil geologist with Shell Oil in the USA, hence the curve is often known as the 
‘Hubbert Curve’.  This curve applies to an individual oilfield, but also, if production profiles are 
cumulated, to all oilfields in a region, a nation, and to the globe. It has been used to accurately 
predict regional peaks of oil production; the concern now is with the overall global peak.44   
 
Figure 8.1.2. Graph illustrating when oil production has peaked in regions of the world 
and when it is forecast to peak globally  
Source: Robinson, B. (2002)45 
                                                 
41 International Energy Agency (2007) World Energy Outlook, International Energy Agency, Executive Summary. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/npsum/WEO2007SUM.pdf. Accessed 17 November 2007 
42 Dunlop, I. (2007) Climate Change & Peak Oil An Integrated Policy Response for Australia Available at 
http://www.carbonequity.info/PDFs/Peak%20oil%20Dunlop.pdf Accessed 17 November 2007 
43 Ian Dunlop was formerly an international oil, gas and coal industry executive.  He chaired the Australian Coal Association in 1987-88, 
chaired the Australian Greenhouse Office Experts Group on Emissions Trading from 1998-2000 and was CEO of the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors from 1997-2001.  He is Deputy Convenor of the Australian Association for the Study of Peak Oil        
44 Dunlop, I (2007) Peak Oil and Investment. Responsible Investment News. 
45 Robinson, B. (2002) Global Oil Vulnerability and the Australian Situation, Issues and Background Paper for the Western Australia State 
Sustainability Strategy, Government of Western Australia.  Available at 
www.sustainability.dpc.wa.gov.au/BGPapers/BruceRobinsonOilVulnerability.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
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The peaking of world oil production could significantly affect efforts to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from transportation positively or negatively:   
- The negative risk is that since economies are so dependant on oil, many nations may feel they 
have no choice but to rapidly turn to „proven technologies‟, such as coal conversation to oil and oil 
shales production, before geo-sequestration technologies are commercial, leading to higher 
greenhouse gas emissions. China has already signed an agreement with a South African 
company to build two liquefaction plants, at US$3 billion each, producing a total of 440 million 
barrels a year. With 2007 oil prices topping US$100 a barrel, cost is no barrier to coal-liquid 
conversion with total costs at US$15 per barrel (ignoring externalised costs of increased climate 
change). The prospect of many such plants proliferating around the world is real, because so 
many countries use so much coal already in electricity, and reserves of coal are so vast. Australia, 
the US and China are among the countries with the largest coal reserves.  
- The positive effect of world oil production peaking is that ongoing and rising higher oil prices will 
convince business, government and citizens to seriously invest in sustainable transport and 
changes to urban design and better infrastructure to manage a transition off oil over the coming 
decades.  
There is mounting evidence that global oil production has already reached its peak, or if not, that it will 
within the next 10-15 years. The six main reasons why increasing numbers of experts (see Table 
8.1.1) are concerned that the world oil production may be peaking now and entrenching high oil 
prices is as follows:   
- Demand for oil is forecast to keep growing rapidly as China and Indian economies grow rapidly. 
As the Australian Senate reported, „The US Energy Information Administration in 2000 estimated 
a peak between 2020 and 2050 depending on assumptions about demand growth and the size of 
the ultimately recoverable resource.  The US Energy Information Administration study found that 
widely differing estimates of the ultimately recoverable resource (URR) make surprisingly little 
difference to the timing of the peak. The exponential growth of demand is the dominating factor.’46   
- There are few, if any, large oil fields left to find, let alone medium sized new fields. The last year 
that more oil was discovered than was consumed was 25 years ago. The last time a big oil field 
was discovered was in the 1970s. The peak of oil discovery was back in 1965. The Australian 
Senate commented that, „New field oil discoveries have declined greatly since the 1960s. US 
Geological Survey estimates of future discoveries (which forecast increases), to be realised, 
would require a drastic turnaround of this declining trend. Peak oil commentators argue that the 
declining trend of oil discovery reflects geological fundamentals and should be expected to 
continue.‟47 
- There is not a lot of oil in storage relative to oil demand. Modern economies work on just-in-time 
delivery. After the world‟s first OPEC oil crisis in 1972, the International Energy Agency was set 
up. Member nations of the International Energy Agency (IEA) agreed to ensure that they maintain 
90 day stockpiles of oil supplies. Australia is the only member of the IEA who does not do this.   
- Peak oil commentators argue that estimates of remaining reserves are unreliable and most 
probably overstated, especially in the Middle East. In some OPEC countries, it is believed that 
reserve estimates were artificially inflated in the 1980s to maximise production under the OPEC 
                                                 
46 Ibid.  
47 Ibid.  
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quota arrangements in place at that time.48 National oil reserves estimates in the Middle East are 
not subject to the audit and disclosure requirements of publicly-listed international oil companies. 
Thus there may be considerably less conventional oil than previously anticipated. 
- Forty nine of the sixty five oil producing nations have already past their peak oil production 
topping point and are in decline. Sixty out of sixty five have passed their discovery topping point. 
The world‟s peak year of new oil discoveries was as far back as 1965, and the world‟s biggest oil 
fields were discovered more than fifty years ago.  
- Oil reserves are finite.  
There is now a wealth of experts and international bodies of repute that are predicting that the 
peaking of world oil production has either already occurred or will arrive very soon (see Table 8.1.1). 
The CEO of Conoco in 2007 provided new data about the world‟s oil outlook that implies that world 
peak oil production is happening now. ConocoPhillips (COP) Chief Executive James Mulva in 2007 
told a New York financial conference that he doubted that world oil producers would be able to meet 
forecast long-term energy demand growth. The International Energy Agency in 2007 has projected 
2030 world oil demand of 116 million barrels a day. But Mulva said he doesn't believe oil supply will 
ever exceed 100 million barrels a day. ‘Demand will be going up, but it will be constrained by supply,’ 
Mulva said. ‘I don't think we are going to see the supply going over 100 million barrels a day and the 
reason is: Where is all that going to come from?’49  
Table 8.1.1: Predictions of Timing of World Oil Production Peak  
Prediction of World 
Oil Production Peak 
Experts 
2006-2007 Bakhitari, A.M.S. Oil Executive50 (Iran) 
2006-2007 Simmons, M.R. Investment banker51 (US) 
2006-200-8 Newman, P. Professor, Murdoch University.  
2007-2008 ConocoPhillips (COP) Chief Executive James Mulva 
2007-2008 CEO of Total, the French oil company, Mr de Margerie 
2007-2015 International Energy Agency (IEA)52  
After 2007 Skrebowski, C. Petroleum journal editor53 (UK) 
Before 2009 Deffeyes, K.S. Oil company geologist.54 (retired., US) 
Before 2010 Goodstein, D. Vice Provost, Cal Tech55 (US)  
Around 2010 Campbell, C.J. Oil geologist56 (retired., Ireland) 
                                                 
48 Dunlop, I. (2007) „Peak Oil and Investment‟, Responsible Investment News. 
49
 Udall, R. Andrews, S (2007) As Oil Flirts with $100, Industry CEOs Issue Warnings, Dead Enders Take Cover in Last Foxhole, 
Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas, USA. Available at http://www.aspo-
usa.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=252&Itemid=91. Accessed 4 December 2007. 
50 Bakhtiari, A.M. (2004) „World Oil Production Capacity Model Suggests Output Peak by 2006-07‟,Oil and Gas Journal, 2 May 2004.  
51 Simmons, M.R. (2005) Twilight in the Desert – The Coming Saudi Oil Shock and the World Economy, Wiley Publications, UK. 
52 DOE EIA (2000) Long Term World Oil Supply, DOE EIA, US, Appendix I. 
53 Skrebowski, C. (2004) „Oil Field Mega Projects – 2004,‟ Petroleum Review, January 2004. 
54 Deffeyes, K.S. (2003) Hubbert’s Peak-The Impending World Oil Shortage, Princeton University Press.  
55 Goodstein, D. (2004) Out of Gas – The End of the Age of Oil, W.W. Norton. 
56 Campbell, C.J. (2003) „Industry Urged to Watch for Regular Oil Production Peaks, Depletion Signals,‟ Oil and Gas Journal. July 14, 2003. 
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After 2010 .World Energy Council57 World Non-Government Org 
2012 Pang Xiongqi58 Petroleum Executive (China) 
2012 Laherrere, J59 Oil geologist (retired., France) 
2013 Queensland Government Oil Vulnerability Taskforce 
2020 Thierry Desmarest,60 former CEO Total (France‟s main oil 
company) 
After 2020 CERA Energy consultants61 (US) 
2025 or later Shell (UK) 
Adapted from Source: Hirsch, R.L. (2005)62 
Mr de Margerie, CEO of Total, the French oil company, agrees with Mulva, stating, ‘100 [million 
barrels per day] is difficult, because in the 100 you have already additional production in Iraq, in 
Venezuela, [and] in Nigeria; you have additional production everywhere. And we know that today 
those developments are not under way.’63 World demand for oil is still increasingly rapidly, in 2007 
consuming more than 80 million barrels of oil per day, 29 billion barrels a year. And although oil is 
being used more efficiently, the sheer increase in demand globally is swamping increases in vehicle 
efficiencies. The IEA in its 2004 Energy Outlook forecasted demand for 121 million barrels a day by 
2010. This would clearly outstrip supply.  
Those organisations in the past, who have argued that there was no risk of a short term peaking of 
world oil production, such as the US National Petroleum Council, now are, readily acknowledging that 
the era of cheap oil production is ending. In 2007, the National Petroleum Council64 published a new 
report,  titled „Facing the Hard Truths about Energy: A Comprehensive View to 2030 of Global Oil and 
Natural Gas‟, investigating global oil and natural gas forecasts and projections. The US National 
Petroleum Council is a body of 175 organisations that reports to the US government. It includes the 
heads of the world's big oil companies including ExxonMobil, Chevron, Conoco Phillips, Occidental 
Petroleum, Shell and BP.  The National Petroleum Council‟s new report has incorporated some of the 
peak oil argument from the Association for the Study of Peak Oil [ASPO]; that it will be hard to keep 
increasing world production of easy and cheap oil. Chevron, a leading member of the US Petroleum 
Council has very prominently stated on its web site that the era of easy oil is over.65 The report argues 
that there is a large resource of unconventional oil, coal and nuclear fuel and renewable energy that 
can keep large-scale energy production going for a long time after this tipping point. But the report 
acknowledges that non-conventional energy sources will be more expensive and that oil will be 
increasingly hard to recover, in engineering terms, as increasingly new non OPEC oil reserves lie in 
                                                 
57 World Energy Council (2003) Drivers of the Energy Scene, World Energy Council. Available at 
www.worldenergy.org/documents/drivers.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
58 Xiongqi, P. (2005) The Challenges Brought by Shortages of Oil and Gas in China and Their Countermeasures, ASPO Lisbon 
Conference, May 19-20, 2005. 
59 Laherrere, J. (2003) Seminar, Center of Energy Conversion, Zurich, May 7, 2003. 
60 Gopinath, D. (2006) „Bloomberg: Peak Oil Hits Wall Street‟, TCRP News. Available at http://lists.ibiblio.org/pipermail/tcrp-news/2006-
August/000030.html Accessed 4 September 2007 
61 Jackson, P. et al (2004) „Triple Witching Hour for Oil Arrives Early in 2004 – But, As Yet, No Real Witches‟, CERA Alert, April 7, 2004.  
62 Hirsch, R.L (2005) „The Inevitable Peaking of World Oil Production‟, The Atlantic Council of the US Bulletin. Available at 
http://www.acus.org/docs/051007-Hirsch_World_Oil_Production.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007.  
63 Crooks, E. (2007) „Total chief warns on oil output‟, Financial Times, October. Available at http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/b0d83bfa-87df-11dc-
9464-0000779fd2ac.html. Accessed 18 November 2007.   
64 National Petroleum Council (2007) Facing the Hard Truths about Energy, A comprehensive view to 2030 of global oil and natural gas, 
National Petroleum Council. Available at http://www.npchardtruthsreport.org/. Accessed 18 October 2007.   
65 See Chevron Will You Join Us at http://www.willyoujoinus.com/. Accessed 20 October 2007 
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the artic or deep water (see Figure 8.1.3). Also many of the substitute energy sources will have major 
environmental issues associated with them - especially in relation to global warming such as oil 
shales (see Figure 8.1.3).   
 
Figure 8.1.3. Oil cost curve including technological progress: availability of oil resources as a function 
of economic price 
Source: IEA (2005)66 
The report argues that carbon capture and sequestration will be needed to enable the continuation of 
the fossil fuel industry (oil including unconventional sources, fossil fuel gas and coal) and that even 
with these sources the supply side won't be able to keep pace with potential demand, thus major 
efforts must be put into energy efficiency measures.  
Serious Economic Consequences from Inaction of Peak Oil  
Clearly there are major uncertainties associated with the timing of the global oil peak, but the exact 
date of the peak is less relevant than acceptance of the principle. The changes the peak implies will 
fundamentally alter society as we know it. Solutions are available, but there is no one solution, rather 
a portfolio of solutions will be needed to address the problem. For example energy efficiency and 
conservation, transport mode shifts, urban design, pricing/taxation, and alternative fuel conversion 
can all be used together to provide an overall solution to the peak oil crisis rather than just a singualar 
alternative. As Ian Dunlop67 points out, “Unfortunately these initiatives take time to implement, 
typically at least a decade. Thus prudent risk management suggests government, business leaders 
                                                 
66 IEA (2005) Resources to Reserves - Oil and Gas Technologies for the Energy Markets of the Future, IEA, p 17. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/publications/free_new_Desc.asp?PUBS_ID=1568. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
67 Ian Dunlop was formerly an international oil, gas and coal industry executive.  He chaired the Australian Coal Association in 1987-88, 
chaired the Australian Greenhouse Office Experts Group on Emissions Trading from 1998-2000 and was CEO of the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors from 1997-2001. He is Deputy Convenor of the Australian Association for the Study of Peak Oil        
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and citizens should be working and planning the necessary changes today.”68 The IPCC, in 2007, in 
their 4th assessment69, urged governments and business to rapidly reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
from transport in the next ten years to reduce the serious risks of dangerous climate change. Both the 
risks of dangerous run away climate change and rising oil prices mean that there needs to be a shift 
rapidly to sustainable transport globally.  
The economic case for significant investment today in sustainable transport is overwhelming. Higher 
long term oil prices have significant impacts for the global economy. Since 1965 there have been five 
peaks of world oil price, all of which were followed by economic recessions of varying degree. The 
first two oil price hikes led to the two worst recessions in 1973 and 1980. Oil price increases led to a 
double hit to the economy by causing both rising inflation and also reducing consumer spending. 
Inflation rose not simply because of rising oil prices but because most economies are so dependant 
on oil that a rise in oil prices leads to increasing prices of numerous consumer items. What is different 
about the current oil price hike is that it is the first time it has been driven by exponentially rising 
global demand. The previous price hikes were determined by major supply countries reducing the 
amount of oil being released onto the market.  
The serious threat of peaking world oil production to the economies of the world has been recognised 
by a number of government reports. Their findings mirror the concerns and issues outlined in this 
lecture. In Australia there have been two inquiries; one by the Australian Senate and another by the 
Queensland government.  
The Australian Senate‟s Inquiry into Australia's Future Oil Supply and Alternative Transport Fuels70 
reported in February 2007. It found that that „The (peak oil) concept appears to be well accepted 
including by official agencies.‟ It found that peak oil threatens the Australian economy because, 
„Demand for oil is relatively inelastic, because for its major use – transport – there are no easy 
substitutes. This means that a relatively small shortfall in supply can cause a large increase in price. 
This will increase the volatility of the price in response to small changes in supply when there is little 
spare capacity.’ The implications for Australia are well communicated at this Senate inquiry by Mr 
Barry Jones, representing the Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association Limited 
(APPEA), who publicly commented that if ‘current oil prices persist and the government's best supply 
forecast is met, imported oil would subtract 'about $30 billion a year from the national export bill by 
2015.’71 This inquiry concluded that, „Australia’s net self-sufficiency in oil is expected to decline 
significantly as future discoveries are not expected to make up for the growth in demand and the 
decline in reserves as oil is produced… The essence of the peak oil problem is risk management. The 
risks involved are high if peak oil comes earlier than expected, or if economies cannot adapt quickly 
enough to the post peak decline.’72 
                                                 
68 Dunlop, I (2007) Peak Oil and Investment. Responsible Investment News 
69  IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment Report. WG2: 'Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation & Vulnerability', IPCC. Available at 
http://www.ipcc.ch/SPM6avr07.pdf . Accessed 14 April 2007. 
70 Parliament of Australia, Senate (2007) Australia’s Future Oil Supply and Alternative Transport Fuels: Executive Summary. Parliament of 
Australia, Senate. Available at http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/rrat_ctte/oil_supply/report/a02.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
71 Senate Economics Committee (2005) Incentives for petroleum exploration in Frontier areas, Parliament of Australia, Chapter 3 - Schedule 
5, p E12. Available at http://www.aph.gov.au/SEnate/committee/economics_ctte/tlab_7/report/c03.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
72 Parliament of Australia, Senate (2007) Australia’s Future Oil Supply and Alternative Transport Fuels: Executive Summary. Parliament of 
Australia, Senate. Available at http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/rrat_ctte/oil_supply/report/a02.htm. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
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The most comprehensive study at the state government level in Australia so far has been the 
Queensland Government Oil Vulnerability Taskforce report, Queensland’s Vulnerability to Rising Oil 
Prices Taskforce Report, 73 which concluded that,  
There are range of creditable predictions for a world peak oil situation run from 2005 to 2040, 
with the mean and standard deviations of all academic and industry predictions being 2013, ± 7. 
The Taskforce concludes that the overwhelming evidence is that world oil production will peak 
within the next 10 years. It is noted that Australian oil production (but not necessarily, natural 
gas) has already peaked, as has that of the rest of the world, excluding the former Soviet Union 
and some Middle East OPEC members. The Taskforce also notes that the world oil market is 
becoming increasingly supplied from politically and/or socially unstable areas, such as from 
many OPEC and Middle East nations. This means that, regardless of the global peak oil issue, 
the risks of supply disruptions are rising. These two factors mean that oil prices could rise 
substantially at some point(s) in the future, especially given the continuing growth in world 
demand for oil and its products. The Taskforce considers this to be a major risk, with impacts 
arising not only for transport but for many key parts of Queensland industry and the community. 
Another Australian government program that addressed the risk of declining domestic oil supply and 
peak oil was the National Hydrogen Strategy74 developed by the Department of Industry, Tourism, 
and Resources. The 2005 Australian Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources report into 
hydrogen features a graph similar to Figure 8.1.2, with world peak oil production occurring in 2006-7 
(see Figure 8.1.4).  
 
Figure 8.1.4. Predicted life cycles of oil production  
Source: DITR (2005)75 
                                                 
73 McNamara, A. (Chair) (2007) Queensland’s Vulnerability to Rising Oil Prices Taskforce Report, Queensland Government. Available at   
www.epa.qld.gov.au/publications/p02190aa.pdf/Queenslands_vulnerability_to_rising_oil_prices__taskforce_report.pdf. Accessed 18 
October 2007.           
74 ACIL Tasman and Parsons Brinckerhoff (2005) National Hydrogen Strategy, Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources.  Available 
at www.industry.gov.au/assets/documents/itrinternet/Hydrogen_StudyOct200320031021120716.pdf. Accessed 18 October 2007; DITR 
(2005) Australian Hydrogen Activity Report, Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR). Available at 
http://www.industry.gov.au/content/itrinternet/cmscontent.cfm?objectid=A81760A0-65BF-4956-B084F5B52EEF64DA . Accessed 4 
September 2007. 
75 Ibid.. 
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Many other national governments have commissioned studies into peak oil. Two US government 
reports have made serious warnings on this issue and recommended early action. These reports 
were the 2004 US Department of Energy‟s Office of Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves report, 
Strategic Significance of America’s Oil Shale Resource,76 and a 2005 report commissioned by the US 
Department of Energy, titled Peaking of World Oil Production: Impacts, Mitigation, and Risk 
Management.77  
The 2004 report outlined that, with oil, ‘A serious supply demand discontinuity could lead to world 
wide economic crisis’. In this report they argue for an emergency plan to keep US oil supply supplies 
strong and ensure that the US Naval fleet can remain effective. The 2005 report commissioned by the 
US Department of Energy was released by Robert Hirsch of the Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAIC) and delivered a blunt message; stating that the world has, at most, 20-25 years 
before world oil production peaks. The report argues that it will take economies over 20 years to 
adapt to a world of constant high oil prices, and therefore, humanity does not have a moment to lose. 
But will strategies to reduce oil dependence lead to higher or lower greenhouse gas emissions? The 
strategy to reduce oil dependence outlined by Hirsch is based on nuclear-hydrogen and coal-to-fuel 
options which are not a low greenhouse emission strategy. It would make the global warming problem 
much worse.78  
Fortunately, a low carbon strategy has been written, and it shows that it would be highly profitable for 
nations to make the transition away from dependence on oil. Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) has 
released Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs, and Security,79 a Pentagon 
co-funded blueprint for making the US oil-free. The plan outlines how US industry can restore 
competitiveness and boost profits by mobilising modern technologies and smart business strategies 
to displace oil more cheaply than buying it. Winning the Oil Endgame proves that the US can save 
half its oil usage through efficiency, then substitute competitive bio-fuels and saved natural gas for the 
rest - all this without taxation or new federal regulation.  Furthermore, it shows that: by 2015, the US 
can save more oil than it gets from the Persian Gulf; by 2025, use less oil than in 1970; by 2040, 
import no oil; and by 2050, use no oil at all. The report makes the remarkable point that „It will cost 
less to totally displace all the oil the United States now uses than it will cost to buy that oil,’ and 
outlines how a US$180 Billion investment over the next 20 years would lead to US$130 Billion 
savings per annum by 2025. To reap the best return on investment, RMI recommends the following 
technical strategies:  
a) Invest in technologies to double the efficiency of all transport vehicles.  
b) Substitute oil with biofuels, natural gas and hydrogen fuels.  
However there are risks in basing a strategy of reducing greenhouse gas emissions mainly on 
increases in efficiency of vehicles and aeroplanes that can run on alternative low carbon fuels. This is 
because, to date, efficiency gains in the transport sector have been swamped by rising demand for 
more and more vehicles and air flights globally. There is no completely greenhouse gas emission free 
or climate-neutral form of road, sea or air transportation yet. Even the greenest transportation 
vehicles still emit emissions over their lifetime of usage. Also, negative rebound effects from more 
                                                 
76 Office of Deputy Assistant Secretary for Petroleum Reserves (2004) Strategic Significance of America’s Oil Shale Resource, Office of 
Naval Petroleum and Oil Shales Reserves, US Department of Energy, Washington DC, Volume 1: Assessment of Strategic Issues. 
77 Hirsch, R.L., Bezdek, R. and Wendling, R. (2005) Peaking of World Oil Production: Impacts, Mitigation, and Risk Management, DOE 
NETL. Available at  http://www.acus.org/docs/051007-Hirsch_World_Oil_Production.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Lovins, A. et al (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs, and Security, Rocky Mountain Institute, Colorado. 
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highly efficient aircraft of vehicle/truck transportation can diminish the real reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions. More efficient aeroplanes are able to make longer flights which end up using just as 
much fuel. More fuel efficient cars cost their owners less to run and thus families can afford more long 
weekend drives and car trips away. These sorts of negative rebound effects can all but eliminate any 
real reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.  
Therefore achieving sustainable transportation with what technology is currently available, will require 
governments, business and citizens to work together to reduce their transportation needs through 
better urban/regional design and a shift to low carbon emitting transportation modes – especially 
through increased public transportation, rail, cycling and walking. The personal choices we, as 
individuals, make with our transport decisions contribute to over 30 percent of total emissions from 
the transport sector. Hence many sustainable transport experts argue that to effectively reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in the transport sector we need to transform our cities from their current 
automobile dependant design to a more automobile independent city.  
Additional Benefits of a Transition to Sustainable Urban Planning and Transport 
There are significant hidden benefits if government, business and civil society pursue this path. 
Driving your car contributes to global warming more than the appliances in your house. Each trip 
taken by car emits approximately seven times as much CO2 as the same trip by rail and 8.5 times as 
much CO2 as the bus. A car-reliant society leads to higher greenhouse gas emissions, urban 
pollution, obesity, congestion, health care costs and greater urban sprawl. The convenience of use 
means the car often becomes the default or automatic mode of transport, even for short trips. This is 
a significant public health issue80, especially considering physical activity is the second greatest 
preventable risk factor contributing to Australia‟s ill-health. Car-dependent families and communities, 
traffic management practices that discourage walking and cycling, the proliferation of electronic 
entertainment, schools focused on academic achievement, and time-saving devices have helped us 
create a more sedentary world.81 Physical inactivity is the second (after smoking) most significant 
behavioural cause of ill-health in society. Lack of exercise is also known to contribute to obesity, 
hypertension, cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer and depression. Studies show that 
almost 9 million Australian adults do not do enough physical activity on a daily basis. Not doing 
enough physical activity doubles the risk of cardiovascular disease, Type 2 diabetes, and obesity, and 
increases the risk of breast and bowel cancer, depression and anxiety. Physically inactive Australian 
adults are costing the healthcare system an avoidable AUD$1.5 billion a year according to a study 
commissioned by Medibank Private.82 Currently lifestyle induced illness is causing an increase in the 
utilisation of health services.83 Nationally, the obesity epidemic occurring in Australia is seeing 
overweight and obesity affect more than half of the population with resulting costs of to the nation as 
a whole of $21 Billion per annum according to Access Economics. In 2005, 3.24 million Australians 
were estimated to be obese.84  
                                                 
80 Newell, B., Proust, K., Dyball, R., and McManus, P. (2007) „Seeing Obesity as a Systems Problem‟, NSW Public Health Bulletin, No. 18, 
pp 11-12. 
81 Tanson, W. (2003) Adolescent obesity largely caused by lack of physical activity, study finds, UNC School of Public Health; Hywood, G. 
(2004) „Finding better ways to cut through the fat or If You Want To Fight Obesity, Get Moving‟, The Age and Sydney Morning Herald. 
82 Medibank Private (2007) The cost of physical inactivity. What is the lack of participation in physical activity costing Australia?, Medibank 
Private. Available at  www.medibank.com.au/Client/Documents/Pdfs/pyhsical_inactivity.pdf. Accessed 15 September 2007.  
83 Mathers, C., Vost, T. and Stevenson, C. (1999) The burden of disease and injury in Australia, Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 
Canberra.  
84 Access Economics (2005) The Economic Costs of Obesity, Access Economics. Available at 
www.diabetesaustralia.com.au/_lib/doc_pdf/reports/obesity/Economic_Costs_of_Obesity_Exec_Summ.pdf Accessed 18 October 2007 
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More people cycling more often (especially for shorter trips) could increase the total level of physical 
activity for these people, which would have flow-on benefits by reducing health services costs.85 Most 
of the alternatives to the automobile, including walking to the train or bus or cycling involve a form of 
exercise. The latest US research, where there is currently an epidemic of obesity, suggests that for 
every 60 minutes spent in the motor vehicle, the probability of a participant being obese increases by 
6 percent. Studies are now showing that the automobile is having a detrimental effect on populations‟ 
health. According to Lynn Sloman in Car Sick,86 a landmark study of OECD capital city transport 
systems, no matter where you live 40 percent of your current trips could be made by bicycle, foot or 
public transport. Another 40 percent could be made by bike or public transport if facilities were 
improved. Only the remaining 20 percent of trips need to be made by car. Nations such as Britain, 
Germany, Finland, the Czech Republic and Latvia have extensive cycling plans. London, Paris, 
Chicago, Bogotá and Seoul, Vancouver and Copenhagen have all embarked on major campaigns to 
incorporate the bicycle into traffic grids. Vancouver lost 40,000 vehicles/day and gained 100,000 
walk/bike trips/day in the 1990‟s. Copenhagen has reduced parking and road space each year for 30 
years and now has just 27 percent people going to work by car and 33 percent by bike. The results 
have led to substantial shifts in fuel consumption, commuting times and even real estate values.  
Sustainable Transport, Not Highways Help Economic Growth  
In the past fears have been raised that investments and incentives to shift to more sustainable forms 
of transport would harm economic growth. Recent studies show this is not the case. A report to the 
World Bank87 prepared by researchers at Murdoch University is turning this way of thinking on its 
head. As one of the report‟s authors, Professor Peter Newman, states, 
We’ve found that cities which emphasise walking, cycling and public transport are healthier 
financially and spend less of their wealth on transport costs. We now have major studies 
properly costing the the mechanisms driving this additional cost, include the following: 
1. The land required to build the infrastructure and its subsequent requirements for parking; a 
single lane of railway can carry up to 50,000 persons per hour, a bus way can carry 7,000 
persons per hour and a highway lane just 2,500 persons per hour.  
2. The direct cost to households of owning a car is considerable, especially if it is a second or 
third car. A study in Australia showed that a household could save AUD$750,000 over a 
lifetime if a second car could be avoided.  
3. The opportunity cost of such capital and land can be considerable if seen on a whole-city 
basis. The difference between the most competitive cities, in terms of their transportation 
costs as a proportion of city wealth, and the least competitive (5-8% compared to 12-18%) 
can be equivalent to an extra day a week of work in car dependent cities.88 
 A study of 84 cities undertaken by Kenworthy and Laube89 has shown that cities with well designed 
public transport systems have significantly less total transport costs, as a proportion of their city 
                                                 
85 Sport and Recreation Minister's Council (1997) Active Australia: A National Participation Framework, Australian Sports Commission, 
Canberra. 
86 Sloman, L. (2006) Car Sick: Solutions to our Car Addicted Culture, Green Books. Available at http://www.amazon.com/Car-Sick-
Solutions-Car-addicted-Culture/dp/190399876X. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
87 Kenworthy, J., Laube, F., Newman, P. and Barter, P. (1997) Indicators of transport efficiency in 37 cities, Report to World Bank, ISTP, 
Murdoch University, Western Australia. 
88 Newman, P. (1998) „Transport‟, Interview transcript from Radio National Earthbeat, 12.09.98. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/earth/stories/s13083.htm  Accessed 3 September 2007. 
89 Kenworthy J. and Laube F. (2001) The Millennium Cities Database for Sustainable Transport, International Union of Public Transport 
(UITP) and Institute for Sustainability and Technology Policy (ISTP), Brussels. 
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wealth, than those that have built heavy reliance on freeways and cars.90 Kenworthy et al. developed 
these arguments further in chapter 19, Section 4 of the book The Natural Advantage of Nations.91 
What then, are the key options to transform automobile dependant cities into a Sustainable Cities?  
Sustainable Transport Checklist (1997 Engineers Australia Checklist for Sustainable 
Transport92) 
Ensure Access and Equity  
- Meet basic transport related needs of all people, including the poor, disabled, rural residents, 
women, young people and business.  
- Increase options for access. 
Make Cities more Efficient and Liveable  
- Limit sprawl.  
- Increase density of housing, particularly in and around town centres and transit stations.  
- Encourage mixed land uses with permeable street layouts.  
- Give priority to residential development that encourages neighbourhoods with services and 
employment opportunities accessible by pedestrians and cyclists.  
- Develop transit-oriented urban villages.  
- Implement traffic calming measures93 to reduce speed, improve safety and improve amenity. 
Integrate Transport Planning, Development and Operation 
- Integrate transport and land use planning.  
- Develop government structures which can consider all transport needs. 
- Design funding arrangements that can distribute funds in accordance with agreed strategic 
directions. 
- Ensure that transport planning and decision-making reflects commitments to sustainability. 
Design and Operate Environmentally Sensitive Transport Systems 
- Ensure protection of ecosystems in design, construction and operation. 
- Reduce noise. 
- Ensure protection of historic and cultural sites. 
- Minimise air and water emissions from transport. 
- Protect biodiversity. 
- Develop and maintain effective emergency spill response systems. 
 
                                                 
90 Kenworthy, J. and Hu, G. (2002) „Transport and Urban Form in Chinese Cities: An International Comparative and Policy Perspective with 
Implications for Sustainable Urban Transport in China‟, DISP [Zurich], vol 151, pp 4-14; Kenworthy, J. and Laube, F. (1999) An International 
Sourcebook of Automobile Dependence in Cities, 1960–1990, University Press of Colorado, Colorado. 
91 Hargroves, K. and Smith, M. (2005) The Natural Advantage of Nations, Earthscan, London, chp 19. 
92 Greene, D. (1997) Engineering Frameworks for Sustainability: Sustainable Transport Checklist, Engineers Australia. This checklist draws 
upon work of the National Committee on Transport, including: 'Urban Transport for a Vital and Sustainable Future'; The Institution's Policy 
on Travel Demand Management in Urban Areas; the Final Report on Transport of the ESD Working Group; the Draft Canadian Government 
Sustainable Transportation Principles; and other materials.   
93 See Traffic Calming at http://www.trafficcalming.org/index.html. Available 18 October 2007. 
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Implement Travel Demand Management 
- Adopt measures to reduce total vehicle miles travelled. 
- Adopt measures to reduce the number of vehicle trips. 
- Discourage car use through increased long-term parking rates, reduced parking availability, 
reallocating of road space, and vehicle restrictions. 
- Ensure employer-government cooperation to promote car pools, telecommuting. 
- Develop guaranteed ride home programs, and cash payments instead of paid parking. 
- Provide appropriate priorities for buses and trams on streets, roads, and bridges. 
- Give priority to car pools and high occupancy vehicles on highways and bridges. 
Encourage Walking and Cycling 
- Improve and expand pedestrian and cycle paths. 
- Employers should provide facilities for cyclists.  
- Link neighbourhood cycling facilities with public transport through provision of bike racks, storage 
lockers, and bike routes to transit stops. 
Encourage Public Transport 
- Provide an integrated system of direct transit routes, in all major cities. 
- Ensure transit vehicles have priority over cars on all major transit routes. 
- Ensure all transit vehicles are comfortable, easily accessible and well maintained. 
- Encourage employers to provide free or subsidised transit passes instead of the car.parking.  
- Provide quality information on transit routes and schedules. 
Ensure Safety and Reliability 
- Design and operate transport systems in a manner that protects the health and safety of all 
people. 
- Improve quality, reliability and safety of public transport. 
Improve Energy Efficiency 
- Reduce fossil fuel consumption through efficiencies and demand management. 
- Promote the use of alternative and renewable energy sources. 
Count All Costs 
- Reflect true social, economic and environmental costs of each mode of transport in analysis. 
- In moving to user-pays systems, ensure that prices reflect all costs, while taking account of equity 
considerations. 
Provide for Open Decision-Making 
- Involve stakeholders in transport planning. 
- Inform the public about environmental and social impacts. 
- Provide full information about alternatives.  
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- Ensure that people have full information about transport options so they can make sustainable 
choices about personal movement. 
Design and Operate Vehicles for Improved Efficiency 
- Use purchasing policies to give priority to efficient, low-polluting vehicles.  
- Accelerate efforts to improve fuel efficiency of vehicles. 
- Encourage further research into the development of super-cars (very high efficiency vehicles).  
- Promote and adopt vehicle maintenance programs to maintain efficiency and encourage the use 
of available alternative fuels, e.g. LPG, CNG. 
- Accelerate efforts to improve the viability of additional alternative fuels, e.g. ethanol, methanol, 
electric vehicles, and hydrogen. 
- Expand programs for the recycling of cars and car components, choose materials to reduce their 
environmental impact, design for disassembly, tyre recycling and battery recycling. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Transport 
 
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles5 
Educational Aim  
Using the best technologies on existing internal combustion engine vehicles can provide up to 25 
percent energy efficiency gains, and that is a good start, but taking a whole system design approach 
to energy efficiency opportunities for transportation vehicles (cars, trucks, motorbikes, SUVs) can 
yield larger savings. This lecture introduces how taking a whole system approach to energy 
efficiency in the design of new transportation vehicles can achieve in excess of 50 percent overall 
energy efficiency improvement. This lecture also describes key technological innovations that enable 
this large energy efficiency improvement. Finally, this lecture demonstrates how these innovations 
open up options for new low carbon alternative fuels to be used in most types of transportation 
vehicles, and focuses on how such integrated approaches to energy efficiency and low carbon fuel 
options create the potential for still greater reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. A clear 
understanding of how to take a whole system approach to identifying energy efficiency opportunities 
will help enable designers to realise larger potential energy efficiency improvements in the 
transportation vehicle sector. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Pag
e 
1. Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering 
Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design Portfolio, Whole System Design 
Suite, The Natural Edge Project, Australia, Unit 7: Worked Example 2 – Passenger 
Vehicles. Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/ 
Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit7. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 1-
20 
2. Kahn Ribeiro et al (2007) Transport and its infrastructure. In Climate Change 2007: 
Mitigation. Contribution of Working Group III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [B. Metz, O.R. Davidson, P.R. Bosch, R. 
Dave, L.A. Meyer (eds)], Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and 
New York, NY, USA. Available at www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg3/ar4-wg3-
chapter5.pdf. 
3. IEA (2011) Electric and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle Technological Roadmap. IEA. 
Available at www.iea.org/papers/2011/EV_PHEV_Roadmap.pdf. Accessed 15 October 
2012. 
4. Went, A., Newman, P., and James, W. (2008) Renewable Transport: How Renewable 
Energy and Electric Vehicles using Vehicle to Grid technology can make Carbon Free 
Urban Development. Available at 
pp 
336-
348 
 
 
 
pp1-
10 
 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Dr Paul Compston - ANU AutoCRC. 
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www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au/publications/files/CUSP2008_11_13DiscussionPape
r.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp1-24 
 
Learning Points   
1. Roughly half6 of the 4.8 trillion litres (82.1 million barrels per day) of oil consumed globally in 
20047 was used for transport. In the case of cars, incorporating the best conventional 
technologies would reduce fuel consumption by at least 25 percent with a less than one-year 
payback period (in the US).8 However, taking a whole system approach to the design of cars can 
improve fuel efficiency and reduce fuel consumption by 50 percent at roughly no cost and by 
more than 70 percent with a two-year payback period.9 
2. A whole system approach to energy efficiency opportunities in the development of a modern, 
sports utility vehicle (SUV) can reduce its fuel consumption by 71 percent in comparison to a 
similar, conventional vehicle. The substantially reduced fuel consumption arises from 
acknowledging the systemic nature of the vehicle. A system approach to reducing fuel 
consumption assists in identifying two important considerations: a) some individual improvements 
instigate a series of compounding and iterative improvements in other subsystems, and b) some 
individual improvements are better incorporated before other improvements. 
3. Low-density, high-integrity materials: New metals and plastics have allowed the mass of cars to 
be reduced, thus reducing the required propulsion power. Reducing the mass also reduces 
rolling resistance and thus further reduces the required propulsion power. Generally, reducing the 
vehicle mass by 10 percent reduces the fuel consumption by 5-7 percent.10   
4. Low-drag form: Aerodynamic drag forces are the result of pressure imbalances as a vehicle 
moves through the air. The vehicle’s size, exterior shape and the function it is designed to 
perform are all major influencing factors. 
5. Low-rolling resistance tires: Rolling resistance is defined as the energy dissipated by a tyre per 
unit of distance covered. Decreasing rolling resistance decreases fuel consumption. ‘Green’ tyres 
(currently available) can reduce fuel consumption by 3-8 percent. New generation ‘green’ tyres 
may reduce fuel consumption by an additional 2-9 percent. 
6. Hybrid-electric power plants: Hybrid-electric vehicles typically consume at least 50 percent less 
petrol than conventional vehicles. The typical hybrid–electric power plant configuration comprises 
a petrol internal combustion engine, and an electric motor and battery.  
7. Computer control systems: A computer controller11 simultaneously controls a hybrid-electric 
vehicle’s two drivetrains – one powered by an internal combustion engine and one by an electric 
motor. As part of the Energy Transformed Flagship, ‘CSIRO is working with Holden developing 
energy management control systems which integrate supercapacitors and advanced batteries for 
the next generation of hybrid powered vehicles. These collaborative projects have the potential to 
                                                 
6 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
7 International Energy Agency (2005) World Energy Outlook 2005, International Energy Agency, p 90. Available at 
http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/2005.asp. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
8 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
9 Lovins, A.B. (2007) Class Lectures in Advanced Energy Efficiency: 3. Transportation, Stanford University.  
10 International Primary Aluminum Institute (IPAI) (2000) Aluminum Applications and Society: Life Cycle Inventory of the Worldwide 
Aluminum Industry With Regard to Energy Consumption and Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, Paper 1 – Automotive, LCI Report for IPAI. 
Available at http://www.world-aluminium.org/iai/publications/documents/full_report.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
11 See HybridCars.com – Components at http://www.hybridcars.com/components.htm. Accessed 3 October 2007. 
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make a real difference in the development of cleaner and greener vehicles’.12 
8. Rechargeable batteries: Hybrid-electric vehicles use rechargeable ‘deep cycle’ batteries,13 which 
can be fully discharged and recharged continuously. The size of the battery is not as large as that 
of a pure electric vehicle because the demand for propulsion power is shared by a petrol engine. 
Super-capacitor technology offers very high electrical capacitance in a small package. 
9. Regenerative braking: Regenerative braking14 uses the vehicle’s own inertia to reclaim some of 
this lost energy and store it as electric charge. When the brakes are applied, the torque (rotating 
force) of the wheels is transferred to the electric motor shaft where it is converted to electrical 
energy and stored in the vehicle’s battery for later use. 
10. Alternate-fuel power plants: Substantially reducing the fuel consumption of vehicles can open up 
the possibility of sustainable biofuels and hydrogen to replace petrol. Sufficiently reducing the 
fuel demand of the transport sector will enable it to run on biofuels made from farm and forestry 
wastes.15 Ethanol, a biofuel, is one of the cleanest fuels available.16 Sufficiently reducing the fuel 
consumption of vehicles can make hydrogen fuel cell power plants viable by reducing the 
required hydrogen fuel volume, and fuel cell capacity and cost.17 
11. Plug-in hybrid-electric power plants: Plug-in hybrid-electric vehicles (PHEVs) are a promising 
alternative to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. They are similar to hybrid-electric vehicles, but have 
larger batteries that can be recharged by plugging them into an electrical outlet. A PHEV can run 
on electricity alone for relatively short trips, with the combustion engine engaging only when the 
battery has insufficient power. PHEVs can have an equivalent fuel consumption of 34-68 km/litre, 
which is roughly double the efficiency of hybrid-electric vehicles. 
12. Energy Source Flexibility: Some automotive companies are now developing vehicles that can run 
on many fuels, thus ensuring that their vehicles are competitive no matter which fuel blends 
dominate the market in the future. General Motors’ new plug in hybrid-electric concept car, eFlex, 
is designed to run on petrol, biofuels or hydrogen.18 Volvo has developed a new truck engine that 
can be adapted to run on seven different renewable fuels.19  
13. Hypercar Revolution: A whole system approach to the development of the Rocky Mountain 
Institute’s (RMI) Hypercar Revolution concept passenger vehicle20 focussed on reducing its mass 
by 52 percent and reducing its drag by 55 percent, which then reduced its rolling resistance by 65 
percent and made a fuel cell propulsion system cost effective. The Revolution is also almost fully 
recyclable, generates zero operative emissions and has a 95 percent better fuel-mass-
consumption per kilometre than an equivalent conventional vehicle. Many innovations and 
concepts incorporated into the development of the Revolution have also been used to transform 
                                                 
12 CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship (2006) Holden and CSIRO - Developing the Next Generation of Hybrid Powered Cars, CSIRO, 
Australia. Available at http://www.csiro.au/news/newsletters/0412_energy/index.htm#holdencar. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Lovins, A.  (1996) Hypercars: The Next Industrial Revolution, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, CO. Available at 
www.rmi.org/images/other/HC-NextIndRev.pdf. Accessed 8 February 2007.   
16 Beer, T. et al (2000) Life-cycle Emissions Analysis of Alternative Fuels for Heavy Vehicles: Stage 1, CSIRO. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/transport/publications/lifecycle.html. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
17 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
18 ABC Catalyst (2007) ‘Beyond Petrol’, ABC, 1 March 2007. Available at www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/s1860309.htm. Accessed 12 May 
2007. 
19 Green Energy News (2007) The Clock Ticks On The Need For New Fuels: Volvo Demonstrates a Sampling of Possibilities, Green 
Energy News. Available at http://www.green-energy-news.com/arch/nrgs2007/20070104.html. Accessed 2 October 2007. 
20 Lovins, A.B. and Cramer, D.R. (2004) ‘Hypercars, hydrogen, and the automotive transition’, International Journal of Vehicle Design, vol 
35, no. 1/2, p 54. Available at https://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Transportation/T04-01_HypercarH2AutoTrans.pdf. Accessed 3 October 
2007. 
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other types of transportation vehicle transportation. 
 
Brief Background Information  
Roughly half21 of the 4.8 trillion litres (82.1 million barrels per day) of oil consumed globally in 200422 
was used for transport. This level of oil consumption has many direct and hidden costs, including 
climate change, insecurity, geopolitical rivalry, price volatility, and degradation of economic and 
social development.23  
Perhaps the ideal means of reducing oil consumption in the transport sector is to directly reduce the 
amount of automotive commuting and hence the amount fuel consumed. At the urban level, 
automotive commuting can be reduced by promoting planning strategies and introducing transport 
policies that encourage low energy (walking and bicycling) and high occupancy (light rail and bus) 
transport, rather than low occupancy transport (cars). Large communities of this type are a reality in 
cities such as Singapore and Curitiba, Brazil,24 both of which evolved their strategies and policies 
over many decades. However, these communities are the exception, not the rule, and with seven-
eighths of the world's population currently without cars25 but rapidly transitioning to more affluent 
economies, there is a substantial need to develop highly efficient passenger vehicles and other 
transport vehicles to help smooth the transition. 
In the case of cars, incorporating the best conventional technologies would reduce fuel consumption 
by at least 25 percent with a less than one-year US payback period.26 
 
Figure 8.2.1. Reductions in car fuel consumption contributed by the best conventional technologies 
for various subsystems 
Source: Pears, A. (2000)27 
                                                 
21 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
22 International Energy Agency (2005) World Energy Outlook 2005, International Energy Agency, p 90. Available at 
http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/2005.asp. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
23 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Pears, A. (2000) Design for Energy Efficiency. Presentation to the Tasmanian Branch of Engineers Australia.   
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However, taking a whole system approach to the design of cars using hybrid engines and the latest 
advances in automotive technologies can improve energy efficiency significantly and thus reduce fuel 
consumption by 50 percent at roughly no cost and by more than 70 percent with a two-year payback 
period (in the US).28 These substantial reductions are possible because the vast majority of fuel 
energy in cars is lost during tasks other than moving passengers, as described by Amory Lovins, 
A modern car's engine, idling, driveline, and accessories dissipate seven-eighths of its fuel 
energy. Only one-eighth reaches the wheels. Of that, half heats the tires and road or heats 
the air that the car pushes aside. Only the last 6 percent accelerates the car (then heats the 
brakes when you stop). And since about 95 percent of the mass being accelerated is the car, 
not the driver, less than 1 percent of the fuel energy ultimately moves the driver – 
unimpressive, considering it is the fruit of 120 years of engineering effort.29 
As Director of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship John Wright stated,  
The transport sector (comprising private cars, fleet cars, freight vehicles, public transport and 
their required infrastructures) is growing rapidly in Australia along with transport GHG 
emissions. The sector is currently heavily reliant on liquid fuels for which indigenous oil 
production is declining, and future imported oil dependence is poised to increase and weaken 
our balance of trade. The transport component of Energy Transformed will be based on the 
development of advanced vehicle drive technologies together with intelligent transport 
systems. The technology development will build upon CSIRO’s successful role in the 
development and demonstration of the ECOmmodore and aXcessAustralia Mark II vehicles, 
existing transport operation and decision support tools and international developments in 
hybrid electric and fuel cell powered cars30. 
The target contributions of improvements and radical changes in vehicle technology and 
implementation of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) on Australia's transport greenhouse gas 
emissions are shown in Figure 8.2.2.  
 
                                                 
28 Lovins, A.B. (2007) Class Lectures in Advanced Energy Efficiency: 3. Transportation, Stanford University. 
29 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
30  Wright, J. (2005) The First Steps to the Hydrogen Economy: the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship Program, CSIRO, Australia. 
Available at http://www.csiro.au/news/newsletters/0412_energy/et_hydrogen-paper.pdf Accessed 4 September 2007 
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Figure 8.2.2. CSIRO Energy Transformed Theme 3 Transport Roadmap 
Source: Wright, J. (2005)31 
A Whole System Design (WSD) Approach to Transportation Vehicles 
To achieve a rapid mainstreaming of hybrid and fuel cell vehicle design within the transportation 
vehicle sector – cars, SUVs, buses, motorbikes – it will help that more engineers and vehicle 
designers are trained in how to take a whole system design approach to transportation vehicle 
design. Even though now most major car companies are investing significantly in hybrid and fuel cell 
vehicle designs, currently many engineers receive little or no formal training in this new and exciting 
area of automotive/vehicle design.  
Hence this lecture and the following Lecture 8.3 on trucking vehicles provides practising engineers 
and vehicle designers, lecturers and students with an overview of how to take a whole system 
approach to the design of vehicles.32 This lecture and Lecture 8.3 which follows is complimented by a 
still more technical training unit entitled Passenger Vehicles which outlines the benefits of a whole 
system approach to the design of vehicles.33  
It is important to note that hybrid and fuel cell car designs are further examples of taking a whole 
system approach to the sustainable redesign of a highly technical and complex engineered system.  
A whole system approach - which examines and optimises the whole system (not just subsystems) - 
is needed to achieve the required 50 percent plus energy efficiency improvements for hybrid and fuel 
cell vehicle design in order to achieve the goals set out by the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship.  
Figure 8.2.3 below shows the whole system design improvements to a typical, modern, sports utility 
vehicle (SUV) that can reduce its fuel consumption by 71 percent. 
 
Figure 8.2.3. The improvements to a typical, modern, sports utility vehicle (SUV) to reduce its fuel 
consumption 
Source: Lovins, A.B. (2007) 
The substantially reduced fuel consumption arises from acknowledging the whole system and how 
best to optimise several interacting subsystems. The presence of these interactions creates a 
                                                 
31 Wright, J. (2005) The First Steps to the Hydrogen Economy: the CSIRO Energy TransformedFlagship Program, CSIRO, Australia. 
Available at http://www.csiro.au/news/newsletters/0412_energy/et_hydrogen-paper.pdf. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
32
 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design 
Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. Available at 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx.  Accessed 28 September 2007 
33 Ibid, Unit 7: Worked Example 2 – Passenger Vehicles. 
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situation in which a modification to a subsystem can impact on other subsystems. A whole system 
approach to reducing fuel consumption assists in identifying two important considerations: 
1. Some individual improvements instigate a series of compounding and iterative improvements in 
other subsystems. For example, reducing the mass of the vehicle body by using low-density, 
high-integrity materials also reduces rolling resistance, required power plant capacity, required 
drivetrain integrity, and required chassis component integrity. Most of these additional impacts 
then lead to further mass reductions by using smaller subsystems and components. A similar but 
lesser series of impacts arises from using low-rolling resistance tyres. 
2. Some individual improvements are better incorporated before other improvements. The first 
improvement is an extensive mass reduction, which contributes 68 percent of the total reduced 
fuel consumption. Figure 8.2.4 shows the optimal and iterative sequence for incorporating 
improvements to minimise fuel consumption and to introduce many other performance 
improvements. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2.4. Incorporating improvements in a passenger vehicle to reduce its fuel consumption 
Source: Adapted by TNEP from Brylawski, M.M. and Lovins, A.B. (1998)34 
Low-Density, High-Integrity Materials 
New, low-density, high-integrity metals and plastics have allowed the mass of cars to be reduced, 
thus reducing the required propulsion power, which is especially favourable to the introduction of 
                                                 
34 Brylawski, M.M. and Lovins, A.B. (1998) Advanced Composites: The Car is at the Cross Roads, RMI, p 6. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T98-01_CarAtCrossroads.pdf. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
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relatively heavy batteries and relatively expensive fuel cells as a power source. Reducing the mass 
also reduces rolling resistance and thus further reduces the required propulsion power. A 10 percent 
reduction in vehicle mass can produce roughly a 5-7 percent reduction in fuel consumption, provided 
that the power plant and drivetrain are downsized.35  
Low-Drag Form 
Aerodynamic drag forces are the result of pressure imbalances as a vehicle moves through the air. 
The vehicle’s size, exterior shape and the function it is designed to perform are all major influencing 
factors. Progress in reducing aerodynamic drag can now be accelerated through innovations in basic 
technologies such as computer based modelling, which allows for complex and accurate optimisation 
of aerodynamic body features. WalMart is currently seeking to double the fuel efficiency of all its 
trucks by 2015.36 One of the key strategies for achieving this reduction is to reduce aerodynamic 
drag through a low-drag body form. 
Low-Rolling Resistance Tyres 
Rolling resistance is defined as the energy dissipated by a tyre per unit of distance covered. It can 
only be overcome by the application of more energy. Thus, decreasing rolling resistance decreases 
fuel consumption. Increasing tyre inflation reduces rolling resistance but over-inflation causes tyres to 
wear faster. A similar compromise applies to tyre tread patterns – a more detailed tread pattern may 
grip the road better but due to air trapped between the tread pattern and the road, more rolling 
resistance is encountered. The reason for the compromise is that grip is maximised using tyre tread 
compounds that maximally absorb high frequency energies (from the tyre encountering small 
disturbances in the road surface), while rolling resistance is minimised using tyre tread compounds 
that maximally absorb low frequency energies (from tread deflection as the tyre rotates).37 
Consequently, when using conventional tyres, a compromise must be made between the vehicle’s 
handling ability on the road and fuel consumption. ‘Green’ tyres (currently available), also known as 
‘Fuel Saver’ tyres, solve the compromise between grip and rolling resistance by replacing some of 
the carbon black in the tyre’s tread compound with silica.38 Silica allows the tyre to absorb both high 
frequency and low frequency energies. Green tyres can reduce fuel consumption by 3-8 percent, and 
new generation green tyres may reduce fuel consumption by an additional 2-9 percent.  
Hybrid-Electric Drivetrain 
Hybrid-Electric Power Plants 
Hybrid-electric vehicle markets globally are one of the fastest growing vehicle markets. Almost all 
major automobile companies now have hybrid vehicle programs. Hybrid-electric vehicles typically 
consume at least 50 percent less conventional vehicles. The typical hybrid–electric power plant 
configuration comprises a petrol internal combustion engine, and an electric motor and battery. Like 
                                                 
35 International Primary Aluminum Institute (IPAI) (2000) Aluminum Applications and Society: Life Cycle Inventory of the Worldwide 
Aluminum Industry With Regard to Energy Consumption and Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, Paper 1 – Automotive, LCI Report for IPAI. 
Available at http://www.world-aluminium.org/iai/publications/documents/full_report.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007.  
36 Rocky Mountain Institute (2007) ’Wal-Mart Announces Plans to Double its Heavy-Duty Truck Fleet's Fuel Efficiency’, RMI, Colorado. 
Available at http://www.rmi.org/store/p15details10.php?x=1&pagePath=00000000. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
37 Tyres-Online (2000) The Benefits of Silica in Tyre Design – A Revolution in Tyre Technology, Tyres-Online. Available at 
http://www.tyres-online.co.uk/technology/silica.asp. Accessed 19 November 2007. 
38 Ibid. 
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the combustion engine, the electric motor provides propulsion power, but is also used to recharge 
the battery through other functions such as regenerative braking.39 
 
Computer Control Systems 
A computer controller40 simultaneously controls a hybrid-electric vehicle’s two drivetrains – one 
powered by an internal combustion engine and one by an electric motor. The controller manages 
communications between multiple layers of control and communications systems, i.e. the electric 
motor controller, engine controller, battery management system, brake system controller, 
transmission controller, and electrical grid controller.  
Rechargeable Batteries 
Hybrid-electric vehicles use rechargeable ‘deep cycle’ batteries,41 which can be fully discharged and 
recharged continuously. Nickel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH) is being used for batteries instead of lead acid 
because it reduces the mass and delivers more energy from a smaller package. The size of the 
battery is not as large as that of a pure electric vehicle because the demand for propulsion power is 
shared by a petrol engine. In the past, electrical energy storage has been the main barrier to 
producing electric and hybrid-electric vehicles. Battery storage, the best option at the time, was too 
heavy to allow any reasonable travel range. Today, batteries can be made to last longer, while taking 
minutes, rather than hours, to charge. Super-capacitor technology offers very high electrical 
capacitance in a small package. They store static charge rather than electro-chemical energy and 
can thus be reused almost endlessly. 
Regenerative Braking 
Braking in conventional vehicles involves a braking mechanism applying friction to the drums and 
rotors of the wheels to slow or stop the vehicle by force of friction – a process that results in a 
substantial amount of energy being lost in the form of heat. However, with regenerative braking,42 the 
vehicle’s own inertia is used to reclaim some of this lost energy and store it as electric charge. when 
the brakes are applied, the torque (rotating force) of the wheels is transferred to the electric motor 
shaft – the magnets on the moving motor shaft (rotor) move past the electric coils on the motor stator 
(a stationary component), generating magnetic fields through the coils and producing electricity. This 
electrical energy is stored in the vehicle’s battery for later use. 
Alternate-Fuel Power Plants 
Unless new economically viable oil reserves are found, Australia’s domestic oil supply is forecast to 
run out by 2030. Thus it is important that Australia considers future energy options of transport 
vehicles and transportation infrastructure. As Director of the Energy Transformed Flagship Dr John 
Wright has stated, ‘In the medium term, Australia will have to plan for a decline in indigenous oil 
supplies.’43 The 2006 Mobility Study by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development44 
                                                 
39 See Fuel Economy website – Fuel Economy: Compare Hybrids Side by Side at http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/hybrid_sbs.shtml.   
Accessed 28 September 2007. 
40 See HybridCars.com – Components at http://www.hybridcars.com/components.htm. Accessed 3 October 2007. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Wright, J. (2005) The First Steps to the Hydrogen Economy: the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship Program, CSIRO, Australia. 
Available at http://www.csiro.au/news/newsletters/0412_energy/et_hydrogen-paper.pdf. Accessed 25 September 2007.  
44 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2003) Mobility 2003: Meeting the Challenges to Sustainability, WBCSD. Available 
at http://www.wbcsd.ch/plugins/DocSearch/details.asp?type=DocDet&ObjectId=NjA5NA. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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summarised the wide range of primary energy source options and energy carrier options which can 
help to achieve a sustainable transport future, seen in Figure 8.2.5. Substantially reducing the fuel 
consumption of vehicles can open up the possibility of sustainable biofuels and hydrogen to replace 
petrol. 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5. Sustainable transport primary energy sources, energy carriers and power trains  
Source: World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2003)45 
Biofuels 
Sufficiently reducing the fuel demand of the transport sector will enable it to run on biofuels made 
from farm and forestry wastes.46 For example, in Brazil, where oil imports have been eliminated, 
about 75 percent of new cars can run on any blend of ethanol and petrol, although all available fuel 
in Brazil contains at least 20 percent ethanol.47 Brazil’s own sugarcane ethanol production has 
replaced about 40 percent of previous oil imports.48 Sweden is planning to also be oil-independent by 
2020, primarily through producing its own ethanol from forest wastes and then requiring that its top-
selling 60 percent of fuel stations offer renewable fuel by 2009.49 In Australia, the maximum portion 
of ethanol currently allowable in petrol is 10 percent while in Europe, it is 5 percent.50 To use fuel with 
                                                 
45 Ibid. 
46 Lovins, A. B. (1996) Hypercars: The Next Industrial Revolution, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, CO. Available at 
www.rmi.org/images/other/HC-NextIndRev.pdf. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
47 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (2007) Ethanol, Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries. Available at 
http://fcai.com.au/ethanol.php/2007/05/00000005.html. Accessed 1 October 2007. 
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a richer ethanol blend than E15 (15 percent ethanol), modern Australian cars require a bi-fuel 
converter to be installed at a current cost of about AUD$300-400.51 
Ethanol is one of the cleanest fuels available. A CSIRO report52 that examines life cycle greenhouse 
gas emissions and particulate emissions of alternative fuels for heavy vehicles presents the results 
shown in Figures 8.2.6 and 8.2.7. An E95 fuel blend (95 percent ethanol) with ethanol made from 
wood is consistently among the low emitters. The wider variability in the bio fuels (ethanol blends and 
biodiesel blends) is largely due to the variability in feedstock and by the source of power used for the 
production process.53 Other fuels investigated are diesel, low sulfur (LS) diesel, low sulfur diesel 
(LSD) with 5 percent waste oil (W5), ultra-low sulfur (ULS) diesel, ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) with 
5 percent waste oil (W5), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), compressed natural gas (CNG), liquefied 
natural gas (LNG), biodiesel 20 percent blend (BD20) and biodiesel (BD100). In the report, buses 
were taken as representative of urban heavy vehicles while non-bus heavy vehicles were taken as 
representative of highway vehicles, which typically have better fuel economy due to their relatively 
undisrupted operations. ‘Pre-combustion’ emissions refer to all emissions associated with acquiring 
raw materials, producing the fuel and delivering the fuel to the vehicle; and ‘combustion’ emissions 
refer to vehicle tailpipe emissions. Particulates were based on risk-weighted estimates of human 
health. 
 
 
(a) 
                                                 
51 Mills, S. (2007) Minildra - Personal communication, 3 June 2007. 
52 Beer, T. et al (2000) Life-cycle Emissions Analysis of Alternative Fuels for Heavy Vehicles: Stage 1, CSIRO. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/transport/publications/lifecycle.html. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
53 Ibid, p 74. 
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(b) 
Figure 8.2.6. Fossil-fuel greenhouse gas emissions (CO2-equivalents) for (a) buses and (b) non-bus 
heavy vehicles 
Source: Beer, T. et al (2000)54 
 
(a) 
 
                                                 
54 Ibid, pp 30, 32. 
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(b) 
Figure 8.2.7. Particulate emissions for (a) buses and (b) non-bus heavy vehicles 
Source: Beer, T. et al (2000) p 3455 
Hydrogen Fuels 
Sufficiently reducing the fuel consumption of vehicles can make hydrogen fuel cell power plants more 
viable because: 
- Hydrogen gas requires more volume than any current liquid fuel for the same energy content. 
Consequently, storing hydrogen fuel in a conventional vehicle requires an excessively large tank. 
Reducing the required propulsion power reduces the required fuel storage for a given range and 
hence reduces the volume of the tank. 
- Fuel cells are a relatively costly technology and are cost prohibitive in a conventional vehicle. 
Reducing the required propulsion power reduces the capacity of the power plant and hence 
reduces its cost. A low-fuel-consumption, fuel cell vehicle would be cost effective at only 3 
percent of the cumulative production volume of a conventional vehicle.56 In addition, fuel cells 
typically convert fuel to useable energy more efficiently than petrol engines thus further reducing 
the quantity of the fuel required. 
There is also the potential for fuel cell vehicles to act as distributed electricity generators, especially 
during peak times, as described by Amory Lovins, 
Such cars when parked (which is 96 percent of the time) could even become profitable power 
plants on wheels, selling electricity back to the grid when and where it's most valuable. In a 
parking structure, there would be a pipe to get hydrogen into the car and wires to get 
                                                 
55 Ibid, p 34. 
56 Lovins, A.B. (2007) ‘Reinventing the Wheels: The Automotive Efficiency Revolution’, Economic Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 2, pp 9-12. 
Available at http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/0706/ijee/lovins.htm. Accessed 30 September 2007. 
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electricity out. At times of peak power demand, you could turn the fuel cell on and the car 
could run as a power plant, crediting the owner's account.57 
Plug-In Hybrid-Electric Power Plants 
While numerous governments now have plans to shift to a hydrogen economy over the next 20-50 
years, the public is getting increasingly impatient for a climate neutral car option now. Plug-in hybrid-
electric vehicles (PHEVs) are a promising alternative to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles that provide the 
potential to get very close to climate neutrality, especially when their internal combustion engines run 
on renewable biofuels and their batteries are recharged with renewable electricity. 
PHEVs are similar to hybrid-electric vehicles, but have larger batteries that can be recharged by 
plugging them into an electrical outlet. A PHEV can run on electricity alone for relatively short trips, 
with the combustion engine engaging only when the battery has insufficient power. PHEVs can have 
an equivalent fuel consumption of 34-68 km/litre, which is roughly double the efficiency of hybrid 
electric vehicles. If the entire US vehicle fleet was replaced with PHEVs, US oil consumption would 
be reduced by 70 percent, completely eliminating the need for petroleum imports. 
Energy Source Flexibility 
Some automotive companies are now developing vehicles that can run on many fuels, thus ensuring 
that their vehicles are competitive no matter which fuel blends dominate the market in the future. 
General Motors’ new plug in hybrid-electric concept car, eFlex, is designed to run on petrol, biofuels 
or hydrogen. General Motors’ Head of Development, Jon Lauckner, has committed to producing the 
world’s first commercial plug-in hybrid-electric vehicle within a couple years.  
On ABC Catalyst, John Lauckner stated, 
This is our Chevrolet concept car to demonstrate our new eflex propulsion system, it’s the 
first application of eflex. E’ standing for electric and ‘Flex’ standing for flexibility. When the car 
exceeds electric range, it switches automatically to either petrol, or a biofuel or hydrogen. It’s 
really to give us the flexibility of a range of propulsion systems and basically reduce and, over 
time, eliminate our dependency on petroleum fuels. It’s really the electrification of vehicles on 
a scale that we haven’t seen in the past.58 
Volvo has developed a new truck engine that can be adapted to run on seven different renewable 
fuels, and the engine can be commercially produced within a few years if the fuels were available.59 
Fuels such as:60 
- Biodiesel: Presumably 100 percent biodiesel (B100) for its carbon neutrality. 
- Biogas: Can be extracted in sewage treatment works, at garbage dumps, and from other sites at 
which biodegradable materials are found. 
- Biogas plus Biodiesel: Stored in separate tanks and used in separate injection systems, a small 
percentage (10 percent) of biodiesel, or synthetic diesel, is used for achieving compression 
                                                 
57 Ibid. 
58 ABC Catalyst (2007) ‘Beyond Petrol’, ABC, 1 March 2007. Available at www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/s1860309.htm. Accessed 12 May 
2007. 
59 Reuters (2007) Volvo Unveils Green Engines for Trucks, Reuters. Available at 
http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUSL2993014720070830. Accessed 2 October 2007. 
60 Green Energy News (2007) ‘The Clock Ticks On The Need For New Fuels: Volvo Demonstrates A Sampling Of Possibilities’, Green 
Energy News. Available at http://www.green-energy-news.com/arch/nrgs2007/20070104.html. Accessed 2 October 2007. 
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ignition in the diesel engine. The biogas in this alternative is in a cooled and liquid form, which 
increases its range. 
- Dimethyl ether (DME): A gas that is handled in liquid form under low pressure, like Propane. 
DME can be produced through the gasification of biomass. 
- Ethanol/Methanol: Methanol can be produced through the gasification of biomass; ethanol 
through the fermentation of crops rich in sugar and starch. 
- Synthetic Diesel: A mixture of synthetically manufactured hydrocarbon produced through the 
gasification of biomass. Synthetic diesel can be mixed with conventional diesel fuel. 
- Hydrogen gas plus Biogas: Hydrogen gas is mixed in small volumes with compressed biogas. 
The hydrogen gas can be produced through the gasification of biomass or electrolysis of water 
with renewable electricity. 
Inspiration from RMI’s Hypercar Revolution Concept Passenger Vehicle 
Many engineers and designers of hybrid vehicles in most of the major automotive companies were 
inspired by Rocky Mountain Institute’s (RMI) Hypercar Revolution concept passenger vehicle, the 
plans and details of which RMI made freely available online in the mid-1990s. The Revolution61 is a 
safe, well-performing, ultra-efficient passenger vehicle that is almost fully recyclable and 
competitively-priced. Hypercar applied a whole system approach to overcome the compromises of 
conventional automobile design, such as making cars ‘light or safe’ and ‘efficient or spacious’ – the 
Revolution is ‘light and safe’ and ‘efficient and spacious’. 
Hypercar determined that reducing the mass of the Revolution’s primary structure and reducing the 
drag of the shell would ultimately assist in meeting ambitious targets for cost (see Figure 8.2.8(a)), 
safety, efficiency, performance and comfort.62 Hypercar identified that these two improvements would 
instigate a series of compounding and iterative improvements (see Figure 8.2.8(b)): 
- The primary structure is made from an advanced composite material and consists of only 14 
major components, which is about 65 percent fewer than that of a conventional, stamped steel 
structure.63 The components are made using a manufacturing process called Fibreforge™. 
Fibreforge requires very few sharp bends or deep draws, and thus has low tooling costs, high 
repeatability and fewer processing steps than conventional car assembly.64 Unlike steel, the 
composite materials are lightweight, stiff, fatigue-resistant and rust proof.65 The higher cost of the 
composite materials is compensated by a reduction in replacement parts and assembly 
complexity. The smoothly-shaped shell components also reduce the Revolution’s drag (about half 
that of a similar-sized conventional vehicle). 
- The low mass of the primary structure and low drag of the shell reduces the mechanical load on 
the chassis and propulsion subsystems, which thus can be made relatively small and, again, low 
                                                 
61 Lovins, A.B. and Cramer, D.R. (2004) ‘Hypercars, hydrogen, and the automotive transition’, International Journal of Vehicle Design, vol 
35, no. 1/2, p 54. Available at https://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Transportation/T04-01_HypercarH2AutoTrans.pdf. Accessed 3 October 
2007. 
62 Williams, B.D., Moore, T.C. and Lovins A.B. (1997) Speeding the Transition: designing a fuel-cell Hypercar, Rocky Mountain Institute, p 
2. Available at http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T97-09_SpeedingTrans.pdf. Accessed 14 January 2005; Brylawski, M.M. and 
Lovins, A.B. (1998) Advanced Composites: The Car is at the Cross Roads, RMI, p 6. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T98-01_CarAtCrossroads.pdf. Accessed 19 January 2006. 
63 Lovins, A.B. and Cramer, D.R. (2004) ‘Hypercars, hydrogen, and the automotive transition’, International Journal of Vehicle Design, vol 
35, no. 1/2, p 65. Available at https://www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Transportation/T04-01_HypercarH2AutoTrans.pdf. Accessed 3 October 
2007. 
64 Ibid, p 66. 
65 Cramer, D.R. and Brylawski, M.M. (1996) Ultralight-hybrid vehicle design: implications for the recycling industry, Rocky Mountain 
Institute, p 2. Available at http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T96-14_UHVDRecycleInd.pdf. Accessed 10 July 2005. 
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mass. Furthermore, some technological substitutions also become viable. For example, relatively 
small and more efficient electric motors can power the wheels and thus eliminate the need for 
axles and differentials.66  
- The Revolution’s low mass (about half that of a similar-sized conventional vehicle) requires only 
35 kW for cruising.67 The low power requirement makes viable ambient pressure fuel cell 
technology, which emits only pure water vapour and which would be too expensive at a large 
capacity. The fuel cell operates efficiently since it is mainly for cruising and thus can be optimised 
to operate over a very small power range. Additional power for acceleration is drawn from 
auxiliary 35 kW batteries. The batteries are recharged by a regenerative braking subsystem,68 
which is coupled with the electric motors. The braking system reduces energy losses to the 
surroundings. 
 
(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 8.2.8. Potential (a) cost and (b) mass reductions arising from a low mass primary structure 
and a low drag shell in passenger vehicles 
Source: Brylawski, M.M. and Lovins, A.B. (1998)69 
                                                 
66 Moore, T.C. (1996) ‘Ultralight hybrid vehicles: principles and design’, 13th International Electric Vehicle Symposium, Osaka, Japan. 
Available at http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T96-10_UHVPrinDsn.pdf. Accessed 11 July 2005. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Lovins, A.B. and Cramer, D.R. (2004) ‘Hypercars, hydrogen, and the automotive transition’, International Journal of Vehicle Design, vol 
35, no. 1/2, pp 50-85, 62. 
69 Brylawski, M.M. and Lovins, A.B. (1998) Advanced Composites: The Car is at the Cross Roads, RMI, p 6. Available at 
http://www.rmi.org/images/other/Trans/T98-01_CarAtCrossroads.pdf. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
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The Natural Edge Project’s Whole System Design Suite includes a ‘Worked Example’ that discusses 
Hypercar Revolution in detail.70 
Many innovations and concepts incorporated into the development of the Revolution have also been 
used to transform other types of transportation vehicle transportation. Trucks, trains, ships and 
aircraft can double or triple their fuel efficiency compared to conventional vehicles by 2025, by 
incorporating: low mass primary structures; low drag shells; small, high efficiency propulsion systems 
and drive trains; and electronic control.71 Some organisations are already taking the first steps. 
Boeing has announced that its new passenger aircraft, which incorporates low mass composite 
materials, will consume 20 percent less fuel than other comparable aircraft. WalMart has announced 
that its fleet of 6800 heavy trucks, which incorporate low drag shells, will double fuel efficiency by 
2015, saving US$494 million by 2020 (see Figure 8.2.9(a)).72 In England, the first double-decker 
hybrid bus was launched in 200573 (see Figure 8.2.9(b)) and already there are numerous hybrid 
motorbikes on the market74 (see Figure 8.2.9(c)). 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
          (a)             (b)         (c) 
Figure 8.2.9. (a) Wal-Mart heavy trucks; (b) hybrid-electric bus; (c) hybrid-electric motorbikes. 
Source: (a) Rocky Mountain Institute (2007);75 (b) BBC (2006);76 (c) World Changing (2004)77 
                                                 
70 Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design 
Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, Unit 9: Worked Example 2 – Passengers, The Natural Edge Project, Australia. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit7. Accessed 28 September 2007. 
71 Lovins, A.B. et al (2004) Winning the oil endgame: innovation for profits, jobs and security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, 
Snowmass, Colorado. Available at http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
72 Rocky Mountain Institute (2007) ’Wal-Mart announces plans to double its heavy-duty truck fleet's fuel efficiency’, RMI, Colorado. 
Available at http://www.rmi.org/store/p15details10.php?x=1&pagePath=00000000. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
73 BBC News (2006) ‘Green Buses Provide Cleaner Ride’, BBC News. Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/4689398.stm. 
Accessed 29 July 2007. 
74 Cascio, J. (2004) ‘Easy (and Green) Rider’, World Changing. Available at http://www.worldchanging.com/archives/000478.html. 
Accessed 29 July 2007; See eCycle.com – Hybrid Motorcycle at http://www.ecycle.com/powersports/hybrid.htm. Accessed 3 October 
2006; See engadget.com – The Yamaha Gen-RYU Hybrid Motorcycle at http://www.engadget.com/2005/10/12/the-yamaha-gen-ryu-
hybrid-motorcycle/. Accessed 3 October 2006. 
75 Rocky Mountain Institute (2007) ’Wal-Mart Announces Plans to Double its Heavy-Duty Truck Fleet's Fuel Efficiency’, RMI, Colorado. 
Available at http://www.rmi.org/store/p15details10.php?x=1&pagePath=00000000. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
76 BBC News (2006) ‘Green Buses Provide Cleaner Ride’, BBC News. Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/4689398.stm. 
Accessed 29 July 2007. 
77 Cascio, J. (2004) ‘Easy (and Green) Rider’, World Changing. Available at http://www.worldchanging.com/archives/000478.html. 
Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
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March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy 
Efficiency and Transport 
 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Alternative Fuels - Trucking5  
Educational Aim  
Globally, trucking is one of the largest contributors to transportation emissions, and this is forecast to 
more than double over the next 50 years if business-as-usual continues.6 Transportation contributes 
15 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions, and approximately 15 percent of road 
transportation emissions come from freight trucks. Greenhouse gas emissions from the trucking 
sector have risen in Australia by 47 percent between the years 1990 and 2005. The goal of this 
lecture is to outline ways that greenhouse gas emissions can be cost effectively reduced from the 
trucking sector. Engineers are being increasingly asked to investigate this as, with rising fuel costs, 
the costs to business of trucking fleets is rising. In the USA, WalMart has committed to doubling fuel 
efficiency by 2015, saving the company $US492 million per year by 2020. To get such large 
increases in fuel efficiency requires a Whole System Design approach7 to re-optimise the design of 
the whole truck. This lecture discusses how a Whole System Approach to identifying and 
implementing fuel efficiency opportunities can greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions from 
trucking. This lecture also describes in detail the individual improvements, focussing predominantly 
on currently available technological improvements. A clear understanding of energy efficiency 
opportunities will assist engineers and other students of these modules to realise potential energy 
efficiency improvements in their trucks. 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. DRET (2012) Road Transport – Fuel Efficiency Opportunities. Energy Efficiency 
Exchange Web Portal - DRET (developed by Dr Michael Smith (ANU) and Geoff 
Andrews (Genesis Now).  Available at http://eex.gov.au/industry-
sectors/transport/road-transport/opportunities/. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
 pp 1-10 
2. Rare Consulting (2011) Fuel for Thought – Identifying potential energy efficiency 
opportunities in the Australian road and rail sectors. DRET at 
http://eex.gov.au/files/2012/03/Fuel-for-Thought.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
pp 12-45 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Geoff Andrews - Director, Genesis Now Pty Ltd.     
6 WBCSD (2004) World Business Council for Sustainable Development - Mobility 2030 Report. Available at 
http://www.wbcsd.org/plugins/DocSearch/details.asp?type=DocDet&ObjectId=NjA5NA. Accessed 4 September 2007. 
7 To understand the Benefits of a Whole System Design Approach to Energy Efficiency Opportunities see Stasinopoulos, P., Smith, M., 
Hargroves, K. and Desha, C. (2007) Engineering Sustainable Solutions Program: Technical Design Portfolio, Whole System Design Suite, 
Unit 1: A Whole System Approach to Sustainable Design, TNEP, Australia. Available at 
http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx. Accessed 28 September 2007. Also see Unit 7: Worked Example 
2 – Passenger Vehicles at http://www.naturaledgeproject.net/Whole_Systems_Design_Suite.aspx#Unit7. Accessed 28 September 2007.  
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Learning Points   
1. Transportation contributes to 15 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions, most of which 
come from road transportation emissions – 75 percent of which comes from  cars, 15 percent 
from freight trucks, and the rest from buses. Emissions from the trucking sector have risen in 
Australia by 47 percent between the years 1990 and 2005. Hence it is important to find ways to 
improve fuel efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from this sector.  
2. Engineers are being increasingly asked to investigate this as, with rising fuel costs, the costs of 
freight trucking fleets is rising. In the USA, WalMart has committed to doubling fuel efficiency by 
2015, saving the company 497 million by 2020. To get such large increases in fuel efficiency 
requires a Whole System Design Approach to re-optimise the design of the whole truck.  
3. In a typical, modern, heavy truck, only 7 percent of the input fuel energy contributes to hauling 
the freight, providing a fuel economy of about 2.3-2.6 km/l.8 The three major energy losses are 
from the conversion of fuel energy into kinetic energy in the engine, aerodynamic drag and 
rolling resistance. 
4. Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI)9 have demonstrated the potential reduction in heavy truck fuel 
consumption achievable through a Whole System Design (WSD) approach. RMI’s WSD truck 
incorporates 20 technological efficiency improvements in the engine and drivetrain, resulting in 
reduced aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. These improvements compound to improve 
fuel economy from around 2.5 km/l to 5km/l at an internal rate of return (IRR) of 60 percent. The 
unweighted mean average increase in fuel economy of the technology improvements is 4 
percent, but through the compounding effect, fuel economy is increased by 101 percent. RMI 
used a three-step process to determine the sequence of making technology improvements that 
maximised the overall improvement and cost effectiveness. RMI suggest that additional 
operational improvements and regulatory changes improvements (in the US) can further improve 
the WSD truck’s fuel economy to about 6.8 km/l at low cost. 
5. Mass: The mass of the truck can be reduced by 2300-3200kg and the mass of the trailer can be 
reduced by 900kg.10 
6. Aerodynamic drag:11 Aerodynamic drag is the result of forces due to pressure imbalances acting 
on a truck as it moves through air. For highway trucks, reducing aerodynamic drag by 2 percent 
improves fuel economy by about 1 percent. Aerodynamic drag becomes the most significant 
contributor to power requirements in a typical truck at speeds faster than about 80 km/h. There 
are potential modifications to several external truck and trailer components, as well as to the 
truck-trailer gap, which can reduce turbulence around the truck and hence reduce aerodynamic 
drag. 
7. Rolling resistance: Rolling resistance is the result of internal friction in tyres as they flex during 
                                                 
8 Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck Efficiency – Profitably, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, CO, p 1. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007.  
9 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html.  Accessed 29 July 2007. 
10 Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck Efficiency – Profitably, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, CO, p 1. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
11 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 4. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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motion.12 Reducing rolling resistance by 3 percent improves fuel economy by about 1 percent.13 
Rolling resistance is the most significant contributor to power requirements in a typical truck at 
speeds less than about 80 km/h.14 Every 2 km/h increase in truck speed over 90 km/h decreases 
fuel economy by 2 percent as a result of increased aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance.15 
There is a proportional relationship between tuck mass and rolling resistance. Every 70 kPa (10 
psi) of tyre under-inflation decreases fuel economy by 1 percent.16 Increasing tread wear reduces 
rolling resistance and hence improves fuel economy by up to 7 percent. Optimal tyre and axle 
alignment is 0 degrees, or straight ahead.17 
8. Engine:18 The typical, modern, heavy truck, diesel engine produces about 320kW, at a brake 
thermal efficiency of about 40-44 percent. Potential improvements on these engines that can 
improve fuel economy include: oil-free turbo-machinery; displacement on demand technology; 
variable intake valve timing; variable intake lift piezo-injectors; 42V electrical systems; 
controllable electric pumps and drives; homogeneous charge compression ignition; internal 
engine braking; better lubricants; camless diesels; and incorporating hybridisation. For any 
engine, it is important to incorporate the engine that best suits the most common operating 
conditions of the truck.  
9. Lubricant:19 Lubricants are used to reduce friction between moving engine components in 
contact, and hence energy losses and wear as well as transferring heat to the surrounding areas. 
Optimising the lubricant temperature maximises lubrication, which then assists in optimising the 
component operating temperature and hence improves fuel economy. Every 15°C decrease in 
lubricant temperature decreases fuel economy by 1 percent. The two main types of commonly-
available lubricants are synthetic lubricants and mineral lubricants. Compared to mineral 
lubricants, synthetic lubricants are more stable at high temperatures, more fluid at low 
temperatures and more resistant to oxidisation, but are also more costly. Synthetic lubricants are 
more cost effective in drivetrain components such as axles and transmissions rather than 
engines. 
10. Transmission:20 Transmissions comprise a set of gears that transmit the engine output to the 
truck driveline. Using a non-optimal transmission can reduce fuel economy by up to 10-15 
percent. Optimising the transmission includes selecting the gear ratios and number of gears to 
suit the most common truck load and travel terrain.  
11. Cooling system:21 Truck engines are cooled by a cooling system, which provides convective 
cooling by fan and conductive cooling by coolant. In a typical, heavy, highway truck, the fan is 
active about 10 percent of the travel time and contributes substantially to truck power 
requirements. Unnecessary fan activity can be minimised by ensuring that all relevant controls 
                                                 
12 Ibid, p 16. 
13 Bridgestone cited in Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, pp 7-8. .Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007.  
14 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 4. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
15 Ibid, p 16. 
16 Ibid, p 22. 
17 Ibid, p 21. 
18 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007, pp 11-13. 
19 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 14-15, 18. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
20 Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, p 7. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
21 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, pp 18, 20. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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operate correctly and by regular maintenance. Engine coolant assists in optimising the engine 
operating temperature. Optimising the coolant temperature optimises cooling and maximises fuel 
economy. Every 15°C decrease in coolant temperature decreases fuel economy by 0.4 percent. 
12. Operational: There are several operational improvements that can further improve truck fuel 
economy, including: reducing out-of-route distance, which contribute about 3-10 percent of all 
distance travelled; introducing dashboard indicators, which may improve fuel economy by 1-5 
percent;22 and improving driver behaviour, which can account for 20-30 percent variation in fuel 
economy.23 
                                                 
22 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 14. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
23 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, pp 4, 24. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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Brief Background Information  
Globally the trucking sector contributes significantly to transportation emissions. Emissions from this 
sector are forecast to rise over the next 50 years as demand for freight transport continues to rise.  
 
Figure 8.3.1. Projected freight transport activity by region from 2000-2050. 
Source: WBCSD (2004)24 
 
 
Figure 8.3.2. Projected freight transport by mode from 2000-2050. 
Source: WBCSD (2004)25 
In Australia emissions from the freight trucking sector have increased by 47 percent from 1990-2005 
and make up roughly 15 percent of emissions from the transportation sector. Hence it is important to 
identify and implement fuel efficiency opportunities in this sector to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.  
                                                 
24 WBCSD (2004) Mobility 2030 Report, World Business Council for Sustainable Development. Available at 
http://www.wbcsd.org/plugins/DocSearch/details.asp?type=DocDet&ObjectId=NjA5NA. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
25 Ibid.  
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Identifying Fuel Efficiency Opportunities in Trucking  
The vast majority of fuel energy in trucks is lost during tasks other than hauling the freight. Equation 
8.3.1 and Table 8.3.1 show the fuel energy losses in road vehicles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Equation 8.3.1: Fuel consumption per unit of distance for road vehicles 
Source: Robert Bosch GmbH (2004)26 
 
Table 8.3.1: Symbol nomenclature 
Quantity Unit Quantity Unit 
Be   Consumption per unit of distance g/m Cd   Coefficient of aerodynamic drag  - 
ηü   Transmission efficiency of drivetrain - A    Frontal area m2 
m   Vehicle mass kg v    Vehicle speed m/s 
Cr  Coefficient of rolling resistance - a    Acceleration m/s2 
g    Gravitational acceleration m/s2 Br   Braking resistance N 
    Angle of ascent o t     Time  S 
ρ    Air density kg/m3 be   Specific fuel consumption   
Source: Robert Bosch GmbH (2004)27 
Figure 8.3.3 below shows that in a typical, modern, heavy truck for every unit of fuel energy (black): 
7 percent is lost in idle (dark grey); 68 percent of the remaining energy is lost in the engine and 
drivetrain (hatch); 63 percent of the next remaining energy is lost to aerodymanic drag (light grey); 
and 43 percent of the remaining energy is lost to rolling resistance (spotted); leaving less than 7 
percent of the original fuel energy to haul the freight (white). This fuel economy equates to about 2.3-
                                                 
26 Robert Bosch GmbH (2004) Automotive Handbook, Robert Bosch GmbH, Warrendale, PA, USA. 
27 Ibid. 
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2.6 km/l.28 Of course, these are only typical figures, and the actual figure will vary markedly 
depending on the freight task, the route, the vehicle, the driver, maintenance, road and traffic 
conditions, and weather, including wind – all of which vary themselves.  
 
Figure 8.3.3. The component energy losses in a typical, modern, heavy truck 
Source: DOE (2000)29 
The three major energy losses are from the conversion of fuel energy into kinetic energy in the 
engine, aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. Common combustion engine technologies, having 
been in development for over 100 years and undergone many incremental efficiency improvements, 
are a relatively mature technology compared to other truck technologies. Consequently, additional 
improvements in engine efficiency are likely to be among the least cost effective. On the other hand, 
efficiency improvements in aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance can now be accelerated through 
innovations in basic technologies.  
For example, computer based modelling allows for complex and accurate optimisation of 
aerodynamic body features and tyre tread design, which has a large impact on rolling resistance. In 
addition, high performance materials allow the truck mass, which also has a large impact on rolling 
resistance, to be reduced while strength, toughness and durability are maintained. High performance 
materials also allow tyres that run with lower rolling resistance to be developed. Efficiency 
improvements in aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance, alone, can have a large impact on fuel 
consumption. Figure 8.3.4 shows that reducing aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance by 50 
percent, plus reducing idle time by 80 percent, can reduce fuel consumption by over 50 percent. 
                                                 
28 Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck Efficiency – Profitably, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, CO, p 1. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
29 DOE (2000) cited in Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck 
Efficiency – Profitably, Rocky Mountain Institute, CO, p 3. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 
August 2007. 
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Figure 8.3.4. The impact of reducing aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance by 50 percent, plus 
reducing idle time by 80 percent, on fuel consumption in a typical, modern, heavy truck. 
Source: DOE (2000)30 
Over the course of one year, the economic savings of even modestly reduced fuel consumption are 
substantial. Table 8.3.2 shows the dollar and percentage cost savings over 100,000 km (about one 
year of travel) for various increments of improvement. Some line haul trucks will travel four times this 
distance every year. 
Table 8.3.2: The dollar and percentage cost savings over 100,000 km for various increments of 
improvement in truck fuel economy 
  Improved fuel economy (km/l) 
  2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.8 5.3 
C
ur
re
nt
 fu
el
 e
co
no
m
y 
(k
m
/l)
 
2 
$8,478 $15,000 $20,172 $24,375 $27,857 $30,789 $40,472 
13% 23% 31% 38% 43% 47% 62% 
2.3 
- $6,522 $11,694 $15,897 $19,379 $22,311 $31,993 
 12% 21% 28% 34% 39% 57% 
2.6 
- - $5,172 $9,375 $12,857 $15,789 $25,472 
  10% 19% 26% 32% 51% 
2.9 
- - - $4,203 $7,685 $10,617 $20,299 
   9% 17% 24% 45% 
3.2 
- - - - $3,482 $6,414 $16,097 
    9% 16% 40% 
3.5 
- - - - - $2,932 $12,615 
     8% 34% 
N.B. Numbers are based on 100,000 km of travel and fuel at an average cost of US$1.30 per litre. 
Source: Adapted from Kenworth Truck Company (2006) p 131 
                                                 
30 Ibid, p 4. 
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Whole System Design (WSD) Approach 
There are several factors that affect truck fuel economy, as shown in Figure 8.3.5. There is potential 
for each factor to directly improve energy efficiency and lead to improved fuel economy. Many of 
these factors also affect other factors, so there is potential for additional, indirect improvements in 
fuel economy. Acting on potential indirect improvements has a compounding effect that delivers an 
overall improvement that is greater than the sum of the individual improvements. 
 
Figure 8.3.5. The factors affecting fuel economy in trucks. 
Source: Kenworth Truck Company (2006) p 832 
Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI)33 have demonstrated the potential reduction in heavy truck fuel 
consumption achievable through a Whole System Design approach. RMI’s WSD truck incorporates 
technological efficiency improvements in the engine and drivetrain, resulting in reduced aerodynamic 
drag and rolling resistance, using a combination of off-the-shelf technologies and technologies that 
are expected to be near market maturity by 2025. These improvements compound to improve fuel 
economy from about 2.5 km/l to 5km/l at an internal rate of return (IRR) of 60 percent. Table 8.3.3 
shows the compounding effect of the efficiency improvements in the WSD tuck (but also includes an 
initial mass reduction step, and starts at a higher baseline fuel consumption).  
Note that the unweighted mean average increase in fuel economy of the technology improvements is 
4 percent, but through the compounding effect fuel economy is increased by 101 percent. The total 
net capital cost, which incorporates the cost saving from using a smaller engine, is AU$17,903 and 
Table 8.3.2 shows that the fuel cost saving are AUD$25,472 per 100,000 km (about one year of 
travel). These numbers indicate that the additional capital costs of a WSD truck can be recovered 
through fuel cost savings in about eight months. 
                                                                                                                                                                     
31 Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, p 1. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
32 Ibid, p 8. 
33 Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck Efficiency – Profitably, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, CO, p 1. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
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Table 8.3.3: The cost and impact of technology improvements on overall fuel economy in the Whole 
System Design truck 
Order Component Technology improvement Fuel economy 
increase 
(%) 
Gross capital 
cost  
(US$/truck) 
Net capital 
cost 
(US$/truck) 
Post-install fuel 
economy 
(km/l) 
  Baseline    2.63  
1 Mass Mass reduction 10.0 2000 1449 2.90  
2 Aero Truck boat-tail  4.9 500 -512 3.03 
3 Aero Cross-flow vortex trap device 5.0 500 -533 3.16 
4 Tires Super singles  2.7 466 -76 3.23 
5 Tires Low roll resistance 1.0 181 59 3.25 
6 Aero Cab deflector/ sloping hood/cab side 
flares  
2.8 1000 422 3.33 
7 Aero Leading/trailing edge +vortex strake 
device 
2.0 750 337 3.38 
8 Aero Pneumatic blowing  15.0 3000 3000 3.78 
9 Tires Pneumatic blowing  1.2 500 378 3.81 
10 Aero Tractor-trailer gap/ wheel wells/ 
baffles/ bumper  
0.5 300 197 3.82 
11 Aero Underbody diffusion + enclosure & 
undercarriage flow  
3.3 2500 1818 3.91 
12 Aero Electronic vision system  1.0 1000 793 3.93 
13 Electrical AUX power related 1.0 324 223 3.96  
14 Electrical Fuel cell aux power  1.8 461 461 4.01 
15 Engine Waste heat/ thermal management 10.0 2000 2000 4.41 
16 Engine Improved injection & combustion 
including HCCI  
8.0 1500 1500 4.76 
17 Engine Internal friction, lubes & bearings  3.0 600 600 4.90  
18 Engine Higher cylinder pressure  4.0 1000 1000 5.10 
19 Engine Displacement on demand  2.0 1000 1000 5.20 
20 Trans Transmission-related (lock-up, 
electronic controls, reduced friction)  
2.0 1000 1000 5.31 
Totals 4.1 (average) 20,582 
(AU$24,376) 
15,116 
(AU$17,903) 
5.31 km/l 
(compound) 
Source: Adapted from Lovins, A.B. et al (2004) p 2634  
 
RMI suggest that additional operational improvements and regulatory changes improvements (in the 
US) can further improve WSD truck fuel economy to about 6.8 km/l at low cost.35 Operational 
improvements include reducing wasted miles via GPS navigation, and improving driver behaviour by 
providing feedback though dashboard fuel economy indicators and load-sensing cruise control. 
Regulatory changes include increasing the maximum number of axles for trucks (in the US). 
                                                 
34 Adapted by The Natural Edge Project from Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the 
Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: 
Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 26. Available at http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
35 Ibid, p 4. 
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The sequence in which the WSD truck improvements were made was not arbitrary, but instead 
specially determined to maximise the overall improvement and cost effectiveness. RMI used a three-
step process:36 
1. Make a technology improvement that directly reduces mass, aerodynamic drag or rolling 
resistance. Choose the improvement with the greatest cost effectiveness, measured as lowest 
pre-install cost per improved truck fuel economy. Note that making an improvement may change 
the cost effectiveness of the remaining improvements. 
2. Re-size the engine to match the new required capacity. Go back to Step 1 until Step 1 
improvements are no longer cost effective. 
3. Make technology improvements that directly improve the engine and drivetrain until the 
improvements are no longer cost effective. At any time, choose the improvement with the 
greatest cost effectiveness, measured as the lowest pre-install cost per improved truck fuel 
economy. RMI’s cost effectiveness limit was US$1/gal (about AU$0.26/l). 
RMI conservatively followed this sequence once and state that to optimise the system would require 
iterating through the sequence until no further technology improvements were cost effective. The 
remainder of this lecture describes in detail the individual improvements that can be made to 
improve truck fuel economy, focussing predominantly on currently-available technological 
improvements. 
Mass 
The mass of both the truck and trailer can be reduced substantially.37 The mass of the truck can be 
reduced by 2300-3200kg through measures such as eliminating two differentials, using aluminium 
for differential housing, eliminating 6-inch spacer blocks and using super singles tyres rather than 
pairs of tyres. The mass of the trailer can be reduced by 900kg through measures such as using 
alternative floor materials and eliminating excess steel in the frame. 
Aerodynamic Drag 
Aerodynamic drag is the result of forces acting on a truck as it moves through the air due to pressure 
imbalances.38 The magnitude of aerodynamic drag depends on truck speed, frontal area and 
external shape, as in Equation 3.7.1. The aerodynamic performance of trucks has improved 
throughout the past few decades. Heavy trucks of the 1970s had aerodynamic drag coefficients of 
about 1.0,39 but now their aerodynamic drag coefficients are closer to 0.6-0.7, mainly due to 
improvements in the leading surfaces of the truck.40 Compared to the trucks of the 1970s, modern 
trucks experience about 30 percent lower aerodynamic drag and have about 15 percent better fuel 
economy when under steady 100 km/h wind tunnel conditions, and experience about 20 percent 
lower aerodynamic drag with about 10 percent better fuel economy when travelling at 100 km/h in a 
typical operating environment.41 The upper theoretical limit for heavy truck aerodynamic drag 
                                                 
36 Ibid, pp 17-19. 
37 Bustnes, O.E. (2005) Taking on the Leadership Challenge in Class 8 Trucking: How To Double Class 8 Truck Efficiency – Profitably, 
Rocky Mountain Institute, p 1. Available at http://www.theicct.org/documents/OEBustnes-2.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
38 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 4. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
39 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 6. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
40 Ibid, p 6. 
41 Wood, R.M. and Bauer, S.X.S. (2003) cited in Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning 
the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado Chapter 6: 
Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 6. Available at http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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coefficients is about 0.13-0.19.42 Figure 8.3.6 shows the impact of aerodynamic aid on fuel economy 
in trucks. For highway trucks travelling interstate, reducing aerodynamic drag by 2 percent improves 
fuel economy by about 1 percent. The impact on trucks that travel faster is more significant because 
the power required to overcome aerodynamic drag increases with the cube of truck speed, as in 
Equation 3.7.1, while energy increases with the square of truck speed (the difference is because the 
journey is completed in less time).  
  
Figure 8.3.6. The impact of aerodynamic aid on fuel economy in trucks. 
Source: Cummins (2006) p 443 
Figure 8.3.7 compares the power requirements of a truck with (a) no aero dynamic aid, and (b) 20 
percent aero dynamic aid. At 100 km/h, the aerodynamic drag in truck (a) is 20 percent lower and 
the overall power requirement is 10 percent lower than those in truck (b). Figure 8.3.7 also shows 
that aerodynamic drag becomes the most significant contributor to power requirements in a typical 
truck at speeds faster than about 80 km/h. Modifications to several external components can reduce 
turbulence around the truck and hence reduce aerodynamic drag, as shown in Figure 8.3.8(a).  
These modifications include: full roof deflector (5-10 percent reduction), chassis fairing (1-3 percent 
reduction), sloped hood (2 percent reduction), round corners, aero bumper (2 percent reduction), air 
dam, flush headlights (0.5 percent reduction), slanted windshield, curved windshield, side extenders 
(1-7 percent reduction), skirts, under-hood air cleaners (1-4 percent reduction), concealed exhaust 
system, recessed door hinges, grab handles, aerodynamic mirrors (1-2 percent reduction), and truck 
vision systems to replace mirrors (currently are in development) (3-4 percent reduction).44 The 
impact of these modifications depends on the mass, trailer type, and truck speed. 
                                                 
42 Müster, T. (2000) cited in ibid. 
43 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 4. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
44 Ibid, p 10; Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, pp 6, 10. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 8.3.7. Comparing the power requirements of a truck with (a) no aero dynamic aid, and (b) 20 
percent aero dynamic aid, as a function of speed. 
Source: Cummins (2006), pp 5-745 
The truck-trailer air gap46 introduces aerodynamic drag in a crosswind environment, as shown in 
Figure 8.3.8(b), and is also a source of turbulence, as shown in Figure 8.3.8(a). Every 250 mm 
increase in truck-trailer air gap beyond about 750 mm, increases aerodynamic drag by about 2 
                                                 
45 Ibid, pp 5-7.  
46 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 11. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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percent. Aerodynamic drag can be reduced by minimising the truck-trailer gap or using aeroskirts to 
reduce turbulence. 
 
   
(a)       (b) 
Figure 8.3.8. Air turbulence around a moving truck as a result of (a) various truck components, and 
(b) the truck-trailer gap.  
Source: Cummins (2006) pp 10-1147 
The trailer shape48 has an impact on aerodynamic drag. Table 8.3.4 shows the increase in 
aerodynamic drag due to trailers of various types and shapes. Of the typical trailer types, smooth-
side van trailers with rounded leading corners provide the least aerodynamic drag. In addition, 
increasing the number of trailers increases the aerodynamic drag. 
Table 8.3.4: Increase in aerodynamic drag for various trailer types 
Trailer Type Increase in Aerodynamic Drag (%) 
Smooth-side van trailer with rounded leading corners Baseline 
Square corner/ vertical rib 5-10 
Drop decks/ flat top with irregular shaped loads 10-30 
Stock crates 10-30 
Car carriers 10-30 
Source: Adapted from Cummins (2006) p 1249 
Rolling Resistance 
Rolling resistance is the result of internal friction in tyres as they flex during motion.50 Friction 
converts kinetic energy into heat energy, which is lost to the surroundings. Consequently, tyres that 
run cooler provide higher fuel economy than tyres that run hotter. Recent innovations in complex 
rubber compounds, casing construction and tread design have lead to the development of modern 
tyres that increase truck fuel economy by up to 0.2 km/l.51 Rolling resistance contributes about one-
third of the power requirement in a typical truck. Consequently, in these conditions, reducing rolling 
                                                 
47 Ibid, pp 10-11. 
48 Ibid, p 12. 
49 Ibid, p 12. 
50 Ibid, p 16. 
51 Ibid, p 31. 
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resistance by 3 percent improves fuel economy by about 1 percent. Rolling resistance of trailer tyres 
has a greater impact on fuel economy than rolling resistance of truck tyres.52 Decreasing the truck 
speed53 decreases tyre flexing and hence rolling resistance. The rolling resistance is the most 
significant contributor to power requirements in a typical truck at speeds less than about 80 km/h. 
Every 2 km/h increase in truck speed over 90 km/h decreases fuel economy by 2 percent as a result 
of increased aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. Higher speeds also cause tyre treads to wear 
10-30 percent faster with respect to distance travelled.54 Decreasing the truck mass decreases tyre 
flexing and hence rolling resistance.55 There is a proportional relationship between truck mass and 
rolling resistance, as in Equation 3.7.1. Rolling resistance of any tyre can be minimised by optimising 
the inflation pressure. Under-inflated tyres increase rolling resistance and hence reduce fuel 
economy. They also increase tyre wear, create irregular tread wear and reduces casing durability.56 
Figure 8.3.9 shows the impact of tyre inflation pressure for various truck axles on truck fuel 
economy. Every 70 kPa (10 psi) of tyre under-inflation decreases fuel economy by 1 percent. Under-
inflation of trailer tyres (medium grey) has a greater impact on fuel economy than under-inflation of 
truck tyres (black and dark grey). Over-inflated tyres decrease rolling resistance and hence increase 
fuel economy, but also increase tyre wear.57 
 
  
Figure 8.3.9. The impact of tyre inflation pressure for various truck axles on truck fuel economy. 
 Source: Cummins (2006) p 2258 
                                                 
52 Bridgestone cited in Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, pp 7-8. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
53 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, pp 4, 16. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
54 Bridgestone cited in Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, pp 7-8. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
55 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 17. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
56 Ibid, p 22. 
57 Bridgestone cited in Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, pp 7-8. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
58 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 22. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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Tyre tread contributes 60-70 percent of tire rolling resistance.59 Figure 8.3.10 shows the impact of 
tyre tread wear and type on truck fuel economy. Increasing tread wear reduces rolling resistance and 
hence improves fuel economy by up to 7 percent. The break-in period for tyres is up to 50,000 km. 
Rib tyres have lower rolling resistance than lug tyres because they have lower tread depth and thus 
experience less flexing. 
 
Figure 8.3.10. The impact of tyre tread wear and type on truck fuel economy. 
Source: Cummins (2006) p 1760 
Figure 8.3.11 shows the impact of tyre and axle alignment on truck fuel economy. The optimal 
alignment is 0 degrees, or straight ahead. A tyre that is misaligned by only ¼ degree will try to travel 
2-3 m sideways per km travelled, which not only reduces truck fuel economy, but also increases tyre 
wear.61 
 
Figure 8.3.11. The impact of tyre and axle alignment on truck fuel economy.  
Source: Cummins (2006) p 2162 
                                                 
59 Ibid, pp 4,17. 
60 Ibid, p 17. 
61 Ibid, p 21. 
62 Ibid, p 21. 
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Engine 
The diesel engine from a typical, modern, heavy truck produces about 320kW, at a brake thermal 
efficiency of about 40-44 percent.63  
RMI describes the potential improvements on these engines and their various components: 
- Engine turbomachinery: ‘Oil-Free turbomachinery is defined as high-speed rotating equipment, 
such as turbine engines, that operate without oil-lubricated rotor supports, i.e., bearings, 
dampers and air/oil seals. We expect advances towards an oil-free turbomachinery to have some 
impact on the fuel economy gain in heavy trucks. By how much is uncertain, but it is known that 
relative to state-of-the-art oil lubricated systems, oil-free turbomachinery technology can offer 
significant system level benefits.’64 
- Displacement on demand: ‘Displacement on demand (DOD) technology deploys only the number 
of cylinders required to serve the current load, thus shifting the locus of engine operation to a 
region of higher thermal brake efficiency. The gain in a light-truck fuel economy can be very high, 
as much as 6% to 8%.’65 
- Variable intake valve timing (VVT): ‘Electronic control of the camshaft enables selection of 
optimum location for various engine operating conditions, maximizing torque and horsepower 
outputs, as well as significant emissions benefits from the engine’s precise valve control.’66  
- Variable intake lift, piezo-injectors, 42V electrical systems: ‘Variable intake lift, piezo-injectors, 
and increased voltage of electrical systems to 42V are at this point essentially part of standard 
modern system designs.’67 
- Controllable electric pumps and drives: ‘Moving hydraulic and mechanical pump systems to 
controllable electric pumps and drives will have significant efficiency benefits.’68 
- Homogeneous charge compression ignition: ‘Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition 
(HCCI) is a new combustion process that has the potential to be both highly efficient and produce 
very low emissions. HCCI is currently at the research stage. It is a lean combustion process and 
enables the combustion to take place spontaneously and homogeneously without flame 
propagation, eliminating heterogeneous air/fuel mixture regions, translating to a lower local flame 
temperature that reduces the amounts of Nitric Oxide (NOX) and particulate matter emitted. HCCI 
can provide high, diesel-like efficiencies using gasoline, diesel fuel, and most alternative fuels. 
HCCI may incorporate the best features of both spark ignition (SI) engines and direct injection 
(DI) diesel engines. Like an SI engine the charge is well mixed which minimizes particulate 
emissions, and like a diesel engine it is compression ignited and has no throttling losses, which 
leads to high efficiency.’69 
RMI also suggest that fuel economy can also be improved by: introducing internal engine braking; 
transitioning to better lubricants, such as from 15W40 to 5W30; developing camless diesels; and 
incorporating hybridisation.70 Engine models have unique torque, power and fuel consumption 
                                                 
63 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, , Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 11. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
64 Ibid, p 11. 
65 Ibid, p 12. 
66 Ibid, p 12.  
67 Ibid, p 12. 
68 Ibid, p 12. 
69 Ibid, p 13. 
70 Ibid, p 11. 
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characteristics that vary with engine speed. It is important to incorporate the engine that best suits 
the most common operating conditions of the truck. For example, if the most common operating is 
highway cruising then the engine should operate at its optimal speed when the truck is travelling at 
100 km/h.71 In another example, an engine with too much power encourages drivers to accelerate 
rapidly, drive faster and then have to brake more often, while an engine with too little power reduces 
gradeability, can reduce speed upgrade and dissatisfy the driver.72  
Lubricants73 
Lubricants (usually lube oil) are used to reduce friction between moving engine components in 
contact, and hence energy losses and wear as well as transferring heat to the surrounding areas. 
Engine lubricants assist in optimising the engine operating temperature. Optimising the lubricant 
temperature maximises lubrication, which then assists in optimising the engine operating 
temperature and hence improves fuel economy. If the temperature is too low the lubricant is too 
viscous and thus requires more pumping energy to move it around the engine. If the temperature is 
too high the lubricant is too fluid to lubricate effectively. Typical lubricant system operating 
temperatures are above 105°C, and every 15°C decrease in lubricant temperature decreases fuel 
economy by 1 percent. The two main types of commonly-available lubricants are synthetic lubricants 
and mineral lubricants. Figure 8.3.12 shows the impact of both synthetic lubricants and mineral 
lubricants on fuel economy for various truck components. Compared to mineral lubricants, synthetic 
lubricants are more stable at high temperatures, more fluid at low temperatures and more resistant 
to oxidisation, but are also more costly. 
 
(a) 
 
 (b)      (c) 
Figure 8.3.12. The impact of synthetic lubricants and mineral lubricants on fuel economy for (a) a 
truck engine oil sump, (b) truck axle lubrication, and (c) truck transmission.  
Source: Cummins (2006) pp 14-1574 
                                                 
71 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, p 23. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
72 Ibid, p 13. 
73 Ibid, pp 14-15, 18, 20. 
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Using synthetic lubricants in engines reduces pumping energy losses and oil churning losses at low 
ambient temperatures, but performance is similar at normal operating temperatures. In addition the 
performance of any engine lubricant is degraded by combustion by-products. Consequently, the 
additional economic investment in synthetic lubricant may only be cost effective for extreme engine 
operating temperature conditions. Synthetic lubricants are more cost effective in drivetrain 
components such as axles and transmissions, which frequently operate at extreme temperatures 
and rarely suffer from internal contaminants. The synthetic lubricant’s greater resistance to 
oxidisation can increase its effective life, which can offset the additional economic investment. 
Transmission (Gear Box) 75 
Transmissions comprise a set of gears that transmit the engine output to the truck driveline. They 
are a major contributor to whether the engine operates at the optimum speed during the most 
common operating conditions. Using a non-optimal transmission can reduce fuel economy by up to 
10-15 percent. Optimising the transmission includes selecting the gear ratios and number of gears to 
suit the most common truck load and travel terrain. Generally, operating fast gears and slow engines 
improves fuel economy. Automated transmissions are now available for trucks. They incorporate 
computer controlled shift logic to determine the optimal gear changes for maximum fuel economy. 
However, automated transmissions may not be as accurate at manual gear changes in some 
conditions, such as during frequent ascents and descents. 
Cooling System 
Truck engines are cooled by a cooling system, which provides convective cooling by fan and 
conductive cooling by coolant. In a typical, heavy, highway truck, the fan is active about 10 percent 
of the travel time and contributes substantially to truck power requirements,76 as shown in Table 
8.3.5. The fan automatically activates in response to high cooling system temperatures, high intake 
manifold (boost) air temperatures and the air conditioner Freon compressor activating. 
Table 8.3.5: Contributions of fan activity to truck power requirements for various engine speeds 
Engine speed (RPM) 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100 
Engine: Cummins ISM (kW) 7 10 16 24 34 46 
Engine: Cummins ISX/SIG (kW) 8 13 19 28 39 52 
Source: Adapted from Cummins (2006) p 2077 
Unnecessary fan activity can be minimised by ensuring that the fan clutch and thermostatic switch 
operate effectively, and by maintaining a clean charge air cooler and the appropriate coolant level. 
The air conditioner Freon compressor contributes about 50 percent of fan activity. Excessive fan 
activity can be from an overcharged system, defective or incorrect head pressure switches, or poor 
condenser efficiency. 
                                                                                                                                                                     
74 Ibid, pp 14-15. 
75 Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, Kenworth Truck Company, p 7. Available at 
http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
76 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, pp 20-21. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
77 Ibid, p 20. 
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Operational 
There are several operational improvements that can further improve truck fuel economy: 
- Out-of-route distance contributes about 3-10 percent of all distance travelled.78 Out-of-route 
distance can be reduced by using technologies such as GPS navigation. 
- Dashboard indicators79 that assist drivers to monitor parameters related to fuel economy are in 
development. There are digital fuel economy displays that monitor instantaneous fuel 
consumption and average trip fuel economy, which may improve fuel economy by 1-5 percent.  
- Driver behaviour80 can account for 20-30 percent variation in fuel economy. Behaviours include 
control of truck idle time, control of truck speed, acceleration and braking techniques and gear 
shifting techniques.  
 
                                                 
78 Lovins, A.B., Datta, E.K., Bustnes, O.E., Koomey, J.G. and Glasgow, N.J. (2004) Winning the Oil Endgame: Innovation for Profits, Jobs 
and Security, Technical Annex, Rocky Mountain Institute, Snowmass, Colorado, Chapter 6: Class 8 Heavy Trucks, p 14. Available at 
http://www.oilendgame.com/TechAnnex.html. Accessed 29 July 2007; Kenworth Truck Company (2006) White Paper on Fuel Economy, 
Kenworth Truck Company, p 10. Available at http://www.kenworth.com/FuelEconomyWhitePaper.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Cummins (2006) Every Drop: Secrets of Better Fuel Economy, Cummins, Australia, pp 4, 24, 26, 28, 31. Available at 
www.usedkenworth.com.au/files/fuel_economy_guide.pdf. Accessed 29 July 2007. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Distributed Energy 
 
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-Neutral Home5 
 
Educational Aim 
This lecture shows in more detail the range of energy efficiency opportunities in the home. Greater 
efficiency of lighting and appliances can allow the domestic residential sector to meet their energy 
needs by using solar power and solar hot water systems. This lecture compliments the federal 
Government initiative that in 2007 will be sending pamphlets to all homes in Australia outlining the 
steps needed to become a climate-neutral home. The residential sector accounts for 20 percent of 
Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions and contribute disproportionately to the peak electricity 
demand in Australia. Achieving climate-neutral homes would help significantly to assist Australia as 
a whole to achieve 60 percent greenhouse gas reductions by 2050, which is the goal of the CSIRO 
Energy Transformed Flagship, supported by the recommendation of the Australian Business 
Roundtable on Climate Change. 
 
Essential Reading 
Reference Page 
1. von Weizsäcker, E., Hargroves, K., Smith, M., Desha, C. and Stasinopoulos, P. 
(2009) Factor 5: Transforming the Global Economy through 80% Increase in 
Resource Productivity, Chapter 2 – Residential Sector. Earthscan, UK and 
Droemer, Germany. Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Factor5-Chapter2-
ResidentialBuildingsSub-Chapter.pdf.pdf. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
2. Commonwealth Government website - Your Home Directory 4.0 Energy Use at 
www.yourhome.gov.au/technical/fs61.html. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
30 pages  
3. Commonwealth Government web site – Living Greener – Saving Energy at 
www.livinggreener.gov.au/energy. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
 
4. ANU (2006) Solar Energy at the ANU: Solar Water Heating Systems, Australian 
National University, Australia. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/consumer/SHW.php. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
  
5. ANU (2006) Solar Energy at the ANU: PV Power Systems, Australian National 
University, Australia. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/docs/PV%20Power%20Systems.pdf. Accessed 5 July 
2007. 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Francis Barram - Ensight. 
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Learning Points 
1. Residential energy efficiency expert, George Wilkenfeld’s study shows that household emissions 
are rising due to increased size of buildings and the usage of halogen lighting.6 However, low 
voltage lights are not low energy consumers (see Optional Reading reference for halogen 
lighting). 
2. Other factors causing rising emissions include the rapid uptake of new technologies, such as 
Plasma screens and DVD players, which currently have no energy star rating. Australian citizens 
are not aware in general that a plasma TV is one of the biggest energy using appliances in the 
home, along with fridges. Currently newer non-whitegood technologies like plasma screens and 
DVD players are not regulated by the Australian Governments Minimum Energy Performance 
Standards.  
3. Another factor leading to the rising energy demand in the home is the rising usage of air-
conditioning. It is important for consumers to choose the right sized air conditioner and install it 
on the shaded side of the building, as well as choosing a model with a high energy efficiency 
rating. 
4. By making sensible energy efficiency decisions, many Australian homeowners can significantly 
reduce their electricity usage and, thereby, afford to purchase accredited green power sources in 
time, or invest in solar hot water systems and solar photovoltaic cells for their homes, since the 
reduced consumption saves real money and reduces the load on solar cells at the same time. 
5. Table 9.1.2 is a 10-step list demonstrating how a combination of approaches can be used to 
easily reduce the energy usage and carbon footprint of buildings. Applying even half of the 10 
steps will help the average household reduce their energy bill by at least 30 percent. These 
financial savings can be invested into other initiatives that allow households to make a transition 
to being climate-neutral, including:  
- Purchasing accredited green power through the energy utility provider.  
- Investing in solar thermal hot water heaters in the home. 
- Installing photovoltaic cells on the roof. 
6. ABC’s ‘Carbon Cops’ program has demonstrated that it is achievable for households to 
substantially reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by over 50 percent in a sustainable 
and affordable fashion. One of the households featured in the programme achieved a 75 percent 
reduction in GHG emissions by employing a range of simple initiatives. 
 
                                                 
6 Wikenfeld, G. (2007) Options to Reduce Greenhouse Emissions from new homes in Victoria: A report for the Department of Sustainability 
and Environment, George Wilkenfeld and Associates with Energy Efficient Strategies. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.vic.gov.au/CA256F310024B628/0/F11562D1933137F7CA2572E2001C5060/$File/5_star+energy+report+May+07
+.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
This lecture shows in detail the range of energy efficiency opportunities in the home. Greater 
efficiency of lighting and appliances can allow the domestic residential sector to meet their energy 
needs by using solar power and solar hot water systems. For instance, energy efficiency 
improvements in the everyday domestic refrigerator means they use roughly 70 percent less energy 
than used by refrigerators in 1980 (see Figures 9.1.1 and 9.1.2). As efficiencies improve for domestic 
appliances and the costs of solar comes down, it becomes more economical to utilise distributed 
generation. As Amory Lovins et al from the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) wrote in 2002, ‘lights and 
appliances to reduce average household electrical load from somewhat more than 1 kW to ~0.1 kW 
permits a small, cheap photovoltaic array with modest storage to suffice.’7 RMI Headquarters, built in 
1982, is a model of this approach. RMI built their original headquarters so efficiently that it was able 
to supply all of its own power from solar power with battery storage back in 1982. This trend makes it 
possible for more and more homes to seek to become climate-neutral over the next 5-10 years. 
 
Figure 9.1.1. Energy efficiency trends in the family sized fridge from 1980 to 2005 
Source: Australian Greenhouse Office (2006)8 
 
For homeowners and landlords who are able to financially invest in home upgrades, this lecture will 
compliment available information on how to create a climate-neutral home within months. However, 
energy efficient homes are not just achievable for the financially endowed. In fact, financial savings 
for most residents can be made through energy efficiency opportunities, and these opportunities 
often require little to no financial outlay. The ABC TV show Carbon Cops provides six empirical 
examples of where homes applied most of the 10-step list in Table 9.1.2. All the homes featured in 
Carbon Cops reduced their greenhouse gas emissions through applying most of these 10 steps by 
                                                 
7 Lovins, A.B. et al. (2002) Small is Profitable: the hidden economic benefits of making electrical resources the right size, Rocky Mountain 
Institute, USA, pp 99. Available at www.smallisprofitable.org/. Accessed 8 February 2007. 
8 Harrington, L. and Holt, S. (2006) Matching World’s Best Regulated Efficiency Standards – Australia’s success in adopting new 
refrigerator MEPS Energy Efficient Strategies, Australian Greenhouse Office, Australia, p 12. Available at 
http://www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/aceee-2002a.pdf. Accessed 12 May 2007. 
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at least 50 percent.9 These financial savings can then be invested into other initiatives that allow 
households to make a transition to being climate-neutral, including; purchasing accredited green 
power through the energy utility provider; Installing solar water heaters in the home, and Installing 
photovoltaic cells on the roof. 
 
 
Figure 9.1.2. Trends in energy efficiency of a domestic fridge and costs of solar panels  
Source: Pears, A. (2005)10 
Why are Australian Residential Greenhouse Gas Emissions Rising? 
Greenhouse gas emissions are rising in the residential sector. Residential energy efficiency expert, 
George Wilkenfeld’s most recent study showed that, under current regulation, some five-star 
‘McMansion’ style homes are using 30 percent more energy than new buildings built before the five-
star regulation was instituted in Australia.11 Research by Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
(RMIT) Adjunct Professor in Environment and Planning, Alan Pears shows that currently 7.5 percent 
of households are using 20 percent of the total electricity used by the sector12 (see Figure 9.1.3). 
This prompts the question: why are emissions still rising despite the Building Code of Australia 
regulating five-star building requirements?  
First introduced in Victoria in 2004,13 five-star standards aimed at cutting energy use and 
greenhouse emissions have since been adopted nationally in the Building Code of Australia. In fact, 
a report by Dr Wilkenfeld called Options to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from New Homes in 
                                                 
9 Carbon Cops (2007) ‘View Fact Sheets by Episode’, Carbon Cops, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Australia. Available at 
http://abc.net.au/tv/carboncops/facts.htm. Accessed 9 July 2007. 
10 Pears, A. (2005) ‘Design for Energy Efficiency’, Presentation to the Tasmanian Engineering Division.   
11 Wikenfeld, G. (2007) Options to Reduce Greenhouse Emissions from new homes in Victoria: A report for the Department of 
Sustainability and Environment, George Wilkenfeld and Associates with Energy Efficient Strategies. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.vic.gov.au/CA256F310024B628/0/F11562D1933137F7CA2572E2001C5060/$File/5_star+energy+report+May+07
+.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2007.  
12 Pears, A. (1998) Strategic Study of Household Energy and Greenhouse Issues: A Report for Environment 
Australia, Sustainable Solutions Pty Ltd, Australia. Available at http://www.energyrating.gov.au/library/pubs/pears-ago1998.pdf. Accessed 
10 June 2007. 
13 Fang, G. (2007) ‘Bigger homes bad for the environment’, The World Today, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Australia. Available at 
www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/content/2007/s1928475.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Victoria has established that ‘The energy-related emissions of the average new dwelling are nearly 6 
percent higher than average emissions of existing dwellings’ predominantly due to an increase in the 
average size of homes, and the increased emissions from lights.14  
 
 
Figure 9.1.3. Typical profile of residential sector energy customers by annual electricity 
consumption, 
1997Source: Pears, A. (1998) p 915 
The Size of New Dwellings  
As mentioned above, the recent rise in energy demand and emissions from the residential sector in 
Australia is attributed to a trend of increasing home size. A Griffith University study by the Urban 
Research Program shows that the average floor area of new houses in Australia grew by over 40 
percent between 1984/5 and 2002/3.16 So while the amount of heating and cooling energy per 
square metre of floor area has reduced compared to existing dwellings, the houses have gotten so 
big that those gains have been negated. 
Downlight Emissions 
Halogen lighting has been identified as a particularly significant contributor to the rising inefficiency 
of homes, since there are usually 8-10 lights used in a room and each light uses the same amount of 
power as a 60 watt incandescent globe.17 Ultra Compact Fluorescent Lights (UCFLs) are a viable 
alternative to halogen lights. UCFL downlights use only 9-11 watts of power, while giving off similar 
and equivalent amounts of light when compared to halogens. However, UCFL’s are not a perfect 
substitute for halogens because: 
- their light is more diffuse, less directional and more lights may be required to illuminate an 
area; 
                                                 
14 Wikenfeld, G. (2007) Options to Reduce Greenhouse Emissions from new homes in Victoria: A report for the Department of 
Sustainability and Environment, George Wilkenfeld and Associates with Energy Efficient Strategies. Available at 
http://www.greenhouse.vic.gov.au/CA256F310024B628/0/F11562D1933137F7CA2572E2001C5060/$File/5_star+energy+report+May+07
+.pdf. Accessed 10 October 2007. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Gleeson, B. (2006) The Future of Australia’s Cities: Making Space for Hope, Griffith University, Australia. Available at 
http://www.griffith.edu.au/centre/urp/urp_publications/presentations/professoriallecture.pdf. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
17 Holmes, J. (2007) ‘Note on Halogen Downlights’, Four Corners, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Australia. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/content/2007/s1965485.htm. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
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- UCFLs don’t work on a simple dimming device; and 
- the colour of the light is regarded by some people as not as attractive and the globe may take a 
few minutes to attain maximum brightness.18 
In the instance that UCFLs are regarded as an inadequate substitute, homeowners may opt to 
replace standard halogen lights with infra-red coated (IRC) halogen bulbs which use significantly 
less power (e.g. a 35 watt IRCs emits the same light as a 50 watt standard halogen). If downlighting 
is used in a house, protectors should be placed around the fittings inside of the ceiling so that 
insulation can be packed over the protectors covering the lights.19 
Air-Conditioning  
The number of air conditioners in use in households in Australia is rising. If air-conditioning is 
required, consumers should ensure that the model and size chosen is the most efficient option 
possible. The Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO) has created a helpful internet resource to assist 
consumers in deciding which air-conditioner will meet their needs.20 The site includes a link to 
information about a new national award scheme called the Top Energy Saver Award (TESAW).21 
The site for the scheme also includes the star ratings awarded to appliances other than air-
conditioners, such as clothes dryers, clothes washers, dishwashers, refrigerators, freezers, and 
electric hot water heaters. 
Solar Water Heating 
Solar Water Heating (SWH) is an established technology which has been adopted in many countries 
for many years. In Australia SWH systems are most commonplace in the warmer states. However, 
solar hot water heaters have only been adopted by 5 percent of the Australian domestic market, and 
this is predominantly in new dwellings.22 Rebates are offered by the federal Government to 
encourage uptake of this technology. The Australian newspaper provided an article on rebates on 
solar hot water systems in July 2007.23 The article demonstrated that various rebates available for 
purchasing solar hot water systems has resulted in the technology being almost free to some 
Australian residents who meet the means test.24 (see Table 9.1.1 below). Information regarding 
rebates can be located on the web site of the Office for Renewable Energy Regulator.25  
                                                 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid.  
20 See Australian Greenhouse Office - Tips for Choosing an Efficient Air-Conditioner at http://www.energyrating.gov.au/acl.html. Accessed 
9 July 2007.  
21 A list of TESAW award winners can be found at http://www.energyrating.gov.au/appsearch/tesaw_srch.asp. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
22 Lovegrove, K. and Dennis, M. (2006). ’Solar thermal energy systems in Australia’, International Journal of Environmental Studies. Vol 
63, No. 6. Available at http://engnet.anu.edu.au/DEresearch/solarthermal/pages/pubs.php. Accessed 9 July 2007 
23 Warren, M. (2007). ‘Subsidies making new solar hot water systems almost free’ The Australian Newspaper, News Limited, Australia. 
24 Households whose combined income is less than $100,000 per annum can apply for the Federal Governments solar hot water rebate.  
25 See Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator – Solar Water Heaters at http://www.orer.gov.au/swh/index.html. Accessed 9 July 2007.   
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Table 9.1.1: Subsidies for Solar Hot Water 
Federal Federal government rebate up to $1000 per household for 220,000 households (note 
this rebate is means tested) 
National renewable  
energy certificates 
Renewable energy certificates worth about $500, often included in retail price 
 NSW Vic Qld SA WA Tas 
State Up to $1200 
from 
January 1, 
2008, plus 
up to $925 
by 
EnergyAustr
alia 
(includes 
renewable 
energy 
certificates) 
Up to $1500 Up to $750 
rebate (offer 
ended on 
June 30, 
2005). 
Electric hot 
water 
systems to 
be phased 
out from 
2010 
Up to $700 $500 for 
natural 
gas-
boosted 
solar water 
heaters 
and $700 
for bottled 
LP gas-
boosted 
solar 
 
Councils Hornsby: 
$750 
 
  Whyalla: 5 
percent of 
final price 
after rebates. 
Campbelltow
n: up to 
$1800 in 
interest-free 
loans 
Armadale, 
Gosnells 
and 
Serpentine 
Jarrahdale 
Shire: $300 
Hobart: 
$500 
Total Subsidies Up to $3800 Up to $3000 Up to $1500 Up to $2200 Up to 
$2500 
Up to 
$2000 
Source: Warren, M. (2007)26 
The Australian National University has provided some useful information about the most popular 
types of SWHs:27 
Close Coupled: The storage tank is horizontally mounted immediately above the collectors on 
the roof. No pumping is required as the hot water naturally rises into the tank (thermosiphon 
flow). 
Pump Circulated: The storage tank is ground or floor mounted and is below the level of the 
collectors. This needs a circulating pump to circulate water or heat transfer fluid between the 
tank and the collectors. 
Gravity Feed: These are low pressure units with the storage tank generally inside the roof 
space and above the level of the collectors. No pumping is required. If a low pressure unit is 
installed it is important to take the cold water supply to the shower from the header tank of 
                                                 
26 Ibid.  
27 ANU (2006) Solar Energy at the ANU: Solar Water Heating Systems, Australian National University, Australia. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/level_1/consumer/SHW.php. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
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the hot water system. This means that the hot and cold water pressure in the shower will be 
the same and there should be no interference when someone turns a tap on elsewhere in the 
house. 
The financial savings that can be made from using a SWH are quite significant. A SWH that is 
correctly used and sized can pay for its cost within three to five years. This payback period will be 
shorter if a lot of water is used and therefore a lot of money on energy bills is saved. But the payback 
period will be longer if hot water is used predominantly during the evenings when the water in the 
tank will need to reheat using the booster, requiring greater electricity use.28 
Residential Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Cells 
It is now feasible to use solar photovoltaic (PV) cells to supply all of a residence’s electricity needs. 
By increasing the energy efficiency of the house, and thereby reducing the energy demand, PV 
technology can replace grid-connected energy supply. Such energy efficiency savings can reduce a 
building’s daily electricity load to 5-10 kWatts per day. 
The Australian National University has provided a comprehensive guide to PVs to help inform 
consumers.29 The document includes information about rebates available, it explains the PV 
technology, and discusses installation requirements for both stand alone or grid-connected systems.  
Rebates 
For domestic and community building systems there are rebates available under the Photovoltaic 
Rebate Programme (PVRP), administered in each state and territory on behalf of the federal 
Government’s Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO).30 For systems in rural areas in some states 
(mainly Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory) there is also funding assistance 
under the Renewable Remote Power Generation Programme (RRPGP). This is also administered in 
each state on behalf of the AGO.31 
Professional Advice  
The Clean Energy Council coordinates an accreditation programme for designers and installers of 
photovoltaic power systems. Industry personnel accredited under this scheme have been through a 
rigorous process to assess and reward their competence to design and install such systems.32  
Reducing Peak Load Demand 
There are a wide range of opportunities to improve energy efficiency, especially when designing new 
buildings. Existing buildings, however, will need to be retrofitted to reduce peak load demand and 
consumption patterns altered. The following steps are all critical in commercial and residential 
buildings to ensure an effective retrofit strategy to reduce summer peak load electricity demand.  
                                                 
28 Ibid. 
29 Australian National University (2006) Solar Energy at the Australian National University – PV Power Systems, ANU. Available at 
http://solar.anu.edu.au/docs/PV%20Power%20Systems.pdf. Accessed 5 July 2007. 
30 See Australian Greenhouse Office – The Australian Government Photovoltaic Rebate Programme at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/pv/index.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
31 See Australian Greenhouse Office – Renewable Remote Power Generation Programme (RRPGP) at 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/renewable/rrpgp/index.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
32 See the BCSE web site for a list of accredited personnel at http://www.bcse.org.au/home.asp. Accessed 2 June 2007.   
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Table 9.1.2: 10 Steps to Reduce the Residential and Commercial Sector’s contribution to Peak Load 
Demand 
Step 1) Passive Cooling 
 
In the southern half of Australia in the summer the minimum average summer 
temperature is between 12-17 degrees first thing in the morning. This applies 
to the capital cities: Hobart, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra - 
according to the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. In these parts of Australia it 
is possible most summer mornings to significantly cool a 
residential/commercial building simply by opening the windows and doors to let 
the fresh cool morning air push out and replace the hot air in the house. This 
process is also valuable as it allows the cool morning air to also cool the 
thermal mass of the building. Melbourne City Council’s CH2 building33 or 
Australian Ethical Investments green building34 in Canberra are examples of 
new buildings that have automated night flushing process. In these buildings 
sensors detect when the air outside is significantly cooler than the air inside 
whereupon windows (usually louvers) are automatically opened to allow the 
cool air into the building.   
Step 2) Block Air Leaks  
 
To ensure that the early morning cool air stays in the building and the heat of 
the day is kept out there are many options to block air leaks in the building 
envelope i.e. at windowpanes, attics, basements and doors. An unsealed 
ceiling exhaust fan, alone, can increase cooling load by several kilowatts on a 
hot windy day by allowing large amounts of outdoor air to enter the building. 
Subtle factors such as this can undermine an overall well implemented energy 
efficiency program. 
Step 3) Improve 
Insulation and Thermal 
Efficiency of the Building 
Envelope 
 
Once the building is appropriately sealed the next step is to review the heat 
being transferred through the roof, walls and structure. By improving insulation 
of the building envelop and installing double glazed windows/winter windows, 
external shading of windows, and improved curtains and pelmets, significant 
reductions in heat transfer can be achieved and thus the need for air-
conditioning and space heating reduced dramatically. Countries in extreme 
climates such as Sweden such measures are common place. 
Step 4) Install Energy 
Efficient Lighting  
 
Installation of energy-efficient lighting e.g. compact fluorescent or LED light 
bulbs can deliver a double benefit. Firstly they help to reduce the air-
conditioning load because incandescent lighting produces heat, and secondly 
as they use significantly less electricity.  Recent advancements in compact 
fluorescents and light emitting diodes have delivered high performing options 
with a range of light colours and tones. 
Step 5) Upgrade 
Ductwork  
 
Ductwork in ceilings for heating/cooling systems is notorious for energy waste. 
Pumping cold air through poorly insulated, leaky ducts in a hot ceiling is a 
recipe for energy waste of 2 kW or more, roughly 5 percent of daily electricity 
use. Upgrading ductwork by improving its air-tightness and insulation can be a 
significant energy saver. In California, buildings with ductwork inside the 
conditioned space instead of in the roof receive a bonus in energy ratings. 
Step 6) Use the Most 
Efficient Air-
In the tropics, or sub-tropics of Australia, steps (1-4) are not sufficient to 
negate the need for air-conditioning of some sort. In this case it is vital to use 
                                                 
33 See Melbourne City Council - CH2 at  http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/info.cfm?top=171&pg=1933. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
34 See Australian Ethical Investments - Green Building at 
www.austethical.com.au/company_information/about_us/offices_trevor_pearcey_house/australian_ethicals_green_office_building. 
Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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Conditioners (if needed)  
 
the most efficient form of air-conditioning possible. Professor Alan Pears writes 
that,  
The selection of cooling technology is critical to summer peak demand. 
Obviously, use of evaporative cooling instead of refrigerative cooling can make 
a big difference to electricity demand in climates where wet bulb temperatures 
are not too high. But if refrigerative cooling is used, a number of factors can 
impact on efficiency such as the equipment efficiency (often called Coefficient 
of Performance or COP), but also cycling and other losses. There is scope to 
improve the efficiency of new air conditioners, and programs such as energy 
labelling and Minimum Energy Performance Standards can do this. Indeed, the 
Japanese Top Runner program is driving COPs upwards from today’s 2-2.5 
units of cooling per unit of electricity. Evaluation of the fundamentals of 
thermodynamics suggests that there is scope to deliver 4-5 units of cooling 
from each unit of electricity. To put this into context, it seems feasible to air-
condition a thermally-efficient house using 1 kilowatt of electricity, or a 
bedroom at night using the same amount of electricity as is now used by a 
ceiling fan. Existing and new air-conditioning equipment can also have its 
efficiency improved by add-on measures, for example an evaporative pre-
cooler can improve COP.35 
Step 7) Reduce the 
Space that Needs to be 
Air-Conditioned 
Examine what size air-conditioner is needed for the residential or commercial 
building. Design or retrofit the house so a couple of rooms can be air-
conditioned to stay cool rather than needing to air-condition the whole house. 
Step 8) Use Efficient 
Appliances 
 
Replace inefficient appliances with the most efficient appliances especially air-
conditioners,36 refrigeration and TVs. Use laptop computers instead of desktop 
computers as they use up to 80 percent less energy to run. Ensure that lights, 
air-conditioning, and plug-in appliances are only turned on when needed for 
use. Also, ensure that appliances are not left on standby as this can contribute 
to 10 percent of the household electricity consumption and is often the major 
energy use in commercial buildings overnight.   
Step 9) Invest in PV 
Solar 
 
Solar energy’s load profile matches the peak load of commercial 
building/household electricity demand, i.e. the best times for sunlight overlap 
with the peak demand period from 2-6pm. Therefore during the best solar 
times of the day, that are also the peak demand periods, the solar panels can 
provide electricity to supplement the peak demand without needing to build 
new infrastructure. PV Solar panels can be installed in Australia to deliver 5kW 
for ~$5000 currently with the Federal Governments rebate of $8000.37 If a high 
efficiency air conditioner were used, only 1 kW of electricity would be required 
to cool the whole house. On this basis, there is potential to consider application 
of distributed PV systems as a summer peak demand management tool, and 
to place significant value on their role of avoiding capital investment in 
centralised supply (power plants) and distribution networks (the poles and 
wires). The exciting opportunity is that a thermally-efficient building with high 
                                                 
35 Pears, A. (2005) Potential for Replacing Hazelwood with Alternatives, Particularly Energy Efficiency, RMIT University, Australia. 
Available at www.naturaledgeproject.net/Documents/REPLACINGHAZELWOODWITHALTERNATIVESfinal1a.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
36 APEC Conference (2004) Air-conditioning and energy performance - the next 5 years, APEC. Available at 
http://www.energyrating.gov.au/2004-06apecmeeting.html. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
37 See The Solar Shop at http://www.solarshop.com.au/. Accessed 2 June 2007.  
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efficiency air-conditioning and photovoltaic cells could actually become a net 
supplier of electricity to the grid at times of summer peak demand.38 
Step 10) Use Trees for 
Natural Shade  
Plant trees to provide shade for the building/house in summer. 
 
Case Study Example – Carbon Cops Programme  
In 2007, ABC TV aired a six-episode program called ‘Carbon Cops’, which demonstrated step-by-
step measures taken by six Australian families to dramatically cut their greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions within 1-2 months. Five of the six households were successful at reducing their GHG 
emissions by over 50 percent. One household managed to reduce their emissions by 75 percent, 
which equates to an annual saving of approximately $10,000. This emissions reduction was 
achieved by installing a solar powered drying room (replacing an electric clothes dryer), draught-
proofing rooms, installing downlight guards, turning down the thermostat on the energy expensive 
spa, replacing old whitegoods with four-star models, replacing light fittings, and installing a pool 
blanket. Lifestyle changes were made to reduce energy consumption, including: reducing driving 
frequency, turning off appliances when not being used, cooking and eating meals together, avoiding 
using the clothes dryer, and washing linen less frequently.39 
The ‘Carbon Cops’ case studies demonstrate that it is achievable for Australian households to 
significantly reduce their electricity usage by following some simple rules such as avoiding building 
or renting over-sized homes, draught-proofing and insulating homes, and installing or upgrading to 
efficient and/or solar powered lighting, appliances, and other electrical goods.40  
 
                                                 
38 Ibid  
39 Carbon Cops (2007) Transforming Energy Usage – The Lanes’, Carbon Cops, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Australia. Available 
at http://abc.net.au/tv/carboncops/factsheets/cc_lanes.pdf. Accessed 9 July 2007. 
40 To find out your own household’s GHG emissions use the emission calculator found on the show’s website at 
http://abc.net.au/tv/carboncops/calculator.htm. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
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Optional Reading  
1. Frew, W. (2007) ‘Plasma TVs eat into energy saving’, Sydney Morning Herald, Fairfax Digital, 
Australia. Available at www.smh.com.au/articles/2007/06/29/1182624165361.html. Accessed 10 
October 2012. 
2. Holmes, J. (2007) ‘Note on Halogen Downlights’, Four Corners, Australian Broadcasting 
Commission, Australia. Available at www.abc.net.au/4corners/content/2007/s1965485.htm. 
Accessed 10 October 2012. 
3. Carbon Cops (2007) ‘View Fact Sheets by Episode’, Carbon Cops, Australian Broadcasting 
Commission, Australia. Available at www.abc.net.au/tv/carboncops/. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
4. RMI – Home Energy Briefs at www.rmi.org/pid217. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
5. Commonwealth Government website - Energy Rating at www.energyrating.gov.au. Accessed 10 
October 2012. 
6. Home Energy Advice Team (HEAT) website at www.heat.net.au/. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected 
that demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy 
Transformed Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the 
development and implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve 
greenhouse gas emissions, double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and 
end use, and to position Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented 
global interest in energy efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid 
reductions to greenhouse gas emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry 
and society’s needs. More and more companies and governments around the world are seeing the 
need to play their part in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to 
progressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy 
Solutions Portfolio, provides a base capacity-building training program that is supported by various 
findings from a number of leading publications and reports to prepare 
engineers/designers/technicians/facilities managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society 
rapidly mitigate climate change.  
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger 
Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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 Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Distributed Energy  
 
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-Neutral Commercial Buildings5  
 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to demonstrate the benefits of front-loaded design, and to demonstrate the 
opportunity for Australian built environment professionals to show leadership in sustainable designs. 
A case study of an exemplary Australian green building will be presented to demonstrate the extent 
of design innovation currently being achieved in Australia. The CSIRO Energy Centre showcases 
many of the innovative design solutions being used in Australia and demonstrates that integrated 
design solutions that are created via a front-loaded design process can result in near-climate 
neutral buildings, which can assist society to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, reduce demand on 
centralised services, as well as finding solutions for pollution and waste issues.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference 
CSIRO website - CSIRO Energy Centre at www.det.csiro.au/energycentre/index.htm. Accessed 15 
October 2012. 
CSIRO website – Newcastle: CSIRO Energy Centre (NSW) at 
www.csiro.au/en/Outcomes/Climate/Reducing-GHG/Newcastle.aspx. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
Whole Building Design Guide (undated) Net Zero Energy Buildings at 
www.wbdg.org/resources/netzeroenergybuildings.php. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
DRET (2012) Commercial and Services Sector – Energy Efficiency Opportunities. DRET developed 
by an ANU consortium led by Dr Michael Smith (ANU), Adjunct Professor Alan Pears (RMIT), and 
Geoff Andrews (Genesis Now). Available at http://eex.gov.au/industry-sectors/other-
sectors/commercial-and-services/. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Victoria Hart – Basset Engineering Consultants, and Dr Dominique Hes - Lecturer Sustainable Architecture, Faculty of 
Architecture, Building & Planning, University of Melbourne. 
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Learning Points 
1. The built environment sector currently contributes 40 percent of Australians greenhouse gas 
emissions. Due to society’s growing understanding of sustainability issues and the associated 
response from governments at various levels, built environment professionals are increasingly 
being expected to demonstrate leadership in their area of expertise, by providing design 
solutions that may assist society to transition to a sustainable form of development. Developers 
are also increasingly expecting designers to produce efficient ‘green’ designs that result in 
significant financial savings and marketing advantages.  
2. Achieving well integrated design solutions that capture opportunities to enhance the 
sustainability of the design is dependent on first achieving an integrated design team. In order to 
improve the integrated nature of a design a front-loaded design process can be used, where all 
design team members are engaged at the beginning of the project, and are encouraged to 
collaboratively create an holistic and integrated design. This intense form of collaboration early 
in the design stage provides an opportunity for cross-discipline synergies and solutions to be 
formed, often resulting in more efficient and elegant outcomes.  
3. The CSIRO Energy Centre building demonstrates the benefits of front-loaded design – the 
process by which a design team invests time and effort in creating an integrated design 
approach at the beginning of a project. This approach can lead to multiple benefits, particularly 
in terms of increasing the energy efficiency of a project.  
4. The CSIRO Energy Centre is the headquarters of CSIRO’s Energy Technology division in 
Newcastle, NSW. The Centre showcases both traditional and cutting-edge technologies 
designed to reduce the energy consumption of the building. The more traditional energy 
efficiency strategies include: a north-facing building orientation, louvers that provide shade, 
insulation material, and low emissivity glass. 
5. The CSIRO Energy Centre‘s more innovative approaches to improving energy efficiency 
include: air-conditioning distribution through floor vents, an automatic lighting system, and a 
Building Management System that automatically monitors and adjusts heating and cooling. 
6. The CSIRO Energy Centre employs a combination of on-site distributed energy generation 
solutions which meet most of the building’s energy requirements. Reducing energy demand for 
the building allows CSIRO to more cost effectively supply the building’s energy through 
distributed energy generation approaches.   
7. Three types of photovoltaic cells are used to generate about 90 kW of electricity. Microturbines 
are fuelled by a mixture of natural gas and air, to feed an electricity generator with 120 kW of 
energy, producing minimal greenhouse gas emissions.6 Wind turbines produce an additional 60  
8. The strategies employed in the development of the building allow CSIRO to use 60 percent less 
energy than a conventional building, while predominately relying on clean energy sources 
produced on-site. The on-site generation of energy has resulted in annual CO2 savings of 1650 
tons, while the energy efficiency measures of the building have saved 470 tons annually. These 
initiatives have resulted in a total saving of over 2000 tons of greenhouse gas emissions, which 
equates to taking approximately 700 cars off the road each year.7 
                                                 
6 See CSIRO - CSIRO Energy Centre at http://www.det.csiro.au/energycentre/index.htm. Accessed 28 June 2007. 
7 CSIRO - CSIRO Energy Centre at http://www.det.csiro.au/energycentre/index.htm. Accessed 28 June 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
The increasing public interest in sustainability, combined with new technological innovation is 
creating opportunities for developers to create high quality built environments with low 
environmental impacts, low running costs, and great marketing potential. This has spurred an 
increasing number of sustainable development projects in Australia, resulting in some outstanding 
examples of sustainable design. Some of Australia’s most renowned ‘green buildings’ include 
Council House 2 (CH2), 40 Albert Road, and 60 Liecester Street located in Melbourne, 30 The 
Bond in Sydney, and City Central Tower 1, located in Adelaide. The number of exemplary green 
building designs in Australia continues to grow rapidly, with the Green Building Council of Australia 
(GBCA) recently stating that there are an ‘overwhelming and unexpected number of projects that 
continue to pour in for registration.’8 
Demand for Sustainable Design  
The Australian built environment industry is currently experiencing significant change in order to 
respond to the call for ‘sustainable development’.  In early 2007 the International Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) stated that ‘the world has less than eight years to arrest global warming or risk what 
many scientists warn could be catastrophic changes to the planet’.9 This finding is of great cause for 
concern and presents a very real challenge to designers, especially considering that according to 
the 2007 Chair of the GBCA, the built environment accounts for approximately 40 percent of all 
Australian greenhouse gas emissions.10 
Due to the increased awareness of sustainable development challenges, built environment projects 
are increasingly being considered in terms of their economic, environmental and social performance 
and impacts. In Australia, local governments are taking a lead role in requiring higher standards of 
development than ever before. Overseas, design projects are proving that high profile projects with 
much lower environmental impacts than previous designs can be achieved along with significant 
financial benefits. For example the highly acclaimed Dongtan Eco-city in China will self sufficiently 
produce its own renewable energy, recycle its urban waste, provide hydrogen fuel based public 
transport and an extensive network of cycle paths, while ensuring organic farming methods prevail 
in the Dongtan countryside.11  
Emerging voluntary accreditation systems such as the U.S L.E.E.D system and the Australian 
Green Building Council’s Green Star Rating are further prompting developers and designers alike to 
recognise the customer, regulators and societal expectation of sustainable buildings and 
landscapes Australia’s Council House 2 (CH2) building has achieved the highest possible green 
star rating of 6 stars from the GBCA, while it is estimated that the building will reap annual savings 
of approximately AUD $1.2 million.12 
 
                                                 
8 GBCA – Registering Under Current Versions of the Green Star Rating Tool at 
http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=162&docid=1340. Accessed 2 October 2007 
9 Minchin, L. (2007) 'A Climate of Change', The Age , Australia . Available at http://www.theage.com.au/news/national 
/a-climate-of-change/2007/05/04/1177788398904.html?page=fullpage#contentSwap1 . Accessed 5 May 2007.  
10 GBCA – The Answers to Climate Change? – Tony Arnel at http://www.gbcaus.org/gbc.asp?sectionid=5&docid=1334. Accessed 2 
October 2007. 
11 Arup – Dongtan Eco-City at http://www.arup.com/eastasia/project.cfm?pageid=7047. Accessed 2 October 2007. 
12 Department of Environment and Water Resources. (2007) ESD Design Guide: Office and Public Buildings, Edition 3, May 2007. 
Available at http://www.apcc.gov.au/docs/esd-edition2%5B1%5D.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2007. 
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Achieving highly integrated design solutions that minimise the consumption of energy, water, and 
non-renewable resources, while enhancing local biodiversity, and acknowledging the needs of the 
local community is a veritable challenge for today’s practicing designers. Achieving these ends 
requires a working understanding that sustainable designs are inherently intelligent yet simple, 
complex yet elegant, and fundamentally based on the requirement to meet human needs while 
enhancing the wellbeing of the natural environment. Design teams may be better placed to attain 
these qualities if they focus on collaboratively achieving holistic, integrated design solutions at the 
very beginning of the design process. This kind of a design approach is called ‘front-loaded design’ 
and when undertaken by applying a whole systems design approach can lead to significant design 
improvements. This kind of design approach formed the basis for the success of the exemplary 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) Energy Centre, which is 
discussed in more detail in the remainder of the lecture. 
Case Study: CSIRO Energy Centre 
The CSIRO Energy Centre, located in Newcastle, is arguably one of Australia’s best examples of an 
integrated, energy efficient commercial office building, the design on which was based on a front-
loaded design approach. 
 
 
Figure 9.2.1. The CSIRO Energy Centre, Newcastle NSW  
Source: CSIRO13 
The headquarters of CSIRO’s Energy Technology Division, the CSIRO Energy Centre, opened in 
2003. The Centre employs both well established and innovative technologies and design strategies 
to minimise the energy used by the building and produce energy on-site.  
The Centre achieves large energy efficiency gains through implementing standard efficiency 
strategies, including: 
- North-facing building orientation – the Centre’s position, in sympathy with natural contours, 
assists with the climate control and allows natural light to penetrate the building. 
- Mesh louvers provide shade to the courtyard and north-facing laboratories, reducing the heat 
gain of the building and thereby reducing air-conditioning requirements. 
- Insulation material and low emissivity glass is used to control the heat gained by the building 
mass.  
- The elongated building has been designed to utilise natural air flows to provide fresh, cool air to 
the building. All offices feature windows which can be opened when the conditions are suitable. 
                                                 
13 Ibid. 
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It is estimated that this form of natural ventilation can be achieved 100 days of the year.14 
CSIRO Energy Centre also employs several more innovative approaches to improving energy 
efficiency, including: 
- Air-conditioned air is distributed through floor vents to control the microclimate areas that are 
occupied by people. This saves energy being wasted on cooling or heating the entire room 
area. 
- Light shelves reflect direct sunlight onto the ceiling of the building where it is diffused into the 
room as a softer form of natural light.15 
- An automatic lighting system adjusts artificial lighting levels. Light levels are adjusted according 
to sensors that determine if a room is unoccupied, or according to sensors located on the light 
shelves that monitor natural light levels.16 
- A Building Management System automatically monitors and adjusts heating and cooling 
systems to suit the temperature outside the building and the building’s Energy Management 
System also interacts with the Building Management System to minimise energy usage.17  
- A computer monitor display shows occupants the outside conditions, assisting them in deciding 
when to open the windows manually.  
The climate control features of the building effectively demonstrate the outcomes that can be 
achieved by taking an integrative, front-loaded design approach. The climate control system 
includes: fire stairs - that act as solar chimneys to assist air movement for the natural ventilation 
system; light shelves; under-floor air-conditioning vents; sun screens; and insulation. This 
multifaceted strategy required the close collaboration of multiple disciplines, including architecture, 
mechanical engineering and fire engineering. The collaborative effort allowed the solution to be 
integrated and unique, ultimately resulting in big economic savings and environmental benefits. For 
example, the underfoot air-conditioning system will only consume 178 MWh per annum, compared 
to 445 MWh per annum for a conventional air conditioning system.18 
The building’s lighting strategy has resulted in similarly substantial energy savings. The combined 
use of light shelves, smart sensors, and energy efficient light bulbs has resulted in the building 
using only approximately 15 percent of the energy to light the building than a conventional building, 
i.e. 10.5 MWh versus 67.5 MWh.19  
                                                 
14 McGregor, J. (2006) Ensuring the design vision is achieved in the operational performance of sustainable developments, Presentation 
slides for ‘Achieving Cost Effective Sustainable Development and Design Conference’ 20-22 June 2007, Sydney, Australia. 
15 Ibid.  
16 Ibid. 
17 Australian Business Council for Sustainable Energy (2007) CSIRO Energy Centre: Off-grid, distributed generation NSW, Australian 
Business Council for Sustainable Energy. Available at http://www.bcse.org.au/default.asp?id=91&articleid=23. Accessed 3 July 2007. 
18 McGregor, J. (2006) Ensuring the design vision is achieved in the operational performance of sustainable developments, Presentation 
slides for ‘Achieving Cost Effective Sustainable Development and Design Conference’ 20-22 June 2007, Sydney, Australia. 
19 Ibid. 
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Figure 9.2.2. CSIRO Energy Centre’s Natural and Artificial Lighting System Diagram       
Source: McGregor, J. (2006)20 
 
Energy conservation measures have resulted in a building that uses less than 40 percent of the 
energy consumed by a conventional building of its size.21 The low energy demand of the building 
has enabled the building’s energy needs to be matched by clean, small-scale, onsite energy 
sources. The onsite distributed energy system comprises three major forms of energy technology, 
including: 
1. Wind turbines (producing 60kW, which equals 22 percent of the onsite energy). 
2. Photovoltaic cells (producing 90kW, which equals 33 percent of the onsite energy).  
3. Microturbines that are fuelled by natural gas and air (producing 120kW, which equals 45 percent 
of the onsite energy).22  
These technologies are expected to produce up to 1750 mWh annually in the future, and the facility 
has systems in place to export energy to the external power grid in the future.23 
The Centre also demonstrates both practical and creative applications for photovoltaic (PV) cells. 
Mono-crystalline PV cells were used on the building roof and the façade. They were also laminated 
between panels of glass to form a part of the library roof. Poly-crystalline PV cells were also 
mounted to the roof, while STI dye-sensitised solar technology PV façade panels were used to form 
an atrium wall.  
                                                 
20 Ibid. 
21 CSIRO - Newcastle: CSIRO Energy Centre (NSW) at http://www.csiro.au/places/pps66.html#B1. Accessed 28 June 2007. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Australian Business Council for Sustainable Energy (2007) CSIRO Energy Centre: Off-grid, distributed generation NSW, Australian 
Business Council for Sustainable Energy. Available at http://www.bcse.org.au/default.asp?id=91&articleid=23. Accessed 3 July 2007. 
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The CSIRO Energy Centre was assessed to determine the cost effectiveness of the technological 
strategies employed to increase the energy efficiency of the building, compared with the amount of 
CO2 emission savings that are achieved. Figure 9.2.3 demonstrates which of the sustainable design 
initiatives had a negative cost value per ton of CO2 avoided, and therefore demonstrated annual 
savings. Interestingly, most of the money-savers were passive design features (denoted by the 
letter ‘P’ on the graph).  CSIRO Energy Centre - Sustainable Initiative Cost Effectiveness Relative to Conventional Methods
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Figure 9.2.3. The CSIRO Energy Centre – Sustainable Initiative Cost Effectiveness Relative to 
Conventional Methods  
Source: McGregor (2006)24 
 
Figure 9.2.4 demonstrates the quantities of greenhouse gas emission that are saved each year by 
the sustainability features of the building. According to the data, the top five greenhouse gas saving 
building elements include the micro-gas turbine co-generation plant, the under-floor air-conditioning 
system, the engagement of an energy management professional, an energy education program, 
and improved insulation and heat flow management. These figures demonstrate the effective 
outcomes that can be achieved by employing both passive and active sustainability measures 
within a building. 
                                                 
24 McGregor, J. (2006) Ensuring the design vision is achieved in the operational performance of sustainable developments, Conference 
paper for ‘Achieving Cost Effective Sustainable Development and Design Conference’ 20-22 June 2007, Sydney, Australia. 
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CSIRO Energy Centre GHG Savings Summary
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Figure 9.2.4. The CSIRO Energy Centre – GHG Savings Summary  
Source: McGregor (2006)25 
The CSIRO Energy Centre effectively demonstrates the significant energy efficiency outcomes and 
long-term savings that can be achieved using cutting-edge technology and intelligent design. The 
building also demonstrates the validity of using an onsite distributed energy strategy to further 
reduce the greenhouse gas ‘footprint’ of a development.  
Interestingly, post-occupancy studies have identified that the CSIRO Energy Centre requires the 
occupants to effectively engage with the building in order for its energy efficiency potential to be 
realised. This has resulted in a strategy to educate the occupants of how to ‘use’ the building.26 This 
is an important consideration for all green buildings that require the occupants to participate in the 
energy control of the building and should be considered as part of the design challenge. 
Case Study – National Solar Energy Centre 
Adjacent to the CSIRO Energy Centre is the National Solar Energy Centre (NSEC) which is a 
demonstration project (see Figure 9.2.5). The NSEC also utilises a combination of solar 
technologies to demonstrate effective renewable power production. The high concentration tower 
solar array produces solar gas that reaches temperatures of up to 1000oC, while the low 
concentration linear solar array heats water to around 250oC.27 At peak operation, the facility can 
generate enough energy to power over 100 homes. The microturbine facility provides the majority of 
the power for the Centre, and is additionally the most effective design strategy to reduce the 
greenhouse gas emissions of the Centre (see Figure 9.2.4). The turbines are fuelled by natural gas 
and air, which expand to drive a turbine and an electricity generator, producing a very clean form of 
energy referred to as ‘dark green energy’. The turbines are scheduled to generate energy for the 
Centre during peak demand to reduce the energy costs.28 
                                                 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 CSIRO - CSIRO gets sun smart at the Solar Centre at http://www.csiro.au/places/ps1lc.html. Accessed 28 June 2007. 
28 CSIRO - CSIRO Energy Centre at http://www.det.csiro.au/energycentre/index.htm. Accessed 28 June 2007. 
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Figure 9.2.5. The National Solar Energy Centre’s solar tower, which houses the solar concentrator 
(left), and artists’ impression of tower (right). 
Source: German Aerospace Centre (2007)29 and CSIRO (2005)30 
The technologies and design solutions employed by the CSIRO Energy Centre and the National 
Solar Energy Centre provide significant inspiration for future built environment design activities in 
Australia.  These case studies demonstrate the standard of sustainable design that can currently be 
achieved in Australia. Furthermore, the data derived from the Solar Energy Centre clearly 
demonstrates the financial justification for adopting in these kinds of design solutions, and attests to 
the value of engaging in a front-loaded design process. 
                                                 
29 See German Aerospace Centre – National Solar Energy Centre (NSEC) in Newcastle  at 
http://www.dlr.de/en/Portaldata/1/Resources/portal_news/NewsArchiv2005/cominit_tower_sunset.jpg. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
30 See CSIRO – National Solar Energy Centre at http://www.det.csiro.au/science/r_h/nsec.htm. Accessed 25 September 2007. 
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Optional Reading  
1 .  CSIRO website - Energy Transformed: Innovation for a brighter future: The National Solar 
Energy Centre at www.csiro.au/places/ps1lc. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
2 .  CSIRO website - Solar Thermal Energy Research at www.csiro.au/science/ps15e.html. 
Accessed 28 June 2012. 
3 .  CSIRO Energy Technology (2005) National Solar Energy Centre, CSIRO. Available at 
www.det.csiro.au/science/r_h/nsec.htm. Accessed 10 October 2012. 
4 .  McNaughton, R.K. and Smitham, J.B. (2003) The CSIRO Energy Centre, a demonstration of 
distributed energy, Distribution 2003, 7th International Energy Distribution & Transmission 
Conference & Exhibition, Adelaide, S.A., 16-19 November, 2003, Waldron Smith Management. 
7 p. 
5 .  Smith, T.A. and Vassallo, A.M. (2002) The CSIRO Newcastle Energy Centre - distributed 
generation in action, PESC 2002, 2002 IEEE 33rd Annual Power Electronics Specialists 
Conference, IEEE, p 1984-1987.  
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CSIRO Energy Centre, National Solar Energy Centre, On-site Distributed Generation, Net Zero 
Energy Buildings.  
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION 
 
MODULE C 
INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND LOW EMISSIONS ELECTRICITY, TRANSPORT AND 
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY  
This online textbook provides free access to a comprehensive education and training package that 
brings together the knowledge of how countries, specifically Australia, can achieve at least 60 percent 
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. This resource has been developed in line with the activities 
of the CSIRO Energy Transformed Flagship research program, which is focused on research that will 
assist Australia to achieve this target. This training package provides industry, governments, business 
and households with the knowledge they need to realise at least 30 percent energy efficiency savings in 
the short term while providing a strong basis for further improvement. It also provides an updated 
overview of advances in low carbon technologies, renewable energy and sustainable transport to help 
achieve a sustainable energy future. While this education and training package has an Australian focus, 
it outlines sustainable energy strategies and provides links to numerous online reports which will assist 
climate change mitigation efforts globally.  
CHAPTER 9: INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND DISTRIBUTED ENERGY 
 
LECTURE 9.3: BEYOND ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND DISTRIBUTED 
ENERGY: OPTIONS TO OFFSET EMISSIONS 
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The International Energy Agency forecasts that if policies remain unchanged, world energy demand 
is set to increase by over 50 percent between now and 2030.1 In Australia, CSIRO has projected that 
demand for electricity will double by 2020.2 At the same time, The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned since 1988 that nations need to stabilise their concentrations of 
CO2 equivalent emissions, requiring significant reductions in the order of 60 percent or more by 
20503. This portfolio has been developed in line with the activities of the CSIRO Energy Transformed 
Flagship research program; ‘the goal of Energy Transformed is to facilitate the development and 
implementation of stationary and transport technologies so as to halve greenhouse gas emissions, 
double the efficiency of the nation’s new energy generation, supply and end use, and to position 
Australia for a future hydrogen economy’.4 There is now unprecedented global interest in energy 
efficiency and low carbon technology approaches to achieve rapid reductions to greenhouse gas 
emissions while providing better energy services to meet industry and society’s needs. More and 
more companies and governments around the world are seeing the need to play their part in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are now committing to progressive targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. This portfolio, The Sustainable Energy Solutions Portfolio, provides a 
base capacity-building training program that is supported by various findings from a number of 
leading publications and reports to prepare engineers/designers/technicians/facilities 
managers/architects etc. to assist industry and society rapidly mitigate climate change.  
 
The Portfolio is developed in three modules;  
Module A: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Technology 
Chapter 1: Climate Change Mitigation in Australia’s Energy Sector  
Lecture 1.1:  Achieving a 60 percent Reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050   
Lecture 1.2:  Carbon Down, Profits Up – Multiple Benefits for Australia of Energy Efficiency   
Lecture 1.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon Technologies  
Lecture 1.4:  A Whole Systems Approach to Energy Efficiency in New and Existing Systems 
Chapter 2: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Commercial Users  
Lecture 2.1: The Importance and Benefits of a Front-Loaded Design Process  
Lecture 2.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Commercial Buildings 
Lecture 2.3: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of HVAC Systems  
Chapter 3: Energy Efficiency Opportunities for Industrial Users 
Lecture 3.1: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Motor Systems   
Lecture 3.2: Opportunities for Improving the Efficiency of Boiler and Steam Distribution Systems  
Lecture 3.3: Energy Efficiency Improvements available through Co-Generation 
                                                 
1 International Energy Agency (2005) ‘World Energy Outlook 2005’, Press Releases, IEA, UK. Available at 
http://www.iea.org/Textbase/press/pressdetail.asp?PRESS_REL_ID=163. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
2 CSIRO (2006) Energy Technology, CSIRO, Australia. Available at www.det.csiro.au/PDF%20files/CET_Div_Brochure.pdf. Accessed 3 
March 2007.  
3 The Climate Group (2005) Profits Up, Carbon Down, The Climate Group. Available at 
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/Carbon_Down_Profit_Up.pdf. Accessed 3 March 2007.  
4 Energy Futures Forum (2006) The Heat Is On: The Future of Energy in Australia, CSIRO, Parts 1,2,3. Available at 
http://www.csiro.au/csiro/content/file/pfnd.html. Accessed 3 March 2007.    
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Module B: Understanding, Identifying and Implementing Energy Efficiency Opportunities for 
Industrial/Commercial Users – By Sector 
Chapter 4: Responding to Increasing Demand for Electricity  
Lecture 4.1:   What Factors are Causing Rising Peak and Base Load Electricity Demand in Australia?  
Lecture 4.2:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Peak Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.3:  Demand Management Approaches to Reduce Rising ‘Base Load’ Electricity Demand 
Lecture 4.4:  Making Energy Efficiency Opportunities a Win-Win for Customers and the Utility: Decoupling 
Energy Utility Profits from Electricity Sales 
Chapter 5: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Large Energy Using Industry Sectors 
Lecture 5.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Aluminium, Steel and Cement Sectors  
Lecture 5.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing Industries  
Lecture 5.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the IT Industry and Services Sector  
Chapter 6: Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Light Industry/Commercial Sectors    
Lecture 6.1: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Tourism and Hospitality Sectors  
Lecture 6.2: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Food Processing and Retail Sector  
Lecture 6.3: Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in the Fast Food Industry 
 
Module C: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity, 
Transport and Distributed Energy 
Chapter 7: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Low Emissions Electricity 
Lecture 7.1: Opportunities and Technologies to Produce Low Emission Electricity from Fossil Fuels 
Lecture 7.2: Can Renewable Energy Supply Peak Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.3: Can Renewable Energy Supply Base Electricity Demand? 
Lecture 7.4: Hidden Benefits of Distributed Generation to Supply Base Electricity Demand 
Chapter 8: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Transport  
Lecture 8.1: Designing a Sustainable Transport Future  
Lecture 8.2: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels – Passenger Vehicles 
Lecture 8.3: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Alternative Transport Fuels - Trucking  
Chapter 9: Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy  
Lecture 9.1: Residential Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards a Climate-
Neutral Home  
Lecture 9.2: Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Opportunities: Towards Climate-
Neutral Commercial Buildings  
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distributed Energy: Options to Offset Emissions 
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 Integrated Approaches to Energy Efficiency and 
Distributed Energy 
 
Lecture 9.3: Beyond Energy Efficiency and Distribute Energy: Options 
to Offset Emissions5 
 
Carbon emissions offsetting is one of the alternatives available to business to manage their 
climate risk. It is not the solution to climate change but it has the potential to make a 
contribution when used as part of an overall carbon strategy. A comprehensive carbon 
strategy will include CO2 emission assessment, avoidance, reduction and offsetting. 
Leonardo Ribón, and Helen Scott, Report by Global Sustainability,  
RMIT University, May 20076 
Educational Aim 
The aim of this lecture is to present current information about greenhouse gas (GHG) offset 
initiatives and opportunities. GHG offsets are beginning to be understood as key mechanisms that 
can be used to assist Australia to achieve at least 60 percent GHG emission reductions by 2050. 
This lecture will specifically cover issues and opportunities in forestry, soil, agricultural, and black soil 
offsetting initiatives.  
 
Essential Reading 
Reference 
1. Low Carbon Australia- Greenhouse gas Offset Online Guide at www.carbonoffsetguide.com.au. 
Accessed 15 October 2012. 
2. Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency/Low Carbon Australia - The National 
Carbon Offset Standard. Available at www.climatechange.gov.au/ncos. Accessed 15 October 
2012. 
3. Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency - The National Carbon Offset Standard – 
Carbon Neutral Program at www.climatechange.gov.au/en/government/initiatives/low-carbon-
australia/ncos-carbon-neutral-program.aspx. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
4.  NSW Environmental Protection Agency website - What is Emission Trading? at 
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licensing/emissionstrading.htm. Accessed 15 October 2012. 
                                                 
5 Peer review by Leonardo Ribon – RMIT Global Sustainability, and Rob Gell – President Greening Australia.     
6 Ribon, L. and Scott, H. (2007) Carbon Offset Providers in Australia 2007, Global Sustainability at RMIT University, Australia. Available at 
http://www.global.rmit.edu.au/CarbonOffsets2007.pdf. Accessed 24 July 2007. 
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Learning Points 
1. Atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels are higher now than at any time in the last million 
years. Planetary greenhouse gas (GHG) levels in the atmosphere have already overshot the 
thresholds of what has been ecologically normal for the last million years. This is shown by the 
bleaching of coral reefs and other forms of ecological collapse which has occurred in the last ten 
years with just a modest increase in global temperature.  
2. Scientists such as James Hansan from NASA warn that we only have ten years left to reduce 
GHG emissions, as rapidly as possible, to avoid dangerous climate change tipping points. Many 
companies, organisations, and community groups are now adopting targets to become climate 
neutral by reducing GHG emissions through energy efficiency, low carbon technologies and 
carbon offsetting. While some criticise carbon offsetting schemes, the fact is that it is impossible 
to reduce any individual’s, household or organisation’s GHG emissions by 100 percent. Thus, 
carbon offsets are becoming recognised as an important avenue for reducing GHG emissions in 
addition to energy efficiency, fuel switching, and behavioural changes. 
3. Globally there bas been a significant shift towards the goal of ‘carbon neutral’ as a way to take 
responsibility for the greenhouse gas emissions we create every time we drive our cars, take a 
plane, or turn on our computers. It's based on the principle that, since climate change is a global 
problem, an emission reduction made elsewhere has the same positive effect as one made 
locally. Carbon/Greenhouse Gas offsets are credits for emission reductions achieved by projects 
elsewhere, such as wind farms, solar installations, or energy efficiency projects  
4. There are many GHG offsetting initiatives now offered in Australia and overseas. Offsetting 
initiatives include those that are based on energy efficiency measures, renewable energy 
projects, forestry activities, soil sequestration activities, and methane sequestration activities. 
Offsetting greenhouse gases is now an official part of all major emission trading schemes, such 
as the European Union Emission Trading Scheme and the voluntary Chicago Climate Exchange. 
5. The Kyoto Protocol has sanctioned greenhouse gas offsets as a way for governments and 
private companies to earn greenhouse gas credits which can be traded in an emissions trading 
scheme. The Kyoto Protocol established a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) which allows 
industrialised countries with a binding greenhouse gas reduction commitment (called Annex 1 
countries) to be able to invest in greenhouse gas offset projects in developing countries. 
6. Carbon offsetting schemes that invest in energy efficiency or renewable projects in theory can 
provide a definite carbon reduction that can be easily quantified. Third-party-accredited 
sustainable plantation forestry and sustainable revegetation projects provide legitimate forms of 
offsetting. However, there are risks through bushfires or drought of the carbon stored in trees 
being released within decades rather than being stored for centuries. 
7. Sustainable plantations, which are not affected by bushfires or extreme drought, offer a plausible 
way to increase biosphere capacity to naturally store greenhouse gases. Timber products and 
paper products from sustainable plantations can be used in buildings, window frames, flooring 
and thus store carbon for decades. The latest research from the ANU CRC for Greenhouse 
Accounting shows that carbon is released from these timber products and paper far slower than 
previously assumed. When timber or paper products go eventually to landfill the carbon is 
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released over 1,500 years rather than over ten years as previously thought.7 
8. It is essential that governments continue to acknowledge the importance of protecting existing 
native forests, since the loss of these resources will only exacerbate the GHG problem. The 
recently released Stern Review showed that 20 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions 
arise from deforestation of native forests around the world.8 There are many kinds of forestry 
offset projects, including reforestation, forest preservation/avoidance preservation, and forest 
management. Each strategy is useful for creating carbon sinks, though afforestation (planting 
trees on lands not previously used in forestry) and reforestation (re-establishing forest where it 
originally occurred) creates the most positive difference. It is important to note in these instances 
that it is highly desirable for the plants to be native to the local area, thus increasing the local 
biodiversity and habitat for native fauna. 
9. A less well known, but very important form of carbon offsetting is soil offsetting. This initiative 
involves farmers committing to reduce the amount of soil disturbance (e.g. tillage) that occurs on 
their farm, thereby reducing the amount of GHGs emitted from the soil via oxidisation. This 
process also assists the enhancement of soil fertility and reduction of soil erosion. Black soil or 
Terra Petra is getting a great deal of attention in the research community as a potential way to 
effectively capture carbon before it’s released from biomass into the atmosphere. Made from 
biomass, the black soil is created in such a way that the carbon is captured, then the black soil 
may be returned as organic matter, but in a form that does not release GHGs for a very long 
period of time. Black soil may provide a potential future strategy for offsetting carbon emissions.  
10. Urban forestry projects present another avenue for increasing the capacity of the environment to 
assimilate greenhouse gas emissions, while enhancing the aesthetic and ecological attributes of 
the built environment. Planners and designers may now begin to consider the sequestration 
benefits of existing vegetation and potential revegetation areas, and communicate these benefits 
to the client. 
 
                                                 
7 Smith, M. and Hargroves, K. (2006) ‘Wood – another low carbon footprint solution’, ECOS Magazine, pp 12-13. Available at 
http://www.publish.csiro.au/?act=view_file&file_id=EC129p12.pdf. Accessed 2 June 2007. 
8 Stern, N. et al (2006) Stern review on the economics of climate change, HM Treasury, London. Available at http://www.hm-
treasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/sternreview_index.cfm. Accessed 10 August 2007. 
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Brief Background Information 
Towards Climate Neutrality 
Communities can help Australia achieve a 60 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 
2050 if business, industry, governments, schools, churches and other organisations seek to achieve 
significantly greater than 60 percent. Lecture 1.2 mentioned that many companies and governments 
are currently seeking to achieve greater than ‘60% by 2050’, and have adopted targets to become 
climate neutral. The range of organisations now committing to becoming climate neutral is 
significant. The David Suzuki Foundation9 listed the following organisations and businesses as just 
some who have made this commitment: 
- The Olympics, World Cup Soccer, US Super Bowl, the AFL sporting league and other major 
sporting events are going carbon neutral, as are many athletes. 
- Airlines including Virgin Blue and travel agents such as STA Travel and Intrepid Travel, in 
partnership with Origin Energy, are starting to offer customers the option to offset their flights, 
and some airlines such as SilverJet (British) are offsetting all of their flights. Many hotels are also 
providing carbon neutral accommodation. 
- Movie studios have offset the emissions from the production of feature films (including George 
Clooney's film Syriana) and documentaries. Media companies such as NewsCorp Ltd and MTV 
are offsetting the emissions associated with their broadcasts. 
- Major conferences and events have offset their emissions, including the 2007 WOMAdelaide 
Festival. 
- Organisations as diverse as Ilysis Web Hosting, the first hosting company to provide carbon 
neutral hosting, and the US Environment Protection Authority have purchased large quantities of 
renewable energy certificates to offset their electricity use. 
- Large companies and banks like HSBC, Swiss Re, News Corp, National Australia Bank, and 
ANZ have committed to making their entire operations carbon neutral. Companies such as 
MyRate are offering such things as 'carbon neutral' home loans. 
- Many businesses are now offering carbon neutral products or services such as carpeting, 
clothing, flower deliveries, fabrics, etc. 
- Rock bands like the Rolling Stones, Coldplay, Dave Matthews Band, Pearl Jam, and The Dixie 
Chicks have offset the emissions associated with their concerts and albums. 
- Many people are now offsetting their weddings (including air travel by guests). 
- The list continues to grow – best-selling books including Tim Flannery's The Weather Makers, 
retail chains and outlets, and even entire towns, cities and nations like New Zealand and Norway 
are all committing to offsetting their emissions. 
In this lecture series, Modules A, B, and C have discussed the many strategies that industry, 
commercial building, and residential sectors can employ to reduce greenhouse gas emissions – 
namely through energy efficiency gains and the use of low carbon technology opportunities. This 
lecture discusses a further option, which is reducing greenhouse gas emissions indirectly by 
purchasing ‘carbon credits’ - allowing carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions to be offset. All of 
                                                 
9 See David Suzuki Foundation - Solving Global Warming: What you can do: Go Carbon Neutral at 
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/_pvw370829/climate_change/what_you_can_do/carbon_neutral.asp. Accessed 10 August 2007. 
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the above-listed organisations are seeking to achieve carbon neutrality by all three of these 
approaches. The option to offset greenhouse gas emissions by purchasing carbon credits is a 
particularly important one because it is a key mechanism that allows companies to become ‘carbon 
neutral’. This is achieved by paying for ‘carbon credits’ which are invested in the creation of ‘sinks’ 
for the remaining or unavoidable emissions caused by operations and travel – thereby removing 
those emissions from the atmosphere. Currently for every single carbon credit that is purchased, one 
metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e) emissions are sequestered.10 
There are three primary types of greenhouse gas offsets schemes offered that provide carbon 
credits, including energy efficiency, renewable energy and forestry carbon offset projects.  
In Australia the most common carbon offset projects involve renewable energy, energy efficiency 
and forestry/revegetation (bio-sequestration).  
Offsets from Renewables 
Renewable energy projects include wind, solar, geothermal, landfill gas capture, biomass, and some 
hydro generation. Under the Australian Mandatory Renewable Energy Target (MRET), a Renewable 
Energy Certificate (REC) is equivalent to 1 MWh of renewable energy generation, which offsets 
approximately 1 ton of CO2. 
The key benefits of renewable energy projects are that they provide a measurable way to clearly 
reduce emissions which would otherwise be produced from burning fossil fuels. Investments in new 
renewable energy projects also last decades, ensuring that the money invested makes a lasting 
difference.  
Offsets from Energy-Efficiency Projects 
Energy Efficiency projects offset emissions by reducing the amount of energy needed to provide 
services and meet society’s needs. The difference between energy use before and after a particular 
energy efficiency measure is implemented is what is measured to create a carbon offset. 
It is true that energy efficiency projects, once implemented, will provide long-term reductions in 
energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions. The National Framework for Energy Efficiency 
(NFEE) research shows that there is significant potential in the economy for energy efficiency to 
make a difference. NFEE’s publications show that 30 and 70 percent potential energy efficiency 
savings exist throughout the Australian economy.11  
However, critics of carbon offsets from energy efficiency projects argue that companies, 
governments and home owners should be investing in energy efficiency opportunities anyway. 
Investments in energy efficiency usually pay back with a four year or less period and hence most 
organisations’ should invest in energy efficiency anyway.  
Forestry offset initiatives can create carbon credits, as well as improve biodiversity and soil health, 
and Greening Australia12 has launched, in 2007, a premium biodiversity carbon credit product called 
‘Breathe Easy’. 
                                                 
10 See NSW Department of Primary Industries: Forests - Frequently asked questions on carbon trading 
Sydney Futures Exchange Paper, 2000 (used with permission): What is the Kyoto Protocol and emissions trading? at 
http://www.forest.nsw.gov.au/env_services/carbon/trading/faq/Default.asp. Accessed 24 July 2007. 
11 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Working Group (2003) Towards a National Framework for Energy Efficiency – Issues and 
Challenges Discussion Paper, NFEE. Available at http://www.nfee.gov.au/about_nfee.jsp?xcid=64.   Accessed 25 October 2007. 
12 Greening Australia (2007) Greening Australia Breathe Easy, Greening Australia Pty Ltd, Australia. Available at 
http://www.breatheeasynow.com.au/html.  Accessed 14 April 2007. 
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Other offset initiatives include agricultural methane offsets, landfill methane offsets, and coal mine 
methane offsets.13 Currently, towards the end of 2007, there are 29 companies in Australia14 offering 
greenhouse gas offset services. A number of these offsetting activities will be discussed in more 
detail in the remainder of this lecture. Since the rest of the modules have focused on opportunities to 
reduce carbon emissions through energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies this lecture 
will focus on the opportunities to offset through forestry and soil options. 
Forestry Offsets 
Few people realise that 20 percent of the world's annual CO2 emissions result from deforestation15 
due to land use change in the tropical regions of Central and South America, Africa, and Asia. These 
lands are being transformed from relatively high-carbon stock, natural forests to generally lower-
carbon stock, crop, agro-forestry, grazing, or wood-fuel lands and urban areas. While these changes 
through land clearing, forest harvest, and fire provide short-term economic benefits to rural 
livelihood, in the long term it leads to devastation of these rural economies as soils that receive 
tropical rainfall are quickly leached of nutrients. There is a great opportunity for forestry projects to 
compensate for the loss of natural forests by enhancing the capacity of the biosphere to naturally 
assimilate increased levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Effectively the world can pay to 
protect and vegetate these areas to stabilise climate change, but also to provide income.  
The current Federal Minister for the Environment, Malcolm Turnbull announced on the 24th of July 
2007 the Federal Government’s commitment to funding forestry management projects that will 
reverse the rate of deforestation and greenhouse gas emission increases, 
Australia is [providing] a $200 million Global Initiative on Forests and Climate to reverse 
deforestation and by doing so, gives the world the breathing space it needs until the 
technologies are able to deliver us abundant, zero or near zero emissions energy.16 
Forestry offset projects are those that invest in planting projects to remove CO2 from the 
atmosphere. A greenhouse gas or carbon ‘sink’ is a term often used to describe vegetation 
communities, particularly forests, that can act as repositories for CO2 and other greenhouse gases. 
Forestry offset projects can help prevent global climate change by increasing the amount of 
terrestrial plant matter, thus increasing the opportunity for carbon sequestration by plant matter, 
thereby reducing levels of CO2, methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) in the atmosphere. 
Traditional commercial forestry practices are regarded as offering minimal carbon sequestration 
value. This is because greenhouse gases are released when a) the valuable old growth forest timber 
is logged to make way for the new plantation, and burning and decaying timber remnants release 
gases into the atmosphere; and b) during routine harvest periods a significant proportion of the 
carbon stored in the young forest’s biomass is released every time the timber is harvestedinto the 
atmosphere as the residual timber remnants decay. Essentially, traditional commercial forestry 
practices are not beneficial because the old growth forest (which is an ecologically functioning, 
stable carbon sink) is replaced with a young monoculture that is not particularly ecologically valuable 
and is not a constant carbon sink. The various forms of forestry projects that are regarded as 
effective greenhouse gas sinks are recorded in the table below. 
                                                 
13 Chicago Climate Exchange (2007) CCX Offsets Program, Chicago Climate Exchange, USA. Available at 
http://www.chicagoclimatex.com/content.jsf?id=23. Accessed 14 July 2007. 
14 Ribon, L. and Scott, H. (2007) Carbon Offset Providers in Australia 2007, Global Sustainability at RMIT University, Australia. Available 
at http://www.global.rmit.edu.au/CarbonOffsets2007.pdf Accessed August 2007. 
15 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United States: Forestry (2007) Forests and Climate Change, FAO, USA. Available at 
http://www.fao.org/forestry/site/11480/en/page.jsp. Accessed 16 July 2007. 
16 Turnbull, M. (2007) ‘Save trees for green future’, The Daily Telegraph, News Ltd, Australia. Available at 
http://www.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/story/0,22049,22119735-5001031,00.html. Accessed 24 July 2007. 
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Table 9.3.1. Key forestry offset project types and their effect on greenhouse gas 
Key Forestry Offset 
Project Types 
Explanatory note Effect on greenhouse gases 
Afforestation 
Tree planting on lands 
previously not in forestry.  
Increases carbon storage 
through sequestration. 
Reforestation 
Tree planting on lands, such as 
restoring trees on severely 
burned lands that will 
demonstrably not regenerate 
without intervention. 
Increases carbon storage 
through sequestration. 
Forest preservation or 
avoided deforestation 
Protection of forests that 
otherwise would have been 
cleared.  
Avoids CO2 emissions via 
conservation of existing 
carbon stocks. 
Forest management 
Modification of forestry 
practices, such as lengthening 
the harvest-regeneration cycle. 
Increases carbon storage by 
sequestration. 
Source: US EPA (2006)17 
Forestry and Revegetation Offset Accounting 
One of the challenges of Forestry and revegetation carbon offset programs is accurately accounting 
for the changes. The AGO has sent thousands of its free National Carbon Accounting Toolbox CDs18 
to farmers and landholders. 
The toolbox enables users to track greenhouse gas emissions and ‘carbon stock’ changes from 
different land use and management options. It provides access to a comprehensive carbon 
accounting model for Australia, and includes all supporting technical documentation. Users can view 
carbon accounting data, i.e. for a range of plant species and land management systems; historic 
climate records; or technical reports relating to development of the national carbon accounting 
system. 
As a result, land managers can now monitor greenhouse gas emissions effectively and identify more 
sustainable (less emissions-intensive) land management practices. 
The former CRC for Greenhouse Accounting19 has also developed simple online calculators that 
allow farmers and plantation managers to accurately calculate how much CO2 they are sequestering 
through changing land use patterns and through afforestation, reafforestation and revegetation 
efforts.  
                                                 
17 US Environmental Protection Agency (2006) Forestry Practices that Sequester or Preserve Carbon, US Environmental Protection 
Agency, USA. Available at www.epa.gov/sequestration/forestry.html. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
18 See Australian Greenhouse Office’s National Carbon Accounting Toolbox at http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/ncas/ncat/index.html 
Accessed 25 October 2007. 
19 See CRC for Greenhouse Accounting Calculators at  http://www.greenhouse.crc.org.au/counting%5Fcarbon/ Accessed 25 October 
2007. 
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Soil Offsets 
The disturbance, or tillage, of soil due to farming practices has been recognised as a significant 
source of CO2 emissions, as well as a major cause of soil erosion.20 Greenhouse gas emissions 
released from agricultural soil may be reduced by minimising tillage, erosion control, irrigation 
management, changes in field/crop rotations, and crop cover. The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that improved productivity and conservation tillage can allow 
increases in soil carbon content (i.e. carbon sequestration) at an initial rate of around 0.3 tons of 
carbon/ha/yr.21 The potential of carbon sequestration, on a global scale, is about 0.6-billion tons to 1-
billion tons per year.22 In acknowledgement of the importance of soil as a carbon sink, the Chicago 
Climate Exchange has determined that soil offsets may be gained by farmers that commit to 
continuous conservation tillage, which maintains an increase in soil carbon stocks.23 
The idea of using soils for absorbing CO2 was introduced by Professor of Soil Science at Ohio State 
University, Rattan Lal. Ever since humanity began to farm, soils have been losing carbon due to 
ploughing, which opens-up the soil and mixes oxygen into it, leading to oxidation of the carbon in the 
soil. In addition, ploughing the soil decreases structural stability, making it more vulnerable to erosion 
by wind and water. Wind and water remove the finer soil particles which usually contain the most 
nutrients (including carbon content). Ploughing, therefore, makes the soil vulnerable to carbon loss 
via both chemical and physical mechanisms. To reduce carbon loss from soil, alternative methods of 
farming are needed, including new methods of ploughing and new agricultural systems that require 
less ploughing. Ploughing in a way that doesn’t turn the soil, or not ploughing at all, is called 
‘reduced tillage’ or ‘no-tillage’ respectively. It is now a respected method for preventing soil erosion 
that also involves using plenty of mulch and manure, and planting appropriate crops to enhance the 
soil. Professor Lal believes that applying these techniques around the world would sequester a 
significant amount of carbon. 
Former chief executive of the Australian CRC for Greenhouse Accounting, Ian Noble, says 
sequestering carbon in soil offers a distinct advantage, 
Carbon stored in the soil is actually much safer for reversibility than, for example, trees and other 
vegetation. However, there are some risks. Say, for example, the farmer has been carrying out… 
a minimum tillage for 10, 15 years or more, and then for one reason or another they go back to 
deep ploughing. Even for a few years, that can release a lot of the carbon that’s been stored. So 
any monitoring system has to be accurate enough to detect that, and make sure that that’s 
properly accounted for.24  
For more information please consult Professor Lal’s homepage at Ohio State University,25 and the 
US EPA’s website that provides extensive resources for calculating baselines regarding soil carbon 
offsets.26 
                                                 
20 Reicosky, D. and Archer, D. (2007) ‘Moldboard Plow Tillage Depth and Short-Term Carbon Dioxide Release’, Soil & Tillage Research, 
vol 94, Issue 1, pp 109-121. Available at http://www.ars.usda.gov/research/publications/Publications.htm?seq_no_115=178744. Accessed 
17 July 2007. 
21 Watson, R.T. et al (eds.) (2000) Special Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change, and Forestry, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, Cambridge University Press, London, p 204. 
22 Aedy, R. (2000) ‘Can Soils Soak Up Greenhouse Gasses?’, Earthbeat, Radio National, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Australia. 
Available at http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/earth/stories/s226590.htm. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
23 Chicago Climate Exchange (2007) CCX Offsets Program, Chicago Climate Exchange, USA. Available at 
http://www.chicagoclimatex.com/content.jsf?id=23. Accessed 14 July 2007. 
24 Noble, I. (2000) ‘Can Soils Soak Up Greenhouse Gases’, Earthbeat, ABC. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/earth/stories/s226590.htm. Accessed 10 August 2007. 
25 Wagner, H. (2004) No-Till Farming Offers Fix to Global Problems, Ohio State University, USA. Available at  www.ag.ohio-
state.edu/~news/story.php?id=2880. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
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Summary of Farming Offsets 
Table 9.3.2. US EPA on Representative Carbon Sequestration Rates and Saturation Periods for Key 
Agricultural and Forestry Practices 
Activity 
Representative 
carbon 
sequestration rate 
in U.S. 
(Metric tons of C per 
acre per year) 
Time over which 
sequestration may occur 
before saturating (Assuming 
no disturbance, harvest or 
interruption of practice) 
References 
Afforestation 0.6 – 2.6 90 – 120+ years Birdsey 199627 
Reforestation  0.3 – 2.1 90 – 120+ years Birdsey 199628 
Changes in forest 
management 
0.6 – 0.8  If wood products included in 
accounting, saturation does not 
necessarily occur if Carbon 
continuously flows into 
products. 
Row 199629 
0.2  IPCC 200030 
Conservation or 
riparian buffers 
0.1 – 0.3  Not calculated Lal et al. 199931 
Conversion from 
conventional to 
reduced tillage 
0.2 – 0.3  15 – 20 years 
West and Post 
200232 
0.2 i) 25 – 50 years Lal et al. 1999 
Changes in grazing 
land management 
0.02 – 0.5 j) 25 – 50 years 
Follet et al. 
200133 
Biofuel substitutes 
for fossil fuels. 
1.3 – 1.5 k) 
Saturation does not occur if 
fossil fuel emissions are 
continuously offset. 
Lal et al. 1999. 
Source: US Environmental Protection Agency  (2006)34  
(Note: for table notes and additional information, please refer to original table). 
                                                                                                                                                                     
26 US Environmental Protection Agency (2006) Carbon Sequestration in Agriculture and Forestry, US EPA, USA. Available at 
www.epa.gov/sequestration/tools_resources.html. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
27 Birdsey, R.A. (1996) ‘Regional Estimates of Timber Volume and Forest Carbon for Fully Stocked Timberland, Average Management 
After Final Clearcut Harvest’, in Sampson, R.N. and Hair, D. (eds.) Forests and Global Change Volume 2: Forest Management 
Opportunities for Mitigating Carbon Emissions, American Forests, USA. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Row, C. (1996) ‘Effects of selected forest management options on carbon storage’  in Sampson, R.N. and Hair, D. (eds.) Forests and 
Global Change Volume 2: Forest Management Opportunities for Mitigating Carbon Emissions, American Forests, USA, pp 27-58. 
30 Watson, R.T. et al (eds.) (2000) Special Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change, and Forestry, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, Cambridge University Press, London, p 184. 
31 Lal, R., Kimble, J.M., Follett, R.F. and Cole, C.V. (1999) The Potential of U.S. Cropland to Sequester Carbon and Mitigate the 
Greenhouse Effect, Lewis Publishers, USA  
32 West, T.O. and Post, W.M. (2002) ‘Soil Carbon Sequestration by Tillage and Crop Rotation: A Global Data Analysis’, Soil Science 
Society of America Journal, vol 66, pp 1930-1946. Available at 
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/programs/CSEQ/terrestrial/westpost2002/westpost2002.html. Accessed 10 August 2007. 
33 Follett, R.F., Kimble, J.M.  and Lal, R. (2001) The Potential of U.S. Grazing Lands to Sequester Carbon and Mitigate the Greenhouse 
Effect, Lewis Publishers, USA. 
34 US Environmental Protection Agency (2006) Representative Carbon Sequestration Rates and Saturation Periods for Key Agricultural & 
Forestry Practices, US EPA, USA. Available at www.epa.gov/sequestration/rates.html. Accessed 10 August 2007.. # Important Note: Any 
associated changes in emissions of methane (CH4) nitrous oxide (N2O) or fossil CO2 not included. 
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Black Soil or Terra Petra 
An emerging opportunity for carbon sequestration is a new product that has been termed black soil 
or terra petra. Black soil is produced by converting biomass (e.g. crop residues) into char via a 
process known as pyrolysis. Pyrolysis is a process whereby biomass is heated strongly, in the 
absence of oxygen, causing the carbon content of the biomass to be effectively ‘locked up’ so that it 
can be safely returned to the soil without the risk of emitting carbon in the short to medium term. It is 
estimated that carbon stored in black soil takes hundreds to thousands of years to be naturally re-
released into the atmosphere, which would mean that it is a very promising long-term mode of 
carbon sequestration when compared with other strategies.35 Black soil is additionally beneficial 
because when added to soil it increases water retention, mineral content, and biological health, 
thereby improving the soil’s fertility and structure, resulting in increased plant yields.36 Furthermore, 
the gases produced from the pyrolysis process are suitable to be captured and used to create a 
clean form of bioenergy.37 The process appears to offer significant potential and warrants further 
large-scale immediate research. 
Agricultural Methane Emission Offsets  
Australia currently contains approximately 20 million cattle and 130 million sheep, producing 
approximately 12 percent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions.38 Australia’s CSIRO is exploring 
ways to help sheep and cattle digest rough and low nutrient pastures more efficiently. The CSIRO 
scientists have found that by varying the bacterial populations in the animal's rumen, livestock can 
yield more meat, wool and milk while producing less methane.39 Trials have shown live weight gains 
of about 20 percent in sheep and cattle, and nine percent fleece weight gains. In digesting more of 
their food, the animals release 18-80 percent less methane through belching.40 Other ways of 
reducing animal methane emissions include methane capture and combustion methods. In the 
United States, the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) offers carbon credits for these kinds of 
agricultural methane emission offsets.41  
Carbon Offsetting in the Urban Environment 
There is a great opportunity for forestry offsetting initiatives to occur within the setting of the urban 
environment. The environmental side-effects of urban settlement include a loss of biodiversity, ‘heat 
island’ effects, dramatically altered water cycle, and minimisation of carbon sinks (existing 
vegetation). Revegetation projects can assist in mitigating these side effects by increasing habitat 
area and biodiversity, providing natural shade, allowing for natural filtration of stormwater and by 
increasing the size of the urban greenhouse gas sink, while beautifying the urban environment. 
However, it should be noted that urban planners and designers should consider revegetation 
planting as an inferior option to retaining existing vegetation from a carbon offsetting perspective 
because revegetation plantings currently requires CO2 input to be established and maintained (e.g. 
fuel consumption of machinery and the embedded energy in fertiliser and water). Opportunities and 
issues for urban GHG sequestration should be recognised and committed to at the earliest stage of 
                                                 
35 Lehmann, J. (2007) ‘A Handful of Carbon’, Nature, Issue 477, pp 143-144. Available at 
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v447/n7141/full/447143a.html. Accessed 24 July 2007. 
36 Ibid 
37 Ibid 
38 CSIRO (1997) CSIRO: Solutions for Greenhouse, CSIRO, Australia. Available at http://www.csiro.au/news/issues/greenhse.htm. 
Accessed 10 August 2007. 
39 Ibid 
40 US Environmental Protection Agency (1998) Small Steps Make a Difference: Improving your Cow-Calf Business and the Environment in 
the Southeastern US, US EPA, USA. Available at www.epa.gov/sequestration/pdf/smallsteps.pdf. Accessed 1 November 2007. 
41 Chicago Climate Exchange (2007) Agricultural Methane Emission Offsets, Chicago Climate Exchange, USA. Available at 
http://www.chicagoclimatex.com/content.jsf?id=103. Accessed 24 July 2007. 
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the project so as to inform other aspects of the design (e.g. location of open space and conservation 
areas etc). 
Urban forestry is just one example of the many opportunities for politicians, scientists, businesses, 
industry, engineers, designers, and citizens to creatively reduce and offset society’s greenhouse gas 
emissions and benefit from doing so.42 
Greenhouse Gas Offset Critiques 
The greenhouse gas offset industry and offset projects have their critics, who say that the practice is 
encouraging individuals and organisations to keep generating greenhouse gas emissions in a 
‘business-as-usual’ fashion, rather than making genuine efforts to rapidly reduce emissions.43 Others 
have criticised the lack of regulation and quality assurance in this new market.  
But a recent Financial Times44 report on the UK market found ‘widespread failings in the new 
markets for greenhouse gas offsets, suggesting some organisations are paying for emissions 
reductions that do not take place’. In addition the report found that: 
- Industrial companies are profiting from doing very little, or from gaining greenhouse gas 
credits on the basis of efficiency gains from which they have already benefited substantially. 
- Brokers are providing services of questionable or no value. 
- A shortage of verification exists, making it difficult for buyers to assess the true value of 
greenhouse gas credits. 
In fact, critics argue that the carbon offsets industry is allowing individuals, organisations and 
countries to think that it is alright to keep polluting.45 Chris Martin, the famous lead singer of UK rock 
band ColdPlay is an example of this. In an interview for the Guardian in 2005,46 while espousing the 
need for us all to play our part to preserve the planet, Chris revealed that he drives a fuel inefficient 
sports car and frequently travels in his own private jet. He said that he had bought the private jet 
partly so that his daughter Apple, when she is older, could fly and join him at his concerts whenever 
she wished to do so.47 Chris’s excuse for this highly carbon intensive behaviour was that he and 
ColdPlay offset their emissions. In 2002, Coldplay paid British company Future Forests to plant 10 
000 mango trees in India to offset the emissions from creating their second album. In 2006, the UK 
Daily Telegraph48 reported that at least 40 per cent of the saplings had died as a result of water 
shortages – negating the greenhouse gas storage they were meant to provide. Further, several 
failures around the world have fuelled criticism of offset schemes under the Clean Development 
Mechanism.49 The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), established by the Kyoto Protocol, allows 
industrialised countries with a binding greenhouse gas reduction commitment to invest in 
greenhouse gas offset projects in developing countries. Failures of the CDM include carbon offset 
                                                 
42 More information about urban forestry can be found at this website: http://www.urbanforestrysouth.org/Resources/Library/Citation.2004-
07-20.1358/view.  Accessed 24 July 2007. 
43 Smith, K. (2007) ‘The Carbon Neutral Myth: Offset Indulgences for your Climate Sins’, Carbon Trade Watch, Transnational Institute, pp 
29-42. Available at http://www.carbontradewatch.org/pubs/carbon_neutral_myth.pdf.  Accessed 12 November 2007. 
44 Harvey, F. and Fidler, S. (2007) ‘Industry caught in greenhouse gas smokescreen’, Financial Review, London. Available at 
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/48e334ce-f355-11db-9845-000b5df10621.html. Accessed 12 November 2007. 
45 Smith, K. (2007) ‘The Carbon Neutral Myth: Offset Indulgences for your Climate Sins’, Carbon Trade Watch, Transnational Institute, pp 
29-42.  Available at www.carbontradewatch.org/pubs/carbon_neutral_myth.pdf. Accessed 12 November 2007. 
46 Chris Martin Interview with Craig McLean, 28th May 2005. The Importance of Being Earnest. The Guardian. 
47 Monbiot, G. (2006) ‘Greenwash Exposed – Chris Martin’, Turn Up the Heat. Available at http://www.turnuptheheat.org/?page_id=12 
Accessed 13 November 2007.  
48 Dhillon, A. and Harnden, T. (2006) ‘How Coldplay’s green hopes died in the arid soil of India’, Sunday Telegraph, 30 April 2006. 
49 Smith, K. (2007) ‘The Carbon Neutral Myth: Offset Indulgences for your Climate Sins’, Carbon Trade Watch, Transnational Institute, pp 
29-42. www.carbontradewatch.org/pubs/carbon_neutral_myth.pdf Accessed 13 November 2007. 
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projects in South America50 and Africa51. As a result of failures such as these, a number of new non-
government organisations52 have been set up with the sole purpose of monitoring GHG offset 
projects.53 However, it’s important to note that offsets are not the solution to reducing GHG 
emissions. Rather, they should be seen as one component of a broader GHG reduction approach 
that requires, first, that society uses energy more efficiently, and secondly, that it shifts to using low-
carbon energy sources. Virtually all businesses and households in Australia can now purchase 100 
per cent renewable energy from an accredited green power supplier,54 and most Australians can 
easily make other lifestyle changes, such as buying locally grown food. Only then does it make 
sense to offset the remaining balance of our emissions using greenhouse gas offsets.  
In its 2007 review of the Australian greenhouse gas offsets industry, the Global Sustainability 
Institute at RMIT University argued that,  
… criticism of the greenhouse gas offset industry is justified, as only some Australian 
greenhouse gas offset service providers communicate on their websites that greenhouse gas 
offsetting emissions is only one element of a comprehensive greenhouse gas strategy. Only 
a few organisations do encourage their clients to measure, reduce and then offset, rather 
than purely offering the offset service.55 
The greenhouse gas offset industry is starting to address these criticisms proactively. Founder of 
Climate Positive Brendan Condon states, ‘I think that offsets can play a part in the climate protection 
strategy, but they cannot be used as a mini licence to pollute. We must reduce our footprint 
dramatically before we offset. At Climate Positive we’re very clear; we want passionate partners in 
reducing global warming; not passive consumers of a product.’56 Also initial steps are being made to 
improve quality assurance standards. Most Australian carbon offsets are either accredited or in the 
process of getting accredited with the Australian Greenhouse Office’s Greenhouse Friendly program 
(see Table 9.3.3).  
Quality Assurance Standards  
This is an important development because offset purchasers need to have confidence that the 
greenhouse gas offsets they pay for are generated from projects that are accurately and reliably 
verified. 
In Australia’s voluntary market, it is difficult to ascertain whether claims being made by greenhouse 
gas offsetting companies are genuine. So Ribón and Scott, authors of the Global Sustainability 
Report,57 have developed a set of criteria (adapted below) that can help customers choose between 
numerous greenhouse gas offset products:58 
 
                                                 
50 Patricia Granda (2005) Carbon Sink Plantations in the Ecuadorian Andes: Impacts of the Dutch FACE-PROFAFOR Monoculture Tree 
Plantations, Project on Indigenous and Peasant Communities, Patricia Granda. Available at www.wrm.org.uy/countries/Ecuador/face.pdf 
Accessed 13 November 2007.  
51 Lang, C. and Byakola, T. (2006) A funny place to store carbon: UWA-FACE Foundation’s tree planting project in Mount Elgon National 
Park, Uganda World Rainforest Movement. Available at http://www.wrm.org.uy/countries/Uganda/Place_Store_Carbon.pdf. Accessed 4 
November 2007. 
52 See Greenhouse gas Trade Watch at www.greenhouse.gastradewatch.org. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
53 See SinksWatch at www.sinkswatch.org/. Accessed 4 November 2007. 
54 See Australian Government-accredited green power options at www.greenpower.gov.au/home.aspx Accessed 25 October 2007. 
55 Ribón, L. and Scott, H. (2007) Greenhouse gas Offset Service Providers in Australia 2007, Global Sustainability at RMIT. Available at 
http://www.global.rmit.edu.au/Greenhouse gasOffsets2007.pdf.  Accessed 25 October 2007.  
56 Lester, B. (2007) ‘Smoke and Mirrors’, GMagazine 3rd Edition, May/June, pp 50-53. Available at http://www.lunamedia.com.au/samples/ 
Accessed 10 November 2007.   
57 Ribón, L. and Scott, H. (2007) Greenhouse gas Offset Service Providers in Australia 2007, Global Sustainability at RMIT. Available at 
http://www.global.rmit.edu.au/Greenhouse gasOffsets2007.pdf.  Accessed 25 October 2007. 
58 Ibid.  
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Table 9.3.3. Comparison of Carbon Offset Providers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:  Ribón, L. and Scott, H. (2007)59 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Ribon and Scott (2007)60 
 Additionality: Would the project have occurred anyway without funding from greenhouse gas 
offsets? 
 Baseline Determination: Does the provider state commitments to a robust process to determine 
greenhouse gas emissions in the absence of the project? 
                                                 
59 Ribón, L. and Scott, H. (2007) Greenhouse gas Offset Service Providers in Australia 2007, Global Sustainability at RMIT. Available at 
http://www.global.rmit.edu.au/Greenhouse gasOffsets2007.pdf.  Accessed 25 October 2007. 
60   Ibid. 
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 Benefit Quantification: Does the provider have a track record of accurate quantification of 
emissions reductions or has that provider had failures in the past? Do the figures quoted reflect 
uncertainties? 
 Permanence: Are there risks of loss of greenhouse gas from bushfires and drought? Is there a 
risk that customers will not install compact fluorescents? Is there a potential for future reversal of 
sequestration?  
 Ownership and Registration: Is ownership of offsets clearly and formally registered? Is there any 
possibility of offsets being sold many times over? 
 Monitoring and Verification: Does the provider commit to regularly monitor, verify and report 
greenhouse gas offsets over time? 
Because the voluntary greenhouse gas offsets market is immature, no universally accepted 
standards for product quality have yet gained market dominance. However, as the RMIT report 
outlines, the following standards exist to provide quality guidance or certification for some areas of 
the greenhouse gas offsetting process. Ribón and Scott summarise these as follows:  
1) Measuring and Accounting for GHG Emissions: The main standards used here globally 
are the GHG Protocol for Project Accounting and the Corporate Accounting and 
Reporting Standards, released jointly by the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development (WBCSD) and World Resources Institute (WRI). There is also the 
International Organisation for Standardisation’s ISO 14064 standard for GHG accounting 
and verification. 
2) Abatement Projects that Create Emission-Reduction Credits: These standards and 
protocols establish whether the GHG reduction project is credible. Examples include the 
Gold Standard for Voluntary Offsets, the Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS), Australian 
Greenhouse Friendly initiative, and Origin Energy’s Greenhouse gas Reduction Scheme 
(CRS). 
3) Standards that Certify a Scheme for Selling Offsets: For example, the UK Government’s 
Code of Best Practice. 
4) Standards that can Certify whether an Organisation or Product has Credibly Offset its 
Emissions: This is important so that the organisation or product can market itself as 
‘greenhouse gas neutral’. Examples of this in Australia include the AGO’s Greenhouse 
Friendly initiative.61  
Conclusion 
As the David Suzuki Foundation states,62  
Although some argue that purchasing carbon offsets amounts to ‘buying one’s way out’, one can 
never reduce or eliminate 100% of one’s emissions. Carbon neutrality offers the opportunity to 
take responsibility for one’s entire climate impact. Also, simply creating an emissions inventory – 
which is necessary to determine how many offsets need to be purchased – is often an important 
first step for many organizations in realizing the magnitude of their emissions, and can lead to 
emission reductions down the road. 
                                                 
61 Ibid. 
62 See David Suzuki Foundation website - What you can do: Go Climate Neutral at 
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_You_Can_Do/carbon_neutral.asp. Accessed 10 August 2007. 
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There is value in greenhouse gas offsetting approaches as long as organisations have first got their 
own ‘house in order’ by implementing all the possible energy efficiency opportunities available (refer 
to Modules A and B) and are purchasing their energy from low carbon renewable sources in the first 
instance (refer to Module C).  
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